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ABSTRACT

This study discusses poetic communication in the context of  maḥfil-i samāʿ (an 

assembly of listening to sung poetry) among South Asian Sufis. Drawing from 

both  textual  and  ethnographic  materials,  the  study  explores  the  relationship 

between Sufi practice, poetic expression and musical performance. It presents a 

context-sensitive reading of a multilingual (Persian, Hindi, Urdu) poetic corpus 

that takes into account its literary characteristics, the framework of Sufi practice, 

as  well  as  the  various  techniques  the  musicians  called  qawwals  utilize  in 

conveying the meaning of a poetic text.

The study comprises three parts that are distinguished by their sources and 

methodological approaches. The �⌫rst part discusses the dynamics of sam⌅⇧ as a 
meditative and ecstatic Su�⌫ practice, and it is based on close reading of textual sources 

in Arabic, Persian and Urdu written between the fourteenth and twentieth centuries. 

Throughout these texts, the authors have characterized sam⌅⇧ as a spiritual practice 
whose transformative e"fect is sudden, even violent.

The second part examines twentieth-century anthologies of qawwali poetry and 

shows the extreme %&uidity of the poetic repertoires; the performers are fairly free to 

choose the texts they sing as long as the desired e"fect is brought about in the listeners.

The study of poetry in sam⌅⇧, however, is bound to remain suggestive if it is solely 
based on textual sources. Each performance of a poetic text is uniquely shaped in the 

interaction between the listeners and singers. For this reason, the third part of the 

study covers an ethnographic analysis of four sam⌅⇧ assemblies that took place in 
Delhi and Hyderabad. While the focus is on the poetic text, the analysis takes into 

account the physical settings of the occasions, the hierarchies that regulate the 

interaction of the participants, as well as the economics involved.

The analysis reveals how qawwals continuously alternate between musical and 

poetic tension and release during ma⌥� l-i sam⌅⇧. In this manner, they intensify the 
listeners/ feelings and emotions, which are then ideally integrated into the spiritual 

practice of each participant. Furthermore, the impassioned poetry that addresses God 

as the beloved also constitutes a signi�⌫cant religious discourse that complements the 

more systematic approach found in Islamic theological and legal prose writings.
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Key to transliteration

ء ) آ ) R (RE) ڑ U گ g

ب b ز z ل l

پ p ژ zh م m

ت t س s ن n 

ٹ V ش sh ں W

ث s (th in Arabic) ص X و
v, Y, o, au (w in 

Arabic)

ج j ض Z ([ in Arabic) ہ h

چ c ط tJ ھ h

ح \ ظ zJ ی y, K

خ kh ع F ے e, ai

د d غ gh َ  (zabar) a

ڈ [ ف f ِ  
(zer)

i

ذ
z (dh in 

Arabic)
ق q ُ  (pesh) u

ر r ک k

Place names are transliterated without diacritical marks, and the English-language 

spellings are preserved. Names of persons from the modern period are generally 

written consistent with their or their organization’s conventions. Terms used in 

quotations are reproduced as they appear in the original source.
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INTRODUCTION

This study discusses poetic communication in the context of sam⌅⇧ among South Asi-
an Su⌫⇠s. Drawing from both textual and ethnographic materials, my work explores the 

mutual relationship of poetic expression, Su⌫⇠ practice and musical performance. In-

stead of theoretical dimensions, metaphysical speculations or mystical experiences, 

the focus is on the practical dynamics of sam⌅⇧. I aim at presenting a context-sensitive 
reading of poems, which takes into account their literary characteristics, the frame-

work of Su⌫⇠ practice where they are employed, as well as the various techniques util-

ized in constructing their meaning during the musical performance. This approach 

complements the literary analysis that concentrates on poetic language, images and 

writing context, as well as the religious analysis that focuses on the doctrinal import of 

the texts.

Literally, the Arabic word sam⌅⇧ means ‘listening’. Elaborating on its role in the 
Su⌫⇠ practice, Bruce B. Lawrence de⌫⇠nes it as ‘hearing chanted verses (with or without 

accompanying instruments) in the company of others also seeking to participate in a 

dynamic dialogue between a human lover and the divine beloved.’1 The de⌫⇠nition cap-

tures many characteristic traits of the practice: poetry is given more weight than mu-

sic, sam⌅⇧ is usually a collective occasion and the aim is something greater than the 
music and poetry in themselves. In sam⌅⇧, music and poetry have an instrumental 
value, yet their aesthetic and entertaining dimensions are also signi⌫⇠cant. An exclusive 

emphasis on the spiritual nature of the practice may cause one to ignore the relevance 

of these other dimensions; the fact is that not all listeners attend sam⌅⇧ because of 
spiritual pursuits. Sometimes beautiful poetry and music may just remain that and 

nothing more. For this reason, sam⌅⇧ is perhaps best de⌫⇠ned as deep or absorbed 
listening, which may lead to achieving spiritual goals, but which may as well produce 

only a pleasant aesthetic experience. It is also important to note that this listening 

does not denote passive receiving. On the contrary, the listeners have an active role in 

shaping the musical performances during sam⌅⇧.
It is signi⌫⇠cant that although sam⌅⇧ is a religious practice, its main elements, po-

etry and music, are not unambiguously so. When contemporary Indian Su⌫⇠s talk 

about poetry in the context of sam⌅⇧, they use the term kal⌅m. It simply means speech, 
discourse or anything said, but it evokes religious associations because it features in 

phrases like kal⌅m all⌅h (‘God’s speech’) or kal⌅m-i m⌅jid (‘glorious speech’), both re-
ferring to the Koran. The Su⌫⇠s juxtapose the term kal⌅m with the term sh⌅⇧ir⇣ that de-
notes the secular poetry and poet’s craft. This distinction notwithstanding, much of 

the poetry performed in sam⌅⇧ has been written by poets whose links with Su⌫⇠sm have 

1 Lawrence 1983: 72.
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been tenuous at best. It is ultimately the context of the Su⌫⇠ practice that turns the 

texts into kal⌅m that carries divine meanings.
The same applies to the musical element. In contemporary India and Pakistan, 

one particular musical genre, qawwali (qavv⌅l⇣), has become so intimately associated 
with sam⌅⇧ that Urdu and Hindi speakers frequently use the words interchangeably to 
denote both the musical genre and the performance occasion. This approach charac-

terizes both colloquial and literary contexts. For example, a recent Urdu translation of 

Ibn Taimiyyah’s (d. 1328) Arabic treatise Al-sam⌅⇧ wa’l-raq� (‘Listening and dance’) was 
simply entitled Qavv⌅l⇣.2 However, qawwali is not performed exclusively in sam⌅⇧, but 
also on concert stages, recordings and in ⌫⇠lms, where its association with Su⌫⇠sm or re-

ligion becomes =>imsy. The seemingly incompatible performance contexts have led a 

number of scholars to =>atly distinguish between authentic Su⌫⇠ music and its commer-

cial counterparts. Regula Burckhardt Qureshi states, on the ⌫⇠rst page of her seminal 

study Su⇢� Music of India and Pakistan: Sound, Context, and Meaning in Qawwali, that 
her study does not pursue qawwali adapted for entertainment, but ‘the authentic spir-

itual song that transports the mystic toward union with God.’3 According to her, the 

Su⌫⇠s hold that the spiritual achievements should be the only aim of qawwali, while 

musical and poetical novelties are only directed to the popular audience.4 Qamar-ul 

Huda, in turn, states that ‘[f]or Su⌫⇠ disciples … Qawwali music is not entertainment; 

rather the music is purely devotional, deeply intimate, and critically important to the 

journey of spiritual nourishment.’5 Such an approach leads to a neglect of the dynam-

ism and openness of sam⌅⇧ that can accommodate diFferent musical approaches; there 
is not necessarily a radical diFference between the music heard in sam⌅⇧ assemblies, on 
the one hand, and on popular recordings, on the other. The same song can appeal to 

both the world music audience and the Su⌫⇠ disciples of an Indian brotherhood. When 

this approach becomes a premise for a research instead of an empirical observation, it 

may contribute to missing the immense signi⌫⇠cance musical and poetical novelty has 

in sam⌅⇧.
Since it is the context that ultimately transforms poetry and music into tools of 

spiritual practice, an assembly of absorbed listening (ma*⇢�l-i sam⌅⇧ or majlis-i sam⌅⇧) 
is in the focus of this work, both in the case of textual and ethnographic material. Fo-

cusing on poetic communication in this context arises from the centrality of poetry to 

the practice. Musical knowledge, essentially, is part of the performers’ trade. While the 

listeners react to music instinctively, they are seldom intimately enough acquainted 

with musical knowledge and terminology to be able to discuss it in an analytical man-

ner. The religious knowledge, on the other hand, belongs essentially to the listeners. 

The performers require a certain amount of it in order to sing in a manner that reson-

2 See Ibn Taimiyyah, Al-sam⌅⇧ va'l-raq�: Urd- tarjumah mussamm⌅ bi-qavv⌅l⇣.
3 Qureshi 2006: 1.

4 Qureshi 1993b: 121–122

5 Huda 2007: 681.
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ates with the listeners’ religious worldview. However, it is the Su⌫⇠ master and his dis-

ciples who are adepts in it. Poetical knowledge, on the other hand, is something that 

both the performers and listeners share. The performers master a vast range of diverse 

poetic texts, but this applies to a number of listeners as well. Furthermore, the latter 

habitually relate their experiences during sam⌅⇧ to poetry instead of music. This ac-
cords with Joyce Burckhalter Flueckiger’s observation from Hyderabad that poetry is 

essentially what the listeners discuss when they discuss sam⌅⇧.6
This makes poetry the ⌫⇠eld, where the communication and interaction between 

the performers and listeners takes place. The poetic text acquires its ⌫⇠nal shape 

through this communication. The text a poet has written is seldom sung in the form in 

which it appears in literary anthologies. Instead, the performers closely monitor the re-

actions of the listeners – who also act as their patrons – and strive to sing in a manner 

that takes their tastes and needs into consideration and, potentially, leads to a spiritual 

experience.

Balancing between mysticism and tradition
Su⌫⇠ practices and meditative techniques remain a relatively unexplored ⌫⇠eld of study. 

Echoing the early Orientalist scholarship, specialists of Islamic studies have until re-

cently tended to characterize Su⌫⇠sm as Islamic mysticism. They have perceived the in-

dividual experiences of a mystic and his personal quest for God as the essence of 

Su⌫⇠sm. In the words of J.T.P. de Bruijn, Su⌫⇠s were people ‘who kept themselves remote 

from the world cultivating their inner souls and striving after a personal, rather than a 

collective conformity to the will of God.’7 Since they have perceived the individual ex-

perience as the essence of mysticism, scholars have tended to neglect the often collect-

ive means to attain that experience. Instead, they have concentrated on studying ab-

stract metaphysical speculation and poetic expressions of mystical experiences on the 

basis of texts that seldom discuss the practical aspects of Su⌫⇠sm. Moreover, the minute 

codi⌫⇠cation of a vast range of practices and techniques began only with the appear-

ance of Su⌫⇠ brotherhoods in the twelfth century, a development frequently associated 

with ossi⌫⇠ed, somehow arti⌫⇠cial means to achieve mystical experiences.8

The work of anthropologists and social scientists represents an opposite approach 

to Su⌫⇠sm. Instead of historical materials, they focus on contemporary manifestations 

of Su⌫⇠sm, public negotiations of power and on the rituals in Su⌫⇠ shrines. In this study, 

I balance between the two approaches. I analyse historical texts, yet focus on the ones 

that are relevant to the contemporary practitioners of Su⌫⇠sm. I draw from ethnograph-

ic material, but relate it to the normative example of past Su⌫⇠s that is still invoked 

today.

6 Flueckiger 2006: 208.

7 De Bruijn 1997: 35

8 See, e.g. J. Spencer Trimingham’s history of Su⌫⇠ brotherhoods, entitled The Su⇢� Orders in Islam 
(1971). On one such characterization of sam⌅⇧, see Gribetz 1991: 61.
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As Nile Green suggests in Su⇢�sm: A Global History, Su⌫⇠sm is best approached as ‘a 
tradition of powerful knowledge, practices and persons’ instead of mysticism.9 Like 

every tradition, Su⌫⇠sm has a historical, social and physical context, which keeps chan-

ging and transforming the tradition. Instead of being reclusive mystics, the Su⌫⇠s 

emerge as carriers of a tradition. They are signi⌫⇠cant actors in their respective social 

contexts, and their actions touch more than their individual lives. This approach does 

not aim to negate mystical experiences, it merely changes the focus from the inner 

world of an individual to his or her historical and social context. Perceiving Su⌫⇠sm as a 

tradition also facilitates piecing together continuities between pre-modern and con-

temporary periods, between literary texts and lived practice. This approach has been 

successfully adopted by Carl W. Ernst and Bruce B. Lawrence in their monograph Su⇢� 
Martyrs of Love: The Chishti Order in South Asia and Beyond and by Robert Rozehnal in 
Islamic Su⇢�sm Unbound: Politics and Piety in Twenty-First Century Pakistan. The ⌫⇠rst 
work focuses on the Chishti Nizami brotherhood, while the latter studies the followers 

of one Chishti Sabiri branch in Pakistan and Malaysia. While the former work is based 

on a wide range of textual sources and covers the period from thirteenth century to the 

present, the latter work combines textual analysis with ethnographic ⌫⇠eldwork in the 

contemporary context. Both works also include invaluable information on the practice 

of sam⌅⇧ among the followers of the respective Su⌫⇠ brotherhoods.10 A similar approach 
characterizes this study as well, but instead of a particular brotherhood, it focuses on 

one particular practice: sam⌅⇧.
Although I attempt to avoid losing sight of the distinctly mystical goal of sam⌅⇧ as 

it was delineated in Lawrence’s de⌫⇠nition, I focus on discussing the tangible, outward 

dimensions of the practice. These cover the physical setting, the behaviour of the par-

ticipants, as well as the musical and poetical elements, all of which can be accessed 

through texts and participant observation. This has also lead to de-emphasizing the 

various mystical states experienced by the listeners during sam⌅⇧. Kenneth S. Avery has 
analysed such states in A Psychology of Early Su⇢� samNO: Listening and Altered States 
(2004). He bases his study on the accounts of medieval Arabic and Persian Su⌫⇠ manu-
als and saintly biographies. However, due to the nature of these sources, no ⌫⇠rst-per-

son narratives on such experiences are available, and he has to base his discussion on 

descriptions of outward behaviours. Similar lack of ⌫⇠rst-person descriptions of experi-

ences during sam⌅⇧ characterizes the texts studied in this work, and the only detailed 
account of a personal mystical experience appears in a twentieth-century text that 

combines history, hagiography and ⌫⇠ction. The same applies to the contemporary Su⌫⇠s 

whom I have encountered. They were never keen to engage in a discussion about their 

personal experiences. Respecting their inclination, I decided not to probe the matter 

9 Green 2012: 3.

10 See Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 34–46, 133–137; Rozehnal 2007a, 213–225. See also Rozehnal 2007b. 
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and instead limited my enquiry to the public domain of poetry and on the ways a Su⌫⇠ 

master guides his disciples during the practice.

When it comes to the practice of sam⌅⇧ in India and Pakistan, contemporary 
qawwali music has been its most thoroughly studied dimension.11 The most extensive 

research has been undertaken by Regula Burckhardt Qureshi. Her ethnomusicological 

study Su⇢� Music of India and Pakistan: Sound, Context, and Meaning in Qawwali, origin-
ally published in 1986, still remains the seminal work on sam⌅⇧ in the contemporary 
context. In Qureshi’s own words, her work is an ‘ethnomusicological approach which 

incorporates the dimension of context into the analysis of musical sound.’12 She leads 

the reader through a detailed analysis of musical performances towards an abstract 

model of a qawwali occasion and, ⌫⇠nally, presents a context-sensitive grammar 

through which a musically literate reader is able to understand the ways of variation in 

qawwali. She has continued her work on qawwali in numerous articles pertaining to 

both its use in the Su⌫⇠ context13 as well as in popular recordings and concert stages.14

Due to its ethnomusicological focus, Qureshi’s work is essentially concerned with 

the musical element of sam⌅⇧, and the point of view is generally that of a performer. 
She acquaints the reader with the qawwal’s professional skills and knowledge by 

studying the performance and the audience response in a detailed manner. Since tex-

tual content is a vital part of qawwali music, she includes a limited range of examples 

of texts employed by the performers. However, she does not discuss poetry in depth. 

Even still, Qureshi’s work is essential for understanding the use of poetry in contem-

porary sam⌅⇧, because the qawwals expertly capitalize on the combination of musical 
and poetical conventions in order to create an eFfective performance. Since musicolo-

gical analysis is not in the scope of this work, I keep referring to Qureshi’s work 

throughout the study in order to re=>ect the performed texts against the background of 

the musical performance.

The only scholar to have systematically studied poetry in the context of sam⌅⇧ is 
Scott Kugle. He has approached the topic in three diFferent papers that use performed 

poetry as their material. The ⌫⇠rst, “Qaww⌅l⇣ between Written Poem and Sung Lyric, or 
... How a Ghazal Lives” (2007) analyses Munshi Raziuddin’s performance of SirNj 
AurangNbNdS’s (d. 1763) famous Urdu ghazal. The work is an in-depth exploration of 

the ghazal’s poetic images that relate to the Su⌫⇠ concept of the self and its destruction. 

Although the discussion is based on a recorded version of the text, the relevance of the 

performance only comes out as references to musical devises employed by the singer 

and in noting the omissions of certain verses and additions of others. The haunting lit-

erary analysis is followed by a study of the life of SirNj and the experience of love that 

drove him into madness and a search for divine love.

11 On general introductions to sam⌅⇧, see, e.g. During 1988 and Ernst 1997: 179–198
12 Qureshi 2006: xvii.

13 See, e.g. Qureshi 1993b, 2012.

14 See Qureshi 1992, 1995, 1999.
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In another paper, “From Baghdad to Vrindavan: Erotic and Spiritual Love in 

Qawwali” (2009), Kugle presents a wider selection of poetry performed by the 

qawwals. As the title suggests, the paper explores the width of the poetic imagery 

found in qawwali lyrics. The author points out that images originating in Arabic liter-

ature live in harmony with indigenous Indian literary and religious motifs. He con-

cludes that qawwali manages to create ‘a congruence of images that, despite their 

in=>ection toward either Islamic or Hindu environments, are mutually understandable 

and reciprocally enforcing.’15

A third paper, “Dancing with Khusrau: Gender Ambiguities and Poetic Perform-

ance in a Delhi Dargah” (2010b), opens new vistas to Islamic studies by applying the 

queer-theory to historical material. Kugle argues that attending the Su⌫⇠ kh⌅nq⌅h of 
NizUNm al-DSn in Sultanate Delhi helped the (male) adepts to shed or at least temporar-

ily suspend their patriarchal role and oFfered them a space where alternative values, 

like ‘dependence, reciprocity, servitude and humble deference,’ could be performed. 

This was greatly aided by musical performances of poetry. The author then analyses 

Hindi and Persian poems written by (or attributed to) AmSr Khusrau (d. 1325), focusing 

on their respective ways of inverting sexual and gender roles. Although the author uses 

the poems in reference to the fourteenth-century context, he does not discuss their 

precarious and often later authorship. However, the analysis shows the potential of an 

approach that takes the background of the performance into consideration and 

reaches beyond the conventional literary or religious analyses.

In addition to the ongoing work of Kugle, several scholars have discussed poetry in 

the context of sam⌅⇧ or qawwali music. A special issue of The Muslim World (97: 4, 
2007) is dedicated to qawwali music and out of its seven contributions, four – among 

them Kugle’s paper on SirNj – concentrate exclusively on poetry. Qamar-ul Huda 

relates qawwali lyrics, which evoke the Prophet Muhammad’s exemplary behaviour in 

con=>ict situations, to peace building eFforts.16 Amer Latif translates the lyrics of Nusrat 

Fateh Ali Khan’s famous song Tum ek gorakhdhand⌅ ho (‘You Are a Lock Puzzle’) and 
analyses the theological implications of the text.17 Shemeem Burney Abbas, in turn, ex-

plores the political discourses in vernacular poetry performed in qawwali and other 

genres of Su⌫⇠ music.18 In the remaining three articles, poetry occupies a signi⌫⇠cant role 

as well.19

Poetry is also central in Syed Akbar Hyder’s work Reliving Karbala: Martyrdom in 
South Asian Memory, in which one chapter studies the remembrance of Husain in 
qawwali lyrics.20 Hyder discusses two qawwali performances: one in a shrine and one 

15 Kugle 2009: 158.

16 See Huda 2007.

17 See Latif 2007.

18 See Abbas 2007.

19 See Newell 2007; Rozehnal 2007 and Ziad 2007.

20 See Hyder 2006: 105–135.
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in a concert. However, the analysis itself does not take the performance context into 

account and instead follows the established practices of literary and religious 

approach. Instead of concentrating on the poems themselves, Hyder traces their theo-

logical background by referring to a number of disparate authors like HujvSrS (d. c. 

1072), LNl ShahbNz Qalandar (d.1274) and Vasif Ali Vasif (d. 1993).

On the one hand, these works demonstrate the myriad approaches that can be 

applied in analysing performed Su⌫⇠ poetry. On the other, none of the authors articu-

lates the signi⌫⇠cance of the performance to the analysis of the poetic text. Instead, 

they follow established literary and religious approaches that discuss poetic images, 

religious ideas and the place of such poems in the broader context of Su⌫⇠ thought. 

However, when a poem is transcribed and translated, it changes signi⌫⇠cantly. The 

reader of the text no more perceives it in a similar manner as a hearer. When a scholar 

analyses the text, he or she is able to dwell upon its import, discover various layers of 

meaning and relate them to broad historical and religious frameworks. However, is this 

what happens when a listener hears the poem in a performance during sam⌅⇧ or on a 
recording?

I try to answer this question by developing a context-sensitive reading of poetry 

performed during sam⌅⇧, a reading that takes the dynamics of this particular Su⌫⇠ prac-
tice into account and complements the established approaches that focus on literary, 

religious or autobiographical analysis of poetry.21 I base this approach to a considerably 

wider selection of poetic texts than any of the earlier researchers has done, and I hope 

to draw conclusions that are generally applicable to poetry performed during sam⌅⇧ in 
India.

Even though this work does not claim to be a literary study of poetry, it is never-

theless important to keep an eye on the literary conventions and historical develop-

ments of individual poetic genres employed in sam⌅⇧. The literary sensitivity will help 
to avoid the pitfalls of interpreting poetic conventions as direct re=>ections of historical 

events. Nile Green, for example, portrays the Hyderabadi Su⌫⇠ poet IftikhNr OAlS ShNh 

VatUan (d. 1906) as a satirist who mocked the exoteric ⇧ulam⌅< in his ghazals. Although 
the ridicule of a sheikh and an ascetic had been a stock image of ghazals for almost a 

millennium when VatUan wrote his works, Green now connects the image to the con-

temporary sectarian milieu that was characterized by the rise of the reformist 

⇧ulam⌅<.22 In another paper, he contrasts the chaste poetry of VatUan with the sensuous 
ghazals of his contemporary DNgh DihlavS (d. 1905), who operated in the courtly 

21 The analysis of poetry that combines all the three approaches is perhaps best embodied by 

Annemarie Schimmel’s study of two eighteenth-century poets, KhvNjah MSr Dard and ShNh OAbd al-LaUtSf. 

See her Pain and Grace: A Study of Two Mystical Writers of Eighteenth-Century Muslim India, published in 
1976. Her study of various genres of Su⌫⇠ poetry and poetic imagery has also been signi⌫⇠cant. See, e.g. As 
Through a Veil: Mystical Poetry in Islam (1982) and A Two-Colored Brocade: The Imagery of Persian Poetry 
(1992). 

22 See Green 2009.
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milieu. Green argues that the former’s verses were ‘deliberately uncontroversial’ 

because of the increasing middle-class in=>uence in the religious landscape of late 

nineteenth-century Hyderabad.23 While his observation about the increasing in=>uence 

of the middle classes and their conservatism is correct, he does not consider the fact 

that Su⌫⇠ poetry in Urdu had been eminently chaste since the early-eighteenth century 

in comparison with, for example, contemporaneous Su⌫⇠ poetry written in Persian. 

Considering that Su⌫⇠s like ShNh NiyNz AYmad BarelvS (d. 1832) simultaneously wrote 

Persian verses that unabashedly mixed Su⌫⇠ metaphysics with erotic themes and Urdu 

verses full of melancholy longing for the absent beloved, the chasteness of VatUan’s 

poetry appears to be poetic convention associated with the linguistic medium.24 

Unfortunately, VatUan did not write in Persian and it is therefore impossible to tell if a 

similar dichotomy would have characterized his texts. However, the distinction is 

discernible in the multi-lingual poetic oeuvre of VatUan’s later compatriot OAbd al-QadSr 

ZiddSqS [asrat (d. 1962).

Literary sensitivity also helps to decipher the function of diFferent poetic genres. 

In an article appearing in the special issue of The Muslim World, mentioned above, 
Homayra Ziad seeks to explain the positive attitude of an eighteenth-century 

Nasqhbandi master and poet KhvNjah MSr Dard (d. 1785) to music by arguing that his 

self-understanding as a divinely appointed renewer led him to interfere with the tradi-

tionally negative Mujaddidi attitude towards music. Dard condoned musical perform-

ances because the singers would perform his poems. They would thus convey the gist 

of his teachings to audiences and contribute towards the spread of his Su⌫⇠ brother-

hood.25 Ziad’s arguments are well researched, yet she ignores the crucial fact that there 

is nothing in Dard’s ghazals that would unambiguously link them to his Su⌫⇠ views. On 

the contrary, they fully comply with the literary conventions of contemporary Urdu 

poetry. Some of the poems are descriptions of the sweet sadness of love, while others 

appear to espouse va*dat al-vuj-d (‘oneness of existence’), a metaphysical concept 
vehemently opposed by Dard. If ghazals were indeed meant to entice new people to 

the fold of his brotherhood, writing verses that are liable to misinterpretation seems 

counteractive to achieving this goal. Thus, a context-sensitive reading of poetry in 

sam⌅⇧ needs to also consider the broader literary history.

Dynamics of samNO
I begin by an exploration of the dynamics of sam⌅⇧ on the basis of textual sources. 
Saintly biographies (ta?kirahs) and collections of discourses (malf-z@⌅t) comprise the 
key sources of Part I. Concentrating on sources that can be loosely termed as hagio-

graphical is a result of choosing to focus on practical aspects of sam⌅⇧ instead of theory. 
Theory of sam⌅⇧ has been the most keenly studied facet of the practice among the spe-
23 See Green 2010.

24 On the poetry of NiyNz, see Viitamäki 2012.

25 Ziad 2007.
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cialists of South Asian Islam. Ernst and Lawrence have surveyed the early Chishti con-

tribution to the theory of sam⌅⇧ by analysing the conceptualization of diFferent types 
of ecstasy. They compare the works of early Indian theoretical thinkers with the writ-

ings of non-Indian Su⌫⇠s and conclude that the major development eFfectuated by the 

former was to maintain that ‘empathetic ecstasy is not just optional but indispensable 

to the entire experience of sam⌅⇧.’ The early Chishtis, they argue, considered 
empathetic ecstasy (tav⌅jud) as a necessary passageway to the higher levels of genuine 
ecstasy (vajd).26
The theory of sam⌅⇧ also occupies a central role in Syed Shah Khusro Hussaini’s 

study of Ges]darNz’s (d. 1422) views on Su⌫⇠sm. Based on a thorough investigation of 

the Su⌫⇠ master’s works, the study tackles the theoretical conceptualization of the prac-

tice.27 While Ernst and Lawrence establish a link between the Indian Su⌫⇠ authors and 

earlier Su⌫⇠s, Hussaini’s study shows how Ges]darNz built his theoretical framework on 

NizUNm al-DSn’s pronouncements. On the whole, however, the study of theoretical 

aspects of sam⌅⇧ indicates that very little happened in this ⌫⇠eld and no revolutionary 
steps were taken. However, the lack of theoretical development does not necessarily 

indicate the stagnation of the practice. On the contrary, the hagiographical sources 

evidence a =>ourishing practice whose theory was, I suggest, purposely left unarticu-

lated. Moreover, in contrast to the theoretical writings, accounts of sam⌅⇧ assemblies in 
hagiographical sources portray the seamless coexistence of seemingly contradictory 

discourses that the theories usually tend to smooth away in favour of coherent models. 

While my focus is on hagiographical material, I also refer to theoretical and legal treat-

ises, as well as to the letters written by Su⌫⇠ masters whenever they discuss the 

practical aspects of sam⌅⇧.
It should be noted that my intention is not to glean historical facts from hagio-

graphical sources by purging from them material that appears legendary or 

supernatural to the modern reader, like Riazul Islam has done in his study of medieval 

ta?kirahs and malf-z@⌅t.28 Rather, my focus is on the normative character of these 
sources. Instead of being passive accounts on historical events, they record an ideal 

example for the subsequent generations of Su⌫⇠s to emulate. Discussing ta?kirah liter-
ature in South Asia – and this applies to the malf-z@⌅t as well – Marcia K. Hermansen 
and Bruce B. Lawrence have noted that ‘[a]lthough they draw from the past, they are 

not commemorative; they do not recall the past for its own sake or for the sake of the 
heroes whom they exalt. They are memorative, relying on memory and remembrance 
to communicate with the living the legacy of prior Indo-Muslim exemplars.’29 

In accordance with this approach, I have not attempted an exhaustive survey of all 

the works – or even all the important works – that discuss sam⌅⇧. Instead, I have selec-

26 Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 40, 44.

27 See Hussaini 1983: 110–172. See also Hussaini 1970.

28 See Islam 2003.

29 Hermansen & Lawrence 2000: 150.
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ted texts that are read and quoted by the Su⌫⇠s whose practice I have observed during 

my ⌫⇠eldwork in Delhi and Hyderabad. Discussions with them have also helped in 

understanding the relevance of textual sources from a contemporary point of view. For 

this reason, my study presents only a handful of sources that have not been previously 

studied. However, the close reading of the passages discussing the practice of sam⌅⇧, as 
well as the dialogue with the contemporary practice introduce a fresh approach to the 

textual material.

Chapter 1, “Sam⌅⇧ in the Su⌫⇠ circle of NizUNm al-DSn AuliyN̂,” focuses on one of the 
most in=>uential early Su⌫⇠s in India and a key ⌫⇠gure in the Indian history of sam⌅⇧. 
NizUNm al-DSn AuliyN̂ (d. 1325) wrote no books himself, yet his life and teachings were 

recorded in elaborate detail by his disciples. In addition, his followers spread through-

out the Indian Subcontinent making his Su⌫⇠ lineage one of the most prevalent in 

India.

NizUNm al-DSn’s signi⌫⇠cance lies in the coincidence of his personal sensitivity to 

poetry and music with an ability to attract celebrated poets and singers to his circle. 

He established a model of a Su⌫⇠ master as a patron of these arts and contributed to 

transforming sam⌅⇧ into a re⌫⇠ned institution of Su⌫⇠ practice, as well as of poetic and 
musical art. Moreover, his disciple Fakhr al-DSn ZarrNdS laid the basis for the legal de-

fence of the practice in India against critics. The chapter ends with a discussion on the 

signi⌫⇠cance of etiquette (adab) in transforming the aesthetically re⌫⇠ned occasion into 
a powerful Su⌫⇠ practice whose eFfect can be channeled for spiritual goals.

Chapter 2, “Sam⌅⇧ in the Su⌫⇠ circle of KalSm AllNh ShNhjahNnNbNdS,” discusses 
sam⌅⇧ in the writings of this in=>uential late Mughal Chishti Nizami master and his fol-
lowers. The leap from the early ⌫⇠fteenth century, when Ges]darNz (the last Su⌫⇠ dis-

cussed in Chapter 1) died, to the turn of the eighteenth century may seem random. 

While sam⌅⇧ was certainly practiced and discussed in texts in the course of the inter-
vening three centuries, the Su⌫⇠ masters who lived during this period appear only infre-

quently in the later tradition I am studying. This also applies to the poetry sung in con-

temporary sam⌅⇧ assemblies. The classical canon of Persian poets from NizUNmS (d. 
1209) to JNmS (d. 1492) is well-represented. The great Mughal poets are ignored almost 

completely, whereas the eighteenth-century Urdu poets again feature prominently in 

the repertoires.

Like NizUNm al-DSn AuliyN̂, KalSm AllNh (d. 1729) was a Su⌫⇠ whose in=>uence is 

strongly felt in contemporary South Asia; the majority of Chishti Nizami branches 

trace their lineage of masters and disciples to him. KalSm AllNh’s career is often said to 

have instigated a revival of the Chishti Nizami brotherhood, yet in scholarship he has 

been overshadowed by the contemporary Naqshbandi Mujaddidis. In the case of 

sam⌅⇧, KalSm AllNh’s signi⌫⇠cance lies in carrying the practice over a period when it was 
increasingly criticized by the Mujaddidis and when the focus of religious discourse 

was turning from metaphysical speculation and allegorical, poetic expression towards 
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legal argumentation and expository prose. However, KalSm AllNh and his followers 

NizUNm al-DSn AurangNbNdS (d. 1730) and MaulNnN Fakhr al-DSn DihlavS (d. 1785) 

determinedly continued to advocate the practice as well as the metaphysics of va*dat 
al-vuj-d.
Chapter 3, “Rede⌫⇠ning Su⌫⇠ practice in twentieth-century India,” discusses the 

practice of sam⌅⇧ in an environment where it had become increasingly condemned by 
Muslim reformists. However, since the reformists in India have for the most part been 

themselves Su⌫⇠s, they have not been able to ignore the normative example of the past 

Su⌫⇠ masters who had engaged in the practice. For this reason, the legal argumentation 

has, since the late nineteenth century, been supplemented by retellings of the history 

of Su⌫⇠sm in India. The chapter discusses one such retelling that aims at enforcing the 

practice of sam⌅⇧. Among the main works of a proli⌫⇠c author, social and political 
activist, educator and Su⌫⇠ guide – Khwaja Hasan Nizami (d. 1955) – is a saintly bio-

graphy of NizUNm al-DSn AuliyN̂, which seeks to simultaneously rewrite the history and 

address contemporary issues. One of the recurring themes in the work is sam⌅⇧, and 
the author strives to arm his disciples with arguments against the rampart criticism of 

the reformists. This he seeks to achieve by portraying the practice as a key element in 

the devotional regime of the medieval Su⌫⇠ master.

Chishti Nizami masters are in the limelight throughout these three periods. This 

focus arises from the question posed in this study: what are the dynamics of sam⌅⇧ and 
what is the role of poetry in this particular Su⌫⇠ practice? As I have explained, this ne-

cessitates an examination of texts that relate on the actual practice. This type of 

information was most readily available in the works of the Chishti Nizami authors, 

who seem to profess a keen interest in describing the musical assemblies of their mas-

ters. To my knowledge, a similar approach is not found in the writings of other broth-

erhoods even when they practise sam⌅⇧ and employ the same literary genres as the 
Chishti Nizamis. Where the texts about NizUNm al-DSn are replete with detailed 

accounts about his sam⌅⇧ assemblies, they are all but missing from the discourses and 
letters of his junior contemporary, the Firdausi sheikh Sharaf al-DSn ManerS (d. 1381). 

One of his letters in Makt-b⌅t-i �ad⇣ (‘Hundred Letters’) demonstrates a positive atti-
tude towards the practice,30 but Paul Jackson, the translator of his works, notes that 

Sharaf al-DSn’s interest waned during the later years.31 Consequently, the texts written 

about him do not display a great interest in it either. The same holds true in the case of 

a twentieth-century Qadiri sheikh OAbd al-QadSr ZiddSqS [asrat. He was an avid listener 

of sam⌅⇧, who wrote a pamphlet in its defence.32 Moreover, he was acquainted with the 
theory and practice of music, and he wrote poetry that is widely sung in sam⌅⇧ 
assemblies in the Deccan. Yet, his otherwise extensive and detailed biography written 

30 See ManerS, The Hundred Letters, 382–393. Another collection of his letters, translated as In Quest 
of God: Maneri’s Second Collection of 150 Letters, makes no mention of sam⌅⇧.
31 Zain, Khw⌅n-i Pur Ni⇧mat, 36.
32 See Hasrat, Sam⌅⇧.
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by his grandson and disciple does not include accounts of the sam⌅⇧ assemblies he 
attended.33 Although the present study focuses on Chishti Nizamis, I refer to other 

brotherhoods as well in order to avoid giving the impression that the former have 

de⌫⇠ned the entire practice in the Indian context.

Poetry in samāʿ

Parts II and III concentrate on the poetry and music employed in the context of sam⌅⇧. 
While the texts discussed in Part I occasionally record the verses that were especially 

eFfective in sam⌅⇧ assemblies, such references are extremely scarce and provide only a 
general idea about the poetry that was sung. For this reason, the rest of the study con-

centrates on the twentieth- and twenty-⌫⇠rst centuries, when poetic anthologies com-

piled for the performers and listeners participating in sam⌅⇧ were beginning to be pub-
lished and recordings made preserving the sound possible. Since sam⌅⇧ is a living Su⌫⇠ 
practice, a researcher can also use the methods of ethnographic ⌫⇠eldwork. In contrast 

to the earlier periods, however, he or she is now confronted with a diFferent problem: 

the abundance of poetic texts performed in sam⌅⇧ assemblies by qawwali musicians.
In a recent study on Hindi poetry in Ehumr⇣, a musical genre conventionally cat-

egorized as ‘light classical’ or ‘semi classical’, Lalita du Perron establishes the main cor-

pus of texts speci⌫⇠c to this genre. Her main corpus is not exhaustive in the sense that it 

would cover all the texts that have been performed by Ehumr⇣ singers throughout the 
genre’s history or are included in anthologies of Ehumr⇣ lyrics. Instead, it includes the 
texts that are still performed in concerts or have been sung on recordings that are 

available since the very beginning of the twentieth century. The resulting corpus cov-

ers altogether 180 texts, including the variations. Most of the texts are relatively short, 

comprising four to six lines on average, so the main corpus is manageable and present-

able within the limits of a monograph.

Were the same principles applied to repertoires of the qawwals, the main corpus 

would include an enormous amount of texts. I have recorded fourteen sam⌅⇧ assem-
blies for this study and attended dozens taking notes. In these fourteen assemblies, the 

qawwals performed altogether 102 song texts. If diFferent performances of a single text, 

distinguished from each other by textual omissions and embellishments, are included, 

the number climbs to 138. The song texts in qawwali are also considerably longer than 

in Ehumr⇣. Ghazals that comprise four to eight two-line verses on average form the bulk 
of them. Moreover, the repertoires include a number of adjunct items – individual 

verses or groups of a few verses excerpted from other poems – that are inserted into 

the salient text during the performance. This situation is further complicated by the 

fact that the song texts include a vast range of linguistic and poetic registers in Persian, 

Urdu and archaic or dialectal forms of Hindi.

33 See Anvar, ⇧Abd All⌅h: Ik bandah-yi k  h  ud⌅.
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For this reason, I had to give up the idea of accomplishing a comprehensive survey 

of the repertoires. Instead, Parts II and III of this study provide the reader with a map 

that helps in contextualizing the poetry, understanding its function and distinguishing 

the factors that create its speci⌫⇠c eFfect in a sam⌅⇧ assembly.
Chapter 4, “Qawwali repertoires,” begins with a general discussion of the lan-

guages, forms and authors of the poems sung by the qawwals, which is followed by an 

analysis of the poetic anthologies written for the purpose of sam⌅⇧. It then explores the 
immense =>uidity of the repertoires through case studies of two widely performed 

poets: JNmS and AmSr Khusrau. Chapter 5, “Qawwals, qawwali and stages of perform-

ance,” discusses the contemporary professional performers who sing these poems. It 

focuses on their self-image as the heirs of the musical and poetic legacy of AmSr 

Khusrau, their mutual hierarchies and competition, as well as the stages where they 

perform in the Su⌫⇠ context.

The study of poetry in sam⌅⇧, however, is bound to remain suggestive, if it is solely 
based on textual sources. Each performance of a poetic text is uniquely shaped in the 

interaction between the listeners and performers. For this reason, Part III of the study 

covers a detailed ethnographic analysis of four sam⌅⇧ assemblies. Most of the assem-
blies discussed in chapter 6, “Observing poetry in sam⌅⇧ assemblies,” took place in and 
around the Nizamuddin shrine in Delhi or under its sphere of in=>uence in the same 

city. The Nizamuddin shrine is perhaps the most closely studied individual shrine in 

South Asia. Its pilgrims have been interviewed by Desiderio Pinto.34 Arthur Saniotis 

has studied the sensuous interaction of the pilgrims with the spiritual landscape in the 

shrine,35 and I have discussed the culture of scent and perfume oils in the same con-

text.36 Several studies of qawwali music have focused on the shrine since the seminal 

study of Regula Qureshi.37 When an opinion of a representative of authentic qawwali 

music has been sought by scholars, they have invariably turned to Meraj Ahmed 

Nizami, the senior ⌫⇠gure among the qawwals of the shrine.38 However, no one has spe-

ci⌫⇠cally studied poetry sung by the qawwals there, and since I had become acquainted 

with the shrine and its people already during my undergraduate studies, I decided to 

choose it as the base of my ⌫⇠eldwork. However, in order to avoid inadvertently giving 

the impression that sam⌅⇧ in the Nizamuddin shrine is representative of the entire 
Subcontinent, I keep referring to the second locus of my ⌫⇠eldwork, the city of 

Hyderabad in the Deccan. I include one assembly organized there into the chapter. 

Although Hyderabad is an established centre of Su⌫⇠sm, Urdu poetry and qawwali 

34 See Pinto 1995 and 2004 [1984].

35 See Saniotis 2008.

36 See Viitamäki forthcoming d.
37 See, e.g. Devos 1995, Holland 2010.

38 See, e.g. Hyder 2006: 106–107.
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music, it has attracted considerably less attention than Delhi. Consequently, only a 

handful of scholars have studied qawwali and sam⌅⇧ there.39
In an attempt to present a context-sensitive reading of poetry that is performed in 

sam⌅⇧, I include the English translation of all the poems sung in respective assemblies 
into the descriptions of these occasions, while the full transcription is provided in the 

Appendix. The abundance of texts may at times seem tedious, but it helps to illustrate 

the dazzling variety of poetic themes and emotional registers that are evoked in the 

course of a single sam⌅⇧ assembly. Moreover, as I rarely refer to interviews with the per-
formers and listeners, this is a way to allow them to speak in their own voice through 

the performance, on the one hand, and through their response to the sung poetry, on 

the other. This forms a contrast to a number of studies, where poetic texts are merely 

used as illustrative examples, and where the scholar frequently selects only the most 

suitable texts for the discussion. Instead of selecting only the best bits of poetry, I have 

included also texts that may be crude in the literary sense, but come alive in the per-

formance. I also include performances that have not been particularly successful, 

failing to arouse the listeners. While discussing the poetry, I trace the shaping of the 

performance through the interaction between the performers and the listeners by 

focusing on diFferent textual and performative techniques that the qawwals utilize, but 

also paying close attention to the physical settings of the occasion, the hierarchies that 

regulate the interaction of the participants, as well as the economics involved.

I present my own analysis of the poetry performed in diFferent sam⌅⇧ assemblies 
in Chapter 7, “Con=>uence of poetry, music and metaphysics.” I discuss the use of 

poetic language in relation to the dynamics of sam⌅⇧ discussed in Part I of the study, 
and I also relate it to the ethnomusicological information provided by Qureshi. In or-

der to establish a conceptual framework for the analysis, I utilize the terminology of 

ghazal poetics articulated in Frances Pritchett’s seminal work Nets of Awareness: Urdu 
Poetry and Its Critics (1994). Her work is a rare instance of literary analysis, which 
acknowledges that ghazals were sung or read aloud and that this has aFfected the liter-

ary conventions of the poetic genre. Building on her discussion, I demonstrate how the 

performers capitalize on these literary conventions in an attempt to maximize the 

eFfect of their performance. I also explore how this eFfect is linked with the conceptu-

alization of sam⌅⇧ as a Su⌫⇠ practice.
Most of the texts in this study appear now for the ⌫⇠rst time in translation. All the 

translations are mine, if not otherwise mentioned. In translating poetry, I have made 

an attempt to make it readable while keeping as close to the original as possible. For 

this reason, the translations are not literary. For those interested in enjoyable literary 

translations of some of these poems, I recommend the selection of AmSr Khusrau’s 

poetry entitled In the Bazaar of Love (2011) translated by Paul E. Losensky and Sunil 
Sharma. Jashn-e-Khusrau: A Collection (2012), a recent volume celebrating the poetical 

39 See Hassett 1995; Johnston 2000 and Flueckiger 2006: 201–234.
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and musical legacy of AmSr Khusrau, includes three CDs of his poetry performed by 

qawwals, as well as the original texts in the beautiful hand of Sha⌫⇠q-ur-Rahman and 

translations by Sunil Sharma, Paul E. Losensky and Saleem Kidwai. However, one 

should keep in mind that while the translations are enjoyable and precise, the tran-

scription of the song texts is often inaccurate.
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PART I: SAM⌅⇧ OF THE CHISHTI NIZAMI BROTHERHOOD

1 SAM⌅⇧ IN THE SUFI CIRCLE OF NIZ�⌫M AL-D⇡N AULIY⌫�

1.1 India during the Delhi Sultanate

When Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n Auliy⌦ was born in 1238, Delhi had emerged as the capital city of 
the Indian dominions governed by Turkish Muslims of Central Asian origin. Its sultan 
had managed to established his supremacy over the governors of competing urban 
centres and garrison towns of the area, and his court was developing into a centre of cul-
tural and religious patronage that attracted immigrants from di,ferent parts of the Islam-
ic world.

Political developments and the emergence of Indo-Persian culture

A Muslim presence was not a new phenomenon in the Indian Subcontinent. Muslim 
merchants had lived on the Malabar coast since the seventh century, and Sindh had 
been attached to the Arabic-Islamic empire by the Umayyad general Mu/ammad ibn 
Q⌦sim, who led a campaign to the region in 711. However, the impetus towards the emer-
gence of India as one of the key areas of Islamic culture came from Central Asia. The 
Ghaznavid ruler Ma/m4d Ghaznav⇣ (d. 1030), who was to become one of the most con-
troversial 89gures in Indian history, ran several raids to India in the early eleventh cen-
tury. These have been described by his contemporary chroniclers as having been motiv-
ated by Ma/m4d’s piety and his wish to attack in89dels and spread the glory of Islam. Al-
though this portrayal has been appropriated by colonial and nationalist historians of In-
dia, recent research has noted the ambivalent stance of Ma/m4d’s contemporaries to his 
alleged piety and emphasized the 89nancial motives behind his raids and the destruction 
of Hindu temples.40

Although Ma/m4d’s campaigns to the Indian heartland were looting expeditions, 
he also expanded the Ghaznavid territories to cover present-day northern Pakistan, 
where Lahore was established as the winter capital of the dynasty. Towards the end of 
the twelfth century, the successors of the Ghaznavids, the Ghurids extended their territ-
ory south and eastwards and established several 89efdoms in the area. They moved their 
centres of power and culture closer to the Indian heartland to Uch, Multan and Delhi. 
After 1192, the governorship of the Indian appendages was increasingly entrusted to the 
slave-generals whose relationship with the Ghurid ruler grew increasingly looser. 1192 is 

40 See e.g. Eaton 2000b and Davis 1999: 88–112.
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sometimes quoted as the year of the founding of the Delhi Sultanate, yet Sunil Kumar 
has demonstrated that the governor of Delhi was not initially the self-evident overlord of 
the region. It was only in 1226, the year when an investiture from the Abbasid caliph 
reached his court, that he had managed to consolidate his rule over the area and could 
claim the symbolic authorization as a vicegerent of the caliph.41

The political history of the Delhi sultanate was characterized by the alternation of 
strong and militarily adroit rulers whose reign spanned several decades and periods of 
unrest when coups and battles over succession led to prevailing unrest. Nonetheless, the 
sultans kept expanding their dominions during the stable periods so that the empire of 
Mu/ammed ibn Tughluq (r. 1325–1351) covered the entire Subcontinent, except for its 
southernmost tip, during the 1330s. This was the largest geographical extent of the 
Sultanate, and by the end of the century, much of its territory had been taken by 
di,ferent Hindu and Muslim polities – the Deccani kingdoms of the Bahmanis (1347–
1527) and Vijayanagar (1336–1646) being the most inJKuential among them.
In addition to the internal unrest, the Delhi sultanate was shaken by the Mongols 

during the thirteenth century. They harangued its western borders, but were never able 
to wreak similar havoc in India as they did in Central Asia and the Middle East. A sort of 
culmination of their campaigns was the destruction of Baghdad in 1258 and the 
execution of the last Abbasid caliph. Although the latter’s might was by then purely 
symbolic and the political fragmentation of the Arabic-Islamic empire had already 
begun during the tenth century, the concrete end of his rule e,fectively furthered the 
decentralization of political and cultural power to new areas like India.
The Mongol destruction of the central Islamic lands proved signi89cant to the 

emergence of the distinctly Indian Islamic culture that is in scholarly literature called 
either Indo-Persian or Indo-Islamic culture. Scores of people belonging to the educated 
elite JKed Central Asia and the Middle East under the impending Mongol threat. India’s 
relative stability and wealth attracted them to the Delhi Sultanate, where their 
contribution turned the city into a signi89cant centre of learning and culture that was 
known throughout the Islamic world.
The ruling class of the Sultanate was Turkish. They were conscious of their distinct 

identity and kept aloof from the local populace. While the chronicles written in the 
court portray them as valiant and noble, the evidence gleaned from other sources such 
as the recorded discourses (malf⌫z⇡⇢t) of the Su89 masters shows that outside the courts 
they were commonly perceived as ‘rude, bellicose, vain, and their military calling un-
doubtedly led to the unjust killing of innocent people.’ Even though they were not a ho-
mogenous group, according to Kumar they appeared as such to the broader populace, 
for whom they were ‘powerful, rich, and very di,ferent.’42 However, the inJKux of immig-

41 On the emergence of the Delhi Sultanate, see Kumar 2007. On the history of the Sultanate period, 
see Wink 1997 and 2003.
42 Kumar 2007: 201.
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rants to the Sultanate gradually turned Delhi into a cosmopolitan city with a broad eth-
nic basis.
Although the ruling elites spoke Turkish as their mother tongue and strove to pre-

serve their identity by cultivating this language, it never emerged as a language of liter-
ary culture. Arabic dominated religious and scienti89c writing, but it was Persian, the lin-
gua franca of the eastern Islamic world, that became the language of choice in the 89eld 
of literature. Ghaznavid Lahore had already seen the beginning of Persian Su89 writing in 
the Subcontinent when NAl⇣ Hujv⇣r⇣ (d. c. 1072) had written his manual Kashf al-ma⌧j⌫b 
(Revelation of the Veiled), while the court poets Ab4’l-Faraj al-R4n⇣ (d. c. 1102) and 
MasN4d SaNd Salm⌦n (d. 1121) had laid the foundations of Persian poetry written in India.43 

In Delhi, the sultan assumed an active role as a patron of JKourishing historical writ-
ing and poetry in Persian. Authors like Am⇣r Khusrau (d. 1325) and Am⇣r Qasan Sijz⇣ (d. 
1337) have acquired a prominent place in the classical canon of Persian literature. The 
former was also intimately acquainted with music and signi89cantly contributed to its 
development. Typical to the contemporary urban elite, both Khusrau and Qasan were 
also Su89 disciples.

Religious environment

Initially, the relationships between the sultans and the religious scholars, the  ulam⇢! 
(sing.  ⇢lim), were tenuous. However, Kumar has pointed out that Iltutmish (r. 1211–1236) 
took the strategic decision to build closer ties with them. In conditions where the Turk-
ish ruling class kept itself aloof from the wider populace and where the sultan was ob-
liged to seek alliances with di,ferent power holders in order to cement his position in the 
still volatile circumstances, the patronage of  ulam⇢! proved essential. They had close 
contacts with the local populace as teachers and adjudicators, and they were part of the 
lives of local people through the administration of life-cycle rituals. For this reason, the 
sultan made an attempt to integrate them into his administrative apparatus and, in the 
process, acquire their approval of his policies. This he achieved by granting them sti-
pends and also by appointing them to the posts of q⇢#$ and shaikh al-isl⇢m. While the 
former acted as a judge in a designated geographical area, the latter’s task was ‘to guide 
the conduct of Muslims in his area of jurisdiction, interact with the pious and most cru-
cially, scrutinize their texts and teachings.’44 Iltutmish was markedly successful in this 
project, and his alliance with the  ulam⇢! signi89cantly furthered the perception of the 
Delhi Sultanate as a haven of Islam.
In discussing the religious environment in the Delhi Sultanate during the early thir-

teenth century, Kumar has underlined the variety of di,ferent approaches to Islam. Not 
only were sharia-oriented Sunni scholars, Su89s and the Shiite well represented, but the 
piety was furthermore signi89cantly individualistic in the sense that ‘Muslims could in-
43 On MasN4d SaNd Salm⌦n, see Sharma 2000.
44 Kumar 2007: 230–231.
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dulge in considerable “borrowing” from the separate Islamic streams of belief without 
any sense of contradiction.’45 From the point of view of this study, it is signi89cant that 
the inJKuence of religious specialists professing a Su89 a,89liation was increasingly felt in 
the society and the roles of an  ⇢lim and Su89 often overlapped.
A major development that rendered Su89sm ‘mainstream’ Islam coincided with the 

establishment of Muslim political power in India and the emergence of the Indo-Persian 
culture. This was the organization of Su89sm into ‘brotherhoods’ or ‘orders’ (t⇡ar$qat), 
which began to emerge in the twelfth century. Although each brotherhood is named 
after a founding saint or the place of origin, their actual shape and codi89cation was 
usually the result of the e,forts of the 89rst few generations of disciples. The word t⇡ar$qat 
literally means a path and it denotes both a path to the internal realities or union with 
God and a certain practical method comprising a variable set of practices, which were 
di,ferently emphasized in various brotherhoods. As a brotherhood, t⇡ar$qat was also a 
means to transmit the practical and theoretical teachings from a master (shaikh, p$r) and 
guide (murshid) to a disciple (mur$d), who would become initiated into a brotherhood 
through an oath of allegiance (bai at). The bai at linked a disciple to the chain (silsilah) 
of masters and disciples that was construed so as to continue to the Prophet. Some of 
the disciples would be made deputies (khal$fah) of their masters, and they could initiate 
their own disciples.
Although the commitment of disciples would vary greatly, the new organization was 

clearly more structured than the older, more informal teaching tradition. However, 
notwithstanding the devotion expected from a Su89 disciple, the khal$fahs were fairly free 
to shape the tradition they would pass on to their own disciples. The variegation inside 
one brotherhood was further increased by the fact that they seldom had a single head. 
Instead, they have kept branching into various sub-silsilahs whose leaders guide their 
own disciples but rarely have much inJKuence outside the circle of their followers. If a 
sub-branch of a brotherhood becomes particularly inJKuential, it may become named 
after its eponymous founder with whom his followers want to identify. Thus, the Chishti 
Nizami Niyazi silsilah refers to the branch of the Chishti brotherhood transmitted 
through Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n Auliy⌦ and Sh⌦h Niy⌦z A/mad Barelv⇣. The contemporary 
signi89cance of a Su89 master is decided by his own activities, whereas his posthumous 
fame largely depends on the ability of his disciples to immortalize their master’s fame 
for posterity. 
Together with the organizational developments, the brotherhoods acquired a clearly 

demarcated geographical locus. Not only did they spread to certain areas – Chishtiyya to 
South Asia, Mevleviyya to Turkey and the Levant and so on – but they also built physical 
structures to serve as the foci of the brotherhoods’ activities. The masters built 
kh⇢nq⇢hs, where the communal activities would take place. In practice, a kh⇢nq⇢h could 
comprise a room in the house of the Su89 master or an elaborate complex of buildings 
45 Kumar 2007: 203.
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that housed accommodation for disciples, a mosque, a madrasa and a soup kitchen 
(langar). When a Su89 master died, he was often buried in the precincts of his kh⇢nq⇢h 
and his tomb became an important site of pilgrimage for his followers and often to a 
wider populace as well. The Su89 master himself would become perceived as a friend of 
God or a saint (val$), and the miraculous powers he was thought to have possessed 
during his life would continue to work through his tomb. The pre-modern Su89 masters 
often enjoyed the patronage of local rulers, who sought their blessings for their rule. 
With the same purpose in mind, they frequently undertook building elaborate mausolea 
on their tombs. Although the increasing emphasis on tombs has been perceived by 
earlier scholars like Arberry, Nicholson and Trimingham as a sign of a transition from a 
vital teaching tradition to tomb-cults, it is worth noting that both traditions have 
continued to co-exist to the present.
These same scholars have also tended to contrast the organized brotherhoods with 

the romanticized idea of spontaneous mysticism of the earlier period. However, the fact 
remains that it was this very structure that made Su89sm a major social, cultural and 
religious force in Muslim societies during the period extending from the founding of the 
brotherhoods in the twelfth century until their authority was vehemently challenged by 
modernists and religious reformists in the nineteenth century. A large part of Su89 
literature has been written and a signi89cant number of cultural expressions generated in 
the framework of Su89 brotherhoods. Tellingly, practically all the characters discussed in 
this study belong to one or another brotherhood.
Crucial to the increased inJKuence of the brotherhoods was also the theological 

synthesis that culminated in the works of Ab4 Qam⇣d al-Ghaz⌦l⇣ (d. 1111) and that sought 
to substantiate the Su89s’ claims to represent normative Islam. Al-Ghaz⌦l⇣ was a Sha89’i 
jurisprudent and an Ash’arite theologian who forsook his teaching post in J⌦miNah 
Niz ⌦miyyah of Badgad, the most important contemporary institute of religious learning, 
and turned to Su89sm towards the end of his life. He wrote his major work, I⌧y⇢!  ul⌫m al-
d$n (‘The Revivi89cation of Religious Sciences’), during the last decade of his life. In his 
magnum opus, he utilizes legal, theological and philosophical arguments to 
demonstrate how the beliefs and practices of the Su89s are in accordance with the Koran 
and the hadiths and, thus, represent the normative Islam. Similar arguments had already 
been voiced in the 89rst extant manual of Su89sm, Ab4 NaUr al-Sarr⌦j’s (d. 988) Kit⇢b al-
lum ah f$’l-ta(awwuf (‘Book of Splendours Concerning Su89sm’), but al-Ghaz⌦l⇣’s 
systematic approach and expert argumentation made his work especially persuasive. 
The practical result of the amalgamation of scriptural religious learning and the Su89s’ 
emphasis on internalized religion was the consolidation of Su89sm as a part of the 
Islamic mainstream.
This, of course, did not mean that Su89s were a unanimous lot. Far from it, Su89 

brotherhoods and individual masters displayed a stunning variety of approaches to reli-
gion, ranging from strict legal emphasis to experiencing ecstatic states. In addition to the 
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organized brotherhoods that generally kept within the con89nes of social propriety, anti-
nomian Su89s like qalandars and ⌧aidar$s intentionally challenged these con89nes by, for 
instance, showing disregard to the basic religious obligations, roving around naked and 
consuming drugs and alcohol.

Su+, brotherhoods in Sultanate India

Three brotherhoods, Suhrawadiyya, Firdausiyya and Chishtiyya arrived in India in the 
wake of the establishment of the Delhi Sultanate. The founder 89gures of the 
Suhrawardiyya were Ab4 Naj⇣b al-Suhraward⇣ (d. 1168) and his nephew Shih⌦b al-D⇣n 
Ab4 Qafs NUmar al-Suhraward⇣ (d. 1234). They were based in Baghdad, where they had 
close connections with the Abbasid caliph. Each wrote a widely read manual of the Su89 
code of conduct entitled -d⇢b al-mur$d$n (‘Code of Conduct for Su89 Disciples’) and 
 Aw⇢rif al-ma ⇢rif (‘Gifts of knowledge’), respectively. Shih⌦b al-D⇣n sent one of his 
khal$fahs, Bah⌦ al-D⇣n Zakariyy⌦ (d. 1267) to India, where he settled in Multan in Punjab. 
Another khal$fah, Jal⌦l al-D⇣n Bukh⌦r⇣ (d. 1291) established himself in Uch not far from 
Multan.
The second brotherhood to establish itself in India during the period was the 

Firdausiyya that traced its chain of masters and disciples to a prominent disciple of 
Najm al-D⇣n Kubr⌦ (d. 1221), Saif al-D⇣n B⌦kharz⇣ (d. 1260). The centre of the brotherhood 
was established in Bihar, where Sharaf al-D⇣n Maner⇣ (d. 1381) lead a JKourishing Su89 
community.
The third important brotherhood was Chishtiyya that was named after the town of 

Chisht situated close to Herat. Chisht served as the centre of the brotherhood’s activities 
before Khv⌦jah MuN⇣n al-D⇣n (d. 1235) brought it to India after long wanderings in the 
Middle East and Central Asia. While he settled in Ajmer in present-day Rajasthan, his 
leading khal$fah Qut b al-D⇣n Bakhtiy⌦r K⌦k⇣ (d. 1236), who famously died during sam⇢ , 
lived in Delhi. Qut b al-D⇣n’s khal$fah B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d al-D⇣n Ganjshakkar (d. 1265) chose a 
more remote location in Ajodhan (present-day Pakpattan), east of Multan. His two 
illustrious disciples gave names to the main branches of the Chishti order. Chishtiyya 
Sabiriyya derives it name from the elusive NAl⇣ A/mad W⌦bir NAl⌦ al-D⇣n (d. 1291) whose 
tomb is situated in the village of Kaliyar, near present-day Roorkee in Uttarakhand.
Chishtiyya Nizamiyya is named after Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n Auliya. He was born in Badayun, 

a north Indian city that had gained repute as a centre of learning during the early thir-
teenth century. His father died when he was a child, and he subsequently moved with 
his mother to Delhi in order to acquire further religious learning. Although he initially 
aspired for a career of a q⇢#$, he was attracted by the fame of B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d, whose disciple 
he eventually became. After the death of his Su89 guide, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n acted as the virtual 
head of the Chishti order in Delhi.46

46 For a detailed account of his life, see, e.g. Nizami 1991.
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Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n was not a founding 89gure of the order, nor a lone representative of 
Su89sm in thirteenth- and fourteenth-century India. According to S.A.A. Rizvi, the 
kh⇢nq⇢hs in the Delhi Sultanate numbered two thousand.47 However, he stands out from 
his predecessors and contemporaries because he superbly ful89lled the expectations of a 
Sultanate Su89 master and because he is the 89rst Indian Su89 master whose life has been 
recorded in written texts.
Carl W. Ernst and Bruce B. Lawrence have discussed the attributes a medieval Su89 

sheikh needed in order to become successful not only during his life, but also after 
passing away. According to them, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n had them all and he managed to ful89l 
the often contradictory expectations of his role. He combined personal charisma with 
the authority stemming from formal religious learning. He followed a strict religious re-
gime of praying, fasting and keeping vigil, but he also had a keen aesthetic sensitivity 
that made him susceptible to mystical states induced by poetry and music during sam⇢ . 
He acknowledged the existence of miracles performed by Su89s, but shunned them him-
self.48 He successfully managed to keep aloof from the a,fairs of the world and those who 
governed them while living in Ghiyaspur, in the vicinity of the Kilokhri fort established 
by the sultan Kaiqub⌦d (r. 1287–1290). Whenever the reigning sultan tried to meet him, 
he would absent himself, but he nevertheless listed many courtiers as his disciples.49

In addition to embodying the ideal of a Su89 master, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n established a Su89 
tradition that would be counted among the most inJKuential in South Asia. He had a 
number of able khal$fahs who spread his teachings throughout the Subcontinent during 
the following two generations. His disciple Burh⌦n al-D⇣n Ghar⇣b (d. 1337) was forced to 
leave Delhi when Mu/ammad ibn Tughluq transferred his capital and much of the 
political and cultural elite to Daulatabad in the Deccan in 1328. Another disciple, Akh⇣ 
Sir⌦j al-D⇣n (d. 1357) took the brotherhood to Bengal. From among the followers of 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s khal$fah NaU⇣r al-D⇣n Ma/m4d Cir⌦gh-i Dihl⇣ (who stayed in Delhi until 
his death in 1356), Sayyid Mu/ammad Ges4dar⌦z (d. 1422) migrated south to Gulbarga, 
where he was received by the Bahmani sultan F⇣roz Sh⌦h (r. 1397–1422) in 1400. He was 
the 89rst Chishti master to establish close relationships with royalty and enjoy their 
lavish patronage. Had Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n been a recluse, his legacy would likely have 
remained obscure.
After his death, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n was entombed in the courtyard of his jam⇢ atkh⇢nah,50 

and his shrine became an important site of pilgrimage in the city, which has served as a 
capital of various polities since the thirteenth century with only minor intervals.

47 Rizvi 1998: 47.
48 Subsequently, both literary and oral traditions would embellish Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s career with miracu-
lous feats.
49 Ernst and Lawrence 2002: 73–77.
50 The early Chishtis referred to their places of gathering as jam⇢ atkh⇢nahs (‘community houses’). The 
word kh⇢nq⇢h has subsequently replaced this term.
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Sultanate Chishti literature

As signi89cant as the paradigmatic life and the physical site of pilgrimage were for the 
posthumous fame of a medieval Su89 master, he would have been forgotten without a lit-
erary tradition. Before Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, the literary output of Indian Su89s had been scarce. 
The only extant works written before Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n are the treatises of Qam⇣d al-D⇣n 
Nagaur⇣ (d. 1274), a khal$fah of MuN⇣n al-D⇣n and poems and aphorisms of Jam⌦l al-D⇣n 
H⌦nsav⇣ (d. 1261), a khal$fah of B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d.51 Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n himself wrote no books, but his 
disciples recorded his life and teachings and preserved an image of him as an ideal Su89 
guide for posterity.
The earliest work on Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n is a collection of his discourses (malf⌫z⇡⇢t) 

recorded by a disciple and court poet, Am⇣r Qasan Sijzi, who entitled his work Fav⇢!id al-
fu ⇢d (‘Bene89ts for the Heart’). Sayings and teachings of Su89 masters had been preserved 
as a part of Arabic and Persian Su89 manuals and saintly biographies since the tenth 
century; the Indian malf⌫z⇡⇢t genre is a novel development in the sense that it includes 
only the discourses between the Su89 guide and his disciples without an attempt to 
contextualize them in the broader framework of the former’s life or teachings. As a 
consequence, the malf⌫z⇡⇢t may cover a wide variety of topics that appear in no logical 
order. Although malf⌫z⇡⇢t are literary texts, at their best they preserve conversational 
spontaneity and record the topics of discussion without reconciling the contradictory 
views presented by a Su89 master at di,ferent times.
Amina Steinfels has emphasized the di,ference between malf⌫z⇡⇢t and the collec-

tions of formal speeches delivered by a Su89 master, such as F$hi m⇢ f$h (‘There is What 
There Is’) recording the speeches of R4m⇣, because the former o,fers glimpses to the ac-
tual teaching situations. In her analysis of four malf⌫z⇡⇢t of the Suhrawardi master Sayyid 
Jal⌦l al-D⇣n Qusain Bukh⌦r⇣, known as Makhd4m-i Jah⌦niy⌦n Jah⌦ngasht (d. 1384), she 
has distinguished four di,ferent types of voices present in the works. There is the incid-
ental voice, which consists of the small talk with guests or disciples and has no direct di-
dactic purpose. Second is the master’s autobiographical voice, while the third, hagio-
graphical voice describes the Su89 masters of the past. Fourthly, she has named Jal⌦l al-
D⇣n’s explication of scriptures as the scholarly voice. Even if such disparate materials 
may seem incoherent, the very lack of the author’s editorial input is motivated by an at-
tempt to ‘reproduce the experience of being in the presence of the shaykh.’52

As Sunil Kumar points out, Am⇣r Qasan was not the inventor of the malf⌫z⇡⇢t genre. 
Collections of the sayings of B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d were already circulating in the time of the writ-
ing, although they were considered spurious by Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n.53 It is the author’s ability 

51 Lawrence 1978: 36–39.
52 Seinfels 2004: 62–67.
53 Kumar 2007: 344. At present, a collection of B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d’s malf⌫z⇡⇢t, supposedly recorded by Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n, is known as R⇢⌧at al-qul⌫b (‘Repose of Hearts’). For an Urdu translation of this work, see Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n, R⇢⌧at al-qul⌫b: 2a#rat B⇢b⇢ Far$d Ganjshakkar k⇢ rozn⇢mcah. The text is also included in the collec-
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to reproduce the very experience of being in the presence of the sheikh that has made 
Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d the foundational work of the genre. Although he was a skilled poet, Am⇣r 
Qasan uses simple and straightforward Persian and recreates the conversational atmo-
sphere, where the comments of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n alternate with the questions of his dis-
ciples. Instead of delivering lengthy soliloquies, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n engages in discussion with 
those present. Am⇣r Qasan allows all four voices distinguished by Steinfels to inter-
mingle, and the quotations of poetry mix seamlessly with the prose. The text is also not-
able for the fact that Am⇣r Qasan reports Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n to have given him feedback on 
his writing.
Instead of inventing it, Am⇣r Qasan transformed the malf⌫z⇡⇢t into an established 

genre of Su89 writing on par with Su89 manuals ( ish⇢r⇢t) and saintly biographies 
(ta5kir⇢t). Following the instant popularity of the work, collections of what Ernst calls 
‘inauthentic’ and Nizami ‘apocryphal’ malf⌫z⇡⇢t were written soon after.54 Malf⌫z⇡⇢t has 
remained one of the most important genres of South Asian Su89 literature until the 
present, and having his discussions recorded has become part of the legacy of any estab-
lished Su89.55 Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d itself has remained extremely popular, and it is one of the 
few Sultanate works that are readily available in its original Persian in addition to Urdu 
and English translations.56

Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d includes assemblies (majlis) of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, each of which begins 
with the date and the formula: ‘the pride of kissing the feet was obtained’ (sharaf-i p⇢bos 
muyassar shud). The assemblies were recorded at irregular intervals between 1308 and 
1322. The task of presenting a comprehensive picture of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s life was under-
taken by Am⇣r Khvurd Kirm⌦n⇣ about three decades after the master’s death. He attemp-
ted to collect all the available information into his ta5kirah Siyar al-auliy⇢! (‘Deeds of 
Saints), which covers the life and teachings of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n in considerable detail.57 

tion of Urdu translations of eight early Chishti malf⌫z⇡⇢t, entitled Hasht bihisht (‘Eight Paradises’).
54 See Ernst 2004: 77–84 and Nizami 1991: 194–195.
55 Twentieth-century examples include the malf⌫z⇡⇢t of such diverse personalities as A/mad RiY⌦ Kh⌦n 
Barelv⇣, the founder of the so called Berelwi movement, Ashraf NAl⇣ Th⌦nav⇣, a Deobandi  ⇢lim, and 
Muhammad Ilyas Kandhlawi, the founder of Tablighi Jamaat. See Dihlav⇣, Malf⌫z⇡⇢t-i A l⇢ 2a#rat; NUsm⌦n⇣ 
& al., Malf⌫z⇡⇢t-i 2ak$m al-Millat I-XXX and NuNm⌦n⇣: Malf⌫z⇡⇢t-i 2a#rat Maul⇢n⇢ Mu⌧ammad Ily⇢s. The 
thirty volumes of the second work also include material atypical to the genre; they record Th⌦nav⇣’s advice 
concerning various matters as well as some of his own writings.
56 In this study, I refer to a recent bilingual (Persian-Urdu) edition that includes the variant readings. 
The text was edited and translated by Khwaja Hasan Sani Nizami and published in 2007. The Persian text 
was published as a lithograph by a major commercial publisher Munshi Naval Kishore in 1894. The work 
was translated into Urdu during the twentieth century by Shams Barelwi, and it is included in Hasht bi-
hisht. An English translation by Bruce B. Lawrence appeared in 1992, entitled Morals for the Heart. How-
ever, the translator chose to omit some passages dealing with the technicalities of +,qh and Su89 practice. A 
complete English translation by Ziya-ul-Hasan Faruqi was published in 1996.
57 The Persian text used in this study was lithographed in 1885. According to Sunil Kumar, the edition 
published in Lahore in 1978 reproduces the text of this edition. An Urdu translation was recently pub-
lished together with a facsimile of a Persian manuscript by Khwaja Hasan Sani Nizami. The text was trans-
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Am⇣r Khvurd’s project bene89ted from the fact that many of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s disciples 
were still alive and could impart their reminiscences to him.
While these two works are the main sources of this chapter, I shall also refer to the 

discourses of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s khal$fah, NaU⇣r al-D⇣n Ma/m4d and NaU⇣r al-D⇣n’s khal$fah 
Ges4dar⌦z. The former work, K  h  air al-maj⇢lis (‘The Best of Assemblies’),58 was recorded 
by Qam⇣d Qalandar in the mid-fourteenth century and the latter, Jav⇢mi‘ al-kalim (‘Com-
prehensive Utterances’),59 by Ges4dar⌦z’s son, Mu/ammad Akbar Qusain⇣, over a period 
of nine months in 1400. Siyar-i mu⌧ammad$ (‘Muhammadan Deeds’),60 the ta5kirah of 
Ges4dar⌦z was authored by his disciple Mu/ammad NAl⇣ S⌦m⌦n⇣. In addition to these 
works, I shall refer to Af#al al-fav⇢!id (‘The Most Excellent of Bene89ts’), a collection of 
discourses of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n that was allegedly recorded by Am⇣r Khusrau.61 Scholars com-
monly consider the work as inauthentic. However, such texts deserve consideration, be-
cause they date back to the fourteenth century and o,fer important information on con-
temporary popular perceptions, as Bruce B. Lawrence has argued.62

The texts written by the Sultanate Chishtis include abundant references to sam⇢ . 
Even when they are scattered throughout the works, they o,fer a coherent picture of the 
attitudes of the early Chishtis towards sam⇢  and, more importantly, contain invaluable 
information on its actual practice. Sam⇢  is a common topic in all the malf⌫z⇡⇢t, where it 
crops up at irregular intervals. A more systematic approach is adopted by Am⇣r Khvurd 
in Siyar al-auliy⇢!, where most of the material found in Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d is collated with 
the information collected from Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s surviving disciples into a chapter on 
sam⇢ .63 However, much more lies scattered throughout the text. Although the chapter 
on sam⇢  in Siyar al-auliy⇢! attempts to exhaust the topic when it comes to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, 
references to the practice are found whenever a sam⇢ -loving predecessor or successor of 
his is discussed. Some passages in Siyar al-auliy⇢! cover theoretical and legal issues, but 
the main bulk concentrates on describing actual sam⇢  assemblies. Siyar-i mu⌧ammad$ 
is more taciturn when it comes to sam⇢ , but includes a few interesting references to 
Ges4dar⌦z’s practice in the chapter discussing his customs (ravish).
The material that lies scattered throughout Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s discourses and biography 

was systematized by the second generation of his followers. The systematization went 

lated into Urdu also by the late imam of the mosque of the Nizamuddin shrine, Khwaja Islamuddin 
Nizami, and the second edition was published in 2002.
58 The text was edited and published by K.A. Nizami in 1959.
59 The Persian text was published as a lithograph in Hyderabad in 1937. At present, a somewhat impre-
cise Urdu translation by MuN⇣n al-d⇣n Dard⌦⇣ is widely available.
60 The Persian text was published with a parallel Urdu translation in Gulbarga in 1984.
61 Af#al al-fav⇢!id was published as a lithograph in 1887. An Urdu translation is included in Hasht 
bihisht.
62 See Lawrence 1976.
63 See al-Kirm⌦n⇣, Siyar, 491–534. The signi89cance of this chapter to the contemporary Chishti Nizamis 
is underlined by the fact that it was published separately in Urdu translation by Khwaja Hasan Sani 
Nizami in 2012, entitled 2a#rat Niz⇡⇢m al-D$n Auliy⇢! k⇢ farm⇢n b⇢bat-i sam⇢  vajd raq( (qaul o qavv⇢l$).
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hand in hand with the integration of the teachings of the early Chishtis with the preced-
ing tradition of Arabic and Persian Su89sm. The increased consciousness of the earlier 
Su89 literature also manifests itself in the discourses of the second-generation disciples. 
For instance, Jav⇢mi  al-kalim records an anecdote of a disciple of NaU⇣r al-D⇣n who is en-
raptured by a Hindi poem to such an extent that he does not notice a nail forcing its way 
into his foot while he is dancing. Unfortunately, he was alone in his room and was later 
found lying dead in a pool of blood. This anecdote is immediately followed by an anec-
dote on Ab4’l-Qasan N4r⇣ from Ris⇢lah qushairiyyah. He died in a similar manner, al-
though his death was caused by the sharp stubble of a reed bed.64

In addition to linking contemporary, orally transmitted anecdotes with the older lit-
erary tradition, the systematization also meant increased emphasis on theoretical and 
legal issues. This took the shape of extensive analyses of sam⇢  that amalgamated Niz ⌦m 
al-D⇣n’s sayings with those found in earlier Su89 literature. Ges4dar⌦z, who related the 
anecdote above, was a proli89c author who produced a Persian translation of Ab4 Naj⇣b 
Suhraward⇣’s -d⇢b al-mur$d$n, which includes a discussion on sam⇢  in one of its 
chapters.65 Besides interlacing the translation with his own comments, Ges4dar⌦z also 
wrote a supplement to the work, known as Kh⇢timah (‘Epilogue’). The focus of this text 
is on Indian material.66 Another second-generation disciple, Rukn al-D⇣n K⌦sh⌦n⇣ (d. 
after 1337), a khal$fah of Burh⌦n al-D⇣n Ghar⇣b, includes a chapter on sam⇢  in Shama!il 
al-atqiy⇢! (‘Virtues of the Devout’). This extensive work covers a wide range of topics 
from metaphysics to Su89 practice discussed in respective chapters that revolve around 
quotations derived from the Koran, hadith and the works of religious scholars and 
Su89s.67 Unlike the earlier works, the systematic expositions contain very little informa-
tion about the actual practice of sam⇢ . They follow the conventions of the earlier works 
of the  ish⇢r⇢t genre, discussing the permissibility of sam⇢  from a legal point of view, 
analysing the theory of mystical experiences, and prescribing the proper etiquette for 
the participants. However, they do not describe sam⇢  assemblies and the actual conduct 
of the participants. For this reason, this study focuses essentially on the earlier works 
that combine fragmentary theoretical musings with remembrances of sam⇢  assemblies.

64 Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 321.
65 See Ges4dar⌦z, Tarjumah, 254–282.
66 On sam⇢   in Kh⇢timah, see Ges4dar⌦z, Kh⇢timah, 120–139.
67 Rukn al-D⇣n intertwines the quotations from Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and Burh⌦n al-D⇣n with citations from 
Arabic and Persian works, such as the translations of Ris⇢lah quhairiyyah and  Aw⇢rif al-ma ⇢rif (referred to 
as Tarjumah qushair$ and Tarjumah  av⇢rif, respectively), Q⌫t al-qul⌫b by Ab4 T ⌦lib al-Makk⇣, and the 
works of al-Ghaz⌦l⇣. See K⌦sh⌦n⇣, Sham⇢!il, 341–371. Similar systematization took place in the works of 
MasN4d Bakk and Ashraf Jah⌦ng⇣r Simn⌦n⇣ during the latter half of the fourteenth century. See Ernst & 
Lawrence 2002: 40–43.
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1.2 Sam ⇧ in Niz�*m al-D,n’s devotional regime

When Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n assumed the lead of the Chishti order after the death of B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d, 
he inherited an established practice of sam⇢ . Sam⇢  had already been 89rmly consolid-
ated into the practice of Su89sm in Khurasan when the order was brought from there to 
India by Khv⌦jah MuN⇣n al-D⇣n. Several Su89 authors like al-Qushair⇣ (d. 1015) and Hujv⇣r⇣ 
had expressed a cautious acceptance of the practice, while others like Ab4 Qam⇣d al-
Ghaz⌦l⇣ and Ahmad al-Ghaz⌦l⇣ (d. 1126) had advocated it in an eloquently articulated 
manner. However, they had all sought to limit the participation to advanced practition-
ers. In contrast, another Su89 master from Khurasan, Ab4 SaN⇣d ibn Ab⇣’l-Khair (d. 1049) 
was more liberal in his approach and also allowed novices to attend. He had a signi89cant 
role in institutionalizing the kh⇢nq⇢h as the centre of Su89sm and thus in paving the way 
for the organized Su89 brotherhoods. The sheikh from Mayhana was not a theorist to ex-
press his thoughts in copious writings. Instead, the ta5kirahs written after his death por-
tray him as a teacher whose main focus was in guiding disciples. In the case of poetry 
and music, his enthusiasm sprang from the potential of these arts to assist his disciples 
in their Su89 practice.68 This enthusiasm was shared by the early Indian Chishti masters, 
who are remembered as avid practitioners of sam⇢ . However, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n is the 89rst 
Chishti whose mystical and aesthetic sensitivities in the matter are recorded in great de-
tail.
Poetry and music play a conspicuous role in the texts studied for this chapter. In 

Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, poetic verses recur throughout the discussions between Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n 
and his disciples. The master resorts to expressing himself in verse when sentences in 
prose fail to communicate his thoughts. When Am⇣r Qasan committed Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s 
discourses into writing, he capitalized on this in order to highlight the emotional charge 
of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s assemblies. On several occasions, the assembly ends with Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n, tears in his eyes, 89nishing a story with a verse that crystallizes its moral or emotive 
import.69 The use of poetry is even more profuse in Siyar al-auliy⇢!. Am⇣r Khvurd laces 
his prose with verses by favourite poets of the period70 and anonymous authors, as well 
as his own verses. The tendency to extend the reach of prose by poetry is especially evid-
ent in the author’s description of his bai at from the hand of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n. When the 
narration reaches an emotional climax and the reader can feel the voice of moved Am⇣r 
Khvurd choking, a verse follows almost every phrase written in prose.71 When Maul⌦n⌦ 
Fakhr al-D⇣n Zarr⌦d⇣ (d. 1347), a khal$fah of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, undertook the defence of 

68 On Ab4 SaN⇣d, see Graham 1999.
69 See, e.g. Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 184, 392, 434.
70 The most frequently cited poet is SaNd⇣, closely followed by San⌦⇣ and Am⇣r Khusrau. Verses by Am⇣r 
Qasan, Niz ⌦m⇣, Kh⌦q⌦n⇣ and NAt t ⌦r occur occasionally. 
71 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 357–360.
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sam⇢  using legal terminology, his central justi89cation for listening to poetry was its abil-
ity to reach to the divine reality and reveal from it hidden meanings.72 
A further increase in the e,fect of poetic verses when sung in a beautiful voice, and 

not merely read aloud, is acknowledged by both Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and Zarr⌦d⇣.73 When the 
texts praise the e,fect of sung verses, they save no words. Sam⇢  can bestow a blissful uni-
on with the beloved to the listeners who die during a musical assembly, as happened to 
Qut b al-D⇣n.74 However, sam⇢  can also revive the dead. In explaining how the 
Suhrawardi sheikh Rukn al-D⇣n, who lead the funerary prayers of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, forbade 
organizing a three-day sam⇢  assembly after the latter’s death, Ges4dar⌦z attributes this 
to his desire to avoid the disorder that would ensue when the master would rise from his 
grave and start dancing.75 In an anecdote related by Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n in Siyar al-auliy⇢!, a de-
ceased Su89 disciple visited the Suhrawardi sheikh \iy⌦ al-D⇣n R4m⇣ in a dream vision. 
Despite the high rank he had attained in Paradise, he appeared forlorn. As for the reas-
on, he explained that his new abode was devoid of pleasure and taste (lazAzAat-e o zAauq-e) 
equalling those derived from sam⇢ .76

The anecdote, no doubt, seeks to establish sam⇢  as a potent religious practice, but it 
also delicately expresses the Chishtis’ understanding of their superiority over the 
Suhrawardis. While the Suhrawardi path may lead to Paradise, the pleasure that sur-
passes even the paradisiacal delights can be derived from the hallmark Chishti practice. 
Simon Digby has described the relationship between the two orders in the Delhi 
Sultanate as amicable rivalry.77 This attitude manifests in early Chishti sources as the ab-
sence of outright criticism of the Suhrawardis, yet they often imply that their lavish life-
style and their inadequacy in sam⇢  left them wanting in their spiritual achievement.78 In 
addition to the above anecdote, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n states in Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, on the authority 
of Shih⌦b al-D⇣n Suhraward⇣’s contemporary, Najm al-D⇣n Kubr⌦ that the former was 
endowed with every conceivable blessing except for a taste for sam⇢ .79 Further evidence 
of this is found in an anecdote describing Shih⌦b al-D⇣n’s lack of interest in a musical 

72 Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 20–22. 
73 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 350–352; Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 15–19.
74 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 628–630; Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 55–56.
75 Qusain⇣. Jav⇢mi , 132.
76 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 500.
77 Digby 2003: 243.
78 See Lawrence 1976: 129. The Chishtis’ portrayal of the Suhrawardis as inimical or indi,ferent to sam⇢  
and music notwithstanding, later musicological treatises attribute musical inventions to Bah⌦ al-D⇣n 
Zakariyy⌦. For instance, Nav⌦b Saif Kh⌦n Faq⇣r All⌦h’s treatise completed in 1666, which includes a Persian 
translation of the vernacular Man kutuhal and his own work Ris⇢lah-yi r⇢gdarpan, locates Bah⌦ al-D⇣n in 
the same category of saintly musical innovators as Am⇣r Khusrau. Faq⇣r All⌦h ascribes the invention of r⇢g 
mult⇢n$ dhanashr$ and the song form chand to him. See Faq⇣rull⌦h, Tarjuma-i-Manakutuhala o Risala-i-
Ragadarpana, 65–67, 117.
79 In the Su89 parlance, the word taste (5auq) denotes sensitivity for spiritual experience as well as the 
experience itself. These two meanings intertwine in the expression  5auq-i sam⇢  (‘taste for/of sam⇢ ’) that 
can either denote inclination for the practice or the experience derived from it.
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assembly he organized for his guest Au/⌦d al-D⇣n Kirm⌦n⇣ (d. 1237). Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n 
praises the Suhrawardi master for his absorption in the remembrance of God, but in 
light of Kubr⌦’s statement quoted on another occasion, mild criticism is hidden in the 
praise.80 Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s overall consideration for the Suhrawardis probably derives from 
the fact that Aw⇢rif al-ma ⇢rif by Shih⌦b al-D⇣n was used by B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d in his teaching. 
Ges4dar⌦z, on the other hand, was not as tactful: he bluntly states that the Suhrawardis 
are gnostics ( ⇢rif) whereas the Chishtis are lovers ( ⇢shiq). The position of the former is, 
no doubt, commendable, but being a lover is ‘another world’ (jah⇢n-e d$gar ast).81

In addition to making sam⇢  an important identity marker of the Sultanate Chishtis, 
the comments associating the practice with passionate love ( ishq) point to the Chishtis’ 
conceptual understanding of its role in the broader framework of their devotional 
regime. This understanding emerges clearly in Siyar al-auliy⇢!. After recording the lives 
of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and his predecessors and successors in 89ve lengthy chapters, Am⇣r 
Khvurd initiates a thematic discussion on di,ferent aspects of Su89 teachings and 
practices in 89ve further chapters. The sixth chapter of Siyar al-auliy⇢! explores Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n’s approach to the relationship between a Su89 guide and his disciples, whereas the 
seventh chapter covers topics like ritual purity, prayers (du ⇢) for various situations, as 
well as religious practices associated with di,ferent times and occasions (vaz⇡$fah). The 
chapter also includes advice on dietary and sartorial etiquette, but the focus is on the 
practice of 5ikr, the remembrance of God, which in the context of Su89 practice denotes 
repeating di,ferent religious formulae either silently or aloud, in private or collectively. 
The general emphasis of the seventh chapter is on strengthening one’s faith and 
cleaning one’s inner being through the practices that are characterized by numerical 
repetition and that are to be undertaken at 89xed times in order to achieve the desired 
purpose. In other words, they constitute a gradual and toilsome process that requires 
personal commitment and considerable e,fort.
The discourse changes in the eighth chapter that discusses love (mu⌧abbat), desire 

(shauq), passionate love ( ishq) and seeing God (ru!yat-i b⇢r$ ta ⇢l⇢). The emphasis shifts 
from systematic practice towards the Su89s’ overall aim and the exploration of the rela-
tionship between a human being and God. Expository prose gives way to poetic, meta-
phorical language. For instance, Am⇣r Khvurd records Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n to have explained 
the meaning of  ishq by comparing it with a creeper ( ashiqah) that drains a tree from life 
by preventing it from getting water. Similarly, love empties the lover from his individual 
ego.82 What is signi89cant is that the ninth chapter on sam⇢  follows this exploration. Al-
though it brieJKy begins with a prosaic discussion on the permissibility and etiquette of 
the practice, it soon moves to discussing poetic metaphors and Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s engage-
ment with sam⇢ . The language used in the ninth chapter echoes the discourse of love 

80 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 248–250. The passage is repeated in Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 525.
81 Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 31.
82 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 466.
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found in the previous chapter. The systematic presentation of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s life and 
teachings ends with the chapter on sam⇢ , and the tenth chapter serves as an appendix 
that includes a miscellanea of disconnected topics. The association of sam⇢  with pas-
sionate love and distinguishing it from other, more systematic practices would be articu-
lated even more clearly during the late Mughal period.

1.3 Inquest in the sultan’s court

Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s enthusiasm for sam⇢  did not pass without opposition. The controversy 
raging around the practice reached its apogee around 1320, during the reign of Ghiy⌦s  al-
D⇣n Tughlaq (r. 1320–1325), and this became one of the key historical moments re-
peatedly evoked by the later generations of Chishti Nizamis. At that time, a certain 
Qus⌦m al-D⇣n, who, according to Am⇣r Khvurd, had enjoyed Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s care and 
learned to walk in his house, had been allured by fame. This made him envious of Niz ⌦m 
al-D⇣n’s standing among the residents of Delhi. He launched a virulent attack against the 
Su89 master using the fatwas previously written against QaY⇣ Qam⇣d al-D⇣n Nagaur⇣’s83 (d. 
1244) practice of sam⇢ . Qus⌦m al-D⇣n’s campaign was successful and it culminated in 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n being summoned to defend his views at the sultan’s court. During the in-
quest (ma⌧#ar), Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n retorted Qus⌦m al-D⇣n for speaking about something he 
was unable to understand. When Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s adherence to the Hana89te school of law 
was questioned, he brushed such allegations aside, but did not deny the negative stance 
of its founder, Ab4 Qan⇣fah (d. 765), to music. The case was solved only when the grand-
son of Bah⌦ al-D⇣n Zakariyy⌦, Maul⌦n⌦ NIlm al-D⇣n appeared and explained that sam⇢  
was a common practice among the Su89s of Turkey, Syria and Baghdad. When the case 
against Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n was eventually dropped, he declined the sultan’s o,fer to pass a 
conclusive verdict in the matter.84

Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s defence of sam⇢  is not a display of erudite scholarship. He had spe-
ci89cally declined the help of disciples who had collected legal evidence in favour of the 
practice and went to the sultan’s court alone. During the inquest, he refused to argue 
with Qus⌦m al-D⇣n on the grounds of his ignorance of sam⇢  and the breach of etiquette 
he had committed in taking a stand against a former well-wisher. When questioned, he 
agreed that Ab4 Qan⇣fah, whom he claimed to follow, indeed, disapproved of music and, 
89nally, the issue was solved through an intervention of a Suhrawardi sheikh. It is possible 
that the account of Siyar al-auliy⇢! is oversimpli89ed. Instead of Ab4 Qan⇣fah’s views, 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n appears to have adopted the more lenient stance to music propounded by 
the founder of the Sha89ite legal school, al-Sh⌦89N⇣ (d. 820). The follow-up of the anecdote 
in Siyar al-auliy⇢! corroborates this view. The text quotes \iy⌦! al-D⇣n Baran⇣’s (d. after 

83 This Suhrawardi Su89 is not to be confused with the khal$fah of Khv⌦jah MuN⇣n al-D⇣n bearing the 
same name.
84 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 526–530.
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1354) 2asratn⇢mah and explains how Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, after his return from the court, com-
plained to Am⇣r Khusrau and Mu/y⇣ al-D⇣n K⌦sh⌦n⇣ that the scholars of the city do not 
listen to sound hadiths, if they are transmitted by al-Sh⌦89N⇣ but not by Ab4 Qan⇣fah.85 

Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n also refers to di,fering opinions of the two scholars in the matter of music 
in Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d.86

More revealing than the scholarly argumentation is the urgency Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n felt in 
defending sam⇢ . He had avoided meeting the sultans for his entire Su89 career that had 
spanned almost sixty years by 1320. The attendance in the court during the sam⇢  con-
troversy was the very 89rst time he conceded to face the ruling monarch. K.A. Nizami is 
quick to point out that Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n was not attending the royal court but the court of 
sharia.87 The fact remains, however, that Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n was compromising one of his 
most cherished principles in order to defend his views. Moreover, in order to justify his 
practice, he was ready to blur the conventional boundaries between the legal schools.88 

In the eyes of Am⇣r Khvurd, the chain of events reached its culmination when 
Mu/ammad ibn Tughlaq moved his capital from Delhi to Daulatabad. This, according to 
him, was the corollary of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s suspicion over the future well-being of a city in-
habited by such stubborn  ulam⇢!.89 On a more tangible level, the controversy spurred 
the Sultanate Chishtis to articulate their legal stance to sam⇢ . The 89rst one to particip-
ate in this project was Fakhr al-D⇣n Zarr⌦d⇣.

Zarr⇢d$’s legal argumentation and aesthetic sensitivity

Maul⌦n⌦ Fakhr al-D⇣n Zarr⌦d⇣ is in Siyar al-auliy⇢! described as a Su89 disciple who had a 
strong a,89nity with sam⇢ .90 He was immersed in passionate love, weeped often during 
sam⇢  and was an enthusiastic listener. Before his bai at, he was a learned scholar inter-
ested in argumentation. He had little respect for Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, but when NaU⇣r al-D⇣n 
took him to meet the master, he was deeply impressed by his ability to explain scriptural 
subtleties he himself did not understand. Subsequently, he became one of Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n’s leading khal$fahs. After the latter’s death, Zarr⌦d⇣ spent peripatetic life, dividing his 

85 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 531–532. None of the early sources speci89es the hadith itself in this context. 
Khwaja Hasan Sani Nizami’s modern hagiography, Niz̤⇢m$ bansurī relates that the hadith in question was 
the famous account where the Prophet was listening to servant girls who sang and accompanied them-
selves with framed drums (daCf). When Umar tried to stop them, the Prophet told him to desist. See 
Nizami 2009a: 307–308. Reference to the hadith in Zarrādī’s Risālah indicates its circulation among the 
early Chishtis. See Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 29.
86 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 904–906.
87 Nizami 1991: 119.
88 Following the trends of his time, Khwaja Hasan Nizami interprets this as a proof of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s 
attainment of the degree of a mujtahid, a person who is not bound by the decisions made by earlier juris-
prudents belonging to a particular legal school. See Nizami 2009a: 311–312.
89 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 532.
90 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 270–271.
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time between Delhi, Daulatabad, Ajmer and Ajodhan. In 1347, he embarked on a pil-
grimage to Mecca, but drowned en route.
Am⇣r Khvurd mentions that Zarr⌦d⇣ participated in collecting evidence for his mas-

ter in support of sam⇢  before the inquest.91 Although Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n did not use this ma-
terial in the court, Zarr⌦d⇣’s work was not wasted and he wrote three treatises on sam⇢ . 
One of them, the Arabic Ris⇢lat u(⌫l al-sam⇢  seems to have been most important of 
them and apparently the only one that has survived.92

Zarr⌦d⇣’s Risalah is part of an established tradition of legal discussions on the per-
missibility of sam⇢ . Su89s had taken up the defence of the practice in works belonging to 
the  ish⇢r⇢t genre. The most eloquent defence is probably found in al-Ghaz⌦l⇣’s I⌧y⇢! 
 ul⌫m al-d$n. The opponents of the practice, many of whom were sharia-minded Su89s, 
criticised such stance in a number of fatwas and legal treatises. Among the leading op-
ponents of the practice was Zarr⌦d⇣’s senior contemporary Ibn Taimiyyah (d. 1328 in 
Damascus). His Majm⌫  al-ras⇢!il al-kubr⇢ includes a chapter entitled Al-sam⇢  va'l-raq(, 
and it is still widely quoted in contemporary South Asia.
Arthur Gribetz has noted that one of the main characteristics of the discussions on 

the permissibility of sam⇢ , and music in general, is the repetitiveness of the argu-
ments.93 He is circumspect in pointing out that the Koran says very little that can be in-
terpreted as a prohibition of music, while the evidence found in the hadiths can be in-
terpreted in both ways. Ultimately, the conclusions of an individual author depend on 
his overall approach to legal issues. He uses Ibn Taimiyyah and al-Ghaz⌦l⇣ as instances of 
two contrary trends directing the interpretation of the formative scriptures. The former 
argued that something not explicitly allowed is to be understood as forbidden, whereas 
the latter maintained that if something is not explicitly forbidden, it is allowed. In the 
case of sam⇢ , this basic premise lead to diametrically opposing views.94

Lois Ibsen al-Faruqi adopted a more articulate approach in her compelling article 
on the legal status of music in Muslim law. She states at the outset that since no punish-
ment is prescribed for musical activities in the Koran or the hadiths, it cannot fall into 
the category of forbidden (⌧ar⇢m) activities. Instead, the debate on its permissibility has 
revolved around the context where what she calls sound art (handasat al-(awt) is prac-
ticed. While the recitation of the Koran or singing poetry in religious or festive occasions 
is hardly ever questioned, music in other contexts has been attacked because of the 
activities that accompany it.95 In the case of the Su89s’ practice of sam⇢ , the criticism has 
targeted their dance-like movements, rending of clothes and other ecstatic behaviours. 
In addition, the more overtly questionable practices, like witnessing the manifestations 
91 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 528.
92 According to Siyar al-Auliy⇢!, the other two were Ib⇢⌧at-i sam⇢  and Kashf al-mift⇢⌧ min wuj⌫d al-
sam⇢ .
93 See Gribetz 1991: 44.
94 See Gribetz 1991.
95 See al Faruqi 1985.
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of God in young boys and dancing with them during sam⇢  (sh⇢hidb⇢z$), have been used 
to buttress the demand for banning the practice altogether. In the latter case, the accusa-
tions of immorality could conveniently be combined with alleged incarnationism 
(hul⌫liyya), as Lloyd Ridgeon has demonstrated to have happened in the case of Au/⌦d 
al-D⇣n Kirm⌦n⇣.96

Although the legal treatises written on the permissibility of sam⇢  and the accompa-
nying activities have probably never managed to convince those who hold opposing 
views, recapitulating Zarr⌦d⇣’s main arguments here is useful. The work is particularly 
interesting, because it has visibly been written by a person who is a practitioner of sam⇢  
and his aesthetic sensitivities, as well as the contemporary practices, have a,fected his 
writing. Like the inquest at the sultan’s court, Zarr⌦d⇣’s Risalah has retained its currency. 
It was published from the Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n shrine with a Persian translation and a preface 
detailing the inquest in 1889, at a time when the criticism of sam⇢  was vehemently 
voiced by the reformist Islamic movements. To my knowledge, the only scholar to have 
discussed the text is Bruce Lawrence in his article ‘The early Chisht⇣ approach to sam⇢E’ 
published in 1983. However, his analysis is limited to Zarr⌦d⇣’s understanding of the term 
tav⇢jud, which Lawrence translates as ‘empathetic ecstasy’.
In the Risalah, Zarr⌦d⇣ adopts an atomistic approach by splitting sam⇢  into ten ba-

sic principles (u(⌫l, sing a(l). In the course of the work, he proves the juridical acceptab-
ility of each of these and concludes that the entire practice is acceptable, mub⇢⌧. In the 
legal jargon, this means that not engaging in sam⇢  is not punishable, whereas the op-
posite will be rewarded by God. Before entering the discussion of the principles, Zarr⌦d⇣ 
de89nes his epistemological framework by unabashedly proclaiming that the Su89s are the 
best among the religious specialists because they are fully immersed in God, and there-
fore excel the hadith scholars, jurisconsults and those engaged in rational reasoning.97

In the 89rst principle, Zarr⌦d⇣ de89nes sam⇢  as a combination of beautiful voice (al- 
(awt al-⌧asan/⇢v⇢z-i nek⌫) and measured speech (al-kal⇢m al-mawz⌫n/kal⇢m-i mauz⌫n) 
and states that listening to neither is disapproved in the sharia. He distinguishes sam⇢  
from ghin⇢ (‘singing’) and establishes a conceptual di,ference between the Su89 practice, 
on the one hand, and music that is listened for pleasure in profane contexts, on the oth-
er. The second principle is that the beautiful voice is a gift from God, whereas the third 
principle claims that prohibiting the use of certain instruments, like the reedpipe 
(mizm⇢r), has always been contextual because playing them has been associated with 
drinking of alcohol. If, on the contrary, the actions and intentions of the listeners are 
pure, instruments can be used. Zarr⌦d⇣, however, notes that the Su89 masters have gener-
ally given preference to the human voice over instruments.98

96 See Ridgeon 2012.
97 Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 13, 49–50.
98 Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 13–19.
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The fourth principle analyses the measured speech, which manifests itself in poetic 
verses (shi r). Poetry has the ability to impart knowledge about subtle meanings, and it 
a,fects the heart because of the poetic metre. Unlike the beautiful voice that also certain 
animals possess, writing and understanding poetry is speci89c to human beings. The dis-
paraging comments about poets in the Koran apply only to those who ridiculed the 
Prophet in their verses. After discussing music and poetry, the two main components of 
sam⇢ , Zarr⌦d⇣ contests in the 89fth principle that combining two good things will lead to 
greater good. The bene89ts of the practice thus established, Zarr⌦d⇣ proclaims in the sixth 
principle that even though sam⇢  in itself is acceptable, engaging in it in a frivolous man-
ner makes it forbidden.99 Again, the musical and poetic activities themselves cannot be 
condemned, and the context de89nes their permissibility.
Zarr⌦d⇣ has kept incorporating references to the Koran and the hadiths throughout 

the 89rst six principles. The next three principles are exclusively dedicated to listing 
proofs from religious texts in favour of the practice. Typically to legal works, he begins 
with references to the Koran (seventh principle) and then continues to the hadiths 
(eighth principle) and the sayings of religious scholars and Su89s like Ab4 T ⌦lib al-Makk⇣, 
Sulam⇣, al-Ghaz⌦l⇣, Shibl⇣, Ab4’l-Daqq⌦q and Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n (ninth principle).100

The 89nal, tenth principle discusses tav⇢jud, which for Zarr⌦d⇣ denotes measured 
movement that can be interpreted as dancing. He thus seems to refer to voluntary simu-
lation of vajd as the term is understood in the earlier Su89 manuals101 and which meaning 
Lawrence’s translation ‘empathetic ecstasy’ captures. However, I am not sure if this is 
what Zarr⌦d⇣ means, because he attributes the origins of tav⇢jud to the melody 
(naghmah) that moves the spirit (r⌫⌧), which then moves the body (q⇢lab). Since the 
melody is measured, also the movements caused by it can be measured. Thus, it seems 
that for Zarr⌦d⇣ tav⇢jud is not voluntary movement although it can appear as such. Con-
trasting tav⇢jud with dancing (raq() strengthens this impression. Tav⇢jud di,fers from 
raq( precisely because the latter is voluntary and self-conscious. As for the movements 
of those who experience tav⇢jud, Zarr⌦d⇣ presents examples of a su,fering animal: one is 
to be slaughtered, the second is a 89sh that sees the ocean from the shore, or the third is a 
moth that soon burns in the JKame. After discussing tav⇢jud, Zarr⌦d⇣ concludes by 
declaring that the one who considers practising sam⇢  as erring is himself misguided in 
making such an innovation (al-mubtadi  al-F⇢ll/bid at$ gumr⇢h).102

Although Zarr⌦d⇣ uses legal arguments, his text arises from lived practice. The sam⇢  
Zarr⌦d⇣ divides into ten basic principles is not an abstraction but the practice encour-
aged in the circle of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and described in detail below. This is especially evid-
ent in the 89rst 89ve principles. He argues for the combined e,fect of the triad that com-

99 Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 20–25.
100 See Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 25–41.
101 See, e.g. Avery 2004: 66.
102 Zarr⌦d⇣, Ris⇢lah, 44–45, 50.
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prises Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s sam⇢ : the beautiful voice, instruments and poetry. Especially the 
ability of versi89ed speech to reveal divine secrets was a widely held concept among the 
Sultanate Chishtis. The rather cursory discussion on the use of instruments also echoes 
their attitudes. Although not favoured by the Su89 sheikhs (i.e. Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n), Zarr⌦d⇣ 
would not prohibit them, because some of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s disciples were great enthusi-
asts of instrumental music. The treatment of the e,fects of poetry reveals the author’s 
sensitivity to its e,fects, a sensitivity that is instinctive rather than intellectual. Even re-
de89ning the term tav⇢jud seems to arise from the phenomena actually witnessed in 
sam⇢  assemblies, where the movements of the listeners might resemble dance even if 
they were not conscious. Zarr⌦d⇣’s description of these movements as resembling di,fer-
ent animals in distress is based on what he saw, not on what he thought should happen. 
Instead of being a theoretical systematist, Zarr⌦d⇣ is a practitioner whose contribution 
lies in integrating the lived experience into the carefully articulated literary tradition.

1.4 Niz�*m al-D,n as a patron of literature and music

In addition to advocating sam⇢  and integrating lived practice into the pre-existing liter-
ary patterns and religious discourses, the Chishti texts of the Sultanate period reveal the 
role of the Su89s, especially Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, in the contemporary cultural scene. His ability 
to attract notable poets and musicians to his circle contributed to his emergence as an 
important cultural force in Sultanate Delhi. Although he did not belong to the a,JKuent 
ruling elite, he nevertheless assumed a role as a patron of poets and musicians.

Am$r Khusrau

The most prominent of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s poet-disciples was Am⇣r Khusrau. At present, he 
is remembered as a great poet in areas where Persian is still the spoken language, al-
though, for instance, in Iran he has been overshadowed by Iranian-born authors. In In-
dia, where Persian skills have all but disappeared, his fame rests on the Hindavi poetry 
attributed to him. He is also perceived as a cultural force that greatly contributed to the 
emergence of the distinctly Indian Islamic culture that seamlessly incorporates Central 
Asian, ‘Muslim’ inJKuences with Indian, ‘Hindu’ culture. His inventions are believed to 
comprise the languages of Hindi and Urdu, a variety of ragas, musical instruments like 
tabla and sitar and musical genres like khay⇢l and qawwali. Although the versatility of 
Khusrau in the 89elds of literature and both Indian and Central Asian musical traditions 
is evident and texts like Nuh sipihr testify to his fondness of India as a region next to 
Paradise, most of the individual inventions popularly attributed to him are of arguably 
later, often seventeenth- or eighteenth-century origin.
In addition, Khusrau is in South Asia remembered as a Su89 disciple of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n. 

His 89nal resting place opposite his master’s tomb and the custom of paying one’s re-
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spects to him before entering the main shrine have kept him in the focus of a major 
shrine-cult and the collective imagination of local Muslims.
More books have been written about Am⇣r Khusrau than about his Su89 guide.103 His 

father was of Turkish origin and hailed from Central Asia, whereas his mother was a 
daughter of an Indian Muslim. Unlike paradigmatic Su89 poets like R4m⇣, Khusrau was 
both a professional poet and a Su89 disciple. During the Sultanate period, being a profes-
sional poet meant serving a patron, who was either the ruling monarch or some of the 
am$rs, in the capacity of a court poet. Khusrau acted as a courtier and a court poet for al-
most 89ve decades from 1277 until his death in 1325 and wrote much of his poetry in this 
context. His early works were panegyric qa($dahs. However, during his career Persian po-
ets were increasingly turning to narrative masnav$s, longer poems consisting of rhyming 
couplets. Sunil Sharma points out that while the narrative poetry had traditionally dealt 
with epic or romantic themes, Khusrau’s ‘personal engagement with the court and the 
political events of his time ... allowed him to present living history through the lens of 
history and didactic poetry.’104 He wrote one masnav$ for each of the 89ve sultans he 
served, in addition to the Khamsah (̂Quintet_) of 89ve romantic narratives modelled after 
the work of Niz ⌦m⇣ Ganjav⇣ (d. 1209). In addition to narrative poetry, he wrote I j⇢z-i 
khusrav$, which consist of ‘model prose writings in the forms of letters and anecdotes.’105 

This work is important for the information it contains about the contemporary court 
culture. Its signi89cance for the study of music has been emphasized by Shahab 
Sarmadee.106

Khusrau was extremely successful in the court. He navigated his way through turbu-
lent times that often followed the death of his patrons and managed to 89nd employment 
in the courts of their successors. However, he was equally respected in the Su89 circle of 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n. Khusrau’s qa($dahs, masnav$s and prose are distinctively products of the 
courtly context, even if he associates himself with Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n by praising him together 
with the sultan in the beginning of his masnav$s. However, his ghazals, shorter lyrical 
poems, that he kept writing throughout his career and which comprise four poetic col-
lections (d$v⇢n) are more ambiguous. Many were written for sultan’s soirées (majlis), and 
\iy⌦! al-D⇣n Baran⇣ vividly describes one such occasion that took place in the court of 
Jal⌦l al-D⇣n Khilj⇣ (r. 1290-1296) in his T⇢r$kh-i f$rozsh⇢h$ (‘History of F⇣roz Sh⌦h’). Baran⇣ 
103 Among the earliest studies are Mohammad Habib’s Hazrat Am$r Khusrau of Delhi published in 1927 
and Wahid Mirza’s Am$r Khusrau: Sav⇢ni⌧-i  umr$ published in 1945. For a collection of nineteenth- and 
early twentieth-century key writings on Khurau, see Am$r Khusrau edited by Sheikh Saleem Ahmed. The 
most recent comprehensive monograph about the poet and his works in English is Sunil Sharma’s Am$r 
Khusraw: The Poet of Sultans and Su+,s. In addition, more or less scholarly works on him keep appearing at 
regular intervals. Much of the contents of these works is repetitive and, as Sunil Sharma has noted, ‘there 
is little new or interesting work on his actual writing.’ See Sharma 2006: 89.
104 Sharma 2006: 59.
105 Sharma 2006: 66.
106 For the English translation of relevant passages, see Sarmadee 2004. For a discussion on 
musicological information in the text, see Sarmadee 2003: 444–459.
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relates that Khusrau would daily present the ruler with a new ghazal in an assembly 
where the participants got intoxicated by the charms of the cupbearers, sweet voices of 
the singers, graceful movement of female dancers as well as by wine.107 However, the po-
etic imagery of the ghazals was equally suitable to be interpreted in the Su89 framework, 
and so Khusrau’s texts found favour also in the sam⇢  assemblies organized in the 
jam⇢ atkh⇢nah of his Su89 guide. The fact that Khusrau had an established position in 
both courtly and Su89 context reveals the extent of the accommodating nature of the Su89 
tradition; becoming a recognized disciple and a close companion of a prominent Su89 
sheikh did not presume adopting a cloistered lifestyle.
Am⇣r Khusrau’s special bond with Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n is described in detail in Siyar al-

auliy⇢!, while other early texts either remain silent about him or remember only his po-
etry.108 Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, a work of another poet-disciple, Am⇣r Qasan, mentions Am⇣r 
Khusrau in a single instance.109 Ernst and Lawrence suggest that this is due to the rivalry 
between the two poets.110 However, it is worth noting that also other prominent disciples 
like NaU⇣r al-D⇣n and Burh⌦n al-D⇣n are mentioned only sporadically in the text. This 
may be because they simply were not present in Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s assemblies together 
with Am⇣r Qasan, or that the conversation never turned to them during the discourses 
that were recorded. Furthermore, the friendship between Am⇣r Khusrau and Am⇣r 
Qasan is noted by several contemporary authors.111 
Judging from Siyar al-auliy⇢!, the contact between Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and Am⇣r Khusrau 

was established very early, when the former moved from Badayun to Delhi and took up 
his residence in the neighbourhood where the latter lived.112 It is signi89cant that this 
happened before Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s oath of allegiance to B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d. After he had estab-
lished himself as a Su89 master, Khusrau provided him interim accommodation in his 
grandfather’s house113 and when Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n later was on the verge of leaving Delhi for 
a more secluded life, he considered Am⇣r Khusrau’s village, Patiyali, as a possible 
choice.114 The bond between Khusrau and Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n stayed 89rm for the rest of their 
lives. According to Am⇣r Khvurd, Khusrau was the sole disciple who could meet the mas-
ter whenever he wanted, without asking for permission. Khusrau would keep him com-
pany before he retired for his nocturnal solitude and told him stories and news, thus, no 
doubt, also keeping him up to date on the events in the court.115 Am⇣r Khvurd highlights 
Khusrau’s position by stating that even prominent disciples like NaU⇣r al-D⇣n and Burh⌦n 

107 See Sarmadee 2003: 525–527.
108 For an English translation of the entry on Khusrau in Siyar al-auliy⇢!, see Sharma 2006: 94–98.
109 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢ id, 618–620.
110 Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 77.
111 See, e.g. Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 278–279; Qalandar, Khair, 55; Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 178. 
112 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 108.
113 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 301.
114 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 110.
115 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 125.
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al-D⇣n sought his mediation and presented their entreaties to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n through 
him.116

Ernst and Lawrence have paid attention to the fact that despite the prominence of 
Am⇣r Khusrau among Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s disciples, he was never made the latter’s khal$fah. 
They suggest that this was due to his ties with the court.117 However, none of the early 
Chishti authors felt a need to explain the apparent contradiction of intimacy and lack of 
formal recognition, or courtly career and Su89 discipleship. The single instance that 
points to Khusrau’s worldly ties as a hindrance for spiritual lifestyle is an anecdote in 
Siyar al-auliy⇢! that recounts Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s critical remarks on Khusrau’s dancing in 
sam⇢ : he should not dance with his hands raised, like a dervish, because he was still tied 
to the world.118 However, this is a lone incident in contrast to a number of passages that 
emphasize the close relationship between Khusrau and Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n. According to 
Am⇣r Khvurd, Khusrau invariably chose Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n when he was forced to decide 
between the loyalty to the sultan and his Su89 guide. For instance, when Jal⌦l al-D⇣n 
Khilj⇣ wanted to pay a surprise visit to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, Khusrau betrayed the plan to his 
master who immediately set forth for a pilgrimage to Ajodhan.119 
When it comes to the literary activities of Khusrau, the Su89 texts are cursory and 

brief. His poems are cited in Siyar al-auliy⇢!, either interspersed between the prose pas-
sages, or in the context of sam⇢  assemblies where they are sung.120 In addition, Am⇣r 
Khvurd records a few instances of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s involvement in Am⇣r Khusrau’s writing 
process. On the 89rst occasion, in the initial stage of his poetic career, Khusrau presents 
some poems to his master, who advises him to write about moles and locks in the 
manner of Isfahani poets so that his verses would incite passionate love in the 
audience.121 On another occasion, the poet presents his d$v⇢ns to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n in order 
to verify their poetic allusions and indications (rum⌫z o  ish⇢r⇢t).122 Am⇣r Khvurd further 
states that Khusrau would bring whatever he wrote to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, who would take the 
books in his hand and read a prayer over them. On occasion, he would also read a few 
lines from them.123 Am⇣r Khvurd concludes by stressing Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s impact on 
Khusrau’s success as a poet, although his outward involvement seemed to be limited to 
rather general stylistic advice and blessing the poet’s works. 

116 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 237 and 280–281, respectively.
117 Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 76–77.
118 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 506–507.
119 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 135.
120 See, e.g. Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 304, 515.
121 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 301.
122 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 301.
123 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 302.
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Am$r 2asan and Iiy⇢! al-D$n Baran$

In contrast to Khusrau, the person of Am⇣r Qasan Sijz⇣ remains elusive in the Sultanate 
Chishti texts. This holds true for his fame among the posterity as well. Am⇣r Qasan was 
made to move from Delhi to Daulatabad, where he died. His tomb is situated in a se-
cluded compound outside the township and the main shrines of Khuldabad. No Hindavi 
poems or musical innovations are attributed to him, and his Persian poetry is today 
quoted or performed extremely rarely. The accomplishment that has saved him from ob-
livion is his record of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s discourses that Khusrau is said to have been ready 
to exchange all his works for.124 Although Am⇣r Qasan keeps the focus on Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n in 
Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, his persona occasionally comes out when he poses a questions, ex-
presses his fondness of sam⇢  or recites a verse.125 As a poet, he is praised for the subtlety 
of his poems and for the e,fect they have on listeners.126 His style resembled that of Sa‘d⇣ 
to such an extent that he was known as SaNd⇣ of India. Siyar al-auliy⇢! recounts no anec-
dotes involving him. In addition to the verses cited by the author, the information about 
him is included in a brief biographical entry that consists of the praise of his poetry and 
a mention of the special a,fection of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n towards him.127 In Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, 
Am⇣r Qasan tells how he presented one of his books to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and received a 
blessing.128 He also writes that when he presented the 89rst volume of discourses to 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, the master took great interest in the work and even helped 89lling in the 
gaps that Am⇣r Qasan had not been able to write from memory, thus contributing to the 
contents of his work.129

The third author listed among Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s disciples in Siyar al-auliy⇢! is the his-
torian \iy⌦! al-D⇣n Baran⇣. The text notes his erudition and position as Mu/ammad ibn 
Tughlaq’s (r. 1325-51) boon-companion (nad$m). Am⇣r Khvurd envisions his subsequent 
dismissal from the court by F⇣roz Sh⌦h Tughlaq (r. 1351-1388) as voluntary retirement and 
the consequent penury as an expression of his dervish-like disposition.130 Baran⇣’s role in 
the circle of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n remains marginal, and he is not mentioned in the other texts 
discussed in this chapter. However, Simon Digby has emphasized the signi89cance of 
Baran⇣’s T⇢r$kh-i F$rozsh⇢h$ for the immortalization of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s fame.131

124 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 308.
125 See e.g. Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 528, 904–906, 958.
126 See, e.g. Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 178.
127 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 308.
128 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 418.
129 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 234.
130 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 312–313. For a detailed discussion on Baran⇣, see Aquil 2009: 49–75.
131 Digby 2003: 252–253.
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The singers

Am⇣r Khusrau’s lasting impact as a poet-composer on the development of Indian music 
has been analysed by Shahab Sarmadee in several compelling articles.132 It is unfortunate 
that none of the contemporary texts elaborates on his role in shaping the musical cul-
ture at Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s jam⇢ atkh⇢nah which, no doubt, must have been signi89cant. The 
Sultanate Chishti texts rarely mention Khusrau as a musician. In Siyar al-auliy⇢’, he is re-
corded to have taken part in singing in a sam⇢  assembly after the qawwals’ perform-
ance.133 Among Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s other Su89 disciples, Khv⌦jah Mu/ammad, the son of Badr 
al-D⇣n Is/⌦q, is depicted as an expert in the science of music ( ilm-i m⌫s$q$). In addition 
to attracting expert qawwals singing in Persian and Hindi around himself, he sometimes 
sung in sam⇢  assemblies himself.134

Alongside with a handful of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s singing disciples, singers frequently ap-
pear in the texts under discussion. In the context of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s sam⇢  assemblies, the 
singers are usually called qawwals (qavv⇢l). At the 89rst sight, this seems to support the 
modern notion that the contemporary musical genre associated with sam⇢  in South 
Asia, qawwali, existed already then. However, the word qawwal, derived from the Arabic 
verb q⇢la (‘to say’) and simply meaning someone who says or recites, had been used 
throughout the Arabic and Persian Su89 texts since at least the tenth century.135 Consider-
ing the breadth of the geographical area extending from the Arabic Middle East to 
Khurasan and Lahore, where these works originated, the musical styles employed in 
sam⇢  must have varied greatly. The Sultanate Chishti texts simply continued the 
convention of referring to a singer performing in sam⇢  assemblies as a qawwal without 
indicating a speci89c musical genre.
What is signi89cant about the qawwals in the texts is that they appear 89rst and fore-

most as professional singers o,fering their services in the musical assemblies of Su89s. It 
is nowhere mentioned, if they were initiated into a Su89 brotherhood or not. When it 
comes to singers in general, the texts express doubts concerning their respectability. In 
Jav⇢mi  al-kalim, Ges4dar⌦z describes men endowed with beautiful voices as extremely 
greedy, whereas Af#al al-fav⇢!id considers respecting singers (mughanniy⇢n o mut⇡rib⇢n) 
as a de89nite sign of the arrival of the last days.136 Such remarks are never passed on the 
qawwals who perform in sam⇢  assemblies. On the contrary, they are generally portrayed 
in a favourable light.

132 See, e.g. Sarmadee 1976 and 2006 [1975].
133 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 304. This musical assembly will be discussed below.
134 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 200.
135 The word qawwal is employed by at least al-Sarr⌦j in Kit⇢b al-luma , by Ibn Munavvar in Asr⇢r al-
tau⌧$d f$ maq⇢m⇢t-i shaikh Ab$ Sa $d (Persian, completed between 1158 and 1192) and by Hujv⇣r⇣ in Kashf al-
ma⌧j⌫b.
136 Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 23; Khusrau, Af#al, 100.
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Several professional qawwals are mentioned by name in Siyar al-auliy⇢!137 and occa-
sionally in other texts, as well.138 These mentions are, however, limited to stating the 
qawwal’s presence in a particular assembly. Their identity and the relationship with 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n remain unclear. This is true to some extent even in respect to the two 
qawwals, who receive extended attention from Am⇣r Khvurd: Qasan Paihad⇣139 and W⌦mit 
Qavv⌦l. Both are described as Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s qawwals, who served him constantly by 
singing verses.140 According to Am⇣r Khvurd, Qasan Paihad⇣’s forte was his ability to ex-
cite the listeners with the very 89rst phrase he sang141 and to stir up emotions in an as-
sembly that would otherwise remain una,fected.142 These abilities were combined with a 
skill to select appropriate verses for Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s state – a skill noted in the accounts 
of two assemblies that were described to Am⇣r Khvurd by his father.143 W⌦mit Qavv⌦l had 
fairly similar qualities. The major di,ference seems to be that while Qasan appeared in 
formal sam⇢  assemblies, W⌦mit performed in more private settings: once in Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n’s antechamber and once in his room.144 This may indicate that he was always present 
at the kh⇢nq⇢h in case the master wanted to listen to sam⇢ . But beyond the praise of the 
musical skills of these two qawwals, Am⇣r Khvurd does not elaborate on their relation-
ship with Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n nor does he mention any professional qawwals among his dis-
ciples. What, then, was the role of the Su89 master as a patron and sponsor of qawwals 
and poets?

The patronage

At the outset, it is important to note that Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s jam⇢ atkh⇢nah acted as an im-
portant cultural institution mediating between the court and the broader populace. 
Am⇣r Khusrau and Am⇣r Qasan helped to integrate the courtly musical and poetic tradi-
tions to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s Su89 practice that the visitors of his jam⇢ atkh⇢nah were exposed 
to. The doors to the jam⇢ atkh⇢nah remained open for everyone and although the de-
scriptions of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s musical assemblies record only the names of his closest dis-
ciples among the listeners, the participation was not limited to them. In one instance 
Am⇣r Khvurd records antinomian Su89s and travellers visiting the city among the listen-
ers.145 
137 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 304 (Bahl4l Qavv⌦l), 501 (Junaid Qavv⌦l and M⌦hir Qavv⌦l) and 505 
(Mu/ammad Bairam Qavv⌦l).
138 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 640–642 mentions Abu Bakr Kharr⌦t, an itinerant qawwal arriving from Multan.
139 Probably the same person as Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s special singer Qasan Maimand⇣ mentioned in Jav⇢mi  
al-kalim. Similar ability to excite the listeners is attributed to both. See Husaini, Jav⇢mi , 128, 150.
140 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 508.
141 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 508
142 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 514.
143 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 514–516.
144 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 511 and 513.
145 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 508.
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In Siyar al-auliy⇢!, Am⇣r Khvurd describes Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s inJKuence as a cultural 
force as follows:

In those days, the main occupation of the people was to recount stories about 
sam⇢ , devote themselves with sincere hearts and petition the beloved, be full of 
compassion and sympathy, give solace to broken hearts and bow down at the feet 
of the men of heart. Unrivalled poets, king’s amiable favourites and subtle speak-
ing youths who were endowed with pleasant character, had all bowed their heads 
on the threshold of the Monarch of Sheikhs.146 Everyone had his share because 
everyone was able to feel the taste in his chest according to his nature, whatever 
it may have been. Singers with dulcet voices, both those who were at his service 
and those living in the city, established the science of music keeping their sight 
on the subtle nature of that king of love. They would continuously bring forth 
fresh ghazals and new melodies and thus they made music one of the sublime 
sciences. [...] All this was a fruit of the taste and love for God felt by the Monarch 
of Sheikhs.147

Although the passage should be taken with a grain of salt, it points to the fact that 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s jam⇢ atkh⇢nah attracted men of letters and music. The reference to 
people recounting stories about sam⇢  probably reJKects the popular reach of the musical 
traditions of the jam⇢ atkh⇢nah. The context of the above passage helps to throw more 
light into the matter. According to Am⇣r Khvurd, whenever Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n desired to leave 
his kh⇢nq⇢h for a stroll in a garden, he would be accompanied by his attendants Iqb⌦l 
and ‘Abd All⌦h K4l⇣. On the way, they would walk on either side of the master’s palan-
quin and recite poetry in low voices. The verses and melodies that particularly a,fected 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n would start to circulate among people from all walks of life.148

Portrayal of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n as a patron of poets and singers in conditions where they 
were dependent on their patrons’ 89nancial support requires studying the resources 
needed for sponsoring the respective arts. The early Chishti masters were averse to both 
begging and working as a means of securing their livelihood. As the historian Riazul 
Islam has noted, this left them with only one possible means of subsistence, that is, reli-
ance on unsolicited donations (fut⌫⌧) either in cash or kind or in the form of valuables 
like clothes and books.149 The Su89 texts are curt in discussing the actual 89nances of the 
jam⇢ atkh⇢nah, but they do describe the two seemingly contradictory approaches of 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n to wealth. They praise his poverty, on the one hand, and his unbounded 
generosity, on the other. These two ideals merge in Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s attitude to unsolicited 
donations and their redistribution. He would accept the fut⌫⌧ but, as a demonstration of 
poverty and reliance in God, he would not accumulate anything. Instead, he would dis-
146 Am⇣r Khvurd refers to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n as the Monarch of Sheikhs (Jult⇡⇢n al-Mash⇢!ikh) throughout 
Siyar al-auliy⇢!.
147 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 510–511.
148 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 510.
149 Islam 2003: 90–91.
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tribute the acquired wealth as quickly as possible.150 Thus, his liberal giving of gifts be-
comes an act of generosity, which, according to Ges4dar⌦z, is a prominent characteristic 
of the Chishti masters.151

Who, then, bene89ted from the distribution of fut⌫⌧? Almost everyone who 
happened to be around, it seems. In discussing the system of fut⌫⌧, Islam notes the 
somewhat arbitrary redistribution that stems from Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s abhorrence of any 
wealth in his house.152 It is possible that also the poets and qawwals received their share. 
The texts, however, mention only one kind of gifts that are given to them: hats and other 
types of garments that Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n bestows as a sign of his goodwill and blessing. Gift-
ing articles of clothing to qawwals is mentioned already in the Arabic and Persian Su89 
manuals, which touch upon giving out garments torn in ecstasy. This theme 89gures in 
the Chishti sources, as well, and Siyar al-auliy⇢! mentions a few instances, when a piece 
of clothing is given to the qawwals.153 Af#al al-fav⇢!id inJKates this into profuse distribu-
tion of garments to every participant in the end of each sam⇢  assembly.154 Furthermore, 
Am⇣r Khvurd mentions a peculiar practice pertaining to sam⇢  that he claims to have 
seen prescribed in Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s writing. The listener who falls down so that his back 
touches the ground should give his cloth as a pledge. In practice this meant that he gave 
his robe away, bought it back as a sign of gratitude and thus bene89ted the holder of the 
pledge.155 It is unfortunate that the author fails to mention who received the price thus 
paid, the qawwals or the other listeners. 
In discussing the gifts of garments, the texts de-emphasize their actual value at the 

cost of the blessings they transmit. Despite the fact that the garments may have been of 
valuable fabrics, it is their spiritual value that mattered. This is highlighted in Am⇣r 
Khvurd’s description of an assembly where Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n stands on his prayer mat and 
cries, 89rst drenching his sleeves and then a long handkerchief. A note on the power of 
tears to protect one from Hell’s 89re follows immediately.156 Later, in an account of anoth-
er assembly, soaked handkerchiefs are given to the qawwals.157 Furthermore, the author 
stresses the need to preserve the gifts of a dervish, generation after generation. Thus he 
excludes the possibility of their sale.158 A piece of clothing given with money in 
remuneration for the qawwals’ services is mentioned only once, in a discussion about 

150 See, e.g. Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 120–121. For a study of the futūḥ system, see Islam 2003: 87–139.
151 Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 58–59.
152 See Islam 2003: 116–117.
153 See, e.g. Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 507–508, 515. 
154 Khusrau, Afẓal, 14, 95, 190, 196. Whether these descriptions are stereotyped retellings of actual as-
semblies, formulations of popular perceptions on sam⇢  or ways to legitimize the presence of saintly relics 
in the form of hats and clothes, remains to be determined.
155 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 504.
156 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 509.
157 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 515.
158 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 513.
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Bah⌦ al-D⇣n Zakariyy⌦.159 In contrast to the Suhrawardi master, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n never 
seems to pay the qawwals for their performances. Whether Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s attendant 
Iqb⌦l, who was responsible for the kh⇢nq⇢h 89nances, paid them or not, is never dis-
cussed.
That the qawwals could not depend solely on Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n for 89nancial support is 

highlighted by the fact that they had other, perhaps more lucrative, sources of income. 
They performed in celebrations with no connection to Su89 practice. As documented in 
Siyar al-auliy⇢!, Khv⌦jah ‘Az⇣z al-D⇣n, a relative of the author, had been absent from 
Delhi to attend a wedding. Upon his return, he came straight to meet Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n who 
inquired about his trip. Interestingly, among his questions is a casual inquiry about the 
quality of sam⇢  in the weddings.160 Performing in celebrations occurs also in Khair al-
maj⇢lis, when NaU⇣r al-D⇣n asks from a certain Sayyid NAl⌦ al-D⇣n how the sam⇢  had 
been and continues with a story about a party attended by al-Qushayr⇣ in Nishapur.161 It 
seems that performing in non-Su89 contexts constituted a source of income for the 
qawwals. And when it comes to the poet-disciples of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, both Am⇣r Khusrau 
and Am⇣r Qasan were courtiers in no need of 89nancial support. Apart from the latter re-
ceiving a hat as per the account of Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, their patronage by Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n does 
not seem to have involved material assets.
The patronage by Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n essentially stems from the inspiration and the stage 

of performance he o,fered for the qawwals and poets. On the other hand, it should be 
emphasized that the patronage was reciprocal. Simon Digby has emphasized the role of 
the literary-minded disciples in immortalizing Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s fame.162 In the case of 
qawwals, performing in the assemblies of the famous master accrued to their standing 
and in travelling from place to place they also spread information about the Su89s they 
had encountered. In this capacity, a qawwal named Ab4 Bakr played an important role 
in establishing a contact between Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and his future master. Fav⇢!id al-Fu ⇢d 
recounts the qawwal’s coming to Badayun and his stories about a visit to Bah⌦ al-D⇣n 
Zakariyy⌦ in Multan. Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n initially remains unmoved and is overcome with at-
traction only when Ab4 Bakr describes B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d, whom he had met in Ajodhan.163 In 
addition to spreading the fame of Su89 masters, the qawwals could also a,fect the popular 
reception of the poets. Verses by Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s poet-disciples are frequently mentioned 
in the context of sam⇢  assemblies. Due to the scarcity of manuscripts, the performances 
of the qawwals no doubt constituted an important channel for communicating poetry to 
a wider audience. 
It seems that Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s role as a patron of poetry and music relied essentially 

on his charisma as a leading Su89 master who was susceptible to the e,fects of music and 
159 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 604.
160 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 199. See also Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 304.
161 Qalandar, Khair, 223.
162 Digby 2003: 252–253.
163 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 640–642.
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poetry. He was also an arbitrator in the matters pertaining to these arts in the Su89 frame-
work. While attachment to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n no doubt bene89ted both poets and qawwals, 
they also spread his fame in the contemporary world and, through their writings, among 
the future generations as well.

1.5 The etiquette of a sam ⇧ assembly

When it comes to the actual organization of a sam⇢  assembly in the Su89 circle of Niz ⌦m 
al-D⇣n, adab (pl. ⇢d⇢b) receives detailed treatment. The term has a number of meanings 
that have evolved gradually,164 but it can be generally understood to indicate di,ferent fa-
cets of harmonious life, whereby an individual can polish his character by acting in a 
correct manner in relationship to God and other human beings. Adab has a more con-
crete meaning as the code of conduct or behavioural etiquette applicable in given cir-
cumstances. In plural, it denotes the group of rules pertaining to a speci89c occasion. In 
the following discussion, I use this concrete meaning, which not only serves the purpose 
of analysing the dynamics of sam⇢  assemblies, but also resonates with the favoured use 
of the term in the texts under discussion.165

In the distinctly religious framework, the Prophet is the ultimate model of a perfec-
ted character, yet his example is not unambiguously described in the formative scrip-
tures. Sharia-minded  ulam⇢! have essentially relied on the hadiths in prescribing the 
adab, whereas Su89  ulam⇢! have widened the scope by incorporating the example of Su89 
masters into their discourse. For instance, the description of adab in the Sultanate 
Chishti texts revolves around the example of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n. What characterizes the ap-
proaches to adab in both religious and secular contexts is the centrality of subduing the 
impulses of one’s base nature or ego (nafs) with the help of the rational faculty ( aql).166 
In the case of the Su89 practice of sam⇢ , where the nafs is subdued or transcended 

with the help of music and poetry instead of reason, the situation changes. However, 
sam⇢  is also governed by adab. Discussing sam⇢  in the Su89 circle of Burh⌦n al-D⇣n 
Ghar⇣b, Ernst notes that the function of the rules governing the practice is ‘to keep open 
the avenues of divine inJKuence while attempting to exclude the intrusion of the human 
ego.’167 In consonance with this general principle, the adab of sam⇢  has a speci89c func-
tion in shaping the experiences of the listeners in the musical assemblies in Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n’s Su89 circle.

164 See Hämeen-Anttila 2014 for a nuanced discussion on the origins and the evolution of the concept in 
Arabic sources.
165 For an excellent collection of papers discussing adab in the context of South Asian Islam, see 
Metcalf (ed.) 1984.
166 See, e.g Lapidus 1984.
167 Ernst 2004: 153.
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Adab versus mystical states168

Mystical states169 are the most visible aspect of passages that describe sam⇢  of 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and his followers. The texts describe in eloquent detail the manifestations 
of these states such as jumping, dancing, crying and howling. However, equal attention 
is given to adab, which the participants are expected to rigorously follow. Restricting the 
bodily comportment and movements of the participants, adab seems to clash with the 
standard behaviour of a person who has been overwhelmed by a mystical state. But why 
apply a restrictive code of conduct to this practice in the 89rst place if mystical states that 
breach it are the desired outcome? Why not move and dance unrestrictedly from the 
very beginning instead of sitting absolutely still?
Among the Sultanate Chishti texts, Siyar al-auliy⇢! includes the most detailed pas-

sages describing sam⇢  assemblies where Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n or his followers are present. The 
assemblies are not selected randomly, but only ones that culminate in a mystical state 
are remembered. The following passage is typical of Siyar al-auliy⇢!:

I remember how people gathered in the house of my uncle, Sayyid Kh⌦mosh, 
about whom I have already written. The Monarch of Sheikhs was present in that 
gathering and Qasan Bahad⇣,170 the qawwal, was singing a ghazal of Au/ad 
Kirm⌦n⇣ during the sam⇢  in a re89ned voice. Then he reached this verse:

You said: from among those others, only you will now last

So that your love for life, Au⌧ad, would protect the others.

The Monarch of Sheikhs was a,fected by the verse, overwhelmed by crying and 
mystical state (⌧⇢l). He started to dance and acquired a taste (5auq). During the 
state he was experiencing, the sun started to decline. Others gave up sam⇢  and 
sat down, but the Monarch of Sheikhs was still experiencing the taste of sam⇢  

168 This discussion is based on Viitamäki forthcoming b.
169 Throughout this study, I will use ‘mystical state’ as a general term for various experiences and beha-
viours described by the di,ferent authors and occurring during sam⇢ . The ‘mystical state’ can manifest it-
self as ecstatic loss of consciousness or meditative clarity, as dramatic outward behaviours or as complete 
stillness of the body. The common terms for various experiences in the Chishti texts include vajd (‘89nding, 
ecstasy’), tav⇢jud (Lawrence’s ‘empathetic ecstasy’), 5auq (‘tasting’), shauq (‘yearning, desire’), ⌧⇢l (‘state’) 
and ta⌧ayyur (‘bewilderment’). Although these terms are analysed in the theoretical writings to which I 
occasionally refer, their use in malf⌫z⇡⇢t and ta5kirahs is considerably more liberal. The author often refers 
to a single experience and its outward manifestations with di,ferent terms in the course of one passage. It 
should also be kept in mind that sometimes the established English translations do not correspond to the 
content of the term. Translating vajd as ecstasy is a case in point. As Kenneth Avery has noted in his study 
of sam⇢  in early Su89 texts, instead of the feelings of exhilaration associated with the English word ecstasy, 
the outward symptoms of vajd described in the texts ‘could well indicate to us a sudden onset of illness or 
seizure rather than what is normally understood by “ecstasy.”’ See Avery 2004: 65. For a useful overview of 
the terms referring to mystical states in Su89 literature, see Hermansen 1997.
170 Probably the same person as Qasan Paihad⇣ mentioned above.
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and tears were rolling from his eyes like pearls. He was as if intoxicated. At that 
moment Am⇣r Khusrau started to sing a ghazal. He began by singing this verse:

He revealed to me his face entirely and said: ‘Do not look!’

From that taste I am senseless and intoxicated: ‘What was that talk?’

As soon as the Monarch of Sheikhs heard this verse, he looked at Am⇣r Khusrau 
from the corner of his eye that was the spring of love. Then the mystical state and 
crying again took over the Monarch of Sheikhs. Khusrau repeated this verse sev-
eral times. Qasan Bahad⇣ deduced that the Monarch of Sheikhs was again experi-
encing the taste of sam⇢  and he begun to sing the verse of Au/ad again. It af-
fected the Monarch of Sheikhs tremendously and the dear ones who were 
present in the assembly experienced the same taste because of him. God knows 
well that whenever the author thinks how the the Monarch of Sheikhs had the 
taste of sam⇢  in that assembly, the blazing 89re of seeing the master, beauty of 
saintliness, Monarch of Sheikhs, starts to spark in his heart. This weak one sub-
mits:

I want to burn my heart in the +,re of your love

I want to give up my life to your tresses.171

The occasion was witnessed by Am⇣r Khvurd himself and it contains the essential 
characteristics of such accounts. It records the place and the participants, both the per-
formers and the listeners, but the focus is on poetry and the mystical states caused by it. 
Here Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s mystical state appears as crying and dancing, and it is so powerful 
that it does not subside even after the other participants have sat down when the time 
for midday prayer is drawing close. While they attempt to observe the adab by getting 
ready to pray, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s experience gains the upper hand, and all the participants 
are overcome by his contagious state. The passage also o,fers valuable insight into how 
the singer and, in this instance, Am⇣r Khusrau utilize their keen perception of the mas-
ter’s state to enhance his experience by selecting appropriate verses for the perform-
ance.
Accounts of sam⇢  assemblies were apparently of such great interest to the wider 

public that they found their way into the ‘inauthentic’ or ‘apocryphal’ malf⌫z⇡⇢t. The sug-
gested incentives to write these texts range from answering the demand raised by the 
success of Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d,172 to 89lling the vacuum created by the dispersion of the Chishti 
order on Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s death and the alleged loss of a living teaching tradition.173 

Whichever the case, similar collections recording the discourses of the Chishti masters 
from Khv⌦jah NUsm⌦n H⌦rvan⇣ (d. 1220) to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n were soon available. Each was 
allegedly authored by the leading disciple of the master, notwithstanding that Niz ⌦m al-

171 Amir Khvurd, Siyar, 515–516.
172 Digby 2003: 252.
173 Nizami 1991: 195.
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D⇣n and NaU⇣r al-D⇣n had both clearly stated that neither they themselves nor any of 
their predecessors had written any books.174 Compared to Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, Khair al-
maj⇢lis and Jav⇢mi  al-kalim, the literary style of the inauthentic malf⌫z⇡⇢t is inferior and 
they bear distinct signs of literary rather than oral transmission.175 Individual assemblies 
are so long that it is di,89cult to conceive recording them without making detailed notes 
as the master speaks, and many anecdotes are borrowed from other literary sources such 
as the qi(a( al-anbiy⇢! (‘stories of the prophets’) genre.176 However, the value of these 
texts cannot be denied. Both Ernst and Lawrence have argued that their target audience 
included people who were not full-time Su89s but were nevertheless drawn to inJKuential 
masters in search of, for example, powerful invocations that would help in navigating 
through the di,89culties of life.177 By including detailed instructions on how to perform 
such invocations, the inauthentic malf⌫z⇡⇢t provide the readers with what they were 
yearning for and hence throw light on the more popular aspects of Su89sm in fourteenth-
century India. The accounts of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s sam⇢  assemblies, such as the following 
passage found in Af#al al-fav⇢!id, reveal the popular interest in the practice:

The master178 turned towards Qasan, the qawwal, and said: ‘The dear ones are 
present. Sing something.’ As Qasan begun sam⇢ , Khv⌦jah NUsm⌦n Sayy⌦/ and 
Shaikh Jam⌦l al-D⇣n H⌦nsav⇣ sprang up and started to dance. They kept dancing 
from the mid-morning until the midday. When they 89nished, a robe was given to 
everyone. On that occasion I also got a white hat. This is the poem that the sing-
ers sung:

Your love brought news from the world of unconsciousness

It made the men of integrity gulp down goblet after goblet.

Your love is a sentinel that made

Reason, the king, follow its lead, seizing it by the forelock.

Doctor, I have lost my powers by drinking wine

Give me medicine that would make me forget.179

Though bearing a resemblance to the passages found in Siyar al-auliy⇢!, the ac-
counts in Af#al al-fav⇢!id are straightforward and stereotyped in comparison. They al-
ways follow the pattern of 89rst recording the names of the participants and then describ-

174 Ernst 2004: 77. It is noteworthy that despite such statements, the inauthentic malf⌫z⇡⇢t are com-
monly accepted as authentic among the Chishtis. See, for example, the statement of Khwaja Hasan Nizami 
to this e,fect in Nizami, Niz⇡⇢m$ bansur$, 10.
175 Ernst 2004: 82.
176 Lawrence 1976: 119.
177 Ernst 2004: 83 and Lawrence 1976: 124–125.
178 Here Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n is referred to simply as the master (khv⇢jah).
179 Khusrau, Af#al, 14.
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ing their mystical states and their exact duration. The passage also shows a desire to in-
clude famous Su89s among the protagonists even if it made the accounts less reliable. 
Jam⌦l al-D⇣n H⌦nsav⇣ was a khal$fah of B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d who died in 1261. Thus, Khusrau, who 
was born in 1253, could have been only eight years old when the musical assembly took 
place. Conventionally, such passages end with the quotation of the verses sung during 
the assembly. A ubiquitous trait of the accounts recorded in Af#al al-fav⇢!id is the listing 
of gifts given by Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n to the participants. The mystical states, poetry and the 
saintly relics seem to have best captured the imagination of the readers of the inauthent-
ic malf⌫z⇡⇢t.
Interestingly, the discussions on adab are conspicuously absent from the inauthent-

ic malf⌫z⇡⇢t. In the authentic malf⌫z⇡⇢t and Siyar al-auliy⇢!, addressing adab goes hand in 
hand with the descriptions of mystical states. This reJKects the interests of the respective 
target audiences. In Af#al al-fav⇢!id, the passages o,fer glimpses of the extraordinary and 
fascinating aspects of the sam⇢ . However, the interest of the target audience is assumed 
to stop there and the perspective remains that of an outsider, whereas the authentic 
malf⌫z⇡⇢t and Siyar al-auliy⇢! seek to involve their audience in the practice. The mystical 
states are to be experienced personally, not merely observed, and the readers are 
assumed to integrate the advice concerning adab into their own practice.
Many aspects of adab speci89c to sam⇢  prescribed in early Chishti texts appear dia-

metrically opposed to the behaviours occurring under the inJKuence of mystical states. A 
person overwhelmed by such an experience is frequently seen dancing, jumping, crawl-
ing, crying or wailing uncontrollably, whereas the adab of sam⇢  seeks to restrict bodily 
movements. A sub-chapter of the ninth chapter of Siyar al-auliy⇢! titled Adab-i sam⇢  
(‘Code of Conduct During Sam⇢ ’) states that the participants should avoid coughing, 
stretching and looking at the other listeners. They should keep their heads bowed and 
refrain from all premeditated movements, including dancing and clapping hands.180 The 
only exception to this seems to be the obligation to stand up whenever a listener enrap-
tured by a mystical state leaves his place.181 The texts also list the conditions for arranging 
a sam⇢  assembly. Siyar al-auliy⇢! quotes Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n instructing his disciples to organ-
ize sam⇢  in a place (mak⇢n) that is clean and pleasing to the spirit. The time (zam⇢n) 
should be such that the heart is not engaged elsewhere, but is receptive to the e,fect of 
sam⇢ . Performers should be adult men, not women or young boys, and they should not 
sing discreditable or joking verses nor should they use the forbidden instruments. 
Listeners (ikhv⇢n, lit. ‘the brothers’), in turn, should be in a state of ritual purity, dressed 
in clean clothes, anointed with perfumes, seated in neat rows and favourably inclined to-
wards the practice.182

180 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 494.
181 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 494.
182 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 493; Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 972–974. Al-Ghaz⌦l⇣ attributes the origins of discussing the 
conditions pertaining to mak⇢n, zam⇢n and ikhv⇢n to Junaid (d. 910). See Avery 2004: 45–46.
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The texts take a dim view of breaching the adab and warn of the dire consequences 
of such a course of action. In Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n relates how an unnamed q⇢#$ 
of Kirman organized a sam⇢  wishing that one of his a,JKuent guests would be the 89rst 
one to rise up a,fected by the music. However, the 89rst one to abandon his seat was a 
poor dervish. The q⇢#$ slapped him and told him to sit down. When he himself stood up 
a little later, the dervish returned his abuse. As a consequence, he stayed put for seven 
years. When the dervish returned to the town, even he was not able to help the poor 
q⇢#$ who died without ever leaving his seat.183 A breach of adab following an attempt to 
use sam⇢  for mundane purposes led to a severe punishment.
An anecdote found in Jav⇢mi  al-kalim is even more sinister, as it is allegedly based 

on events witnessed by Ges4dar⌦z himself. In the anecdote a certain Sayyid NaU⇣r al-D⇣n 
dances and jumps around in the presence of his Su89 guide Burh⌦n al-D⇣n Ghar⇣b. 
Ges4d⌦raz notes how the master scowls at the disciple and he thinks it does not bode 
well. After the sam⇢ , Burh⌦n al-D⇣n remarks that NaU⇣r al-D⇣n is a very good dancer and 
has much power in his feet. Soon, the latter falls ill and is no longer able to stand. 
Burh⌦n al-D⇣n refuses to send remnants of his food to him noting that life and death are 
in the hands of God. A week passes and NaU⇣r al-D⇣n dies.184

Why was NaU⇣r al-D⇣n punished so harshly, when his behaviour was nothing ex-
traordinary judging by other contemporary accounts? Perhaps disregard for his master 
led to breaching the adab governing the master-disciple relationship. Another possible 
reason is that NaU⇣r al-D⇣n did not ful89l the conditions under which such behaviours are 
allowed, which would have made his actions a breach of the adab of sam⇢ . Such condi-
tions also point to the internal dynamics of sam⇢  that harmonize the seemingly contra-
dictory requirements of adab and the highly valued behaviours during mystical states. 
The early Chishti texts frequently state that various types of movement are allowed 

during sam⇢  if the listener is overwhelmed by the mystical state and is not conscious of 
what he is doing. According to Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, quoted in Siyar al-auliy⇢!, voluntary move-
ment during the sam⇢  renders the entire practice forbidden (⌧ar⇢m), and it becomes 
contaminated (ma l⌫l) if the listener moves while still retaining control over himself.185 

Dancing is allowed, if it is not measured (ghair mauz⌫n), but forbidden, if it is measured 
(mauz⌫n).186 One can move, but only, if the movements are not premeditated and do not 
appear to follow a preset pattern.
The listeners’ liability to follow the adab is also revoked by referring to their unac-

countability for their actions during a mystical state. One of the few theoretical aspects 
of sam⇢  discussed in the early Chishti texts is the attribution of the e,fects of music and 
poetry to the reactions of the souls during the day of the primordial covenant (yaum al-

183 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 668–670
184 Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 336–337.
185 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 492, 504.
186 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 507.
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m$s⇡⇢q or roz-i alast) during which God asked them ‘Am I not your Lord?’ and the souls 
answered in the a,89rmative.187 According to Siyar al-auliy⇢!, this a,89rmation was not ne-
cessarily verbal, but could have been indicated by, for example, nodding the head or 
moving the limbs. When a beautiful voice heard during the sam⇢  then reminds the 
listeners of the voice of the divine beloved, they automatically respond in a similar man-
ner as they did during the day of the covenant. According to B⌦b⌦ Far⇣d, this also de-
termines the retaining or losing of one’s consciousness during sam⇢ . If one became un-
conscious during the day of the covenant, the same is bound to happen during sam⇢ , 
whereas others retain their senses.188

However, this seemingly simple solution resolving the contradiction between adab 
and the behaviours occurring during mystical states is nuanced by yet another set of 
ideas presented in the texts under discussion. Several passages suggest that losing con-
sciousness may not be the most sought-after state after all. Siyar al-auliy⇢! reports Niz ⌦m 
al-D⇣n to have noted that some listeners lose themselves in sam⇢  to such an extent that 
they would not even notice a nail being hammered into their heads. But there is another 
state as well, the state of the perfect ones. It resembles a heightened state of 
consciousness because during it the listener senses even a rose petal under his foot.189 

Although not stated explicitly, it is clear that the author counts Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n in the 
latter group of listeners.
The same idea comes out in Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s classi89cation of sam⇢  as either some-

thing that assaults the listener (h⇢jim) or something that does not (ghair h⇢jim). Accord-
ing to him, nothing can be said about the 89rst type of experience (since the listener is 
not in his senses), whereas during the second, he is able to relate the poetic images to his 
sheikh or divine beloved through the process known as ta⌧m$l.190 Although the passage 
does not give a preference to one type of experience over the other, other excerpts em-
phasizing the importance of ta⌧m$l (and citing it as the factor that makes listening to 
love poetry full of erotic images permissible) make it clear that the latter type of experi-
ence was considered more preferable.191

Rather than making sam⇢  a clearly de89ned and straightforward process, where fol-
lowing the adab can be waived under the condition of unconsciousness, these ideas up-
hold the internal tensions that underlie the practice. However, these tensions do not 
seem to have troubled the early Chishtis, as there are no attempts to harmonize them. 
The only statement to this e,fect in their texts is found in Jav⇢mi  al-kalim where 
Ges4dar⌦z paradoxically notes that the listener should be both with himself and without 
himself during sam⇢ .192 Otherwise, the di,ferent discourses on sam⇢  intertwine with re-
187 The concept of the primordial covenant is based on a neoplatonic interpretation of the Koran 7:172.
188 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 497, 504.
189 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 497.
190 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 528. For a discussion on ta⌧m$l in the writings of Ges4dar⌦z, see Hussaini 1983: 137–138.
191 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 468–470.
192 Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 152.
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gard to the practice, and many accounts of the sam⇢  assemblies show the participants 
vacillating between following the adab and succumbing to the mystical states. Am⇣r 
Khvurd relates that the ties of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s turban would frequently loosen during the 
sam⇢  – apparently as a consequence of his movements – but he would always tighten 
them again.193 The master is frequently seen crying, but his face does not contort as in 
the case of other people, nor does he ever howl or sigh.194 The following anecdote re-
counted by Ges4dar⌦z shows NaU⇣r al-D⇣n performing similar balancing acts:

Although NaU⇣r al-D⇣n was old, he was energized by sam⇢  to such an extent that 
he walked, jumped and danced so vigorously that even young men were unable 
to perform such a feat. This did not happen every time, but it happened once in 
my house. On that day, the qawwal was singing the following verse:

A dog [ran] after the camel litter and I am running too, humbly following him
I answer to him ‘At your service’, if he just calls out to the dog.

Suddenly he got up and ran faster than any young man would ever be able. How-
ever, he felt quivering in his leg and beginning to reel, he sat down. After that, he 
never stood up in sam⇢ . If taste overcame him, he would express the agitation 
(i#t⇡ir⇢b) sitting. If someone stood up, he would follow, although he could get into 
a mystical state while remaining seated. He had all the taste. Sometimes, he was 
less a,fected by Hindavi and its enjoyable sound and more a,fected by Persian 
verses. He would often throw his turban to the singers during his state, but never 
tore his cloth.

In Ges4dar⌦z’s account, NaU⇣r al-D⇣n balances between not letting his mystical states 
manifest too extravagantly, yet expressing them in su,89cient measure. He frolics like a 
youngster until he feels a quiver in his leg, which he takes as a sign to refrain from such 
behaviour. Eventually, he never stands up again unless the adab requires him to do so 
along with the other listeners. He removes his turban, but never caves in to the more ex-
treme behaviour of tearing his clothes.
Another illustrative example is found in Siyar al-auliy⇢!. Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n was once par-

ticularly a,fected by sam⇢ . Losing control over himself, he was the 89rst one to stand up 
in the assembly. This was followed by a vow to never again rise up 89rst.195 Unfortunately, 
Am⇣r Khvurd does not elaborate on the reasons behind Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s decision. Perhaps 
it was connected with the feeling of embarrassment for being so easily overcome with 
ecstasy. Whatever the case, this decision would inconvenience him later. On another oc-
casion he was sitting in the anteroom of his jam⇢ atkh⇢nah listening to W⌦mit Qavv⌦l. A 
mystical state overtook him and he began to cry. No disciple of his was around, so he 
could not dance and those present grew anxious. At that moment a stranger arrived and 
started to dance, thus allowing Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n to do the same. After the sam⇢ , Niz ⌦m al-

193 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 510.
194 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 509.
195 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 506.
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D⇣n ordered his disciples to search for the man, but he was nowhere to be found. Am⇣r 
Khvurd expresses his conviction that he belonged to ‘the men of the hidden’ and was 
sent by God to save ‘a lover who JKails his hands and feet drowning in the ocean of love 
and intimacy.’196

The behaviour of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n illustrates the interaction of adab and mystical 
states. The master holds himself back from fully expressing his mystical state due to the 
code of conduct he has previously imposed on himself. Those present started to become 
anxious for him since suppressing a mystical state could cause severe harm and even 
lead to death. Divine intervention, however, salvages the situation and allows Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n to dance without breaching adab. The passage succeeds in portraying Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n 
as a perfect master in two senses: he follows adab to its utmost limit and risks his own 
life in the process, but he also expresses powerful mystical states.

The function of the etiquette

The code of conduct prescribed for the participants of sam⇢  is not arbitrary, but serves 
an important pragmatic function in transforming a musical recital into a potent Su89 
practice. The Sultanate texts are taciturn about the actual musical content of sam⇢  as-
semblies. However, it is signi89cant that they nowhere state the existence of a separate 
genre of Su89 music. Considering that one person, Am⇣r Khusrau, was inJKuential in both 
Su89 and courtly contexts, it seems probable that the music performed in the sam⇢  as-
semblies of his master did not di,fer radically from the music sponsored in the court. 
The only major distinction was probably the use of instruments. In the court, they occu-
pied a central role, whereas Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n did not express much interest in them. In his 
view, musical instruments were superJKuous for softening the hearts of the listeners.197 

Some of his followers like Burh⌦n al-D⇣n, Am⇣r Khusrau and Am⇣r Qasan allowed instru-
ments in their own sam⇢  assemblies, whereas others like Ges4dar⌦z gave them up on 
the instigation of his master NaU⇣r al-D⇣n.198

Even the term sam⇢  does not seem to apply exclusively to the Su89 context. As has 
been noted above, it is in the Chishti texts used also in association with musical enter-
tainment in weddings. In T⇢r$kh-i f$rozsh⇢h$, \iy⌦! al-D⇣n Baran⇣ refers even to the music-
al assemblies of the sultans as sam⇢ , pairing them with pastimes like hunting and drink-
ing.199 As a disciple of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n, he would have surely distinguished between di,fer-
ent types of sam⇢  assemblies had it been an issue at the time. This, in my view, indicates 
that neither music nor the institution of a musical assembly called sam⇢  were unam-
biguously Su89 phenomena.
196 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 511.
197 He was averse to using the reed pipe (mizm⇢r), harp (cang) and lute (rab⇢b), which were suspect 
from the legal point of view. Otherwise, his attitude towards musical instruments is best described as in-
di,ference. See Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 464, 906.
198 See Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 174, 243; S⌦m⌦n⇣, Siyar, 89.
199 See, e.g., Baran⇣, T⇢r$kh, 522.
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Similar ambiguity applies to poetry. As the verses included in the passages trans-
lated above indicate, the most important topic in poetry performed during sam⇢  was 
passionate love ( ishq). Such poetry is ambiguous and can refer, sometimes simultan-
eously, to both divine and human love, and there is nothing in the verses themselves 
that would direct the audience to prefer one interpretation over the other. Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n 
and his followers refer occasionally to interpreting poetic images in a certain manner. 
Siyar al-auliy⇢!, for instance, records that tresses (zulf) denote intimacy with the beloved 
and in89delity (kufr) refers to hiding the lover’s existence and persona in order for the be-
loved to manifest.200 However, these remarks do not form a comprehensive interpretive 
system covering each and every poetic image. Rather, they are disconnected topics that 
have come up in conversations with the master, and ultimately, the responsibility for ap-
plying the technique of ta⌧m$l and relating the images of passionate love to God or the 
Su89 sheikh is left to the listener.
The verses recorded in the early sources in connection with sam⇢  assemblies no 

doubt constitute only a small scratch of the entire range of poetry utilized by the singers. 
Nevertheless, it is striking that not a single verse, ghazal or quatrain recorded in the 
Sultanate Chishti texts is unambiguously religious. No verse explicitly praises the 
Prophet Muhammad or notable Su89 saints. Nor are there didactic verses that would re-
cord a piece of Su89 wisdom in an easily memorized format. Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n and his follow-
ers were well acquainted with such poetry and they occasionally quote it in their dis-
courses and writings. However, they never listened to it during sam⇢ . 
The experiences caused by listening to sung poetry could furthermore be extremely 

powerful and di,89cult to control, as is demonstrated by the passages quoted above. Un-
like other practices, sam⇢  is not a part of the daily routine and rather than gradual, its 
e,fect is sudden, even violent. When Am⇣r Qasan notes in Fav⇢!id al-fu ⇢d that nothing 
else but sam⇢  can move the human being as e,89ciently, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n agrees.201 On an-
other occasion, he contrasts sam⇢  with acts of formal worship ( ib⇢dat) by stating that 
only the former gives him a feeling of tender-heartedness (riqqat-e) and repose (r⇢⌧at-e) 
akin to that felt in the presence of his master.202

Since music, poetry and experiences incited by them remain in themselves ambival-
ent, adab emerges as a primary means to integrate them into the listeners’ Su89 practice. 
Many aspects of adab emphasize the religious character of the occasion by drawing par-
allels with ritual prayer: ritual purity of both the body and clothes is prescribed for the 
listeners. Also, organizing the participants into rows resembles the arrangement fol-
lowed in mosque during prayers. In the light of statements like Ges4dar⌦z’s words, ‘if 
there is adab in sam⇢  assemblies, no one can have anything against it,’203 it is tempting 

200 See Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 494–495; Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 484.
201 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 325.
202 Sijz⇣, Fav⇢!id, 528.
203 Qusain⇣, Jav⇢mi , 232–233.
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to attribute the emphasis laid on adab to the Su89s’ attempt to lend respectability to the 
practice in the eyes of outsiders. This may be true to a certain extent, but whenever 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n clashed with the critics of sam⇢ , adab did not play a notable role in the ar-
gumentation. Rather, the critics were dealt with by means of legal arguments. During the 
investigation in the sultan’s court, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n invoked a hadith and the example of the 
sheikhs in the Middle East to support his views. Zarr⌦d⇣ does not refer to adab in his 
Ris⇢lat us⌫l al-sam⇢ , but sticks to legal reasoning.
When Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n discusses the permissibility of sam⇢  elsewhere, he does not 

refer to the Koran, hadith, or religious scholars, but to the motivations of the listeners. 
For him, sam⇢  was not allowed or forbidden in any absolute sense.204 When he was 
asked about the permissibility of the practice, he 89rst wanted to know who is listening.205 

He formulated its legal status by referring to various types of listeners: sam⇢  is sanc-
tioned by religion (⌧al⇢l) if the listener is fully inclined towards the truth. It is accept-
able (mub⇢⌧) if the listener has some spiritual standing and wishes to attain the truth. 
However, it turns objectionable (makr⌫h) if the listener’s attention and concentration 
veer more in the direction of the phenomenal world instead of the spiritual, and it be-
comes absolutely forbidden (⌧ar⇢m) if he is fully submerged in the former.206

The motivation of a listener is, of course, very di,89cult to monitor and something 
more tangible is required in order to make sam⇢  a practical Su89 technique; this is where 
the signi89cance of adab lies. It is essentially a tool for training Su89 disciples by directing 
their motivation from the phenomenal world towards spiritual pursuits. It is also a 
means of rendering music and ambiguous poetic images religious and channelling the 
experiences of the listeners towards spiritual realities. This points to another important 
function of adab as well: if a listener observes adab before succumbing to a mystical 
state that manifests as behaviours at odds with adab, it is likely that his experience is 
genuine and not just a premeditated act stemming from less than spiritual motivations.
The early Chishtis were emphatically averse to a,fected mystical states and even the 

term tav⇢jud seems to have acquired a new, concordant meaning in Zarr⌦d⇣’s Risalah. 
Apparently, showing mystical states during sam⇢  assemblies conferred enhanced spir-
itual authority, and persons with less clean motivations used to imitate ecstatic beha-
viours expressed by inJKuential Su89 masters. Among these persons were probably the an-
tinomian Su89s for whom the conventional adab was something of an anathema. In dis-
cussing the outcome of the sam⇢  investigation, Am⇣r Khvurd relates that although 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n was allowed to continue with his practice, ⌧aidar$s and qalandars were 
forbidden to do so, since they only listened to music for pleasure.207 Although the author 
204 This was probably one of the reasons why Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n asked the sultan to refrain from passing an 
absolute verdict on the legal status of sam⇢  after concluding the investigation. See Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 
530.
205 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 492.
206 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 491.
207 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 530.
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rejects this information as unreliable, it indicates the suspicion with which Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n’s circle viewed the sam⇢  of other Su89s.
The chapter on sam⇢  in Siyar al-auliy⇢! ends with a strong condemnation of people 

who turn sam⇢  into a show and attempt to acquire fame through it and who, in doing 
so, only create confusion about the dance and other movements of those who have real 
taste.208 Adab emerges as the factor that separates real sam⇢  from false pretensions to 
mystical states and guarantees that it is a genuine spiritual practice.
On the whole, the texts written in the Su89 circle of Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n considerably 

shaped the ethos of the Nizami sub-branch by elevating the sensitivity for the e,fects of 
music and poetry on par with perfection in religious learning and practice. In discussing 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s followers, Am⇣r Khvurd takes care to note their proclivity for sam⇢  in ad-
dition to the more conventional motifs of erudition and piety. Almost everyone pos-
sesses the latter two qualities, while only some merit special mention for their taste for 
sam⇢  (zAauq-i sam⇢ ) and crying that burns the liver (girya-yi jigarsoz).209 
In addition to highlighting the merits of absorbed listening, the Sultanate period 

was especially signi89cant for the later development of sam⇢ , as the personal qualities of 
mystical and aesthetic sensitivity combined with high musical and poetic standards in 
Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s jam⇢ atkh⇢nah, transforming the Su89 practice into a re89ned cultural and 
religious institution. The extensive tradition of Su89 literature that emerged simultan-
eously around Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n ensured that the practice of an individual master became a 
model for the subsequent generations of Chishti Nizamis. The textual codi89cation also 
established certain key characteristics that shaped Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s sam⇢ . He employed 
professional musicians in the manner of contemporary courts instead of relying on ama-
teur input of his Su89 disciples. The practice was intimately linked with passionate love 
and, as a corollary, poetry on the topic was deemed the most apt choice to be sung by 
the qawwals. Furthermore, adab that emphasized restricting voluntary bodily move-
ments e,fectively precluded the development of a dance-oriented tradition that 
emerged, for instance, among the so called whirling dervishes of the Turkish Mevlevis.

208 Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 533–534. On one occasion, such behaviour is said to have infuriated Niz ⌦m al-
D⇣n. One day, some noisy youngsters, who happened to be sons of the Firdausi sheikh Rukn al-D⇣n sailed 
in a boat from below his jam⇢ atkh⇢nah and disturbed his meditation with their loud music and revelry. 
On seeing the youngsters, Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n remarked wryly: ‘Praised be God! One drinks the blood of liver on 
this path, year after year, and sacri89ces his soul, but some newcomers on this road question whether he is 
something they are not.’ He then waved his hand towards them in dismissal. When they attempted to dis-
embark, they drowned. Am⇣r Khvurd includes this anecdote in a chapter on Niz ⌦m al-D⇣n’s miracles. See 
Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 147.
209 See, e.g. Am⇣r Khvurd, Siyar, 164, 196, 199, 201, 205, 292, 311, 314, 315, 317, 319.
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2 SAM⇧⌃ IN THE SUFI CIRCLE OF KAL⌘M ALL◆H SH◆HJAH◆N◆B◆D⌘

2.1 Late Mughal India

According to Scott Kugle, the later Mughal period begins with the coronation of 

Aurangzeb in 1659 and ends with the deposition of Bah�dur Sh�h Z!afar by the British 

in 1857.211 On the other hand, one could argue that it was only the death of Aurangzeb 

in 1707 that hailed the setting in of a new era that was characterized by the emergence 

of new ruling elites, cultural expressions and religious trends. The beginning of this era 

saw also the formation of a number of aspects that still characterize South Asian 

culture and religion today. In the case of sam⌅⇧, the shift of Su-.s’ focus from metaphys-
ical speculation and poetic-metaphorical expression to traditionalist religious scholar-

ship and expository prose necessitated a conscious e1fort from the part of the Chishti 

Nizami sheikhs, who wanted to maintain its relevance yet remain on the cutting-edge 

of religious developments.

This chapter investigates, how three prominent Chishti Nizami sheikhs, Sh�h 

Kal6m All�h Sh�hjah�n�b�d6 (d. 1729), Niz!�m al-D6n Aurang�b�d6 (d. 1730) and 

Maul�n� Fakhr al-D6n Dihlav6 (d. 1785) perceived and organized the practice of sam⌅⇧. 
None of them was a poet or musician unlike, for instance, the Chishti masters of 

Barnawa who remarkably a1fected the development of Hindustani music during the 

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.212 Instead, the relevance of these Su-.s stems from 

the in>?uence their legacy has exerted to the present day.

Eighteenth century in Indian history
When Aurangzeb died in 1707, the Mughal territory covered almost the entire Subcon-

tinent from Afghanistan to the eastern borders of Bengal and from Kashmir to the 

Deccan. Only the southernmost tip remained outside the Mughal rule. Aurangzeb’s 

military campaigns had concentrated on the Deccan, and they culminated in 1687 with 

the annexation of Golconda of the Qutb Shahis. The remainder of Aurangzeb’s life was 

spent in trying to ward o1f the attacks of the Marathas in the western Deccan. His 

death was followed by a war of succession. Such wars were a normal feature of the 

Mughal kingship that was not based on primogeniture and Aurangzeb himself had had 

to vanquish his brothers (and jail his father) in order to ascend to the throne. However, 

after Aurangzeb the rulers changed in rapid succession until MuDammad Sh�h ascen-

ded to the throne in 1720. The political disintegration was quick and by the mid-eight-

211 See Kugle 2012: 456.

212 On the Chishti tradition of Barnawa, see Rizvi 2002: II, 275–279. On its signi-.cance for music, see 

Brown 2010.
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eenth century the Mughal ruler’s territories covered no more then the surroundings of 

the imperial city in Delhi. In the Deccan, Niz!�m al-Mulk AIif J�h set the trend for gov-

ernors to detach their provinces from the Mughal polity by declaring his -.efdom a per-

sonal dominion in 1724. He thus founded the state of Hyderabad that would last until 

1948 when it was annexed to independent India in what is called a ‘police operation’. 

Murshid Kul6 Kh�n founded his dynasty in Bengal and Bihar in the 1740s, and a decade 

later, Awadh emerged as an independent state under its governor, Lafdar Jang.

The governors were not the only ones to extend their territories at the cost of the 

Mughals. Since the 1720s, the Marathas had advanced towards north from the western 

Deccan and extended their rule over much of central India from Gujarat to Orissa. 

Afghan leaders took over Kabul and Sind and also founded polities in the Ganges-

Yamuna valley and Bhopal. They initially ruled Punjab in the name of the Mughal 

ruler, but were by the 1750s replaced by the Sikhs whose fragmented rule was substi-

tuted by a unitary Sikh state under Ranjit Singh in 1799. From the mid-eighteenth cen-

tury, the British and French shifted their focus from commerce to governing territories. 

By the end of the century, the British had defeated the French in the battle over colon-

izing the Indian Subcontinent.

The fragmentation of political authority and the prevalence of military campaigns 

have led to a portrayal of the eighteenth century as a period of virtual anarchy. How-

ever, recent research suggests that despite the volatile conditions, the overall situation 

was relatively stable.213 Large areas of the Subcontinent escaped the e1fects of war. The 

Mughal administrative structure was upheld under the new rulers and the economy 

revived swiftly in areas that were a1fected by military campaigns. Nowhere else is this 

more tangible than in the case of Delhi. The city survived the devastating incursions of 

Nad6r Sh�h and ADmad Sh�h Durr�n6 in 1739 and 1757, respectively, and nevertheless 

remained a centre of symbolic power, culture and religion until 1857.

Capitals of the successor states came to share the role of the Mughal court as 

centres of religious and cultural patronage. The nawabs of Awadh shifted their court 

from Faizabad to Lucknow in 1775, and the latter soon acquired a legendary fame for 

its re-.ned, aristocratic culture that continued until the British annexation in 1856. In 

the Deccan, Hyderabad remained a bastion of Indo-Persian culture until 1948. After 

the termination of the Mughal period, its court attracted an increasing number of po-

ets, musicians and religious scholars from other parts of the Subcontinent. In addition 

to the urban centres, C.A. Bayly has demonstrated how in the case of north India, 

smaller townships (qa�bah) came to acquire a signi-.cant role in contemporary eco-
nomic and social developments.214

The relative stability perhaps helps to understand the abundance of cultural activ-

ities over the eighteenth century. Persian still dominated the literature in the Mughal 

213 For recent studies on eighteenth-century India, see Marshall (ed.) 2003.

214 See Bayly 2002.
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empire in the beginning of the century. The poetic style of t⌅zag⇡⇢�215 that had been 
promoted in the Mughal and Safavid courts culminated in the literary oeuvre of M6rz� 

PAbd al-Q�dir Bedil (d. 1720). The poetry of Bedil and his predecessors is often decried 

as prolix and abstrusely intellectual, yet the main aim of the poets was to express 

things in a fresh manner as the term t⌅zag⇡⇢� implies. In practice, this meant 
developing novel ma⌧m⇡ns (‘poetic themes’). Shamsur Rahman Faruqi argues that a 
key means to achieve this was to elaborate the meaning (ma⇧n�) of each ma⌧m⇡n by 
treating the metaphoric meanings of ma⌧m⇡ns as facts and attributing them new 
metaphorical import. This led to the weaving of dense nets of meaning and a1fording 

the metaphor a syntagmatic rather than paradigmatic role. The poetic language 

became extremely nuanced and it played with polysemic words in a manner that 

rendered all their meanings germane at once. This resulted in poetry that ‘thrives best 

under rigorous and vigorous reading for its driving force is the intellectual, and not the 

emotional imagination.’216 In the view of Francis Robinson, t⌅zag⇡⇢� (he calls it ‘Indian 
style’) entailed ‘a mental withdrawal from the immediate physical environment.’217 

While this may arise essentially from ghazal poetics that eschew realism, it led to the 

alienation of poetic language from spoken idiom.

However, one should not jump into the conclusion that t⌅zag⇡⇢� poetry in Persian 
was elitist to the core. The eighteenth century was the period when Persian was used 

in India more extensively than ever before. It had spread outside the elite ashraf 
classes, and the involvement of Hindus in Persian writing peaked. Bedil, for instance, 

enlisted several Hindus among his poetic disciples, and they wrote Persian poetry that 

employed Krishnaite themes. Although one might assume some Indianization of the 

poetry because of their religious background and the choice of topic, Stefano Pellò has 

demonstrated that their style of writing was totally in line with the language and inter-

pretive framework promoted by Bedil. Persian was still the universally applicable liter-

ary medium that facilitated a discourse on any conceivable topic.218

However, Persian was to lose its signi-.cance in poetry in the course of the eight-

eenth century, when Urdu became established in the literary -.eld. The period pro-

duced some of the most famous Urdu poets, such as Khv�jah M6r Dard (d. 1785), M6r 

Taq6 M6r (d. 1810) and MuDammad Raf6P Saud� (d. 1781). The new linguistic medium en-

tailed adapting a new poetic style, as well. Although many concepts of t⌅zag⇡⇢�, such as 
ma⌧m⇡n and ma⇧n�, survived in Urdu poetic theory, the approach was distinctly di1fer-

215 This style is conventionally referred to as sabk-i hind� (‘Indian style’). Rajiv Kinra has compellingly 
argued for abandoning this appellation for two reasons. First, it was coined in early twentieth-century 

Iran and would not have been recognized by the poets ascribing to this particular style. Second, the 

style was cosmopolitan and had transregional importance instead of being somehow speci-.c to India or 

having Indian roots. In contrast, the term t⌅zag⇡⇢� captures the driving force of the poetic style in a man-
ner the poets themselves used. See Kinra 2007.

216 Faruqi 2004: 31, 37, 63, 67.

217 Robinson 2001: 17.

218 Pellò 2014.
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ent. Instead of nuanced expression requiring extensive intellectual e1fort, Urdu poets 

did not shun seemingly simple speech and wordings that were akin to the spoken lan-

guage of Delhi. It should be kept in mind that even while Urdu became the language of 

choice in poetry, a number of poets wrote also Persian verses, and it took almost a cen-

tury before Urdu was established as a language of prose.

Another art to acquire a form that is still recognizable today was music. Both the 

Mughal court and the rulers of its successor states extended a generous patronage to 

musicians. In Delhi, NiPmat Kh�n Sad�rang introduced the new form of khay⌅l singing 
to the court of MuDammad Sh�h, and it soon won popular favour from dhrup⌅d that 
was increasingly perceived as archaic. In the eighteenth century, the instruments that 

are still in vogue in Hindustani music emerged. NiPmat Kh�n’s brother or nephew in-

troduced sitar, which all but eclipsed the most prestigious court instrument of the 

Mughal India, the b�n. Sarangi became the most widely used accompanying instru-
ment and sarod substituted rabab. From among the membranophones, tabla appears 

in the paintings of mid-century.219 In addition to Delhi, Lucknow, the Rajput courts of 

Rajasthan and, slightly later, Rampur emerged as important centres of musical patron-

age.220

Religious environment

Francis Robinson highlights two factors that were central to the Persian culture ex-

tending from Ottoman Istanbul to Delhi and beyond. First was the use of Persian lan-

guage and the shared literary tradition. The second was the combination of formal and 

mystical learning and the associated systems of transmission. He has also described 

two religious trends that crystallized in India in the eighteenth century. The -.rst one 

combines learning of rational sciences (ma⇧q⇡l⌅t) such as logic, mathematics and 
philosophy with the vuj⇡d� metaphysics of Ibn PArab6 that were, as Stefano Pellò has 
pointed out, often -.ltered through the neoplatonic school of Isfahan epitomized by 

Mull� Ladr� (d. 1640). The second trend concentrates on traditional religious sciences 

(manq⇡l⌅t), especially hadith studies, and supports the shuh⇡d� views promulgated by 
ADmad Sirhind6 (d. 1624).221

An instance of the -.rst trend is the ⇧ulam⌅⇢ of the Firangi Mahall studied by 
Robinson. From their centre in Lucknow, they educated a considerable number of ad-

ministrators to serve in the Muslim courts during the eighteenth and nineteenth cen-

turies. They used Persian in teaching dars-i niz$⌅m� that became the most widely fol-
lowed syllabus in India until it was superseded by traditionalist religious learning and 

modern educational institutions in the latter half on the nineteenth century. Most of 

the textbooks included in the syllabus represented rational sciences, and it was 
219 On the musical developments in the eighteenth century, see, e.g. Bor & Miner 2010, Brown 2010 

and Miner 2010.

220 On the latter, see Brahaspati 2010.

221 Robinson 2001: 16, 41 and Pellò 2014: 33. On Sirhind6, see Friedmann 2000 [1971].
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designed so as to teach thinking instead of rote learning and to facilitate quicker 

completion of the course. The ⇧ulam⌅⇢ of the Firangi Mahall also acted as Qadiri 
sheikhs, and some of their most widely-circulated writings include treatises on vuj⇡d� 
metaphysics.222

In eighteenth century Delhi, however, the second, traditionalist shuh⇡d� trend was 
gaining ground. Before the reign of Aurangzeb, the Mughal court had favoured Qadiri 

and Chishti brotherhoods. D�r� Shikoh, who was executed by his brother Aurangzeb 

in 1659, was a disciple of the Qadiri sheikh of Lahore, Miy�n M6r (d. 1635). His sister 

Jah�n�r� was more eclectic; she was a Qadiri disciple, but also wrote a hagiography of 

Khv�jah MuP6n al-D6n and was eventually buried opposite the mausoleum of Niz!�m al-

D6n.223 During Aurangzeb’s reign, the atmosphere in the imperial army and the royal 

court turned favourable to the Mujaddidi sub-branch of the Naqshbandi brotherhood, 

so named after the title Mujaddid-i Alf-i S⌅n� (‘The Renewer of the Second Millenni-
um’) proclaimed by its founder, ADmad Sirhind6.

In Delhi, the traditionalist trend was spearheaded by Sh�h Val6 All�h (d. 1762) and 

his descendants.224 Val6 All�h was born to a family of religious scholars and Su-.s. His 

father, Sh�h PAbd al-RaD6m (d. 1719) had been involved – although reluctantly, accord-

ing to Guenther225 – in writing a work on Hana-. jurisprudence, Fat⌅v⌅-yi ⇧⌅lamg�r�, for 
Aurangzeb. He had founded Madrasa RaD6miyya, one of the most in>?uential religious 
schools of Delhi that concentrated on studying the Koran and hadith, while eschewing 
sciences like logic and philosophy that were so essential to dars-i niz$⌅m�.
Val6 All�h received training in religious sciences in the madrasa and received the 

Mujaddidi teachings and practices from his father. He spent eight years studying 

hadith and *+qh in the Hijaz and claimed his own rank in the Su-. hierarchy in the exor-
bitant fashion familiar from Sirhind6’s writings: according to Val6 All�h, he had been 

bestowed the light that made him the pole of the saints. Pearson calls Val6 All�h’s com-

bining of the roles of an ⇧⌅lim and a Su-. ‘a unique development’.226 However, such com-
bination was not uncommon and is in evidence in the careers of both the ⇧ulam⌅⇢ of 
Firangi Mahall and Maul�n� Fakhr al-D6n. It rather seems that the emphasis on formal 

religious learning may have distanced Val6 All�h from what was considered the role of 

a Su-. sheikh in late Mughal society. When Sayyid ADmad Kh�n wrote his ,s⌅r al-
�an⌅d�d documenting the architectural monuments and notable personalities of Delhi 
in 1846, he classi-.ed Val6 All�h’s son, Sh�h PAbd al-PAz6z (d. 1824) among the religious 

222 Robinson 2001: 14, 41–68.

223 On Jah�n�r�, see Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 87–90.

224 On Val6 All�h and his writings, see Jalbani 1980; Hermansen 1988, 1997 and 1999; Robinson 2001: 

30–32 and Pearson 2008: 8–32.

225 Guenther 2004: 214.

226 Pearson 2008: 9.
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scholars (⇧ulam⌅⇢-i d�n).227 Maul�n� Fakhr al-D6n and his descendants were tellingly 
found among the great sheikhs (kab⌅⇢ir al-mash⌅⇢ikh�n).
Much of Val6 All�h’s writings revolve around interpreting the formative scriptural 

sources and positing religion as a central explanation for the social and historical phe-

nomena. He developed a historical trajectory based on the appearance and corruption 

of religious revelation and explained the turmoil surrounding him arising from the 

neglect of sharia. As a remedy, he attempted to convince the Muslim nobility to follow 

and enforce his interpretation of sharia. This went hand in hand with turning to the 

early Arab followers of the Prophet as an inspirational model. By portraying Muslims 

as exiles from Arabia to India where Arabic language and genealogy were their most 

cherished pride, he de-emphasized the Persian legacy and contributed to the forma-

tion of a new ashraf identity. It was, after all, only this class that could claim Arabic 
learning and Arab family trees.

Despite his emphasis on Arabic legacy, Val6 All�h was also a synthetic thinker 

whose concern was the cohesion of the society. This concern led him to forge, through 

tat$b�q (‘reconciliation of divergences’), compromises between mutually contradictory 
views. He attempted to reconcile vuj⇡d� and shuh⇡d� views by declaring that va-dat al-
vuj⇡d was a quality of God, but speaking about him in dualistic terms would serve the 
purpose of human understanding and thus validate also the shuh⇡d� view. He attemp-
ted to bring the Sunnis and Shias closer by declaring that the divine appointment of 

the -.rst caliphs was attested to by peace that prevailed throughout their reigns, even 

though Ali was spiritually superior to them. When it came to the divergent legal 

schools, he rejected conformist following (taql�d) in favour of directly consulting the 
formative texts. He thus assumed a role of a mujtahid who practices independent reas-
oning in respect to the sharia and is e1fectively above the divergent legal schools. In 

this he may have been in>?uenced by his teacher in Hijaz, AbY’l-T!�hir al-Kuran6, who 

also taught MuDammad ibn PAbd al-Wahh�b’s teacher MuDammad Hayy� al-Sind6 and 

advised him to abandon taql�d. It is doubtful, if any of these manoeuvres managed to 
convince those who held opposite views. Pearson points out that at least the more 

committed followers of Sirhind6 criticized Val6 All�h for compromising the shuh⇡d� 
views.228 Instead, the reforming approach was his most important legacy, and during 

the nineteenth century, it would be claimed by several di1ferent movements.

A similar drive for renewal (tajd�d) was behind the tradition of the Mujaddidis 
MuDammad N�Iir PAndal6b (d. 1759) and his son Khv�jah M6r Dard.229 They were pat-

ronized by Aurangzeb’s daughter Mihrparvar Begum, who built them a compound in-

side the walls of Sh�hjahanabad when its environs were being repeatedly raided. Fol-

lowing the teachings of his father, Dard advocated a Muhammadan path (t$ar�qah 
mu-ammadiyyah), which he boldly considered to be higher than other paths and rep-
227 See Kh�n, ,s⌅r II, 51–55.
228 Pearson 2008: 31.

229 On Dard, see Schimmel 1976: 29–147 and Ziad 2005.
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resentative of the pure religion of the Prophet. As a shuh⇡d�, he claimed that his 
experiences as a pure Muhammadan were far beyond those of Ibn PArab6. Unlike Val6 

All�h, who pro-.led as an ⇧⌅lim, Dard was -.rst and foremost a Su-. sheikh, and in ,s⌅r 
al-�an⌅d�d his descendants are included in the chapter of great sheikhs.230
As Hermansen has noted, Val6 All�h favoured expository prose and adopted a po-

lemic and legalistic discourse.231 Dard, on the other hand, expressed his ideas in meta-

phoric poetic language. His major work, ⇧Ilm al-kit⌅b consists of a commentary on Per-
sian poetry he claims to have written as a result of divine inspiration. However, he is 

best remembered as one of the four pillars of Urdu poetry. Annemarie Schimmel re-

>?ects a common view, when she writes that Dard is ‘probably the only [Urdu] poet 

who has achieved a complete blending of mysticism and verse.’232 It is interesting to 

note that despite the esteem he enjoys as a mystical poet, his ghazals are hardly ever 

sung in contemporary sam⌅⇧ assemblies. This is all the more surprising considering his 
fondness of music. Sirhind6 had condemned sam⌅⇧ in no uncertain words and Dard’s 
liking of music has continued to puzzle both his Mujaddidi colleagues, as well as 

scholars who have tried to solve the seeming conundrum.233 However, it is evident 

from Dard’s own words that for him music was not a means to experience mystical 

states, but one of the mathematical sciences. His engagement with music was that of a 

learned gentleman who appreciated both its aesthetic dimensions and the scienti-.c 

precision that characterized performances of skilled musicians. Nevertheless, he ex-

pressed certain reservation about his musical soirées when he famously said that mu-

sicians kept coming to him on their own accord without being invited.234

Interestingly, Dard expressed similar reservation concerning his Urdu verse by 

stating that poetry was nothing to be proud over, because as a human skill it could be 

honed. He found searching for patronage distasteful, since running after rich sponsors 

would only lead to losing one’s dignity. While Dard accorded to ⇧Ilm al-kit⌅b a status 
nearing a revealed scripture, he never expressed similar pride over his Urdu verses. Un-

like Dard’s literary legacy in Urdu, his tomb and that of his father are now almost for-

gotten. They lie inside a fenced compound deep inside a congested slum not far from 

Old Delhi’s Turkman Gate. Both times I have visited the place, it has been deserted ex-

cept for a few goats. As far as I know, no Su-. silsilah carrying Dard’s legacy has survived 
to the present.

The opposite holds true for a third Mujaddidi, M6rz� Maz!har J�n-i J�n�n (d. 1780). 

He was also a poet and is considered one of the four pillars of Urdu poetry. Like his col-

leagues, he was a staunch Sunni. He died after being stabbed by unidenti-.ed assail-

ants. However, he had mocked a Shia procession carrying a replica of Husain’s tomb 

230 See Kh�n, ,s⌅r II 28–30.
231 Hermansen 1999: 343.

232 Schimmel 1976: 57.

233 See, e.g. Ziad 2007.

234 On Dard’s views on music, see Schimmel 1976: 53–54.
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(t⌅ziyah) earlier in the day. Despite his negative stance towards the Shia, he was 
lenient towards Hindus and argued that they did not worship many gods, but agreed 

on tau-�d and belonged to the people of the book (ahl-i kit⌅b). He apparently had 
Hindus among his disciples, and since the turn of the twentieth century, one sub-

branch of his silsilah has operated in a purely Hindu environment.235 In addition, his 
in>?uence is felt among the larger Muslim community through the Khalidiyya sub-

branch, which has a global following.236

2.2 The three Chishti Nizami masters

This is the context where the three Chishti Nizami masters operated, spreading their 

in>?uence throughout the Subcontinent from the imperial capitals of Delhi and 

Aurangabad. Their presence in the imperial cities is signi-.cant because they were oth-

erwise dominated by Mujaddidi stalwarts during the eighteenth century. This environ-

ment was conducive to neither the practice of sam⌅⇧ nor vuj⇡d� views. Nevertheless, 
the three masters successfully advocated both.

Kal�m All⌅h Sh⌅hjah⌅n⌅b⌅d�
Most sources date the birth of Sh�h Kal6m All�h to 1650. Sh�h Jah�n (r. 1627-1657) had, 

a few years earlier, moved to his new capital of Shahjahanabad, whose building work 

had started in 1639; furthermore, the building of Taj Mahal was under way. Kal6m 

All�h’s family of builders, engineers and scholars hailed from Khujand (in present-day 

Tajikistan). They had immigrated to India during Sh�h Jah�n’s reign and found em-

ployment in the service of the architecture-loving monarch. Kal6m All�h’s grandfather, 

ADmad MiPm�r (‘the Architect’) was involved in the building of both the Taj Mahal and 

the imperial fort of Shahjahanabad. Kal6m All�h’s father, [�jj6 NYr All�h, was a celeb-

rated calligrapher, whose elegant hand graces the facade of Shahjahanabad’s JamiP 

Masjid. The family members also wrote profusely about sciences.237

Kal6m All�h received an excellent education at home and started to veer towards 

Su-.sm at an early age. Among his early teachers was Sh�h Val6 All�h’s uncle, Shaikh 

AbY’l-Ri\� al-Hind6, who had initially rubbed shoulders with the aristocracy but, ac-

cording to Nizami, later opted for a more modest lifestyle.238 He was a supporter of 

va-dat al-vuj⇡d who emphasized Koranic exegesis and hadith studies in his teaching. 
Kal6m All�h’s introduction to the Su-. practice practice followed a coincidence recoun-

ted in a famous anecdote.239 In his youth, Kal6m All�h had become enamoured with a 

Hindu youth who, nonetheless, remained indi1ferent towards him. In order to draw 

235 On which, see Dahnhardt 2007.

236 On which, see Abu-Manneh (ed.) 2008.

237 Nizami 1984: 75–80.

238 Nizami 1984: 89–90.

239 See, e.g. Nizami 1984: 91; Rizvi 2002: 297 and Khan 2001: 304.
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nearer to him, Kal6m All�h managed to present a gift to a maj/⇡b240 who would only ac-
cept something from those whose goal would be achieved. When Kal6m All�h then ap-

proached his beloved, he was received with a1fection. Kal6m All�h, however, had lost 

his interest and he returned to the maj/⇡b, who instructed him to go to Medina. There, 
a sheikh called YaDy� Madan6 would give him what he was yearning for. The anecdote 

follows a common pattern241 in its description of a Su-.’s transition from metaphorical, 

human (maj⌅z�) love to real, divine (-aq�q�) love.
According to Rizvi, Kal6m All�h stayed in Medina some time between 1676/1677 

and 1689, when YaDy� Madan6 died.242 He was initiated as a disciple of YaDy� Madan6 

and later made his khal�fah. YaDy� Madan6’s Su-. lineage was the one that had been 
taken to Muza1farid, Gujarat by Sir�j al-D6n (d. 1414), the son NaI6r al-D6n’s khal�fah 
Kam�l al-D6n PAll�ma (d. 1355). YaDy� Madan6 was Sir�j al-D6n’s direct descendant in 

seventh generation. However, his immigration to Medina relieved him of the heredit-

ary duties of looking after the family k  h  ⌅nq⌅h and the incumbent duties connected 
with landed wealth. Breakaway from the hereditary pattern is also discernible in the 

fact that his most celebrated khal�fah, Kal6m All�h, was not related to him. When 
Kal6m All�h returned to Delhi, he re-established the epicentre of the Chishti Nizami 

silsilah in the imperial capital, from where it had spread in numerous lineages 
throughout the Subcontinent during the Sultanate period.

Back in Shahjahanabad, which had since Aurangzeb’s departure to the Deccan in 

1679 been bereft of the ruling monarch’s presence, Kal6m All�h established himself in 

Khanam Bazaar area lying between the imperial fort and the JamiP Masjid. Although 

Nizami claims that Kal6m All�h lived occasionally in penury and stubbornly refused to 

accept gifts from the kings,243 it is worth noting that the location of his kh⌅nq⌅h gave 
him considerable leverage in one of the prime neighbourhoods of the city. According 

to Stephen P. Blake, this area was inhabited by the lower ranking great am�rs, who were 
in relation to the emperor next to the princes of the royal family, and a handful of 

prominent great am�rs.244 Kal6m All�h lived in Delhi until his death in 1729. He was bur-
ied in the precincts of his kh⌅nq⌅h that remained a >?ourishing Su-. centre until it was 
destroyed by the British in the aftermath of the 1857 uprising together with other 

buildings surrounding the fort and JamiP Masjid. Today, the rebuilt darg⌅h lies inside a 
congested, decrepit cluster of residential buildings.

240 Maj/⇡b, lit. ‘someone who is drawn towards someone or carried away’. The term indicates a class 
of Su-.s, whose reason has been rendered dysfunctional by their attraction to God. They are notorious 

for acting in unpredictable or absurd ways.

241 The most famous of such stories is perhaps the love story of Shaikh SanPan and a Christian girl. 

The former was so enamoured with the latter that in order to please his beloved, he would even agree to 

herd her pigs. One of the best-known tellings of the story is found in At!t!ar’s Mant$iq al-t$air.
242 Rizvi 2002: II, 298.

243 Nizami 1984: 96.

244 Blake 2002: 51.
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Kal6m All�h was a proli-.c author who discussed Su-. topics as well as astronomy 

and medicine in his works.245 The most famous of his books is entitled Kashk⇡l246 (‘The 
Alms Bowl’), completed in 1690. The text has been translated into Urdu247 and into 

English, the latest translation being Scott Kugle’s work published in 2012. Kal6m All�h 

named the book after the black, oval-shaped begging bowl made of gourd or coco de 

mer and used by Su-. mendicants. Like food o1ferings placed in such a bowl, his book 

includes di1ferent techniques of /ikr and contemplation (mur⌅qabah) collected from 
di1ferent teachers. Kal6m All�h hopes that the morsels (luqmah) into which each 
chapter is divided will nourish the readers and that everyone would -.nd something 

from among the wide variety of meditative techniques.248 The book begins with an in-

troduction that sets the theoretical frame of reference for remembering and contem-

plating God. Kal6m All�h then introduces a wide range of techniques in two chapters 

that discuss /ikr and mur⌅qabah, respectively. These techniques cover various ways of 
repeating the commonly employed phrase l⌅ il⌅ha ill⌅’llah, contemplating the written 
form of these words or Allah’s name, observing the breath (pas-i anf⌅s), imagining 
everything as a mirror re>?ecting the names and attributes of God, as well as exercises 

borrowed from yogis. The book ends with a lengthy conclusion that o1fers advice 

deemed helpful for practitioners.

Before the Kashk⇡l, Kal6m All�h had written another text, Muraqqa⇧ (‘The Patched 
Cloak’), so named because by putting its contents into practice, one could stitch a 

cloth of insight that would protect him or her from straying away from the Truth.249 

Muraqqa⇧ contains instructions for reciting Koranic and non-Koranic passages and for-
mulas on di1ferent occasions. The -.rst three chapters, called patches (ruq⇧ah), list texts 
for di1ferent obligatory and supererogatory prayers. This is followed by eleven chapters 

that prescribe certain practices (ashgh⌅l, sing, shaghl) consisting of repeating particu-
lar formulas intended to procure a certain result, or writing and ingesting or wearing 

amulets that often take the form of magic squares. The prescribed results of the prac-

tices found in Muraqqa⇧ range from extending one’s livelihood and healing di1ferent 
ailments to spiritual achievements. Monthly recitations at the end of the book have 

been borrowed from the celebrated Shattari manual, Jav⌅hir-i khamsah (‘The Five Jew-
els’) by MuDammad Ghaus Gv�liyar6 (d. 1563), a work that Muraqqa⇧ resembles in 
many respects. Both Muraqqa⇧ and Kashk⇡l were actively used among Kal6m All�h’s 
khal�fahs. In a letter addressed to Sh�h [�-.z! PAbd All�h, Kal6m All�h instructs him to 

245 For a complete list of Kal6m All�h’s works, see Nizami 1984: 100.

246 As in the case of Kal6m All�h’s other books, the word kal�m� has been subsequently added to the 
title and the work is commonly known as Kashk⇡l-i kal�m� (‘The Alms Bowl of Kal6m All�h’).
247 See Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l-i kal�m�: Urd⇡ tarjuma (2009).
248 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l-i kal�m�, 2.
249 The text has been published with a parallel Urdu translation in 1922, entitled Muraqqa⇧-i kal�m� 
ma⇧ urd⇡ tarjumah.
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teach /ikr and other practices from Muraqqa⇧ and Kashk⇡l, which are in the former’s 
possession.250

The two manuals are distinctly di1ferent in respect to both the content and ap-

proach. Kashk⇡l concentrates on cultivating the relationship between a human being 
and God, whereas Muraqqa⇧ includes many practices that are meant to render daily 
life easier. Muraqqa⇧ merely lists di1ferent practices, and Kashk⇡l’s approach is more 
holistic in a sense that it also discusses the theoretical framework and provides prac-

tical advice for transmitting the techniques to disciples. The introduction of Kashk⇡l, 
for instance, prefaces the practice-oriented chapters with a summary of the manifesta-

tion of the universe in vuj⇡d� terms.251 Kal6m All�h also keeps re>?ecting his own views 
vis-à-vis those of other Su-. masters. When he agrees with them, he usually mentions 

them by name, but simply refers to ‘books on wayfaring’ (kutub-i sul⇡k), when he dis-
agrees. The latter expression is used, for example, when Kal6m All�h recommends con-

centrating on /ikr, *+kr (‘re>?ection’) and uns (‘intimacy’), as well as waiting until divine 
reality draws a human being away from his limited sense perception instead of striving 

to attain various way stations (maq⌅m).252 Later he declares /ikr higher than *+kr, since 
it concentrates on God and leads to union (vu�⇡l) with him while *+kr focuses on the 
self (nafs) and merely leads to repentance (taubah), the -.rst step in the Su-. path.253 
Such statements signi-.cantly modify the hierarchically conceptualized Su-. path in 

which di1ferent stations and meditative techniques follow each other.

The pedagogic advice in Kashk⇡l addresses actual teaching situations. The -.rst 
chapter instructs to impart the method of /ikr to a disciple together with giving him or 
her bai⇧at. Later, Kal6m All�h recommends a method for teaching the observation of 
breath to simpleminded or inexperienced practitioners. The guide and the disciple 

should sit knee to knee while the former synchronizes his own breath with the latter’s. 

His intense concentration causes the disciple’s breath to synchronize with either l⌅ 
il⌅ha ill⌅’llah or all⌅h h⇡.254 What is noteworthy is that the practice of sam⌅⇧ is dis-
cussed only in passing, even as other sources reveal Kal6m All�h’s engagement with the 

practice. Muraqqa⇧ is silent about the topic, and a short mention is found in the very 
end of Kashk⇡l as if as an afterthought to discussing the eternal sound (�aut-i 
sarmad�).255
While Muraqqa⇧ seems to have been modelled after Jav⌅hir-i khamsah, Scott Kugle 

has pointed to D�r� Shikoh’s Ris⌅lah-yi -aqqnum⌅ as the antecedent of Kashk⇡l. He 
notes that, notwithstanding the general emphasis on /ikr in Su-. texts, little was writ-
ten about the actual practices. Instead, they were transmitted orally. In Mughal India, 

250 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t-i kal�m�, 104.
251 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 3–4.
252 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 4.
253 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 5–6.
254 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 15–16
255 See Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 51–52.
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D�r� Shikoh was the -.rst one to break this silence by describing techniques of /ikr in a 
written text. In line with research that has drawn attention to the competition over au-

thority and patronage between di1ferent Su-. brotherhoods and individual sheikhs, 

Kugle posits that Kal6m All�h wrote Kashk⇡l as an answer to D�r� Shikoh’s treatise in 
an attempt to demonstrate the all-encompassing nature of his own practical teach-

ings.256 I will suggest below that even if Kashk⇡l was arguably a response D�r� Shikoh’s 
Ris⌅lah, its contents also re>?ect the newly de-.ned role of a late Mughal Su-. guide, 
which emerges in contemporary descriptions of sam⌅⇧.
On the whole, the selection of various techniques presented in Kashk⇡l is remark-

ably catholic. However, it is important to emphasize that Kashk⇡l is not an encyclopae-
dia of all the available techniques. Kal6m All�h writes that unlike certain authors, he 

has tried to avoid in>?ating the number of practices included in the text in order to cap-

ture the essence of /ikr.257 His work represents a synthesis of Su-. practice that freely 
borrows from various brotherhoods, individual masters and even yogis. The result is a 

practical method that surpasses the boundaries of di1ferent Su-. lineages and e1fect-

ively raises the person who masters it above the competing traditions. This resembles 

what Val6 All�h attempted to achieve by the reconciliation of contradictory dogmas 

and what Dard tried to prove by raising his Muhammadan path above all other broth-

erhoods. However, Kal6m All�h’s practical approach seems to have resulted in the most 

enduring outcome, since his method is still utilized in contemporary South Asia.

Kal6m All�h explained the Su-. path in other, more theoretical works as well. The 

Arabic M⌅ l⌅ budda minhu (‘From Which There Is No Escape), known by its Persian-
ized name M⌅ l⌅ budd-i kal�m�,258 traces the path of a wayfarer (s⌅lik) through seven 
mountain passes (Paqabah) that he has to traverse on his way to God. The -.rst passes 
are knowledge (Pilm) and repentance (taubah) and the -.nal one is praising and giving 
thanks to God. Another work, Tilka ⇧asharat al-k⌅milah (‘Those Ten Perfect Ones’), 
popularly known as PAsharah k⌅milah, was written in a solitary retreat (i⇧tik⌅f) during 
the -.nal ten days of Ramadan in 1681. During the retreat, Kal6m All�h wrote one 

chapter each day. The chapters discuss theological and metaphysical issues pertaining 

to God’s names and qualities, love, as well as more concrete matters like the respective 

qualities a wayfarer should strive to erase and cultivate. The text is revealing of Kal6m 

All�h’s attitude towards va-dat al-vuj⇡d; the bulk of the lengthy third chapter strives to 
clarify the doubts of those who are critical of va-dat al-vuj⇡d through a question/an-
swer format.259 Such texts had in India acquired pronounced signi-.cance after ADmad 

Sirhind6’s criticism of vuj⇡d� ideas, which he associated with lax following of sharia. A 
little before Kal6m All�h, the Chishti Sabiri master MuDibb All�h Il�h�b�d6 (d. 1648) 

256 Kugle 2012.

257 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 17.
258 The text is not to be confused with a treatise on Hana-. *+qh by Q�\6 San�_ All�h P�n6pat6 (d. 1810) 
also entitled M⌅ l⌅ budda minhu.
259 See Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah k⌅milah, 24–30.
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had eloquently demonstrated the interconnectedness of sharia and va-dat al-vuj⇡d in 
his treatise entitled Tasviyah (‘Making Equal’). MuDibb All�h’s signi-.cance for the 
vuj⇡d� school in India is illustrated by his epithet Ibn PArab6-yi S�n6 (‘The Second Ibn 
PArab6’).260 The ninth chapter of ⇧Asharah k⌅milah discusses sam⌅⇧, with special 
attention given to some of its experiential aspects that will be discussed below.

Among Kal6m All�h’s widely circulating works is a commentary on the Koran writ-

ten in 1713 and an Arabic treatise entitled Saw⌅⇢ al-sab�l (‘The Even Road’). The latter 
comprises sixty--.ve way stations (mar-alah) that discuss existence (vuj⇡d), God’s es-
sence and qualities, as well as the relationship of the creator and the created. The text 

employs the terminology coined by Ibn PArab6 and his followers and squarely places 

Kal6m All�h among the signi-.cant advocates of vuj⇡d� school in late Mughal India.261 
Kal6m All�h’s letters to his disciples have been preserved in a collection entitled 

Makt⇡b⌅t-i kal�m�. Makt⇡b⌅t includes 132 letters, out of which 107 are addressed to 
Niz!�m al-D6n Aurang�b�d6. Some letters consist of only a few lines, whereas others -.ll 

several pages in the lithographed edition published in 1883–1884.262 According to 

Nizami, the lengthy ninety-sixth letter, which contains instructions on accepting char-

ity, giving bai⇧at, teaching va-dat al-vuj⇡d and practicing sam⌅⇧ is known as the rule of 
action (dast⇡r al-⇧amal) of the Chishti Nizami brotherhood.263 The letters were an im-
portant means for Kal6m All�h to communicate with his khal�fahs who had spread 
throughout the Subcontinent. In the case of Niz!�m al-D6n, they were vital for sustain-

ing the close relationship between the Su-. guide and his most important disciple.

Niz$⌅m al-Dīn Aurang⌅b⌅d�
Kal6m All�h was survived by four sons and three daughters. In addition, Nizami lists 

eighteen of his khal�fahs mentioned in various texts.264 After Kal6m All�h’s death, the 
kh⌅nq⌅h in Delhi was passed to his son. However, the most important of his disciples 
was Niz!�m al-D6n Aurang�b�d6 who, according to Kugle, was almost like an adopted 

son to him.265 His year of birth is in some sources given as 1650, which would make him 

of the same age as his Su-. guide. Although there is nothing as such that would pre-

clude such a possibility, Nizami contests this year on the grounds that the style of let-

ters sent by Kal6m All�h to Niz!�m al-D6n suggests that the latter was junior to him.266 

260 On MuDibb All�h and his works, see Robinson 2001: 57–58; Rizvi 2002: II 139–143, 268–272 and 

Lipton 2010.

261 In his survey of Indian vuj⇡d� texts, William Chittick rates Saw⌅⇢ al-sab�l as VI+, indicating a work 
between ‘an important text in Ibn al-PArab6’s school’ (VI) and ‘an outstanding work, o1fering fresh and 

original contributions to Ibn al-PArab6’s school of thought’ (VII). See Chittick 1992: 238.

262 An Urdu translation has recently been published by the custodians of the Aurangabad shrine. See 

Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t-i kal�m�: Urd⇡ tarjumah.
263 Nizami 1984: 112.

264 Nizami 1984: 49–50.

265 Kugle 2012: 485. For a detailed discussion on the Su-. traditions of Aurangabad, see Green 2006.

266 Nizami 1984: 152.
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Niz!�m al-D6n’s place of birth is also uncertain. Both Nizami and Rizvi name Kakori in 

Awadh as the most frequently quoted option.267 He belonged to a family that traced its 

descent to Shih�b al-D6n Suhraward6.268

Like a number of his contemporaries, Niz!�m al-D6n initially arrived in Delhi in 

quest of higher education, but started to show interest in Su-.sm under Kal6m All�h’s 

in>?uence. The -.rst meeting between the two is told to have taken place during a sam⌅⇧ 
assembly. As was his habit, Kal6m All�h kept the doors to his kh⌅nq⌅h closed as long as 
the music continued and Niz!�m al-D6n happened to arrive before they were opened. 

When Kal6m All�h’s disciple informed the master that there was a stranger at the door, 

Kal6m All�h said that he was not a stranger and told the disciple to let Niz!�m al-D6n 

in.269 After some time, Kal6m All�h sent his disciple with the imperial army to the Dec-

can. He was stationed in Burhanpur and Sholapur before eventually settling in 

Aurangabad and laying the foundations of his kh⌅nq⌅h there.
Aurangabad was originally founded in 1610 by the Nizam Shahi rulers of 

Ahmednagar. After Aurangzeb had left Shahjahanabad for good in order to fully en-

gage in the enervating campaigns in the Deccan, he re-founded Aurangabad as his 

southern capital. The heyday of the city continued after Aurangzeb’s death, and it 

served as the capital of the Asif Jahi territories from 1724 to 1763. At its highest, the 

population of the city numbered 200 000 people living in -.fty-three neighbourhoods.270 

Measuring about half of Shahjahanabad’s population, this was a signi-.cant number. 

Green points out that the main supporter of Niz!�m al-D6n was his disciple K�mg�r 

Kh�n, who was of Central Asian origin and acted as a superintendent in the high 

Mughal court. He was responsible for building the kh⌅nq⌅h and mosque for Niz!�m al-
D6n, as well as the mausoleum after his death. Building these edi-.ces next to K�mg�r’s 

house in Aurangabad’s Shah Ganj area, which was a busy market in the vicinity of the 

city’s royal palace, o1fered Kal6m All�h’s successor a prominent location to operate 

from.271

Nizami emphasizes that Niz!�m al-D6n started to accept gifts from the nobility only 

after Kal6m All�h asked him to do so. Before, he had consistently refused food o1ferings 

from APz!am Sh�h, Aurangzeb’s third son.272 Despite this seeming reluctance to associ-

ate with the aristocracy, Niz!�m al-Mulk AIif J�h, the founder of the state of Hyderabad, 

is counted among Niz!�m al-D6n’s prominent disciples, and he is believed to have writ-

ten a work entitled Rashk-i gulist⌅n-i Iram (‘Envy of the Rose Garden of Iram’) about 
the Su-. master.273 Later tradition also links the founding of the state and the ruling 

267 Nizami 1984: 153; Rizvi 2002: II, 304.

268 Rizvi 2002: II, 304.

269 Nizami 1984: 154.

270 Green 2006: 1–2, 4.

271 Green 2006: 24–25.

272 Nizami 1984: 167, 170.

273 The authorship of this book seems somewhat dubious, especially as it appears that neither Green, 

Nizami nor Rizvi seem to have actually accessed the book. It is also remarkable that the designated 
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dynasty with Niz!�m al-D6n’s blessings.274 This, together with operating from an 

aristocratic neighbourhood of Aurangabad, aptly demonstrates the position of Su-.s in 

late Mughal society, where they, in Nile Green’s words, ‘acted as the sources and 

recipients of authority in a society in which Su-. and courtly power sometimes 

competed but just as often complemented one another as the natural state of a1fairs in 

the world.’275

After settling in Aurangabad, Niz!�m al-D6n stayed there until his death in 1730. His 

assemblies there were documented by K�mg�r in a collection of malf⇡z$⌅t entitled 
A-san al-sham⌅⇢il (‘The Most Beautiful of Virtues’).276 K�mg�r wrote the book on the 
request of Niz!�m al-D6n’s son Maul�n� Fakhr al-D6n and it was completed in 1743, over 

a decade after the Su-. master’s passing. As the work is written posthumously unlike, 

for example, Fav⌅⇢id al-fu⇧⌅d and Jav⌅mi⇧ al-kalim, it consists of undated assemblies. 
However, a rough chronology is established around reading particular books, such as 

Kimiy⌅ al-sa⇧⌅dat by al-Ghaz�l6, Ba-r al-asr⌅r, Lat$⌅⇢�f-i ashraf� by Niz!�m Ghar6b Yaman6 
and the d�v⌅n of RYm6, in the assemblies.277 This may be a literary convention used to 
organize disparate memories of K�mg�r. However, on most occasions it is K�mg�r 

himself or his brother NYr al-D6n who reads the books to Niz!�m al-D6n. This may have 

helped him to establish an approximate chronology.

Passages like the following are typical to A-san al-sham⌅⇢il:
One day, brother NYr al-D6n was reading the treatise Man⌅qib-i cishtiyyah and 
[a\rat [Niz!�m al-D6n], may his shadow be extended, was listening. It was writ-

ten in that treatise that once there was no rain for a long time. The king sent 

the following humble message to NaI6r al-D6n MaDmYd (who was a khal�fah of 
the Monarch of Sheikhs, Sh�h Niz!�m al-D6n Auliy�_, the Divine Beloved), may 

his secret be sancti-.ed: ‘Truth, high is he, has bestowed upon me the rule of 

this country. I attempt to protect the creation of God and I -.ght against the 

sajj⌅danash�n of the Aurangabad shrine, Mahboob-ul-Arifeen, has not been able to locate a copy of the 
text despite his repeated e1forts. Two early nineteenth-century hagiographers Ghul�m Sarvar Lahaur6 

and Gul MuDammad ADmadpYr6 attribute this book to K�mg�r Kh�n instead of Niz!�m al-Mulk. 

Man⌅qib-i fakhriyyah, a saintly biography of Maul�n� Fakhr al-D6n, states that K�mg�r wrote a manu-
script Rashk-i gulist⌅n-i Iram (nuskhah-yi rashk-i gulist⌅n-i iram) on Niz!�m al-D6n’s wonderful life and 
named it A-san al-sham⌅⇢il. In Nizami’s view, all these statements are incorrect. Instead, he chooses to 
base his view on the provenance of the book on Maulvi Raheem Bakhsh’s testimony that he had seen 

Rashk-i gulist⌅n-i Iram written by Niz!�m al-Mulk. See Nizami 1984: 175–176.
274 See Green 2006: 96.

275 Green 2006: 6.

276 For this study, I have consulted the recent Urdu translation commissioned by Mahboob-ul-

Arefeen and published together with Maj⌅lis-i kal�m�. In the case of verses, the text includes the original 
Persian text as well as the translation. Deeming from them, the translator Ghous Mohiyuddin Ahmed 

Siddiqui has done diligent and thorough work. Furthermore, the Persian originals of many of the key 

terms relating to sam⌅⇧ can be gleaned from other contemporaneous texts discussing the topic.
277 Frequent references to books read, taught and discussed in A-san al-sham⌅⇢il question Nizami’s 
assertion that in Aurangabad Niz!�m al-D6n concentrated exclusively on devotional practices, having lost 

his interest in books. See Nizami 1984: 163.
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enemies of Islam. The distress of God’s creatures has exceeded the limits, since 

there is no rain. In this matter, I seek the help of God’s friends.’ The respected 

sheikh, NaI6r al-D6n MaDmYd, may his secret be sancti-.ed, said: ‘I will read a 

prayer (f⌅ti-ah) when there will be a sam⌅⇧ assembly.’ After some days, a sam⌅⇧ 
assembly was organized. One of the disciples reminded [NaI6r al-D6n who was] 

overcome with intense yearning (shauq) about the king’s request. The 
respected sheikh, may his secret be sancti-.ed, raised his hands and read a 

prayer. Due to God’s kindness, rain begun to fall that very day. After hearing this 

anecdote, [a\rat, may his shadow be extended, turned towards the excellent 

and perfect Miy�n MuDammad F�\il J6_Y278 and said: ‘Such occurrences have 

taken place several times in our assemblies as well.’ At that moment, brother 

MuDammad NYr al-D6n recited the verse:

Beauty of Joseph, breath of Jesus, white hand279 you have
All these [qualities] that [di:ferent] beauties have, you possess alone.

When NYr al-D6n had told me this incident, he said that once it occurred that 

there was no rain in Sholapur. In those days, Mahd6 Kh�n acted as the governor 

and requested the repository of sainthood Niz!�m al-D6n Auliy�_ [Aurang�b�d6] 

to deal with this matter, as has been explained [elsewhere] in A-san al-
sham⌅⇢il.280

In A-san al-sham⌅⇢il, Niz!�m al-D6n’s assemblies frequently begin with reading a book 
aloud. This con-.rms Nile Green’s assertion that in early eighteenth-century India, 

books were still essentially associated with people. They were rarely read alone and 

the information they contained was mediated through a living teacher. The new book 

culture that would encourage individual reading and open the -.eld for the printing 

press was yet to come.281 The importance of the Su-. guide is further emphasized by 

Niz!�m al-D6n’s claim that occurrences like the one described in Man⌅qib-i cishtiyyah 
do not belong to the past, but have taken place during his own life as well. Niz!�m al-

D6n’s comment in itself remains elusive, and it is only NYr al-D6n’s explanation that re-

veals the situation behind the claim. Such commentary by the disciples appears only 

in the malf⇡z$⌅t that were produced posthumously and it reveals the role of the Su-. 
sheikh’s followers in building his fame. Since the text was composed only after Niz!�m 

al-D6n’s death when the general impression of his career and achievements had 

already taken shape, the author probably wrote his record so as to substantiate this 

impression. While this no doubt compromises the spontaneity characterizing the 

malf⇡z$⌅t written when their subject was still alive, it simultaneously highlights the 

278 The respectful and endearing j�⇢⇡, corresponding to Hindi j�, is also used by Kal6m All�h in his writ-
ings.

279 Yad-i baiz⌅ (‘the white hand’) is a reference to the miracle associated with Moses. When he drew 
his hand out of the collar of his cloak, it had turned shining white.

280 K�mg�r, Maj⌅lis-i kal�m� o a-san al-sham⌅⇢il (henceforward A-san), 56.
281 See Green 2010.
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themes that were deemed most worthy of remembrance. Signi-.cantly, sam⌅⇧ is among 
the frequently occurring topics in A-san al-sham⌅⇢il.
K�mg�r Kh�n also authored the only brief malf⇡z$⌅t of Kal6m All�h. In 1719, the 

governor (s⇡bad⌅r) of Aurangabad, [usain PAl6 Kh�n, was about to embark on a jour-
ney to Delhi and K�mg�r was o1fered a chance to join him. Due to the arduousness of 

the journey, his bother NYr al-D6n stayed back even though he had long nurtured a 

wish to meet Kal6m All�h. In order to console his brother, K�mg�r decided to write a 

book about the assemblies of Kal6m All�h he would attend. However, NYr al-D6n died 

during K�mg�r’s sojourn in Delhi and the book became a memorial him.282 The short 

text consists of fourteen assemblies recorded over a period of about one month from 

27 RabiP al-Thani to 8 Jumadi al-Awwal 1132 (6 February to 17 March 1720). The issues 

discussed in the assemblies revolve around the disorder following the death of emper-

or Farrukhsiyar in 1719 and the emergence of the Sayyid brothers in the political arena, 

as well as the threat of Marathas camping outside Shahjahanabad. K�mg�r also re-

cords his admiration of the imperial city and its J�miP Masjid where the emperor him-

self would pray. Unfortunately, K�mg�r neither attended sam⌅⇧ assemblies, nor did 
Kal6m All�h discuss the topic during K�mg�r’s visits.

Like Kal6m All�h, Niz!�m al-D6n also wrote a treatise on di1ferent meditative tech-

niques and called it Niz$⌅m al-qul⇡b (aThe Order for Heartsb).283 It presents a wide selec-
tion of /ikrs in twenty-one chapters. Some are mentioned in the Kashk⇡l, while others 
appear only in Niz$⌅m al-qul⇡b. Nizam al-qul⇡b lays more emphasis on the Chishti 
a1-.liation of the author than Kashk⇡l, and Kugle is probably right in attributing this to 
the increased competition with the Mujaddidis.284 Ernst has noted Niz!�m al-D6n’s over-

whelming emphasis laid on vocal /ikr, which contrasts the Mujaddidis’ shunning of 
the practice. Among the various techniques of di1ferent Su-. brotherhoods and yogis is 

also an extended discussion of the Naqshbandi practice of contemplation 

(mur⌅qabah) that, Ernst points out, di1fers remarkably from the practice as described 
in the works of Niz!�m al-D6n’s junior contemporary Val6 All�h.285 Bearing in mind the 

sheer abundance of meditative and contemplative techniques available to Su-.s in late 

Mughal India, it is possible that the practices described by Niz!�m al-D6n were derived 

from another Naqshbandi Mujaddidi lineage.

Maul⌅n⌅ Fakhr al-D�n Dihlav�
When Niz!�m al-D6n died in 1730, barely one year after Kal6m All�h, he was succeeded 

by his sixteen-year-old son Fakhr al-D6n. Nile Green suggests that due to his young age, 

the kh⌅nq⌅h was managed by a senior disciple of Niz!�m al-D6n, possibly K�mg�r 

282 K�mg�r, Maj⌅lis-i kal�m�, 3–4.
283 The text was published in a Persian lithograph in 1891–1892.

284 Kugle 2012: 484.

285 Ernst 1999b.
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Kh�n.286 According to Rizvi, Fakhr al-D6n spent three years studying and eight years in 

intensive Su-. practice after the death of his father.287 He studied Ibn PArab6’s works, es-

pecially Fu�⇡� al--ikam, from Miy�n MuDammad J�n. Later in life, he intended to write 
a treatise on va-dat al-vuj⇡d himself, but then gave up the idea because he feared that 
common people might misunderstand it.288 In addition to Su-. practices and Ibn 

PArab6’s thought, the third vital -.eld of learning, hadith, was covered under the tutelage 

of AsPad al-AnI�r6.289

After the period of intensive study and practice, Fakhr al-D6n joined the army of 

N�Iir Jang (d. 1750), the son of Niz!�m al-Mulk. After his death, he resolved to move to 

Delhi, where he arrived in 1751–1752. It is di1-.cult to say why Fakhr al-D6n chose Delhi 

instead of Hyderabad, where many Su-.s were migrating during the period. Perhaps it 

was due to the fact that he had been attached to the troops of N�Iir Jang, who was de-

feated by his half-brother Muz!a1far Jang (d. 1751) in the struggle over the dominion of 

the Asif Jahi territories. His choice is all the more surprising because in the 1750s, Delhi 

was slipping into a deepening chaos. The Iranian ruler N�dir Sh�h’s looting campaign 

in 1739 had caused little enduring damage, but when -.ghting erupted in the 1750s after 

the military advances of his successor ADmad Sh�h Abdal6 and the Marathas, the sub-

urbs of the Mughal capital situated outside the city walls were left desolate. In the 

1760s, the city was ruled by the Rohilla Afghans, and when the Mughal emperor Sh�h 

Pclam assumed his position in 1770, the city was mostly in ruins. It started to recover 

only after being brought under the protection of the British in 1803.290 

In the volatile conditions, Fakhr al-D6n’s ties with the Hyderabadi nobility re-

mained close and he was supported by Niz!�m al-Mulk’s grandson PIm�d al-Mulk F6roz 

Jang (d. 1800), who was the factual ruler of the city during the latter part of the 1750s 

and was responsible for blinding one emperor and having another assassinated.291 Al-

though he does not come across as an ideal candidate for Su-. discipleship, PIm�d al-

Mulk immortalized Fakhr al-D6n’s fame in two works, Man⌅qib-i fakhriyyah and 
Fakhriyyat al-niz$⌅m. In addition, he provided him with a place to found a madrasa and 
kh⌅nq⌅h close to the Ajmeri Gate. Both Margrit Pernau and Khaliq Anjum have identi-
-.ed this as the building that housed the famous Delhi College in the early-nineteenth 

century and that is today known as The Anglo Arabic Senior Secondary School.292

The madrasa of Fakhr al-D6n, who was now known as Maul�n� and MuDibb al-

Nab6 (‘The Lover of the Prophet’),293 became the most important religious school in the 

city along with Val6 All�h’s Madrasa RaD6miyyah. Fakhr al-D6n combined in his teach-

286 Green 2006: 22.

287 Rizvi 2002: 305.

288 See NYr al-D6n, Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n, 39.
289 Nizami 1984: 187–188.

290 Blake 1991: 165–167, 169.

291 Blake 1991: 164; Green 2006: 64.

292 See Kh�n, ,s⌅r II, 250; Pernau 2006: 5–6.
293 According to Fakhr al-D6n, the title was bestowed to him by Kal6m All�h. See NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 73.
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ing the religious sciences and Su-.sm, probably following the dars-i niz$⌅m� syllabus, 
whereas the latter institution concentrated on traditionalist religious learning. Fakhr 

al-D6n had several able disciples who spread his silsilah throughout the Subcontinent 
just like Niz!�m al-D6n’s disciples had done in the fourteenth century. A number of the 

most vital Chishti Nizami lineages of contemporary South Asia can be traced to one of 

these disciples. NYr MuDammad Mah�rv6 (d. 1790), a close disciple with whom Fakhr 

al-D6n undertook a pilgrimage to Ajodhan on foot, spread the silsilah in Punjab and, 
according to Rizvi, popularized sam⌅⇧ in the Bahavalpur area.294 Sh�h Niy�z ADmad 
Barelv6 (d. 1834) established himself in Bareilly and spread the silsilah in Rohilkhand. 
He was also a poet whose texts have remained extremely popular in sam⌅⇧ assemblies 
throughout the Subcontinent.295 Maul�n� diy�⇢ al-D6n (d. 1810) settled in Rajput Jaipur 
and M6r Shams al-D6n, in Ajmer. [�jj6 LaPl MuDammad (d. 1833) stayed in Delhi and 

lies buried in the Nizamuddin shrine, where many of its custodians became his dis-

ciples. In addition, Nizami lists thirty-nine of Fakhr al-D6n’s khal�fahs.296
Fakhr al-D6n died in 1785 and was buried in the shrine complex of Qut!b al-D6n 

Bakhtiy�r K�k6, a favourite site for his pilgrimages. The madrasa continued to work for 

some time, but it closed down towards the end of the eighteenth century. The 

kh⌅nq⌅h was taken over by Fakhr al-D6n’s eldest son Ghul�m Qut!b al-D6n (d. 1817), who 
enlisted the last two Mughal emperors Akbar Sh�h (r. 1806–1837) and Bah�dur Sh�h 

Z!afar (r. 1837–57) as his disciples. Fakhr al-D6n’s grandson, NaI6r al-D6n K�le Miy�n 

(‘The Black Gentleman’) also cultivated close ties with the court, where he befriended 

the poet M6rz� Asad All�h Kh�n Gh�lib (d. 1869).297 The relationship between Fakhr al-

D6n’s family and the Mughal rulers remained a close one during the last -.fty years of 

the dynasty.

In his writings, Fakhr al-D6n focused on clarifying dogmatic issues. Niz$⌅m al-
⇧aq⌅⇢id is a treatise on Sunni beliefs written during the pilgrimage to Ajodhan. In 
Ris⌅lah murji⇧ah he tackled PAbd al-Q�dir J6l�n6’s controversial statement found in 
Ghunyat al-t$⌅lib�n that Hana-.s were Murjiites. Fakhr al-D6n argues that the Hana-.s’ 
emphasis on divine mercy over wrath was behind this statement. However, unlike 

Murjiites, the Hana-.s did not attempt to erase God’s wrath and thus did not deviate 

from the truth.298 The most famous of Fakhr al-D6n’s works, Fakhr al--asan, refutes Val6 

294 Rizvi 2002: 309. For a detailed discussion on NYr MuDammad, see Alvi 2010.

295 On Sh�h Niy�z and his poetry, see Viitamäki 2012.

296 See Nizami 1984: 242.

297 Nizami relates that NaI6r al-D6n died in 1847, whereas Rizvi mentions 1846. See Nizami 1984: 239 

and Rizvi 2002: 308. Zia Inayat Khan questions this on the basis of the evidence found in ,s⌅r al-
�an⌅d�d and the writings of Gh�lib. He suggests that NaI6r al-D6n was executed by the British in the af-
termath of the 1857 uprising. See Khan 2001: 314.

298 It is signi-.cant that Fakhr al-D6n does not mention the political context of Ali-MuPawiya con>?ict 

where the Murjiite view of postponing the decision concerning the piety of a Muslim until the day of 

judgement was -.rst voiced. In this respect, he follows the practice established by Niz!�m al-D6n Auliy�_. 

On the latter’s views, see Kumar 2007: 205–207.
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All�h’s claim that the Chishti silsilah could not continue unbroken up to Ali, since 
[asan BaIr6 was very young when Ali died and could not have been selected as his 

khal�fah. The text was widely read and well-received among Indian Su-.s.299 In addition 
to tackling controversial issues, Fakhr al-D6n wrote a treatise entitled ⇧Ain al-yaq�n, on 
Su-.sm.

I was unfortunately unable to consult PIm�d al-Mulk’s ta/kirah Man⌅qib-i 
fakhriyyah for this study. Manuscripts and the lithograph published in late-nineteenth 
century are relatively rare in comparison with the other works discussed in this 

chapter. However, Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n, a malf⇡z$⌅t compiled by NYr al-D6n [usain Kh�n 
contains information about the signi-.cance of sam⌅⇧ in Fakhr al-D6n’s Su-. practice. 
Like A-san al-sham⌅⇢il, Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n appears to have been written posthumously. 
The assemblies are not dated and in the lithographed edition published in 1897–1898 

they are entitled ‘About x’ (dar-/ikr-i x) and begin with the formula ‘one day I obtained 
the wealth of seeing [him]’ (roz-e daulat-i mush⌅hadah muyassar shud). Most of the 
passages record Fakhr al-D6n’s discourses in malf⇡z$⌅t style, but occasionally the au-
thor’s comments about the background of di1ferent persons mentioned in the text oc-

cupy the greater part of the contents. Most discourses take place in Fakhr al-D6n’s 

kh⌅nq⌅h, but the text also mentions frequent pilgrimages to the shrines of Niz!�m al-
D6n, NaI6r al-D6n and Qut!b al-D6n. Complemented with references to visiting the 

tombs of MuP6n al-D6n and Sal6m Cisht6, located in Ajmer and Fatehpur Sikri, respect-

ively, the text reveals the importance of sacred geography in Fakhr al-D6n’s devotional 

life.

Fakhr al-D6n’s prominence in Delhi led to a rivalry with contemporary Mujaddidi 

masters. This applies especially to the tradition promulgated by Val6 All�h and his son, 

Sh�h PAbd al-PAz6z. Fakhr al-D6n had contested Val6 All�h’s views on the integrity of his 

Su-. lineage. Their approaches to Su-. practice di1fered in respect to vocal /ikr and 
sam⌅⇧. At the same time, the two families were close. Fakhr al-D6n tied the turban of 
Sh�h PAbd al-PAz6z when the latter assumed the leadership of the family’s Su-. tradition 

after his father’s demise. Nizami points out that Fakhr al-D6n also took the chance to 

advise PAbd al-PAz6z to clean the only stain from the hem of his father by giving up the 

claims of being a mujtahid and embracing taql�d.300 Even though the two religious 
trends represented by Kal6m All�h’s and Val6 All�h’s respective Su-. circles would grow 

increasingly apart during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, this did not prevent 

Chishti Nizami and Mujaddidi families from forging marital ties between them. After 

all, they all belonged to the Su-. nobility of the city. When lithographed Saw⌅⇢ al-sab�l 

299 An extensive Arabic commentary entitled Al-Qaul al-musta-san *+ fakhr al--asan (1894–1895) was 
written by Maul�n� [asan al-Zam�n [aidar�b�d6, a khal�fah of the famous Chishti Nizami sheikh 
MuDammad PAl6 Khair�b�d6. For the original text complemented with an Urdu translation, see Fakhr al-

D6n, Fakhr al--asan ma⇧hu tarjumah ⇧al� -asan.
300 Nizami 1984: 211.
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was published in 1924–1925, it was commissioned by Sayyid PAbd al-Ghan6 who was the 

sajj⌅danash�n of both, Kal6m All�h and Val6 All�h.

2.3 Sam ⌃ and the dynamics of Su,- practice

The activities of Kal6m All�h, Niz!�m al-D6n and Fakhr al-D6n are often considered to 

constitute a revival of the Chishti Nizami brotherhood. Since research on its history 

during the centuries following Niz!�m al-D6n Auliya and his immediate successors is 

still largely lacking, it is di1-.cult to determine if the brotherhood had lost its vitality 

and was in need of renewal. Chishti Nizamis had remained active in Gujarat from 

where YaDy� Madan6 hailed, in Bengal, as well as in the Deccan where the descendants 

of GesYdar�z dominated the Su-. scene. What Kal6m All�h and his followers no doubt 

did was to re-establish the brotherhood in the imperial capital. From Delhi and 

Aurangabad, new sub-branches spread throughout India, thus ensuring a wide geo-

graphical distribution of the teachings and practices of the three Su-. masters. Their ar-

ticulate stance to sam⌅⇧ guaranteed the survival of the practice in the devotional re-
gime of even the most staunch religious reformists who would hail from among their 

followers.

The Mujaddidi opposition
The three Chishti Nizamis were avid practitioners of sam⌅⇧. In a letter addressed to 
Niz!�m al-D6n, Kal6m All�h writes how he had designated di1ferent days of the week for 

di1ferent activities, such as collective /ikr, sam⌅⇧ and mur⌅qabah in his kh⌅nq⌅h.301 
A-san al-sham⌅⇢il relates that Niz!�m al-D6n held a sam⌅⇧ assembly every Friday. The 
increasing in>?uence of the Mujaddidis, however, made Kal6m All�h and Niz!�m al-D6n 

cautious, and Kal6m All�h frequently advices Niz!�m al-D6n to be considerate when en-

gaging in vocal /ikr (/ikr-i jahr�) and sam⌅⇧, the two practices contested by the follow-
ers of Sirhind6.

In one of the letters included in Makt⇡b⌅t, Kal6m All�h asks Niz!�m al-D6n to 
spread real Islam from east to west, yet act in accordance with changing times and em-

phasize silent /ikr (/ikr-i khaf�) and mur⌅qabah, because they are universally accepted 
by all Su-. brotherhoods. Kal6m All�h justi-.es his views by the fact that the Mughal 

rulers are increasingly favouring the Naqshbandis to whom they are attached like their 

ancestor Amir Timur. To compensate for the lacking e1fect of sam⌅⇧, Kal6m All�h 
suggests that practicing mur⌅qabah for three hours daily will create a similar state of 
forgetting oneself and one’s environment (kai*+yyat-i be-khvud� o be-hosh�).302 As 
important as sam⌅⇧ was for Kal6m All�h, he recommends organizing a musical 

301 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 93.
302 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 13–14.
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assembly (majlis-i sur⇡d) only occasionally. One should not abandon the practice 
totally, but neither should one engage in it excessively.303

Such caution was apparently inspired by a real danger. Kal6m All�h relates how a 

Su-. was whipped by Gh�z6 al-D6n Kh�n for performing vocal /ikr in a mosque and 
Niz!�m al-D6n mentions that a supervisor (mu-tasib) in the Mughal army had jailed a 
Su-., who allowed the playing of instruments in sam⌅⇧, together with his qawwals.304 
Under such conditions, emphasizing mur⌅qabah and silent /ikr seems a natural means 
to avoid the unwanted attention of Mujaddidis. On the other hand, such approach also 

enabled the inclusion of Naqshbandis in the circle of Kal6m All�h and Niz!�m al-D6n. 

Bearing in mind Kal6m All�h’s frequent reminders that Niz!�m al-D6n could vary di1fer-

ent practices, because he had ‘all the t$ar�qahs,’305 the emphasis on Naqshbandi tech-
niques appears to echo the greater synthesis of Su-. practice the late Mughal Chishti 

Nizamis were forging. If a Su-. master had command over a wide range of meditative 

and contemplative techniques, he could cater to people belonging to various silsilahs 
and guide them in accordance with the tenets of their respective traditions. In this re-

spect, the Chishti Nizami masters re-envisioned the role of a Su-. guide. Instead of car-

rying the limited tradition of one lineage, he emerges as a virtuosic guide who can help 

people in their spiritual endeavours like a doctor helping his patients. The environ-

ment, where multiple initiations had become a norm, facilitated this newly articulated 

role.306

The texts discussed in this chapter indicate that this was not merely an ideal and 

that Chishti Nizami masters did indeed guide disciples of other Su-. sheikhs. For ex-

ample, A-san al-sham⌅⇢il mentions a person who was a disciple of someone else, yet 
no signs of spiritual experience appeared in him. Once, he had visited the tombs of 

Burh�n al-D6n Ghar6b and R�jY Qatt�l307 in Khuldabad and engaged in mur⌅qabah 
there. He received an indication that Niz!�m al-D6n could assist him in discovering his 

inner realms. Since he was already a disciple of someone else, Niz!�m al-D6n would 

only teach him inner practices (shaghl-i b⌅t$in�) that helped him to achieve his goal. 
Signi-.cantly, the discovery of inner realms manifested itself as mystical states during 

303 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 26.
304 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 90; K�mg�r, A-san, 75.
305 See, e.g Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 22, 26, 67. Makt⇡b⌅t mentions Naqshbandiyya, Kaziruniyya, 
Suhrawardiyya, Kubrawiyya and Shattariyya as brotherhoods included in Niz!�m al-D6n’s bai⇧at from 
Kal6m All�h. Qadiriyya is not explicitly mentioned, but Kal6m All�h’s followers also evoke a master-dis-

ciple chain that leads to PAbd al-Q�dir J6l�n6 via Kal6m All�h and YaDy� Madan6.

306 It should be kept in mind that not all Su-.s combining multiple lineages in their silsilah had ac-
quired multiple initiations from various masters. In most cases, an illustrious master had been initiated 

in several lineages, all of which he then transmitted to his followers. In the case of the Chishti Nizami 

Kal6m6 silsilah, di1ferent brotherhoods converged in YaDy� Madan6 and were henceforward transmitted 
together.

307 Sayyid YYsuf [usain6 R�jY Qatt�l (d. 1330) was the father of GesYdar�z.
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sam⌅⇧.308 Although the person had visited the tombs of Chishti saints in Khuldabad, his 
practice of mur⌅qabah there indicates that he was in fact a Mujaddidi.
Notwithstanding the caution in the face of Mujaddidi in>?uence, such virtuosic 

ability to guide people across the borders of di1ferent brotherhoods would also mani-

fest itself as a sense of superiority over them. In Kashk⇡l, Kal6m All�h contests the 
Naqshbandi adage al-nih⌅yah *+’l-bid⌅yah (‘Beginning in the end’) that the Mujaddidis 
interpreted to imply the superiority of their method: they begin with what represents 

the highest achievement for the rest of the brotherhoods. However, Kal6m All�h holds 

that the /ikr of a Naqshbandi novice is di1ferent from the /ikr of an experienced practi-
tioner belonging to any other order and thus denies claims on the superiority of their 

method.309 

A similar approach is found in Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n, where Fakhr al-D6n is reported to 
have interpreted Bah�_ al-D6n Naqshband’s statement ‘I neither deny it, nor do I prac-

tice it’ (ink⌅r m� kun�m na �n k⌅r m� kun�m) to refer only to playing reed pipes 
(maz⌅m�r), not to the entire practice of sam⌅⇧ as it was apparently interpreted by con-
temporary Mujaddidis. In order to lend authority to his statement, Fakhr al-D6n refers 

to Rash⌅-at, one of the widely read hagiographies about the early Naqshbandis.310 Cer-
tain contempt towards sheikhs who were averse to sam⌅⇧ is also felt in a number of 
Kal6m All�h’s letters that recommend listening to music (r⌅g) in solitude with close 
friends because some contemporary Su-.s neither observed appropriate adab nor were 
able to properly concentrate on the practice, but nevertheless kept spreading their 

views in the Mughal army.311 It is signi-.cant that Kal6m All�h uses here the word r⌅g 
that has no distinctly Su-. connotations; besides the implied doctrinal opposition, they 

lacked the ability to appreciate music in general.

The opposition of the Mujaddidis seems to have been most acutely felt in the 

Mughal army, and Kal6m All�h’s letters advising caution were written during Niz!�m al-

D6n’s military service. The notion fades away in A-san al-sham⌅⇢il that describes the 
period when Niz!�m al-D6n had already settled himself in Aurangabad, and it disap-

pears altogether in Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n that paints a picture of Fakhr al-D6n as one of the 
most in>?uential Su-. sheikhs of Delhi. However, even when sam⌅⇧ assemblies were or-
ganized in Delhi and Aurangabad, restricting the attendance of outsiders remained an 

important topic in the sources. The word for an outsider, be-g⌅nah (ajnab� in Urdu 
translations), denotes a stranger who does not belong to a certain group. The concept 

echoes the requirement to reserve the participation in sam⌅⇧ only to those worthy of it 
(ikhv⌅n) together with keeping the correct timing (zam⌅n) and place (mak⌅n) in 

308 K�mg�r, A-san, 143.
309 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 9–10.
310 Rash⌅-⌅t ⇧ain al--ay⌅t by PAl6 ibn [usain al-V�Piz! al-K�shif6 (d. c. 1532).
311 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 94–95. The statement is found almost verbatim in letter 83. See Kal6m 
All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 75.
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mind.312 In the light of these often evoked principles, one would expect the category of 

outsiders to comprise those who deny the practice or are averse to its e1fects. Unfortu-

nately, the texts do not explicitly reveal who they were. However, they include some 

hints as to the reasons behind their exclusion.

Sometimes problems arise when the outsiders fail to con-.rm to the prescribed 

adab. During one of the Friday sam⌅⇧ assemblies, Niz!�m al-D6n stopped the qawwals 
although disciples were on the verge of attaining esctasy (vajd). K�mg�r was left per-
plexed and Niz!�m al-D6n explained, as if reading his thoughts, that the adab followed 
during the ritual prayer applies to sam⌅⇧, as well, and it entailed no talking. However, 
he had spotted outsiders conversing with each other, but instead of verbally prohibit-

ing them, he had decided to call the music o1f in order to avoid hurting or angering 

them.313

It is signi-.cant that the disruption took place in the moment some disciples were 

about to attain a mystical state. Not only was Niz!�m al-D6n’s decision to stop the sing-

ers prompted by the violation of adab, but also by the delicacy of the moment; had the 
disciples entered deeper into their experience, such disturbance might have proved 

fatal. In addition to implicitly casting Niz!�m al-D6n as a guide who takes care of his 

disciples’ well-being, the passage is revealing about his teaching methods. Instead of 

hurting the outsiders by directly prohibiting them, he discontinued the occasion alto-

gether. The passage does not tell what happened to the outsiders, who probably 

wondered about the reason behind the abrupt end of the assembly. Did they ever get 

to know that they themselves were the reason? Did they notice Niz!�m al-D6n’s ap-

proach to the matter? And if so, did they appreciate it and perhaps become his dis-

ciples as would happen in hagiographical texts after such incidents? Although the 

malf⇡z$⌅t literature in general contains valuable information that is not found in other 
genres of Su-. literature, the exclusive focus on the Su-. guide leaves many questions 

pertaining to the minor characters passing through his kh⌅nq⌅h unanswered.
On other occasions, the outsiders are portrayed as people who are unacquainted 

with the dynamics of sam⌅⇧ and hence likely to misinterpret the uncommon beha-
viours of the listeners, or merely wanting to witness a spectacle of ecstatically dancing 

Su-.s. Niz!�m al-D6n relates in A-san al-sham⌅⇢il how Kal6m All�h would listen to sam⌅⇧ 
with his disciples in a closed room when he attended the Purs of Niz!�m al-D6n Auliy�_ 
in Delhi. Their cries, however, attracted the attention of outsiders, and when a disciple 

arriving late was allowed in, twenty more people forced their way into the assembly. 

Kal6m All�h immediately told the qawwals to stop and he left the place. The hapless 

disciple who had arrived late walked behind him in the bazaar, swooned, fell down on 

the ground and hurt himself. Kal6m All�h grew so irritated (be-lut$f) that he could not 

312 Zam⌅n, mak⌅n and ikhv⌅n as the primary components of the adab of sam⌅⇧ are discussed by 
Kal6m All�h in ⇧Asharah k⌅milah. See Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 62.
313 K�mg�r, A-san, 282.
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even talk.314 His sam⌅⇧ was disturbed and a disciple caused an embarrassing situation 
in a public place when Kal6m All�h clearly wanted to keep such behaviours behind 

closed doors, hidden from prying eyes.

Niz!�m al-D6n continued by relating how he had had a similar experience, when 

people left behind the closed door had started to wail and fall down during sam⌅⇧. He, 
however, had decided to let the outsiders bene-.t from sam⌅⇧ by setting a screen 
between them and those he knew and allowed inside. Thus, the former would be able 

to hear the singers while their view of Niz!�m al-D6n’s disciples, who might behave in 

frightening or bizarre manners, was restricted. According to Niz!�m al-D6n, Kal6m All�h 

had been pleased with his innovation.315

In the above occasions, the outsiders are common people unacquainted with the 

rules of propriety associated with sam⌅⇧. At other times, the desire to safeguard the 
practice from persons who might use the listeners’ behaviour to buttress their criti-

cism leads to curbing unconventional behaviour. This becomes evident in a passage 

from A-san al-sham⌅⇢il, where a book NYr al-D6n reads states that a person experien-
cing a mystical state (kai*+yyat) during sam⌅⇧ might start to speak like al-[all�j. Niz!�m 
al-D6n con-.rms this to have happened in his assemblies. On one occasion, when a dis-

ciple had started to utter ecstatic phrases, Niz!�m al-D6n had blocked his mouth be-

cause of the presence of outsiders.316

It is important to emphasize that, despite the temporary reservation in the face of 

the Mujaddidi opposition and the wish to hide some aspects of sam⌅⇧ from outsiders, 
Kal6m All�h and Niz!�m al-D6n were both staunch advocates of the practice. Kal6m 
All�h emphasizes its signi-.cance as the food for the spirit (ghi/⌅-yi r⇡-) in a number of 
letters and expresses his regret over Niz!�m al-D6n’s one-time lack of interest in the 

practice.317 Such references are extremely valuable additions to the hagiographical ma-

terial, where moments of fatigue and lack of inspiration are faded out from the ideal-

ized portrayal of Su-.s.318

Niz!�m al-D6n regained his enthusiasm for sam⌅⇧ and A-san al-sham⌅⇢il abounds in 
passages that extol its power. A Su-. guide’s rank can be deduced from his ability to 

make his disciples experience mystical states during sam⌅⇧.319 Those who deny sam⌅⇧ 
(munkir-i sam⌅⇧) spontaneously retract their opinion, if they attend a musical as-
sembly of a real Su-. just once.320 In one instance, sam⌅⇧ convinced a yogi to became a 

314 K�mg�r, A-san, 216.
315 K�mg�r, A-san, 216.
316 K�mg�r, A-san, 95.
317 See, e.g. Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 15, 25, 93.
318 See Green 2006: 99–101 for a discussion on nineteenth-century hagiographical portrayals of Niz!�m 

al-D6n in which the streamlined description and emphasis on conformity with sunna has lead to omit-

ting references to phenomena like the association with yogis and guiding the bickering disciples.

319 See K�mg�r, A-san, 92, 153.
320 See K�mg�r, A-san, 99–101.
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disciple of Niz!�m al-D6n.321 Thus the practice remained a powerful tool for guiding dis-

ciples and attracting people to the fold of the Chishti Nizami brotherhood.

Conceptualization of sam�P
The emphasis on sam⌅⇧ notwithstanding, the strive to avoid fomenting criticism in the 
already volatile situation a1fected the conceptualization of the mystical states associ-

ated with the practice in the works of the late Mughal Chishtis. As was noted above, 

the texts of their Sultanate colleagues do not take an unequivocal stand on whether 

one should ideally loose one’s senses during sam⌅⇧ or retain them. In practice this 
meant leaving open the question whether a listener has a license to behave in odd 

manners or not. During the late Mughal period, the balance tilted in favour of the lat-

ter view and the authors emphasized that staying in one’s senses best facilitated bene-

-.ting from the fruits of sam⌅⇧ in one’s spiritual wayfaring.
Kal6m All�h initiated a systematic pondering on the mutual dynamics between 

control (ikhtiy⌅r) and understanding (shu⇧⇡r). The -.rst indicates one’s ability to con-
trol one’s behaviour and reactions, whereas the latter refers to one’s ability to under-

stand and perceive what happens within and around oneself. In ⇧Asharah k⌅milah, 
Kal6m All�h lists the combinations of control and understanding in which one or both 

are missing or present. According to him, the combinations which lack both or feature 

only control are useless, whereas the presence of both control and understanding does 

not di1fer from one’s normal state of consciousness. For sam⌅⇧, the ideal state would be 
the absence of control but presence of understanding. A listener has lost the control 

over him or herself, yet understands the meaning of poetry as well as his or her own 

state. To elucidate his point, Kal6m All�h ends the discussion by contrasting sam⌅⇧ as-
semblies with the gatherings of drunkards, who deliberately want to lose their senses 

and understanding.322

In analysing the experiences that may occur during sam⌅⇧, Kal6m All�h allows cer-
tain license to unconventional behaviour, but does not ascribe much value to it. For in-

stance, he explains ghulbah (‘assault, predomination’) as a state where things that are 
against adab forcibly manifest themselves so that the wayfarer cannot check himself. 
Instead of either praising or judging this state, he simply notes that after calming 

down, the wayfarer corrects him or herself. Similarly, he permits tav⌅jud. For Kal6m 
All�h, tav⌅jud is distinct from imitating vajd and it emerges as an initial state, where a 
wayfarer yearns for the divine union and encounters some blessings. He does not enter 

vajd proper, yet he might act as if he was experiencing vajd. However, Kal6m All�h dis-
credits outer expressions of mystical states by noting that the strong ones remain 

321 See K�mg�r, A-san, 115–117.
322 Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 62–63.
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seated in their places, while their hearts keep softening.323 The urge to remain out-

wardly silent is also one of the few facets of sam⌅⇧ discussed in Kashk⇡l.324
Fakhr al-D6n echoes Kal6m All�h by stating that, in his view, a state where under-

standing remains but control is lost, is best. The state where both are lost is frowned 

upon, because it hampers one’s understanding of the progress and regression in way-

faring and prevents one from deriving joy from sam⌅⇧. He implies that such listening is 
worthless, because it neither facilitates the integration of the listener’s experiences 

into the spiritual development nor gives him pleasure for which understanding is a 

prerequisite. On the other hand, if both remain, the practice becomes a mere formal-

ity.325

The Su-. guides who were supposed to represent the highest standard of exem-

plary practice are logically described as ful-.lling this ideal. A signi-.cant di1ference in 

late Mughal sources, when they are compared with Sultanate sources, is the 

transformation in the role of the Su-. guide in sam⌅⇧ assemblies. Unlike Niz!�m al-D6n 
Auliy�_, whose behaviours during sam⌅⇧ were in the focus of Am6r Khvurd’s remem-
brances in Siyar al-auliy⌅⇢, Kal6m All�h and his followers never succumb to similar 
states. Their experience is portrayed as completely internalized. It is the disciples who 

are overtaken by ecstasies while Su-. guides are supervising the occasion from above 

the clamour and commotion. K.A. Nizami relates that even Sh�h PAbd al-gAz6z was im-

pressed by Fakhr al-D6n’s manner of listening to sam⌅⇧; except for the changes in his 
eyes and on his face, he showed no outward signs of ecstasy.326 Fakhr al-D6n himself 

tells how his father used to host two assemblies (ma-*+l) simultaneously. One was for 
those who were practicing disciples of his, whereas the rest would sit outside, perhaps 

behind the screen mentioned above. Niz!�m al-D6n would keep moving between the 

two gatherings, supervising each.327 This e1fectively elevates Niz!�m al-D6n above both 

the adept and novice listeners and underlines his role as a guide who administers their 

practices and experiences.

This portrayal of a Su-. guide as someone, whose experiences during sam⌅⇧ are not 
expressed outwardly and who monitors the practice of the participants is closely asso-

ciated with the idea that he also controls the occasion on a more subtle level. This role 

is poignantly illustrated in a passage describing a meeting between Niz!�m al-D6n and 

people previously unknown to him. One night, Niz!�m al-D6n was strolling the streets 

of Aurangabad and enjoying the atmosphere, when he chanced upon a group of 

people celebrating a wedding. When they saw him, the singing of the singers intensi-

-.ed and their vehement yearning (shauq) climaxed:

323 Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 65–66.
324 See Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l 51–52.
325 NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 40–41.
326 Nizami 1984: 211.

327 NYr al-D6n, Fakhr 28.
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Everyone who was struck by the lightning of his gaze lost his senses and fell 

down. Who was standing, fell down. Who was sitting, started to roll on the 

ground. The shouts of those present in the gathering created such ruckus that 

it reached the skies. As their restlessness exceeded the limits, the singers lost 

their power and melodies froze on their lips. After that, [a\rat returned to his 

house.328

Without even taking part in the musical assembly himself, Niz!�m al-D6n’s presence in-

tensi-.es the experiences of the participants. He stimulates the singers to sing so that 

they exhaust themselves and the listeners swoon. He is a catalyst for their experience, 

which appears extreme and violent. Although the occasion is not a formal sam⌅⇧ as-
sembly, the described pattern is repeated in several passages of A-san al-sham⌅⇢il that 
discuss the practice.

Such portrayal of a Su-. guide’s role also di1fers from the statement of Niz!�m al-D6n 

Auliy�_ that anything happening in a sam⌅⇧ assembly depends on the person who -.rst 
stands up overtaken by a mystical state. This statement is repeated in Kashk⇡l,329 yet it 
is quite obvious that attributing the course of a sam⌅⇧ assembly to the Su-. guide super-
vising it has replaced this concept. Although the term m�r-i ma-*+l (‘head of an as-
sembly’) is not mentioned in the writings of Kal6m All�h or his followers, the new role 

corresponds to the modern application of the word in the Su-. context.

Even when retaining one’s consciousness had become the ideal state for listening 

to sam⌅⇧ and outward immobility interpreted as a sign of spiritual strength, these qual-
ities were essentially embodied by the Su-. guide. In the case of their disciples and 

maj/⇡bs operating outside the organized framework of Su-. brotherhoods, unconven-
tional and even bizarre behaviour was considered normal. Maj/⇡bs were an integral 
part of the late Mughal Su-. scene, yet they generally lived on the edges of the urban 

society which Kal6m All�h, Niz!�m al-D6n and Fakhr al-D6n inhabited. However, they 

appear occasionally in the texts. In Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n, Fakhr al-D6n relates an anecdote 
about a person he knew in the Deccan before moving to Delhi. He hailed from among 

the nobility but became a maj/⇡b who spent his time in the wilderness wearing 
tattered clothes. On one occasion, he attended a function where women were dancing, 

when

he suddenly jumped up and seized a gold embroidered scarf for himself. That 

man danced in accordance with all the principles [of the ladies’ dance]. The 

tattered brown dress made this dear one so beautiful that those present could 

not bear to look at him. He started to cry and everyone present, whether a man 

or a women, became absorbed and unselfconscious. Even the doors and walls 

shared in this state. Then, he left the room, reciting this verse:

Everyone who sat down in the dust grew himself leaves and fruits

328 K�mg�r, A-san, 67.
329 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 51.
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The seed pushed out a sprout when it laid its head in dust.
He went back to the wilderness. I followed him and saw him falling into a pit. 

Froth gushed uncontrollably from his mouth. He came to after a few days.330

The behaviour of the maj/⇡b should be scandalizing, since it does not even take 
place in a sam⌅⇧ assembly, where such behaviours were tolerated. The presence of wo-
men suggests that the occasion was a family celebration of marriage or circumcision 

where female dancers were hired to perform. In such a respectable environment, the 

maj/⇡b seized a ladies’ scarf for himself and started to dance like an expert dancer. In-
stead of judging him, Fakhr al-D6n describes the beauty of his movements and the ef-

fect he had on those present. After this brief excursion in organized society, the 

maj/⇡b returns to the wilderness where he falls into a pit after being seized by some-
thing that resembles an epileptic -.t. Fakhr al-D6n was curious enough to follow the 

maj/⇡b, to whom he apparently tended until he regained his senses.
Even though the late Mughal Chishtis articulated their stance on certain facets of 

sam⌅⇧ more clearly than their Sultanate counterparts, they did not frame the practice 
with a clearly articulated theoretical framework. Instead, their discussions remained 

practical. It is all the more remarkable considering that the writings of Kal6m All�h, es-

pecially the Kashk⇡l, metaphysically contextualized the other key practices, /ikr and 
mur⌅qabah. Engagement with these practices is also minutely delineated. They are 
usually characterized by numerical repetitions that are to take place at di1ferent times 

of day with a certain result in mind. For example, Kal6m All�h relates that repeating l⌅ 
il⌅ha ill⌅’ll⌅h a thousand times every morning after the ablutions secures one’s susten-
ance. If recited before retiring in the evening, one’s spirit will rest under the divine 

throne and gain in strength, while a recitation during the appearance of the moon 

guarantees protection from all kinds of ailments. If recited a thousand times with an 

intention to achieve the unveiling of the hidden, the result will be the knowledge of all 

the secrets in material and spiritual realms.331

Di1ferent meditative techniques are also organized hierarchically. For example, 

various methods of /ikr begin with the /ikr of the tongue and end with the /ikr of the 
inner, hidden essence (khaf�).332 Kal6m All�h also presents a systematic analysis of the 
phenomena and experiences a practitioner may encounter during the practice. He 

lists di1ferent types of lights that may manifest in di1ferent parts of the body. For ex-

ample, the light appearing near the right shoulder signi-.es an angel recording the 

good deeds, whereas its appearance near the left shoulder signi-.es an angel recording 

the bad deeds. The light in front of the chest or navel means temptation, whereas in 

front of the heart it indicates the heart’s purity.333

330 NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 27.
331 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 8–9.
332 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 4–6.
333 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 12–13.
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When it comes to conceptualizing sam⌅⇧, the texts say very little directly. The 
practice is not mentioned in the manuals written by Kal6m All�h and Niz!�m al-D6n ex-

cept for a short note in the end of Kashk⇡l. In the passage, Kal6m All�h touches upon 
the outward signs appearing in the practitioner of sam⌅⇧. Some, such as moistness of 
eyes, mouth and nose, are common with /ikr whereas others like weeping, wailing, 
restlessness and violent movements are speci-.c to sam⌅⇧. In addition to having its par-
ticular symptoms, sam⌅⇧ also has a speci-.c function in his greater scheme of Su-. prac-
tice. In the passage on sam⌅⇧, Kal6m All�h states that ‘those who have reached the 
stage of bewilderment (ta-ayyur) do not cry out of separation and if they do cry, they 
cry in union (vi�⌅l).’334 The statement reveals the mutual relationship of sam⌅⇧ and oth-
er practices when it is related to a discussion on bewilderment – now termed -airat – 
found in the introduction of Kashk⇡l. There Kal6m All�h discusses two di1ferent types 
of bewilderment. The one caused by doubt concerning the true nature of something is 

useless, whereas the bewilderment caused by the in-.nite vastness and beauty of a 

phenomenon is the -.nal stage of the spiritual path.335 The systematic appliance of 

techniques described in the two chapters of Kashk⇡l would facilitate the gradual des-
cent to this goal.

The context of the statement about crying in bewilderment during sam⌅⇧, signi-.c-
antly appearing in the very end of Kashk⇡l, is markedly di1ferent. The -.nal stage has 
already been reached, perhaps with the help of other practices. Kashk⇡l thus concep-
tualizes sam⌅⇧ in a di1ferent manner than the systematic practices. Instead of occupy-
ing a clearly de-.ned position in the hierarchy of meditative and contemplative prac-

tices, sam⌅⇧ is practiced throughout one’s wayfaring. Instead of being a technique used 
to achieve a certain goal, it provides an environment where a practitioner can realize 

and experience the spiritual state he or she has achieved. Bikr and other practices are 
used for gradually drawing closer to God, whereas sam⌅⇧ facilitates nurturing the love 
between the two. While the e1fect of /ikr is gradual, sam⌅⇧ is sudden, even violent. In 
this respect, the late Mughal Chishtis crystallize the approach that was emerging in 

the Sultanate sources, especially in Siyar al-auliy⌅⇢.
The conceptual separation of sam⌅⇧ from other practices is also evident from the 

fact that the terminologies used for describing the experiences during /ikr and sam⌅⇧ 
do not generally overlap. Kal6m All�h writes in the introduction of Kashk⇡l that the ini-
tial experience of becoming e1faced in the absolute oneness (it$l⌅q) is unselfconscious-
ness (be-khvud�) and the absence of sensory perception.336 This is an experience en-
countered during sam⌅⇧ as well, and be-khvud� is one of the most common terms asso-
ciated with the practice. However, when the discourse becomes more speci-.c, the 

Chishti Nizami authors employ a specialized terminology. The key terms associated 

with sam⌅⇧ are derived from the Arabic root w-j-d, ‘to -.nd, experience, feel, exist’. Ex-
334 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 51.
335 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 11–12.
336 Kal6m All�h, Kashk⇡l, 3.
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cept for di1ferentiating the term tav⌅jud from vajd by making the former a preparatory 
stage of the latter, the Sultanate Su-.s were liberal in their application of terms derived 

from this root. In contrast, Kal6m All�h provides a precise de-.nition of the terms vajd 
and vuj⇡d in ⇧Asharah k⌅milah:

Sheikhs call anxiety and grief vajd whereas vuj⇡d means -.nding. Both are states 
generated by sam⌅⇧. Some derive su1fering (karb) and agitation (i⌧t$ir⌅b) [from 
sam⌅⇧], whereas others derive enjoyment (Paish) and mirth (t$arab) from it. Vajd 
signi-.es losing ones aim (mur⌅d o maq�⇡d) and vuj⇡d -.nding it. Both trans-
form the qualities (�if⌅t) of the seeker, but there is no change in the sought. 
Vajd is a special enigma (ramz) between the seeker and the sought and appears 
on account of the latter. Vuj⇡d is a bounty and favour from the beloved. The 
grief is an important means for transporting the wayfarer to his or her original, 

real state.337

The gravitation towards serenity and equilibrium during sam⌅⇧ is apparent in Kal6m 
All�h’s de-.nition. Vajd is characterized by anxiety, grief and loosing the sight of one’s 
aim. Vuj⇡d, on the other hand, signi-.es -.nding it and it emerges as a serene state. 
Sam⌅⇧ is a powerful transformative technique that capitalizes on the feelings of grief as 
its essential tool.

Despite the fact that the late Mughal Chishti writings are speci-.c in de-.ning cer-

tain terms and, furthermore, evidence a development towards more controlled prac-

tice of sam⌅⇧, they deliberately seem to avoid analysing it in minute detail. While this 
may partly be a literary convention of the Su-. practice manuals,338 I believe that the 

decision to refrain from integrating sam⌅⇧ with the techniques designed to facilitate 
gradual development is fully in congruence with the characteristics of the practice. 

The main components of sam⌅⇧, music and poetry, call for a response that is immedi-
ate and impossible to reduce into a straightforward model. Leaving the practice, so to 

speak, untamed, is a decision that serves the purpose of supplementing the minutely 

delineated techniques with a practice that is spontaneous and can yield unexpected 

results.

The decision not to integrate sam⌅⇧ into the systematized structure of Su-. practice 
entailed a certain risk. As a practice without a clearly de-.ned written constitution, its 

transmission remained the responsibility of living masters. In conditions where valid-

ity of religious ideas and practices was increasingly articulated in expository prose 

evoking foundational scriptures and legalistic arguments, dismissing sam⌅⇧ would 
337 Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 65.
338 For example, the celebrated Indian Su-. manual, Jav⌅hir-i khamsah of the Shattari master 
MuDammad Ghaus Gv�liyar6 includes no reference to sam⌅⇧. This trend has persisted to the present. 
Majm⇡⇧ah-yi ⇧amaliy⌅t (2009), a recent manual by a Hyderabadi Su-. master Moulana Ghousavi Shah (b. 
1955), covers practices from various du⇧⌅s and di1ferent /ikrs to mystical diagrams. It even includes de-
tailed information about the use of precious and semiprecious stones, bene-.ts of di1ferent varieties of 

meat and the usages of commonly prescribed medicines. Although the author is favourably disposed to-

wards sam⌅⇧, the text is silent about the practice.
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have been easy. In the face of the increasing Mujaddidi opposition, it would have also 

computed to give up sam⌅⇧ and concentrate on practices like /ikr, which enjoyed uni-
versal approval among di1ferent brotherhoods. In addition to the more theoretical 

conceptualizations, ample evidence of the actual practice of sam⌅⇧ in the late Mughal 
sources makes it clear that this was not the case. Instead of curtailing the practice, the 

three Chishti Nizami masters consciously strove to uphold its vitality.

2.4 Music, poetry and the settings of a sam ⌃ assembly

None of the texts discussed in this chapter is exclusively devoted to sam⌅⇧, yet even the 
scattered passages make it possible to construct a comprehensive picture of the prac-

tice during the time of their writing. This applies also to its tangible dimensions such 

as poetry, music and the physical settings of the occasion. Poetry was widely appreci-

ated and quoted even outside sam⌅⇧. In accordance with the common literary conven-
tion, the late Mughal Chishtis interspersed their prose writings with copious verses. 

Poetry was also a common topic of discussion in the assemblies of the Su-. guides. For 

example, Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n shows Fakhr al-D6n and his poet-disciple Am6r Qamar al-D6n 
Minnat pondering over an ostensibly irregular rhyme (rad�f) of a ghazal written by 
[�-.z!.339 A passage that shows Fakhr al-D6n evoking the musical puritanism of the 

high-ranking vocal soloists, kal⌅vants, as an ideal of the single-mindedness that should 
characterize all activities of a Su-., reveals his acquaintance with the musical scene as 

well.340 However, the most interesting passages relate to the actual practice of sam⌅⇧.

Settings of a sam�P assembly
When late Mughal texts discuss sam⌅⇧, the most common term for a musical assembly 
is majlis. In this respect, the texts follow the convention established by the Sultanate 
Chishtis. However, majlis does not refer exclusively to a musical assembly, but can also 
denote an informal meeting of a Su-. master and his disciples. Occasionally, the latter 

type of gathering is also called jalsah, a term derived from the same Arabic root as 
majlis. For instance, A-san al-sham⌅⇢il relates how Niz!�m al-D6n and his disciples once 
started a gathering (jalsah) by the tomb of Muntajib al-D6n Zarzar6 Zarbakhsh in 
nearby Khuldabad. Suddenly, the disciples were overcome by a mystical state (vajd) 
without any apparent reason. Later, Niz!�m al-D6n explained this state to have eman-

ated directly from the tomb.341 Here the word jalsah is used to emphasize the fact that 
there was no music or other impetus for the experience and the only possible source 

was the tomb itself.

339 See NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 17.
340 See NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 6.
341 K�mg�r, A-san, 73.
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Majlis is occasionally substituted with ma-*+l derived from the Arabic root --f-l de-
noting gathering together. This word speci-.cally refers to musical soirées. Sometimes 

the meaning of the words majlis and ma-*+l is made explicitly clear by qualifying them 
with the phrase sur⇡d o sam⌅⇧ (‘music and listening’).342 Interestingly, this pair of words 
was not exclusive to Su-. parlance, but constituted a general term for music.343 Non-

etheless, the texts sometimes use the expression sur⇡d o sam⌅⇧ when referring to the 
Su-. practice.344  The same applies to the occasional appearance of the term majlis ba-
r⌅g (‘an assembly for raga’), which is used for sam⌅⇧ even if the expression bears no re-
ligious connotations in itself.345 The >?uidity of terminology probably indicates that 

there was no clear-cut di1ference between the musical assemblies of Su-.s and, for ex-

ample, urban nobility, when it came to the musical element. Corresponding to the 

situation during the Sultanate period, the late Mughal sources give no indication as to 

the existence of a speci-.c genre of Su-. music.

Although musical assemblies were an important part of devotional life in the late 

Mughal Chishti kh⌅nq⌅hs, it is important to bear in mind that they were only one part 
of the daily or weekly routine and by no means constituted the only or even the most 

important activity. Kal6m All�h does not appear to have organized sam⌅⇧ on regular 
basis, as he writes in one of his letters to Niz!�m al-D6n. He explains that other practices 

have similar splendour and then describes his devotional routine, which includes dif-

ferent meditative practices after -.ve obligatory prayers and the three supererogatory 

prayers at daybreak (ishr⌅q), mid-morning (c⌅sht) and between two sleeps in the night 
(tahajjud). He always remains engaged in mur⌅qabah from the morning prayer to day-
break and from the afternoon prayer to the evening prayer. The time between the 

evening prayer and the night prayer is devoted to various supererogatory devotional 

activities. In addition, he practices vocal and silent /ikr, reads books on hadith, *+qh 
and wayfaring.346 Keeping sam⌅⇧ separate from the daily routines is likely to have only 
underlined its novelty and enhanced its potential to a1fect the listeners.

Niz!�m al-D6n organized a sam⌅⇧ assembly every Friday after the communal prayer 
and it would occasionally continue until the evening prayer. He avoided organizing 

more than one musical assembly each week, and A-san al-sham⌅⇢il relates how he de-
clined to listen to qawwals who arrived at his kh⌅nq⌅h on some other day and how he 
would postpone the Friday assembly if an ⇧urs took place during another day of the 
week.347 As for the other activities, A-san al-sham⌅⇢il mentions a gathering for 
contemplation (-alqah-yi mur⌅qabah) taking place every Monday, while vocal /ikr 

342 See, e.g. Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 27.
343 Cf. with Mull� Tarz6’s use of the term in his collection of moral tales entitled Ma⇧dan-i jav⌅hir and 
written in 1616. See Delvoye 2010: 50.

344 See Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 65.
345 See Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 51.
346 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 17.
347 K�mg�r, A-san, 234, 299.
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took place on several di1ferent weekdays. The only information about the activities in 

Fakhr al-D6n’s kh⌅nq⌅h comes from Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n, which mentions that he led vocal 
/ikr twice a week.348
Occasionally, the descriptions of the gatherings in Niz!�m al-D6n’s kh⌅nq⌅h are ex-

tremely detailed and provide valuable information about the settings and the course 

of events during such occasions. The following passage describes an evening of listen-

ing to poems recited in praise of the Prophet (mil⌅d shar�f).
[a\rat [Niz!�m al-D6n] turned towards the virtuous Miy�n MuDammad F�\il 

J6_Y and said: ‘Today is the fourteenth night. If PAbd All�h Kh�n h�kir arrives, we 

will listen to mil⌅d shar�f.’ That day, I arrived to kiss his threshold during the af-
ternoon prayer. After the prayer, a >?oorcloth was spread in the courtyard of the 

kh⌅nq⌅h. [a\rat inspected the >?ooring and said to Shaikh P6r MuDammad: ‘I 
feel pebbles under the >?oor cloth. The >?oor clothes should be removed, 

pebbles picked away, the ground made even and the >?ooring spread again. No 

person who enters a mystical state (shauq) should experience any inconveni-
ence.’ Accordingly, Miy�n P6r MuDammad and other disciples raised the >?oor 

cloth from the courtyard and evened the ground. [a\rat himself was sitting in-

side the kh⌅nq⌅h. He turned to brother MuDammad NYr al-D6n and said: ‘Em-
pathy demands that one should be considerate towards those who experience 

pain. If pebbles remained under the cloth, they might harm the people experi-

encing ecstasy (vajd).’
Right then, the muezzin gave the call to the evening prayer and Niz!�m al-

D6n got ready to pray. After praying, he went to his blessed room. Brother 

Muhammad NYr al-D6n lead those who were present in vocal /ikr. After the 
/ikr, Mat!lab Kh�n, brother of M6rz� AbY T!!�lib came to greet Niz!�m al-D6n. 
When [a\rat came out from his room, disciples swarmed to kiss his threshold. 

After four hours had passed, PAbd All�h Kh�n h�kir arrived and o1fered his 

greetings. He was given the order [to recite] mil⌅d shar�f. Because of our guide, 
many disciples bene-.ted from mystical states (shauq o /auq). Especially the 
mystical state of M6rz� Bandah PAl6 and M6rz� N�Iir PAl6 exceeded all the limits 

in the blessed gathering and they lost their consciousness. When the enchant-

ment of their ecstasy (vajd) abated somewhat, they sat down.
Our respected guide turned towards this lowly person and asked: ‘How 

much of the night has passed?’ This worthless answered: ‘It must be three in 

the morning.’ [a\rat said: ‘Tell PAbd All�h Kh�n to complete mil⌅d.’ Mil⌅d was 
completed in accordance with the command. All the ecstatic disciples got up 

from their places and fell to the feet of [a\rat. He lifted every disciple up and 

increased his honour by embracing him. Then the -⌅*+z$ was told to recite the 
-.ve verses (panc ⌅y⌅t). A prayer (f⌅ti-ah) was read for the spirits of the great 

348 NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 26.
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ones of the Chishti, Qadiri and Naqshbandi brotherhoods and the assembly 

was over. Niz!�m al-D6n gave his disciples and others the permission to go 

home. He returned to the kh⌅nq⌅h, sat down and turned towards the virtuous 
Miy�n MuDammad F�\il and said: ‘Many outsiders attend the night of mil⌅d 
shar�f and enjoying a secluded assembly is impossible. Tonight, mystical state 
(shauq o /auq) became apparent in two or three disciples and their restlessness 
was excessive. They came and clang to me. I was forced to embrace them, al-

though embracing young disciples denotes something else [to the outsiders]. 

But if a chest is not pressed against the chest of a person overcome by such a 

state, it may cause him harm. Under these circumstances, I was helpless.’ 

MuDammad F�\il J6_Y said: ’How many outsiders were there be in your as-

sembly tonight?’ He answered: ‘There were no outsiders among the parti-

cipants of the assembly. They were standing in the periphery and I recognized 

them.’349

It was apparently Niz!�m al-D6n’s habit to listen to the recitation of mil⌅d by his 
disciple PAbd All�h Kh�n on every full moon night. While the disciples wait for PAbd 

All�h Kh�n, who is a reciter of poems of praise (/⌅kir), they prepare the venue. It is 
touching, how Niz!�m al-D6n attempts to protect the people who might experience an 

uncontrollable mystical state. He orders his disciples to remove the pebbles from un-

der the >?ooring so that they would not hurt anyone. When PAbd All�h Kh�n -.nally ar-

rives and begins the recitation, two disciples lose their consciousness and move about. 

The text gives the impression that it was soon after this that Niz!�m al-D6n concluded 

the assembly. He embraced each of his disciples. A prayer was read and the merit 

transferred to the spirits of the masters of the three most important lineages Niz!�m al-

D6n had received in his initiation from Kal6m All�h. Unlike in the letters of Kal6m 

All�h, Qadiriyya is also speci-.cally mentioned.

It is fortunate that K�mg�r recorded the discussion between Niz!�m al-D6n and his 

disciples that followed the gathering. Niz!�m al-D6n reveals the uneasiness he felt be-

cause of the presence of outsiders hovering in the periphery of the gathering. He was 

ill at ease when he had had to embrace young ecstatic disciples, because the onlookers 

might have interpreted it as immoral behaviour. Although sh⌅hidb⌅z� was never a 
common practice among Indian Su-.s, associating sam⌅⇧ with beardless youths seems 
to have persisted in eighteenth-century India.

In addition to providing an idea of a night in the kh⌅nq⌅h with practical prepara-
tions of the venue and long hours spent in waiting for the reciter, the passage also 

refers to two types of assemblies. It has been noted above that Kal6m All�h and Niz!�m 

al-D6n preferred gatherings that were attended only by their disciples. However, in the 

349 K�mg�r, A-san, 176–177.
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case of the more festive occasions, like the full moon night, it was apparently im-

possible to limit the attendance of the outsiders.

In addition to the full moon night, large-scale gatherings were organized during 

di1ferent Purs festivities. Kal6m All�h instructed his disciples to celebrate the ⇧urs of the 
Prophet and YaDy� Madan6 and also organize a gathering on the eleventh of each 

month.350 The latter refers to gy⌅rahv�n shar�f (‘the Noble Eleventh’) commemorating 
PAbd al-Q�dir J6l�n6. In addition to the gatherings in the kh⌅nq⌅h, Kal6m All�h and his 
followers visited di1ferent shrines, where they had their private assemblies. However, 

broad attendance was also encouraged by Kal6m All�h, who instructed Niz!�m al-D6n to 

invite everyone, both men and women, to the  festivities in his kh⌅nq⌅h.351 This would 
no doubt help involving more people with the brotherhood, but it also necessitated 

curbing the most extreme behaviours. Fakhr al-D6n advised caution during  festivities, 

where ‘knowing and ignorant, learned and unlearned, faqirs and worldly, Su-.s and 

law-abiding scholars (mutasharri⇧) as well as those who are friends of [a\rat Maul�n� 
gather. […] And there may also be children in the gathering.’352

Similar broad attendance is described by Darg�h Qul6 Kh�n, a close attendant of 

Niz!�m al-Mulk, in his travelogue Muraqqa⇧-i Dihl� written during a sojourn in the 
Mughal capital in 1737-1740.353 Darg�h Qul6’s vivid description of Su-.s, poets, courtes-

ans, dancers and musicians has made this work an often quoted source in the studies 

of eighteenth-century Delhi. His memoirs attest to a broad attendance in the  festivit-

ies organized in various shrines of the city. Especially the ⇧urs at the Nizamuddin 
shrine emerges as a signi-.cant cultural event. Inside the shrine, qawwals sing in a 

manner that entices mystical states in the listeners and the pilgrims spend their nights 

in contemplation and reciting the Koran. However, the shrine is surrounded by gar-

dens and bazaars, where the goods of master-craftsmen as well as performances of 

singers, musicians, mimics and dancers vie for the attention of visitors.354 It is worth 

noting that such occasions were attended and sponsored by the urban elites and char-

acterizing them as popular Su-.sm would be misleading. Also Fakhr al-D6n notes the 

presence of the nobility of Shahjahanabad at the ⇧urs festivities of the Nizamuddin 
shrine. Although closely associated with a number of noblemen, he nevertheless -.nds 

mass attendance somewhat shallow.355

350 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 50, 100, 105.
351 Kal6m All�h, Makt⇡b⌅t, 50.
352 NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 40.
353 Muraqqa⇧-i Dihl� refers to the passages describing Delhi found in an extensive memoir-cum-
travelogue titled Risalah-yi S⌅l⌅r Jang. It is unfortunate that Darg�h Qul6 Kh�n’s sojourn in the Mughal 
capital took place when none of the three Chishti Nizami masters discussed in this chapter was present 

there. Kal6m All�h and Niz!�m al-D6n had already passed away and Fakhr al-D6n had not yet arrived in 

the city.

354 Darg�h, Muraqqa⇧, 54–55.
355 NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 68.
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Music, poetry and the performers
The texts also include information concerning the musical practices during sam⌅⇧ as-
semblies. In contrast to the Sultanate texts that convey an impression of informal and 

spontaneous sam⌅⇧ assemblies, the late Mughal sources paint a picture of more struc-
tured occasions. Kal6m All�h writes in ⇧Asharah k⌅milah that a musical assembly 
should open with the Sura of Opening, some other sura and copious praise for the 

Prophet (dur⇡d). Similar procedure should end the gathering.356
The most detailed information on how to organize a sam⌅⇧ assembly is found in a 

slightly later text, entitled Mat$l⇡b al-t$⌅lib�n (‘Goal of the Seekers’). It is also a Chishti 
Nizami text, a hagiography of Niz!�m al-D6n Auliy�_ written in his shrine by Khv�jah 

MuDammad Bul�q Niz!�m6 K�sh�n6 during the reign of MuDammad Sh�h (r. 1719–1748). 

The author belonged to the hereditary custodians of the shrine, and his work derives 

material from various sources ranging from Fav⌅⇢id al-fu⇧⌅d and Siyar al-auliy⌅⇢ to the 
oral sources. In most occasions, the author names the sources he cites and when no 

source is named, the data is probably derived from the oral lore. However, a part of the 

latter material can be traced to contemporaneous works that were circulating among 

the Chishti Nizamis of the Mughal capital. For example, the delineation of the adab of 
sam⌅⇧ assemblies follows the text of ⇧Asharah k⌅milah almost verbatim.357 Mat$l⇡b al-
t$alib�n is also known as Shav⌅hid-i niz$⌅m� (‘Nizami Evidences’) after the Urdu transla-
tion that has been used in this study. The translation was commissioned in 1900 by 

Ghul�m Niz!�m al-D6n, a book seller from Chandni Chowk, and prepared by d�min PAl6 

Niz!�m6, a hereditary custodian of the Nizamuddin shrine.

The description of a proper procedure of a sam⌅⇧ assembly found in Shav⌅hid-i 
niz$⌅m� is more detailed than that of Kal6m All�h. The participants should begin by re-
citing the Five Verses (panc ⌅y⌅t) or all the thirty parts (s� p⌅rah) of the Koran. This 
should be followed by a prayer for the bene-.t of the spirit of the great one whose ⇧urs 
is being commemorated. This statement gives the impression that in the eighteenth 

century, sam⌅⇧ assemblies were organized, at least in the shrine of Niz!�m al-D6n, dur-
ing the ⇧urs festivities and not as spontaneous gatherings. After the preliminary rituals, 
it is the turn of the singers (g⌅ne-vale) and qawwals.358 Signi-.cantly, the text names two 
groups of performers: the general category of singers and the speci-.c group of 

qawwals. By the time of writing, the latter were already identi-.ed as a distinct class of 

performers who possibly specialized in a speci-.c genre of music.

The qawwals should begin with one of the qauls. According to Shav⌅hid-i niz$⌅m�, 
qauls are sayings (qaul) of the companions of the Prophet or Su-. sheikhs, which were 
set to music by Am6r Khusrau. The qaul is the only item that has a prescribed place, 
since after it the qawwals are to sing whatever the master of the assembly (termed 

356 Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 62, 64
357 See Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 62–64; Bul�q, Shav⌅hid, 99.
358 Bul�q, Shav⌅hid, 99.
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�⌅-ib-i majlis) or people experiencing ecstasy (ahl-i vajd) tell them to sing. The as-
sembly should conclude with another qaul and the recitation of the Koran. Framing 
the musical performance with Koranic passages is sanctioned by a quotation from a 

work entitled ,d⌅b al-s⌅lik�n, according to which the practice was revealed in dream 
by the Prophet himself to Mumsh�d PUlv6 D6navar6, an early Chishti master.359

The Su-. texts discussed in this chapter make no mention of the qualities of a good 

qawwal or his social standing. Muraqqa⇧-i Dihl�, on the other hand, refers to a number 
of qawwals praised for their beautiful voices that ‘hold thousands of charms in their 

hems like the pen of Bihz�d.’ T�j Kh�n was celebrated for his ability to make the listen-

ers forget even hunger and thirst by singing a short line of poetry in di1ferent ragas 

whereas Jaj� Qavv�l had a phenomenal memory for the sayings and poetry of Su-. 

sheikhs.360 As will become clear in Parts II and III of this study, similar qualities still de-

termine the success of an individual qawwal.

It is impossible to reconstruct the stylistic features of the qawwals’ singing from 

the texts or to determine whether it resembled the present-day musical genre called 

qawwali. What is clear, however, is that singers called qawwals were associated with 

notable Su-.s. Sometimes they performed in the musical assemblies of their patrons. 

Sh�h Ghul�m MuDammad organized a musical assembly at his kh⌅nq⌅h every Tuesday 
whereas Sh�h B�sit! opted for Sundays. Noting the mass appeal of these events, Darg�h 

Qul6 Kh�n writes that the gatherings of Sh�h B�sit! were attended by poor and rich, as 

well as spectators and so many beauties that the place appeared like a fairy house. A 

few qawwals were also among the most celebrated singers of the city. The musical 

soirées they arranged in their respective houses attracted the participation of Su-. 

sheikhs, fellow-musicians and members of the nobility.361

When it comes to the three Chishti Nizami masters, the information about their 

patronage of certain singers is almost inexistent, and the only reference to the eco-

nomics of the patronage is the lone mention of one gold or silver coin (tankah) being 
the fee of the qawwals recorded in Fakhr al-t$⌅lib�n.362 The term mu⇧t⌅d (‘-.xed allow-
ance’) used in the passage suggests a regular stipend rather than a one-time payment.

In contrast, Shav⌅hid-i niz$⌅m� includes elaborate information about the qawwals 
of Niz!�m al-D6n Auliy�_ and their descendants performing at the shrine. The author 

claims that Niz!�m al-D6n had two hundred expert qawwals in his service and that they 

were all his stipendiaries (vaz$�fakhvur). Describing the musical assemblies of Niz!�m al-
D6n, Khv�jah MuDammad Bul�q tells how Am6r Khusrau, Am6r [asan and Khv�jah 

Mubashshir would always begin by singing a ghazal. They were then joined by Miy�n 

L�mit, [asan Bhed6, their sons and the rest of the two hundred qawwals. Occasionally 

Khv�jah MuDammad and Khv�jah MYs�, the grandsons of B�b� Far6d, would also sing, 

359 Bul�q, Shav⌅hid, 99.
360 Darg�h, Muraqqa⇧, 91–92, 100.
361 Darg�h, Muraqqa⇧, 91–92, 94, 100.
362 See NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 28.
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overshadowing the professional qawwals.363 The author collates various sam⌅⇧ assem-
blies described in Siyar al-auliy⌅⇢ into a model that is supposed to represent Niz!�m al-
D6n’s gatherings in general. The number of the qawwals is also considerably >?oated 

echoing the contemporary perception of Niz!�m al-D6n as an in>?uential patron of arts 

in Sultanate Delhi. As the description of Darg�h Qul6 Kh�n suggests, this role was in 

the eighteenth century assumed by his shrine.

Shav⌅hid-i niz$⌅m� also o1fers a detailed account on the entrance of L�mit to Niz!�m 
al-D6n’s service. Citing a text entitled Firdausiyyah qudsiyyah, the author relates that an 
unnamed ruler once became envious of the Su-. master on account of his sam⌅⇧ assem-
blies and forbade qawwals from attending them. The text does not explicitly state the 

reason behind the jealousy, but Bul�q’s overall portrayal of Niz!�m al-D6n’s generous 

patronage indicates that the ruler may have felt his own position as the greatest patron 

of arts threatened. Whatever the case, Niz!�m al-D6n wished to listen to sam⌅⇧ one day, 
but no qawwals were to be found. However, at that precise moment, a singer called 

Miy�n L�mit arrived with his wife and children on the banks of Yamuna opposite 

Niz!�m al-D6n’s jama⇧atkh⌅nah. With the blessings of Niz!�m al-D6n, they were able to 
cross the river without a boat. L�mit’s graceful manners pleased the Su-. master, who 

gave him a bit of paan from his mouth. This puri-.ed the heart of L�mit and inspired 

him to compose a ghazal that he sang on the spot.364 He became a disciple of Niz!�m al-

D6n and, together with [asan Bhed6,365 he learned the art of qawwali (fann-i qavv⌅l�) 
from Am6r Khusrau. The latter taught them the Persian qaul and tar⌅nah as well as 
Hindi sohlah, badh⌅vah and b⌅r, the compositions considered specialities of the Delhi 
qawwals in seventeenth- and eighteenth-century sources.366 Bul�q ends the passage by 

stating that the descendants of these qawwals, who perform at the Nizamuddin shrine, 

are the only singers who still perform these songs.367

Bul�q’s description considerably elaborates the brief mention of L�mit’s and 

[asan Bhed6’s talents found in the Sultanate sources and weaves them into a record of 

the mythical beginnings of the musical tradition of the Nizamuddin shrine. It gives the 

qawwals of the shrine a special role as the guardians of Am6r Khusrau’s musical legacy. 

At the time of writing, the passage no doubt acted as an advertisement of the shrine in 

the cultural scene of Delhi. It also provides a written record of the origins of this 

performing lineage that is today known as qavv⌅l baccoD k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ (‘the lineage of 
the children of the qawwals’).

363 Bul�q, Shav⌅hid, 94.
364 The ghazal is preserved in an anthology of poetry compiled by Meraj Ahmed Nizami, a contem-

porary qawwal claiming descent from L�mit. See Meraj 1998: 122.

365 As was noted above, his name appears in di1ferent forms in the Sultanate sources. The discrepancy 

is clari-.ed in Shav⌅hid-i niz$⌅m�, where the name Bhed6 is derived from the Hindi word bhed (‘secret’) 
and explained to denote a person who is intimate with the secrets of the pure Su-.s. See Bul�q, Shav⌅hid, 
97.

366 See, e.g. Brown 2010 and Trivedi 2010.

367 Bul�q, Shav⌅hid, 97.
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Such patronage of music is not surprising considering the Sultanate antecedents 

of the late Mughal Chishtis and their own attitudes to music that inevitably in>?uenced 

the musical element of sam⌅⇧. Their attitude to music from a purely aesthetic point of 
view was considerably inclusive. Kal6m All�h boldly writes that he considers listening 

to music – and here he uses the word r⌅g that bears no Su-. connotations – allowed to 
even those who listen to it only for pleasure (nish⌅t$). He thus indicates that listening to 
music is approvable even when it is not a part of spiritual practice but a pleasant aes-

thetic experience. He disapproves listening to music only in the case of those who do 

not appreciate even its aesthetic dimensions.368

Kal6m All�h’s attitude towards musical instruments is likewise approving and 

clearly de-.ned. In ⇧Asharah k⌅milah, he interprets the prohibition to use reed pipes 
(maz⌅m�r) to denote only reed pipes and not other instruments.369 His Sultanate pre-
decessors were more ambiguous in this matter and it is di1-.cult to unequivocally de-

termine, if they considered maz⌅m�r to denote only the reed pipe or to cover all the 
musical instruments except the da1f, which had an explicit prophetic sanction.

Although Niz!�m al-D6n expressed some ambiguity towards the use of musical in-

struments by expressing his preference for da1f alone, he also allowed rabab and 

tambura. Only if someone in the gathering was against the instruments, he would for-

bid using them.370 In a passage from A-san al-sham⌅⇢il, a certain M6rz� MuDammad 
JaPfar arrived from Hyderabad with a group of rabab-playing qawwals. When he asked 

for Niz!�m al-D6n’s permission to introduce them in his next sam⌅⇧ assembly, K�mg�r 
declared that rabab e1fects the listeners more than any other instrument. Niz!�m al-D6n 

approvingly replied with a verse:

I was bestowed a blessing from the cup371 of rabab
Everyone who drew a particle from it, became a sun.

The verse moved the author to tears and Niz!�m al-D6n recited two further verses fea-

turing musical images:

Dry is the string, dry is the wood and dry is the skin
From where did this voice of the friend come?

Not from the string, not from the wood, not from the skin
This voice of the friend appeared by itself.372

Besides expressing Niz!�m al-D6n’s appreciation of the musical instrument and reveal-

ing the mystical associations of the rabab that mediates the voice of the friend, the 

verses are signi-.cant, because they are one of the rare poetic texts mentioned in the 

368 Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 61.
369 Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 61.
370 K�mg�r, A-san, 75.
371 K⌅sah. The word appears in Persian expressions denoting generosity (safedk⌅sah) or miserliness 
(siy⌅hk⌅sah), but it also refers to the soundbox of a musical instrument.
372 K�mg�r, A-san, 303–304.
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texts discussed in Part I of this study that belong to the contemporary qawwali reper-

toires. At present, the two verses are considered to constitute a quatrain by RYm6.373

Another incident relating to musical instruments is also connected with RYm6, 

when Fakhr al-D6n organized a musical assembly during his ⇧urs. He asked a disciple to 
-.nd someone who played the reed >?ute (nai), the instrument hallowed by the opening 
verses of the Masnav�. Another disciple recites the Masnav�, whereas a young new-
comer recites Hindi poems.374 Unlike rabab, which seems to have been commonly used 

in sam⌅⇧, playing nai was something novel, since -.nding a >?autist was not taken for 
granted.

None of the instruments mentioned above has retained its position in Indian 

sam⌅⇧, yet certain other aspects described in the texts pre-.gure contemporary prac-
tices. The qawwals performed in groups (cauk�), not as solo vocalists, and in grander 
assemblies several groups performed in a row.375 In addition to the qauls mentioned in 
Shav⌅hid-i niz$⌅m�, the song texts continue to be predominantly Persian ghazals such 
as the following text attributed to Am6r Khusrau:

Loving the beauties is my work
Deviating from the road of love has wounded me.

Muslims! What do I have to do with religion?
Everyone who practices the religion of love is my friend.

Cold sigh, pale face and moist eyes
These wares of love are available in my bazaar.376

Like a number of poetic texts attributed to Khusrau and sung by contemporary 

qawwals, these verses are not found in the d�v⌅ns of the poet. An orally transmitted po-
etic corpus distinct from the literary tradition seems to have existed already in the 

eighteenth century. As has been noted above, Hindi poetry is also mentioned in the 

discussions on sam⌅⇧, but no song texts in this language are preserved in contemporary 
Su-. sources.

In addition to recording stray verses sung by the qawwals, the texts provide some 

information about the ways poetic text was treated in the course of a performance. In 

⇧Asharah k⌅milah, Kal6m All�h advices the listeners to be patient if a person who is 
overcome by ecstasy (vajd) orders the qawwals to repeat a certain verse (bait) or a 
quatrain (rub⌅⇧�). He further adds that the qawwals should constantly monitor the 
state of such a person in order to see which word, line or verse a1fects his heart and to 

then keep repeating it without needing to be commanded to do so. Discussing the fa-

vourable state for listening to sam⌅⇧, Kal6m All�h also notes that retaining one’s under-

373 See, e.g. Meraj 1998: 77.

374 NYr al-D6n, Fakhr, 79.
375 K�mg�r, A-san, 291.
376 See K�mg�r, A-san, 206.
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standing (shu⇧⇡r) provides the advantage of being able to comprehend the meaning of 
the song texts.377

The texts written by and about Kal6m All�h, Niz!�m al-D6n and Fakhr al-D6n reveal 

the vitality of the practice of sam⌅⇧ in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. 
Despite the Mujaddidi opposition and the Chishti masters’ own predilection for more 

limited access to sam⌅⇧, it was becoming a widely popular phenomenon where people 
from all walks of life participated as either practitioners or mere spectators. The in-

terest of the Chishti Nizamis was naturally in the -.rst group of listeners, and they used 

sam⌅⇧ to supplement the rigidly organized and laborious practice of /ikr and 
mur⌅qabah with an environment where spiritual states could be experienced in a 
more direct manner. To preserve the spontaneity required for experiencing the imme-

diate e1fect of music and poetry, they signi-.cantly refrained from breaking down the 

practice into minute details.

Despite the emphasis on sam⌅⇧ as a meditative practice, the late Mughal Chishtis 
were not indi1ferent to its aesthetic dimensions. However, it is Shav⌅hid-i niz$⌅m� and 
Muraqqa⇧-i Dihl� that portray singers and poets operating in Su-. environment as a sig-
ni-.cant cultural force. Together the texts portray sam⌅⇧ as an institution that was sim-
ultaneously a potent means to entice spiritual experiences and an aesthetically enjoy-

able occasion. The presence of these two dimensions was essential for the continued 

success of the practice.

377 Kal6m All�h, ⇧Asharah, 63-64.
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3 REDEFINING SUFI PRACTICE IN TWENTIETH-CENTURY INDIA

3.1 Religious Currents

The nineteenth and twentieth centuries witnessed a blooming of the religious trends 

that had begun to emerge in late Mughal Delhi and further developed in the qa⇤bahs 
of north India. Val⌧ All�h’s traditionalist views had in the 1820s coalesced with jihadist 

tendencies in the activities of Sayyid A'mad Barelv⌧ and Sh�h Ism�)⌧l, a great-grandson 

of Val⌧ All�h. They led their followers to Afghanistan, in order to launch a battle against 

the Sikhs and the British. However, their e.forts were frustrated by the mutual dis-

agreements of the local Pashtun tribes and both were killed together with their follow-

ers, on the battle01eld of Balakot in 1831.378 The bloody suppression of the 1857 uprising 

by the British, and the transfer of the rule of their territories directly under the crown 

ended the symbolic, yet signi01cant Mughal kingship. Since then, armed battle as an ef-

fective means to protect religion was ruled out by most Muslims. Instead, religious 

scholars channeled their energies to either modernizing or reforming the religious 

outlook and practice of their co-religionists.

The reformist trend that claims to represent Val⌧ All�h’s legacy is best known from 

the religious school, Daarul Uloom, founded in 1867 in the qa⇤bah of Deoband 150 kilo-
metres north of Delhi. The founding 01gures Mu'ammad Q�sim Nanautav⌧ (d. 1877) 

and Rash⌧d A'mad Gangoh⌧ (d. 1905) were inspired by their Chishti Sabiri Su01 guide 

@�jj⌧ Imd�d All�h (d. 1899). The latter incorporated in his persona the roles of an ⌃⌥lim 
and a Su01 sheikh. Among his widely read works is �iy⌥� al-qul⌘b (‘The Brilliance of 
Hearts’), which was the most inBCuential manual of Su01 practice written since the days 

of Kal⌧m All�h.379 Although Imd�d All�h represented reformist views in respect to reli-

gious scholarship, it is important to note that the ⌃ulam⌥� of Darul Uloom are not his 
only heirs. Another side of his legacy was embodied by the Su01 master Eauq⌧ Sh�h (d. 

1951) who, among other things, was a passionate advocate of sam⌥⌃.380 
Darul Uloom di.fered from the earlier educational institutions in its distinctly 

modern organization. Instead of individual books, the studies were organized into suc-

cessive courses studied at a prescribed pace. However, in respect to the subjects, the 

school assumed a distinctly traditionalist outlook. They purged dars-i niz⌫⌥m⇠ – that 
had thus far dominated the education of learned Muslims and, to a certain extent, 

Hindus as well – from most of the books dealing with logic, mathematics and philo-
378 On Sayyid A'mad Barelv⌧ and the messianic expectations associated with him, see Gaborieau 
2010. On the campaign of him and Sh�h Ism�)⌧l, see Jalal 2008: 58–113.
379 For a discussion on the techniques included in the manual, see Kugle 2009: 221–264.
380 On Eauq⌧ Sh�h and his Su01 tradition, see Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 118–127, 134–137; and Rozehnal 
2007a.
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sophy, substituting them with works on ⇡⇢qh and hadith studies. Persian language gave 
way to Arabic, while the teaching was given in Urdu. Since both the founders had a 

Su01 background, they also acted as Su01 sheikhs and did not condemn Su01sm in gener-

al, but strove to reform what they deemed as innovations that had seeped into it from 

local customs. Among them were visiting the shrines, celebrating the death an-

niversaries of saints and listening to music as part of the religious practice.381

Darul Uloom soon evolved into a network of schools covering most of South Asia. 

The network enjoyed the patronage of the emerging Muslim middle classes and began 

to attract students from abroad as well. While education and religious literature con-

stituted the essential means of the Deobandi ⌃ulam⌥� to promulgate their teachings, an 
organization called Tablighi Jamaat (‘Missionary Society’) was founded sixty years later 

by Mu'ammad Ily�s Kandhl�v⌧ (d. 1944) to spread the Deobandi ideals and reform the 

Indian Muslims on the grassroots level.382 Both the Deobandi ⌃ulam⌥� and Tablighi 
Jamaat posited that Islam should be followed in the con01nes of the Hana01 ⇡⇢qh and the 
piety of an individual believer would protect the Muslims and their faith in politically 

unstable conditions. Other groups like Ahl-i Hadis adopted the more radical outlook of 

Val⌧ All�h and rejected the legal schools altogether. Instead, they claimed the Koran 

and hadiths as the sole basis for the commandments of sharia.383

The above-mentioned groups were not alone in their attempt to rede01ne the 

boundaries of Islamic orthodoxy and correct practice. The approach that emphasized 

scriptural scholarship as a means to lend support to religious practices and dogmas 

was adopted by Su01s belonging to traditional silsilahs as well. They studied the very 
same formative texts as their rivals, but reached opposite conclusions when it came to 

the so-called customary practices. A'mad RiS� Kh�n Barelv⌧ (d. 1920) emerged as the 

01ercest opponent of the Deobandis and he levelled accusations of in01delity against 

them because of their denial of the Prophet’s ontological existence as the 01rst creation 

and his intercessory powers. He emphasized the love for the Prophet (⌃ishq-i ras⌘l) as 
the most important element in the faith of the Muslims. A'mad RiS� Kh�n himself 

was a Qadiri initiate, and he emphasized the signi01cance of Su01 saints as well.384

381 On the early decades of Darul Uloom, see Metcalf 2005.
382 On Tablighi Jamaat, see Metcalf 1993. On the experiences of the Tablighi Jamaat members of their 
reforming work, see Metcalf 2003.
383 On Ahl-i Hadis, see Metcal 2005: 268–296.
384 On A'mad RiS� Kh�n, known as A)l�'aSrat among his followers, and his movement, see Sanyal 
2006 and 2010. In popular usage, in media and occasionally in scholarly literature as well, South Asian 
Muslims are divided into Deobandis and Barelwis depending on if they follow a scripturalist or custom-
ary approach to religion. Not only is this divide inaccurate, since several scholars have given scriptural 
support to many practices considered customary, but also o.BTand, since it posits the Su01s belonging to 
the traditional silsilas to the latter group, although most of them do not consider A'mad RiS� Kh�n as 
an authority in their matters.
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Arguing by rewriting the history of Su⇡⇢sm

None of the groups mentioned above endorsed the practice of sam⌥⌃, and its de-
fence was assumed by Su01s belonging to the Chishti, Qadiri and Naqshbandi Abu’l-

)UlaUi brotherhoods. A number of legal treatises defending the practice were written 

after the mid-twentieth century. However, what makes the debate especially intriguing 

in South Asia is that both sides were obliged to extend their argumentation beyond the 

legal discourse to cover also the historical trajectory of Su01sm. Because of their own 

Su01 a.01liation, the early Deobandi ⌃ulam⌥� and the leaders of Tablighi Jamaat could 
not simply ignore the earlier Indian Su01 masters who had practiced sam⌥⌃. This lead to 
a situation where they were forced to selectively quote them in their works in order to 

show that for them, the practice had meant something else than listening to music 

and sung poetry dealing with passionate love, intoxication and in01delity or experien-

cing mystical states that could manifest themselves in dance-like movements. Such 

discourse was integrated into the debates about sam⌥⌃ by the Deobandi ⌃⌥lim Ashraf 
)Al⌧ Th�nav⌧ (d. 1943) – called ‘the most inBCuential Su01 of his day’ by Robinson385 – in 

his $aqq al-sam⌥⌃ (‘The Reality of Listening’).386 To support his view that music is pro-
hibited, he, for example, contested on the authority of NizV�m al-D⌧n that B�b� Far⌧d 

had prohibited music and all kinds of instruments.387 Even if such a selective approach 

does not bear a closer scrutiny, berating music and poetry performed in sam⌥⌃ non-
etheless contributed to downplaying their cultural and artistic signi01cance. Instead of 

being part of the high culture as they were in late Mughal India, they came to repres-

ent something cheap and vulgar in the eyes of many Muslims, something a good 

Muslim should avoid.

Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, the work discussed in this chapter, represents a diametrically op-
posite trajectory envisaged by Khwaja Hasan Nizami. Nizami was Ashraf )Al⌧ Th�nav⌧’s 

junior contemporary, a Su01 guide and religious scholar who belonged to the silsilah of 
Maul�n� Fakhr al-D⌧n. Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ was written in 1941, and it narrates the life story 
of NizV�m al-D⌧n Auliy�U. The work is based on the allegedly contemporaneous diary of 

NizV�m al-D⌧nWs Hindu disciple, Prince Hardev, and it is this 01rst person narrative 

framework that makes Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ unique among the numerous accounts of the 
masterWs life. Hand in hand with the historical narrative, the text also strives to o.fer 

scriptural authorization for many of the practices (sam⌥⌃ being one of them) that were 
denounced by the ⌃ulam⌥� of Deoband.388 

385 Robinson 2001: 37–38.
386 See Th�nav⌧ 1904: 8–20, 22–27. His stance has been replicated in a number of subsequent works. 
See, e.g. Husain, Qavv⌥l⇠ aur isl⌥m, 118–149. The author even quotes Zarr�d⌧’s Ris⌥lah in support of the 
ban on music.
387 Th�nav⌧ 1904: 24.
388 For a more detailed discussion on the historical trajectory of Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, see Viitamäki forth-
coming b.
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Khwaja Hasan Nizami

The author, Khwaja Hasan Nizami was born in 1878 into a family of hereditary custodi-

ans of the Nizamuddin shrine in Delhi. Orphaned at an early age, he spent his youth in 

impoverished conditions. Yet he became an inBCuential 01gure in twentieth-century 

Muslim India: a versatile author, an activist campaigning against the [rya Sam�j, a so-

cial reformist and educator, an outspoken supporter of the Su01 practices condemned 

by the Deobandis and a spiritual guide to numerous disciples. His training took place 

in the traditional environment of his home and the kh⌥nq⌥h of P⌧r Mihr )Al⌧ Sh�h (d. 
1937) in Golra as well as in Darul Uloom Deoband, where the Su01 inBCuence was still 

strongly felt. As a Su01 sheikh he combined classical Su01sm and traditionalist religious 

learning with progressive modernism. This helped to endear him to those Indian 

Muslims, who were in favour of modern education and secularism but at the same 

time unwilling to turn their backs to Su01sm.389

Nizami was a proli01c author. In the foreword to Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, fourteen years be-
fore his passing away in 1955, he claims to have written about two hundred books in 

addition to newspaper articles and other short pieces.390 The appraisal of his works by 

the literary critics has varied greatly: some have lauded his BCowing, accessible prose 

while others have accused him of publishing books written by his associates and dis-

ciples as his own.391 Whatever the critics’ opinions on the literary merit of his writing, 

the books were Nizami’s primary means of e.fectively engaging in discussions on vari-

ous topics relevant to contemporary Indian Muslims. The books were also an import-

ant medium to communicate with the disciples who, he estimated, numbered hun-

dreds of thousands and were spread throughout the Subcontinent.

Compared to earlier centuries, producing books for wider circulation had in the 

course of the nineteenth century become easier thanks to the introduction of litho-

graphy from England in the beginning of the century. Presses using movable types had 

been established already in the eighteenth century, but Urdu and Persian publishing 

took o.f in earnest only along with the introduction of lithography. As for the reasons, 

Francesca Orsini points out that lithography was not only considerably cheaper and 

easier to operate than movable types, but it also facilitated the reproduction of the el-

egant hand of the calligraphers so that the result bore resemblance with manu-

scripts.392 By 1886, there were already 1094 presses in India.393 Many of them were 

small-scale and often short-lived enterprises, whereas others grew into signi01cant 

businesses. MatVba)-i Mu\tVaf�U⌧ in Kanpur, for example, was able to tap the possibilities 

389 For more information on Nizami, see Hermansen 2001 and Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 113–118. For his 
‘o.01cial’ biography, see V�'id⌧ 1957, and for a discussion of his literary activities, see Deobandi 2007 and 
Bakhsh 2012.
390 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 9.
391 See Hermansen 2001: 328–329 and Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 115–116.
392 Orsini 2004: 109.
393 Gupta & Chakravorty 2004: 11.
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of the market by producing both expensive editions of religious and medical texts, in 

addition to the popularly demanded and cheap almanacs and Urdu 01ction. One 

important aspect of the nineteenth century print culture in India was also the 

production of books by order of the author or his patron. Such titles constituted a 

signi01cant number of books published before the 1860s in north India.394

Nizami and his contemporaries took full advantage of the print in the promulga-

tion of their ideas.395 The topics Nizami discusses in his works include modern applica-

tions of sharia,396 Su01 practice397 and current political issues.398 He also translated the 

Koran into Urdu and Hindi399 and claimed to have introduced the diary as a genre of 

Indian literature. He wrote diaries to document the events of his life in India,400 as well 

as his journeys to Afghanistan401 and the Middle East.402 His best-known works are his 

autobiography,403 the twelve historical books describing the events and aftermath of 

the 1857 uprising404 and the topic of this chapter, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠. It is interesting to 
note that, contrary to the common practice among his contemporaries professing liter-

ary ambitions, Nizami concentrated on writing prose instead of poetry. What connects 

him to the contemporary literary scene, on the other hand, is the exclusive use of Urdu 

instead of Persian and the experimentation with literary genres adopted from 

European literature.

Provenance of Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠

The peculiar title of the book, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ (‘The Bamboo Flute of NizV�m [al-D⌧n] or 
The Nizami [Brotherhood] Bamboo Flute’), alludes to the Su01 master NizV�m al-D⌧n 

and to the BCute-playing god Krishna, who are part of a mystical experience of the prot-

agonist, Prince Hardev. Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is a reworked Urdu translation of a Persian text 
called Cihal rozah (‘Forty Days’) that is supposed to be a fourteenth-century diary of a 
394 Orsini 2004: 110–111, 113.
395 An attempt to determine the audience of a printed book in mid-twentieth-century India remains 
incomplete, if the fact that books were often read aloud to the illiterate is overlooked. The author ac-
knowledges the practice by invoking blessings for both the readers and hearers in the beginning of 
Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠.  See Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 3.
396 On taxation, see Nizami, Khud⌥�⇠ inkum 0aiks.
397 See Nizami, A⌃m⌥l-i 1izb al-ba1r, for a lengthy discussion on @izb al-Ba'r, the celebrated prayer 
composed by Ab_Wl-@asan al-Sh�dhil⌧ (d. 1258).
398 He usually debated these in the pages of the Urdu newspapers 2⌘f⇠, Mun⌥d⇠ and Zam⇠nd⌥r.
399 See Nizami, Tart⇠l⇠ tarjumah-yi qur�⌥n maj⇠d (urd⌘) and Tart⇠l⇠ tarjum⌥-e qur⌥n maj⇠d (hind⇠), re-
spectively.
400 See Nizami, T⌥r⇠kh⇠ rozn⌥mcah: 1931.
401 See Nizami, Qad⇠m o jad⇠d Afgh⌥nist⌥n ke do safarn⌥me: Ek har (sic) majast⇠ Gh⌥z⇠ Mu1ammad 
B⌥dsh⌥h T⌥jd⌥r-i Afgh⌥nist⌥n k⌥, d⌘sr⌥ Mu⇤avvir-i Fit⌫rat Khv⌥jah $asan Niz⌫⌥m⇠ Dihlav⇠ k⌥.
402 See Nizami, Safarn⌥mah: $ij⌥z, Mi⇤r, Sh⌥m, Filast⌫⇠n o Lubn⌥n. For a discussion on the Middle East 
travelogue, see Viitamäki 2013.
403 See Nizami, Bpb⇠t⇠.
404 Published recently in one volume. See Nizami, 1857: Shams al-⌃Ulam⌥� $aHrat Khv⌥jah $asan 
Niz⌫⌥m⇠ k⇠ b⌥rah qad⇠m y⌥dg⌥r kit⌥beI. On the historical discourse in these works, see Schleyer 2012.
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Hindu prince Hardev, describing his experiences with NizV�m al-D⌧n in Delhi. Nizami 

relates how he came across this book in Bharatpur, where it had ended up after S_raj 

Mal J�̀ had ransacked the Nizamuddin shrine during Mu'ammad Sh�hWs (r. 1719–1748) 

reign. Studying the book, he discovered it could help him ful01l a long-cherished 

dream: writing a comprehensive life story of NizV�m al-D⌧n that would cover his teach-

ings (like the malf⌘z⌫⌥t genre), historical context (like the taJkirahs and dynastic histor-
ies) and, simultaneously, address modern concerns. He had the text copied and set to 

work in 1941.405 A second, enlarged edition was published in 1945 and the book has 

been in print since, the sixth edition being published in 2009. Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is also 
among the authorWs few books that have been transliterated into Devanagari script in 

an attempt to reach Hindi speaking audiences. In addition, it has been recently trans-

lated into English.406

Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ documents the life of Hardev in Delhi before he entered the lime-
light of history as A'mad Ay�z Khv�jah-yi Jah�n. According to Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, Hardev 
received the name A'mad Ay�z when he was initiated by NizV�m al-D⌧n, whereas the 

sobriquet Khv�jah-yi Jah�n (‘Master of the World’) was earned in the service of the sul-

tans.407  Historical chronicles like T⌥r⇠kh-i f⇠rozsh⌥h⇠ and T⌥r⇠kh-i Firishtah record 
A'mad Ay�zWs actions as the commander of the army in Gujarat and, later on, as the 

prime-minister of Mu'ammad ibn Tughlaq (r. 1325–1351). They also give a detailed ac-

count of his attempted rebellion against the new monarch F⌧roz Sh�h Tughlaq (r. 1351–

1388), and his subsequent killing.408

The events covered in Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ take place between HardevWs arrival from 
Deogir to Delhi in 1297 and the death of NizV�m al-D⌧n in 1325. The subsequent events 

that include HardevWs political career as A'mad Ay�z are only brieBCy summarized in 

the footnotes. It is unclear how A'mad Ay�z has become identi01ed with the converted 

Hindu prince of Cihal rozah. Baran⌧ even mentions A'mad Ay�zWs father who is not a 
member of Deogiri nobility but )Al�U al-D⌧n Ay�z, the chief of police at the Siri fort built 

by )Al�U al-D⌧n Khalj⌧ (r. 1296–1316).409 Furthermore, considering Baran⌧Ws attitude to-

wards converted Muslims, whose emergence in the Delhi Sultanate he perceived ‘as a 

perverse burlesque of the society,’410 it is unlikely that he would have refrained from 

405 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 11.
406 See Nizami, A Diary of a Disciple of Nizamuddin Auliya.
407 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 291.
408 See Baran⌧, T⌥r⇠kh-i f⇠rozsh⌥h⇠, 481, 491, 509, 520, 539–548 and Firishtah, T⌥r⇠kh-i Firishtah I, 449, 
470, 475–476, 483–486. For NizamiWs more lenient interpretation of A'mad Ay�zWs rebellion, see Nizami, 
Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 53–54.
409 Baran⌧, T⌥r⇠kh, 278.
410 Aquil 2004: 218.
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commenting on the background of A'mad Ay�z had he originally been a Hindu.411 It is 

telling that Siyar al-auliy⌥� mentions neither Hardev nor A'mad Ay�z.412
However, there is no reason to challenge NizamiWs claim that Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is 

based on a text entitled Cihal rozah considering the literary strategy he uses in most of 
his books. The author rarely writes purely 01ctional text. Instead, he takes historical or 

contemporary events as a starting point and then embellishes them with Su01 meaning 

and dramatizing literary touch.413 What remains unclear is the provenance of Cihal 
rozah and the reason for A'mad Ay�zWs identi01cation with Hardev. If NizamiWs account 
on how the text ended up in Bharatpur is correct, the answer may lie in the largely un-

explored literary production of the hereditary custodians of the Nizamuddin shrine. 

These works include practice manuals, poetry, as well as taJkirahs like Shav⌥hid-i 
niz⌫⌥m⇠ that incorporate material not found in the earlier works like Siyar al-auliy⌥�. As 
will become clear, also Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is part of this literary tradition.

3.2 Niz"#m al-D&n’s life retold for modern readers

The speculations about the provenance of HardevWs story are further frustrated by the 

fact that it is practically impossible to tell the voice of Nizami apart from that of 

Hardev. In the process of writing Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, the author reworks the original so 
thoroughly that the book becomes essentially a literary product of his own. For this 

reason, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is best analysed as a twentieth-century text. From the point of 
view of this study, questions about the origins of Cihal rozah and the historicity of 
HardevWs narrative are irrelevant. It is more rewarding to inquire what the author 

wanted to communicate to his contemporary readers by this retelling of medieval his-

tory.

The story of Hardev

HardevWs story begins in 1295 with a description of the future sultan, )Al�U al-D⌧n 

Khalj⌧Ws attack on Deogir. This time, the ruler of Deogir, R�mdev, was able to save his 

territories from annexation by paying a ransom and promising to pay tribute to the 

sultan. However, the growing might of the sultan encouraged him to have a few 

411 For a detailed discussion on Baran⌧Ws attitude towards Hindus and converted Muslims, see Aquil 
2009: 48–75.
412 Both Baran⌧ (T⌥r⇠kh, 389) and Firishtah (T⌥r⇠kh, 416) as well as Am⌧r Khusrau (The Nuh Sipihr of 
Amir Khusrau, 191–202) mention a certain Harpal Dev who rose against the Sultan QutVb al-D⌧n Mub�rak 
Sh�h (r. 1316–1320) in Deogir. He was soon defeated and Deogir was forced to pay heavy tribute to the 
Sultan. In his account of the events in Nuh sipihr, Khusrau occasionally portrays Hindus in a favourable 
light, yet commonalities between Harp�l Dev and Hardev do not go beyond the similarity of the name 
and the connection with Deogir. It is thus di.01cult to conceive Harp�l Dev as an inspiration for HardevWs 
character. For a discussion of the Turk and Hindu in Nuh sipihr, see Gabbay 2010: 66–85.
413 NizamiWs Su01 interpretation of the abdication of Edward VIII in 1936 is a fascinating specimen 
wherein this literary strategy is utilized. See Nizami, Ex-King Edward’s Diary of the Ten Eventful Days. 
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princes – Hardev among them – tutored in Persian language in order to better commu-

nicate with the enemy, if the need rose.414

After two years, )Al�U al-D⌧n ascended to the throne in Delhi and sent Am⌧r @asan 

as his emissary to Deogir to ensure the continuation of paying the tribute. Am⌧r @asan 

happened to be also a close disciple of NizV�m al-D⌧n who would record the discussions 

of his master in Fav⌥�id al-fu�⌥d. During his sojourn in Deogir, he used to tell stories 
about NizV�m al-D⌧n to Hardev. He thus kindled a desire to meet him in the latterWs 

heart. Obtaining permission from his parents, Hardev traveled to Delhi with the re-

turning delegation.415

In Delhi, the narrative revolves around HardevWs meetings with NizV�m al-D⌧n and 

his disciples. During their 01rst encounter, the prince was warmly welcomed and over 

the following months, he visited NizV�m al-D⌧n on a regular basis and had long discus-

sions with him. He attended the assemblies of the master, on the course of which the 

participants discussed religious topics and experienced mystical states induced by 

sam⌥⌃. Over the years, Hardev became a close associate of NizV�m al-D⌧n, so much so 
that he was regularly invited to meet him together with the dearest disciples Am⌧r 

Khusrau and Sayyid Mu'ammad Im�m, a grandson of B�b� Far⌧d living in Delhi.

In HardevWs view, NizV�m al-D⌧n was a paragon of human virtue: truthful, free from 

scheming and false pretensions. He was a person who saw everyone as equal regardless 

of his background.416 But he was also a spiritual stalwart capable of performing mir-

acles (kar⌥m⌥t, kharq-i ⌃⌥d⌥t). The miracles are essential to the narrative, since they 
feed HardevWs fascination and pull him closer to NizV�m al-D⌧n. The 01rst miracle 

Hardev witnessed took place soon after he had arrived in Delhi and is, by coincidence, 

connected with the practice of sam⌥⌃. He had just met NizV�m al-D⌧n for the 01rst time 
and was wandering around the bazaars of the capital city, marvelling at the goods 

available for purchase. In a shop trading arms, he encountered a vendor who criticized 

NizV�m al-D⌧nWs practice of sam⌥⌃ and how he allowed the disciples to prostrate in front 
of himself. After a heated argument, Hardev succeeded in persuading the vendor to 

visit NizV�m al-D⌧nWs jam⌥⌃atkh⌥nah. There, NizV�m al-D⌧n explained these controversial 
topics to the vendor before even being asked about them. The vendor repented and 

became his disciple.417

Notwithstanding the lack of pressure to become a Muslim, Hardev converted in 

due course. When he inquired about converting from NizV�m al-D⌧n, the latter 

answered that the right faith was more important than repeating certain formulaic 

words. NizV�m al-D⌧n went on to ask, if Hardev believed God to be one, Mu'ammad to 

be his last prophet and if he would refrain from worshipping idols. When he answered 

414 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 16–19.
415 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 23, 26.
416 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 31.
417 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 40–41.
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in the a.01rmative, NizV�m al-D⌧n noted: ‘See, you are already a Muslim.’418 When the 

formal conversion later takes place, it is described as a simple, almost commonplace 

occurrence lacking any traces of triumphalism that by the time of writing had come to 

characterize the activities of several religious organizations engaged in missionary 

activities. Subsequently, Hardev was also initiated into the Chishti Nizami brother-

hood and given the name A'mad Ay�z by NizV�m al-D⌧n.419

Towards the end of the diary, political events are given more attention, and 

HardevWs ties with the court become 01rmer. HardevWs narrative ends with the building 

of a dome over NizV�m al-D⌧nWs tomb and HardevWs marriage with the daughter of the 

new sultan, Mu'ammad ibn Tughlaq, marking his rise to power.420

From Cihal rozah to NizV�m⌧ bansur⌧

Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is not a straightforward translation of Cihal rozah. In the course of the 
writing process, Nizami has edited, commented on, elaborated, annotated and added 

appendices to the text. The main narrative summarized above includes only those 

parts of HardevWs diary that discuss NizV�m al-D⌧n, while the remaining portions have 

been omitted.421 Since the diary was written over a period of 28 years and hence frag-

mentary, it had to be reworked into a consistent narrative. So the author 01lled in the 

gaps concerning NizV�m al-D⌧nWs life with material derived from the two collections of 

the masterWs discussions,422 the comprehensive biography Siyar al-auliy⌥�, as well as 
from the works of the Sultanate historians.423 In addition to the literary sources, the au-

thor seems to have drawn from the oral tradition connected with the Nizamuddin 

shrine. Consequently, the narrative is interspersed with lengthy passages discussing 

the historical context of the events, NizV�m al-D⌧nWs life before HardevWs arrival in Delhi 

and NizV�m al-D⌧nWs predecessors. These sections are normally integrated into the nar-

rative as extensive responses by NizV�m al-D⌧n or one of his disciples to HardevWs in-

quiries.424 The main body of the text is further augmented with copious notes in which 

Nizami discusses some historical discrepancies or comments on the contemporary rel-

evance of the events described in the text. In addition to the annotated narrative run-

ning for 363 pages, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ includes a two-hundred-page appendix that covers 
the lives of the important disciples of NizV�m al-D⌧n as well as the history of the shrine 

where he is entombed.

Although the author included historical background information into Niz⌫⌥m⇠ 
bansur⇠ in the hope of reaching also those without particular interest in Su01sm,425 the 
418 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 192.
419 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 209, 291.
420 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 341, 350, 362.
421 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 363.
422 I.e. Fav⌥�id al-fu�⌥d by Am⌧r @asan Sijz⌧ and AfHal al-fav⌥�id attributed to Am⌧r Khusrau. 
423 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 12, 15.
424 See, e.g. Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 19–23, 57–68 and 101–148.
425 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 15.
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core readership of the text has most probably consisted of the disciples in his Su01 lin-

eage. The main function of the text seems to be instructing them through a spiritually 

nourishing narrative that reads like a historical novel and is both entertaining and 

educating. Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is a 01ne specimen of NizamiWs literary style. He eschews BCor-
id parlance and refrains from using complicated Arabic and Persian vocabulary in fa-

vour of lucid and accessible Urdu expressions. His narration is straightforward, almost 

colloquial, and the rhythm of his writing is akin to spoken language.

The inclusion of footnotes and appendices as well as lengthy passages from other 

literary and oral sources into the text brings the authorWs voice forcibly into the work. 

Through these elaborations, he enters into a dialogue with the past and succeeds in 

making the medieval events highly relevant to twentieth-century Su01 disciples. NizV�m 

al-D⌧nWs Su01 practices that were contested by religious scholars in the fourteenth cen-

tury were also a subject of the criticism of the Deobandis, Tablighi Jamaat and Ahl-i 

Hadis. The warm welcome extended to Hardev by NizV�m al-D⌧n challenged the idea of 

clearly de01ned religious boundaries that had gained currency in twentieth-century In-

dia. Nizami also describes the sam⌥⌃ inquest in which NizV�m al-D⌧n was involved in 
great detail and evokes the arguments he had used while speaking to contemporary 

disciples who might recoil in front of the forceful criticism of the Deobandis.426 The 

passages boldly defending other controversial Su01 practices and the exploration of 

similarities between Islam and Hinduism resonate more strongly with the writing con-

text of the book than with the medieval period.

In addition to debating with contemporary adversaries through the means of his-

torical 01ction embellished with scriptural arguments, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is remarkable for 
its novel approach to sam⌥⌃. The text includes anecdotes that are not found in any of 
the earlier sources, but feature prominently in the oral traditions that circulate around 

the Nizamuddin shrine. Furthermore, one anecdote about experiences during sam⌥⌃ 
is, possibly for the 01rst time in India, recorded as a 01rst person narrative from the 

point of view of the individual who undergoes the mystical experience.

3.3 Oral traditions on sam⌅⇧ in Niz ⌅m⌦ bansur⌦

Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ includes many orally transmitted anecdotes that are commonly known 
to both the hereditary custodians of the Nizamuddin shrine and to its pilgrims. To my 

knowledge, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is the 01rst text to incorporate them into a broader hagio-
graphical framework. On the one hand, this lends them historical credibility and, on 

the other, boosts the author’s claim that his work is a previously unknown document 

through which he can engage in the debates about correct Su01 practice. During the 

following discussion, one should keep in mind that these anecdotes may have entered 

the oral tradition from Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠. However, considering that the author seldom 

426 See Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 302–312.
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fabricated his material, it is likely that they existed and circulated already at the time 

of writing.

Sam�) by the well

One story often heard at the Nizamuddin shrine describes a spontaneous sam⌥⌃ as-
sembly of NizV�m al-D⌧n. In Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ this anecdote, like so many others, is told to 
Hardev by his host, Sayyid Mu'ammad. One day, NizV�m al-D⌧n was on his way to the 

tomb of QutVb al-D⌧n with his closest disciples, when they passed by a well from which 

water was being withdrawn with the help of an ox-driven water wheel. The Hindu who 

was standing in the vicinity of the well’s mouth said each time a leather bucket 

emerged from the well: ‘B⌥rah l⌥�iyyo r⌥m man⌥�iyyo!’ Hearing the words, NizV�m al-D⌧n 
inquired their meaning from Sayyid Mu'ammad and Am⌧r Khusrau, both of whom, he 

said, knew Hindi. They volunteered the meaning ‘Raise water and celebrate God!’427 It 

is not surprising that here the word r⌥m is translated as khud⌥, as Nizami had already 
drawn parallels between some Muslim and Hindu concepts such as mur⌥qabah and 
sam⌥dh⇠ as well as the idea of GodWs essence (J⌥t) and qualities (⇤if⌥t) and the con-
cepts of nirgun and sagun.428
Although the Hindu’s call attracted NizV�m al-D⌧n’s attention already before he un-

derstood its meaning, upon learning it from his disciples, he cried out ‘Allah!’ and star-

ted to dance overcome by a mystical state (vajd). When Sayyid Mu'ammad, Am⌧r 
Khusrau and Am⌧r @asan saw this, they begun singing the phrase, combining with it 

Arabic and Persian verses ‘which had the same meaning as the Hindi expression.’ The 

retinue halted and the always practical Iqb�l, NizV�m al-D⌧n’s personal servant, re-

turned to the jam⌥⌃atkh⌥nah and brought with him food and sheets to be spread on 
the ground. Qawwals arrived with him and the occasion turned into a proper sam⌥⌃ as-
sembly that continued for three days and three nights. After that, NizV�m al-D⌧n con-

cluded his pilgrimage and returned to Ghiyaspur.429

The passage bears striking similarities with an anecdote told by Ges_dar�z in 

Jav⌥mi⌃ al-kalim. The setting is similar, but the person who raises the water keeps say-
ing ‘b⌥hur⇠ ho b⌥hur’ which, according to the text, means ‘turn back, turn back.’ NizV�m 
al-D⌧n does not require an explanation about the meaning of the phrase, but is over-

come by mystical state (Jauq) immediately. His servants Iqb�l and Mubashshir set the 
phrase into a musical tune and accompany their master, singing, to his destination, 

which appears to be his jam⌥⌃atkh⌥nah instead of the tomb of QutVb al-D⌧n.430 The story 
is repeated in Shav⌥hid-i niz⌫⌥m⇠ in the chapter on sam⌥⌃, where the words ‘b⌥har⌥�⇠ 
bhaiyy⌥ b⌥har⌥�⇠’, interpreted to mean ‘come back, brother, come back’ are now 
intoned by a man driving the ox. Again, NizV�m al-D⌧n is a.fected by the words and he 

427 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 86.
428 See Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 75.
429 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 86–87.
430 @usain⌧, Jav⌥mi⌃, 150.
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starts to cry. Iqb�l and Mubashshir, whose voices equal the melody of David (la1n-i 
d⌥�ud), start to sing the verse. They accompany NizV�m al-D⌧n back to his abode, where 
his entire day is spent in a mystical state (shauq o Jauq) and ‘not a single breath was 
bereft of crying and sighing.’431

Although Shav⌥hid-i niz⌫⌥m⇠ adds some details to the account of Jav⌥mi⌃ al-kalim,432 
such as the duration of NizV�m al-D⌧n’s mystical state and the beauty of NizV�m al-D⌧n’s 

servants’ voices, both are rather vague in comparison with the anecdote of Niz⌫⌥m⇠ 
bansur⇠. The latter text sets the incident in the context of NizV�m al-D⌧n’s well-known 
habit of regularly undertaking a pilgrimage to QutVb al-D⌧n’s tomb and also BCoats the 

chance encounter into a full BCedged sam⌥⌃ assembly with sheets, food and qawwals. 
More notable, however, is the phrase of the Hindu by the well. In Jav⌥mi⌃ al-kalim and 
Shav⌥hid-i niz⌫⌥m⇠, he simply asks his companion or the ox to turn or come back. In 
Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, his words have a distinctly religious tone as they exhort to celebrate 
God (Ram/Khuda) while raising water. The elaboration of the anecdote is probably 

part of the regular hagiographical process, but rephrasing the man’s call reveals a con-

scious attempt to root NizV�m al-D⌧n’s religious views in the Indian soil. The story about 

the origins of the spring festival basant is even more revealing in this respect. It is also 
more striking in a sense that, to my knowledge, it has no textual antecedents.

Celebrating the spring

On the day of basant, Hardev is standing at the door of his house. He watches the 
Hindus who are on their way to the temple of Kalka Devi carrying mustard BCowers. 

Suddenly, he spots Am⌧r Khusrau who also has a pot of BCowers in his hand. He is on his 

way to meet NizV�m al-D⌧n, who is brooding over the premature death of his sister’s 

grandson and designated successor Taq⌧ al-D⌧n N_' in a place called Cab⌘trah-yi 
y⌥r⌥n (‘The Pavilion of Friends’).433
Hardev joins Am⌧r Khusrau with Sayyid Mu'ammad and Sayyid M_s�. At 

Cab⌘trah-yi y⌥r⌥n, they 01nd NizV�m al-D⌧n sitting alone, head lowered on a stone-slab. 
In order to cheer him up, Khusrau tilts his cap and starts to sway in front of NizV�m al-

D⌧n as if dancing. NizV�m al-D⌧n raises his glance, a smile spreads on his face and he 

asks what it is all about. Khusrau places the mustard BCowers on the feet of his Su01 

guide and says in Hindi (no translation is required this time): ‘Arab friend, I celebrated 

your basant (⌃arab y⌥r tor⇠ basant man⌥�⇠)! Today, Hindus o.fer BCowers of spring to their 
idols. I have come to o.fer mustard BCowers to my idol:

431 Bul�q, Shav⌥hid, 90.
432 Misspelled J⌥mi⌃ al-kalim in the text.
433 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 218–219. In the text, Am⌧r Khusrau explains Cab⌘trah-yi y⌥r⌥n to lie by 
‘the bond (tal⌥b) that is near Jal�l al-D⌧n Khalj⌧’s Koshak Lal, around which my @aSrat has had nine pa-
vilions built, and where the relatives and friends of @aSrat lie buried.’ At present, Cab⌘trah-yi y⌥r⌥n is 
understood to denote the elevated ground opposite the stepwell on western side of the Nizamuddin 
shrine.
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People say that Khusrau is worshipping idols
Oh yes, yes, I do, I have no use for the people and the world.’434

Khusrau then recites another verse:

Shedding tears, the clouds and spring have arrived
Saqi! Scatter Rlowers and bring wine!435

Am⌧r Khusrau is joined by Sayyid Mu'ammad and Sayyid M_s�, and NizV�m al-D⌧n 

stands up and starts to dance. According to the text, the three disciples kept combin-

ing verses in Hindi and Persian with Am⌧r Khusrau’s verse they were singing. After the 

Su01 master had calmed down somewhat, he placed the mustard BCowers on the tomb 

of Taq⌧ al-D⌧n N_'. After standing there silently for some time, NizV�m al-D⌧n turned to 

Khusrau to inquire how he was.436

Basant is a Hindu festival of spring that takes place on the 01fth day of Megh in the 
Hindu calendar. Hindus worship the goddess Sarasvati on that day, but the festival has 

also non-religious aspects, such as BCying kites and wearing something yellow as a part 

of one’s attire, in which many South Asian Muslims participate. Such inclusive festivals 

are targeted by the more puritan religious scholars. In Pakistan, they have rallied for 

banning the festival evoking the o.01cial excuse of protecting people from falling o.f the 

roofs while BCying the kites. However, in Chishti shrines, the festival acquires distinctly 

religious connotations.

The account of the legendary origins of the festival included in Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ dif-
fers in some respects from another version also circulating in the oral lore. In this ver-

sion, Taq⌧ al-D⌧n N_' has just passed away and NizV�m al-D⌧n is depressed on that ac-

count. It happens to be basant and Am⌧r Khusrau sees some Hindu women carrying 
mustard BCowers. This inspires him to dress up as a woman and dance in front of NizV�m 

al-D⌧n in order to cheer him up.437 Scott Kugle has remarked how contemporary cus-

todians of the Nizamuddin shrine de-emphasized the erotic undertones of the story by 

describing Khusrau’s dance like that of a leaping monkey and turned it into a comic 

performance, when they related it to him.438 Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ makes no reference to 
cross-dressing, yet it locates the anecdote 01rmly into the context of Persian love poetry. 

Am⌧r Khusrau’s tilted cap and addressing NizV�m al-D⌧n as the ‘Arab friend’ (⌃arab y⌥r) 
both evoke erotic poetic images. If cross-dressing was part of the oral lore at the time 

434 The verse remotely resembles the closing verse of a ghazal found in Khusrau’s d⇠v⌥n. See Khusrau, 
Kulliy⌥t-i ⌃an⌥⇤ir-i dav⌥v⇠n-i Khusrau, 49. The word to word variant is found in twentieth-century antho-
logies of qawwali poetry. See N_r al-@asan, Naghm⌥t al-sam⌥⌃, 48–49; F�r_q⌧, Naghm⌥t al-sam⌥⌃, 39; 
Meraj, Sur⌘d-i R⌘1⌥n⇠, 121.
435 Although sung by the contemporary qawwals and classical vocalists, the verse does not appear in 
any of Khusrau’s ghazals.
436 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 220–222.
437 For this version on the origins of basant, see, for example, the 01lm by an Indian documentarist 
Yousuf Saeed (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2zlN88unuI). Kugle records the anecdote without a 
reference to basant. See Kugle 2010b: 252.
438 Kugle 2010b: 262
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of writing, omitting it is perhaps meant to avoid vulgar and comic connotations. How-

ever, this does not result in divesting the anecdote from erotic nuances. On the con-

trary, they become even more pronounced during the ensuing dialogue between 

NizV�m al-D⌧n and Khusrau.

When NizV�m al-D⌧n enquires after Khusrau’s health, the latter answers by express-

ing his wish to 01nd repose in the feet of his guide after sleepless nights spend in the 

agony of love:

Poor Khusrau has not slept since many nights because he wishes
To fall asleep with his eyes on your feet.

NizV�m al-D⌧n answers with a verse that plays with the words tark (‘forsaking’), turk (‘a 
Turk’) and t⌥rak (‘the crown of the head’) and expresses a deep a.fection for his dis-
ciple:

If they bring a saw upon the crown of my head in order to make me leave my Turk
I will forsake the crown of my head, but never leave my Turk.

He then continues with a famous line describing the union of the Su01 guide and the 

disciple:

I became you, you became me. I became the body, you became the soul.
Hearing this, Khusrau bows down to the feet of NizV�m al-D⌧n and completes the verse, 

seizing the feet of his guide:

So that no one would say after this, I am someone else, you are someone else.
NizV�m al-D⌧n tells Khusrau to get up and says that on the day of judgement, when he is 

asked to tell what he has brought with him from the world for God, he will present the 

burning of Khusrau’s heart. Hearing these words, Khusrau cries out and starts to cir-

cumambulate NizV�m al-D⌧n. Sayyid M_s� and Sayyid Mu'ammad sing the above 

verse, while Hardev, his breath choking, looks upon.439

Like the incident by the well, the basant anecdote describes spontaneous reac-
tions of NizV�m al-D⌧n to poetic statements. His disciples expertly seize the moment 

and enhance his mystical state by turning the occasion into an extemporaneous sam⌥⌃ 
assembly. Both anecdotes naturalize such incidents as a part of the hagiographical ac-

counts on NizV�m al-D⌧n’s life and argue for the signi01cance of the practice. However, 

the rami01cations of the basant anecdote are more far-reaching. It provides aetiology 
for the celebrations of the festival in the Su01 shrines. Nizami also asserts in a footnote 

that the incident gave rise to the tradition of celebrating the festival among South 

Asian Muslims in general, not only among the Su01s.440 He thus manages to advocate 

both the practice of sam⌥⌃ and the celebration of an originally Hindu festival by 
Muslims, both being practices demurred by his Deobandi contemporaries.

439 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 221–223.
440 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 224–225.
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3.4 A subjective description of a mystical state

None of the texts discussed thus far has described the mystical experience enticed by 

sam⌥⌃ from the point of view of the person who undergoes it. No text tells what he 
might have felt, seen or thought. Instead, they concentrate on the outward behaviour. 

Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ is a remarkable text in the sense that it relates one such incident from 
Hardev’s point of view.

The incident took place early during Hardev’s stay in Delhi. It is among the key 

passages of Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ and its signi01cance is underlined by the fact that the book 
derives its title from it. One day, Hardev and Sayyid Mu'ammad were summoned by 

NizV�m al-D⌧n. The passage resembles the malf⌘z⌫⌥t genre as it begins with noting who 
was present and describes the details of the discussion between the Su01 guide and his 

disciples. The topics – poetry and theology – are also typical to the genre. When 

Hardev arrives, NizV�m al-D⌧n is explaining to Na\⌧r al-D⌧n Ma'm_d that Muslims do 

not consider the qualities (⇤if⌥t) of God separate from God’s essence (J⌥t). Na\⌧r al-D⌧n 
replies by saying that he has expressed the same idea in poetic language: ‘He is in me, 

and I am in him like fragrance inside the rose.’ The line pleases NizV�m al-D⌧n and he 

asks Na\⌧r al-D⌧n to recite the rest of his poem. A touch of realism is added to the pas-

sage, when Hardev fails to record the entire ghazal, because he has forgotten part of 

the verses. Instead, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ includes only three of its 01ve verses that were cer-
tainly known to Nizami.441 This may be a literary trope, but it may also indicate that he 

is now actually translating the older Persian text.

I am useless and useful like madd in reckoning442

I speak and I am silent like a letter in a book.

Sometimes I am happy, sometimes sorrowful, unaware of my condition
I cry and I laugh like a sleeping child.

The chest of Na⇤⇠r al-D⇠n contains nothing but love
Look at this surprising spectacle: an ocean is inside a bubble.443

When NizV�m al-D⌧n hears the ghazal, his eyes 01ll with tears. Sayyid Mu'ammad 

interrupts by summarizing a discussion he had had with Hardev earlier that day, say-

ing that according to the Hindu faith (hind⌘ ⌃aq⇠dah), God has distributed his qualities 
to gods and goddesses. He wonders if this corresponds to the Islamic concept the mas-

441 The ghazal is the only poem attributed to Na\⌧r al-D⌧n Mahmud and it is a stock item in qawwali 
repertoires. It is already included in an anthology of qawwali poetry published in 1935. See N_r al-@asan, 
Naghm⌥t, 156–157.
442 The line refers to the fact that although madd (ٓ ) written above the letter alif turns it into a long �, 
it does not a.fect its numerical value in the abjad system.
443 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 80–81.
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ter just discussed? NizV�m al-D⌧n brushes such cerebral speculations aside and says 

that it is better to be intoxicated by the bewilderment over an ocean being inside a 

bubble than to try to fathom such theological dilemmas. He then addresses Hardev 

directly saying that the most important thing is to know oneself and the paradox per-

taining to the self: although it perceptibly exists, it is imaginary and lacking real exist-

ence, because everything is a manifestation of a single essence.444 NizV�m al-D⌧n’s words 

and Na\⌧r al-D⌧n’s ghazal are completely in line with the vuj⌘d⇠ concepts. This is some-
what anachronistic, since the ideas expounded by Ibn )Arab⌧ and his disciples reached 

India only during the latter part of the fourteenth century, after NizV�m al-D⌧n’s passing 

away.

Everyone present is touched by NizV�m al-D⌧n’s words. When NizV�m al-D⌧n then 

looks towards Hardev, tears in his eyes, the latter’s report of the events turns into a very 

personal description of a mystical state that is worth quoting in full because of its 

uniqueness in Indian Su01 writing. Recording visionary experiences has been an estab-

lished practice among Indian Su01s. For example, the Shattari master Mu'ammad 

Ghaus Gv�liyar⌧ wrote a detailed record about his ascension to heaven (mi⌃r⌥j) he con-
tested to have accomplished in his physical body.445 However, such passages had never 

appeared in the context of sam⌥⌃.
@aSrat [i.e. NizV�m al-D⌧n] raised his glance towards me and there were tears in 

his eyes. It seemed as if the entire universe was appearing to me in those tears 

in an agitated condition. @aSrat merely looked at me, he did not say anything. 

But I started to tremble. And I saw everything in the tears of @aSrat. Loosing 

my self-consciousness, I went forward in order to kiss the feet of @aSrat. But as 

soon as I stood up, something inside me started to dance. Instead of laying my 

head on his feet, I started to dance in the midst of the assembly. I wish I could 

have controlled myself and refrained from such insolent and rude behaviour, 

but I had no control over myself. I saw sky and earth moving, jumping and dan-

cing. I had not lost my consciousness, I saw everything and understood 

everything. But what was happening inside me and why was I dancing, that I 

am not able to write, because I do not know the reason behind it. Seeing me 

dancing, my @aSrat stood up and so did everyone who was present. Khv�jah 

Sayyid Mu'ammad started to sing the closing verse of Shaikh Na\⌧r al-D⌧n 

Mahmud with exceedingly beautiful voice:
The chest of Na⇤⇠r al-D⇠n contains nothing but love
Look at this surprising spectacle: an ocean is inside a bubble.

Khv�jah Mu'ammad was repeating the words ‘contains nothing but love’ time 
and again. I had never known that he had such a beautiful voice and that he 

sings so well. Tears were BCowing from the eyes of my @aSrat and my steadfast 

gaze was 01xed on his blessed face. Such visions were appearing to me in each 

444 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 82.
445 See Kugle 2007b: 136–160.
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one of his tears that I cannot explain them in words. I saw my country in those 

tears. I saw my parents. I saw an image (m⌘rt⇠) of Krishna, I saw him playing 
the bamboo BCute (bansur⇠).446 The notes of the bamboo BCute seemed to merge 
with the sound of Khv�jah Mu'ammad’s voice. And I understood that Krishna 

was playing the bamboo BCute and dancing with me and I was dancing inside 

@aSrat’s tears with Krishna. I was repeating ‘contains nothing but love’ and 
Krishna was also repeating ‘contains nothing but love’. 

After some time I lost my consciousness and fell down. When I came to, 

the assembly had dispersed and Khv�jah Mu'ammad and Shaikh Na\⌧r al-D⌧n 

were sitting close to me. My head was on the knee of Khv�jah Mu'ammad and 

he was softly singing:
The chest of Na⇤⇠r al-D⇠n contains nothing but love
Look at this surprising spectacle: an ocean is inside a bubble.

After regaining my consciousness I felt as if I had been drinking. There was a 

wonderful feeling of elation inside me. I sat up and then stood up. Shaikh Na\⌧r 

al-D⌧n Ma'm_d and Khv�jah Mu'ammad caught my both arms and took me 

to the latter’s house. And even there, the same voice kept coming to me as if 

the doors and walls were singing ‘contains nothing but love’.447

At Sayyid Mu'ammad’s house, Sayyid M_s� recited Hardev the Sura of Yusuf 

which upheld the latter’s enchanted mood (kai⇡⇢yyat) even though he did not under-
stand the words. Sayyid M_s� explained that NizV�m al-D⌧n had instructed him to recite 

this speci01c sura because Hardev was a.fected by the poetic theme (maHm⌘n) of love, 
which is the topic of this particular sura as well. He then enlightened Hardev that if the 

qawwals unexpectedly swift the theme of poetry they are singing when someone is ex-

periencing a mystical state (kai⇡⇢yyat), the latter may be harmed or even die out of 
shock.448

The passage summarizes many of the themes that have already appeared in the 

Sultanate and late Mughal Su01 texts. It describes the adab of a sam⌥⌃ assembly: Hardev 
attempts to hold himself at bay, but is forced to surrender in front of the urge to dance 

that rises from inside him. It tells how all the participants stood up in order to conform 

to Hardev’s experience. It attributes Hardev’s mystical state to poetry and describes 

how the phrase is being repeated in order to uphold his state. It warns against the dire 

consequences of a sudden change in the singing or in the song text. The passage also 

evokes a distinctly anti-intellectual approach to sam⌥⌃. Instead of trying to grasp theo-
logical concepts, one should feel one’s own existence (or lack thereof) through the po-

etic metaphors.

446 This is the only instance the word bansur⇠ appears in the book apart from the title.
447 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 82–84.
448 Nizami, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠, 84–85.
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The description of Hardev’s state echoes the writings of Sh�h Kal⌧m All�h and 

Maul�n� Fakhr al-D⌧n discussed above. Before collapsing, Hardev remains conscious 

of what is happening to him and around him. He understands the meaning of the 

poem, but looses control over himself. Had he lost his consciousness right in the be-

ginning, he would not have been able to describe the visions he saw in the tears NizV�m 

al-D⌧n, where his country, his parents and, 01nally, an image of Krishna appeared to 

him. And all the time, everything kept repeating the phrase ‘contains nothing but love’ 
in unison.

The inclusion of the passage in Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ and giving it such lengthy treat-
ment achieve several di.ferent goals. On the one hand, the passage speaks for the pres-

ence of Hindus in the circle of a Su01 master in a time, when the demand for exclusive 

religious identities was being voiced more vehemently than ever before. It also por-

trays the Su01 master as a religious specialist of the highest rank; after all, he is able to 

bestow an experience of divine reality to anyone according to his or her religious out-

look. Hardev’s visionary experience is a means to provide a 01rst-hand testimony to 

that. And, 01nally, it casts banning the listening of sung poetry, which has a potential to 

evoke such experiences, in an absurd light.

What is signi01cant in the passage is that Nizami does not interpret it to his read-

ers. He makes no e.fort to justify the appearance of Krishna in NizV�m al-D⌧n’s tear, but 

lets the description speak for itself. The text contains certain hints, such as emphasiz-

ing that Hardev saw an image of Krishna, not Krishna himself, that indicate to readers 

that the vision was purely subjective and does not imply, for instance, the divinity of 

Krishna in any ontological sense. However, while Nizami’s disciples would have been 

literate enough to read the passage in a manner the author had meant, it will have 

o.fered grounds for criticism to his adversaries. In this sense, Hardev’s experience rep-

resents one more instance of the boldness with which Nizami advocated the Su01 prac-

tices that were seen as controversial by the traditionalist, puritanical ⌃ulam⌥�. For him, 
sam⌥⌃ was a natural component of the Su01 practice. As a handbook for a Chishti 
Nizami disciple to the history of the brotherhood, Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠ forcefully states the 
case of sam⌥⌃: it is not an excuse for frivolous, immoral entertainment as it was envi-
sioned by his ideological opponents. On the contrary, it is an integral part of Su01 prac-

tice and part and parcel of the vuj⌘d⇠ vision that sees the manifestations and hears the 
echoes of the one existence everywhere. The poetic words and melodious voice449 only 

o.fer these manifestations a comprehensible form. The more attractive this form is, the 

greater its e.fect on the listeners.

449 Nizami does not mention musical instruments in Niz⌫⌥m⇠ bansur⇠. However, he was fond of classic-
al Hindustani music – both instrumental and vocal – and allowed instrumental accompaniment in his 
sam⌥⌃ assemblies.
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PART II: POETIC REPERTOIRES AND QAWWALI MUSIC

4 QAWWALI REPERTOIRES

4.1 Classifying the poems: languages, genres, authors

Before entering a detailed discussion on individual poems in the performance context, 

it is helpful to form a general idea of the poetry sung in sam⌅⇧ assemblies. The task is 

daunting, since the sheer vastness and ⌧�uidity of the qawwals’ repertoires threaten to 

frustrate any attempts to characterize this corpus in a meaningful way. Repertoires 

vary from one period, one geographical location and one performer to another. This 

lack of standardization stems from the fact that only two items bear a connection with 

regulated ritual setting. These two items, Qaul and Rang,450 will be discussed in detail 

below. Now, su'()ce it to say that they are always performed in connection with a com-

memorative prayer called f⌅ti✏ah that is read on the death anniversary of a Su() saint. 

However, when a sam⌅⇧ assembly is not connected with the commemorative ritual, 

these two items can be omitted and the qawwals are free, even obliged, to adapt their 

performance to the occasion and the audience.

Even if the performers are given such a license, the religious context of perform-

ances could have led to formalization of the practice. It would, for example, be natural 

for the disciples of a certain silsilah desiring to keep the memory of their departed Su() 

guide alive to instruct the qawwals to sing his favourite poems after his death. How-

ever, such formalization has had only limited in⌧�uence on the sam⌅⇧ assemblies I have 

observed. It is also telling that only a few poems that are mentioned in the Sultanate or 

late Mughal Su() texts analysed in the ()rst part of this study have remained part and 

parcel of the qawwali repertoires to the present.

To further complicate the situation, the range of poetic texts available for qawwals 

to select from is vast. In addition to texts by poets recognized as Su()s, it covers poets 

whose links with Su()sm have been nominal or inexistent. The content of the texts 

written by both kinds of authors is so uniform that in practice the divide of poetry into 

Su() and non-Su(), or mystic and profane, is irrelevant in the context of  Indian practice 

of sam⌅⇧. In the case of Persian poetry, this has been the case since the twelfth century 

when Su()s adapted the imagery of profane love poetry into their discourse of divine 

love. Later, in turn, other poets embraced the conventions of Su() writers which resul-

ted in an amalgamation of the levels of human, metaphorical (maj⌅z) and divine, real 

450 Both qaul and rang are names for certain song types with associated textual content. However, in 

the contemporary context, both have come to denote one speci()c item. Hence, the use of capital letter.
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(✏aqq) love in Persian and, later, in Urdu poetry. As a result, there is no speci()c style 

of mystical or profane poetry. Instead, the poetic style is generic and both profane and 

mystical poetry share the same imagistic repertoire and pronouncedly metaphorical 

language. In both, for example, the human or divine beloved is absent and the union 

between the lovers is seldom described. The absent beloved is also an abstraction; al-

though there are descriptions of his or her physical appearance, they remain general 

and can be interpreted as purely metaphorical in the mystical framework.

Occasionally, the life of the poet adds to the ambiguity of his poetic works. Am8r 

Khusrau, for example, was both the closest disciple of Niz:;m al-D8n, but simultan-

eously a successful court poet. It is impossible to determine which poems he wrote to 

be performed in the jam⌅⇧atkh⌅nah of his master and which ones in the soirees of the 

sultan. Sa=d8 (d. c. 1291), whom Sunil Sharma calls unequivocally ‘a purely romantic, 

non-mystical poet’,451 is in South Asia, as well as in Iran, generally reckoned among the 

Su() poets and called Shaikh Sa=d8. As the frame of reference of a poem is not conclus-

ively determined by the poetic text itself or by the biographical data of the author, the 

interpretation of each poem is ultimately de()ned by the context in which it is cited or 

performed. The qawwals make use of this ambivalence in their performances, and they 

are in practice able to sing any poetic text as long as its content ()ts the performance 

occasion.

This freedom of selection also leads to a situation where many items of the 

qawwali repertoires are not exclusive to this particular musical genre. Perhaps the 

most extensive convergence occurs with na⇧tkhv⌅n, another religious genre of music, 

which consists of unaccompanied recitation of poems in praise of the Prophet 

Muhammad.452 Another genre that has much common with qawwali is ghazal.453 Espe-

cially many classics of Urdu poetry are shared by both qawwals and ghazal singers. 

More rarely, the qawwals sing song texts that are also performed by classical singers. It 

is generally impossible to determine who borrows from whom, yet the qawwals seem 

to be especially open to adopting song texts from other genres.

The general classi��cation of poems in qawwali repertoires

From these premises, it is not surprising that only one scholar, Regula Burckhardt 

Qureshi, has attempted to categorize the items in the qawwals’ repertoires. She divides 

the repertoire performed at the Nizamuddin shrine into four groups: ()rst, songs spe-

ci()cally associated with Niz:;m al-D8n; second, Su() classics known to Su()s and 

qawwals all over India; third, songs that form part of the performers’ personal reper-

toire, and fourth, songs with popular success.454 The classi()cation is concerned with 

the repertoire of qawwals of a single shrine, but even so it presents certain problems. 

451 Sharma 2012: 80.

452 On na⇧tkhv⌅n, see Qureshi 1990: 479–481.

453 On ghazal, see Manuel 1988–1989 and Qureshi 1990: 483–491.

454 Qureshi 2006: 19–20.
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To begin with, categories one and two overlap. Niz:;m al-D8n is one of the best-known 

Su() saints in South Asia, and poems linked with him and his poet-disciple Am8r 

Khusrau are known to and frequently performed by most qawwals. This is true espe-

cially in the case of the ritually prescribed Qaul and Rang, which are both attributed to 

Khusrau.

The ()rst category, however, is helpful in discussing smaller shrines attracting lim-

ited following. In such shrines the poems connected to and written by the saint and 

his followers are performed by local qawwals but are rarely heard outside the shrines. 

Such is the case, for example, in Hyderabad, where many of the kh⌅nq⌅hs are self-su'()-

cient with respect to poetry. The founding saints and their disciples have written 

enough poems to su'()ce for the needs of their sam⌅⇧ assemblies and the qawwals are 

expected to limit their choice to them. On the other hand, their texts are rarely heard 

outside their kh⌅nq⌅hs. It should be noted that sometimes poems of local renown may 

enter into the universally shared repertoire. This has probably been  the case with texts 

associated with Khusrau and Niz:;m al-D8n, or with the poems by the Hyderabadi Su() 

master Kamil (d. 1976) which are performed throughout the Deccan and, occasionally, 

elsewhere as well. 

Qureshi’s division of the repertoires into classics and personal songs can be con-

tested as well. It is true that most qawwals have a selection of signature songs they are 

credited with singing particularly well, which the audience has grown accustomed to 

expect from them. However, many such poems are also classics in their own right and 

thus commonly known among the qawwals. Sometimes another qawwali group may 

intentionally appropriate such an item, if their turn to perform occurs before the 

group who usually sings these songs, or if the customary performers are simply absent 

and the audience still wants to hear the speci()c poem.

Qureshi’s fourth category, popular songs, is perhaps the most elusive. At present, 

popular poems are often adopted from qawwali recordings to the performances that 

take place in the shrine compounds. During normal days, the audience consists pre-

dominantly of regular pilgrims with little interest in or aptitude for listening to di'()-

cult poems loaded with complicated metaphors. Performing poems with popular ap-

peal is a way to ensure a ⌧�ow of monetary gifts (na"r⌅nah, na"r) on such occasions. 

The success of these poems is often short-lived and new poems are frequently adopted 

to repertoires. In case of sustained success, however, a popular poem may acquire a 

status of a classic. The younger generation tends to perform popular songs more read-

ily than their elders. At the Nizamuddin shrine, for instance, the younger qawwals 

prefer the version of All⌅h h$ made popular by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan455 to the more 

traditional All⌅h h$ written by J;min =Al8.456 The latter version features in the 

repertoires of the senior members of the performing community. 

455 See, e.g. Nusrat, Traditional Su�� Qawwalis I, track 2.

456 For the text, see Meraj, Sur$d, 125–126. For the performance, see Meraj, The Lyrical Tradition of 

Qawwali, CD 1, track 1.
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The process of adopting popular poems into qawwali performance has in all prob-

ability been a normal procedure as long as sam⌅⇧ has been practised by Indian Su()s. 

The qawwals seem to have always been on the cutting edge of developments in the po-

etic scene, and an individual qawwal’s repertoire is a'fected by his musical training 

and personal poetic sensitivity. The poetic knowledge is usually transmitted with mu-

sical training in the family. As a child learns to sing by observing and accompanying 

his elders, he also absorbs their poetic repertoire. While some qawwals ()nd the inher-

ited repertoire su'()cient even after they have themselves assumed a role of a leading 

vocalist, others strive to expand their repertoire by introducing into it new items. They 

may achieve this by extensively reading poetry, but also by performing in musical as-

semblies of Su()s who are established poets. The leading qawwal of the Nizamuddin 

shrine in Delhi, Meraj Ahmed, exempli()es such an approach. He was initiated into 

Su()sm by the Hyderabadi Su() master and poet =Abd al-Qad8r Nidd8q8 Oasrat, and he 

performed and learned poetry in his musical assemblies.457 In addition, Meraj Ahmed 

has always kept a keen eye on contemporary Urdu poetry, and he owns dv⌅ns of sever-

al authors. Regula Qureshi has noted that is was the “intelligent understanding and re-

markable memory for Su() poetry” that made Meraj’s father to train him as his main 

successor instead of his brother who had a far superior singing voice.458

Thus, every qawwal has his own repertoire that depends on his education, person-

al proclivities, family background, mobility between shrines and the requirements of 

his respective audiences. The repertoire of a qawwal who hails from a traditional per-

forming lineage and commutes between the major ⇧urs festivities of the Subcontinent 

is likely to be broader than that of a non-professional qawwal who remains attached to 

a local shrine where he performs a limited set of poems.

Furthermore, poems enter the repertoires and fall out of use constantly, and each 

poem’s ability to outlast the test of time over the following centuries determines, if 

they earn a permanent position as classics in qawwali repertoires or cease to feature in 

performances. At present, the impoverished literary standard of many popular poems 

has rendered their entrance to the sam⌅⇧ proper more di'()cult than it probably was be-

fore.

Because of this variation, I suggest that a simple division of the repertoires into 

core section and varying section would be both tenable in the view of the vastness of 

the repertoires and fruitful as an interpretive tool. The core section covers the items 

that all qawwali groups who want to perform in a major shrine or kh⌅nq⌅h can be ex-

pected to know. These include the items with ritual connection as well as commonly 

performed classics and popular songs. The varying section covers the items that are 

idiosyncratic to the repertoire of an individual qawwal or speci()c to a particular 

shrine, kh⌅nq⌅h or occasion. To this section belong also the special items (kh⌅)) cz), 

457 Devos, “Peshlafz:”, 31.

458 Qureshi 2006: 102.
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which are considered exceptional due to their musical setting or poetic content or 

merely because they are known to have a long history but are performed rarely. The 

repertoire of each qawwal consists of items from both groups in varying proportions. 

Thus, they share certain items with other qawwals while others are performed solely 

by them or only in certain shrines.

Languages and their mutual hierarchy

The poems in the qawwali repertoires are written in several languages and in perform-

ances these languages can be mixed. Most items exist as literary texts in poetic collec-

tions (dv⌅n), but after being adapted to the qawwali repertoires they are generally me-

diated orally and come to occupy a place somewhere between written and oral tradi-

tions. The poems also change from one performance to another through the appliance 

of various textual techniques utilized by qawwals and discussed below.

The core section of the repertoires includes poems in three languages – Persian, 

Urdu and Hindi. Persian was the lingua franca of the pre-modern Indo-Persian culture 

since the thirteenth century until the mid-nineteenth century. Initially a literary lan-

guage of the Turkish elite in the Delhi Sultanate, it became the o'()cial administrative 

language in the Mughal domains during the reign of Akbar (r. 1556–1605). In the cul-

tural sphere, it received almost exclusive patronage under the rulers of the dynasty. 

Persian was popularized among the state o'()cials and to acquire an education in the 

language was common even on the lower rungs of the administration.459 Persian skills 

were increasingly acquired by Hindus who worked for the Mughal state. The often 

quoted letter from the munsh and poet Candrabh;n Brahman to his son written in the 

early seventeenth century reveals how well-read the members of this class could be. In 

order to become successful in the profession, Candrabh;n writes, his son should ()rst 

learn the Mughal system of norms from the books on ethics and morals (akhl⌅q) and 

then acquire a training in writing in a graceful and coherent manner. To learn Persian, 

he should start with Sa=d8’s Gulist⌅n, B$st⌅n and the letters of J;m8 and then proceed to 

history in order to become conversant in the social milieu of Mughal nobility. In the 

end, Candrabh;n lists altogether seventy Persian poets from India, Iran and Central 

Asia whose dv⌅ns and masnavs he has studied in his strive to gain mastery over the 

language.460

The use of Persian connected Indian rulers, scholars and writers with the broader 

Persian-speaking (or at least Persian-reading) world. The educated elite from Ottoman 

Istanbul to Safavid Isfahan and Mughal Delhi would read the same books. By the eight-

eenth century, Persian had become more widely used in India than ever before. Ac-

cording to Francis Robinson, this period also saw the peak of Hindu involvement with 

the language and it was furthermore used in the administration by Sikhs, Marathas 

459 Alam 1998: 325, 328.

460 For the English translation of Chandrabh;n’s letter, see Alam & Subrahmanyam 2004: 63–64.
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and the British in addition to the Muslim ruled states.461 The nineteenth century saw a 

rapid decline in the use of Persian both in literature and in administration. In 1837, the 

British replaced it with Urdu in North-Western Provinces, and the most important of 

the Muslim princely states, Hyderabad, stopped using Persian for administrative pur-

poses in 1883.462 Despite the relatively quick decline of Persian skills in general, Indian 

and Pakistani Su()s have strived to keep the language alive in their limited circle, be-

cause they cherish its association with legendary Su() saints and poets. Although in-

depth acquaintance with the language is rare even among the Su()s, basic skills re-

quired for understanding poetry, for instance, are not uncommon. This is also the reas-

on why qawwals regularly sing Persian poetry. In its use of Persian song texts, qawwali 

is unique among the contemporary genres of Indian music.

The decline of Persian went hand in hand with the emergence of Urdu, an Indic 

language written in Perso-Arabic script. Urdu combines Indic grammar with a mixture 

of Persian, Arabic and indigenous Indian vocabulary. In addition to becoming the ad-

ministrative language in the nineteenth century, it developed into an important medi-

um of religious and rationalist scienti()c discourse during the ()rst half of the century. 

Initial impetus for this development was a wide-scale translation of Arabic and Persian 

religious and scienti()c texts into Urdu. In the ()eld of religion, the vernacular transla-

tion was spearheaded by the emerging Islamic reformist movements that aimed at 

educating the broader reading public through printed works. By the beginning of the 

twentieth century, Persian publishing had been all but overshadowed by Urdu. During 

the ()rst decade of the century, 281 Persian-language books were published in the 

United Provinces (an area called ‘the heartland of Perso-Islamic civilization’ by 

Robinson), whereas Urdu books numbered 3547.463

As a medium of poetry, Urdu had gained momentum already at the turn of the 

seventeenth and eighteenth centuries in the imperial capitals of Aurangabad and 

Delhi. In respect to the poetic forms and images, Urdu poets of the period followed the 

Persian models. To a certain extent, this represented a rupture with the works written 

prior to the systematization of the language in Delhi, in the Deccani Urdu that had 

freely mixed Indian poetic images with Persian ones. As the conventions of Persian po-

etry were transported to Urdu, the overlapping of human and divine was consolidated. 

The Su() a'()liation of a number of leading Urdu poets only furthered the process. The 

pioneer Urdu poet Val8 Dakkan8 (d. 1707), who was born in Aurangabad but migrated 

to Delhi, had close contacts with the Suhrawardis in Ahmedabad and the Naqshbandis 

in Delhi.464 Sir;j Aurang;b;d8, another Deccani from Aurangabad, was a disciple of 

=Abd al-RaUm;n Cisht8.465 Among the Delhi poets, Khv;jah M8r Dard and M8rz; Ma:zhar 

461 Robinson 2001: 20–21.

462 Robinson 2001: 33; Stark 2009: 31.

463 Robinson 2001: 32.

464 Schimmel 1975: 153

465 Kugle 2007a: 599.
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J;n-i J;n;n were prominent Mujaddidis. In the case of some major Urdu poets who 

themselves were not practising mystics, the channel of acquiring intimate knowledge 

of Su()sm is well demonstrated. M8r Taq8 M8r (d. 1810) was a son of a Su() master. Even if 

the poet’s father was not such a celebrated mystic as he wants the readers of his 

autobiographical ,ikr-i Mr to believe, the fact remains that he lived in a household 

frequented by his father’s disciples. In his self-portrayal, M8r claims to have had an 

innate spiritual disposition that was recognized by the Su()s he met. Although he had 

no formal Su() initiation, his poems bear a distinctly mystical tone.466 M8rz; Asad All;h 

Kh;n Gh;lib (d. 1869) and Jigar Mur;d;b;d8 (d. 1961) were not famous for an exactly 

pious lifestyle, yet, the former was a friend and follower of Maul;n; Fakhr al-D8n’s 

grandson NaW8r al-D8n K;le Miy;n whereas the latter maintained close ties with the 

Su() poet AWghar Gondav8 (d. 1936).467 In the case of Jigar, his alleged repentance before 

passing away has sometimes been voiced as an argument for the mystical tone of his 

poetry. However, the inclusion of his Persian poems in an anthology of qawwali poetry 

almost thirty years prior to his demise speaks against this argument. In general, it 

seems that the knowledge of Su() teachings and practices was not con()ned to those 

who were initiated into one or another brotherhood and were committed to regular 

practice.468 Instead, it was widespread among the educated classes, Muslims and non-

Muslims alike, and they were able to draw from it in their writings.

Although Urdu has become the lingua franca of Muslims in contemporary South 

Asia, it is a relatively new entrant among the Indic languages. From the Su() point of 

view, it lacks the long and hallowed history of Persian and among the languages em-

ployed by the qawwals, it has a lower status. It may come as a surprise that also anoth-

er language, Hindi, surpasses Urdu in the esteem it is accorded by the Su()s. Poetry 

written in this language has a history that reaches back to the thirteenth or fourteenth 

century and this raises it on a par with Persian.

The form of Hindi employed in the poems performed by qawwals is variously 

called hindav, p$rab, bh⌅k⌅, bh⌅sh⌅ or simply hind by the poets. Hindavi is usually 

understood to denote the vernacular of the Delhi region and the language of vernacu-

lar poems attributed to Khusrau is commonly called Hindavi by the scholars.469 The 

term, which simply means ‘an Indian language,’ is also used to denote any indigenous 

Indian language. Muza'far Alam points out that in Bijapur of the Adil Shahis (r. 1490–

466 Mir, Zikr-i Mir: The Autobiography of the Eighteenth Century Mughal Poet: Mir Muhammad Taqi 

5Mir6 (1723–1810), 12, 16; Islam & Russell 2004: 207.

467 Green 2006: 94–95; Matthews, Shackle & Husain 1985: 124.

468 The works of contemporary Urdu poets Shakeel Badayuni (d. 1970) and Faiz Ahmed Faiz (d. 1984), 

for instance, are permeated with poetic images that betray acquaintance with Su()sm that goes beyond 

merely mastering stock poetic motifs. See Shakeel, Kulliy⌅t-i Shakl Bad⌅y$n; and Faiz, Nuskhah⌅-yi 

Vaf⌅.

469 Sharma 2006: 74.
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1686), it meant Marathi whereas in Golconda of Qutb Shahis (r. 1518–1687) it referred 

to Telugu.470 Later Su() poets rarely employ the term.

Instead, they use various other terms in referring to their vernacular writings. For 

instance, Bedam Sh;h V;ris8 (d. 1936), a native of Etawah in the Braj Bhasha region and 

a disciple of V;ris =Al8 Sh;h (d. 1905) of Dewa in the Awadhi region, called his poems in 

dialects of Hindi variously as bh⌅sh⌅,471 bh⌅k⌅,472 and p$rab bh⌅sh⌅.473 The ()rst two 

refer to Braj Bhasha while the latter, ‘eastern language,’ indicates dialects of the eastern 

Indo-Gangetic plain, especially Awadhi. Yet Bedam’s language does not unequivocally 

represent either of the languages nor is there any discernible di'ference between the 

poems classi()ed as bh⌅sh⌅ or bh⌅k⌅, on the one hand, and p$rab bh⌅sh⌅ on the other. 

Oab8b =Al8 Sh;h (d. 1905) and =Abd al-Qad8r Nidd8q8 Oasrat (d. 1962), both from 

Hyderabad, call the language simply ‘Hindi’ in their dv⌅ns.474 Thus, the language of 

eighteenth- and nineteenth-century poems emerges as an essentially literary medium 

not based on a particular spoken dialect in a manner similar to the Hindi poetry em-

ployed in Dhumr performances and studied by Lalita du Perron.475 

It should be noted that in the Su() circles of Pakistan, old Punjabi and Siraiki hold 

a status similar to that of Hindi. Their use as the media for poetry by the Qadiris Sult:;n 

B;hY (d. 1691) and Bullhe Sh;h (d. 1757) as well as the Chishtis Khv;jah Ghul;m Far8d 

(d. 1901) and Mihr =Al8 Sh;h (d. 1937) has ensured them a prominent place in qawwali 

repertoires in Pakistan. The urge to establish a cultural identity for post-partition 

Pakistan has signi()cantly contributed to the promotion of these authors by the state 

authorities as well.476 Poems in old Punjabi and Siraiki are, however, con()ned to the 

repertoires of qawwals based in Pakistani Punjab and Karachi whereas they are rarely 

performed in Indian shrines.

The use of vernaculars since the earliest days of Su()sm in India477 and the incor-

poration of indigenous images and poetic forms into its literary culture has intrigued 

scholars more than the use of Persian and Urdu. Even though using the vernaculars in 

Su() poetry has been a common practice in Turkey and Western Africa, for example, in 

the case of India it is sometimes perceived as an anomaly that demands an 

explanation, whereas the use of Persian and Urdu is expected from Muslims. Some 

scholars have assumed vernacular poetry to have been a tool for spreading the 

470 Alam 1998: 344.

471 See Bedam, Dv⌅n-i Bedam: Karishmah-yi v⌅ris ma⇧r$f bi-)aut-i sarmad, 129.

472 See Bedam, Ph$loF k c⌅dar: Guldastah-yi v⌅ris, 71.

473 See Bedam, N$r al-⇧ain al-ma⇧r$f mu)✏af-i Bedam, 162.

474 See Oab8b, Dv⌅n-i mub⌅rak-i avval, 216; Oasrat, Kulliy⌅t-i Gasrat, 166.

475 See du Perron 2007: 8.

476 On Khv;jah Ghul;m Far8d in post-partition Pakistan, see Shackle 2006.

477 The earliest Hindi verses written by Su()s are the so called Far8d verses attributed to B;b; Far8d 

and found in Gur$ granth s⌅hib. Despite the initial doubts as to their authenticity among the scholars, 

Carl W. Ernst has been able to lend credence to the accurateness of their attribution by analysing the 

malf$zH⌅t literature written in fourteenth century Khuldabad. See Ernst 2004: 167–168. The ()rst extensive 

narrative poem, Cand⌅yan was ()nished in 1379 by the Chishti sheikh Maul;n; D;Zud in Awadhi.
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message of Islam to the masses in a language and idiom with which they were 

familiar.478 According to them, the Su()s’ motivation was to thus liberate the Hindus, 

who were slaved by the rigid caste system.479

Together with the language, the Su()s adopted its poetic conventions. In the case 

of North Indian vernaculars, this meant, among other things, assuming a female 

heroine as the poetic subject. This has lead certain scholars like Shemeem Burney 

Abbas to argue that vernacular Su() poetry was poetry of subaltern resistance. On the 

one hand, it represented the ()ght against the patriarchal system and social injustice 

directed towards women.480 On the other, it was directed against the repressive elite. 

She summarizes: ‘[t]he fact that they wrote and composed in Hindi, Braj, Gujarati, 

Sindhi, Saraiki and Punjabi vernaculars bringing the spiritual metaphor to their audi-

ences was in itself a political act for Su()s’. She continues that their choice of language 

indicated a challenge to the claims of religious orthodoxy and cultural elite through 

the rejection of Arabic and Persian.481 Her argument that such poetry has acquired 

political signi()cance in contemporary Pakistan is validated by her interviews with 

various performers, yet its projection to the time when the poems were written is ana-

chronistic.482

No doubt, these poems have potentially egalitarian and gender-sensitive elements. 

Yet the analysis of these poems in the historical context requires a more nuanced ap-

proach. It should be kept in mind that the poems were written by male authors for an 

audience that probably mostly consisted of other males. Furthermore, most Su()s who 

wrote vernacular poetry utilized the more cosmopolitan languages of Arabic, Persian 

and Urdu in their other literary works written in prose and verse.

When it comes to the portrayal of pre-modern Su()s as missionaries, most ver-

nacular poems would have been ine'()cient tools for this kind of work. Carl W. Ernst 

notes that Su()sm was, during its early phase in the Indian Subcontinent, essentially a 

way of deepening the basic Islamic rituals by adding an inner dimension to them. It re-

quired deep acquaintance with the basic tenets of Islam, and could hardly be de-

scribed as a simpli()cation of Islamic doctrines having a mass appeal. In discussing ver-

nacular poetry, he points out that most of the Su() poems in Hindi are devoid of overtly 

Islamic themes and didactic passages and sometimes they employ overtly religious im-

agery connected with Krishna. Distinguishing them from other Hindi poems and ren-

478 See, e.g. Schimmel 1975: 128 and Abbas 2002: 114, 136.

479 See, e.g. Abbas 2002: 14, 19.

480 Abbas: 2002: 86, 119.

481 Abbas 2007: 628.

482 It should be further noted that while Abbas’ argument that the performers like Nusrat Fateh Ali 

Khan and Abida Parveen used vernacular texts in the 1980s to protest against the Zia-ul-Haq regime 

(1978–1988) sounds reasonable, the performers interviewed for the article never actually make such a 

statement themselves. Instead, they refer to generic oppression of masses by the elites. When the op-

pressors are speci()ed, they belong to the pre-Islamic era (Tartars and Sassanids) or to the land-owner 

class. See Abbas 2007.
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dering them meaningful in the Su() context would require in-depth background know-

ledge of the tenets of Su()sm. Writing in vernaculars, according to Ernst, simply stems 

from the fact that Su()s lived in the Indian environment and were in⌧�uenced by it. 

They adopted from it what they found to be pleasing and in congruence with their de-

votional practice and aesthetic taste.483 The term ‘parallel enjoyment’ used by 

Francesca Orsini in her analysis of a sixteenth-century treatise Gaq⌅Iiq-i hind discuss-

ing the imagery of Hindi poetry in the Su() framework best captures the situation. 

Same poetic images were used by authors belonging to di'ferent communities but 

were interpreted in varying ways by respective authors and audiences.484

Su()s’ enthusiastic embrace of vernaculars also indicates a desire to ()nd new 

means to make their practices e'fective, in this case through a new literary medium 

that could be incorporated into the devotional regime through sam⌅⇧. GesYdar;z was 

fond of Hindi poetry because its softness was a potent means of evoking the feelings of 

helplessness (=ajz), desolation (khar⌅b) and abjectness (inkis⌅r) in the listeners.485 

Contrary to the interpretation of Syed Shah Khusro Hussaini, this statement does not 

seem to indicate an attempt to render Su() ideas or the practice of sam⌅⇧ accessible ‘to 

the local inhabitants’ and thus spread Islam.486 Instead, it indicates the Su()s’ readiness 

to adopt aspects of Indian culture they found useful.487

Discussing the hierarchy of these languages, Qureshi notes that, theoretically, 

Urdu has no place in a sam⌅⇧ assembly of high status. She also reports an incident from 

the 1970s when a group attempting to sing Urdu verses was made to leave the principal 

sam⌅⇧ assembly during the ⇧urs festivities in Ajmer.488 Although the incident was partly 

due to the newly invested diwan’s desire to demonstrate his power over his prede-

cessor who had allowed singing in Urdu, it also reveals how easily Urdu verses could be 

dismissed in favour of Persian and Hindi. In his study of a contemporary Chishti Sabiri 

lineage in Pakistan and Malaysia, Robert Rozehnal notes that Urdu poems have never 

been allowed in the musical assemblies of ̂auq8 Sh;h and his khalfahs.489

However, this attitude does not apply universally. In the Su() poetic and musical 

scene of the late nineteenth- and twentieth-century Hyderabad, where many Su() mas-

ters were accomplished poets and avid practitioners of sam⌅⇧, Urdu was the preferred 

483 Ernst 2004: 166–168.

484 See Orsini 2014.

485 See Ousain8, Jav⌅mi⇧, 311; S;m;n8, Siyar, 90.

486 See Ousain8, Jav⌅mi⇧, 179.

487 Although the use of vernacular poetry was essentially a result of aesthetic and spiritual considera-

tions, its use may have played a limited role in the Islamization of certain segments of Indian popula-

tion. Richard M. Eaton has pointed out that vernacular Su() poems performed in Su() shrines may have 

inadvertently helped to Islamize people in the edges of the established Hindu social system who visited 

the shrines in hope for saintly intercession. Many of these people were women, who would learn the 

poems sung in the shrines and then transmit some Su() teachings to their children by singing them. See 

Eaton 2000: 191, 198–199.

488 Qureshi  2006: 188.

489 Rozehnal  2007a: 221.
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linguistic medium. Celebrated Su() poets like Sh;h Kh;mosh (d. 1871), M8r Imd;d =Al8 

=Ulv8 (d. 1901), Sh;h Kar8m All;h =_shiq (d. 1902), Oab8b =Al8 Sh;h, Iftikhar =Al8 Sh;h 

Vatan (d. 1906), Ghaus8 Sh;h (d. 1956), =Abd al-Qad8r Nidd8q8 Oasrat and Shah Shaikhan 

Ahmed Quadri al-Shuttari Kamil adopted Urdu as the primary language for their poet-

ic expression.490 The profusion of Urdu poetry by in⌧�uential Su()s has apparently af-

fected the attitude towards languages employed in sam⌅⇧ in Hyderabad, where I have 

never observed any objection to singing Urdu poetry. The Muslims rulers of the 

Deccan were also more open towards the use of vernaculars than their Mughal con-

temporaries, and Persian never became the single dominant language in their domin-

ions.491

In North India and Pakistan the case has been di'ferent due to the small number 

of Urdu poets who would have been recognized as Su() masters and who would have 

been in⌧�uential enough to change the attitudes by their example. Yet in the light of my 

()eldwork, the approach described by Rozehnal seems extreme. I have attended only a 

handful of sam⌅⇧ assemblies where all the performed items have been in Persian or 

Hindi. Even the most discernible and elitist listeners I have encountered would never 

frown upon Urdu poems by Su()s like Sh;h Niy;z AUmad or Bedam Sh;h V;ris8. Ironic-

ally, the only time when I witnessed censoring a qawwali performance on linguistic 

grounds, the qawwals attempted to sing a Persian text. This happened in Delhi, when 

Khwaja Hasan Sani Nizami, an in⌧�uential Su() sheikh and a hereditary custodian of the 

Nizamuddin shrine, told a qawwal to desist from singing a Persian poem, because no 

one would understand it. Although this may have only been a pretext for avoiding this 

particular singer – another performer was allowed to sing in Persian later the same 

evening – it shows that at present, Persian is not automatically well received in all 

sam⌅⇧ assemblies.

Poetic forms

In respect to the poetic form and literary genre, the overwhelming majority of the Per-

sian and Urdu texts in qawwali repertoires are ghazals. As a literary form ghazal has 

been so in⌧�uential that even many Hindi poems follow its formal requirements even if 

their imagery and subject matter may di'fer from Persian and Urdu texts. A ghazal 

consists of a number of verses, usually called shi⇧r or bait, which are primarily 

connected together by the common metre and rhyme. The rhyme of a ghazal consists 

of the end rhyme, radf, which is repeated throughout the verses unchanged. The radf 

is preceded by q⌅��yah, a varying rhyme word.492 In the following verse, attributed to 

490 For the dv⌅ns of these Su()s, see Kh;mosh, Dv⌅n-i Sh⌅h Kh⌅mosh; =Ulv8, Khumkh⌅nah-yi ⇧Ulv: 

Majm$⇧ah-yi muntakhab-i kal⌅m-i ⇧Ulv; =_shiq, Dv⌅n-i ✏aMrat ⇧Nshiq; Oab8b, Dv⌅n-i mub⌅rak-i avval; 

Vat:an, Bust⌅n-i ta)avvuf ya⇧n dv⌅n-i VatHan;  Ghaus8, THayyib⌅t-i Ghaus; Oasrat, Kulliy⌅t; Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t-i 

K⌅mil.

491 Alam 1998: 343–344.
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Khv;jah Mu=8n al-D8n, ddam (‘I saw’) is the radf and the words jam⌅l-e (‘beautiful’) 

and zul⌅l-e (‘limpid’) act as the q⌅��yah.

andar ;Z8nah-yi j;n =aks-i jam;l-e d8dam

hamcY khvursh8d kih dar ;b-i zul;l-e d8dam493

I saw a beautiful rePlection in the mirror of the soul

[It was] like the sun I saw in limpid water.

The rhyme of the ghazal follows the pattern AA, BA, CA, DA etc. The ()rst verse – like 

the one quoted above – establishes the rhyme with both lines. In the consequent 

verses, the rhyme features only in the second line. A ghazal normally consists of ()ve to 

thirteen verses, each of which is a complete and independent whole. The opening 

verse, matHla⇧, and the closing verse, maqtHa⇧, are easily identi()able, since the former has 

the rhyme in both lines whereas the latter includes the poet’s pen name, takhallu). 

QitH⇧ah, a fragment, resembles ghazal in structure, but is shorter and frequently omits 

the maqtHa⇧.

The structure of a single verse in a ghazal is binary in respect to both meaning and 

form. Regarding the meaning, the ()rst line describes a situation or poses a question 

that requires a solution of the second line. This binary semantic complementarity is 

reinforced by the rhyme-pattern. The ()rst line is devoid of the radf, which character-

izes only the second line in all but the ()rst verse. Both lines of a verse are, moreover, 

often divided into two semantically meaningful halves of approximately the same 

length and separated by the caesura in the poetic metre. These four parts carry the 

meaning of the verse towards the climax in the ()nal fourth.

In addition to ghazals and qitH⇧ahs, the items in qawwali repertoires include 

tazmns and mustaz⌅ds. Tazmn refers to poems where verses of another poet are in-

serted to the new poetic product. In the context of qawwali, the tazmn normally takes 

the form of a ()ve line verse called mukhammas. In it, a verse of the original poem con-

stitutes the last two lines. The three preceding lines derive their rhyme from the ()rst 

line of the original verse. Thus the rhyme scheme is AAAAA, BBBBA, CCCCA etc. The 

tazmns are often macaronic, written in Urdu or Hindi on Persian poems. In 

mustaz⌅ds, augmented poems, each line of the ghazal is augmented with an additional 

half line which rhymes with the preceding line. The mustaz⌅d should be a perfect 

poem even if read without the additional half-lines which only serve to add a new 

shade of meaning.

492 The rhyme-pattern is universally employed in Persian and Urdu poetry, whereas it is not a neces-

sity in Arabic ghazals. Occasionally, Persian poets seem to have taken recourse on the Arabic convention 

and written ghazals that do not follow the regular rhyme-pattern. Michael Boris Bednar, for instance, 

has noted that Am8r Khusrau calls certain passages in his Duval r⌅n khiMr kh⌅n ghazals even though 

they follow the rhyme-pattern of the masHnav. Bednar argues that instead of the poetic form, Khusrau 

has here understood the ghazal to denote the contents and poetic themes. Using the term ghazal, 

Khusrau separates the main historical narrative whose outline was dictated to him by Khìr Kh;n from 

his own romantic elaborations. See Bednar 2014.

493 Mu=8n al-D8n, Kal⌅m-i ⇧irf⌅ntHar⌅z, 206.
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A majority of Hindi poems consist of gts, songs, which are metrically very free, 

lyrical poems. No uniform rhyme scheme is applied in the gt, and the ()rst line serves 

as a refrain throughout the poem. Since at least the late eighteenth century, Indian 

Su()s have also written gts that employ the formal structure of a ghazal. In addition to 

gt, qawwali repertoire includes Hindi poems that are classi()ed by the name of a mu-

sical genre as hor, Dhumr or d⌅dr⌅, yet they are performed in accordance with the mu-

sical conventions of qawwali.

While the longer poetic forms listed above constitute the salient text in the per-

formance, the repertoires include a vast array of so called adjunct items that are com-

bined to the salient text in the performance. The most common adjunct item is rub⌅⇧, 

a quatrain. Rub⌅⇧s are written using speci()c metres and the traditional rhyme scheme 

is AABA. The rhyme scheme of a quatrain is closely tied to the meaning. The ()rst two 

lines build a situation, a kind of thesis. The third line o'fers an antithesis to it, while 

the fourth line, which returns to the original rhyme, presents a synthesis. In Hindi, 

doh⌅, a couplet, is the most common adjunct item. Both lines of a doh⌅ have thirteen 

syllables and the same rhyming word. In addition to rub⌅⇧s and doh⌅s, one or more 

verses from ghazals and masnavs are used. Masnavs, long narrative or didactic 

poems, consist of rhyming couplets (AA BB CC DD) often written in ramal musaddas 

or some related meter. Verses written in di'ferent languages can be combined in a 

single item of performance.

Poetic anthologies for performers and listeners

To get a better idea of the formation of qawwali repertoires that alter constantly and 

can in principle include any poem written over the past millennium in several lan-

guages using di'ferent forms, one needs to turn to poetic anthologies that were written 

for the purposes of sam⌅⇧. As was noted in Part I, the texts written during the Sultanate 

and late Mughal periods occasionally record what qawwals sung in a particular occa-

sion. However, these short notes constitute only fragmentary information and do not 

elaborate on the broader poetic context beyond individual verses or poems. It is not 

until the twentieth century that poetic anthologies compiled for the participants of 

sam⌅⇧ assemblies begin to appear. The ()rst of these is titled Naghm⌅t-i sam⌅⇧ (‘Melod-

ies for Listening’) published in Badayun in 1935. It was compiled by a certain Su() from 

Bareilly called NYr al-Oasan.494 The author describes in the foreword his initial 

scepticism towards publishing the anthology. However, attending the ⇧urs of =Al;Z al-

D8n N;bir in Kaliyar convinced him of the value of his project.495

494 The only information on NYr al-Oasan available to me is through his name: his roots in Sahaswan, 

sayyid status, family connection with the saint MaudYd Cisht8 (d. 1139 in Chisht), discipleship in Chishti 

Sabiri lineage as well as in the lineage of Maul;n; Fàl-i RaUm;n Ganjmur;d;b;d8 (d. 1880 in Ganj 

Moradabad). Dedication of the book to =Al;Z al-D8n N;bir seems to indicate the compiler’s emphasis on 

the former link.

495 NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, ii.
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The compiler laments the changing times and the change in the type of poetry 

people relish as well as the absence of quali()ed Su() masters, singers and listeners.496 It 

is perhaps not surprising that the anthology includes only Persian poems that NYr al-

Oasan wants to save from oblivion. He tells that he has had both the listeners and 

qawwals in mind when selecting the poems and one of his selection criteria has been 

to include poems that the qawwals can easily set to the tunes (⌅hang) they use.497 

Naghm⌅t-i sam⌅⇧ provides ample material for performance. It includes a total of 722 

longer poems, mostly ghazals and few extracts from masnavs, in addition to 44 

rub⌅⇧s. The longer poems are organized in alphabetical order by the radf. Within each 

radf, the organization seems haphazard. They are not organized alphabetically by the 

()rst line, nor by the metre, topic or author. The rub⌅⇧s are appended to the end of the 

book. After the poems, an essay titled Majlis-i uns (‘An Assembly of Intimacy’) o'fers 

the readers information about the Su() teachings pertaining to sam⌅⇧ and the appropri-

ate adab.

NYr al-Oasan had an intention to publish a second, updated edition of the antho-

logy. In order to realize this project, he solicited the help of contemporary Persian po-

ets and sajj⌅danashns in identifying the anonymous poems and providing him more 

texts that deserved to be included.498 The second edition never materialized on his ini-

tiative. However, Naghm⌅t-i sam⌅⇧ got a new life in 1972 when Musht;q Il;h8 F;rYq8 

had a new edition published in Karachi. F;rYq8 was a native of Kanpur, but prior to im-

migrating to Karachi he had resided in Hyderabad and he dedicates the book to a local 

Su() MuUammad Mu=8n al-D8n, also known as Py;re Miy;n (d. 1948). His Naghm⌅t-i 

sam⌅⇧ is a radical reworking of the ()rst one. The author says that he has omitted the 

more di'()cult poems that either might be obscure to the readers or di'()cult to sing. In 

addition, he has added some contemporary favourites that were not available to NYr 

al-Oasan.499 The result is a collection of 364 longer poems, most of them ghazals, ap-

pended with 27 rub⌅⇧s. Thus, F;rYq8 has reduced the number of poems to almost half 

of the original. His additions are usually found in the end of each radf.

F;rYq8 had originally borrowed the original Naghm⌅t-i sam⌅⇧ from Ja=far Ousain 

Ni:z;m8, a qawwal attached to the Nizamuddin shrine in Delhi and bestowed the title 

T$t-yi Cisht (‘The Parrot of Chisht’) by Q;̀8 Tur;b =Al8 Ni:z;m8, a hereditary custodian 

of the shrine. Later a Su() named Oab8b al-Oaqq had helped F;rYq8 to acquire the 

pages missing from Ja=far Ousain’s copy.500 This is a signi()cant indication that such an-

thologies were indeed read by both qawwals and listeners. The 1972 edition includes 

496 NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, i–ii.

497 NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, ii.

498 NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, iii–iv.

499 F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 3.

500 F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 4.
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also a short biography of F;rYq8’s Su() guide as well as an abridged version of the essay 

Majlis-i uns.501

The diversity of the contents of both anthologies re⌧�ects the eclecticism of the 

qawwals’ repertoires. Table 1 shows the ten most quoted poets in the two editions of 

Naghm⌅t-i sam⌅⇧. The great classics of Persian poetry, O;fi:z and Sa=d8, whose works 

were an important part of the traditional madrasa curricula feature in both lists. The 

other poets include non-Indian Su()s Ousain ManWYr al-Oall;j (d. 922), AUmad J;m (d. 

1141) and Shams-i Tabrez8. The poems with the pen name Shams or Shams-i Tabrez8 are 

in the anthologies attributed to him whereas the poems with the pen name RYm8 are 

attributed to his illustrious disciple. However, the ()rst group of poems bears generally 

a closer a'()nity with the literally transmitted oeuvre of RYm8 who often used the pen 

name Shams, whereas the poems with the pen name RYm8 are adopted from other, 

possibly orally transmitted sources.

Table 1: Most quoted poets in Naghm⌃t-i Sam⌃� anthologies
Ranking Naghm⌅t-i Sam⌅⇧ 1935 Number of poemsNaghm⌅t-i Sam⌅⇧ 1972Number of poems

1. J;m8 53 J;m8 32

2. O;fi:z 49 O;fi:z 27

3. Shams-i Tabrez8 39 Shams-i Tabrez8 22

4. AUmad J;m 31 AUmad J;m 21

5. Am8r Khusrau 28 Am8r Khusrau 19

6. Niy;z 28 Niy;z 16

7. AUmad Sh;hjah;npYr827 Maghribi 12

8. al-Oall;j 19 Sa=d8 11

9. Sa=d8 19 =Az8z Naf8pYr8 9

10. Shah8d 18 al-Oall;j,  BY =Al8 Sh;h 

Qalandar Sharaf

8

In his Naghm⌅t, F;rYq8 has omitted only few poems by Maghrib8 (d. 1406), who 

becomes one of the most quoted poets in his anthology. Another dominant group of 

poets are the Indian Su()s BY =Al8 Sh;h Qalandar Sharaf (d. 1324), Sh;h Niy;z AUmad 

and Am8r Khusrau. Both lists also feature contemporary Su() poets =Az8z Naf8pYr8 and 

AUmad Sh;hjah;npYr8, both from Utter Pradesh. Thus far, I have not been able to es-

tablish the identity of the poet Shah8d.

Similar distribution characterizes the rest of the poems found in the anthologies. 

Among the quoted poets are Indian Su()s (e.g. Khv;jah Mu=8n al-D8n, Khv;jah Qut:b al-

D8n), non-Indian Su()s (e.g. MuUy8 al-D8n =Abd al-Q;dir J8l;n8, Fakhr al-D8n =Ir;q8), oth-

er Persian poets included in the classical canon (e.g. Ni:z;m8, Ibn Yam8n), poets hailing 

501 For an English translation of the essay, see Ernst 1999a: 105–117.
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from Mughal circles (e.g. Makhf8, the only woman), great masters of t⌅zag$I (e.g. Faì8, 

Figh;n8, =Urf8) as well as Indian contemporaries (e.g. Jigar Mur;d;b;d8, Maikash 

Akbar;b;d8). Both collections also include the single surviving poems attributed to the 

early Chishti masters.

A third anthology of qawwali poetry, entitled Sur$d-i r$✏⌅n (‘Spiritual Song’), was 

published in 1998 by the leading qawwal of the Nizamuddin shrine, Meraj Ahmed 

Nizami. The impetus for publishing the anthology came from his close friend, student 

and researcher Claire Devos. In her own words, it took ten years of recordings and in-

terviews in various shrines and with di'ferent musicians, combined with Meraj’s input, 

to prepare the anthology.502 While the two Naghm⌅ts contain only Persian poems and 

aim at preserving the repertoire in this language in the face of Urdu’s growing popular-

ity, Sur$d represents an actual repertoire of an individual qawwal. In this case, the rep-

ertoire consists of poems in Persian, Urdu, Hindi and Punjabi. Even though Meraj does 

not regularly sing all the texts included in Sur$d, nor does the selection cover all the 

texts he sings, the anthology nevertheless provides an approximate idea of the size of 

the repertoire of an established qawwal.

In total, Sur$d includes 265 poems. Most of them are ghazals, but the anthology 

includes a few rub⌅⇧s and several gts. In keeping with the actual distribution of lan-

guages in contemporary sam⌅⇧ assemblies, the largest group of poems is in Urdu (132 

poems) followed by Persian (75 poems), Hindi (56 poems) and Punjabi (2 poems). The 

poems are not organized by the radf, but by the language and theme. The ()rst classi-

()cation principle is the language and the anthology has separate sections for Persian, 

Urdu and Hindi; the two Punjabi poems are included in the latter category. Within 

each section, the poems are further classi()ed in accordance with the prescriptive 

thematic sequence of poems in sam⌅⇧. Thus, poems in each language are further di-

vided into poems in praise of God (✏amd), the Prophet (na⇧t) and the saints (man-

qabat). The devotional poems in Persian and Urdu are followed by ghazals, which are 

further divided into groups that deal with love (⇧ishq), knowledge (⇧ilm), separation 

(��r⌅q) and oneness of existence (va✏dat al-vuj$d).503 In Hindi, the devotional poems 

are followed by songs (gt), devotional hymns utilizing Hindu imagery (bhajan), poems 

for celebrating the hol (hol) and ()lm songs (��lm gt). Although the thematic 

sequence is associated with performance practice, it has its roots in the traditional 

organization principles followed in dv⌅ns, where each radf often begins with ghazals 

praising God and the Prophet. In dv⌅ns, these poems are not, however, separately 

named as ✏amd or na⇧t. Language and theme-based classi()cation of poems into 

separate categories seems to have become a standard procedure during the late 

502 Devos, “Peshlafz:”, 26.

503 The poems of praise are ghazals in form and, often, in content as well. Here, the classi()cation 

principle seems to be the religious content of the poems. While poems of praise are unambiguously reli-

gious, the poems classi()ed as ghazals utilize the ambiguous poetic motifs like wine, in()delity and pas-

sionate love. The same is true in the case of Hindi poems, as poems of praise are predominantly gts.
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nineteenth century in the works of Su() poets who hailed from Hyderabad and were 

practitioners of sam⌅⇧. At least the dv⌅ns of Oab8b, Ghaus8 and Oasrat are organized 

()rst by language and then by the theme and radf. In Sur$d, the ()nal organization 

principle within a thematic category is not the radf, but the chronology or hierarchy 

of the poets.

Table 2: Poets in Sur✏d-i R✏✓⌃n
RankingPersian Number of 

poems

Urdu Number 

of poems

Hindi Number of 

poems

1. Am8r 

Khusrau

16 Kamil 34 Anonymous 17

2. J;m8 12 =Ulv8 9 Am8r Khusrau 12

3. Niy;z 7 Anonymous9 Oasrat 4

4. RYm8 5 Oasrat 6 Niy;z 4

5. O;fi:z 4 Bedam 5 Bh8k;, M8r; B;Z8, 

Shailendra, Sh;h 

Tur;b, Vaq;r al-D8n

2

6. Anonymous 3 Gh;lib 5

7. Sa=d8 2 Niy;z 5

8. Oasrat 2 Jigar 4 Aughaa, Bedam, 

Bullhe Sh;h, Kab8r, 

Luqm;n al-Daulah, 

Mauj, NaUv

1

9. Rest of the 

poets

1 Shakeel 4

10. Z:afar 3

The distribution of Persian poets in Sur$d (Table 2) is not radically di'ferent from 

the earlier anthologies, except that Khusrau has become the most cited author. How-

ever, J;m8, Niy;z and O;():z are still close behind him. The signi()cance of Khusrau is 

probably emphasized in Sur$d because of Meraj’s a'()liation with the shrine where he 

is buried and where his poetry is frequently heard. The in⌧�uence of Hyderabadi poetic 

scene was already discernible in F;rYq8’s Naghm⌅t that included poems by the last 

Nizam, Osman Ali Khan (r. 1911-1967). Considering Meraj’s family background in 

Hyderabad, the visible presence of the city’s Su() poets is hardly surprising. Oasrat is 

among the most cited Persian poets with two poems, and the Urdu section is domin-

ated by Kamil, =Ulv8 and Oasrat. Other poets include the most widely known Urdu po-

ets Bedam and Niy;z, the classics Gh;lib and Bah;dur Sh;h Z:afar as well as contem-

porary poets Jigar and Shakeel. In Hindi, Khusrau is the most quoted individual poet, 

and only Oasrat and Niy;z are quoted more than once or twice.  The rest covers a 

mixed group of poets, from Hyderabadi Su()s NaUv AbY’-l-=bl;Z8 (d. 1906) and Vaq;r al-

D8n (d. 1992) to Bedam and Aughaa (d. 1954), and from the Bhakti poet M8r; B;Z8 (d. 

1546) and the Sant Kab8r (d. 1518) to the ()lm lyricist Shailendra (d. 1966).

Sur$d is possibly the only written text that includes a wide selection of Hindi 

poems, which are normally transmitted orally among the qawwals. A signi()cant num-
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ber of poems in each language is classi()ed as anonymous (n⌅-ma⇧l$m), indicating the 

fact that authorship is not the topmost consideration when poetic texts are adopted 

into qawwali performance. The analysis of the next two chapters makes this evident.

4.2 J,m-: from ambiguous poetic images to expressions of devotion

Closer analysis of the works by an individual poet in qawwali anthologies can o'fer 

some insights into the development of qawwali repertoires over the past century. In 

this chapter, I discuss the poems by J;m8 in the three anthologies and refer also to the 

trends followed in sam⌅⇧ assemblies and the commercial recording industry.

=Abd al-RaUm;n J;m8 (d. 1492) was a Timurid polymath living in Herat.504 His liter-

ary output encompasses saintly biographies, a Koranic commentary and a Su() treatise 

as well as a series of seven romantic-mystical masnavs and three dv⌅ns. He combined 

a career in the Timurid court with a Su() discipleship under the guidance of the 

Naqshbandi master =Ubaid All;h AUr;r (d. 1490). His importance in qawwali reper-

toires is indicated by his position as the most quoted poet in both Naghm⌅t antholo-

gies. In Sur$d, he is second only to Am8r Khusrau. It seems probable that his poems 

were also performed in sam⌅⇧ assemblies prior to the twentieth century even if histor-

ical evidence to the e'fect is missing. At any rate, his other works, the collection of 

saintly biographies, Nafa✏⌅t al-uns (‘Breaths of Intimacy’), and the treatise on va✏dat 

al-vuj$d, LavaIi✏ (‘Flashes of Light’), have been widely read by Indian Su()s.505 However, 

a closer analysis of his or any other poet’s works in the context of sam⌅⇧ becomes pos-

sible only in the twentieth century when the qawwali anthologies were published and 

recording technology allowed for the preservation of actual qawwali performances.

J⌅m in qawwali anthologies

Before entering a discourse that is based on the qawwali anthologies, it is important to 

emphasize that the two Naghm⌅ts are prescriptive in the sense that they want to 

present the listeners and performers a selection of Persian poetry they could and 

should employ in sam⌅⇧ assemblies. Sur$d, on the other hand, is prescriptive in its 

presentation of the repertoire of an individual qawwal. In the foreword to the earlier 

Naghm⌅t, NYr al-Oasan notes that in the process of searching for poems to be included 

in the anthology, he consulted dv⌅ns of individual poets.506 This gives the impression 

that the compilation of the anthology was a straightforward process of copying texts 

from dv⌅ns. However, a closer inspection of the contents reveals that it was much 

more involved. Generally, the poems are much shorter in the anthologies than they are 

in the dv⌅ns, and many are not found in the latter at all. Poems in F;rYq8’s Naghm⌅t 

504 For a recent biography of J;m8, see Algar 2013.

505 See, e.g. K;mg;r, A✏san, 145, 310; NYr al-D8n, Fakhr, 20; Anvar, =Abd all⌅h, 130.

506 NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, ii.
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generally follow the model of NYr al-Oasan’s edition and only rarely does the compiler 

complete the poems as he has done, for example, in the case of O;():z’s ghazal T⌅ zi-

maikh⌅nah o mai n⌅m o nish⌅n khv⌅had b$d (‘As long as the traces of the wine house 

and wine will remain’). In NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t, this ghazal includes only ()ve 

verses – verses 1, 2, 4, 8 and 10 – of the ten found in the dv⌅n.507  In F;rYq8’s Naghm⌅t, 

this ghazal has been removed from its original place and added into the end of radf d 

in an extended form that covers verses 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 10 of the dv⌅n’s version.508 It is 

noteworthy that even after increasing the number of verses from ()ve to seven, F;rYq8 

still does not include all the ten found in the dv⌅n. The same applies to Sur$d as well, 

in which the poems, especially the older Persian ones, are presented in an abridged 

form.

These tendencies are clearly visible in the case of J;m8. Out of the 53 of his ghazals 

found in NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t, 37 are found in Kulliy⌅t-i J⌅m published by Munshi 

Naval Kishore in the late nineteenth century.509 I have used this particular edition of 

J;m8’s collected poems, since it is the edition NYr al-Oasan most probably had access 

to. The publisher favoured relatively large print runs and the editions were a'fordable 

to even those who did not belong to the most a'⌧�uent social strata. F;rYq8’s Naghm⌅t 

includes 32 poems by J;m8 out of which 19 are found in the Kulliy⌅t. F;rYq8 has also ad-

ded two ghazals that are not found in NYr al-Oasan’s edition. In Sur$d, only four out of 

the 12 poems are found in Kulliy⌅t. These twelve poems include the two additions 

made by F;rYq8 as well as ()ve further poems which are not found in either Naghm⌅t.

When comparing individual ghazals in the anthologies to those found in Kulliy⌅t, 

almost all the poems appear abridged despite the fact that the ghazals of J;m8 are gen-

erally shorter than those written by, for example, O;():z. In NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t, 18 

ghazals are exactly the same as in the Kulliy⌅t, whereas the number in F;rYq8’s edition 

is 10 and in Sur$d only one. Only on one instance, found in NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t, 

the poem in the anthology is longer than the variant found in Kulliy⌅t.510

The abundance of material attributed to J;m8 not included in Kulliy⌅t con()rms 

the impression of his signi()cance in the qawwali repertoires. Poems would only be at-

tributed to poets who were somehow signi()cant in the context where qawwals per-

formed. The readiness to accept such items also indicates that qawwali repertoires 

have been formed in the interface of literary and oral traditions. The fact that their 

proportion in anthologies has kept increasing seems to point at growing divergence 

between the oral and literary traditions. In NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t about two thirds of 

the poems are still found in the Kulliy⌅t. In F;rYq8’s Naghm⌅t, the number drops to just 

507 See NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, 119-120; O;():z, Dv⌅n, 132–133.

508 See F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 87.

509 The edition I am using is printed in October 1912. However, the book had been published for the 

()rst time before this date, since it appears in Munshi Naval Kishore’s catalogue in 1896. See Shekhar & 

Rasheed, Fihrist-i kutub 1896, 118.

510 See E dil o ddah har do kh⌅nah-yi to in NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, 312; J;m8, Kulliy⌅t, 418–419.
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over half whereas in Sur$d it is only one third. All the more notable is the fact that 

only one of J;m8’s poems in Sur$d is exactly the same as in the Kulliy⌅t.

The abridgement of the poems before including them into the anthologies seems 

arbitrary, and it is impossible to determine if the process has been conscious or purely 

instinctive. On the whole, it does not appear that the omitted verses could have been 

considered inappropriate for sam⌅⇧, since many of them can be interpreted as equally 

haunting expressions of Su() ideas as the verses retained in the anthologies. Nor do 

they appear especially convoluted or obscure. If the selection process has been con-

scious, the reason for omitting certain verses might lie in the performance context. 

Contrary to NYr al-Oasan’s alleged adherence to the literary tradition, I suggest that the 

variants found in his edition of Naghm⌅t may represent actual performance standards 

current at the time of compilation, and that this applies to the two later anthologies as 

well. Following from this supposition, it seems likely that the origins of standard 

qawwali versions of poems can be traced to qawwals who have at some point in time 

deemed certain verses unsuited for performance, possibly because they were too di'()-

cult to sing. It is also possible that they conceived of other verses as suitable for a par-

ticular sam⌅⇧ assembly or that some in⌧�uential Su() among the audience directed 

them to omit some verses. The abridged version would have then been passed on or-

ally to the next generation of qawwals with the result of the standardization of this 

version in the orally transmitted tradition. The fact that the older poems in the antho-

logies are usually the furthest removed from the literary variants also supports this 

supposition. In analysing the di'ferences between the literary, textually transmitted 

and the performed, orally transmitted variants, one should bear in mind that, espe-

cially in the case of Indian Su() authors, the poems may have entered qawwali reper-

toires before they were codi()ed in the dv⌅ns. In that case, the performed version 

would become ‘the original’ instead of the literary version.

Changing themes

Another piece of information pertaining to the development of the qawwals’ reper-

toires that can be gleaned from the anthologies relates to the content of the poems. In 

NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t, a considerable number of J;m8’s ghazals, about one ()fth, are 

na⇧ts. The remaining four ()fths deal with various aspects of love and employ the poetic 

images connected to wine and in()delity. Many of these poems are tinged with vuj$d 

metaphysics. The following ghazal is one of the few vuj$d poems by J;m8 that are still 

occasionally performed by the qawwals:

You made the face of human beauties a means to know beauty

Then you made yourself appear in the eyes of the lovers.

From water and clay you made the rePlection of your beauty appear

You exalted the candle of the rosy cheek and the moon on the cypress.
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You scattered the dregs from the goblet of your love to the sand

You made a learned rationalist crazy and infatuated.

Though you are the beloved, you clothed yourself as a lover

Then you manifested yourself and yearned for yourself.

You tied black locks as musky plaits on your face

You chained the passionate world to the fetters.

The earth and heaven cannot contain the procession of your beauty

I am perplexed: how did you ��nd a place in the sanctuary of my chest?

J⌅m, you lose your name and manners in love

Bravo to this new manner you have conceived.511

On the one hand, the ghazal is replete with the standard depictions of the be-

loved’s beauty from ‘the candle of the rosy cheek’ to ‘musky plaits on your face’. In ad-

dition, J;m8 introduces the metaphysical ideas of God manifesting himself in 

everything and then creating the world in order to be loved. Nevertheless, even when 

the penultimate verse paraphrases the hadith according to which God, who cannot be 

contained in the heavens and earth, can still ()t in the heart of his servant, the ghazal 

retains its ambiguity. It is not unequivocally religious, yet would be understood as such 

by Su() audience when performed in a sam⌅⇧ assembly.

In F;rYq8’s Naghm⌅t, the na⇧ts constitute one third of J;m8’s poems and in Sur$d 

over half. Out of the seven poems that only appear in the latter two anthologies, six are 

na⇧ts whereas only one is a ghazal dealing with va✏dat al-vuj$d. The increased em-

phasis on overtly religious poetry indicates the change qawwali repertoires have un-

dergone during the twentieth century. There are several reasons behind this change. 

The ()rst is the deterioration of Persian skills among the listeners. Persian ghazals dis-

cussing passionate love or metaphysics are di'()cult to understand without adequate 

language skills and singing them would unlikely lead to a successful performance. In 

the case of na⇧ts, on the other hand, the syntax is generally more straightforward and 

the vocabulary much more limited. Na⇧ts further include several words and expres-

sions that are understood by Urdu, Hindi or Punjabi speaking audiences and enable 

them to identify the poem as a na⇧t and glean an approximate idea of its contents. This 

is the case with the following popular poem which employs the name of Muhammad 

as the radf. In addition, the q⌅��yahs – meeting or union (vi)⌅l), thought (khay⌅l), dis-

511 J;m8, Kulliy⌅t, 433–434; NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, 337–338; and F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 177–178.
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cussion (ql o q⌅l) and family (⌅l) – are all familiar words and combined with the radf, 

they form easily understood expressions.

The beauty of Muhammad illuminates the world

My heart came to life from a meeting with Muhammad.

Happy the eye which sees Mustafa

Happy the heart which carries the thought of Muhammad.

Happy the mosque, pulpit and kh;nq;h

Where people converse about Muhammad.

The poor J⌅m became, sincerely and with pure intentions

A slave of the slave of Muhammad’s family.512

The second reason behind the changed emphasis relates to the wider transforma-

tions of religious attitudes among South Asian Muslims. The Prophet Muhammad has 

always been at the centre of the religious activities of Muslims. However, his signi()c-

ance has increased since the eighteenth century and the rival views among the reform-

ist movements of the nineteenth century have merely accelerated the process. Those 

who ascribe to the views promulgated by the Deoband ⇧ulam⌅I, Tablighi Jamaat and 

Ahl-i Hadis all emphasize the Prophet’s role as a moral and legal example. However, 

they eschew the Su() concepts of his position as the ()rst created being in the form of 

Muhammadan light (n$r-i mu✏ammad), his role as an intermediary (va)lah) and in-

tercessor (shaf⇧) between human beings and God and his participation in the know-

ledge of the hidden (⇧ilm-i ghaib). Such views were vehemently challenged by AUmad 

Rì; Kh;n Barelv8 and his followers, who accused these movements of disrespecting 

the Prophet and being guilty of in()delity because of their portrayal of him as a mere 

passive medium for God’s revelation.513 Although the Su() participants of sam⌅⇧ assem-

blies do not follow AUmad Rì;, who condemned the practice, his views are neverthe-

less closer to theirs and his excessive promotion of the Prophet has a'fected their reli-

gious outlook. In the context of qawwali, this has led to increased emphasis on reli-

gious poetry.

The impression that arises from the analysis of the anthologies is further substan-

tiated by a look at the qawwals’ selection of poems in actual performances. During the 

sam⌅⇧ assemblies I have observed since 2004, I have witnessed a single performance of 

a love ghazal attributed to J;m8.514 This is in a stark contrast with the numerous per-

formances of his na⇧ts. Whenever the qawwals have made commercial recordings of 

512 F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 88; Meraj, Sur$d, 50.

513 On contradicting views on the Prophet in the nineteenth century, see. e.g. Metcalf 2005: 272–273; 

and Sanyal 2010: 234–240, 244–264.

514 For this performance, see Khwaja Hall, Item 6 below.
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J;m8’s texts, they have opted for a limited number of his na⇧ts such as Jah⌅n roshan ast 

az jam⌅l-i mu✏ammad (‘The beauty of Muhammad illuminates the world’ quoted 

above), Tan-am fars$dah j⌅n p⌅rah zi-hijr⌅n y⌅ ras$l all⌅h (‘My body has grown weak, 

the soul rend to pieces because of separation, o Messenger of God’), C$n m⌅h dar arM o 

sam⌅ t⌅b⌅n tuI t⌅b⌅n tuI (‘You are shining like the moon on the earth and in the heav-

en, you are shining’) and Nasm⌅ j⌅nib-i baHt✏⌅ guzar kun (‘Zephyr, travel towards 

Batha’). A rare exception is an album by Ghulam Farid Sabri (d. 1994) of the Sabri 

Brothers, recorded shortly before his untimely demise and released posthumously in 

1996 by a German label Piranha. Being given free hands by the producers, he decided 

to ful()l a long-standing dream and record an album dedicated to J;m8. The resulting 

album includes four tracks, two na⇧ts and two ghazals on passionate love, sung to the 

minimal accompaniment of the [holak, tabla and harmonium.515 

Still, the almost exclusive emphasis on na⇧ts has not stagnated the literary activit-

ies around the poems of J;m8. As was noted above, new poems were attributed to him 

and entered into qawwali repertoires during the past century. In performances, the 

qawwals keep interlacing his ghazals with verses from other poems in order to render 

them accessible to the audience. In addition, many Su() poets have since the nine-

teenth century written Urdu tazmns on J;m8’s ghazals. The following example, written 

as a mukhammas in rajaz musamman (- - c -  - - c -   - - c -   - - c) like the original text, is 

very recent. It is written by the current sajj⌅danashn of the darg⌅h of GesYdar;z, Syed 

Shah Khusro Hussaini (b. 1945) and published in a selection of na⇧tiyyah poetry appen-

ded to an essay on na⇧tkhv⌅n in a book titled Wa rafa⇧n⌅ laka dhikrak: Mu✏ammad 

(‘And we raised your fame: Muhammad’). The Persian ghazal (in bold) appears only in 

Sur$d and it seems probable that the author of the tazmn has come to know this 

poem through qawwali performances instead of a written source.516

The agony of love was thus evolving towards self-knowledge:

God created a friend from eternal light.

He said to this light of his: ‘My Prophet,

You are shining like the moon on the earth and in the heaven, you are shining
Though you are light of God envied by the angels, you are a human, you are a human.’

I saw angels in the heaven and on the earth every now and then

Searched ardently for beauty and grace here and there in Canaan

Smitten by your love, the gaze of heart exclaimed:

‘Your face illuminates the two worlds, sun and moon re'lect your countenance
Oh, you are radiating the light of divine essence, you are radiating.’

It was asked, if you had many beautiful virtues

515 See Sabri Brothers, Jami.

516 For further examples of Urdu tazmns written on J;m8’s poems, see, e.g. Bedam, Ph$loF k c⌅dar, 3–

4; Kh;mosh, Dv⌅n, 92–94.
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It was answered that all the attributes can be found in the Koran.

Only in your bondage is the path of mystical knowledge illuminated

Your eyebrows are verses of the Koran, your hair is the commentary of the Koran
Your face is our Koran, you are faith, you are faith.

Mustafa, I am bound in your slavery

I do not need to look here and there, I am just a beggar at your door

Every moment, the heart calls out to you:

‘The chosen one, the elected one! Be merciful to us, be merciful to us!
[For] the hand of all the helpless, you are the hem, you are the hem.’

My heart is yours, my soul is yours, my lineage is yours

Every moment of my existence is an ôfering to you.

Also, my Lord just needs you as an excuse.

I am a sinner, I am weak, I am destitute, if, o intercessor in the day of retribution
you are asking my condition, you are asking.

Khusro, his liver wounded, raised his hands in supplication

As ‘Who sees me’ illuminated his heart

And he cried out to you: ‘Mustafa, Mustafa!

Tears517 'low from my eyes, by God, show yourself!
I sacri12ce my life and heart to you, you are my beloved, you are my beloved.’518

The text illustrates the various functions of a tazmn. The Urdu section constitutes a 

commentary that prefaces the original text and gives it a certain interpretation. In the 

matHla⇧, for example, the Persian lines are turned into speech of God directed to the 

Prophet by the Urdu section that contextualizes it. The maqtHa⇧, on the other hand, is 

rendered a humble supplication of the poet or a devotee.

The tazmn s are enjoyable on several levels. For those who are well acquainted 

with Persian and are able to connect the Urdu and Persian sections, they form a coher-

ent whole that frequently adds unexpected shades of meaning to the original poem. 

For those, whose Persian skills are more limited, Urdu lines can help in throwing some 

light to the purport of the Persian section. This applies especially well to the second 

verse of the above example, in which the Urdu section pre()gures the topic of incom-

parable beauty.

However, the tazmns have the ability to appeal to even the more uneducated 

listeners, who might have only rudimentary acquaintance with poetical Urdu and a su-

per()cial understanding of Su() concepts. In qawwali performance, a verse or even a 

shorter semantic unit has the ability to a'fect the listeners. The above tazmn has a few 

517 Although the meaning of the word j⌅m is often understood as something connected with the cup 

(j⌅m), that is wine, it is occasionally interpreted to denote any liquid and in this particular case, tears.

518 Hussaini, Wa rafa⇧n⌅ laka "ikrak: Mu✏ammad, 148–150.
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lines that manage to strike a chord with the key religious values of numerous South 

Asian Muslims irrespective of their education and background. One example is the 

()rst line in the fourth verse, ‘Mustafa, I am bound in your slavery’, which captures the 

listeners’ a'fection to the Prophet.

The signi()cance of J;m8’s ghazals in qawwali repertoires, and the continuing poet-

ic activity around them, is all the more remarkable considering that his pro()le as a Su() 

remains unarticulated in the collective imagination of South Asian Su()s. His tomb is in 

distant Herat, there is no Su() brotherhood that would trace its lineage to him and very 

little information about his life circulates among the Su()s. The popularity of his poems 

– or poems attributed to him – seems to stem solely from their literary qualities and 

their suitability to sam⌅⇧. The next chapter turns to Am8r Khusrau, whose case is radic-

ally di'ferent and whose role as a literary and musical genius is complemented by a 

cornucopia of legends.

4.3 Am-r Khusrau: poetic corpus laced with legends

Am8r Khusrau’s signi()cance in the context of qawwali can be hardly overrated. He is 

popularly considered the inventor of the entire genre and his poems have today a 

place of pride in qawwali repertoires. In addition, his relationship with Niz:;m al-D8n 

has immortalized his fame among South Asian Su()s. It is thus no wonder that many of 

his poems performed by the qawwals are accompanied with legends explaining their 

writing context. In addition, his legendary fame has lead to increasing the number of 

poems attributed to him. In this chapter, I discuss some of the Persian and Hindi 

poems famously associated with Am8r Khusrau.

Persian repertoire

Two distinct repertoires of poems are connected with the poet. The ()rst is in Persian 

and, perhaps surprisingly, is not very extensive despite the fact that Khusrau has writ-

ten four sizeable dv⌅ns.519 In NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t the Persian repertoire consists of 

merely 28 poems and in F;rYq8’s edition of 19 poems. In Sur$d he is the most quoted 

Persian poet, yet this position is guaranteed with only 16 poems. When the selection 

found in the anthologies is re⌧�ected against the observations of sam⌅⇧ assemblies and 

commercial recordings, it seems to exhaust the Persian repertoire. I have only once 

witnessed a performance of a poem that is not included in any of the qawwali antholo-

gies.520 Moreover, several poems included in the anthologies are hardly ever performed, 

and the selection of Am8r Khusrau’s Persian poetry regularly utilized by the qawwals is 

in practice limited to about a dozen ghazals. It is also noteworthy that even those 

519 These were published as one collection entitled Kulliy⌅t-i ⇧an⌅)ir-i dav⌅vn-i Khusrau by Munshi 

Naval Kishore in 1916.

520 See Khwaja Hall, Item 4 below.
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ghazals that appear in Khusrau’s dv⌅ns often di'fer from the literary, textually trans-

mitted versions.

The best known and most often performed of these ghazals is known as Nah m 

d⌅nam (‘I do not know’) by its opening words. The following is the standard version 

sung by qawwals:

I do not know what was that place where I was last night

Everywhere the slaughtered danced where I was last night.

Fairy-faced beloved, body a cypress, face a tulip

From head to toe the doom of hearts where I was last night.

Haughtily, the rivals listened to his voice and I was terri��ed

How dî��cult it was to speak where I was last night.

God himself led the assembly inside the place of no-place, Khusrau

Muhammad was the candle in the gathering where I was last night.521

The ghazal is accompanied by an anecdote describing its composition. Irfan 

Zuberi relates one version of the legend: one day, Khusrau met the qalandar poet of 

Panipat, BY =Al8 Sh;h Qalandar, who said that during his nocturnal ⌧�ights to the spir-

itual world, he never saw Niz:;m al-D8n there among the spiritual stalwarts he en-

countered. Niz:;m al-D8n advised the dispirited Khusrau to tell BY =Al8 Sh;h to look for 

a special chamber where the most elect sheikhs sit. And indeed, he saw him there with 

=Abd al-Q;dir J8l;n8, Khv;jah Mu=8n al-D8n and the Prophet. Hearing the news after BY 

=Al8 Sh;h’s return, Khusrau was elated and is supposed to have written the above 

ghazal as a description of the incident.522

I heard a slightly di'ferent version of the story after a sam⌅⇧ assembly organized at 

the shrine of Sh;h R;jY Ousain8 (d. 1682) in Hyderabad, when some local Su()s sat 

around chatting. One of them related the following variant of the anecdote: BY =Al8 

Sh;h used to visit the divine assembly where God himself was the head (mr-i majlis) 

and the presence of the Prophet illuminated the assembly like the candle, as the last 

verse of the ghazal states. However, he told Khusrau that he never saw Niz:;m al-D8n 

there. In this version Niz:;m al-D8n tells Khusrau to ask BY =Al8 Sh;h to take him with 

him when he attends the assembly the next time. Once there, he should search the veil 

of light that is behind the Prophet. Accordingly, BY =Al8 Sh;h and Khusrau went togeth-

er into contemplation (mur⌅qabah). This time, Khusrau knew where to look for and 

he indeed saw his master in the veil of light, sitting on the left side of the Prophet, 

521 The translation is based on the text transcribed from a recorded performance by late Jafar Husain 

Khan Badauni. See Badauni, Qawwali II, track 1.

522 Zuberi 2012: 128.
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while the right side was occupied by =Abd al-Q;dir J8l;n8. According to this story, Nah 

m danam is Khusrau’s description of his personal experience in that assembly.

Although the outline of both anecdotes is the same, the second includes some sig-

ni()cant details that are missing from the ()rst. In it, Khusrau actually attends this as-

sembly in the company of BY =Al8 Sh;h. As a result, the ghazal becomes an eyewitness’ 

account of the divine assembly. In the ()rst anecdote, Niz:;m al-D8n is found in a special 

chamber with other great sheikhs whereas in the second he is in the veil of light be-

hind the Prophet. Limiting the number of saintly personages to three is also signi()c-

ant. This group covers the three persons who are among South Asian Su()s considered 

to have attained the rank of ma✏bubiyyat (being the beloved of God). The Prophet is 

known as Gabb All⌅h (‘the Beloved of God’), =Abd al-Q;dir as Ma✏b$b-i Sub✏⌅n (‘the 

Divine Beloved’) and Niz:;m al-D8n as Ma✏b$b-i Il⌅h (‘the Divine Beloved’). Thus, the 

anecdote has the double function of contextualizing the composition of the ghazal 

and, in addition, connecting the ghazal to Niz:;m al-D8n’s rank among the most exalted 

()gures of Islam. The anecdote, however, appears somewhat anachronistic, since the 

fame of =Abd al-Q;dir had not reached Northern India in the early fourteenth century, 

nor was Niz:;m al-D8n yet referred to as Ma✏b$b-i Il⌅h. This concept developed only 

later.

On the basis of the analysis of the textual sources, it appears that the legendary 

anecdote and the poem have been joined together fairly recently. The ghazal is not in-

cluded in the dv⌅ns of Khusrau. When it appears in NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t in 1935, it 

lacks the maqtHa⇧ that connects the contemporary standard version to the legend of its 

composition. Instead, the maqtHa⇧ reads:

Khusrau! The ��re of your love burnt my hem

Muhammad was the candle in the gathering where I was last night.523

Omitting the mention of God as the head of the assembly (mr-i majlis) and of Khusrau 

being beyond the limitations of place (l⌅-mak⌅n) makes it di'()cult to connect the le-

gend and the poem. Now it is Muhammad who ignites the sparks of love and burns the 

poet’s hem. The assembly, where Khusrau has been, emerges as a poetic metaphor 

rather than a divine assembly that has been visited in person. The legend connected 

with the poem has apparently been well known among the qawwals and audiences, 

and the change in the maqtHa⇧ suggests that forging a link between them has been de-

liberate.

Khusrau’s Persian poems in qawwali repertoires also include some individual 

verses, which have acquired legendary fame. Among these is a verse that he is said to 

have uttered as an illustration of his intimacy with Niz:;m al-D8n:

I became you, you became me, I became the body, you became the soul

So that no one would say after this that I am someone else, that you are someone else.

523 NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, 228. F;rYq8 retains the variant found in NYr al-Oasan’s Naghm⌅t. See 

F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 121–122. Meraj has not included the ghazal in Sur$d.
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One version of its origin is found in NizH⌅m Bansur, discussed above, where the verse 

appears in a discussion between Niz:;m al-D8n and Khusrau. Niz:;m al-D8n addresses 

him with the ()rst line of the quoted verse, and Khusrau composes the other line. The 

verse is no more a disciple’s adulation of his guide, but a statement that binds Khusrau 

and Niz:;m al-D8n together as intimately as the two lines of the verse.

In all the qawwali anthologies, the verse is inserted just before the maqtHa⇧ into a 

famous ghazal by Khusrau, E cihrah-yi zeb⌅-yi to rashk-i but⌅n-i ⌅"ar (‘Oh your beauti-

ful face, the envy of Azar’s idols’).524 This iconic verse is not found in the dv⌅n and it 

appears to be a later addition inserted into an already existing ghazal.525 The Man to 

shudam-verse appears unconnected with the rest of the ghazal, in which Khusrau at-

tempts to praise the beloved, but is each time frustrated by his incomparable qualities. 

A verse on union between the lover and the beloved is a sudden change to this theme. 

It also contrasts the maqtHa⇧ in which the distance between the lover and the beloved is 

again increased and Khusrau is forced to implore the latter to look towards a stranger 

in his city:

Khusrau is a stranger and a beggar. He has ended up in your city

Let it be, for the sake of God, that you look towards the strangers.

Even more iconic than the Man to shudam-verse is the so called Kajkul⌅h-verse:

har qaum r;’st r;h-e d8n-e va qiblag;h-e

m; qiblah r;st kard8m bar simt-i kajkul;h-e526

Every nation has its path, religion and direction for prayers

I direct my prayers towards him who wears his cap awry.

The verse is quoted by almost everyone writing on qawwali. The legend surrounding it 

resonates perfectly with the spirit of tolerance and humanism Niz:;m al-D8n no doubt 

advocated during his lifetime, but that has in post-partition India been harnessed for 

propagation of communal harmony.

The verse is quoted three times by di'ferent authors in Jashn-e-Khusrau: A Collec-

tion, a recent volume celebrating the signi()cance of Khusrau in qawwali music. Ac-

cording to Irfan Zuberi, the lines are ‘iconic, because they depict the symbolism under-

lying the sam⌅⇧ experience,’ which, according to him, is ‘the philosophy of nisbat (asso-

ciation with a Su() ()gure or lineage).’527 This interpretation stems from the legendary 

524 See NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, 383–384; F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 200–201; Meraj, Sur$d, 84–85.

525 See Khusrau, Kulliy⌅t 456. The ghazal belongs to the dv⌅n Baqiyyah naqiyyah. The qawwali antho-

logies add another verse to the dv⌅n’s version:

You are more elusive than a fairy, more delicate than a petal of rose

You are better than anything I might say, by God, you are a wonderful sweetheart!

526 For the variant versions found in scholarly literature, see Qureshi 2006: 42; Kugle 2010b: 259 and 

Qureshi 2012: 117. Sharma 2012: 80 and Zuberi 2012: 127 follow the variant found in Am8r Oasan’s dv⌅n. 

See Oasan 1933: 390. The Iranian critical edition follows the same reading, but gives man qiblah r⌅st 

kardam as a variant reading for the ()rst half of the second line. See Sijz8, Dv⌅n-i Gasan-i Dihlav, 406.

527 Zuberi 2012: 127–128.
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anecdote surrounding the composition of the verse. The protagonists of the anecdote 

are again Khusrau and Niz:;m al-D8n and the verse is ascribed to their joint e'forts. One 

day, Niz:;m al-D8n was observing Hindu worshippers on the banks of Yamuna and he 

pronounced the ()rst line, indicating that they also had their religious path to follow. 

Khusrau, standing nearby, continued with the second line in which he discredits all 

the other religions in favour of his a'()liation with Niz:;m al-D8n, described in the verse 

as the one who wears his cap rakishly awry (kajkul⌅h).

Occasionally, the verse is prefaced with three Hindi lines which are claimed to 

have been uttered by Niz:;m al-D8n, whereas Khusrau responds in Persian:

sans;r har ko pYje gur ko jagat sar;he

makke med koZ8 ehYdehe k;sh8 med koZ8 c;he

duny; med apne p8 ke paiyy;d pafYd nah k;he

har qaum r;’st r;h-e d8n-e va qiblag;h-e

m; qiblah r;st kard8m bar simt-i kajkul;h-e528

Let the world worship God, let the earth praise the spiritual guide

Someone may search him in Kashi, someone in Mecca

Why should I not fall to the feet of my beloved in this world?

Every nation has its path, religion and direction for prayers

I direct my prayers towards who wears his cap awry.

In her essay in Jashn-e-Khusrau: A Collection, Qureshi overturns the conventional 

order of appearance by stating that the Hindi part was spoken by Am8r Khusrau to 

which Niz:;m al-D8n responded in Persian.529 She also evokes the most prominent in-

terpretation of the verse by stating that ‘this unique set of verses is inspired by the 

sight of Hindu worshippers by the river Jamuna and draws from it a profound vision of 

religious pluralism expressed in a dialogue of both Hindi and Persian.’530 Akbar Hyder, 

citing only the Persian verse in his work, interprets it in a similar framework by noting 

that the poet has incorporated into it the religious tolerance that Niz:;m al-D8n 

expressed. Both Hyder and Sharma have also pointed out that in reality, the verse was 

written by Am8r Oasan, not Am8r Khusrau.531

Noting that the real author of the verse was Am8r Oasan, Sunil Sharma writes in 

his essay in Jashn-e-Khusrau that the association of the verse with Khusrau was already 

common in the days of the Mughal emperor Jah;ng8r (r. 1605-1627), to whom it was re-

cited. Interestingly, the person who explained the story behind the verse to the emper-

528 Transcribed from a recorded performance of Warsi Brohers. See Warsi Brothers, Qawwali II track 

4.

529 In an earlier work, however, she maintains the conventional order of appearance. See Qureshi 

2006: 42.

530 Qureshi 2012: 117.

531 Hyder 2006: 118–119; Sharma 2006: 47.
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or died on the spot.532 In eighteenth-century Su() circles of Delhi, the verse was also at-

tributed to Am8r Khusrau. In Fakhr al-tH⌅libn, Maul;n; Fakhr al-D8n notes that this par-

ticular verse, written by respected Am8r (✏aMrat-i amr), caused NaW8r al-D8n MaUmYd 

to stamp his feet so strongly to the ground that he was left limping.533 Commenting on 

the importance of such legendary accounts, Sharma points out that ‘[w]hether true or 

not, such anecdotes allow poetry to be supplied with a context, and remain alive in 

popular memory.’534 Without an anecdote about interaction between two legendary 

()gures, the Kajkul⌅h-verse might have been forgotten like its factual author, Am8r 

Oasan.

It is of course possible that Am8r Oasan came to know about the exchange 

between his Su() guide and Khusrau and then incorporated the verse into his ghazal. 

However, when the Kajkul⌅h-verse is read as the part of the ghazal it belongs to in 

Am8r Oasan’s dv⌅n, it acquires a completely di'ferent shade of meaning:

Every nation has its path, religion and direction for prayers

I direct my prayers towards him who wears his cap awry.

Well, preacher, give every sermon you know

Sight his face! They are like the =8d, eyebrows like a place of prayer.

If you do not see the cypress and moon suiting each other

Look at his cypress-like stature and a moon on top of the cypress.

My heart has forgotten the deviations I have repented for

If I see his lip, I am reminded of sin.

If they make fetters from his dark tresses

From every curl will arise a cry for justice.

See, how tears appear on my eyelashes every morning

Like dew that falls on the face of grass stalks.

God! You keep an eye on my eyes and on the light of my [eyes]

Even if he never bestowed a glance on my condition.

The judge will not require a witness for my love-play

He knows there is no need for witness, when both agree.

532 Sharma 2012: 80. The assembly where the verse was explained to Jah;ng8r is recorded in both 

Tuzuk-i jah⌅ngr and Maj⌅lis-i jah⌅ngr.

533 NYr al-D8n, Fakhr, 50.

534 Sharma 2012: 80.
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What is the reason of Gasan in the presence of love?

A naïve child in front of the emperor?535

In the context of the ghazal, the Kajkul⌅h-verse acquires an unabashedly erotic 

tone. Forsaking the religion in the ()rst verse resonates with discrediting the preacher 

in the second. However, it is hard to detect traces of religious pluralism in its message. 

Rather, it becomes a praise of the force of passionate love that has the potential to 

make the lover reject religion altogether in his pursuit of the beloved. In this context, 

the Kajkul⌅h-verse refers to ‘”the Beloved” in all its universality and ambivalence,’ as 

Scott Kugle suggests,536  rather than to religious plurality or even praise for Am8r 

Oasan’s Su() guide.

When read without the anecdote about its composing, the interpretation of the 

verse as an advocacy of religious pluralism becomes evident only when the Persian 

couplet is combined with the three Hindi lines. The literary form of this macaronic 

verse indicates its textual history. As Qureshi notes, the ()ve line mukhammas appears 

like a tazmn,537 similar to the poem written by Syed Shah Khusro Hussaini in Urdu on 

a ghazal by J;m8 quoted above. It is thus possible, that a Hindi tazmn was written on 

Am8r Oasan’s ghazal, but only the ()rst verse has survived in the qawwali repertoires. If 

it was written after the verse had become associated with Khusrau and separated from 

its original context, the tazmn is unlikely to cover any other verses.

Interestingly, the qawwals often emphasize the erotic dimensions of the Kajkul⌅h-

verse in their performances. The macaronic mukhammas verse is, in performances, fre-

quently inserted into Cashm-i mast-e ⇧ajab-e zulf-i dar⌅z-e ⇧ajab-e (‘Wonderful are the 

intoxicated eyes, wonderful are the long tresses’), a ghazal attributed to Khusrau.538 

One of its verses includes the phrase kajkul⌅h, and the Kajkul⌅h-verse is commonly 

inserted after it:

turkt;z-e =ajab-e shu=badab;z-e =ajab-e 

kajkul;h-e =ajab-e  =arbadab;z-e =ajab-e539

Wonderful is the plundering expedition, wonderful is the conjuror

Wonderful is he who wears his cap awry, wonderful is the troublemaker.

Combined with this verse, the Kajkul⌅h-verse retains its erotic connotations even with 

the Hindi preface. The verse of the ghazal praises the roguish beloved, who is charac-

535 The translation is based on the text in Sijz8, Dv⌅n-i Gasan Sijz Dihlav, 390–391.

536 Kugle 2010: 259.

537 Qureshi 2006: 42.

538 In both Naghm⌅t anthologies, the ghazal appears as a qitH⇧ah of ()ve verses and, notably, does not 

include a maqtHa⇧ with the poet’s pen name. See NYr al-Oasan, Naghm⌅t, 393–394; F;rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 207. 

In Sur$d, it appears as a complete ghazal with the matHla⇧, maqtHa⇧ and three more verses in between. The 

poem is not found in the dv⌅ns and none of the anthologies features the verse including the word 

kajkul⌅h.

539 Transcribed from the performance of Warsi Brothers. See Warsi Brothers 1992, Qawwal II
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terized as a plunderer, conjuror and troublemaker wearing his cap awry. The almost vi-

olent indi'ference of the beloved e'fectively deprives the Kajkul⌅h-verse of any con-

notations of religious pluralism and universal humanism. Rather, it contrasts the de-

pendance (niy⌅z) of the lover with the coquettish and not-so-tender playfulness (n⌅z) 

of the beloved and creates a situation where the former is driven to forsake his religion 

because of the latter in the spirit of Am8r Oasan’s original ghazal.

Another performance standard where the Kajkul⌅h-verse is regularly employed is 

a Hindi verse attributed to Khusrau. Here the Persian verses are followed by the Hindi 

line that acts as a refrain. Interestingly, the Kajkul⌅h-verse is here a matHla⇧ in a three- 

verse qitH⇧ah which is completely di'ferent from Am8r Oasan’s ghazal:

I have clung to your feet

Master Nij⌅m al-Dn, lord Nij⌅m al-Dn.540

Every nation has its path, religion and direction for prayers

I direct my prayers towards him who wears his cap awry.

I have clung to your feet.

My face is towards your face, my dust upon the dust of your lane

Your face is the direction for prayers, your lane is where I prostrate.

I have clung to your feet.

I sit on your lane in a wretched condition

Hoping that you might bestow me a glance.

I have clung to your feet.

Master Nij⌅m al-Dn, lord Nij⌅m al-Dn.541

Although the motif of begging on the beloved’s lane is often used in romantic 

ghazals, here it acquires a more devotional tone due to the Hindi text that describes a 

girl clinging to the feet of Niz:;m al-D8n. However, the Kajkul⌅h-verse, which consti-

tutes here a part of the adoration of the beloved, is still devoid of references to reli-

gious pluralism. On the whole, the idea was neither evoked when the verse was quoted 

540 In Hindi, words of Arabic and Persian origin are adapted to its pronunciation. Thus Niz:;m al-D8n 

becomes Nij;m al-D8n, Fakhr al-D8n becomes Fakhar D8n etc. I have retained this convention in transla-

tion, because it is an important part of the aesthetic e'fect of the poems. Furthermore, the authors using 

Perso-Arabic script to write Hindi would have been able to use the original spelling, but consciously de-

cided not to do so.

541 The text is transcribed from a performance by Bahauddin Qawwal. I thank Scott Kugle for provid-

ing me with this recording.
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in the Mughal court and in the Su() kh⌅nq⌅h, nor in the original context of the verse in 

Am8r Oasan’s dv⌅n, nor when it was adopted to qawwali performances. The idea of re-

ligious pluralism in this particular verse clearly has its source outside the context of 

sam⌅⇧ and qawwali.

Hindavi repertoire

The salient text in the last example quoted above is one of the items belonging to an 

extensive corpus of Hindavi542 poems attributed to Am8r Khusrau. In addition to a vast 

number of gts sung by qawwals, the corpus comprises of lyrics used in classical music 

(bandish), riddles (pahel), bawdry verses that play with double entendres 

(kahmukarn) as well as a Persian-Hindi dictionary Kh⌅liq b⌅r. Khusrau’s alleged in-

vention of Hindi and/or Urdu rests on these works, yet the ()rst available records of 

them date to the eighteenth century. This is the same period when the invention of 

sitar and tabla was attributed to Khusrau and when his image as we know it today star-

ted to shape.

According to Sharma, Khusrau’s Hindavi poems include linguistic traits that refer 

to the eighteenth century. However, this does not rule out the possibility of oral trans-

mission. What is available today merely represents the last recension before the texts 

were committed to writing.543 Few scholars are inclined to deny the possibility that 

Khusrau indeed wrote such texts. His life coincided with the phase in Indian literature, 

when Bhakti poets and Nath yogis begun to experiment with writing poetry in North 

Indian vernaculars.544 Khusrau’s Persian works include Hindavi words and his favour-

able attitude towards all things Indian is evident in his masnavs. He describes himself 

as an Indian parrot that answers when it is posed a question in Hindavi and, in anoth-

er verse, tells that as a Turk from India, he does not have the Egyptian sugar of Arabic, 

but instead prefers Hindavi.545 The most commonly voiced explanation for the lack of 

contemporary textual evidence usually invokes the inferior status of Hindavi in com-

parison to Persian and the consequent lack of interest towards it among the rulers who 

sponsored the manuscript tradition.546 As a consequence, the Hindavi poems were pre-

served by the people of India, who sung them during weddings and other celebrations. 

When MuUammad Ousain _z;d (d. 1910) published his Nb-i ✏ay⌅t (‘Water of Life’), a 

history of Urdu literature, in 1880, he still referred to Khusrau’s Hindavi poems that 

were sung, mostly by women, during di'ferent ceremonies.547

542 Following the scholarly practice, I am referring to Khusrau’s vernacular texts as Hindavi poetry. It 

should, however, be kept in mind that the term Hindavi is not used among the contemporary qawwals 

or their audience. 

543 Sharma 2006: 78.

544 For a comparative study of the poetic images found in Khusrau’s Hindavi poems, on the one hand, 

and in the writings of Bhakti and Nath poets, on the other, see Rizvi 2011: 59–96.

545 See, e.g. Sharma 2006: 78.

546 See, e.g. Panchal 2013: 42.

547 See Sharma 2006: 82.
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Unless a previously unknown manuscript is discovered or linguistic and philolo-

gical analysis of Hindavi texts throws light on their provenance, the questions pertain-

ing to the origins and authenticity will remain moot. Yet, studying Khusrau’s Hindavi 

corpus in qawwali repertoires will shed some light as to the provenance of some texts 

that are today popularly attributed to him. This Hindavi corpus performed by the 

qawwals is signi()cantly wider than the selections of gts gleaned from textual sources 

by, for example, Gopi Chand Narang and Parmanand Panchal.548 

The twelve Hindavi poems included in Sur$d perhaps represent the widest, yet by 

no means exhaustive, available selection of Khusrau’s Hindavi texts sung by the 

qawwals. Otherwise, the poems have been transmitted orally among the qawwals and 

classical singers of the Delhi ghar⌅n⌅. In the case of Khusrau’s Hindavi gts, the lack of 

clearly de()ned formal structure, the a'()nity of the language to the spoken dialects as 

well as the absence of codi()ed literary version have lead to a profusion of variant read-

ings which often bear traces of the dialect spoken in the qawwal’s home region. It is 

important to emphasize that the qawwals are not the only singers to perform 

Khusrau’s Hindavi texts. Especially, the classical singers of the Delhi ghar⌅n⌅ have a 

wide array of these texts in their repertoires.

Before entering an analysis of individual poems, it is helpful to introduce the term 

‘Khusrau-esque’ (coined by Sunil Sharma) into the discussion.549 Sharma suggests that 

this term could be used in referring to literary texts in analogy with the designation 

‘Khusrau style’ that is applied to certain musical features and accepted and used by the 

experts of Indian music. More speci()cally, he suggests applying Khusrau-esque to 

Hindavi poems that are not included in the dv⌅ns but could have possibly been writ-

ten by him. The term has the added advantage of de⌧�ecting the attention from the of-

ten inconclusive debates on the authorship towards the poetic texts themselves. In the 

context of qawwali repertoires, Khusrau-esque will prove useful in studying the ex-

panding corpus of Hindavi poems attributed to him.

While the authorship of some of Khusrau’s Hindavi poems may never be estab-

lished, in other cases the author or at least the writing context can be traced. As the 

single textual source that explicitly records Khusrau as the author of certain Hindavi 

poems, Sur$d can o'fer some information about the origins of these poems. At present, 

there is a demand for Khusrau-esque Hindavi poems among audiences, because he has 

become an icon of religious tolerance and cultural creativity that is not bound to a 

single religious or ethnic identity. As fewer and fewer people understand Persian, the 

corpus of his Hindavi poems has gained in importance. The qawwali repertoires are 

not closed, and poems Khusrau-esque enough can easily loose their association with 

the original author and become attributed to Khusrau instead. In qawwali repertoires, 

548 See Narang 1998: 242–248 and 2004: 41–49; Panchal 2013: 75–157.

549 See, e.g. Sharma 2012: 75.
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there seems to be at least three possible sources from where such poems are being 

supplied.

The ()rst consists of the poems by less known twentieth-century Hyderabadi poets 

that do not contain the pen name. By less known I refer to authors who may have writ-

ten only a handful of poems instead of a published dv⌅n or who are not known out-

side their local context. Thus, a poem written by a poet known only in Hyderabad 

could well pass as a text written by Khusrau, in Karachi or Delhi. In the case of some 

authors, there is also a lack of an established Su() following that would guard their po-

etic heritage against such reattribution. The contrary is true in the case of =Abd al-

Qad8r Nidd8q8 Oasrat, for example. His poetic oeuvre includes many Khusrau-esque 

items, but his successors endowed with poetic acumen have kept his memory alive 

and his poems closely associated with him.

Two famous Hindavi poems, Nj badh⌅v⌅ (‘Today, [sing] felicitations’) and Mose 

nain⌅n mat modn⌅ (‘Do not turn your eyes away from me’), are in Sur$d attributed to 

Khusrau. However, in a book written to accompany a CD by Meraj Ahmad, Claire 

Devos states (on the authority of the qawwal) that these texts were in reality written 

by Hyderabadi poets Amjad Oaidar;b;d8 (d. 1961) and Nav;b Luqm;n al-Daulah 

Bah;dur, respectively.550 

Nj badh⌅v⌅ is classi()ed as a congratulatory song (mub⌅rak) in Sur$d.551 It employs 

poetic conventions like the female voice, o'fering oneself as a sacri()ce for the sake of 

the beloved as well as wedding imagery. All these are typical to poems attributed to 

Khusrau and Nj badh⌅v⌅ is thus Khusrau-esque enough to pass as his text. In addition, 

it has come to ful()l an important ritual function at the Nizamuddin shrine, where 

Khusrau lies buried. However, before Sur$d was published, Devos contested that the 

author was Amjad Oaidar;b;d8. Amjad was a literary ()gure best known for his rub⌅⇧s 

and his lament over the destruction caused by the ⌧�ooding of river Musi in 1908. At-

tributing the poem to him seems almost as odd as attributing it to Khusrau. Although 

Amjad used a wide range of poetic forms, such as rub⌅⇧, ghazal, mukhammas and 

musaddas (a poem consisting of six-line verses) in addition to prose, none of his major 

works includes Hindavi poems, and the literary historian Basheer Ahmed makes no 

reference to Hindavi poems in his entry about Amjad.552 However, this does not neces-

sarily mean that Amjad did not write the poem. Instead, it may have never found its 

way to his collected works but survived only through oral transmission among the 

qawwals hailing from Hyderabad.

The second poem, Mose nain⌅n mat modn⌅, is a remarkable example of how 

quickly a poem written apparently during the ()rst half of the twentieth century can 

become associated with Khusrau, if it is Khusrau-esque enough. 

550 Devos 1995: 77–80.

551 For the translation of the poem, see below.

552 See Ahmed 2007: 46–52. For the rub⌅⇧s, see Amjad, Rub⌅⇧iyy⌅t-i Amjad. Mukammal ✏i))a-yi avval 

t⌅ sivum. For the longer poetic forms, see. e.g. Amjad, Khirqa-yi Amjad and Riy⌅M-i Amjad I–II.
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Do not turn your eyes from me, I have fallen to your feet

As you have made me your own, accordingly, keep your promise

My honour is in your hands, beloved, do not give the people a reason to laugh

I have fallen to your feet

For you there are hundreds like me, but for me you are the only one

Look at your own mercy, not my faults

I have fallen to your feet

I forgot all due to you, do not forget me

If you forget, I shall disappear from the both worlds

I have fallen to your feet.553

The text is a gt, but in Sur$d it is classi()ed as a poem of praise (manqabat). This seems 

strange if one is not familiar with the legendary anecdote attached to the poem. 

Khusrau is again accompanying his Su() guide, when the latter halts for a moment, 

standing on a stone. When he is about to move on, the stone starts to speak asking 

Niz:;m al-D8n not to deprive it from the contact with his blessed feet. The poem is sup-

posed to be Khusrau’s depiction of the incident. The anecdote reveals the rationale be-

hind classifying it as a manqabat.

The gap between publishing Claire Devos’ work and Sur$d, both of which are 

based on information relayed by Meraj, is only three years. For some reason or another, 

Meraj decided to attribute the two poems to Khusrau instead of Amjad and Nav;b 

Luqm;n al-Daulah Bah;dur during this short period. The legend’s prior existence to-

gether with the demand of Khusrau-esque repertoire may have prompted the decision.

Also the poem discussed above, Ter re maiF to caranan l⌅g (‘I have clung to your 

feet’), into which the Kajkul⌅h-verse is often inserted, resembles another poem by 

Luqm;n al-Daulah – L⌅g r maiF to caran tih⌅r (‘I have clung to your feet’).554 The lat-

ter is a manqabat in praise of N;bir =Al;Z al-D8n instead of Niz:;m al-D8n, but the mean-

ing of the refrain is exactly the same in spite of the slightly di'ferent wording. These 

poems are stock performance standards in the repertoires of qawwals who now reside 

in Hyderabad, Karachi and Delhi, but whose lineages go back to T;nras Kh;n’s family 

in late nineteenth century- and early twentieth-century Hyderabad. It seems probable 

that these qawwals are responsible for introducing such Hyderabadi items into 

qawwali repertoires and contributing to their subsequent association with Khusrau.

Another possible source predates the immigration of T;nras Kh;n to Hyderabad 

and is connected with the Mughal court, perhaps during the reign of the last monarch, 

Bah;dur Sh;h Z:afar. Among the most famous of Khusrau’s Hindavi poems is a celebra-

tion of spring, Ph$l rah sarsoF sakal ban (‘The mustard is blooming in all forests’). The 

poem describes a girl arriving at the door of Niz:;m al-D8n with an earthen pot full of 

553 Meraj, Sur$d, 347.

554 For the text, see Meraj, Sur$d, 380.
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yellow mustard ⌧�owers in a manner that resembles the practice followed during the 

basant festival:

The mustard is blooming in all forests.

Flame of the forest555 is blooming in my courtyard

Whole herds of koels sing

And a fair beauty decorates herself.

Flower seller brought an earthen pot.

The mustard is blooming in all forests.

Many kinds of Plowers she arranged

Took the vessel into her hand and arrived

To Nij⌅m al-Dn’s door.

The colourful lover (=;shiq rang) told her to come

And many years passed.

The mustard is blooming in all forests.556

As has been noted above, it is impossible to exactly determine the beginnings of 

the celebration of basant at the Nizamuddin shrine, although the later hagiographical 

tradition points to Khusrau as the person who introduced the festival to the Su()s. By 

the early eighteenth century, when Darg;h Qul8 Kh;n wrote his Muraqqa⇧, the celebra-

tions at the Nizamuddin shrine were a part of the six-day festival that took place at dif-

ferent locations of the city.

Although attributed to Khusrau, the poem includes the conspicuous words ⇧⌅shiq 

rang. They denote a person, whose nature or colour (rang) is like that of a lover 

(⇧⌅shiq), but they also constitute an obvious pen name. Occasionally, the guardians 

and qawwals at the Nizamuddin shrine acknowledge that the poem’s attribution to 

Khusrau is inaccurate and that it was written by Bah;dur Sh;h instead. He signed his 

Hindavi poems as Shokh Rang (‘Playfully coloured’), but their assumption may in any 

case point to the right direction. Pen names ending with rang (‘colour’) gained fre-

quency among the musicians and poets connected with the Mughal court during the 

early eighteenth century and remained in vogue until the end of the dynasty in 1857.557 

The above poem was probably written during the eighteenth or nineteenth centuries 

by a poet who was connected with the Mughal court and familiar with the basant cel-

555 ees$, i.e. Butea frondosa. Powdered ⌧�owers of this plant used to be a source of yellow colour 

thrown during hol.

556 Meraj, Sur$d, 374.

557 The practice has continued among modern classical musicians. Bade Ghulam Ali Khan (d. 1968) 

used the pen name Sabrang (‘All-coloured’) and Acharya K.C.D. Brahaspati (d. 1979), a court musician in 

the erstwhile Rampur state, called himself Anangrang (‘Bodiless Colour’ or ‘Coloured Like Kama’).
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ebrations at the Nizamuddin shrine. Since the poem is an integral part of the reper-

toires of both the contemporary qavv⌅l-baccoF k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ and the Delhi ghar⌅n⌅, 

Bah;dur Sh;h’s court – from where both stem – seems a likely context for its writing. 

Furthermore, the monarch himself was initiated in the Chishti Nizami brotherhood 

and it was in the shrine of Nizamuddin he chose to hide before being captured by the 

British. As in the case of Hyderabadi poets, it is the musicians who are apparently be-

hind forging a link between Khusrau and the poems written in the Mughal court.

A third possible source for Am8r Khusrau’s Hindavi poems consists of texts written 

in honour of Niz:;m al-D8n Aurang;b;d8. In some cases, a mention of his son and suc-

cessor, Maul;n; Fakhr al-D8n, makes it clear that the texts are addressed to him in-

stead of his Delhi namesake. One instance is the following text, Mose bol nah bol mer 

sun y⌅ nah sun (‘You may speak to me or not, you may listen to me or not’):

You may speak to me or not, you may listen to me or not

I will not let you go, dearest.

If my mother-in-law and sister-in-law turn away, let them

Why should not the entire village forsake me?

You alone did not turn away from me, my beloved

I have also come under your shade.

Darling of Nij⌅m, lovely Fakhar Dn

You tell me, where I should go.

If the men and women of the town558

Put my name at stake, I will marry again!

I will now stay in your company, ecstatic (mauj se)

Staying here, I will not go astray, [if you] shield [me].559

The poem is written by a poet who calls himself Mauj. Although Sur$d includes 

the text, it does not provide further information about him and merely calls him 

Miy;n Mauj or Maul;n; Mauj. His dates are not provided unlike in the case of most 

authors included in the anthology. The pen name together with the mention of Fakhr 

al-D8n clearly indicates that the poem was not written by Khusrau, however, it has now 

become a part of his Hindavi repertoire. It appears on an album by a Pakistani Su() 

singer Abida Parveen titled Abida Sings Amir Khusrau with the verses including the au-

558 Sur$d reads nij⌅m ke (‘of Nij;m’), but I have followed here the more commonly sung version. It 

would seem odd that the people of the beloved would set to malign the female protagonist, whereas a 

public humiliation is a common poetic motif.

559 Meraj, Sur$d, 378.
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thor’s pen name and the mention of Fakhr al-D8n intact.560 Late Munshi Raziuddin, on 

the other hand, changed Fakhar D8n into NaW8r al-D8n, Niz:;m al-D8n Auliy;Zs famous 

khalfah, on an album titled A Tribute to Amir Khusroo.561 Further, he omits the verse 

with the pen name Mauj and substitutes it with the verse mentioning Niz:;m al-D8n 

and NaW8r al-D8n. He creates an impression of a poem that was written in honour of 

Niz:;m al-D8n Auliy;Z and his deputy, and thus makes the attribution of the poem to 

Khusrau more plausible.

Another item belonging to the same group of poems is often sung during the ⇧urs 

festivities at the Nizamuddin shrine. 

In the town of Chisht, the lovely Nij⌅m

Is the princess bride among the masters.

Oh friend, how fortunate is indeed the one

Who has found the lovely Nij⌅m.

It was a spell, nothing else, I do not know my heart

The name of the Fakhar is my refuge.

By this very name, show me the vision:

Nij⌅m is the king, Na)r the bride.562

Again, the mention of Fakhr al-D8n indicates that the poem was originally written in 

honour of Niz:;m al-D8n Aurang;b;d8 like Mose bol nah bol. However, the last verse 

refers to Niz:;m al-D8n Auliy;Z and NaW8r al-D8n, and it is possible that it was added 

later to the poem, in order to integrate it more closely to the rituals of the Nizamuddin 

shrine.

In the cases discussed above, entire poems were attributed to Khusrau. In other 

cases, the textual bulk of a brief poem is increased by inclusion of verses from the 

works of other poets. Inserting verses from other poems into the salient text is in the 

qawwali performance called girah lag⌅n⌅ (‘tying a knot’). However, in performance the 

inserted verses are usually marked apart from the salient text by di'ferent rhyme struc-

560 See Parveen, Abida Sings Amir Khusrau, track 4.

561 See Niazi, A Tribute to Amir Khusroo, track 2. The cover of the album published by EMI Pakistan 

informs that the singer is Manzoor Ahmed Niazi, a cousin of Munshi Raziuddin. However, the voice of 

the leading qawwal belongs unmistakably to the latter. I was puzzled by this until Regula Qureshi in-

formed me that Munshi Raziuddin used to record in the name of his cousin, who had considerably bet-

ter voice, when he was taken ill in the 1970s. In the album, Munshi Raziuddin adds one verse not found 

in Sur$d to his performance:

What is there to discuss about honour and chastity

Now that I have found earthen jars of love to drink from.

562 The translation is based on the performance of the qawwals at the Nizamuddin shrine during the 

bad⌅ qul ritual on 19 February 2014.
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ture and poetic metre. This distinction is made explicit by performing them in recitat-

ive instead of setting them into the melody and rhythm of the salient text.

If the inserted verses share the rhyme and the metre with the salient text, it is pos-

sible that they become assimilated with it and the new version becomes a perform-

ance standard. This has happened in the case of Khusrau’s most famous Hindavi 

poem, Ch⌅p tilak (‘Sign and mark’). When the text of the standard version of this gt, 

which is classi()ed as manqabat in Sur$d, is compared with a d⌅drah written by 

Bedam, the similarities (in bold) are striking even if the order of verses is di'ferent:

Ch⌅p tilak in Sur$d563 D⌅drah in Dv⌅n-i Bedam564

1

2

3

4

5

6

He robbed me o5f from the signs and marks by 
glancing at me
By glancing at me, dispatching an army

He said inexpressible words 

By glancing at me.

I sacri89ce myself to you, time and again, dyer
He dyed me like himself
By glancing at me.

Making me drink the liquor from the distillery 

of love

He made me drunk
By glancing at me.

I was just left staring
He made me su5fer from separation
By glancing at me.

White, white arms, green, green bangles

He caught my hand and took me away

By glancing at me

You, darling, charmed the heart565
You made me breathless (be-dam)
By glancing at me.

He robbed me o5f from the signs and marks 
by glancing at me
He spoke in an unspeakable manner566

By glancing at me.

I was just left staring
He made me su5fer from separation
By glancing at me.

Dyer! I sacri89ce myself to you, time and 
again
He dyed me like himself
By glancing at me.

Without liquor, he made me drink toddy

He made me drunk
By glancing at me.

I sacri()ce my body and soul to my master

He robbed the very basis of the soul

By glancing at me

You, V;ris, charmed the heart
You made me breathless (Bedam)
By glancing at me.

563 Meraj, Sur$d, 343.

564 Bedam, Dv⌅n, 141.

565 Bane manmohan, lit. ‘become/became the heart-ravisher’.

566 Akath kath⌅ kah dn, lit. ‘he spoke an unspeakable speech,’ i.e. through the eyes, the beloved was 

able to communicate a message that could not be spoken due to the social norms.
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7Khusrau sacri()ces himself for Nij;m time and 

again

He made me the bride

By glancing at me.

It is possible that Ch⌅p tilak existed as a short song text consisting of the ()rst, ()fth 

and seventh stanzas of the Sur$d version and that Bedam based his d⌅drah on it. How-

ever, the sixth stanza of the Sur$d version implies a borrowing from Bedam’s d⌅drah. It 

corresponds almost verbatim to Bedam’s closing stanza. The only exception is that the 

conspicuous reference to Bedam’s Su() guide, V;ris =Al8 Sh;h, has been substituted with 

the generic term saiyy⌅F denoting darling. Bedam’s pen name is slightly too Persian to 

be a Hindavi word, yet inconspicuous enough to be left in its place, where it acquires 

its literal meaning ‘breathless’.

The discussion of the possible sources of Khusrau’s Hindavi corpus reveals the fact 

that the reattribution of poems is an ongoing process. The qawwals have been success-

ful in obscuring the original authorship of certain poems and associating them with 

Khusrau. This way, they in⌧�uence the literary culture without being poets themselves. 

In the case of the poems discussed in this chapter, the attribution process is distinctly 

di'ferent from, for example, the case of rub⌅⇧s in the early Persian literature. Many 

rub⌅⇧s that were originally attributed to several authors were ultimately associated 

solely with =Umar Khayy;m. Such verses are called ‘wandering quatrains’ by modern 

scholars.567 This denotes that their authorship was often unclear already when they 

were committed to writing and as a consequence they wandered from one poetic col-

lection to another before ()nding a permanent place in one of them. In the case of 

Khusrau’s Hindavi poems, the authors are often known, but they are not as famous as 

Khusrau. As a response to the increased demand for Khusrau’s Hindavi repertoire, the 

qawwals added new items to it. The favourable response from the audience ensured 

that they became ()rmly associated with him. Occasionally, they even acquired le-

gendary anecdotes about their composing.

The process resembles in some respects the textual history of Ismaili ginans dis-

cussed by Ali Asani. The ginans are vernacular works that end with a mention of the 

name of one of the Ismaili prs who lived between the eleventh and sixteenth centur-

ies. However, the linguistic and philological analysis of the texts has revealed that the 

present form dates back only to the period between 1500 and 1850. Asani holds that the 

texts were written by the followers of the pirs and evoking their names in the signature 

verses (bhanit⌅) is a means to indicate a'()liation with and devotion to them. The 

‘grammatical hiatus’ that precedes the signature verses sets them apart from the rest of 

the text and thus indicates that they are not meant as forgeries. The responsibility of 

567 See, e.g. de Bruijn 1997: 10.
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hearing the signature verse as an indication of the authorship is left to the community 

of believers, who ultimately invest the text with religious meaning.568

Not all the poems discussed above include a reference to Khusrau, and the factor 

that determines their attribution is their literary style. The contemporary context and 

the demand for Hindavi poems have led the audience of qawwali music to perceive 

them as his writings. However, the initial impetus for ascribing the poems to Khusrau 

has come from a clearly identi()able quarter, the qawwals. The process of reattributing 

texts, whose authorship has been known, to Khusrau has been a conscious decision 

that has followed from an attempt to meet the demand of listeners. The agency in the 

process belongs essentially to the performers, not to the community of believers or to 

the audience.

The discussion about the poems of J;m8 and Khusrau illustrates the changes that 

have taken place in qawwali repertoires in respect to the poetic texts of the two au-

thors. Qawwals adapt, borrow and omit individual verses and entire poems. Operating 

on the interface of literary and oral traditions together with certain practicality that 

characterizes sam⌅⇧ – the value of a song text is determined by its e'fect, not by its lit-

erary authenticity – makes the shaping of repertoires relatively easy. Before discussing 

how the qawwals exert this role in individual sam⌅⇧ assemblies, I brie⌧�y address the is-

sues concerning the history of qawwali music and the identity of the performers.

568 Asani 2002: 84–94.
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5 QAWWALS, QAWWALI AND STAGES OF PERFORMANCE

5.1 The qawwals: history and hierarchy

Who are the qawwals who sing the poems discussed above and shape the poetic reper-

toires performed in sam⌅⇧ assemblies? As has been noted in Part I of this study, qawwal 
was initially a generic term denoting a singer. This applied especially to the framework 

of sam⌅⇧, where the singers were frequently referred to as qawwals, but was not exclus-
ive to it. Unlike today, the term was not originally associated with a single musical style 

called qawwali that has its clearly de$%ned conventions. As a name of a musical style, 

the word qawwali is relatively new, and it has been derived from the word qawwal, not 

the other way round.569 Except for the texts written during the twentieth century, none 

of the sources discussed in Part I of this study uses it. According to the musicologist 

Katherine Butler Scho$%eld, the word appears in a written record for the $%rst time in 

1698 in a musical treatise entitled Shams al-a↵v⌅t (‘The Sun of Voices’), whereas 
‘[b]efore this date, the repertoire speci$%c to the Qawwals was referred to by its con-

stituent parts, most prominently qaul and tar⌅na’. She further notes that during the 
early eighteenth century, the term qawwali seems to have been a general term for mu-

sical ‘modes’ associated with Su$%sm that also signi$%ed a shared musical style.570 It ap-

pears to have been commonly adopted as a name of a musical genre we know today as 

qawwali only towards the turn of the twentieth century. In the mid-nineteenth cen-

tury, when Mu:ammad Karam Im;m Kh;n wrote his musical treatise Ma⇧dan-i m�s�q� 
(‘Mine of Music’), this was not yet the case. Qureshi notes that the qawwals are in that 

text associated speci$%cally with the musical genres of tar⌅nah and khay⌅l, not 
qawwali.571

569 Katherine Butler Scho$%eld suggests that the qawwals initially derived their name from their most 

important speciality, the musical genre called qaul. (Brown 2010: 162.) However, the word qawwal de-
noted a singer in the Su$% context much before it was introduced into the Indian musical jargon. Fur-

thermore, the Sultanate Su$% sources invariably describe the singers called qawwals performing ghazals, 

not qauls. Thus, the Indian use of the word qawwal continued the Central Asian practice and its associ-
ation with qaul was established only in the later period.
570 Brown 2010: 162.

571 Qureshi 2010: 230.
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History of qawwali
Although qawwali is today the best known of South Asian genres of Su$% music,572 its 

history remains largely unexplored. A recent volume jointly edited by Joep Bor, 

Francoise ‘Nalini’ Delvoye, Jane Harvey and Emmie te Nijenhuis and entitled 

Hindustani Music: Thirteenth to Twentieth Centuries, constitutes a compelling study of 
North Indian musical genres by leading scholars. Their contributions discuss various 

aspects of Hindustani music from a wide range of perspectives, assuming diGferent 

methodological approaches. The most prominent genres, dhrup⌅d and khay⌅l, receive 
special attention in several papers, while others, most notably #humr�, are also touched 
upon. The volume does not have a special chapter on qawwali, yet qawwals – espe-

cially the qawwals of Delhi – are mentioned in several contributions. Cultural histori-

an Madhu Trivedi dates the evolvement of qaul and tar⌅nah, the musical genres asso-
ciated with Delhi qawwals, into a new genre called qawwali to the eighteenth century. 

She also attributes the early nineteenth-century evolution of #humr� into a re$%ned mu-
sical genre to I;diq JAlK Kh;n, a singer belonging to the musical tradition of the Delhi 

qawwals.573 In her contribution, Katherine Butler Scho$%eld explores the role of Delhi 

qawwals in the early development of khay⌅l. She argues that khay⌅l did not arise from 
the personal genius of AmKr Khusrau or Lusain Sh;h SharqK (d. 1483), the ruler of 

Jaunpur, but from ‘the creative collision’ of their musical legacies in the seventeenth 

century. Her reading of the historical texts suggests that the kh⌅nq⌅h of the Chishti 
sheikhs of Barnawa was the locus of this collision, because it facilitated the fusion of 

these two traditions. The Barnawa sheikhs were associated with the Delhi qawwals 

and one of them, Shaikh PKr Buddhan (d. 1498), had acted as the Su$% guide of Lusain 

Sh;h SharqK.574

Other contributions in the volume contain snippets of information pertaining to 

qawwals. Qureshi, for example, suggests that the reference found in Ma⇧dan-i m�s�q� to 
songs praising Muhammad, ‘in which ustad and sh⌅gird alternate repetitions,’ might 
be a reference to what is today known as qawwali.575 Notwithstanding the signi$%cance 

of the qawwals for the development of Hindustani music during the eighteenth and 

572 It should be kept in mind, that qawwali is by no means the only South Asian genre of Su$% music. 

Qawwali is mainly heard in the areas surrounding the axis formed by three imperial capitals Lahore, 

Delhi and Hyderabad (Deccan). After the partition, Karachi has become a signi$%cant centre of qawwali 

music due to the immigration of several distinguished musicians there. Geographically and culturally, 

qawwali has developed and QRourished in the urban centres of the heartland of cosmopolitan Indo-Per-

sian culture. Other areas, such as rural Punjab, Sindh, Kashmir and Bengal have their distinct traditions 

of Su$% music associated with poetry written in respective languages of these regions. Today, these mu-

sical genres are, Peter Manuel points out, often grouped under the term Su$% (or Su$%yana) Kalam (lit. 

‘Su$% poetry’). See Manuel 2008: 379.

573 Trivedi 2010: 84, 88.

574 Brown 2010.

575 Qureshi 2010: 231.
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nineteenth centuries when most of the musical genres assumed their present forms, 

the history of qawwali music remains largely unexplored.

The standard accounts on the history of qawwali related by performers invariably 

revolve around two key moments separated by half a millennium. The $%rst one is con-

nected with NizS;m al-DKn. As has been noted above, the contemporaneous sources 

portray him as an eminent patron of poetry and music. He had at least two qawwals at 

his service, while others QRocked to his musical assemblies from other parts of the city. 

The texts also note the presence of AmKr Khusrau in NizS;m al-DKn’s circle, but do not 

elaborate on his relationship with the qawwals. However, the oral histories narrated by 

the present-day performers connect him intimately with them in a manner that 

echoes the accounts in the eighteenth century hagiography Shav⌅hid-i niz'⌅m�. Qureshi 
has documented how the qawwals hold that AmKr Khusrau trained young singers to 

perform in the assemblies of his Su$% guide. One of these boys was Miy;n I;mit576 and 

the Delhi qawwals trace their lineage to him. The musicians belonging to this lineage 

further associate themselves with one of the four towns situated around Delhi: Dasna, 

Sikandarabad, Khurja or Hapur.577

The second key moment is connected with the court of the last Mughal emperor, 

Bah;dur Sh;h ZSafar. His leading court singer, T;nras Kh;n (d. 1884), was allegedly a 

descendant of Miy;n I;mit. T;nras Kh;n survived the bloody aftermath of the 1857 up-

rising and managed to immigrate to Hyderabad, where he continued his career at the 

court of the Nizam.578 Some of the most celebrated present-day qawwals trace their lin-

eage to him or to one of his relatives.

At present, the representatives of two partly overlapping musical traditions claim 

the heritage of Miy;n I;mit-T;nras Kh;n lineage. The $%rst is that of the qawwals who 

prefer to call their tradition qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ (‘the ghar⌅n⌅ of the children of 
the qawwals’). Singers specializing in various genres of Hindustani classical music, 

such as khay⌅l, #humr� and ghazal represent the second tradition. While they occasion-
ally evoke the appellation qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅, they usually prefer to call their 
tradition Delhi ghar⌅n⌅. The word ghar⌅n⌅ immediately associates both musical tradi-
tions with the broader world of Hindustani classical music where the transmission of 

musical knowledge and the training of musicians has been conceptualized in the 

framework of various ghar⌅n⌅s since the turn of the twentieth century. Although the 
concept of a ghar⌅n⌅ is vast and has multiple connotations for diGferent people, in the 
words of Daniel Neuman it ‘may be said to include, minimally, a lineage of hereditary 

576 Claire Devos records Miy;n I;mit’s year of birth as 1309 in her preface to Sur�d. (Devos, “PeshlafzS”, 
27.) Considering NizS;m al-DKn’s strong aversion to employing adolescent boys in his assemblies, it seems 

improbable that Miy;n I;mit would have achieved such a prominent status before the death of NizS;m 

al-DKn in 1325, if this was correct.

577 Qureshi 2006: 99 and 2012: 106.

578 Qureshi 2012: 106.
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musicians, their disciples, and the particular musical style they represent’.579 In the 

case of qawwals, the prestige of their ghar⌅n⌅ is derived from the association with the 
original qawwals of NizS;m al-DKn, whereas the classical musicians additionally link 

themselves with the Mughal court.

The classical singer and writer Vidya Rao has recorded another historical account 
that attempts to consolidate the simultaneous existence of courtly and Su$% musical 

traditions within a single ghar⌅n⌅. The account was recounted to her by Iqbal Ahmed 
Khan, the present head of the Delhi ghar⌅n⌅,580 who adds another key moment to his 
account. He pushes the founding of the ghar⌅n⌅ further back, to the court of the sul-
tan Iltutmish (r. 1211–1236). Iltutmish had two musicians at his service. One of them, 

Miy;n I;mit’s grandfather MKr Lasan S;vant, became a disciple of Khv;jah MuJKn al-

DKn, whereas the other, MKr Bull; Kal;vant, remained at the court. However, their mu-

sical traditions continued to run parallel to each other and were fused into the Delhi 

ghar⌅n⌅ in the person of Mamman Kh;n, an early twentieth-century descendant of 
T;nras Kh;n and the great-grandfather of Iqbal Ahmed Khan.581 Thus, the ghar⌅n⌅ 
came to include two separate musical traditions associated with their respective per-

formers. On the one hand, there are the qawwals who perform qawwali music in the 

Su$% shrines and, on the other, there are the classical musicians. Despite the diGferent 

musical styles, there is signi$%cant overlapping in the poetic repertoires. Especially the 

texts written by or attributed to AmKr Khusrau as well as ghazals of Delhi poets like 

Gh;lib and Bah;dur Sh;h ZSafar are sung by both the qawwals and Hindustani singers 

of this ghar⌅n⌅.582
These accounts have evidently been shaped by an attempt to lend authority and 

legitimacy to the present-day musical traditions. Moreover, they bring out certain im-

portant questions about the past and present of qawwali music. Most importantly, the 

members of the qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ constitute only a small minority among all 
those musicians who call themselves qawwals. However, the music performed by all of 

them is immediately recognized as qawwali by the listeners, whereas registering the 

regional or stylistic diGferences follows the initial recognition. How, then, did qawwali 

579 Neuman 1990: 146.

580 When Daniel M. Neuman conducted his $%eldwork in Delhi during the late-60s and 70s, this 

particular musical lineage was not yet $%rmly established and it was referred to as “the Delhi gharana of 
Mamman Khan” by the outsiders. His prediction that the ghar⌅n⌅ would soon become established be-
cause of the presence of accomplished soloists in its ranks seems to have come true, since the lineage is 

now commonly referred to as the Delhi ghar⌅n⌅. (See Neuman 1990: 155, 160.) However, Iqbal Ahmed 
Khan’s position as the leader of all the musicians of the ghar⌅n⌅ is not unequivocal. Meraj Ahmed 
claims to be the senior surviving descendant of T;nras Kh;n, while Naseeruddin Saami, a classical sing-

er from Pakistan, considers himself to be the authentic representative of the ghar⌅n⌅.
581 Rao 2010.

582 On some rare occasions, these two traditions still combine in one person. A recent example is 

Munshi Raziuddin, a qawwal who migrated from Hyderabad to Karachi after the partition. He sung 

qawwali himself and trained his son, Fareed Ayaz, in the art of qawwali. However, to his son-in-law 

Naseeruddin Saami, he imparted a training in khay⌅l and other classical genres.
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music that shares certain musical conventions evolve? Did the other qawwals imitate 

the Delhi qawwals or did diGferent musical styles amalgamate into a single musical 

genre at some point of time? Furthermore, does the music of qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ 
ghar⌅n⌅ represent the most authentic and original qawwali music as their 
understanding of the historical traditions suggests? Are there any grounds for holding 

their music as a parameter against which the performances of other qawwals should 

be evaluated? An in-depth exploration of these questions is outside the scope of this 

study. However, understanding the considerations that determine the hierarchy of 

qawwals performing in the Su$% context forms an important background for the 

subsequent chapters.

Hierarchy of the qawwals
Despite their small number, the performers belonging to qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ 
dominate the top rungs of the mutual hierarchy of qawwals. Their status stems largely 

from their association with NizS;m al-DKn and AmKr Khusrau. This association is ce-

mented by a document (mu⇧t⌅d) that attaches them to the Nizamuddin shrine by en-
titling them a share in its income. Although the document has no real $%nancial signi-

$%cance – during Qureshi’s $%eldwork in the late 1970s their share amounted to only a 

few paisas583 – it guarantees the qawwals certain eminence.

Their prestige is further augmented by their familiarity with the theory of music. 

Qureshi points out that the knowledge of the leading qavv⌅l bacce includes the gram-
mar of raga and tala, the melodic and rhythmic structures that govern the classical 

music. This knowledge has enabled them to eGfectively transmit and classicize their 

musical tradition.584 It has also earned the qavv⌅l bacc⌅ performers recognition among 
the Indian and Pakistani classical musicians that is generally denied from most other 

qawwals.

Some of the best-known Indian qawwals like Aziz Ahmed Khan Warsi (d. 1986), 

Hayat Ahmed Khan (d. 2011) and Meraj Ahmed Nizami (b. 1937) belong to the qavv⌅l 
bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅. Many members of the ghar⌅n⌅ have migrated to Pakistan, where 
their familial and musical credentials have undoubtedly assisted in establishing them-

selves in the musical scene of the newly created nation. Among them were the three 

cousins Munshi Raziuddin (d. 2003), Bahauddin Khan (d. 2006) and Manzoor Niazi (d. 

2013), who initially performed together, but then founded their respective qawwali 

groups. The sons and grandsons of all the above-mentioned performers continue the 

musical tradition of their forebears. Some of them, like Munshi Raziuddin’s son Fareed 

Ayaz, have become veritable qawwali superstars.

Among the most prestigious qawwals are also the singers who are able to trace 

their lineage to one or another court. For example, Mohammed Ahmed Warsi Nasiri 

583 See Qureshi 2006: 99.

584 Qureshi 2012: 108.
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combines a pedigree of court musicians of the erstwhile rulers of Rampur with classic-

al qawwali idiom. If a qawwal does not happen to belong to either the qavv⌅l bacco) 
k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ or a lineage of court musicians, the best way of procuring prestige is get-
ting trained in classical Hindustani music. This is a strategy adopted by, for example, 

Ghulam Hussain Niazi. He has had an extensive training under the exponents of the 

Hapur ghar⌅n⌅, which has led to his attachment to the Nizamuddin shrine even if he 
lacks a link with qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅.585
The qawwals who can boast either a prestigious lineage or training in classical 

music, or both, tend to be the ones who become attached to the most prestigious Su$% 

shrines. In practice this means that they are accorded prime performing time in these 

shrines and thus they have a relatively secure means of earning their living. For 

qawwals who lack such position, the shrine environment can be very harsh. They have 

to content themselves with singing in lesser and usually poorer shrines. In the more 

prestigious shrines, they are given less visibility. 

The qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ has been keenly studied by scholars and critics. 
They perceive their tradition as authentic and regularly belittle other qawwals. An ex-

cellent example of this is the case of Iftekhar Ahmed. He hails from Amroha, a provin-

cial town north-east of Delhi. When Qureshi conducted her $%eld work, Iftekhar 

Ahmed was a young amateur performer, who had limited musical abilities.586 Nonethe-

less, he has managed to progress in his career. Over three decades later, in 2010, he was 

accorded a place next to the established qawwals in Jashn-e-Khusrau, a musical festival 
celebrating the legacy of AmKr Khusrau in qawwali music. However, the stigma of lack-

ing prestigious musical lineage still attaches to him. Shakeel Hossain, the editor of an 

impressive volume released after the festival, emphasizes in the introduction that 

Iftekhar Ahmed lacks both the connection with qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ and training 
in any of the schools of Hindustani music.587 Moreover, he terms him – no doubt echo-

ing the contempt of the elite qawwals – as naqq⌅l (‘mimic, imitator’) in an un-
abashedly derogatory manner. Such comments show how diG$%cult it is for a qawwal 

like Iftekhar to get the approval of critics.

However, the favouritism prevailing in Su$% shrines has a QRip side that has been 

rarely touched upon by the scholars. Discussing the hierarchy of the qawwals in 

shrines, Qureshi points out that the customary order of performers that favours qavv⌅l 
bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ is followed from generation to generation.588 If a qawwal becomes 
attached to a certain shrine, this right is conferred to his progeny as well. However, the 

fact remains that every new generation is not necessarily as talented as the preceding 

one and a hereditary engagement can become an encumbrance for those who patron-

ize the qawwals. At present, this is happening at the Nizamuddin shrine, where Meraj 

585 Hossain 2012: 32.

586 Qureshi 2006: 38, 102.

587 Hossain 2012: 32, 37.

588 Qureshi 2006: 191.
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Ahmed, the senior living member of the qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ heads the qawwali 
community (bir⌅dar�).
Meraj’s training has been extensive. It began in his native Hyderabad and among 

his teachers were both eminent musicians and Su$%s. From the latter, he acquired 

knowledge about both music and Su$%sm. Meraj himself sees this phase of his life as a 

signi$%cant prerequisite for his deep understanding of poetry. In the early $%fties, Meraj’s 

father and uncle migrated to Delhi in order to take up the lead of the qawwals at the 

Nizamuddin shrine. After the death of his elders, Meraj assumed this responsibility 

and established himself as a consummate performer in his own right. The appreciation 

he enjoyed is evident from the epithets Sit⌅rah-yi Dakkan (‘The Star of the Deccan’) 
and Bulbul-i Cisht (‘Nightingale of Chisht’), conferred to him by the Su$%s of Hyderabad 
and by Pir Zamin Nizami (d. 1993), respectively.589

During the $%eldwork of Qureshi, Meraj Ahmad was the qawwal who was invited to 

perform in the elite assemblies of the Nizamuddin shrine. However, he has not been 

able to pass his tremendous musical and poetic heritage to his sons and grandsons. As 

a consequence, they lack the musical sophistication and poetic sensitivity of their 

father. The sad fact is that the audiences are no longer keen to listen to them, but since 

he is attached to the shrine, his access to the sam⌅⇧ assemblies cannot be denied. How-
ever, at present, Meraj’s group is often allowed to sing only the ritually prescribed 

items, after which they have to give way to other qawwals. The preferences of the 

hereditary custodians of the shrine became evident during a sam⌅⇧ assembly held at 
the ⇧urs of NizS;m al-DKn in March 2013, when they openly threatened to invite outside 
qawwals to perform instead of the local ones, if they would not improve their singing.

In the sam⌅⇧ assemblies that do not feature the ritual items and where the patrons 
have no obligation to invite the local qawwals, there is a tendency to rely on qawwali 

groups that gather to Delhi from outside the city during the ⇧urs. Notwithstanding the 
derogatory remarks of Shakeel Hossain, Iftekhar Ahmed is today among the most 

sought-after qawwals in Nizamuddin. Despite the contempt, he has persisted with his 

career and kept re$%ning his musical and poetic skills. A wide repertoire and the ability 

to combine the words of poetry with music so as to bring out their full eGfect are his 

trademarks. He is also one of the few qawwals who keeps introducing new, less famili-

ar poems into his performances even when he knows that the listeners would be en-

tirely contented to hear a handful of his signature numbers again and again.

The qawwals are popularly called Su$% musicians, but their role in the social hier-

archy of South Asian Su$%sm is far removed from the romanticized image of roving 

minstrels who preach a liberating message of Islam to the masses.590 Instead, the 

qawwals are service professionals, whose duty is to provide music in the Su$% shrines. 

They form an endogamous professional group whose existence is a result of the profes-

589 Devos, “PeshlafzS”, 29–31.

590 For such portrayal of Su$% musicians, see, e.g. Abbas 2002.
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sionalization of sam⌅⇧ in South Asia.591 In other Su$% traditions where sam⌅⇧ is prac-
tised, the Su$% sheikhs may get involved in the production of music together with their 

disciples. On the one hand, this applies to the simple /a0rah of North Africa, where 
musically talented, but generally non-professional members of a Su$% brotherhood take 

care of the musical aspects of the occasion, and, on the other, to the highly re$%ned 

sema of the Turkish Mevlevis that involves Ottoman art music and demanding whirl-
ing dance.592

In South Asia, the Su$% sheikhs and the hereditary guardians of the shrines may re-

cite poetry or the Koran, but they rarely sing. When they practice music, they tend to 

take up classical music instead of qawwali. For example, the Hyderabadi Su$% sheikh, 

religious scholar and poet JAbd al-QadKr IiddKqK Lasrat learnt music as one of the sci-

ences, not as a performing art.593 His biographer Anvar al-DKn IiddKqK Anvar explains 

that owing to his religious status and family background, ‘he could not frequent the al-

leys and marketplaces or houses of those who were experts of the art’ (m⌅hir⌅n-i fann 
ke gharo) y⌅ k�cah o b⌅z⌅r ke cakkar to nah kar sakte the) in order to perfect his music-
al practice.594 Here, the author refers to the fact that many musical professionals were 

courtesans or musicians associated with them. A respected Su$% master simply could 

not mingle with them. For this reason, Lasrat devised a distinctively modern way of 

learning music: he purchased the available recordings and together with the theoretic-

al information gained by reading musicological treatises, he mastered the art. Occa-

sionally, he had a chance to hear longer performances595 in the houses of his disciples 

who belonged to the local nobility and had means to organize musical soirees in their 

homes.596

Although Lasrat was not a performer, he listed a qawwal named Mohammed 

Ghous among his disciples and he gave him musical training.597 According to Claire 

Devos, Meraj Ahmed was another qawwal who was initiated by him to the Qadiri 

brotherhood.598 In addition, Lasrat taught one of his sons and one disciple of his to 

sing poetry he had composed in diGferent ‘ragas and raginis’.599 They used to sing to 

591 On which, see Qureshi 1993 and 2006: 97.

592 On the music of the Mevlevis, see During 1999: 277–288; Ambrose, Feuillebois & Zarcone 2006, 

123–172; and Ambrose 2014: 13–40. An article by Jean During includes an interesting comparison of 

Mevlevi music and qawwali. It is, however, misleading in its juxtaposition of a very formal performance 

occasion of the former with an informal qawwali session.

593 This resembles Dard’s approach to music discussed above.

594 Anvar, ⇧Abd All⌅h, 526.
595 During Lasrat’s lifetime, the gramophone records dominated Indian music industry. The com-

bined length of the two sides was less than ten minutes, which eGfectively inhibited recording perform-

ances that in live occasions could continue for one hour or longer.

596 Anvar, ⇧Abd All⌅h, 534.
597 Anvar, ⇧Abd All⌅h, 529.
598 Devos, “PeshlafzS”, 31.

599 For a list of Lasrat’s poems associated with particular ragas and raginis, see Anvar, ⇧Abd All⌅h, 531–
532. The ragas and raginis are also recorded in Kulliy⌅t-i 2asrat (2002).
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him and make him become absorbed in the world of unselfconsciousness (be-khvud�). 
However, this seems to have been a strictly private practice and did not occur in public 

assemblies.600 

In the public or semi-public sphere of sam⌅⇧ assemblies, the Su$%s do not take part 
in singing even if they had the ability to do so and the work is delegated to the 

qawwals. In the Su$% hierarchy, the qawwals’ status is lower than that of the Su$%s even 

though they are indispensable for arranging a sam⌅⇧ assembly. Their inferior role is 
made explicit in the organization of a sam⌅⇧ assembly. Instead of the qawwals, it is the 
m�r-i ma/34l (‘the head of the assembly’) who is in control of the occasion. The m�r-i 
ma/34l is either the seniormost member of the audience or a Su$% functionary, whose 
status as the head of the shrine entitles him to the position. He has the prime seat, 

either opposite to the qawwals or on their right side, if a tomb occupies the former 

location. He (or extremely rarely, she) is the centre of the occasion, especially when 

the audience consists of his disciples who pay close attention to his every action. 

When the listeners want to reward the qawwals for performing in a manner that has 

touched them on some level, they give the na5r⌅nah (or na5r; ZoGfering, gift[) to the 
m�r-i ma/34l, who then gives it to the qawwals. The m�r-i ma/34l’s tasks include also su-
pervising the adab of the listeners, and on the more subtle level, his concentration is 
believed to aGfect the entire occasion. He decides who is allowed to sing, and he has 

the right to instruct the qawwals on what they should sing. The actual intervention in 

the qawwals’ decisions varies from one m�r-i ma/34l to another.
During a formal sam⌅⇧ assembly, the qawwals are required to avoid comporting 

themselves in any conspicuous manner in order to avoid attracting the attention of the 

listeners. Although their voice pervades the space where sam⌅⇧ takes place, they 
should otherwise be as unobtrusive as possible. They should control their movements 

and, for instance, refrain from gesticulating animatedly. Qawwals who perform in both 

Su$% shrines and on concert stages assume diGferent codes of behaviour for diGferent oc-

casions. Fareed Ayaz, for example, has the mannerism of appreciating the poetry by 

pausing in the middle of singing a verse and intoning phrases like v⌅h v⌅h (‘Bravo!’) or 
ky⌅ b⌅t (‘What a thing!’) when performing on stage and in a studio. He also frequently 
sings the end of a verse in a shrieking, high-pitched voice.601 Such behaviour would be 

quickly censored in a sam⌅⇧ assembly. When he sung at the Nizamuddin shrine on 3 
March 2013, immediately after the completion of the ⇧urs festivities, he took care to 
suppress all such gimmicks.

Even if a qawwal is prevented from presenting himself as an artist in a sam⌅⇧ as-
sembly, the following chapters will show that he still has means to express his musical 

600 Anvar, ⇧Abd All⌅h, 527.
601 His appearances in Coke Studio at MTV Pakistan are excellent examples of this. See, e.g. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1BOPPS0GhW0 and http://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=qYFwzGZcidk.
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skills and poetic innovations in a manner that he is actually lauded by the m�r-i ma/34l 
instead of being censored.

5.2 The musical idiom

Although the qawwals in Delhi have been involved in what is at present considered 

classical music,602 the status of qawwali remains contested. Even if some qawwals con-

sciously classicize their music, they are mostly frowned upon by classical singers, who 

perceive themselves as representatives of a higher artistic tradition. In her seminal 

study of qawwali, Qureshi classi$%es qawwali as one of the ‘light classical’ genres along 

with ghazal and #humr�.603 The traits that Qureshi characterizes as typical to ‘light clas-
sical’ genres include the association with urban centres and professional music mak-

ing that involves elements from art music, but that is also open to regional and folk in-

QRuences. However, the main criterion concerns the mutual relationship of pure music 

and words. The ‘heavier’ classical genres, such as khay⌅l and dhrup⌅d, emphasize pure 
music while the verbal delivery may or may not be present. Even when it is present, 

the clear enunciation of the words is not of primary importance and they often get 

muddled as they are used as material for expressing the nature of the raga. In the ‘light 

classical’ genres, primacy is given to words. However, these genres are distinct from re-

citation (pa6hn⌅) where no musical accompaniment is employed and the structure of 
the text fully de$%nes the performance idiom. Recitation of poems in praise of the 

Prophet Muhammad (na⇧tkhv⌅n�) and the commemoration of the events of Karbala 
(marsiyakhv⌅n�) fall into this category.604 Since a detailed musicological analysis of 
qawwali is found in the works of Qureshi, I will brieQRy discuss only those musical as-

pects that bear immediate relevance to constructing the eGfect of a poetic text.605 

According to Qureshi, primacy of text is a Muslim socio-cultural norm, which has 

contributed to the elevation of poetry into an art characterized by high formal and aes-

thetic standards.606 In music, this has lead to the development of re$%ned musical forms 

that enable an eGfective delivery of poetic message to the audience. Qawwali is one 

602 The concept of classical music has taken shape since the latter half of the nineteenth century. In 

Hindi, the classical music is known as shastr�ya sa)g�t (‘shastric music’) whereas in Urdu, the English 
loanword klaissikal is in common use. For the development of the concept of classical, see, e.g. Scho$%eld 
2010. For the puritanical concerns of Vishnu Narayan Bhatkhande (d. 1936) and Vishnu Digambar 

Paluskar (d. 1931), the moving spirits behind its development, see, e.g. Bakhle 2005 and TrasoGf 2010.

603 Qureshi 2006: 47. For an excellent discussion on the problems of the term ‘light classical’ and 

‘semi-classical’ in the case of #humr�, see du Perron 2007: 98–109.
604 Qureshi 1990: 458 and Qureshi 2006: 46–47.

605 For a detailed analysis of the musical features like pitch and duration in light classical music in 

general and in qawwali in particular, see Qureshi 1990: esp. 468–473 and Qureshi 2006: esp. 46–75, re-

spectively. 

606 Qureshi 1990: 469.
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such form and its musical idiom has been greatly aGfected by the song texts. Music is 

an essential sonic component of qawwali, but it is never independent of the text.

The level of acquaintance with the theory of music varies greatly among the 

qawwals. This is also one of the main factors that makes qawwali so heterogeneous 

and complicates locating it in the $%eld of Hindustani music. Theoretical knowledge is 

essential for learning and performing the ‘heavier’ genres of Hindustani music that can 

be easily characterized as classical in the present-day context. In the case of the 

qawwals, Qureshi notes, the theoretical musical knowledge is not necessarily highly 

nuanced. Instead, it has been simpli$%ed into a working knowledge that is needed to 

conceptualize the music in order to teach it.607 However, the musical knowledge and 

presenting pure music is always subordinate to the text and this diGferentiates 

qawwali, even in its classicized manifestations, from dhrup⌅d and khay⌅l. In qawwali, 
the primacy of the text occasionally changes the theoretical vocabulary, as well. For ex-

ample, the qawwals diGferentiate between the diGferent tune sections by calling them 

mi↵ra⇧-i avval (‘$%rst line’) and mi↵ra⇧-i s⌅n� (‘second line’) instead of antar⌅ and asth⌅y� 
in accordance with corresponding textual sections.

The text also determines the approach to the musical grammar of raga and tala. 

The selection of the musical metre, tala, is determined by the poetic metre. The poetic 

metres used in qawwali song texts are based on syllabic quality: long and short syl-

lables are grouped into prosodic feet. A $%xed sequence of diGferent prosodic feet or re-

petitions of the same foot form the poetic metre. In qawwali, the musical metre should 

ideally represent and bring out the rhythm inherent in the poetic metre. In order to 

achieve this, long and short beats of the tala are made to correspond to the syllabic 

length. Occasionally, a long syllable can be represented in the musical metre by stress 

instead of duration whereas a short syllable can connect with an unstressed long 

beat.608 The brevity of many poetic metres prevalent in qawwali texts has lead to the 

prominence of the d⌅dr⌅ of six beats, pashto of seven beats and kaharv⌅ of eight beats. 
The last-mentioned is tellingly known as qavv⌅l� t⌅l, the qawwali rhythm. The most 
common tala of classical music, t�nt⌅l of sixteen beats, is conspicuously absent from 
qawwali, since it is simply too long for most poetical metres.609 The most important 

beat of a tala, the sam, falls in qawwali to some key word. In the case of ghazals, this is 
usually the rad�f.
On the whole, the textual orientation leads to downplaying purely musical fea-

tures. Thus, the prelude known as naghmah (‘melody’) is the only purely instrumental 
section in qawwali music. Vocal improvisations are employed sparingly, and the bulk 

of a qawwali performance consists of singing the text by a group of male performers. 

One of the qawwals leads the group; he decides what to sing and directs the perform-

ance. He also keeps a close eye on the m�r-i ma/34l in order to take the smallest clues 
607 Qureshi 2006: 47

608 Qureshi 1990: 470.

609 Qureshi 1983: 126–127.
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into consideration when performing. The rest of the qawwals form a choir whose vocal 

support enables the continuous verbal delivery during numbers that can continue for 

more than one hour. The traditional voice ideal in qawwali is strong and full-chested. 

It is in stark contrast with crooning, which has gained prominence since the advent of 

mechanic sound reproduction. The group enforcement also serves to increase the 

volume which must have been essential in the large gatherings that preceded the 

invention of microphones.

At present, the melodic accompaniment is provided by one or two portable har-

moniums played by the group leader and another leading vocalist. The other instru-

ments in the austere soundscape are the traditional barrel drum, dholak, and a later 

addition, tabla. In qawwali, the tabla is played like the dholak, using the QRat hand tech-

nique (th⌅p se) instead of the $%nger technique (cu#k� se) favoured in the classical mu-
sic.610 The syncopated clapping by the rest of the group accentuates the rhythmic ac-

companiment. In her works, Qureshi has emphasized the signi$%cance of the strongly 

accentuated rhythmic patterns for inducing ecstatic arousal in the listeners.611

A basic unit of a qawwali performance is an item (c�z). An item comprises both 
the textual unit (the poem) and the musical unit (the tune). Since most song texts in 

qawwali consist of verses that are identical in structure, the same tune is employed in 

singing the respective verses.612 The qawwals hold that some of the tunes they sing are 

raga-based old compositions (qad�m� tarz) that have been passed, unchanged, from 
generation to generation since the days of AmKr Khusrau.613 Such statements are per-

haps an attempt to uplift the status of qawwali among the genres of Hindustani music, 

but they also constitute a powerful means to associate the song texts with their alleged 

legendary writing context. Qureshi, for instance notes that most of the ghazals of AmKr 

Khusrau and nearly all of his Hindavi poems have tunes that characterize and identify 

them to the audiences as much as their textual contents.614 ConQRating such associ-

ations with the legendary material, as discussed above, forms a powerful means to link 

texts written by later-day poets with AmKr Khusrau.

5.3 Di+ferent types of qawwali performances

At present, a sam⌅⇧ assembly organized in a kh⌅nq⌅h or a darg⌅h remains the primary 
context for a qawwali performance. In this respect, qawwali is a rare example in the 

broader $%eld of Hindustani music of a genre that is still associated with its pre-modern 

performance context. This is a result of the persistence of the traditional patterns of 

patronage. The ending of an era of courtly patronage and the closing of the salons of 

610 Qureshi 2006: 60.

611 See, e.g. Qureshi 1990: 484 and 2006: 60.

612 Qureshi 2006: 66.

613 Hossain 2012: 32.

614 Qureshi 1993b: 117.
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highly educated courtesan entertainers signi$%cantly altered the performances of 

dhrup⌅d, khay⌅l, #humr� and ghazal during the late-nineteenth and twentieth centur-
ies. These genres have been relocated from the intimate gatherings of connoisseurs to 

public concert stages, while the state and the middle class have assumed the role of 

the patron. Recordings have become an essential means to reach audiences. Unavoid-

ably, the newly de$%ned contexts have signi$%cantly aGfected these musical genres.615

The often close relationships of the qawwals with royal courts have been noted 

above. Yet, signi$%cantly, the qawwals seem to have never fully depended on them. The 

courts have oGfered one more venue for performances and an additional source of in-

come. When they ceased to exist, the qawwals ventured to concert stages and started 

making recordings like other musicians. However, in comparison to the live perform-

ances in the kh⌅nq⌅hs and darg⌅hs, the concerts and recordings have had only sec-
ondary importance to many qawwals.

Performances in kh;nq;hs and darg;hs
As a background for the case studies of sam⌅⇧ assemblies and the qawwals’ roles in 
them, it is useful to discuss the diGferent types of performances that take place in Su$% 

institutions. Based on my observations, most of the qawwali performances in 

kh⌅nq⌅hs and darg⌅hs belong to one of the following four categories: 1. spontaneous 
musical assemblies; 2. informal qawwali sessions in front of the shrine; 3. formal as-

semblies organized in regular intervals and 4. formal assemblies organized during the 

⇧urs festivities.
The $%rst category is the rarest at present. In the light of the accounts found in 

Siyar al-auliy⌅9, a majority of NizS;m al-DKn’s sam⌅⇧ assemblies appear to have been 
spontaneous in a sense that they were organized when the Su$% master felt inclined to 

engage in the practice. To facilitate this, at least two qawwals stayed close to him. In 

the eighteenth-century sources, such occasions have given way to sam⌅⇧ assemblies be-
longing to categories three and four, and at present, spontaneous sam⌅⇧ is almost un-
heard of. This is at least partly a result of the increased institutionalization of Su$%sm. 

Organizing a sam⌅⇧ assembly has become a major undertaking and the small, informal 
gatherings have given way to more ceremonial assemblies. It is also worth bearing in 

mind that small-scale occasions are rarely lucrative to the qawwals due the small num-

ber of listeners who contribute towards their remuneration.

The second category covers the informal singing that usually takes place in front 

of the tomb of a saint. Such occasions are typical to larger and grander, urban shrines 

to which qawwals are attached. While the resident qawwals may sing in the shrine 

courtyard at any time of the day, qawwali is especially elaborate on Thursday evenings 

when the number of pilgrims peaks. Rather than sam⌅⇧ assemblies, these occasions 

615 On #humr�, see du Perron 2002 and 2007. On ghazal, see Manuel 1988–1989 and Qureshi 1993: 483–
491.
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can be aptly characterized as jam sessions. The shrine authorities’ monitoring is min-

imal and the qawwals are given relatively free hands to shape their performances so as 

to appeal to their patrons. They can also display their musical virtuosity freely. On 

Thursday evenings, individuals who do not have a formal standing in the Su$% hier-

archy – traders, civil servants and performing artists, for instance – are able to assume 

the role of a patron. Even if the qawwals have to stick to a more popular repertoire in 

order to appeal to them, their $%nancial support makes the occasions worthwhile.

Thursday night qawwali is often an important element in the cultural life of the 

city. In Hyderabad, for example, the Yousufain Dargah situated in the busy Nampally 

area close to the railway station hosts a qawwali session every Thursday night.616 It be-

gins after the night prayer (⇧ish⌅9), around nine in the evening and continues until two 
in the morning. The less established qawwals perform in the beginning and the night 

culminates with the eagerly awaited appearance of the Warsi Brothers (the grandsons 

of Aziz Ahmed Khan Warsi) at midnight. The qawwali sessions at the Yousufain 

Dargah are an important part of the Hyderabadi Muslim culture. The middle class pro-

fessionals dominate the audience, and they assume an active part in the assemblies. 

They patronize the qawwals generously and attempt to aGfect their choice of items. 

They keep making suggestions on suitable combinations of verses and, every now and 

then, a poetically talented listener composes impromptu lines and gives them to the 

qawwals to sing, scribbled on a piece of paper. The area in front of the tomb where the 

qawwals perform is always brightly lit. It oGfers them a perfect setting to establish a 

close rapport with the audience, whose interference with the performance they seem 

not to mind. At Yousufain Dargah, Thursday qawwali resembles a musical concert and 

the performances rarely instigate mystical states in the listeners.

The third category consists of assemblies that are organized in darg⌅hs or 
kh⌅nq⌅hs on a regular, often monthly basis. The attendance is frequently limited to the 
sajj⌅danash�n and his disciples. These occasions have a more sombre QRavour than the 
Thursday evening qawwali sessions. In Delhi, sam⌅⇧ assemblies belonging to this cat-
egory are rare, but in Hyderabad they are a key element in the devotional life of vari-

ous Su$% institutions. A monthly sam⌅⇧ takes place, for example, in the kh⌅nq⌅h of Sh;h 
Kh;mosh (d. 1871).617 The impressive and well-maintained tomb of this inQRuential 

Chishti-Sabiri sheikh is situated in Nampally, behind the Yousufain Dargah, but the 
monthly sam⌅⇧ assemblies take place in the kh⌅nq⌅h, the location of which, in the 
heart of the old city behind the qiblah recess of the Mecca Mosque, reveals the stand-
ing the sheikh was accorded in nineteenth-century Hyderabad. The monthly gathering 

is known as terahv�n shar�f (‘The Blessed Thirteenth’), because it takes place on the 
thirteenth day of each lunar month, marking the passing away of the eponymous JAl;̀ 

al-DK I;bir. The gatherings begin with recitation of the Koran around ten thirty in the 

616 For a discussion on qawwali at the Yousufain Dargah, see Hassett 1995.

617 For an early scholarly account on a sam⌅⇧ assembly organized at the kh⌅nq⌅h of Sh;h Kh;mosh, 
see Sadler 1963.
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morning. This is followed by a short prayer for the spirit of the saint (f⌅ti/ah) and the 
distribution of bread and a cup of peach-coloured, milk-based hot drink. After the 

listeners have gulped down their drinks, the qawwals start.

The sam⌅⇧ is elaborate. Each time I have attended the gathering, altogether ten 
groups have performed, each singing two items. In most of the monthly gatherings or-

ganized in the city, the number of performing groups is one or two. If the qawwals sing 

altogether twenty items, the occasion is bound to stretch to the late afternoon and the 

sajj⌅danash�n habitually suspends the programme for the time of the midday prayer 
(z'uhr). When the qawwals start singing the ritual items Rang and Qaul in the end of 
the occasion, sweets and rosewater are placed in the middle of the room and frankin-

cense (lob⌅n) is burnt so that a thick aromatic smoke $%lls the entire space. Another 
f⌅ti/ah closes the assembly. Blessed sugar candies are distributed to the participants 
and rosewater is sprinkled on them. The audience consists mainly of family members, 

disciples in the silsila and members of the city’s educated Muslim elite. Their number 
rarely exceeds $%fty. The qawwals’ selection of song texts invariably features poems by 

Sh;h Kh;mosh as well as Persian and Hindavi classics of the core qawwali repertoire. 

In the kh⌅nq⌅h of Sh;h Kh;mosh, sam⌅⇧ is the main component of the occasion, 
whereas in the monthly gatherings of other silsilahs, it is frequently combined with 
communal aikr and langar.
The fourth category covers the sam⌅⇧ assemblies that are organized during the ⇧urs 

festivities in various South Asian shrines – the bigger the shrine, the grander the occa-

sion. Especially a musical assembly presided over by the sajj⌅danash�n of a major 
shrine can be an impressive occasion where all the Su$% regalia that reminds an observ-

er about royal courts is on prominent display. This is especially true in Ajmer, where 

the festive sam⌅⇧ assemblies take place in a special sam⌅⇧kh⌅nah (‘house for listening 
to music’) constructed by BashKr al-Daulah bsm;nj;h Bah;dur, a prime minister of 

Hyderabad from 1887 to 1894. The sam⌅⇧kh⌅nah is open during the ⇧urs festivities of 
MuJKn al-DKn and his master, JUsm;n H;rvanK. The diwan, the hereditary head of the 

shrine, whose post was established by the Mughal emperor Akbar, heads the assembly. 

Like an imperial oG$%cial, he sits opposite the qawwals on silken cushions under a can-

opy supported by silver poles. The rest of the listeners take their seats in rows on both 

of his sides. The hereditary custodians of the shrine take up the centre of the room, 

and two attendants dressed in shervanis and orange turbans and armed with silver 

clubs supervise the order and deliver the na5r⌅nah given to the diwan to the qawwals. 
The fenced area in the middle of the sam⌅⇧kh⌅nah accommodates a few hundred 
listeners, but the peristyle surrounding it can sit a couple of hundred more. All these 

areas are usually fully packed by the audience who wants to see the Su$% dignitaries 

and the celebrated qawwals.

Although qawwali music is exclusively dominated by men, the practice of sam⌅⇧ is 
usually open to women as well. However, their presence in sam⌅⇧ assemblies is always 
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inconspicuous and sometimes they may remain fully invisible. At present, Qureshi’s 

observation of qawwali and sam⌅⇧ as a strictly male phenomena does not apply uncon-
ditionally.618 In her anthropological study of a female Su$% healer in Hyderabad, Joyce 

Burkhalter Flueckiger oGfers an invaluable glimpse to the female participation in 

sam⌅⇧. The musical assembly she describes took place in the informal atmosphere of 
the healer’s and her husband’s home. Even though the men occupied the public space, 

the women actively participated in the occasion from behind a curtain that was set to 

divide the gendered space. Flueckiger suggests that the homely setting, removed from 

the stricter norms followed in Su$% shrines, might have facilitated the active female 

participation.619 However, it should be kept in mind that at present, most sam⌅⇧ assem-
blies organized in shrines accommodate female listeners and a special area is often re-

served for them. Sometimes, this simply means sitting apart from the men. In a 

crowded shrine compound, this has little more than symbolic value. Sometimes a reed 

curtain (cilman) is used to physically divide the space. It hampers the vision to the 
space behind, but allows the women to see what happens on the other side. The reed 

curtain is a common feature in the Su$% shrines of the Deccan. Interestingly, 

Flueckiger’s informants emphasized the advantages of the curtain for the female 

listeners; they could express their experiences through movement more freely when 

they were unobserved by the men.620

It is diG$%cult to conclusively determine whether the diGferences between the ob-

servations of Qureshi and Flueckiger depend on the changes that have taken place 

during the three decades that separate their respective $%eldwork periods or on the di-

vergent contexts where they were conducting their research projects. While Flueckiger 

had access to the female space, Qureshi worked mainly with the qawwals in the male 

space. Based on my own observations, I can say that it is sometimes extremely diG$%cult 

to detect the female presence from the male space even when it is there. For example, 

in the Nizamuddin shrine, a sam⌅⇧ assembly takes place in a room called Taq-i Buzurg 
(‘The Great Vault’). The place is believed to be especially propitious for the practice of 

sam⌅⇧. Aside from a couple of European ladies conducting research in the shrine, no 
women are to be seen during the occasion. However, practicing Su$% women and the 

family members of the m�r-i ma/34l, Pir Ahmed Nizami, sit in the adjacent room to 
which a connecting door is left ajar. They cannot be seen, neither do they see the per-

formers or other listeners. However, the sound is in that room as clear as inside Taq-i 

Buzurg itself. Occasionally, na5r⌅nah handed over through the door indicates their 
presence. Thus, the women generally have a possibility, if they so wish, to participate 

in sam⌅⇧. However, they do not have the possibility of getting involved in the display of 
social status brought by the patronage or open display of mystical states.

618 Qureshi 2006: xv.

619 Flueckiger 2006: 218–221.

620 Flueckiger 2006: 219.
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The qawwals on concert stages
While the qawwals’ performances outside the kh⌅nq⌅hs and darg⌅hs have been noted 
above, and scholars like Peter Manuel and Regula Burckhardt Qureshi have explored 

the impact of mass media on the musical idiom and lyrical content of the genre,621 

their increased spiritual role has not been critically examined. There is a gap between 

the historical studies and Qureshi’s ethnomusicological $%ndings emphasizing the 

qawwals’ role as professional musicians, on the one hand, and the more recent work 

describing them with the ubiquitous term “Su$% singer,” on the other. Although this 

work is essentially concerned with the practice of sam⌅⇧, trying to answer what has 
happened with respect to the qawwals’ role over the past three decades will contribute 

to understanding their position vis-à-vis the m�r-i ma/34l in the following chapters.
At present, the broader audience is likely to be acquainted with qawwali through 

some other context than sam⌅⇧. This is due to the changes that have shaped both the 
Indian music scene and patterns of patronage during the past two centuries. Towards 

the turn of the twentieth century, when the patronage of traditional Muslim religious, 

land-owning and aristocratic elites was waning, some qawwals started to search for al-

ternative stages of performance. Some of them ventured to perform in the Parsi 

theatre and, after the advent of sound cinema, in $%lms. Yet others seized opportunities 

introduced by commercial recording industry. However, it was only in the 1960s when 

long-playing technology replaced the gramophone records and facilitated longer and 

more elaborate performances that qawwali acquired an established place on concert 

stages. This development was accompanied with the qawwal’s characterization as “Su$% 

singers.”

Qureshi calls the new musical trend “serious popular religious qawwali.” It is seri-

ous because it emphasizes musical characteristics intimately linked with classical 

Hindustani music. Simultaneously, it is popular, like earlier recorded qawwali, because 

it is disseminated through mass media and intended to be consumed by a broad audi-

ence. It is also religious because its lyrical content emphasizes unambiguously reli-

gious themes.622 Qureshi links the genesis of this trend with the Pakistani qawwals 

Ghulam Farid Sabri (d. 1994), his brother Maqbool Ahmed Sabri (d. 2011) and their ac-

companists, collectively known as the Sabri Brothers.623 The long-playing technology 

allowed them to elaborate their performances with purely musical features of 

Hindustani classical music that were uncharacteristic to both the earlier recorded 

qawwali and the qawwali sung during sam⌅⇧ assemblies. This development was carried 
furthest by Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan (d. 1997), who brought qawwali into the 

consciousness of the world music audiences in the mid-80s.624 His best-known world 

621 See Manuel 2001, 123–127; and Qureshi 1992, 1995 and 1999.

622 Qureshi 1992: 117–118. On lyrical content of popular qawwali, see also Viitamäki 2011 and 2014.

623 Qureshi 1992: 118.

624 For an excellent introduction to the career of Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan, see Baud 2008. The French 

original has been recently translated into Urdu. See Baud 2014.
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music recordings are probably the two fusion albums, Musst Musst (1990) and Night 
Song (1996), produced in collaboration with the Canadian musician Michael Brooke. 
In contrast to these albums, his concerts often featured more traditional items. 

However, instead of emphasizing the textual content, Nusrat gave a prominent role to 

musical features. He prefaced his songs with extensive naghmahs and sang extended 
vocal improvisations as slowly unfolding melodic introductions (al⌅p) to the salient 
text. In between the verses of poetry, he inserted improvised passages that used either 

phrases from the text (bol ban⌅9o or bol t⌅n), names of the notes (sargam) or the vowel 
-⌅ (⌅k⌅r t⌅n) as vehicles for melodic improvisations. As will become clear below, such 
passages are not alien to sam⌅⇧ assemblies, but they are kept short in order to avoid a 
rupture in the delivery of the textual message. In Nusrat’s performances, the 

improvisations often run up to several minutes and they bear a striking resemblance to 

the khay⌅l genre. Some of his albums also record the ragas of the songs in a manner 
typical to classical music.625 Like other representatives of the “serious popular religious 

qawwali,” Nusrat favoured a somewhat austere soundscape during his concerts when 

the accompaniment was dominated by the traditional harmonium, dholak and tabla. 

Whereas, the additional synthesizer, guitar, mandolin, QRute or tambourine can more 

often be heard in his recordings.

In the wake of the Sabri Brothers’ and Nusrat’s classicization of qawwali, a few 

members of the qavv⌅l bacco) k⌅ ghar⌅n⌅ have pro$%led themselves as representatives 
of authentic traditional qawwali in Pakistan. Most prominent among them are 

Najmuddin and Saifuddin, the sons of Bahauddin Khan, and Fareed Ayaz. They often 

perform in festivals celebrating the classical arts in Pakistan. Fareed Ayaz’s perform-

ances during the All Pakistan Music Conference organized in Karachi in 2007 are re-

plete with the qawwal’s comments wherein he explains the musical features of his per-

formance or the import of the song text.626

In addition to providing musical information to the listeners when performing on 

concert stages, the qawwals have begun to address issues that have conventionally be-

longed to the domain of the m�r-i ma/34l. While their role as religious functionaries is 
suppressed during sam⌅⇧, in concerts they are able to assume the latter’s function and 
to cultivate an image of themselves as Su$% mystics. In an interview with Nusrat con-

ducted some months before his untimely death in August 1997 by Dimitri Erlich for 

Shambhala Sun, a magazine focused on Buddhism, the superstar qawwal humbly 
states that he is not a Su$%. He says he has spent much time with the Su$%s since his 

childhood and deeply studied them. On Su$% music he says: “Su$% music, especially, is a 

kind of prayer. If you sing in this manner, you will become closer to God, very close. 

That’s basically what I do.”627

625 See, e.g. Nusrat: Traditional Su34 Qawwalis I–IV.
626 See Fareed Ayaz: The All Pakistan Music Conference, Karachi: Annual Festival, March 2007.
627 Shambhala Sun, http://www.shambhalasun.com/index.php?
option=com_content&task=view&id=2033, accessed 15 January 2014.
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When asked about his experiences when singing, he evokes connotations that go 

far beyond mere mastery of music and poetic repertoire and draws parallels between 

singing and meditation. He emphasizes the element of ta↵avvur (Zvisualization[) and 
the transformative aspect of his music. It is signi$%cant that singing is also a spiritual 

experience to the qawwal, not only to the listeners:

“When I sing traditional spiritual songs, I always concentrate on who it is that 

I’m singing about. For instance, if I am inspired by the holy prophet, I concen-

trate on the prophet. In my mind, there are many things, but when I sing, I sing 

for God, and for holy prophets, for Su$% saints. When I sing, their personalities 

are in my mind. I feel like I am in front of them. I feel their personalities, and I 

pray. I feel like I am in another world when I sing. I am not in the material 

world while I am singing these traditional holy messages. I’m totally in another 

world. I am withdrawn from my materialistic senses; I am totally in my spiritu-

al senses. And I am intoxicated by the holy prophet, God, and other Su$% 

saints.”628

The power of Nusrat’s qawwali is globally acknowledged, yet there are slight local 

diGferences in conceptualizing his role as a singer. In South Asia, Nusrat is popularly 

known as the Shahansh⌅h-i Qavv⌅l�, ZThe Emperor of Qawwali[, due to his musical in-
genuity and phenomenal success. However, he is not primarily remembered as a reli-

gious specialist. In the world music scene, the volcanic force of his singing and his em-

phasis on the spiritual aspects of his music has lead to associating Nusrat with proph-

etic qualities. Although his 1994 album, The Last Prophet, published by Real World, de-
rives its title from the opening song dedicated to the Prophet Muhammad, the associ-

ation is probably lost to the broader audience in the USA and Europe who would con-

nect the title with the singer. Another album published by M.I.L. Multimedia in 1996, 

The Prophet Speaks, is a more overt reference to his role as a religious $%gure since there 
are no apparent references to the Prophet in the three romantic ghazals included in 

the release. His French biography by Pierre-Alain Baud is suggestively titled Nusrat 
Fateh Ali Khan: Le messager du qawwali. It is telling that when the work was translated 
into Urdu, the word messenger was rendered as pay⌅mras⌅n, a neologism that would 
not be understood as a reference to prophethood. The spiritual image cultivated by the 

qawwals themselves as well as by the producers and their fans629 seems to have reson-

ated more strongly with audiences outside South Asia, helping to cement the position 

of qawwali as one of the spiritual trance music genres in the world music scene.

Even though the religious role of qawwals remains toned down in South Asia, the 

stardom enjoyed by certain qawwals can aGfect the organization of sam⌅⇧ assemblies. 
During formal sam⌅⇧, the listeners and performers usually occupy the same space and 
sit on the same level. Yet, in his discussion of qawwali in the shrine of B;b; FarKd, 

628 Shambhala Sun, accessed 15 January 2014.
629 For an encomium of the ”dervish-qawwal” Mehmood Sabri of the Sabri Brothers written by his 

Australian promotor and Su$% practitioner, Amatullah Armstrong Chishti, see Chishti 2006.
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Qamar-ul Huda describes how the singers and the sajj⌅danash�n are seated on a stage 
with the guests of honour, while the common people sit on the ground. The regular 

activities, such as oGfering nazr⌅nah – notably to both the m�r-i ma/34l and the per-
formers – take place on the stage, whereas the common people remain as spectators.630 

Thus, a part of the authority that usually belongs to the m�r-i ma/34l has been trans-
ferred to the qawwals.

Seating the qawwals and the key listeners on the same stage is indicative of the 

rise of the qawwals’ social standing that has resulted from being able to exploit the 

possibilities oGfered by the music industry. Simultaneously, such settings cast qawwali 

and the key listeners’ response to it as a staged show. Only a small circle of listeners 

participates in the actual sam⌅⇧ assembly, while the rest – often the majority – remain 
as spectators. This eGfectively distances the listeners from qawwali and the experiences 

it is supposed to entice in them. In such settings the potential for spiritual experiences 

rising from the interaction between the performers and the listeners is bound to give 

way to a readily packaged product that is meant to be viewed and consumed rather 

than transform the listeners.

Although such approach diGfers from the traditional manner of using music as a 

tool of Su$% practice, it does not necessarily mean that the listeners would not nurture 

spiritual aspirations. Rather, the phenomenon is probably best understood as part of 

the global trend, where, in Nile Green’s words, “the old Su$% establishment only sur-

vives in a much-diminished form.”631 In the case of India and Pakistan, the spiritual 

ideals and cultural expressions of Su$%sm continue to attract the broader public, who at 

the same time seem reluctant to acknowledge the religious authority of hereditary 

sheikhs and sajj⌅danash�ns. In these circumstances, qawwals have started to portray 
themselves as both artists and Su$%s – an undertaking in which they have been aided 

by recording technology and the commercial market. The following chapter will dis-

cuss popular interest in Su$%sm and the qawwals’ role in feeding it at the Nizamuddin 

shrine in Delhi.

630 Huda 2007: 683–684.

631 Green 2012: 228.
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PART III: POETRY IN SAM⌅⇧

6 OBSERVING POETRY IN SAM⌅⇧

6.1 The Nizamuddin shrine and its qawwali scene

A major shrine is a convenient starting point for the ◆eld observation of sam⌅⇧. In such 
shrines, music is performed in various contexts ranging from ful◆lling ritual require-

ments and serving the purposes of meditative practice, to entertaining broad audi-

ences. Furthermore, such shrines attract qawwals from all over India and Pakistan and 

thus o#fer an opportunity to observe a wide range of performance styles. The 

Nizamuddin shrine located in Delhi is one such shrine.

I ◆rst came in contact with Indian Su◆ shrines during language training in Delhi 

during the academic year 2004–2005. Since then, I have had the chance to attend and 

observe several sam⌅⇧ assemblies in Delhi, Ajmer, Jaipur and Hyderabad. However, 
Nizamuddin is the only shrine I have been able to visit on a regular basis during the 

past ten years. I have become familiar with the people visiting and tending the shrine, 

and I have observed how the popular Su◆ culture boom has in12uenced it in recent 

years. For this reason, it was natural to concentrate on Nizamuddin instead of some 

other, less studied shrine. However, in order to highlight the fact that observations 

about the musical assemblies in this shrine are not necessarily representative of the 

situation in other shrines, I will also discuss one sam⌅⇧ assembly that was organized in 
Hyderabad, outside the sphere of in12uence of the Nizamuddin shrine and the Chishti 

Nizami brotherhood.

As a European researcher with background knowledge of Su◆sm and Islam, I have 

been able to enter into the religious life of the shrine relatively easily. My ability to 

speak Urdu and working knowledge of Persian and Arabic, as well as the ability to dis-

cuss poetry, have also facilitated communication with religious experts and per-

formers. The audio recording of performances and taking of notes has been barely no-

ticeable within an environment that is characterized by the extensive use of smart 

phone cameras. And, as a male, I have been able to move in the public space of the 

shrine freely, whereas I know very little about the religious practices of women.

Su◆ shrines (darg⌅h, lit. ‘court’) are generally built around the tombs of Su◆ saints 
and may in addition include several other buildings such as a mosque, madrasa, lib-

rary, accommodation for pilgrims and a soup kitchen (langar).632 The development of 

632 For a general discussion on Indian Su◆ shrines, see, e.g., Currim & Michell 2004 and Troll 2004.
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an individual shrine depends on the popularity of the saint interred there, as well as 

on the patronage the shrine has enjoyed. Consequently, the shrines situated in South 

Asia vary considerably in size and fame.633 The few major ones that attract pilgrims 

from all over South Asia are impressive architectural complexes, whereas the myriads 

of the smaller ones may be very modest in appearance and have only local fame. 

Richard Eaton and Carl W. Ernst have emphasized the importance of Su◆ shrines in 

the process of creating Muslim states in medieval India. According to them, the rulers 

patronized Su◆ shrines and thus contributed to the evolution of a sacred Islamic 

geography that would make India an Islamic land and a region of peace where there 

would be no need of constant confrontation with the Hindu majority of the 

population.634 The general openness of the Su◆s to the local culture and their 

interaction with di#ferent religious communities no doubt made this project plausible. 

In present-day India, the sacred network of Su◆ shrines exists in an o#◆cially secular 

state, where Muslims have gradually been marginalized in politics, education and 

cultural life. Nevertheless, the shrines anchor Islam to India as well as serve as religious 

spaces where representatives of di#ferent communities may come into interaction 

with each other.

The intermingling of religious communities and the consequently complex ex-

pressions of religious culture that characterize the Su◆ shrines have also made attend-

ing them one of the most hotly debated practices in Islam. This debate gained mo-

mentum during the latter half of the nineteenth century when the demand for clearly 

demarcated, exclusive religious identities was voiced by reformist Muslim and Hindu 

movements. Among the Muslims, the most out-spoken condemnation of the shrines 

has come from the representatives of Darul Uloom Deoband and Tablighi Jamaat. 

Neither movement condemns Su◆sm as such; they merely consider the past Su◆ mas-

ters as exemplary Muslims, whose moral integrity is worth emulating. However, they 

deny them any power of intercession or mediation and detect the ◆rst symptoms of 

shirk (‘associating others with God’) in the practice of attending their tombs.

The Nizamuddin shrine and its custodians

The Nizamuddin shrine is situated in Delhi, the city that has served since the thir-

teenth century as the capital of various Muslim dynasties, British colonial regime and 

independent India. In the pilgrimage economy of South Asia, Nizamuddin is the major 

urban shrine of North India. It may not rank as high in the hierarchy of Indian shrines 

as the darg⌅h of MuCDn al-DDn in Ajmer, but its location in the capital city gives it the 
advantage of being more accessible than the latter. Interestingly, a similar situation 

prevails in the Deccan, where the shrine of GesEdarFz in Gulbarga is the most import-

ant centre of pilgrimage; however, it is removed from the busiest urban centres. In con-

633 For an account on the contrasting developments in two small Delhi shrines over the past three 
decades, see Kumar 2010.
634 See Eaton 2010: 159–175 and Ernst 2004: 227–238.
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trast, the Yousufain Dargah in the heart of Hyderabad attracts a steady 12ow of visitors 

on a daily basis. North India, on the one hand, and the Deccan, on the other, seem to 

form two distinct systems of pilgrimage networks in India. They are by no means mu-

tually exclusive, but in the Nizamuddin shrine, for example, pilgrims635 from North In-

dia tend to outnumber those arriving from the Deccan.

Among the countless Su◆ shrines of Delhi, Nizamuddin is most centrally located. 

It is situated in the heart of a New Delhi neighbourhood, named Basti Hazrat 

Nizamuddin after the saint. Over the past ◆fty years or so, well-to-do residential areas 

Nizamuddin East, Sundar Nagar and Lodi Estate, where free standing houses ◆ll the 

plots shaded by thick foliage, have risen around the ancient neighbourhood. The Basti 

is only about eight kilometres away from Connaught Place, the epicentre of the 

Lutyens Delhi. The neighbourhood is sometimes characterized as a ghetto636 or even a 

slum.637 Although the contrast between the wide streets, spacious living conditions and 

the neat markets of the surrounding areas and the narrow, densely built alleys and the 

overpowering smells of the street-food of the Basti may seem sharp, the latter is not 

radically di#ferent from the congested Old Delhi which is hardly ever called a ghetto or 

a slum.

The main access road to the shrine forks from Mathura road and another begins 

from the opposite side of the shrine from the western edge of the Basti. Two narrow, 

roofed alleyways that are bordered by shops and rows of beggars lead to the shrine. Al-

though the entire Basti bustles with intense life, it is also a virtual necropolis where 

Su◆s, poets, nobles and royals have been buried in the course of the past seven centur-

ies.638 However, most of the devotional activities of the pilgrims revolve around the two 

tombs belonging to NizPFm al-DDn and AmDr Khusrau. They are situated on opposite 

sides of a chequered courtyard in the heart of the Basti. Although NizPFm al-DDn’s 

mausoleum is the more central of the two, the signi◆cance of AmDr Khusrau in the 

shrine complex is underlined by the pilgrims’ practice of presenting themselves by his 

cenotaph before entering the main mausoleum. The other tombs in the area are 

635 The word pilgrim, z⌅⌫ir (lit. ‘visitor’), seldom features in Urdu parlance, whereas the words ‘pil-
grimage’ (ziy⌅rat) and ‘place of pilgrimage’ (maz⌅r, i.e. a saint’s tomb), derived from the same Arabic 
root, are in common use. The word ziy⌅rat denotes the visit to the shrine and the rituals performed 
there, not the act of peregrination. Thus, both those who arrive at the shrine from a longer distance and 
those who live in its vicinity and may attend it on a daily basis, perform ziy⌅rat. Presenting oneself at 
the tomb of a saint is also called ⇡⌅⇢ir� (Qpresence, attendanceR). The word has another, distinct connota-
tion which is also linked with the shrines, namely the confrontation between the saint and a spirit pos-
sessing a person who has been brought forward for healing. For the use of ⇡⌅⇢ir� in this context, see, e.g. 
Bellamy 2007, Bellamy 2011: 129–171 and Flueckiger 2006: 99–101.
636 See, e.g. Hossain 2012: 61.
637 For a recent portrayal of the Basti in ◆ction, see Alice Albinia’s novel Leela’s Book (Random House, 
2011). The author paints a de◆nitely grim picture of the neighbourhood as a slum by juxtaposing it with 
Nizamuddin East.
638 Detailed information on various tombs and their locations in and around the shrine can be 
gleaned from the margin notes of Khwaja Hasan Nizami’s Niz�⌅m� bansur�.
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generally neglected by pilgrims and the hereditary custodians (khudam⌅⌫/khudd⌅m, 
sing. kh⌅dim) alike.
The architecture of the shrine complex has acquired its present form at several 

stages in the course of the centuries following NizPFm al-DDn’s death. The present ap-

pearance dates back to the late Mughal period, but it has also been in12uenced by the 

patronage of the royal family of Hyderabad during the nineteenth century.639 Although 

the literary production among the Sultanate Chishtis was essential to the immortaliza-

tion of NizPFm al-DDn’s repute, the shrine’s location in a capital city has played a signi-

◆cant role in di#fusing his reputation among people who may have had neither chance 

nor interest in submerging themselves in study of Su◆ writings. The shrine has always 

been frequented by Muslim conquerors and travellers, along with the local elite and 

common people. At present, a visit to the shrine is included in the o#◆cial visits of 

Muslim statesmen.

The Nizamuddin shrine is situated, both ideologically and geographically, in 

between two contrasting versions of Su◆sm. To the east of the shrine lies the Delhi 

centre, Markaz, of Tablighi Jamaat. It is an imposing concrete building housing a 

mosque and residential quarters for members who are trained in Delhi before they 

move on to more remote locations to take part in the missionary work (tabl�gh) of the 
movement. The members are frequently seen in the Nizamuddin shrine observing 

what they perceive as corrupted Islamic practices. Inside the shrine complex, they 

demonstrate their contempt for the notion of holy space by carrying their shoes with 

them in a gesture deeply detested by the custodians of the shrine. The main access 

road to the shrine passes by the Markaz, and the Tablighi Jamaat members sometimes 

attempt to convince pilgrims to give up their plans of visiting the shrine. However, the 

close proximity of the Markaz does not seem to have e#fected any radical diminution 

in the number of pilgrims. According to the observations of Peter Manuel, this applies 

to Su◆ shrines on a more general level, as well. Similarly, Hindu attendance has re-

mained stable notwithstanding the exclusivist rhetoric of the exponents of 

Hindutva.640

As was noted above, Tablighi Jamaat does not reject Su◆sm altogether. However, it 

reduces the process of inner growth into the minute observation of purist, pietistic Is-

lamic practice. In contrast to this approach, Inayat Khan’s (1882–1927) followers, whose 

centre is also located in the Basti, eschew the connection with Islam altogether and 

contest the relevance of common Muslim rituals to their Su◆ practice. Instead, they 

advocate ‘universal Su◆sm’ as a manifestation of perennial spirituality that can be 

found in every religion. Inayat Khan was a b�n player and a Su◆ master, who gave recit-
als and preached in the USA and Europe in the early twentieth century. He returned to 

639 For a chronology of the main buildings in the shrine complex, see Tara Sharma 2012. For a further 
discussion on the architectural development of the mausoleum and its adjacent mosque, see KhFn, 
!s⌅r I, 291–294; Peck 2005: 167–175.
640 Manuel 2008: 381.
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India shortly before his passing away in 1927 and was buried in the Basti to the south of 

the Nizamuddin shrine.641 The members of various movements that have drawn their 

inspiration from his legacy during the past century come from the USA, Europe and 

New Zealand. They visit the Basti only during speci◆c retreats, in addition to the ⇧urs 
festivities of Inayat Khan that take place on 5th of February. They rarely visit the main 

shrine complex.

In contrast to Tablighi Jamaat, the custodians of the Nizamuddin shrine advocate 

visiting shrines and engaging in a vast collection of Su◆ rituals and practices. However, 

unlike the followers of Inayat Khan, they insist on the Islamic character of Su◆sm even 

if they simultaneously acknowledge that the saint’s blessings are meant for all human 

beings, whatever their religious background.

When pilgrims arrive at the Nizamuddin shrine, they leave their shoes to the care 

of shoe-keepers against a numbered token. They then proceed to the tombs for their 

devotions. They read Koranic passages and may present 12owers, cloth covers (c⌅dar) 
and sugar candies on the tombs. The pilgrim is usually assisted in the rituals by his or 

her kh⌅dim, whose personal client or guest (mihm⌅n) he or she has become. Kh⌅dims 
are also called pirz⌅dahs, Qsons of the masterR. This appellation indicates their belong-
ing to the pan-South Asian, often endogamous community of descendants of Su◆ 

saints whereas kh⌅dim refers to their function in the shrine context.642 Their status in 
South Asian Muslim culture has traditionally been high.

In the case of Nizamuddin, who never married, the pirz⌅dah families trace their 
origin to various associates of him. Originally, there were four pirz⌅dah lineages, but 
one of them, H⌅r%niy⌅n (‘The HFrEnDs’), tracing their descent to RafDC al-DDn HFrEn, a 
son of NizPFm al-DDn’s sister, is now extinct. The three remaining families, Nab�rag⌅n 
(‘The Grandsons’), Hindust⌅niy⌅n (‘The Indians’) and Q⌅⇢�z⌅dag⌅n (‘The Sons of QFVD’) 
trace their descent to MuWammad ImFm, a grandson of BFbF FarDd, to AbE Bakr 

MuXallFbardFr and to QFVD MuWyD al-DDn KFshFni, respectively.643

No single kh⌅dim of the Nizamuddin shrine is designated as the head 
(sajj⌅danash�n, lit. ‘the one who sits on a prayer mat’) or superintendent (mutavall�) of 
the shrine, who would manage the institution single-handedly. Its rituals and ◆nances 

are supervised jointly by the three families in accordance with a rota system known as 

b⌅r�d⌅r� niz�⌅m (‘the order of holding [the post of superintendent] in turns’). The ab-
sence of centralized hierarchy in the shrine entitles every pirz⌅dah to call himself the 
sajj⌅danash�n. In the English billboards hanging above the entrances to their o#◆ces 
housed in the shrine complex, the term has been freely rendered to denote ‘The 

Dargah Head O#◆ce’, ‘Head Priest of the Dargah’ and even ‘The Chief Head Priest of the 

Dargah’. One family that is at present headed by Pir Ahmed Nizami, also lays claim to 

641 On Inayat Khan, see Hermansen 2001 and Ernst & Lawrence 2002: 140–143.
642 The pirz⌅dah community of the Nizamuddin shrine, especially its female members, was studied 
by Patricia Je#fery in the 1970s. See Je#fery 2000 [1979].
643 Nizami, “DargFh sharDf kF intizPFm”, 536–537
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holding the hereditary post of the mutavall�. In reality, however, the standing of an 
individual pirz⌅dah in the overall hierarchy of the shrine is determined by his religious 
learning and the number of in12uential disciples and patrons.

Another distinguishing character in the organization of the shrine has been the 

absence income from land-grants (j⌅g�r) and inalienable religious endowments (vaqf, 
pl. auq⌅f).644 In other words, the shrine does not have a ◆xed source of income, and it is 
entirely dependent on donations. While this arrangement may simulate the ideal of 

tavakkul (‘trust in God’) upheld by NizPFm al-DDn, it also makes the shrine vulnerable to 
the 12uctuations a#fecting the assets of the pilgrims. The precarious ◆nancial situation 

of Muslims in independent India has been in stark contrast with the earlier royal pat-

ronage, and this has impacted the activities of the shrine. The arrangement further-

more posits the pirz⌅dahs in rivalry with each other when it comes to the pilgrims. Al-
though some pirz⌅dahs earn their living through various businesses or in the civil ser-
vice, others subsist on donations from pilgrims. They keep client registers, and a pil-

grim who has written his or her name in such a document is bound to his or her 

kh⌅dim. Since pirz⌅dahs serve their clients by keeping them updated about the fest-
ivals of the shrine, assisting them during the pilgrimage and praying for them in their 

absence, they are entitled to receiving na-r⌅nah from them. The rivalry between the 
pirz⌅dahs is also discernible during the ⇧urs festivities, when they organize overlapping 
programs for their followers.

Qawwali scene at the shrine

In addition to the saint himself, qawwali music is one of the main attractions drawing 

people to the Nizamuddin shrine. Although the presence of music is by no means 

unique to this shrine, its intimate association with qawwali has increased its signi◆c-

ance in this respect. Despite the blows su#fered by Muslims and Indo-Persian culture 

in Delhi during the brutal suppression of the 1857 uprising and the partition ninety 

years later, the shrine has remained an important cultural symbol for the inhabitants 

of Delhi and for Indian Muslims in general. Qawwali has played an important role in 

sustaining its broader cultural signi◆cance. Over the past two decades, the popularity 

of qawwali and Su◆ music has only increased, and the Nizamuddin shrine now also at-

tracts people who are primarily interested in music, not the saint.

This phenomenon is a result of the increasing interest in Su◆ music and culture 

that the urban middle- and upper-middle-class populations of India have expressed 

since early 1990s. According to Peter Manuel, the phenomenon has its roots in the re-

action against the rise of Hindutva and the appalling massacres of Muslims following 

the destruction of Babri Masjid in Ayodhya in 1992 and the Godhra train-burning in 

2002. Manuel attributes the initial interest in Su◆ music to the urge of the socially 

644 Nizami, “DargFh sharDf kF intizPFm”, 536. For the economy of other shrines, see, e.g. Ernst 2004: 191–
226.
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aware artists and intellectuals to counteract the Hindutva rhetoric questioning the role 

of Muslims in the shaping of Indian culture.645

Although the interest in Su◆sm and Su◆ music initially took the shape of not-for-

pro◆t series of concerts such as Anhad Garje (‘The Roar of the In◆nite’), it has, in the 
course of the twenty-◆rst century, transformed into a more commercial phenomenon. 

The later phase of the Su◆ music boom involves, in the words of Manuel, a selection of 

sub-genres that ‘span a stylistic range, and indeed have no unifying features except an 

explicit Su◆ orientation, conveyed variously in lyric content, accompanying icono-

graphy, or publicity blurbs.’ He also juxtaposes the essentially urban middle-class at-

tendance in the concerts of self-assigned Su◆ singers like Zila Khan, Rekha Bharadwaj, 

Kailash Kher and the ‘Su◆ extravaganzas’ organized by the fashion designer and ◆lm-

maker Muza#far Ali with the subaltern milieu of the shrines.646 Admittedly, such events 

have very little to do with Su◆ shrines or Su◆sm as a living religious tradition, and the 

appearances of these singers in expensive Delhi clubs and on MTV are far removed 

from the reality of most of the shrine-goers and practicing Su◆s. However, the impact 

of the commercial Su◆ music is felt in the Nizamuddin shrine as the presence of 

middle-class visitors who arrive there to imbibe its authentic Su◆ atmosphere.

This middle-class interest has also found a literary expression in works directed to 

an English-speaking audience. The Nizamuddin shrine has featured prominently in 

several co#fee table books that have appeared in recent years and are a#fordable only to 

the higher-income classes.647 Sadia Dehlvi, a media person and activist hailing from an 

illustrious cultural family has during the recent years pro◆led herself as a concerned 

representative of Delhi’s Su◆ heritage and an authority of the subject matter. That her 

both books on Su◆sm were published by HarperCollins Publishers, one of the largest 

English publishing houses in India, indicates that such books are expected to sell 

well.648 For the more adventurous residents of Delhi interested in their city, the writer 

and photographer Mayank Austen Soo◆ has introduced the Nizamuddin shrine as one 

of the exciting hang-outs of the city. His writings have appeared originally in The Delhi 

Walla blog, and some of them have been printed with attractive photographs.649

Even if popular Su◆ music, co#fee-table books and English-language writing do 

not a#fect most of the people who visit the Nizamuddin shrine, they have contributed 

to introducing a new clientele there. Traditionally, many pilgrims visit the shrine in or-

der to solicit saintly intervention, for example, for curing a disease or passing an im-

645 Manuel 2008: 382–383.
646 Manuel 2008: 384, 391.
647 On the Nizamuddin shrine in these books, see Currim & Michell 2004: 24–39; Dhaul 2006 and 
Quraeshi 2009: 166–185.
648 See Dehlvi, Su23sm: The Heart of Islam (2009) and The Su23 courtyard: Dargahs of Delhi (2012). The 
latter work concentrates on the Su◆ shrines of Delhi.
649 See http://www.thedelhiwalla.com/, especially the section ‘Faith’. On Nizamuddin in Mayank Aus-
ten Soo◆’s books, see The Delhi Walla Hangouts (Collins, 2010), 94–97 and The Delhi Walla Monuments 
(Collins, 2010), 68–71.
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portant exam. Yet others come there only in order to be close to the saint and engage 

in their spiritual practices in the vicinity of his tomb.650 Whichever the case, being 

present at the tomb of the saint is the most important component of the visit. The 

middle-class visitors, on the other hand, tend to neglect the saint and concentrate on 

qawwali music. They show no particular interest in the tombs and often merely sit in 

the courtyard to listen to the qawwals without acknowledging the saintly presence in 

any way.

The middle-class clientele is particularly conspicuous in the shrine on Thursday 

evenings.651 Thursday evening is always a busy time in Su◆ shrines, and if qawwali is 

performed, it ◆lls much of the evening. Thursday qawwali is also less formal than 

sam⌅⇧ assemblies; no m�r-i ma⇡23l monitors the occasion and the qawwals are able to 
sing what they like and – ideally – perform only for the delight of the saint. In 

Nizamuddin, the local qawwals sing between sunset (maghrib) and night (⇧ish⌅⌫) pray-
ers and occasionally carry on until the shrine is closed at 10:00 PM (9:30 PM in winter-

time).

When I ◆rst visited the shrine on a Thursday evening in September 2004, the pil-

grim crowd consisted of both Muslims and Hindus who, deducing from their clothing 

and demeanour, belonged to the lower-income classes. The qawwals did not receive 

much money – maybe something around the sum of three hundred rupees that 

Manuel states as the normal earnings of an evening.652 However, the Thursday crowd 

has gradually changed. The pilgrims from the lower-income classes are still conspicu-

ously present in the shrine, but the people who gather around the qawwals belong to a 

di#ferent social stratum. They – both men and women – wear neat (and genuine) de-

signer labels and sport the latest smartphones, which they use to shoot a memento of 

their visit. They often clap to the music and exhibit behaviours that are perceived be-

longing to a trance-music experience. They shake their heads vigorously and sway 

their bodies from side to side. Although their behaviour is looked upon by some 

kh⌅dims and qawwals with apparent distaste, it is tolerated. This is probably because 
of the ◆nancial bene◆t they bring to the people who earn their income from the 

shrine. The value of na-r⌅nah given to the kh⌅dims is di#◆cult to determine, but it is 
not uncommon to see notes of ◆ve hundred rupees discreetly changing hands. Similar 

largesse extends to the qawwals, as well. In contradistinction with the formal sam⌅⇧ as-
semblies, where denominations exceeding twenty rupees are considered ostentatious, 

the middle-class clientele of the shrine showers the qawwals with notes of one hun-

dred and, occasionally, ◆ve hundred rupees. Thus, a good Thursday evening can pro-

duce considerably more than the three hundred rupees mentioned by Manuel. The 

qawwals are also adroit at appealing to the tastes of their patrons by singing their fa-

650 For a detailed discussion on the motives of the pilgrims in Nizamuddin, see Pinto 1995 and 2004 
[1989].
651 Thursday evening is actually the beginning of Friday in Muslim reckoning.
652 Manuel  2008: 391.
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vourite items. These include songs like Ch⌅p tilak (‘Sign and mark’), Dam⌅dam mast 
qalandar (‘Continually, intoxicated mendicant’), Zi-⇡⌅l-i misk�n makun tagh⌅ful (‘Do 
not neglect my miserable state’) and, occasionally, ◆lm songs like Khwaja mere khwaja 
(‘Master, my master’ from Jodhaa Akbar, 2008) or Kun faya kun (‘”Be”, and it was’ from 
Rockstar, 2011).
Thursday night qawwali sessions attract the participation of yet another visible 

group of people, namely European, American and Japanese tourists who are drawn to 

the shrine by the Lonely Planet’s promising statement: ‘It’s one of Delhi’s most ex-

traordinary pleasures to take a seat on the marble 12oor and listen to Su◆s singing rous-

ing qawwali (devotional hymns) at sunset.’653 Following the example of the new 

middle-class listeners, they tend to contribute generously to the remuneration of the 

qawwals. Listening to qawwali and witnessing ecstasy at the Nizamuddin shrine has 

also become a recurring feature in contemporary Delhi travelogues.654 It is interesting 

to note that although Thursday night qawwali is often only a faint echo of the music 

heard in sam⌅⇧ assemblies, it appears authentic when compared with recordings that 
◆ll the Su◆ Music sections in upmarket music stores.

Heritage, conservation and qawwali

Although the popular interest in Su◆sm and Su◆ music during the recent years has 

largely bypassed the more tradition-bound darg⌅h culture, the Nizamuddin shrine has 
over the past few years seen a development that has attempted to bridge the two real-

ities. This is the restoration of the so-called Nizamuddin Heritage Precinct called 

‘Humayun’s Tomb – Nizamuddin Basti Urban Renewal Initiative,’ a high-pro◆le project 

in which the Aga Khan Foundation and the Aga Khan Trust for Culture play a major 

role.655 The aforementioned quarters completed the restoration of Humayun’s tomb 

garden, east of the Basti, in 2004. From there, the urban conservation area has spread 

to cover also the Basti and the intervening Sunder Nursery. The aim of the project is to 

unify the above-mentioned three heritage zones into an urban conservation 

area of considerable breadth and cultural signi◆cance, while improving the 

653 Lonely Planet website, http://www.lonelyplanet.com/india/delhi-around/sights/religious/hazrat-
nizam-ud-din-dargFh, accessed 20.01.2014.
654 See, e.g. Tim Mackintosh-Smith, The Hall of a Thousand Columns: Hindustan to Malabar with Ibn 
Battutah (John Murray, 2005), 93–96. William Dalrymple had to travel to Ajmer in order to see the 
longed-for ecstasy, whereas in the case of Elizabeth Chatterjee, the rain spoiled her chances of witness-
ing such a spectacle. See Dalrymple, City of Djinns (Penguin Books, 2003 [1993]), 276–281, 307–311; 
Chatterjee, Delhi – Mostly Harmless: One Woman's Vision of the City (Random House, 2013) 252–253.
655 The non-pro◆t partners include the governmental o#◆ces Archaeological Survey of India (ASI), 
Central Public Works Department (CPWD) and Municipal Corporation of Delhi (MCD). In addition to 
the Aga Khan Foundation and Trust for Culture, the funding has been provided by other in12uential 
sponsors: Sir Dorabji Tata Trust, Ford Foundation, World Monuments Fund, Sir Ratan Tata Trust, US Am-
bassador’s Fund for Cultural Preservation and the Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany. For an 
introduction to the project, see http://www.akdn.org/hcp/india.asp. For the project’s own website, see 
http://www.nizamuddinrenewal.org/humayuntomb/start.html.
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quality of life for resident population. The project integrates conservation, so-

cio-economic development, and urban environmental development objectives 

in consultation with local communities and relevant stakeholders.656

One part of the cultural agenda of the ‘Humayun’s Tomb – Nizamuddin Basti – 

Sunder Nursery Urban Renewal Initiative’ has been to organize two functions called 

Jashn-e-Khusrau (‘Khusrau Festival’) in 2010 and 2013. As the name indicates, both 
events focused on celebrating the contribution of AmDr Khusrau in various aspects of 

Indian culture. The ◆rst Jashn focused on qawwali music, whereas the second revolved 
around various other musical genres ranging from classical Hindustani music to 

Kashmiri Su◆ music and Pakistani soft-rock fusion. Both Jashns spanned over a period 
of ten days, and concerts and lectures were held in various locations. The proceedings 

of the 2010 Jashn were published as Jashn-e-Khusrau: A Collection in 2012. The volume 
includes essays by prominent scholars like Sunil Sharma and Regula Qureshi and it is 

accompanied with three audio CDs of qawwali music and beautifully calligraphed and 

translated lyrics of all the performances. A similar publication on the proceedings of 

the second Jashn was scheduled to be published in 2014.
The musical events organized during the two Jashns have been radically di#ferent 

from the elitist and commercial concerts of Muza#far Ali’s Jahan-e-Khusrau. In 2010, 
the organizers attempted to convey something of the darg⌅h and kh⌅nq⌅h environ-
ment to the audiences through the qawwali concerts. The performers were the same 

ones who sing in Su◆ shrines, and none of them was a commercial superstar (except, 

perhaps, for Fareed Ayaz). In addition, many pirz⌅dahs of the Nizamuddin shrine were 
involved in the programs, both as audience and as consultants. The most prominent 

among them, Pir Ahmed Nizami, wrote the foreword for Jashn-e-Khusrau: A Collection 
and provided the venue for some of the concerts in the precincts of his Urs Mahal loc-

ated in the Basti. Thus, organizers attempted to ‘promote urban interaction between 

the city and the Basti’657 by not arranging all of the programs in the con◆nes of India 

International Centre (IIC) or India Habitat Centre, which are both important venues 

for high-pro◆le programs attended by English-speaking elite.

Despite the di#ferences between the programmes coordinated by Aga Khan Trust 

for Culture, on the one hand, and the purely commercial events, on the other, one can-

not avoid noticing certain similarities. Although the programs of Jashn-e-Khusrau were 
free, the audience was drawn essentially from the culturally aware urban elite, not 

from the Basti. The proceedings of the ◆rst Jashn were published as an English-lan-
guage co#fee-table book printed on glossy paper and costing 1995 rupees. Thus, it is for 

the most part inaccessible to visitors of the Nizamuddin shrine and the residents of 

the Basti. Not surprisingly, the volume can be purchased in the English bookshops of 

656 Jashn-e-Khusrau: A Collection 2012: 188.
657 Jashn-e-Khusrau 2012: 192
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elite shopping areas, and it is conspicuously absent from the small bookshops abound-

ing around the shrine.

Financial considerations aside, the portrayal of Su◆ music in the volume is worth 

noting. Understandably, all the song texts performed by the qawwals during Jashn-e-
Khusrau and included in the studio-recorded CDs appended to the book were written 
by or attributed to AmDr Khusrau. It was after all his legacy that was celebrated during 

the event. However, some of the authors of the volume adopt a distinctly exclusivist 

approach to qawwali music. In the foreword, Pir Ahmed Nizami laments that the es-

sential purpose of the qawwali has been lost when the performers have started to sing 

outside the shrines. He lauds the commendable selection of poetry on the CDs, be-

cause the poems of AmDr Khusrau can o#fer the listeners ‘a truly Su◆ experience.’658 In 

another essay, the consultant of the project, Shakeel Hossain, assumes a role of a 

qawwali critic. While he ascribes to the project’s aim to present the cultural tradition 

in a manner relevant to the contemporary audience, he also tells says that in brie◆ng 

the qawwals about the concerts, an attempt was made to eliminate the most popular 

songs like Ch⌅p tilak (‘Sign and mark’) and K⌅he ko by⌅h� bides (‘Why do I have to 
marry outside the village’). This, however, proved impossible due to ‘the eagerness of 

the qawwal to engage the audience.’ In consonance with Pir Ahmed Nizami, he as-

sumes a purist attitude towards the more popular manifestations of qawwali. Even as 

he absolves some qawwali numbers in the older ◆lms, he disparages the popular recor-

ded qawwali available in the music shops clustering around Su◆ shrines.659

This attitude may seem a commendable attempt to preserve the tradition of 

qawwali music and AmDr Khusrau’s poetry. However, it does not take into considera-

tion the fact that the sustained appeal of qawwali lies in the qawwals’ ability to renew 

their repertoires and adapt their performances to varying contexts. Portraying AmDr 

Khusrau’s poems as the heart of qawwali repertoires is in 12agrant contradiction with 

the lived reality of qawwali and sam⌅⇧: by no means do his poems automatically in-
duce the most favourable audience response. The emphasis laid on AmDr Khusrau not 

only leads to ignoring other prominent poets like NiyFz, Bedam and Kamil, but it also 

gives a thrust to the ossi◆cation of a living musical and religious tradition.

Discussing the commercial Su◆ music boom, Peter Manuel criticizes the phe-

nomenon because it ‘constitutes little more than a tokenism that in fact fetishizes and 

exoticizes Su◆sm.’ He continues that by selecting only a handful of poems for popular-

ization through recordings, such approach ‘trivializes actual Muslims and bowdlerizes 

Su◆sm into an amorphous 12ower-power sentiment.’660 The aims of Jashn-e-Khusrau 
and the entire Urban Renewal Initiative appear nobler than the pursuit of ◆nancial 

bene◆t, and the overall impression of their activities is more scholarly and solid. Yet, in 

my view, the project’s impact on a living, vibrant and dynamic tradition of Su◆ music 

658 Nizami 2012: 11.
659 Hossain 2012: 40, 43, 45.
660 Manuel 2008: 391.
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resembles the commercialized approach. It isolates and showcases a minute part of 

the phenomenon – twenty poems of AmDr Khusrau set to traditional tunes – in an 

attractive package and claims it to represent the essence of the tradition without as 

much as acknowledging the lyrical, musical, cultural and religious breadth of qawwali. 

Admittedly, grasping the living tradition of qawwali in a way the performers and Su◆ 

listeners do is di#◆cult, if not impossible for an outside observer. However, assuming a 

role of a critic – like Shakeel Hossain does – and reformulating the essence of the 

tradition on the basis of such a narrow connoisseurship is as symptomatic as the Su◆ 

songs of Zila Khan or writings of Sadia Dehlvi. Jashn-e-Khusrau merely attempts to 
achieve this by evoking the concept of authenticity while the popular Su◆ singers and 

writers appeal to diluted images of Su◆sm.

While it can be questioned whether or not popular Su◆ culture is a sign of a genu-

ine interest in a living tradition, it does seem to have restored the role of the 

Nizamuddin shrine in the cultural scene of the capital, a role that was severely shaken 

by the aftermath of the 1857 uprising and the partition. Whatever one’s opinion about 

the authenticity of the popular Su◆ culture in Delhi may be, the interest felt towards 

the shrine seems to be giving it and its custodians at least some leverage in the cultural 

life of the city.

6.2 Qawwali in the ritual context: ⇧urs and other festivities at Nizamuddin

In addition to the religious fervour and popular qawwali sessions of Thursday nights, 

the Nizamuddin shrine has its annual cycle of religious festivals that culminates with 

the ⇧urs. Before entering a detailed discussion about the ⇧urs celebrations, I will brie12y 
mention two other festivals that involve qawwali.661 These two di#fer from the ⇧urs be-
cause they are attended by middle-class clientele who are essentially interested in 

Su◆sm as a cultural expression, not as a system of beliefs or spiritual practices. These 

festivals are basant in early February and the birthday of NizPFm al-DDn on the 27th of 
Safar. The history of basant celebrations at the Nizamuddin shrine has been discussed 
above. At present, the main feature of this festival is a procession consisting of 

qawwals and devotees who wear something yellow as a part of their attire. The proces-

sion begins at the tomb of TaqD al-DDn NEW and proceeds from there to the main shrine 

where the qawwals sing an extended set of spring songs in Hindi. From there, they pro-

ceed to the minor darg⌅hs in the Basti. The ◆nal stops are the tombs of Inayat Khan 
and Pir Zamin Nizami (d. 1993). In addition to singing, the qawwals present mustard 

12owers on each tomb. The attraction of this festival for a culturally aware audience lies 

in the admixture of Muslim and Hindu traditions. 

661 Qawwali does not have similarly conspicuous role during certain other festivals, like the Prophet 
Muhammad’s birthday (⇧�d-i mil⌅d al-nab�). During the ◆rst ten days of Muharram, listening to music is 
considered prohibited. However, many qawwals perform elegies (marsiyah) in commemoration of the 
events of Karbala at that time.
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The birthday celebrations of NizPFm al-DDn take place during the night. The crowd 

starts to gather at the shrine after the night prayer (⇧ish⌅⌫). Many pilgrims present the 
kh⌅dims with perfume oils, which are o#fered in the darg⌅h during the ritual washing 
of the tomb (ghusl). At midnight, the marble lattices of the tomb chamber are covered 
so that the view inside is obstructed. The kh⌅dims then enter the chamber and lock the 
door behind them. Unseen by the outsiders, they uncover the cenotaph which is hid-

den by a white cotton sheet and a coloured velvet sheet. The velvet covering (called 

ghil⌅f) is changed once a week, while the smaller c⌅dars o#fered by the pilgrims are re-
moved every evening before closing the darg⌅h. During the ghusl, the kh⌅dims wash 
the cenotaph using water and perfumes and cover it with a new white cotton ghilaf. 
The water used in washing is collected and distributed as tabarruk (‘blessed articles’) 
during the following year. In Shav⌅hid-i niz�⌅m�, this water is said to cure all diseases. 
Shav⌅hid-i niz�⌅m� is to my knowledge the ◆rst text to mention the washing of the tomb 
on the saint’s birthday.662 The atmosphere outside the tomb during the ghusl is merry. 
People hang around the tomb eating and listening to the local qawwals, who sing 

throughout the night. Like basant, the birthday celebrations are perceived as one of 
the cultural events of the city, and they attract a signi◆cant number of Su◆-culture and 

music enthusiasts to the shrine.

The Curs

In contrast to basant and the birthday celebrations, the ⇧urs has been part of the reli-
gious life of the shrine since the fourteenth century. Commemorating the death of a 

Su◆ master was an established practice already during NizPFm al-DDn’s life, and Siyar al-
auliy⌅⌫ documents how his disciples congregated at their guide’s tomb on his death an-
niversary.663 At present, the ⇧urs at the Nizamuddin shrine continues to be mainly at-
tended by Su◆s and devotees of the saint, and it has not acquired a broader signi◆c-

ance in the cultural life of Delhi.

⇧Urs, a word referring to marriage festivities, denotes the commemoration of the 
union of a Su◆ saint’s spirit with the divine beloved in death. During the ⇧urs, the saint 
is thought to be particularly accessible, and pilgrims engage in spiritual communica-

tion with him through prayer, presenting him their requests that are to be mediated to 

God. In addition to the ⇧urs of NizPFm al-DDn on the 18th of RabiC al-Thani, the death an-
niversary of AmDr Khusrau is celebrated on the 18th of Shawwal. Both occasions span 

several days and follow a similar routine. (See Table 3 for the main events organized 

during the ⇧urs festivities.) Despite naming the two occasions as baCe ⇧urs (‘The Great 
⇧urs’) and choDe ⇧urs (‘The Small ⇧urs’), respectively, they are both large-scale occasions 
that attract thousands of pilgrims. 

662 See BulFq, Shav⌅hid, 5.
663 See AmDr Khvurd, Siyar, 227.
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Table 3: The main events of the ⇧urs festivities at the Nizamuddin shrine
Date Function Place Time Presided over by
16th f⌅ti⇡ah and qawwali, 

beginning of the ‘urs
shrine courtyard after maghrib kh⌅dims collect-

ively
17th f⌅ti⇡ah and sam⌅‘ Chilla morning Khwaja Hasan Sani

17th qul shrine courtyard after ⇧ish⌅⌫ kh⌅dims 
collectively

17th seminar, langar and 
sam⌅⇧

Khwaja Hall after maghrib Khwaja Hasan Sani

17th Recitation of the Koran, 
speeches, qawwali

Urs Mahal after maghrib Pir Ahmed Nizami

18th f⌅ti⇡ah and sam⌅‘ Hujra-e Qadeem morning Khwaja Hasan Sani

18th baC⌅ qul shrine courtyard 11 am kh⌅dims 
collectively

18th ma⇡23l of classical 
Hindustani music

Khwaja Hall after maghrib Khwaja Hasan Sani

18th mush⌅⇧irah, speech, 
qawwali

‘Urs MaWal after ⇧ish⌅⌫ Pir Ahmed Nizami

19th qul shrine courtyard 11 am kh⌅dims 
collectively

19th Ruhani Tablighi Ijtima Urs Mahal after ⇧ish⌅⌫ Pir Ahmed Nizami

19th f⌅ti⇡ah and sam⌅⇧ sam⌅⇧kh⌅nah after ⇧ish⌅⌫ Afsar Ali Nizami
19th f⌅ti⇡ah and sam⌅‘ shrine courtyard 10 pm Nazim Ali Nizami

19th f⌅ti⇡ah and sam⌅‘ Langarkhana in the night Anis Miyan Ashra◆

20th qul shrine courtyard 11 am kh⌅dims 
collectively

20th MaulF ‘AlD kF NiyFz 
(f⌅ti⇡ah and qawwali)

shrine courtyard after maghrib kh⌅dims 
collectively

20th f⌅ti⇡ah, langar and 
sam⌅⇧

Taq-i Buzurg after ⇧ish⌅⌫ Pir Ahmed Nizami

The festivities begin on the evening of the 16th day of both lunar months and draw 

to a close on the 20th, although many pilgrims leave after the main ritual that takes 

place on the 18th. The core element of the ⇧urs is a ritual called qul.664 Quls are organised 
in the shrine courtyard at 11 AM on the 18th, 19th and 20th during each festival. The at-

tendance, especially during the baC⌅ qul (‘the great qul’) on the morning of the 18th, is 
so high that the shrine compound, the adjacent mosque and the rooftops close-by can 
barely contain all the devotees. A qul begins with a f⌅ti⇡ah.665 Known by the name of 
664 Lit. QsayR. The name is derived from the ◆rst word of the four suras (109, 112, 113 and 114) beginning 
QSay...R. These four suras are collectively known as c⌅r qul (QThe four saysR) and they have an important 
role in the ritual context.
665 For a detailed discussion on the legal controversies surrounding f⌅ti⇡ah, see Valdinoci forthcom-
ing.
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the ◆rst sura of the Koran, the f⌅ti⇡ah begins by kh⌅dims’ recitation of prescribed 
Koranic passages.666 This is followed by the master-disciple chain (shajarah) read by 
the imam of the mosque of the shrine. The shajarah begins with the Prophet 
Muhammad and ends with the saint whose ⇧urs is being celebrated. Each name is pre-
faced by the phrase ba-r%⇡-i p⌅k (‘to the pure spirit’) indicating the transferring of the 
merits (�F⌅l-i sav⌅b) accrued from the recitation to the spirit of the saint. The imam 
then recites the supplication (du⇧⌅), which for many pilgrims is the main reason to at-
tend the ⇧urs.667 As he requests the saint to bestow his kindness, convey the prayers of 
the pilgrims to God, accept their presence in the shrine and remove their troubles, the 

thousands of pilgrims squeezed into the compound are absolutely silent and only the 

humming sound of amen ◆lls the air whenever a request is submitted to the saint.

The deferential silence is followed by a momentary mayhem, when the pilgrims 

leave their places after the du⇧⌅ and squeeze closer to the kh⌅dims in order to get their 
share of the tabarruk, while the Su◆ dignitaries and the qawwals attempt to organize 
themselves in front of the shrine. The simultaneous presence of the leading kh⌅dims of 
the shrine and the representatives of other major Su◆ centres, such as the darg⌅h of 
MuCDn al-DDn in Ajmer and the Khanqah-e-Niyaziya in Bareilly, makes the quls impress-
ive occasions. Everyone is dressed in his full Su◆ regalia of colourful, conical hats, im-

posing turbans and formal high collared sherwanis. Disciples of various Su◆ silsilahs 
are distinguishable from their hats and, in the case of a few silsilahs, from their dress. 
In addition, travelling mendicants sit a little further from the centre of the gathering, 

dressed in patched cloaks or brightly coloured, 12owing robes and sporting an assort-

ment of necklaces, sta#fs and begging bowls. For a regular pilgrim, the qul is a rare oc-
casion to approach the high-ranking Su◆ dignitaries, who are normally inaccessible to 

casual visitors to the shrines. Many of them utilize this opportunity by soliciting them 

with a na-r⌅nah during the sam⌅⇧ and attempting to imbibe their blessings by kissing 
their hand or touching their knee or feet with their forehead. This is not an easy task to 

accomplish, since the scant space between the performers, the audience and the tomb 

is occupied by the Su◆ dignitaries themselves, who o#fer na-ranah to each other as a 
token of social bonding. The atmosphere is extremely charged during the qul and the 
qawwals’ performance is very intense. Although the Nizamuddin shrine is not 

particularly famous for exorcism, some devotees, mostly women, take advantage of the 

intensity of the occasion and use it for spiritual healing purposes. Devotees diagnosed 

with spirit possession can be seen during the quls behind the marble lattices of the 
666 The recitation begins with the ◆nal verses of S%rat al-⇡ashr (59:20–24), which is followed by a 
varying set of passages. The recitation always ends with suras 102, 109, 112 (repeated three times, since 
reading S%rat al-ikhl⌅F thrice is considered equal to reading the entire Koran), 113, 114, 1 and the ◆rst sec-
tion of S%rat al-baqarah (2:1–5). This is followed be verses 2:163, combination of 7:56 and 21:107, 33:40, 
33:56 (followed by Dur%d-i t⌅j, ‘The Blessings of the Crown’ read to the Prophet as urged in the preceding 
verse) and 37:180–182.
667 For a detailed discussion on the signi◆cance of du⇧⌅ in a Pakistani Naqshbandi shrine, see 
Werbner 2003: 242–258.
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tombs of ShFj JahFn’s daughter JahFnFrF and the Mughal emperor MuWammad ShFh, 

swaying violently to the music with hairs 12owing. Their occasional shrieks are 

suppressed by the music.

Ritual songs during the Curs

The intensity of the occasion is upheld by the singing of the qawwals. In the ritual con-

text of the qul, the qawwals attached to the shrine sing collectively. This, according to 
Qureshi, is called panc⌅yat� g⌅n⌅ (‘communal singing’).668 The melange of the per-
formers that contrasts the more regular practice of taking turns in singing (b⌅r� g⌅n⌅) 
is also referred to as mil� jul� cauk� qavv⌅l� (‘qawwali of mixed groups’). During the qul, 
the sequence of items performed by the qawwals is strictly prescribed. The ◆rst item at 

Nizamuddin is always the Qaul, a song Qureshi has characterized as the basic ritual 
song of Su◆sm in India. Her notion that ‘at Nizamuddin Auliya no qawwali event can 

start any other way’ is somewhat inaccurate,669 since this applies only to qawwali that 

follows the f⌅ti⇡ah. On other occasions the Qaul can be omitted. Yet, its signi◆cance 
can hardly be overrated, and it is probably the most often performed and recorded in-

dividual item.

The Arabic text of the Qaul is very short and reads man kuntu maul⌅ fa-⇧aliyyun 
maul⌅670 (‘Whose master I am, his master is Ali’).671 Some qawwals add the phrase ana 
mad�natu’l-⇧ilm fa-⇧aliyyun b⌅buh⌅ (‘I am the city of knowledge and Ali is its door’). The 
Qaul is based on a hadith included, for example, in Musnad of AWmad ibn ̂anbal, 
where it reads: all⌅humma man kuntu maul⌅h fa-⇧aliyyun maul⌅h all⌅humma v⌅l� man 
v⌅l⌅h wa ⇧⌅d� man ⇧⌅d⌅h (‘God, whose master I am, his master is Ali. God, befriend the 
one who befriends him and be an enemy to the one who is hostile to him’). For the 

Shia, the hadith proves Ali’s inheritance of both the spiritual and worldly authority of 

the Prophet Muhammad. For the Su◆s, its signi◆cance arises from Ali’s role as the heir 

of the Prophet’s esoteric knowledge, as well as from his being the ◆rst link in the mas-

ter-disciple chain of most Su◆ brotherhoods. The second section of the Qaul makes a 
clear reference to this by emphasizing Ali’s role as the gate leading to the knowledge of 

Muhammad.

The Qaul is said to have been set to music by AmDr Khusrau. Being a hallowed part 
of a ritual, where the creativity of the qawwals is curbed, the tune of the Qaul is likely 
to represent the oldest surviving layer of qawwali compositions. When the Qaul is 
668 Qureshi 2006: 100.
669 Qureshi 2006: 21

670 The correct form of this saying is man kuntu maul⌅h fa-⇧aliyyun maul⌅h. The pronominal su#◆x is 
perhaps forgotten and omitted from written versions of the Qaul since it is normally pronounced only as 
an inaudible –h in singing. See Meraj, Sur%d, 68.
671 The word qaul has come to denote this particular item, yet there are other Arabic qawwali stand-
ards bearing the same designation. Among these are, for example, Sub⇡⌅n⌅ dh�’l-mulk wa’l-malak%t 
(‘Glory to the Lord of dominion and the angelic realm’) and All⌅humma anta’l-sal⌅m (‘God, you are 
peace’), also attributed to AmDr Khusrau.
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sung, the Arabic text is followed by a tar⌅nah consisting of words that do not form a 
coherent meaning, but musically illustrate the melody the composer wants to ex-

press.672 The tar⌅nah is also a rare example of abstract, wordless music in the qawwali 
repertoires:

dar dil dar dil dar d⌅n�
ham tum tan⌅ n⌅n⌅ n⌅tan⌅ n⌅n⌅ r�
yal⌅l� yal⌅l� yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l�
yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l�673

The song text of the Qaul is very short, and in order to develop it into a full-12edged 
qawwali item, the performers augment it by inserting into it verses from other source. 

Thus they have some scope of adapting their performance to varying contexts through 

the use of inserted verses. Three very di#ferent versions of the Qaul will be discussed in 
the following chapters.

In addition to the inserted verses, especially the qawwals from Hyderabad append 

two short items to the Qaul and tar⌅nah. At Nizamuddin, this practice is followed only 
by Meraj Ahmed, who hails from Hyderabad. The ◆rst appended item is another 

tar⌅nah attributed to AmDr Khusrau in Sur%d. Many of the words in this tar⌅nah are 
either Arabic or Persian and, occasionally, they seem to constitute coherent expres-

sions. However, they do not convey any obvious overall meaning.

l⌅ tam⌅ f� ⇡⌅l-i vajh all⌅h fata⇡ inn⌅ f�
⌅h-e ⌅h-e inn⌅ f� ⇡ayy⌅ to d⌅m⌅n dar⌅n dar⌅n
d⌅r-i fan⌅ d⌅n� t⌅ d⌅n� ⇡ayy⌅ ⇡ayy⌅r�
tel l⌅ret⌅ tel l⌅r�674

If the second tar⌅nah is appended to the Qaul, it is always followed by a short Hindi 
poem by _ghF MuWammad DF̀ud AbE’l-CalF̀D (d. 1905). In Hyderabad, an entire 

neighbourhood has been named after this in12uential Su◆ master as Aghapura. He used 

the pen name buWF in his Hindi poems, instead of baWv reserved for Urdu and Persian 

writing. The verse evokes a poetic motif of a girl who is fetching water from a pond and 

then sees a handsome re12ection mirrored on the surface of the water. Through this 

motif, the poem explores the bewilderment resulting from witnessing the beauty of di-

vine self-disclosure.

Who is it that appeared, who is it?
He made a beautiful vision appear [and] I found it.
This is that, that is this, hey Ou⇡⌅!
I found it, I found it!

672 It is interesting to note that Karam ImFm KhFn, the author of nineteenth-century Ma⇧dan-i 
m%s�q�, contests that the contemporary illiterate singers have distorted the Persian text of tar⌅nahs. This 
indicates that in his view they had a logical semantic meaning. See Qureshi 2010: 231.
673 Meraj, Sur%d, 48.
674 Meraj, Sur%d, 69.
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He arrived, who is it that appeared?675

The motive behind appending this item to the devotional Qaul is not immediately ob-
vious. Its origins may lie in the practice followed in a single Hyderabadi kh⌅nq⌅h from 
where it has subsequently been adopted for a wider usage.

The Qaul is normally followed by Rang (‘The Colour’), a Hindi poem attributed to 
AmDr Khusrau. It evokes the poetic images connected with hol�, the Hindu festival of 
colours. It celebrates the connection with the saint whose ⇧urs is being commemor-
ated, but simultaneously exults in the joy of being a#◆liated with a living Su◆ master. 

When the Rang is sung during the ⇧urs festivities, it acquires another layer of meaning 
as a poetic description of how the blessings of the saint spread over the participants in 

the same manner as the colours of hol� spread over the revellers. The Koranic reference 
[2:138] to being dyed with God’s colour (Fibghat all⌅h) may have prompted the wide 
use of holi imagery among Indian Su◆s. In the following chapters, three di#ferent ver-
sions of the Rang will be discussed. 
The Rang is often followed by another Hindi poem attributed to AmDr Khusrau. 

This poem, too, evokes the hol� imagery, but the focus turns from the celebrations to 
the girl’s declaration of her passionate love for the beloved. The semantic range of the 

word joban adds an erotic undercurrent to the poem. In addition to simply meaning 
youth, it also denotes the pleasures of the youth as well as female breasts.

Dye me with your colour, colourful!
You are my lord, Beloved of God!

My veil [and] the turban of the beloved
Dye them both with the colour of spring.
If you want a fee for dyeing [them]
Keep my youth (joban) as a pledge.

You are my lord, divine beloved!

I have hurled myself to your doorstep
Protect my honour and modesty

You are my lord, divine beloved!

Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫ is my master
Beloved, join [me] in [my] love.

You are my lord, divine beloved!676

In Indian and Pakistani Su◆ shrines, the Qaul and Rang are almost always per-
formed together. Their order depends on whether qawwali follows or precedes the 

f⌅ti⇡ah, since the Qaul is always adjacent to it. Thus, in the Deccan, where f⌅ti⇡ah usu-
675 Meraj, Sur%d, 360.
676 Meraj, Sur%d, 358.
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ally follows a sam⌅⇧ assembly, the items are performed in the opposite order so that the 
Rang precedes the Qaul. In the Nizamuddin shrine, the only ritual when the Rang is 
omitted but the Qaul is sang is the opening ceremony of the ⇧urs – simply called 
f⌅ti⇡ah instead of qul – on the evening of the 16th.677 The ritual is supererogatory and al-
though attended by the kh⌅dims, it does not attract many pilgrims. The qawwali that 
follows the opening f⌅ti⇡ah begins with the Qaul, but instead of the Rang, it features a 
Persian ghazal attributed to AmDr Khusrau. In and of itself, the poem is not congratu-

latory and in Sur%d, it is classi◆ed as a love ghazal instead of a mub⌅rak or some other 
poem with ritual function. Its incorporation into the ritual context probably stems 

from the fact that the ◆rst two verses express the lover’s best wishes to the beloved.

May you shine in beauty like the moon 
May you always remain in the kingdom of attraction.

You killed me, the poor, by an amorous glance
You were merciful, my God, may you live [long]!

I am released from the captivity of the two worlds
If you just sit together with [your] slave.

You burn the world, if you throw an amorous glance
You shower sugar, if you smile.

Do not be so cruel, lest tomorrow, in the day of judgement
You should feel ashamed in front of the lovers.

By debauchery and frolic, like Khusrau,
May you also tear up thousands of households.678

After the qawwals have ◆nished singing the Qaul and Rang, some of the Su◆ dig-
nitaries leave the formal assembly in the shrine courtyard and seat themselves on the 

arcade surrounding the tomb chamber. Someone with at least some standing in the 

shrine hierarchy stays behind in order to supervise the end of the assembly. Although 

this transition marks the end of the obligatory part of the ritual, the qawwals continue, 

time permitting, with two more Hindi items which are speci◆c to the occasion and are 

rarely sung otherwise. They are !j badh⌅v⌅ (‘’Today, [sing] felicitations’) and Cisht 
nagar meW nij⌅m py⌅r⌅ (‘In the town of Chisht, the lovely NijFm’), the latter already 

677 The opening ritual actually takes place in the beginning of the 17th. However, its timing is always 
given as the 16th in the ⇧urs programmes sent out by the kh⌅dims.
678 NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 371; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 194–195 and Meraj, Sur%d, 91. The poem is not 
found in the divans of AmDr Khusrau. For a discussion on a performance of this poem, see Anis Miyan’s, 
Item 3.
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discussed above. In the ◆rst item, a female protagonist be◆ttingly felicitates the Proph-

et, who arrives to her courtyard as a handsome bridegroom:

Today,[sing] felicitations in the house of the beloved, oh I would die for him!679

I sacri23ce myself, time and again, for my beloved, oh I would die for him!

Ali made the canopy, spread the Ylowers
Set the bed of Ylowers, hey!
Muhammad has today become the bridegroom.

Today,[sing] felicitations in the house of the beloved, oh I would die for him!

There is only one beloved and the world is the bride
I sacri23ce myself for a beloved like that.

Today,[sing] felicitations in the house of the beloved, oh I would die for him!

Bangles decorate his hands, oil decorates his head
The Prophet came swaying to my courtyard
A sacri23ce to [his] coming, hey!

Today, [sing] felicitations in the house of the beloved, oh I would die for him!

A staZf in his hand, blanket on his shoulders
Followed by the entire community of believers

Today,[sing] felicitations in the house of the beloved, oh I would die for him!680

The ◆rst section of the poem describes the preparations of a ceremonial canopy and 

the nuptial bed by Ali, whereas the second focuses on describing the Prophet’s appear-

ance: he carries a sta#f in his hand and a blanket on his shoulders. Bangles adorn his 

hands and oil (makhn⌅) shines in his hair. Although he arrives to the courtyard of the 
protagonist, it is made clear in the second verse that the Prophet marries the entire 

world. Thus the poem refers to the concept of Muhammad being sent as a prophet to 

the entire world. If time remains after these two items and before it is time to attend 

the next daily prayer, di#ferent qawwali groups start to sing in turns.

In addition to the quls, the qawwals’ services are required in various sam⌅⇧ assem-
blies in and around the shrine during the ⇧urs. In contradistinction with the custom 
followed in smaller shrines, where the participants of the ⇧urs attend all the pro-
grammes as a single group, at Nizamuddin di#ferent pilgrims have their individual 

routines of attending di#ferent functions organized in various locations around the 

Basti. Some of them practically spend the entire ⇧urs in the courtyard of the shrine and 
take part in whatever functions occur there, while others stay with their speci◆c Su◆ 

679 E maiW v⌅r� re, lit. ‘oh I am a sacri◆ce hey’.
680 Meraj, Sur%d, 361.
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brotherhood. Yet others follow a particular qawwali group from one function to anoth-

er.

The sheer abundance of qawwali performances renders music a major attraction 

of the celebrations – alongside with the saint himself, of course. At the Nizamuddin 

shrine, there are relatively few other attractions to compete with qawwali. There is no 

full-12edged fair (mel⌅) with stalls and merry-go-rounds organised in the neighbour-
hood, nor are there any non-religious events such as the All India Industrial Exhibition 

that takes place during the ⇧urs of GesEdarFz in Gulbarga.
For the qawwals, ⇧urs is a lucrative period. They have a possibility to practise their 

profession on multiple occasions over a short period of time. Even if they do not act as 

religious functionaries like Su◆ sheikhs and kh⌅dims, they are crucial to the proper 
execution of the ⇧urs. Their services are in high demand, and since Delhi is home to a 
relatively small number of qawwali groups, the shrine has to rely on qawwals arriving 

from outside the city in order to meet the demand for performers. The need for 

qawwals is all the more pronounced at present as it seems that the Su◆s who lay claim 

to qawwali connoisseurship are reluctant to listen to the hereditary qawwals of the 

shrine. For this reason, the qawwali performances that take place in various sam⌅⇧ as-
semblies are heterogenous and varied.

6.3 Sacred history and lived present: sam�⇧ at the meditation cell of Niz/0m al-D2n

The ◆rst qawwali performance analysed in this chapter throws light on the dynamics 

of a sam⌅⇧ assembly that is attended by a Su◆ sheikh and his disciples.681 All aspects of 
the occasion – whether they relate to the outward comportment of participants, the 

selection of poetry, the musical idiom or the venue itself – are connected with the sac-

red history of the Chishti Nizami silsilah in one way or another. The assembly in ques-
tion is organised at Chilla Shareef in the late morning of the 17th day of both Curs festiv-
ities. Chilla, the meditation cell used by NizPFm al-DDn, is believed to have been the ori-

ginal location of his jam⌅⇧atkh⌅nah. It is situated about one kilometre east of the 
shrine, adjacent to the northern wall of the Mughal emperor HumFyEn’s tomb. Still in 

a dilapidated state in the 1970s when Qureshi did her ◆eld work,682 the Chilla has now 

been renovated, painted and whitewashed. Although the city is slowly crawling to-

wards the Chilla, it is still situated in a serene setting 12anked by Humayun’s tomb, a 

Sikh gurudwara and a scrubby forest. Seeing wild peacocks in the surrounding trees 

and hearing their shrill cries is not uncommon.

The rediscovery of the place has been claimed by Khwaja Hasan Nizami, and he 

initiated the practice of holding sam⌅⇧ assemblies here. The Chilla is located away from 

681 This chapter is a detailed analysis of the sam⌅⇧ assembly brie12y discussed in Viitamäki forthcom-
ing a.
682 See the photographs in Qureshi 2006: 97, 143 and 146–147.
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the thoroughfares of the neighbourhood, and casual passers-by rarely stray in. Most 

listeners are disciples in the Su◆ order headed by Khwaja Hasan Sani Nizami, the son 

and deputy of Khwaja Hasan Nizami, and the atmosphere is very intimate. The ⇧urs is a 
rare opportunity for the disciples to enjoy the company of their guide who is not very 

active during the rest of the year due to his considerable age.683 As a result, the ◆ve 

days spent with Khwaja Hasan Sani during the ⇧urs become an intensive period of Su◆ 
training. The assembly organised at the Chilla represents an important aspect of pil-

grimage to Su◆ shrines that is sometimes overlooked: the focus of the pilgrims is not 

exclusively on the saint, but also on being in the company of a living sheikh.

On regular days, the few people visiting the Chilla engage in their devotions in the 

gallery adjacent to the meditation cell. During the sam⌅⇧ assemblies, the cell is opened 
and Khwaja Hasan Sani takes his place inside, thus explicitly assuming the role of 

NizPFm al-DDn’s present-day representative. His relatives, closest disciples and visiting 
Su◆ dignitaries gather around him, while the rest of the listeners take their seats in the 

gallery with the qawwals who sit facing him. The distance between Khwaja Hasan Sani 

and the qawwals is only about four metres and the performers are here able to read 

even the smallest signs from the face of the m�r-i ma⇡23l.
The assembly opens with a f⌅ti⇡ah that is followed by the qawwals’ performance. 

As the time for the assembly is not very long due to the impending noon prayer (z�uhr), 
only a few qawwali groups perform here. During Qureshi’s ◆eldwork, the stage was ex-

clusively held by Meraj Ahmed, but since then other groups have been invited. During 

the ⇧urs of Nizamuddin on the 14th of April 2009, altogether three qawwali groups at-
tended the sam⌅⇧ assembly at the Chilla. Meraj Ahmed and the qawwals attached to 
the Nizamuddin shrine are entitled to perform the ritual items on all occasions during 

the ⇧urs festivities, so they had the ◆rst turn. 

Item 1: Qaul (in Arabic)

Qaul and
tar⌅nah

Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

dar dil dar dil dar d⌅n�
ham tum tan⌅ n⌅n⌅ n⌅ tan⌅n⌅n⌅ re
yal⌅l� yal⌅l� yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l�
yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l�

Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

1st girah (in Let the scripture of Ali’s countenance be the faith of Muslims!

683 Since the ⇧urs of NizPFm al-DDn in 2012, he has not been able to attend the sam⌅⇧ assembly at the 
Chilla anymore, since moving there from his house in the Basti has proved physically too taxing.
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Persian) We prostrate ourselves towards the prayer niche of Ali’s arching eyebrows.

Qaul Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

As was pointed out above, the song text of the Qaul is so short that developing it 
into a full-12edged performance that involves more than repeating a single phrase over 

and over again necessitates inserting verses into it. This practice is known as girah 
lag⌅n⌅ (‘tying a knot’).684 Girah verses can be inserted after any semantically meaning-
ful phrase of the salient text whose import the qawwals wish to elaborate on. In the 

case of the performance at hand, all the girah verses are devotional and connected 
with Ali. In the course of his performance, Meraj Ahmed initiates altogether ◆ve girahs 
out of which four are in Persian and one in Urdu. This already lends the performance 

an aura of sophistication. Another way to emphasize the novelty of the performance of 

a common item belonging to the core qawwali repertoire is to introduce girah verses 
in a clearly distinguishable form. This applies particularly to the third girah. It consists 
of ◆ve verses taken from a manqabat written by ShFh NiyFz. The full text has nine 
verses, but usually only one or two are inserted into the Qaul by other qawwals. 
Girah verses are usually sung in recitative while the beat of drums recedes to the 

background. Sometimes the lines of the girah are sung by the leading vocalist alone, 
but he is frequently lent vocal support by at least part of the group. The last line of the 

girah acts as a punchline leading musically and semantically back to the salient text 
and it forms an exception to this practice. All the members of the group join in singing 

it, and it is usually repeated only once. Entire girah verses can be repeated after brie12y 
returning to the salient text. Qureshi has observed that if a girah is well received by the 
audience, and for this reason repeated, more verses can be added to it if it is part of a 

larger whole, like a ghazal or a qit�⇧ah.685 According to my experience, the opposite is of-
ten true. If the girah consists of, for instance, three verses, like in the case of the fourth 
girah of the performance at hand, the qawwals invariably repeat only the last one. The 
last verse of the girah has usually the most weight, as well. In this case, imploring the 
help of Ali climaxes the insert.

In the opinion of Shakeel Hossain, inserting verses into the salient text is among 

the most misused tools of the qawwal. He contrasts the use of girah verses with ‘spir-
itual a#◆nity of the kalFm and the vibrancy of the tarz (musical composition)’.686 

Qureshi makes a similar observation when she notes that the profuse use of girah is 
sometimes censored, because it implies the qawwal’s personal expression and 

684 See Qureshi 2006: esp. 143–207 for a detailed discussion on various textual and performative tech-
niques used by the qawwals. A general outline of the performance process can be found in a table on 
page 197.
685 Qureshi 2006: 201.
686 Hossain 2012: 31.
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choice.687 No doubt, the qawwals performing in formal sam⌅⇧ assemblies are not as free 
to manipulate the text as the non-Su◆ performers in12uenced by qawwali. Madan Go-

pal Singh and Dhruv Sangari, for example, contest that qawwali allows them to do 

practically whatever they want with the text. The former, for example, inserts passages 

from Bertold Brecht and John Lennon to his songs.688 The observations of Hossain and 

Qureshi, on the other hand, suggest that the qawwals’ possibilities to express their po-

etic creativity are much more limited than what emerges in the course of the following 

chapters. On many occasions, the most favourable audience response is enticed by a 

skilful use of girah verses.

Qaul Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

2nd girah (in 
Persian)

I am a ⇡aidar�, I am a qalandar, I am drunk689

I am a slave of Ali with whom God is pleased
I am the chief of the proYligates
Because I am a dog from the alley of God’s lion.

Qaul Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

3rd girah (in 
Persian)

Bravo the might and majesty of the Father of Dust,690 the pride of humanity
Ali with whom God is pleased, remover of obstacles, lion of the Omnipotent.

Friend of the Truth, assignee of Mustafa, ocean overYlowing with bounty
Imam of the two worlds, the direction for the prayers of religion and faith.

Prince of the land of pious poverty, king of the clime mystical knowledge
He speaks about God, knows God, sees God and derives his authority from God.

The Messenger sat on the pulpit and said: ‘His master691

So that there would be a proof of his [i.e. Ali’s] being the master among the created 
beings.

Niy⌅z, during the resurrection, you will not be destitute

687 Qureshi 2006: 201.
688 See Manuel 2008: 392–393.
689 Both terms, ⇡aidar� and qalandar, refer to the antinomian Su◆ brotherhoods. Mentioning them 
has led to attributing this verse to various qalandars such as LFl ShahbFz Qalandar of Sehwan (d. 1274), 
BE CAlD ShFh Qalandar of Panipat (d. 1324) as well as the contemporary of NizPFm al-DDn, AbE Bakr TPEsD 
âidarD QalandarD of Delhi.
690 BE turFb, i.e. Ali.
691 Maula-y-ash (‘His master) translates the Arabic maulah and refers to the hadith that forms the 
basis of the Qaul.
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Since the love and aZfection for Ali will be your possessions.692

Qaul Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

4th girah (in 
Urdu; the 

last verse re-

peated 

twice)

King of Najaf, Lion of God, cupbearer of Kausar
Conqueror of Khaybar, breaker of ranks, brave warrior!

My situation, in its entirety, is evident to you
I am desperate, I am helpless, why should I not be agitated? 

Help [us] now; this is the time for help!
King of Najaf! By Muhammad, you are bound by an oath.

Qaul Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

5th girah (in 
Persian; the 

last verse re-

peated 

twice)

Since the picture of the world has been joined together, Ali has existed
Since the earth has been formed, the time has been and Ali has existed.

The king who was the assignee [of Muhammad], was the master, was Ali
Ali was the monarch of generosity, bounty and muni23cence.

That exalted king, who, in the night of ascension
Was one with Ahmad, the chosen one, was Ali.

Qaul Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

6th girah (in 
Persian)

Come, oh monarch who sits on the throne...693

5th girah re-
peated

Since the picture of the world has been joined together, Ali has existed
Since the earth has been formed, the time has been [and] Ali has existed.

Khwaja Hasan Sani and his main guest, Waris Hussain Chishty, a kh⌅dim from the 
shrine of MuCDn al-DDn, are stirred by the ◆fth girah, variably attributed to REmD and 
Shams-i TabrezD. When the qawwals are about to start a new Persian girah (6th girah), 
they direct them to return to the previous one. This girah becomes the culminating 
point of the entire number. Khwaja Hasan Sani instructs the qawwals to repeat the ◆-

nal part of the verse in di#ferent variations. This leads the qawwals to use another per-

692 For the full text of the manqabat, see NiyFz, D�v⌅n-i Niy⌅z Beniy⌅z (1929), 69; Meraj, Sur%d, 58–59. 
For abridged versions, see NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 355–356; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 186.
693 O⌅⇡ib sar�r, lit. ‘one who owns the throne’.
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formative technique that is very characteristic to qawwali. This is called takr⌅r (‘repeti-
tion’). Most textual passages are in a qawwali performance repeated at least a few 

times. This is called dohr⌅n⌅ (‘repeating, reiterating’), and it is employed in order to 
give the listeners enough time to grasp the meaning of the verse. Takr⌅r, on the other 
hand, is more extensive and can involve repeating a single phrase for tens or even hun-

dreds of times. The takr⌅r is resorted to when some listener is deeply a#fected by the 
performance or undergoes a mystical state. Such states are by Su◆s attributed to the 

combined e#fect of musical and poetic phrase, and upholding them requires repeating 

the phrase in question until the state abates.

The phrases repeated during the takr⌅r are often melodically identical and the 
aim is not to present melodic improvisations, but to let the listeners extract meanings 

from the text. This approach di#fers from Dhumr�, for example, wherein the singer var-
ies the phrase musically in order to highlight di#ferent shades of meaning.694 In its ba-

sic form, the takr⌅r leaves the responsibility of deriving the meanings from the text to 
the listeners. In transcribing the performances in the following chapters, I have used 

bold to indicate all the instances of takr⌅r. In practice this means that any line in bold 
was repeated at least ten times.

5th girah 
elaborated

There was one, there was Ali.

There is Ali, there was Ali.

There is Ali, there is Ali, there was Ali, there was Ali.

There is Ali, there was Ali, there is Ali, there was Ali.

That exalted king, who, in the night of ascension
Was one with Ahmad, the chosen one, was Ali.

Qaul and 
tar⌅nah

Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

dar dil dar dil dar d⌅n�
ham tum tan⌅ n⌅n⌅ n⌅ tan⌅n⌅n⌅ re
yal⌅l� yal⌅l� yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l�
yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l�

Whose master I am.

During this performance, the qawwals dexterously followed the reactions of the 

m�r-i ma⇡23l and accordingly engaged in takr⌅r. Rest of the listeners demonstrated 
694 See du Perron 2007: 6.
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their appreciation of the performance, which prompted the qawwals to extend the 

takr⌅r. The fact that the impetus for initiating and upholding this takr⌅r came from 
the listeners is an excellent demonstration of how a qawwali performance is to a great 

extent shaped by the audience response. Qureshi has analysed the full range of audi-

ence responses and divided them into three groups. The ◆rst group that includes bow-

ing the head, prostrating and joining the hands is speci◆c to Su◆sm, whereas to the 

second belong the forms of common Indo-Muslim cultural expression, such as sway-

ing, raising the arm and expressing verbal admiration. The third group, again, com-

prises the manifestations of intense arousal typical to Su◆sm and covers the responses 

from uncontrolled movement and crying, to dance, rolling on the ground and, in ex-

treme cases, death.695

While all these o#fer the qawwals clues as to how their performance is received, of-

fering na-r⌅nah to the m�r-i ma⇡23l constitutes the clearest indication of the audience’s 
approval. This is also a welcome gesture from the qawwals’ vantage point, since it con-

tributes to the remuneration they receive. Na-r⌅nah is given by the listeners to the 
m�r-i ma⇡23l. It is then delivered to the qawwals during the performance or after their 
turn is over. The level of expressing respect to the m�r-i ma⇡23l when presenting the 
na-r⌅nah varies greatly from a slight bow of head to kissing his hand or feet. In the 
sam⌅⇧ assemblies, where the m�r-i ma⇡23l acts as the Su◆ guide of the listeners, the lat-
ter’s gestures tend to be highly reverential, like in the occasion at hand. A listener may 

also present his na-r⌅nah to a fellow-listener, who adds his contribution before they 
approach the m�r-i ma⇡23l together. Thus, na-r⌅nah o#fers a possibility to bond with the 
m�r-i ma⇡23l as well as with other listeners, while it simultaneously establishes a dia-
logue with the qawwals.

In the formal sam⌅⇧ assemblies I have attended, the na-r⌅nah is normally a note of 
◆ve or ten rupees. The m�r-i ma⇡23l usually has a stack of crisp notes with him, whereas 
a listener who has not prepared beforehand is able get small exchange from the 

qawwals or from the pile of na-r⌅nah lying in front of the m�r-i ma⇡23l. Although 
money is at present the standard form of na-r⌅nah, I have once witnessed an elderly 
gentleman gifting his watch to the qawwals in the kh⌅nq⌅h of ShFh KhFmosh in 
Hyderabad. Over the past decade, I have also observed an increase in the value of regu-

lar na-r⌅nah from two or ◆ve rupees to ten. Larger amounts are considered ostenta-
tious, and even the smallest amounts are often hidden inside the palms or folded. Al-

though money is a key factor in the interaction between the performers and the listen-

ers, it is also something that needs to be kept hidden and moved around discreetly. 

This seems to apply especially to India and it forms a stark contrast to the practice pre-

vailing in Pakistan, where showers of notes can be rained on both the m�r-i ma⇡23l and 
the qawwals and where the listeners may compete over becoming the most prominent 

695 Qureshi 2006: 120–128
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patron of the occasion.696 In the formal sam⌅⇧ assemblies in India, such actions would 
be recti◆ed in strong words. However, they are not uncommon during the more in-

formal qawwali sessions in the shrine courtyards where the presence of money can be 

conspicuous and the denominations of one hundred or ◆ve hundred rupees are com-

monly presented by the more a#12uent listeners.

The impetus for giving na-r⌅nah varies from purely social motivations bearing no 
relation to the performance itself to appreciating the song text or music. On the 

coarsest level, it is common to o#fer na-r⌅nah whenever a name of a saintly personage 
is mentioned. However, the more subtle the level of listening to the text, the more 

closely the listener synchronizes the giving of na-r⌅nah to the poetic meaning. Of 
course, the reasons behind being touched by the text can be deeply personal and not 

necessarily stem from hearing a particularly artistic poetic line or a virtuoso perform-

ance. In her typology of the audience responses, Qureshi separates the spontaneous, 

expressive reactions from presenting na-r⌅nah.697 It should be noted, however, that the 
two are interconnected. Even a person who has undergone a mystical state involving 

involuntary movements and, possibly, loss of senses usually solicits the m�r-i ma⇡23l 
with na-r⌅nah after regaining his senses.
In the present case, the comportment of the listeners is restrained and none of 

them exhibits any signs of violent mystical states; the tendency is rather to turn in-

wards than openly exhibit the experience. When the successfully performed Qaul is 
concluded, the qawwals proceed to the Rang.

Item 2: Rang (in Hindi)

Rang Today there is colour (Let’s go!), O mother, there is colour, hey!
There is colour in the house of my beloved!
Meeting698 with the darling love (Meeting with my beloved!), joyful celebrations699 (In 
my house!) 
[Will take place] in this courtyard! (See!)

When the qawwals sing the line is ⌅Wgan meW (‘in this courtyard’), they gesture 
around them, towards their physical environment, and thus connect the poetic text 

696 See, e.g. Huda 2007: 684–685.
697 Qureshi 2006: 122.
698 Both mil⌅var⌅ and badh⌅var⌅ are apparently nouns formed from mil⌅v⌅ and badh⌅v⌅, respect-
ively, by substituting the ending -⌅ with -ar⌅ in analogy with jiy⌅ and jiyar⌅. One of the Dhumr� lyrics 
studied by du Perron substitutes the word pap�h⌅ with pap�har⌅. See du Perron 2007: 32. The ending ac-
centuates the archaic impression, but does not a#fect the meaning of the nouns.
699 In the word anad, the nasalization of the word anaWd (‘bliss’; the word is a Braj Bhasha variant of 
⌅naWd) has been dropped. However, the remaining nasal sound nasalizes both syllables of such a short 
word. !naWd badh⌅⌫� is an idiom denoting either joyful celebrations or congratulations. See McGregor 
2000: 86.
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with the venue where the sam⌅⇧ assembly is taking place. As a result they appear to be 
saying that the beloved can be met right here, today. In this passage, the qawwals em-

ploy a speci◆c type of takr⌅r called takr⌅r ka ⇡alqah (‘encirclement of repetition’). Ac-
cording to Qureshi, this denotes inserting ◆llers such as the saints’ names, titles or ex-

clamations to highlight the transition from one repeated statement to the next one. 

She further notes that the ◆ller and the text unit are often contrasted by performing 

them in solo-group responsory.700 In comparison to regular takr⌅r, takr⌅r k⌅ ⇡alqah en-
ables the qawwals to emphasize a certain aspect of the repeated phrase and thus dir-

ect the listeners’ understanding of its meaning. In the present case, one part of the 

qawwals keeps exclaiming dekho (‘See!’) after the phrase is ⌅Wgan meW (‘in this court-
yard’) in order to indicate that it is to be repeated. Whenever the qawwals employ 

takr⌅r k⌅ ⇡alqah in the course of the following chapters, I transcribe the ◆llers within 
brackets.701

Drawing a parallel between poetic images and the actual, lived reality also paves 

the way to the following passage of the Rang:

Rang I found my master!
Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫, Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫! (My master!)
I found my master! (O, o, o bravo!)

1st girah (in 
Urdu; re-

peated 

twice)

Except for me, who is a master of destiny like this?
The fate gave me this kind of master of mine!

Rang I found my master! (O, o, o bravo!)

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

Everyone is possessed, devoted, infatuated,
mad and enamoured of his master; I am [all this, but] for my own master.

Rang I found my master! (O, o, o bravo!)
Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫, Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫! (My master!)
Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫ illuminates the world
He illuminates the world, illuminates the universe.
Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫, Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫, Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫, Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫!
I have seen no other such colour, (Divine Beloved!) Nij⌅m al-D�n Auliy⌅⌫!

700 Qureshi 2006: 205.
701 Square brackets indicate the words that have been interpolated for the sake of clarity or syntax. 
Angle brackets in the transcription indicate what the qawwals sing in cases where I have been unable to 
fully transcribe the text from disturbed recording or because the qawwals pronounce the passage inac-
curately.
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The poem celebrates the connection with NizPFm al-DDn but the girah verses ex-
tend this association to the relationship between the present-day Su◆ disciples and 

their guide. At the Chilla, this acquires pronounced signi◆cance since the audience 

consists of listeners who share the experience of being disciples in a single Su◆ broth-

erhood. The qawwals capitalize on this in their performance by emphasizing the 

phrase mohe p�r p⌅yo (‘I found my master’) through takr⌅r and girah verses that elab-
orate that a#◆liation. After the section on ◆nding one’s Su◆ guide, the qawwals add two 

Hindavi verses (3rd and 4th girahs). The ◆rst is what the qawwals call ‘a special itemR 
(kh⌅FF c�z). This speci◆c verse is sung in Delhi only by Meraj Ahmed and his sons. The 
verse is in reality a doh⌅, but the qawwals sing it in four sections as if it were a rub⌅⇧�. 
Incidentally, its rhyme pattern is also the same (AABA) as in most rub⌅⇧�s.702 The other 
Hindi girah is a famous doh⌅ attributed to AmDr Khusrau.

3rd girah (in 
Hindi)

How glistening glistening is
She who sleeps covered with a veil.
In the guise of Ganj-i Shakkar
The lovely beloved is sleeping.

Rang I, another such colour (Divine Beloved!)

4th girah (in 
Hindi)

Khusrau, it was the wedding night, when I stayed up with the beloved
The body was mine, the soul was beloved’s and both were of the same colour.

Rang I have seen no other such colour, (Divine Beloved!) Nij⌅m al-D�n!
My heart cherishes only your colour.

After the obligatory items, Khwaja Hasan Sani indicates that Meraj Ahmed and 

the local qawwals should give way to other performers. Meraj Ahmed’s son, however, 

inquires in a hurt voice if that was all the time allotted to the Delhi qawwals. Eventu-

ally, they are allowed to sing one more item. The choice is a poem classi◆ed as 

mub⌅rak (‘congratulatory poem’) in Sur%d, and it is often sung on festive occasions. 
The ghazal, ⇧_d-g⌅h-i m⌅ ghar�b⌅n k%-yi to (‘Your lane is where we poor celebrate ⇧�d’) is 
attributed to AmDr Khusrau, yet it is not found in his d�v⌅n.703 NEr al-̂asan’s Naghm⌅t 
records some of the verses sung by Meraj Ahmed, yet they come from two di#ferent 

ghazals, one attributed to Khusrau (verse 7 and the maqt�a⇧) and the other to eFmin CAlD 
(d. 1855; verse 4).704 FFrEqD’s Naghm⌅t contains a three-verse qit�⇧ah that corresponds to 

702 More on this adjunct item, see Qureshi 2006: 30–32.
703 For a discussion of another occasion where this poem was performed, see Viitamäki 2009: 335–
340.
704 See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 318 and 313, respectively.
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the verses 1, 2 and 3 of Meraj’s version. However, the editor classi◆es it as anonym-

ous.705 Two verses (verses 4 and 5) are mentioned by MurFd CAlD TPFliC in a collection of 

hagiographies of Hyderabadi Su◆s. He mentions that they were sung during the funer-

al procession of MaWv AbE’l-CalF̀D (d. 1869). Interestingly, he contests that these verses 

constitute a rub⌅⇧� written by BahF̀ al-DDn Naqshband.706 The modern standard version 
of this ghazal appears only in Sur%d, where it contains the verses 1, 2, 3 and 7 of the 
present performance.707 

The item demonstrates that even established performance standards can be 

patchwork items that have acquired their shape only recently. It also illustrates how 

new performance standards develop, if all the verses share the same metre and rhyme 

and can be sung to the same melody. Despite the disparate sources of individual 

verses, the ghazal forms a coherent whole. This applies even to the devotional verse 

(verse 3) that evokes the saint’s name. Both his sobriquet, MaWbEb-i IlFhD (‘The Divine 

Beloved’) and the reference to sacri◆cing all the beloved ones for the sake of his beauty 

connect it to the discourse of passionate love that pervades the poem.

The ◆rst two verses of the ghazal describe the lovers at the lane of the beloved, 

where they have arrived to receive the alms of love and beauty, just like the beggars re-

ceive alms near the ⇧�d grounds (⇧�dg⌅h) after the communal prayers on the festive 
days:

Item 3: A mub�rak in Persian

1st verse Your lane is where we poor celebrate CDd
Seeing the joyous day of CDd, your face.

2nd verse I oZfer you a hundred crescent moons of CDd
The arch of your eyebrows is our crescent.

705 See FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 171.
706 See TPFliC 1972: 157. The ◆rst verse of the rub⌅⇧� (verse 4 in Meraj’s performance) is also the mat�la⇧ of 
eFmin CAlD’s ghazal. In qawwali performances, it is often followed by the second verse of eFmin CAlD’s 
ghazal:

Kaaba of heart, the direction of my prayers is your face
Place of prostration for lovers are your eyebrows.

707 See Meraj, Sur%d, 70. This is also the version recorded by popular qawwals like Nusrat Fateh Ali 
Khan. See, e.g. Nusrat 2002: track 3. I was initially hesitant to include the entire text of the ghazal here, 
since Meraj Ahmed did not want to divulge it in Sur%d, perhaps out of fear that other performers might 
appropriate his ‘special itemR.  However, now that the text has been published together with a recording 
in Jashn-e-Khusrau: A collection that is readily available in India, I saw no obstacle for providing the text 
here. Interestingly, the version performed for Jashn-e-Khusrau: A Collection includes three further verses 
after verse 4 of the present performance: 1) the verse by eFmin CAlD quoted above; 2) Your hair (mE-yi to) 
has made the hyacinth perplexed (incorrectly transliterated as k%-yi to [‘your lane’]) and 3) My Turk! The 
moon is your slave. The latter two verses belong to the ghazal attributed to Khusrau in NEr al-̂asan’s 
Naghm⌅t. See, NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 318.
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3rd verse Niz%�m al-D(n, the divine beloved
All the beloved ones sacri23ce themselves for the sake of your face.

The audience is stirred by the mentioning of the saint’s epithet. This verse turns 

the poem into a depiction of the relationship between a Su◆ disciple and his guide, 

which is in the collective imagination of the Chishti-Nizami brotherhood epitomized 

by the bond between AmDr Khusrau and NizPFm al-DDn. This relationship continues to 

be an ideal of contemporary disciples, and the performance provokes them to ap-
proach Khwaja Hasan Sani with na-r⌅nah. This leads to a prolonged takr⌅r of the line 
that includes the name of the saint. 

The above three verses are part of the standard version belonging to the core rep-

ertoire, but Meraj Ahmed once again demonstrates the superiority of his personal rep-

ertoire by inserting three more verses into his performance. These verses employ im-

ages of passionate love and refer to the theme of a lover’s dependence on his beloved. 

In this manner, the verse resonates with the theme of begging introduced in the 

mat�la⇧:

4th verse We destitute have arrived to your lane
[To receive] alms708 from the beauty of your face.

5th verse Extend your hand towards our [begging] basket
Praise to your hand and to your arm!

6th verse What do I know about the Kaaba and the temple?
I keep prostrating towards your face.

7th verse How long will you be asking who killed Khusrau?
It was your coquettish glance, your eyes, your eyebrows.

Once Meraj has ◆nished, he has to give way to Mohammed Ahmed Warsi. The lat-

ter had, during previous years, been given a privileged place in the assemblies of 

Khwaja Hasan Sani. However, assuming the role of an ambassador of authentic 

qawwali music outside the Su◆ context and even prioritizing a concert over ⇧urs festiv-
ities on one occasion impaired his status in the shrine. On one particular occasion, 

Khwaja Hasan Sani had been making frequent, critical remarks about Mohammed 

Ahmed’s singing and his understanding of poetry. For a well-trained and self-assertive 

qawwal hailing from a family of musicians formerly attached to the Rampur court, this 

verged on public humiliation. Even so, the qawwal kept attending the assemblies of 

Khwaja Hasan Sani, who is recognized as a signi◆cant patron of qawwals. By 2009, 

708 Shai⌫an li’ll⌅h, lit. ‘something, by God.’ This is an Arabic phrase used by beggars calling for alms.
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when the public attention around Mohammed Ahmed had somewhat abated, the rela-

tionship between the Su◆ master and the qawwal improved.709 Whenever Mohammed 

Ahmed is performing for Khwaja Hasan Sani and his disciples, he seeks to demonstrate 

his musical skills and superb command over a wide range of poetry. In the assembly 

organised in 2009, he began with the maqt�a⇧ from a ghazal by AmDr Khusrau:

Item 4: An individual shi⇧r in Persian

Cry out in front of his door, Khusrau, because that king
Knows that it is my beggar calling.710

The choice of the song text is highly unusual. First of all, the verse belongs to a 

ghazal that is rarely, if ever, performed by the qawwals. The treatment of the text is 

even more striking. It is a normal practice among the qawwals to perform select verses 

of a ghazal instead of singing the entire poem. However, only singing the concluding 

verse is exceptional. Yet, here Mohammed Ahmed builds the entire performance on 

musical improvisations woven around this single verse. His performance is immedi-

ately recognizable as qawwali, but he demonstrates much stricter adherence to the 

grammar of raga and tala than qawwals usually do. Melodically, the performance ad-

heres closely to raga Jaunpuri, and rhythmically, to pashto t⌅l of seven beats. Between 
the rhythmical sections, where qawwals would normally insert girah verses in recitat-
ive, Mohammed Ahmed and his brother Hamid, the second leading vocalist, sing pro-

longed melodic improvisations using the words of the verse (bol t⌅n). These improvisa-
tions are more reminiscent of the quick-paced ◆nal section of a khay⌅l performance, 
the so-called ‘little khay⌅l’ (choD⌅ khay⌅l), than of qawwali. The novel approach is well 
received, and Khwaja Hasan Sani is touched to the verge of tears. The qawwals keep an 

eye-contact with him, following his slightest reactions. They often ◆nish an improvis-

atory passage and return to the rhythmical section when he merely nods his head to 

one side, as if removing one musical passage away from the way of the next one. The 

m�r-i ma⇡23l also expresses his appreciation by o#fering na-r⌅nah to some of his family 
members and closest disciples who sit next to him. They, of course, give this money 

back to him, and it is placed on a heap of notes that keeps growing in front of him.

The choice of the text is also well calculated, since it continues the theme of 

poverty from the previous item. The verse describes AmDr Khusrau as a beggar at the 

door of a king announcing his presence with a cry. The verse plays with the meaning of 

709 A similar case of con12ict between stardom and Su◆ practice that aims at obliterating the ego has 
been discussed by Robert Rozehnal. He notes that a deputy of the Chishti-Sabiri sheikh fauqD ShFh, 
ShahDd AllFh FarDdD, refused to allow either the Sabri Brothers or Nusrat Fateh Ali Khan to perform in his 
assemblies because he deemed their celebrity incommensurate with the practice of sam⌅⇧. See 
Rozehnal 2007a: 222–224.
710 For the ghazal, see Khusrau, Kulliy⌅t, 90.
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the poet’s pen name, Khusrau (‘emperor’). He is only a supplicant at the door of ‘that 

king’ (⌅n sult�⌅n) – a phrase that indicates NizPFm al-DDn, the Monarch of Sheikhs 
(Sult�⌅n al-Mash⌅⇧ikh). The verse manages to take into account the actual performance 
context as well: the participants literally sit in front of the door to the meditation cell 

of the Monarch of Sheikhs.

After completing Khusrau’s poem, Mohammed Ahmed continues with praising 

NizPFm al-DDn by a Persian manqabat written by ShFh NiyFz. A positive response to 
poems by this eminent Su◆ is guaranteed anywhere in South Asia. During this item, 

the qawwals concentrate on delivering the textual message, rather than engaging in 

vocal artistry. In the course of their performance, they sang ◆ve verses (verses 1, 2, 4, 8 

and 9) of the nine included in the full version.711 NiyFz begins the poem with devotional 

praise:

Item 5: A manqabat in Persian

1st verse Heart, reach your petitioning hand to the court of the king of kings
The order of religion and creed, God’s mercy upon him.

2nd verse Prince, who adorns the world, protector of religion and faith
King of kings who shares in the status of Ali, the glory of the Prophet and is aware of 
the Truth.

3rd verse You are a pearl in the ocean of seclusion, a rose in the garden of ascetic solitude
Your form is that of a human being, yet you manifest the essence of God.

The second line of the above verse is perhaps the most a poet can say in the 

praise of a Su◆ saint; it is di#◆cult to imagine what more a human being could be than 

a manifestation of God’s essence. After the verse, the qawwals jump to the end of the 

poem. Abridging a ghazal and reorganizing its verses often seems haphazard and may 

simply follow the order of verses as they occur to the qawwal during the performance. 

However, in this instance the choice seems more conscious. After the initial praise 

reaches its climax, the qawwals turn to verses where NiyFz resorts to the imagery of 

passionate love. The penultimate verse describes the emaciation of a passionate lover. 

The theme keeps echoing in the maqt�a⇧ that states that the separation is not eternal 
and the beloved will become the friend and companion of the lover in death:

4th verse The passion for the Divine Beloved has made me like this

711 See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 70–71. Both NEr al-̂asan’s and FFrEqD’s Naghm⌅t include an abridged 
version, including verses 1, 2, 4 and 9 of the original. See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 356; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 
187. Sur%d, on the other hand, records the entire poem. See Meraj, Sur%d, 64–65.
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Were an artist to paint my picture, he would make it into the form of a sigh.

5th verse Why grieve over leaving from this world alone, Niy⌅z
If the Monarch of Sheikhs is the friend of your soul and your fellow traveller?

Conceptualising the relationship between a disciple and his guide or between a 

human being and God in the framework of passionate love features prominently in 

Su◆ poetry written in India prior to the mid-nineteenth century, when the authors and 

their audiences increasingly had begun to hail from among the emerging Muslim 

middle classes.712 Notwithstanding that this convention has become increasingly rare 

in contemporary Su◆ poetry and public qawwali performances, such poetry is still an 

essential component of intimate sam⌅⇧ assemblies like the ones organised at the 
Chilla.

The last group to perform also hails from Rampur. Majid Warsi continues with the 

theme of passionate love by performing four verses of a ghazal by Khusrau that in his 

d�v⌅n comprises eight verses.713 He begins with an extended vocal introduction (al⌅p) 
that does not employ words and is not tied to the musical metre. In certain musical 

genres such as dhrup⌅d, the al⌅p occupies a major part of the performance and may 
last up to one hour, whereas in qawwali the al⌅p is usually very short or can be omitted 
altogether. However, it helps the qawwals to settle the melodic framework for their 

performance as well as focus the attention of listeners. In the present performance, 

Majid Warsi emphasizes the al⌅p in order to give his performance a more classical 12a-
vour. In a similar vein, he inserts several improvisatory passages using the vowel sound 

-a (⌅k⌅r t⌅n) in between the poetic lines.

Item 6: A ghazal in Persian

<al⌅p>

1st verse You robbed the soul from the body and yet are within the soul
You gave me pain but are the medicine as well.

2nd verse With the sword of coquetry you ruined the kingdom of heart
<⌅k⌅r t⌅n>

712 See, e.g. Green 2010 for an analysis of the works of IftikhFr CAlD ShFh VatPan, a late nineteenth-
century Hyderabadi Su◆ poet.
713 See Khusrau, Kulliy⌅t, 275. Majid Warsi performs verses 1, 3, 4, and 8. This is also the version found 
in Sur%d. See Meraj, Sur%d, 92. Both NEr al-̂asan’s and FFrEqD’s Naghm⌅t include also verse 2 of the full 
text:

You tore my chest open [for everyone to see]
Yet, you are still hidden in my chest.

See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 170; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 93–94.
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And yet, you are the ruler of this wasteland.

3rd verse ‘Both worlds! you told the price of yourself
Raise the bid, as it still sells cheap.

4th verse Old age and worshipping beauties do not go well together
Khusrau, how long will you remain agitated?

The musical skills of the qawwals are lauded by Khwaja Hasan Sani. After a slow-

paced performance, Majid Warsi concludes with a more energetic number, a 

manqabat by NiyFz in praise of MuCDn al-DDn. The item is among the most popular Per-
sian manqabats in praise of the saint. It is bound to receive favourable response in this 
occasion because of the presence Waris Hussain, a kh⌅dim from Ajmer. Majid Warsi 
sings ◆ve verses (verses 1, 2, 3, 6 and 7) of the seven found in the original.714

Before starting the manqabat itself, the qawwals sing an introductory verse. Intro-
ductory verses are indiscriminately called rub⌅⇧� (‘quatrain’) after the poetic form most 
commonly used for this purpose. However, also other poetic forms are employed as 

rub⌅⇧�s in qawwali performances. Individual couplets from ghazals and masnav�s are 
perhaps the most prevalent, while doh⌅s often preface g�ts. 
The rub⌅⇧� has a twofold purpose. First, it prepares the ground for the main item, 

tuning the listeners to it. In sam⌅⇧ assemblies that feature several qawwali groups the 
prescribed thematic sequence of poems can be met through the introductory verses. 

By singing a rub⌅⇧�, the qawwal can cover the devotional poems of praise within a few 
verses and then move on to love poems.

Concerning the second function of rub⌅⇧� Qureshi notes that introductory verses 
o#fer the qawwals an opportunity to test the listeners’ reactions to di#ferent languages 

and themes. Once they have begun singing the main item, it is impossible to take re-

course to another text in the middle of the song. However, rub⌅⇧�s give the qawwals 
time to observe the audience and select a suitable text accordingly. Qureshi has ob-

served that the language of the rub⌅⇧� can be hierarchically higher than that of the 
main item, but never lower. Thus, Persian or Hindi verse can introduce an Urdu poem, 

but not vice versa.715

The rub⌅⇧� can also be skipped over, especially if its function in testing the reac-
tions of the audience has been rendered useless by a request (farm⌅⌫ish) from the m�r-i 
ma⇡23l. The qawwals also omit the rub⌅⇧� if they can be sure of the success of the item 
they are going to sing or if the time is limited, like in the sam⌅⇧ assembly at hand. In 

714 See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 58–59. For an abridged version (verses 1, 3, 5, 6 and 7), see NEr al-̂asan, 
Naghm⌅t, 293; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 155. Sur%d, again, records the full text. See Meraj, Sur%d, 63.
715 Qureshi 2006: 195–196.
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the case of Majid Warsi’s ◆nal item, the rub⌅⇧� seems to merely o#fer the listeners some 
taste of the item that is going to follow instead of testing their reactions.

Item 7: A manqabat in Persian

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Persian)

The boat has sunk to the whirlpool of calamity
Give protection to the powerless who are defeated!
By the claim of ⇧Usm⌅n H⌅r%n� [over you]
Help, Mu⇧�n al-D�n Cisht�!

1st verse Master of masters, Mu⇧�n al-D�n
Pride of the universe, Mu⇧�n al-D�n.

2nd verse An explanation of the secret of the Truth, Mu⇧�n al-D�n
A sign of the Signless, Mu⇧�n al-D�n.

3rd verse You are where the eternal light manifests and is unveiled716

Sun of the world, Mu⇧�n al-D�n!

4th verse Master of the no-place and the holy station!
The sky is your threshold, Mu⇧�n al-D�n.

5th verse Niy�z, if you want intimacy with the truth
Keep repeating: Mu⇧�n al-D�n.

716 Distinguishing between an i⇢⌅fat construction and the conjunction va/o seems to be di#◆cult for 
qawwals when they sing Persian texts. In this case, the line does not make much sense when read as the 
qawwals do, as the words maz�har (‘manifestation’, or, more technically, ‘a locus of manifestation’) and 
jalvag⌅h (‘place of manifestation, place where the bride is unveiled’) are more or less synonymous. The 
qawwals’ reading would render the meaning as: ‘The unveiling place of the the locus of manifestation of 
the eternal light.’ The original text uses the co-ordinating conjunction: maz�har o jalvag⌅h-i n%r-i qidam, 
lit. ‘Locus of manifestation and the place of unveiling of the eternal light.’ For the original text, see 
NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 59. All the qawwali anthologies, however, record the variant with the i⇢⌅fat. See NEr 
al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 293; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 155 and Meraj, Sur%d, 63.

Another grammatical slip often encountered in the Persian pronunciation of the qawwals is the 
turning of e muet required by the metre into the unstressed -ah in the end of the word. This usually 
happens with verbs, an imperfect turning into a perfect participle. Thus, in the ◆rst line of a qawwali 
standard by AmDr Khusrau, khabar-am ras�də imshabə ki nig⌅r khv⌅h� ⌅mad (‘The news reached me 
tonight that you, beloved, will arrive’) the imperfect verb ras�də is frequently changed into the perfect 
participle ras�dah. The line still makes sense even if the grammar is not streamlined. For the original 
text, see Khusrau, Kulliy⌅t, 196–197, which reads khabar-am shudast k’imshab bar-i y⌅r khv⌅h� ⌅mad (‘I 
was informed that you would come to the side of [your] friend tonight’). Both the Naghm⌅t anthologies 
use the variant with ras�dah, whereas Sur%d reads ras�d. See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 109; FFrEqD, 
Naghm⌅t, 67 and Meraj, Sur%d, 86.
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<⌅k⌅r t⌅n>

1st verse Master of masters, Mu⇧�n al-D�n .

The pen name of the Su◆ master entices the listeners to stand up and present 

na-r⌅nah. After energetic takr⌅r of the last verse, Majid Warsi introduces a long impro-
visatory passage, which proves tedious to the listeners. The elated mood is disrupted, 

and Khwaja Hasan Sani indicates the qawwals to close the performance. He then ends 

the assembly with a du⇧⌅. The sugar candies blessed during the f⌅ti⇡ah are distributed 
as tabarruk, and the crowd disperses.
The sam⌅⇧ assembly at the Chilla o#fers an excellent example of qawwali in a Su◆ 

kh⌅nq⌅h. The audience consists of disciples of one brotherhood, and the qawwals ex-
pertly intertwine the experience of being a Su◆ disciple with poetic images revolving 

around NizPFm al-DDn and his favourite disciple AmDr Khusrau. The site where NizPFm 

al-DDn used to engage in his spiritual practices becomes the nexus that mediates 

between these two realities.

In such cases the role of the m�r-i ma⇡23l acquires special weight. Although the 
qawwals always attempt to sing in a way that would appeal to the widest possible 

range of listeners, they keep an especially close eye on the m�r-i ma⇡23l, since his reac-
tions re12ect strongly on the listeners, especially if they are his disciples. During such 

occasions, the disciples express their enthusiasm with a 12ow of na-r⌅nah whenever 
their Su◆ guide is a#fected by the performance. Such behaviour can be seen as a prac-

tical way of pursuing the ideal of fan⌅ f�’l-shaikh (‘annihilation in the sheikh’).
Knowing the aesthetic sensitivities of the key listeners Khwaja Hasan Sani and 

Waris Husain Chishty, the qawwals selected the song texts and musical idiom corres-

pondingly. In the case of song texts, they gave preference to Persian and Hindavi and 

selected items that were somehow exceptional, either due to being either di#ferent 

from the common standard version featuring in the core repertoire (3rd item) or sel-

dom heard (4th item). Musically, they consciously emphasized adherence to raga and 

tala. Mohammed Ahmed even took a bold step of shaping his performance of a single 

verse of AmDr Khusrau so that it resembled khay⌅l singing. However, he cleverly kept 
this approach separate from the more conventional, text-oriented qawwali in his 

second item (5th item). Majid Warsi was less successful in this respect. Although his ex-

tended improvisations before the actual text were well received, similar passages set in 

between the verses proved less welcome. His ill-timed improvisation immediately after 

an energetic takr⌅r sunk the mood and brought the assembly to close.
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6.4 Guiding Su:; disciples through music and poetry: sam�⇧ at Khwaja Hall

In the evening of the day when sam⌅⇧ is listened to at the Chilla, Khwaja Hasan Sani 
organizes another program in Khwaja Hall.717 Khwaja Hall is an imposing building 

south of the Nizamuddin shrine, built next to the house of Khwaja Hasan Sani. On the 

one end stands a dome that dominates the view over the Basti. It houses the tombs of 

Khwaja Hasan Nizami and his wife, Khwaja Bano. Adjacent to the mausoleum is a 

long, rectangular hall which is used for the functions of the Su◆ brotherhood. Behind 

it, hidden from the public view, are the accommodation facilities for disciples who ar-

rive to the ’⇧urs from far distances. The building was designed by Khwaja Hasan 
Nizami’s disciple, the renowned architect Fayazuddin Nizami (d. 1977), who was nick-

named Bihz⌅d-i Dakkan after the celebrated Timurid painter. In addition to Khwaja 
Hall, Fayazuddin has designed the Hamdard University Library building in Delhi as 

well as several public buildings in Hyderabad constructed during the reign of the last 

Nizam, Osman Ali Khan (r. 1911–1948) and after his dominions were annexed to India. 

It is indicative of the in12uence of Khwaja Hasan Nizami that Khwaja Hall is the only 

contemporary building of monumental proportions in the Basti.

During the ⇧urs festivities, two programs are organized in Khwaja Hall.718 On the 
17th, a seminar on either AmDr Khusrau or NizPFm al-DDn takes place. This is followed by 

langar and sam⌅⇧. On the 18th, there is an evening concert of Hindustani classical mu-
sic. Many members of the Delhi ghar⌅n⌅ are disciples of Khwaja Hasan Sani and their 
performances ◆ll most of the evening, but celebrated musicians from other ghar⌅n⌅s 
have performed there as well. The current head of the Delhi ghar⌅n⌅, Iqbal Ahmed 
Khan is always last in turn, and he invariably sings some poem written by or attributed 

to AmDr Khusrau.

The members of the Su◆ brotherhood form the core audience of all the pro-

grammes, but, in addition, each of them attracts a speci◆c attendance. The seminar is 

attended by scholars, Urdu poets and, occasionally, state dignitaries. The occasion rep-

resents an intellectual approach to Su◆sm and focuses on pondering over its signi◆c-

ance in the history and culture of India in a scholarly framework. The concert of 

Hindustani music, on the other hand, attracts musicians, their students as well as 

members of the culturally aware intelligentsia of the city. While the audience enjoys 

the musical recitals, the performers explore the signi◆cance of Su◆sm for music 

through their art.

The audience of the sam⌅⇧ assembly, on the other hand, gathers together Khwaja 
Hasan Sani’s disciples as well as other Su◆s, who arrive there in small bands. The pre-

valence of Su◆ listeners is partly a result of the late timing; for everyone else than seri-

717 During the ◆eld work of Qureshi in the 1970s, the venue was also known as Qawwali Hall. See, 
Qureshi 2006.
718 The members of the brotherhood also celebrate the ⇧urs of Khwaja Hasan Nizami in the Khwaja 
Hall on 18th Dhu’l-Hijja.
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ous Su◆ devotees, the sam⌅⇧ assembly takes place hopelessly late by Delhi standards. 
The programme is every year scheduled to begin at 9:30 PM, but the overlong speeches 

during the seminar and the distribution of langar regularly push it to 11 or 12 PM. On 14 
April 2009, the sam⌅⇧ started about 11:30 PM and continued until 3:30 AM. No ritual 
precedes the sam⌅⇧ in Khwaja Hall. A short f⌅ti⇡ah and laying 12owers on the tombs of 
Khwaja Hasan Nizami and Khwaja Bano follows the seminar. This is also when the loc-

al qawwals sing brief Qaul and Rang. When sam⌅⇧ proper begins, it is preceded by a 
short recitation from the Koran.

In Khwaja Hall, the qawwals sit on a low platform facing Khwaja Hasan Nizami’s 

tomb. Khwaja Hasan Sani sits on their right side with the guests of honour and the 

prominent members of the brotherhood. Other persons of note ◆ll the front rows on 

the both sides of the empty space that is left between the listeners and the performers. 

Unlike in the Chilla, where Khwaja Hasan Sani is hidden from the view of those who 

sit outside the actual meditation cell, in Khwaja Hall, he is seen by everyone. Corres-

pondingly, he is able to monitor all his disciples and guide them in proper adab, if 
needed. It is worth noting that despite the presence of the tomb in Khwaja Hall, it does 

not play a prominent role during the programmes organized there. Instead, the per-

formances are essentially directed to Khwaja Hasan Sani.

Ever since I ◆rst observed a sam⌅⇧ assembly in Khwaja Hall in October 2004, Meraj 
Ahmed has been the only local qawwal to sing there and even his appearances have 

been sporadic. Usually, the ◆rst turn is given to Mohammed Ahmed. In 2009, he began 

his performance with a long naghmah-yi qudd%si. Naghmah, played on harmonium, is 
the only instance of instrumental music in a qawwali performance. It is frequently 

omitted, like in the Chilla, where the short time was too precious to waste on an item 

which rarely stirs the audience and leads to presenting na-r⌅nah to the m�r-i ma⇡23l.
The most classical naghmah is called naghmah-yi qudd%si. It emulates the -ikr for-

mula all⌅h h%, both rhythmically and melodically. As the name indicates, its origins 
are traced to the sam⌅⇧ assemblies of the celebrated Chishti Sabiri master CAbd al-
QuddEs GangohD (d. 1537).719 Otherwise, the naghmah is usually based on the melody 
of the item the qawwals are about to sing.

In the present case, the naghmah is followed by a leisurely al⌅p before 
Mohammed Ahmed turns to the Persian rub⌅⇧� which consists of the opening verses of 
a ghazal attributed to QutPb al-DDn BakhtiyFr KFkD.720 The improvisatory passage has at-

tuned the audience to the performance, and their anticipation of the textual content 

gives the ◆rst few words much weight. Since the time is not a limitation in Khwaja Hall 

– sam⌅⇧ could, in theory, continue until the next morning prayer (fajr) – Mohammed 
Ahmed lets the melody and the text unfold slowly in a dialogue with the other mem-

bers of the group. The rub⌅⇧� leads smoothly to the anonymous qit�⇧ah that serves as the 
719 Qureshi 2006: 45.
720 For the full ghazal, see QutPb al-DDn, D�v⌅n, 118. For abridged versions, see NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 
170 and FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 94.
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salient text.721 It continues to elaborate the theme of bowing one’s head to the 

threshold of the beloved and graving for his miracle-working glance. The transition 

from the rad�f of the rub⌅⇧� (-⌅z) to that of the qit�⇧ah (-⌅z-i m⌅) creates an impression of 
a sonic cohesion. The two girah verses also address the topic of the beloved’s glance, 
and the item in its entirety reveals a conscious planning and subtle literary sensitivity 

from the part of the qawwals. The poetic themes of the threshold and the glance are 

also a clever way to start a sam⌅⇧ assembly. They create an association with the poems 
of praise that are the normative way to begin sam⌅⇧, but simultaneously they manage 
to reach into the poetic realm of passionate love. The re◆ned performance is not 

wasted on the audience, who responds enthusiastically. 

Item 1: A qit%⇧ah in Persian

naghmah-yi qudd%s�

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Persian)

For a [whole] lifetime, I have rubbed my indigent head against your threshold
Perhaps I will be honoured by a soirée where I can meet you.

When a slave is allowed a graceful glance from the master
– I am a slave and you are the master – see that my work gets done.

1st verse My indigent forehead is in the dust of your threshold
My long life is a sacri23ce for one glance of yours.

1st girah It is about one glance of yours
But my life is at stake.

1st verse My long life is a sacri23ce for one glance of yours.

2nd girah The reYlection of his beauty illuminates the world of our contingent existence
One coquettish glance of the beloved is the selling price of my faith.722

1st verse My long life is a sacri23ce for one glance of yours.

2nd verse Why would I head to the in23rmary of the Messiah?
Your ruby [lip] that sells sugar is enough to cure me.

721 The text is found only in FFrEqD’s Naghm⌅t. See FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 35. 
722 This girah is the mat�la⇧ of a ghazal written by ShFh BahlEl. See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 39; FFrEqD, 
Naghm⌅t, 33; Meraj, Sur%d, 112.
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3rd verse Sometimes your face appears in my dark corner
O sun of the world who nurture me, a speck of dust.

1st verse A sacri23ce for one glance of yours.

After the sophisticated Persian ghazal, Khwaja Hasan Sani instructs the qawwals 

to sing a simple Hindi g�t attributed to AmDr Khusrau. Instead of a re◆ned chain of as-
sociated poetic images, its aesthetic e#fect stems from a single word, meharv⌅. The 
word meharv⌅ (‘thundercloud’) is derived from Sanskrit megharav⌅ appearing in the 
Mahabharata.723 It is a highly unusual word and its use is carefully calculated. It gives 

the text a de◆nitely archaic 12avour and e#◆ciently shapes the images evoked in the 

listeners. Instead of just any rain cloud, meharv⌅ is a roaring thundercloud that indic-
ates the approach of a heavy rain shower, here likened to nectar (ras), and the associ-
ated enjoyment of freshness and cool air. Relying on the poetic potential of the word, 

the qawwals repeat it several times.

Deducing from the fact that Khwaja Hasan Sani asks Mohammed Ahmed to sing 

this particular item in every assembly, it belongs to his favourites. This time, 

Mohammed Ahmed begins with two verses from a ghazal by ̂F◆zP.724 In the verses, the 

poetic imagery 12ows from the wine house to a prostration on the beloved’s footprint. 

Although the latter image is common in Hindi poems as well, the echo of the rub⌅⇧� is 
only faintly felt in the salient text which makes no direct reference to prostration. 

However, the list of saintly personages o#fers an interconnected theme that loosely ties 

the rub⌅⇧� and the salient text together. The list of the early Chishti masters climaxes 
the performance. Especially NizPFm al-DDn’s epithet MaWbEb-i IlFhD is repeated several 

times together with the name of his Su◆ guide.

Item 2: A g(t in Hindi

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Persian)

As long as the name and sign of wine house and wine will remain
My head will remain [in the] dust of the old magi’s lane.

Where an impression of your footprint is found on the ground
There the people of vision will bow their heads for years.

G�t Thundercloud is raining drops of nectar (My friend!)725
In the court of the masters

723 See Turner 1962–1966: 595; § 10302.
724 See ̂F◆zP 1972: 132. For two di#ferent abridged versions, see NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 119–120; 
FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 87.
725 Gu⌫iyy⌅, a female friend of a girl or a women. The word is synonymous with sakh�.
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Look! Today [the clouds] form thick layers.
Thundercloud is raining drops of nectar! (My friend!)

Khv⌅jah ⇧Usm⌅n and Khv⌅jah Mu⇧�n al-D�n
Qut�b al-D�n, Ganj-i Shakkar and the Divine Beloved
B�b� Ganj-i Shakkar, the Divine Beloved
Are today at the door of Nij⌅m al-D�n’s darling, the prince of poets.726

<⌅k⌅r t⌅n>
Thundercloud is raining drops of nectar!

After the energetic takr⌅r of the saints’ names, one of the qawwals initiates a long 
improvisation and the accentuated drum beats give way to softer ones. As in the case 

of Majid Warsi’s performance at the Chilla earlier the same day, the listeners seem dis-

appointed because of the sudden disrupt. Seeing their reaction, Mohammed Ahmed 

swiftly ends the song and continues with a Hindi g�t of Bedam. The poet depicts 
NizPFm al-DDn playing hol� and gives him attributes that are usually connected with 
Krishna. He wears a crown (mukuD) and carries a syringe (pick⌅r�) used for spraying 
coloured water. He trespasses the social norms regulating the dealings between the 

sexes by seizing the girl’s hand and lifting her veil. He makes her drink liquor and dyes 

her red with gul⌅l, the powder thrown about during the festival.
Formally, the text resembles a ghazal. However, the verses are not indivisible and 

self-contained and Mohammed Ahmed reworks them radically during the perform-

ance. In the case of a ghazal, this would be impossible, but with Bedam’s Hindi poem 

the end result is still a harmonious whole.727

726 Am�r-i shu⇧ar⌅⌫, i.e. AmDr Khusrau.
727 For the original text, see Bedam, N%r al-⇧ain, 168. For another version in which the lines have been 
reorganized, see Meraj, Sur%d, 405. For this performance, Mohammed Ahmed has selected only part of 
the lines found in Bedam’s N%r al-⇧ain. These passages are below written in bold and numbered 
according to the order they appear in his performance. He not only sings a part of the lines, but also 
combines half-lines into new ones.

1. Nij�m al-D(n, the darling of Ganj Shakkar, celebrated hol2 in the town of Chisht
2. Khv�jah Mu⇧(n al-D(n and Qut%b al-D(n threw the colour of love [into the air].

4. Crown on his head, syringe on his hand, he came to play holD in my courtyard
3. Master Nij�m al-D(n is a cunning player; he seized my hand and raised my veil.

How fortunate is the lot of the one, who has found such a beautiful beloved
Play Chishtis, play holD! He has arrived in the guise of master Nij⌅m!

4. He jumped forth, splashed water and all of a sudden, he threw colour and made me drink liquor
5. Bedam o4fers himself for his colourful rake; he dyed me red with powdered colour.
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Item 3: A g(t in Hindi

G�t Nij⌅m al-D�n, the darling of Ganj Shakkar, celebrated holD728 in the town of Chisht
Khv⌅jah Mu⇧�n al-D�n and Qut�b al-D�n threw the colour of love [into the air].729

Master Nij⌅m al-D�n is a cunning player; he seized my hand and raised my veil.
Crown on his head, syringe on his hand, he threw colour and made me drink liquor.
Bedam oZfers himself for the sake to his colourful rake; he dyed me red with powdered 
colour.

The item is performed quickly and its function seems to have been sustaining the 

arousal of the listeners, which the extended improvisation in the end of the previous 

item threatened to disrupt. The qawwals then begin a new item with a slow girah that 
can accommodate improvisatory passages without the risk of losing the attention of 

the listeners.

Item 4: A ghazal in Urdu

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

One day I met him on the road somewhere 
Afterwards, my heart did not let me nestle anywhere during the rest of my life.

Everyone present knows that this particular rub⌅⇧� will lead to Taskin Qureshi’s 
Urdu ghazal describing the lover’s search in the rose garden, where all the manifesta-

tions of beauty seem bland in comparison with the beauty of the beloved. The ghazal 

is very much liked by Khwaja Hasan Sani and Mohammed Ahmed has often sung it. 

Moreover, Khwaja Hasan Sani has previously elaborated on the mystical import of the 

ghazal by connecting it to the primordial covenant between the souls and God 

(m�s�⌅q). The idea is a#fected by neoplatonism and its Koranic basis is found in the 
S%rat al-a⇧r⌅f [7:172] where God asks the souls, if he is not their Lord (a lastu bi-
rabbikum) and they answer in the a#◆rmative. According to a number of Su◆ writers, 
the innermost secret of a human being is the memory of the covenant and souls’ di-

vine pre-existence. This memory causes in them a longing for their divine origin.

After the rub⌅⇧�, Khwaja Hasan Sani interrupts the qawwals to explain that the 
question posed by God was the most beautiful sound and that human beings hear its 

echo in all beautiful sounds; he furthermore explains that this gave birth to all the dif-

ferent ragas. Reminded by music, the souls keep searching for the source of this voice 

in the form of a divine vision. Compared with the earlier performance of the same 

item I have analysed elsewhere,730 the explanation of the ageing Khwaja Hasan Sani is 

incoherent and he has to ask the audience to remind him of the relevant Koranic pas-

728 Ph⌅g refers to the red powder thrown over each other during hol� and, thus, to the hol� festival 
itself. See McGregor 2000: 680.
729 Rain� caCh⌅yo, lit. ‘made the colour rise’ or ‘spread the colour.’
730 See Viitamäki 2009: 328–334.
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sage. It is as if he was repeating partly forgotten lines. It is noteworthy that he refers to 

the human soul or spirit by both the distinctly Islamic term r%⇡ as well as with its 
Hindu equivalent ⌅tm⌅.

Khwaja 

Hasan Sani 

speaks (in 

Urdu):

There was a moment when spirits (rEWej) had been created, before they got their 
bodies. This is mentioned in the Koran. My memory is now so weak, that I do not re-
member the exact words. You probably remember. [Audience replies: A lastu bi-
rabbikum? Am I not your Lord?] Yes, and they answered: ‘BalF shahidnF. Yes, we have 
borne witness. And every spirit (FtmF) heard those words in a diZferent raga. There 
was only one phrase, but it was heard in diZferent ways and thus each raga aZfects the 
spirit in diZferent ways. For a long time, I did not know, who had written this poem. 
Then I got to know, that it was written by one police oZ23cer, who used poetic expres-
sions to say that the raga in which the individual heard the divine question can make 
life bloom. But it was not about the mere voice, it is said in FavF̀id al-FuCFd, but also 
about the vision. The spirit keeps searching in order to hear that voice again and in 
order to see that vision again. I do not remember the full poem, you explain it to us in 
full.

After Khwaja Hasan Sani’s comments, the qawwals sing the rub⌅⇧� again. They ini-
tiate another rub⌅⇧� that elaborates on the theme of the primordial sound. It has been a 
success during the previous years, but this time, Khwaja Hasan Sani tells them to pro-

ceed straight to the salient text. Leaving the rub⌅⇧� halfway, they start the ghazal.

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

One day I met him on the road somewhere 
Afterwards, my heart did not let me nestle anywhere during the rest of my life.

2nd rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

The voice I had heard in pre-eternity, intoxicated and elated
That same voice I hear even now in the lute of being.

Due to your kindness, my being became being...731

1st verse From whom should I ask where I have seen that luminous face?
From soirée to soirée...

Khwaja Hasan Sani interrupts the qawwals again and tells them to join the ghazal 

with the ◆rst rub⌅⇧� instead of the second. Accordingly, the qawwals sing the ◆rst rub⌅⇧� 
again.

731 These verses are part of a ghazal written by NavFb KhFdim ̂asan (d. 1970), the third head of the 
Ajmer based Gudri Shahi Su◆ brotherhood. For the full ghazal, see KhFdim, Sam⌅⇧ ahl all⌅h, 114. As I 
have noted elsewhere, Mohammed Ahmed simpli◆es the original. See Viitamäki 2009: 332, fn. 44.
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1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

One day I met him on the road somewhere 
Afterwards, my heart did not let me nestle anywhere during the rest of my life.

1st verse From whom should I ask where...

Khwaja Hasan Sani is still unsatis◆ed with their performance. He had meant that 

the qawwals should connect the two items in the musical level so that the ghazal 

would grow organically from the rub⌅⇧�. During the previous occasions, Mohammed 
Ahmed had sung the ghazal in a sombre melody with a full-throated voice. This time, 

his voice was lilting, almost crooning and the melody much lighter, which contradicted 

the musical rendition of the rub⌅⇧�s. The new version did not please the m�r-i ma⇡23l 
and Mohammed Ahmed was forced to leave the stage.

Mohammed Ahmed was followed by Majid Warsi. He begins with a naghmah and, 
like Mohammed Ahmed before him, with an extended melodic improvisation. When 

he begins the rub⌅⇧�, he stumbles over his words. First he begins the mat�la⇧ of a Persian 
ghazal attributed to Khusrau, but then changes into a line from a ghazal attributed to 

al-̂allFj. Its wording resembles the verse attributed to Khusrau.732 Then, he returns to 

the melodic improvisations without indicating that he intends to complete the verse.

Item 5: A ghazal in Persian

naghmah

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Persian) 

O delicate cypress... O proud cypress, you are the splendour of my garden.

<⌅k⌅r t⌅n>

The qawwals are serendipitously saved by Khwaja Hasan Sani, who asks them to 

sing in the proper style of Rampur (something Mohammed Ahmed obviously failed to 

do). Majid Warsi selects a new rub⌅⇧� that Mohammed Ahmed often sings and thus es-
tablishes himself as the ◆nest representative of the Rampur tradition in this sam⌅⇧ as-
sembly. The rub⌅⇧� is followed by a ghazal by JFmD. The qawwals sing four verses (verses 
1, 3, 2 and 5) of the standard ◆ve-line version found in the qawwali anthologies.733

2nd rub⌅⇧� (in 
Persian)

What would I do with a palace in Paradise? I have the lane of the beloved
Why should I fear Hell? I have the face of the beloved

732 For the ghazal attributed to Khusrau, E sarv-i nazan�n-i man az man cih didah � (‘My delicate 
cypress, what were you expecting from me?’), see FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 183. For the ghazal attributed to al-
âllFj, see NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 398; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 210.
733 See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 358; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 188. The ghazal is not found in Kulliy⌅t-i J⌅m�.
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Like Majn%n, yearning for a meeting with Lail⌅
Day and night, I keep my eyes turned towards the one, who rides the she-camel.734

1st verse You raised a tumult in the world by your charming735 beauty
You made each and every wounded victim wail.

2nd verse Old magi, you made me intoxicated with just one goblet
You stole my heart and you stole my soul and made me weak and powerless.

3rd verse Innocent and unblemished, you killed me by idols’ amorous playfulness
You hit me with a sword, but blamed others for it.

4th verse Hapless J⌅m� is annihilated in your love
You hid the one who was annihilated in your intimacy into the dust.

The performance is well received, but does not create overwhelming enthusiasm 

among the listeners, which is also evident from the lack of takr⌅r. In contrast, the next 
item, a ghazal by AmDr Khusrau, stirs the audience to such an extent that the qawwals 

have to repeat each line several times. Extended takr⌅r is employed in the maqt�a⇧, 
where the poet implores the king of beauty to notice his abject state. It becomes evid-

ent from the gestures of the listeners that they interpret the phrase b⌅dsh⌅h-i ⇡usn 
(‘king of beauty’) to refer to their own Su◆ guide. The qawwals sing four (verses 1, 2, 3 

and 5) out of the ◆ve verses constituting the standard version found in the qawwali an-

thologies.736

Item 6: A ghazal in Persian

1st verse Every night, I stumble around your dwelling
Every day, I sigh and wail because of you.

2nd verse Beloved, do not be unfaithful to this broken-hearted
I became your companion ages ago!

3rd verse On the day when my bones disintegrate
May the love for you still reside in my wounded heart.

734 NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 441–442.
735 Mal�⇡, lit. salty. C. M. Naim explains the word to refer to the o#f-white colour of salt that is found 
attractive in human complexion. According to him, this also denotes Qa spicier personalityR. See MDr, 
Zikr-i Mir, 26. The common Urdu and Hindi word salon⌅ has a similar meaning.
736 See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 315; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 147–148; Meraj, Sur%d, 118.
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4th verse Look at my abject state with a4fection
You are the king of beauty and Khusrau is your beggar.

1st girah (in 
Persian; re-

peated 

twice)

J⌅m�, the servant, grew old like the slaves at your door
Be merciful, o king of beauties, to your weak beggar.

4th verse Look at my abject state with a4fection
You are the king of beauty and Khusrau is your beggar.
<⌅k⌅r t⌅n>

Throughout the performance, the qawwals rely essentially on takr⌅r and render-
ing the salient text is enough to stir the listeners. Only towards the end do they insert 

one girah that closely echoes the maqt�a⇧ where Khusrau describes himself as a beggar. 
The similar expressions b⌅dsh⌅h-i ⇡usn and sh⌅h-i kh%b⌅n (‘king of beauties’) consol-
idate the link between the girah and the salient text even further. The success of the 
inserted verse makes the qawwals repeat it twice before initiating another extended 

takr⌅r of the maqt�a⇧. The ◆rst improvisatory passage is introduced only in the very end 
of the performance. Majid Warsi uses it to slow down the pace of music and immedi-

ately continues to the next item. He is well aware that the qawwals singing after 

Mohammed Ahmed are usually allowed to sing only two items. Starting a third num-

ber without a pause is a strategy that sometimes gives the qawwals an opportunity to 

exceed their allotted time. Majid Warsi begins a Persian ghazal commonly believed to 

have been written by KhvFjah CUsmFn HFrvanD.737 However, Khwaja Hasan Sani’s neph-

ew and designated follower, Syed Muhammad Nizami, is growing concerned over the 

health of his uncle and he indicates the qawwals to stop. They, however, interpret this 

to mean that they should sing something else and start a Hindi rub⌅⇧� that would prob-
ably lead to AmDr Khusrau’s Ch⌅p tilak.738 They are interrupted again and ushered to 
give way to the next group.

Unfortunately, I have never caught the name of the leading qawwal of this group 

hailing from somewhere in Uttar Pradesh. They sing regularly at Khwaja Hall, but do 

not belong to any of the established performing lineages. Although they are always 

welcomed by Khwaja Hasan Sani, their performances never quite reach the standard 

of the Rampur qawwals. Moreover, this group always performs the same items. The 

◆rst is a mustaz⌅d ghazal by Bedam. The ghazal is among the best-known poems of 
737 Nah m� d⌅nam kih ⌅khir c%n dam-i d�d⌅r m� raqFam (‘I do not know how I will eventually dance 
when I see you’). For the text, see NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 210–211; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 113; Meraj, Sur%d, 
72–73.
738 The rub⌅⇧� begins Chap dikhl⌅ne ko piy⌅ ko pah%Wc� hu⌫� yih mujh se bh%l (‘When I arrived to my 
beloved in order to show [him] the mark [on my forehead], I forgot it’).
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Bedam, and it belongs to the core qawwali repertoire everywhere in India and 

Pakistan.

The performance is well received, but creates no particular enthusiasm in the 

listeners. The only time when most of the listeners get up to o#fer na-r⌅nah to Khwaja 
Hasan Sani is when the qawwals sing verse 3, which announces the presence of the 

beggars at the door of the beloved imploring his kindness. This theme has been evoked 

throughout the two sam⌅⇧ assemblies presided over by Khwaja Hasan Sani, and it has 
invariably touched his disciples. The performance begins with a short al⌅p and an 
Urdu rub⌅⇧� that describes the muni◆cence of the beloved. The qawwals sing the full 
ghazal and only slightly reorganize its verses (they sing verses 1, 2, 4, 3 and 5).739 They 

also slightly stumble over their words in the maqt�a⇧.

Item 7: A ghazal in Urdu

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

Your generous hand reaches far and wide, each of your slaves is an Ay⌅z
You are the nurturer of the people and I am bold over your kindness.

1st verse Where is the place, beloved, that is not your dwelling
Where you could not be met?740

Winehouse is yours, Kaaba is yours, temple is yours
Everything, beloved, is yours.

2nd verse In whichever form you appear, I am mad for you
Enchanted by you.
Friend, if you are a candle, I am your moth
That is, crazy for you.

3rd verse The beggars of your threshold are present at you door
O richest of the rich.
Sometimes, let me share (My beloved! Soul of my soul!) in your merciful kindness
In your regal favour.

739 For the text, see Bedam, N%r al-⇧ain, 115–116; Meraj, Sur%d, 131–132.
740 Aur jilaukh⌅nah tir⌅, lit. ‘and your antechamber’, i.e. the place where the guests are received.
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4th verse Old man of the ruins, let me have a goblet, too
Let there be your charity.
Until the Doomsday (My beloved! Soul of the soul!) run your wine house like this
That is, your cup.741

5th verse By the wine house, o cupbearer, rob me oZf my senses
Give me self-forgetfulness.
Everyone calls you, Bedam, like this: [He is] crazy about you
That is, mad about you.742

After ◆nishing Bedam’s ghazal, the qawwals start a Persian rub⌅⇧�743 that is associ-
ated with the other item they usually sing, E dil bi-g�r d⌅man-i sult�⌅n-i auliy⌅⌫ (‘Heart, 
seize the hem of the king of saints’), written in praise of Husain by NiyFz.744 Like Majid 

Warsi, they are interrupted and signalled to leave. Their protestations that they were 

intending to perform a poem by a respected Su◆ saint like NiyFz are to no avail.

The next qawwali group is a new appearance in Delhi. Its leading vocalist is still in 

his late teens and an elder relative explains in rustic Urdu how they are now singing at 

the Nizamuddin shrine for the ◆rst time. He apologizes for all the mistakes they may 

741 In the d�v⌅n, this line reads rahe maikh⌅nah tir⌅ (‘may your wine house remain’). See, Bedam, N%r 
al-⇧ain, 115. In Sur%d, it reads daur-i paim⌅nah tir⌅ (‘circulation of your cup’). See Meraj, Sur%d, 132. Here, 
the version of Sur%d is perhaps the most sophisticated. When the line is connected with the previous 
line, it acquires the meaning ‘let your cup circulate until the doomsdayR. Thus, the qawwals occasionally 
succeed in ameliorating the original text instead of simplifying it.
742 The ◆nal one and half lines of the ghazal constantly present di#◆culties for the qawwals. Here, the 
second singular seems to refer ◆rst to Bedam (tujhe) and then to the beloved (tir⌅), which confuses the 
syntax. The construction based on the phrase ya⇧n� (‘that is’) is employed for the third time, indicating 
that it is used as a means to simplify unclear textual passages in oral transmission. In the d�v⌅n (Bedam, 
N%r al-⇧ain, 115), these lines read:

yEj to sab kahte haij bedam tirF mastFnah tirF
ab hEj dDvFnah tirF

Bedam, everyone says like this: ‘I am crazy about you, about you!
Now I am mad about you!

The version in Sur%d (Meraj, Sur%d, 132) is slightly di#ferent and perhaps most easily understood when 
sung:

yEj to sab kahte haij bedam to hai mastFnah tirF
yaCnD dDvFnah tirF

Everyone says like this: ‘Bedam is crazy about you
That is, mad about you.’

743 See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 435; FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 229. For a performance where this rub⌅⇧� is 
employed, see Khanqah-e-Kamil, Item 4 below.
744 See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 17. The versions in the Naghm⌅t anthologies are slightly abridged. See NEr 
al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 25–26 and FFrEqD, Naghm⌅t, 27–28. Sur%d, on the other hand, records the full text. 
See Meraj, Sur%d, 60.
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commit and asks the m�r-i ma⇡23l for permission to begin. Although a standard proced-
ure in concert stages, it is seldom followed in sam⌅⇧ assemblies.
After a short naghmah and a brief al⌅p, the qawwals sing a generic rub⌅⇧� that 

could precede any manqabat. The second rub⌅⇧� is more speci◆c and indicates that 
they are going to perform an item in praise of CAlF̀ al-DDn bFbir. The poem is written by 

a poet using the pen name ̂asrat, who also refers to his master called ̂F◆zP.745 It be-

longs to the varying repertoire of the qawwals. Considering how o#f-tune the qawwals 

sing and how strict Khwaja Hasan Sani can be with the qawwals, it is surprising how 

encouraging he is. This applies to his disciples, as well. Some of the members of the 

Delhi ghar⌅n⌅ express their support for the qawwals and dutifully stand up whenever 
the name of the saint is mentioned.

Item 8: A manqabat in Urdu

naghmah

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

Whom should we call our own? You are our master
You are our refuge, if we estranged poor have any.
We will not leave your pure hem even in death
Even if religion and world were mine, you are the support.

2nd rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

Who knows the favours of my master O⌅bir?
Ali knows, God knows, Muhammad Mustafa knows.

1st verse I am crazy, I am mad about ⇧Al⌅⌫ al-D�n O⌅bir
He is the master, I am a slave of ⇧Al⌅⌫ al-D�n O⌅bir.

2nd verse Let him who wants spiritual blessings keep watch at this door
The river of ⇧Al⌅⌫ al-D�n O⌅bir’s blessings is Ylowing.

3rd verse You, who are drunk from the wine of unity! Drink the liquor of O⌅bir!
The tavern of ⇧Al⌅⌫ al-D�n O⌅bir is open today.

5th verse Friends, throw the colour of Sabiri brotherhood at the door of e⌅23z�
Dye yourselves from head to toe by the colour of ⇧Al⌅⌫ al-D�n O⌅bir.

6th verse This easrat is a servant of e⌅23z�, that e⌅23z� is a manifestation of O⌅bir

745 This might refer to ̂F◆zP MuWammad MEsF MFnikpErD, the master of ShFh KhFmosh. He lived in 
Manikpur, in Ambala district.
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Because this light is the unique light of ⇧Al⌅⌫ al-D�n O⌅bir.

1st verse I am crazy, I am mad about ⇧Al⌅⌫ al-D�n O⌅bir

After ◆nishing, the qawwals ask for a permission to perform one more item, but 

Syed Muhammad refuses them. The microphone is already about to be taken to 

Khwaja Hasan Sani for the ◆nal du⇧a, when some disciples point out that Shaheed 
Barelwi and his group are still waiting for their turn. Syed Muhammad agrees to let 

them sing with the condition that they keep their performance short. They begin 

without a naghmah, but introduce an extended al⌅p. Khwaja Hasan Sani impatiently 
tells them to sing qawwali, since the turn of classical (klaissikal) music would be only 
the next day. He clearly indicates that conveying a textual message is the essential 

character of qawwali music, whereas purely musical considerations belong to the do-

main of classical Hindustani music. The qawwals duly move to a rub⌅⇧� that asks for 
the grief over the beloved. The mention of the martyred Su◆s Shams-i Tabrez, Sarmad 

ShahDd and ManXEr al-̂allFj in the last line indicates that something special is going 

to follow. 

The qawwals’ choice is one of the better known Urdu ghazals by NiyFz.746 During 

the performance that turns out to be anything else but brief – it lasts exactly one hour 

– the qawwals sing eight (verses 1, 3, 7, 4, 5, 2, 8 and 9) of the ghazal’s nine verses in a 

seemingly sporadic order. The performance is a success from the very beginning. 

Khwaja Hasan Sani is visibly refreshed. He had thus far been leaning against a bolster, 

slouched, but now he sits erect and alert, listening to every word of the poem. Like in 

so many hagiographical anecdotes about a Su◆ master’s mystical state being transmit-

ted to other people, similar enthusiasm and deep emotion seem to touch everyone 

who is present.

Item 9: A ghazal in Urdu

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧� (in 
Urdu)

Give me grief over yourself and make my soul exult
Make every wound in the heart a running sore.
Friend, make my existence worth of something
Make [me] Shams-i Tabrez, make me Sarmad or ManF%r.

1st verse In your love, I took a mountain of grief on my head, come what may (Mountain of grief!)
I forwent the luxury and enjoyment of life, come what may.

746 See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 30–31; Meraj, Sur%d, 305–306.
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2nd verse Do not lay your hand on a patient like me, doctor!

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

<⌅k⌅r t⌅n> 
Nurtures the heart...

The qawwals introduce a brief improvisatory passage and are about to insert a 

girah, but Khwaja Hasan Sani asks them to continue with the takr⌅r of the previous 
verse. He also asks them to sing it without an instrumental accompaniment for few 

times, so that he can properly hear it and understand its import.

2nd verse Do not lay your hand on a patient like me, doctor!
Leave it to God, for God’s sake, come what may.

After the takr⌅r, Khwaja Hasan Sani instructs the qawwals to keep repeating the 
rad�f jo ho so ho (Qcome what mayR). This simple and commonplace phrase is repeated 
throughout the ghazal and in the course of the performance it becomes the fulcrum to 

which the qawwals and Khwaja Hasan Sani frequently return.

Elaboration 

of the 2nd 

verse

Come what may!

For God’s sake, come what may.

Come what may!

3rd verse I stated all the aZYlictions of separation to him face to face
He smiled charmingly, coquettishly (Charmingly! Charmingly, coquettishly!) and 
said: ‘Come what may!

Come what may!

4th verse Rise from the school of reason, come to the wine house of love!
I have now drank the goblet of annihilation and unselfconsciousness, come what may.

When the qawwals sing the fourth verse, Khwaja Hasan Sani himself indicates 

that his kh⌅nq⌅h is the wine house mentioned in the verse. Each time the qawwals 
reach the rad�f, there is a general uproar in the audience and Khwaja Hasan Sani jolts a 
little. As if feeling that he may have lost some shades of meaning during the beginning 

of the performance, he asks the qawwals to sing the ghazal from the start.

1st verse In your love, I took a mountain of grief on my head, come what may (Mountain of grief!)
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I forwent the luxury and enjoyment of life, come what may.

Come what may!

When the qawwals again reach the rad�f, Khwaja Hasan Sani interrupts them say-
ing that this phrase, ’come what may,’ has been the motto of the prophets and saints 

throughout the history of Islam. He says that this is what it has been all about and asks 

the qawwals to continue explaining the import of the phrase.

1st verse I took on my head, come what may. (Mountain of grief!)

He interrupts again and states that this is what the companions of the Prophet 

went through, when they risked being ostracised in their social circle when they joined 

him.

1st verse In your love, I took a mountain of grief on my head, come what may
I forwent the luxury and enjoyment of life, come what may.

2nd verse Do not lay your hand on a patient like me, doctor!
Leave it to God, for God’s sake, come what may.

Come what may!

4th verse Rise from the school of reason, come to the wine house of love!
I have now drank the goblet of annihilation and unselfconsciousness, come what may.

Khwaja Hasan Sani asks the qawwals to sing the verses a few times without the 

instruments. He also gives instructions on how to rhythm the takr⌅r of jo ho so ho in 
di#ferent ways. He beams to his disciples, and through his gestures he indicates the 

skill of the qawwals and the profundity of the poem. Although he has been giving ten 

rupee notes to the qawwals throughout the evening, he now takes from his pocket a 

note of ◆ve hundred rupees and gives it to the singers. This is highly exceptional in his 

sam⌅⇧ assemblies, where denominations exceeding ten rupees are a rare sight.

3rd verse I stated all the aZYlictions of separation to him face to face
He smiled charmingly, coquettishly, and said: ‘Come what may!’

Come what may!
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Instead of continuing to the following verse, the qawwals return to the previous 

one that juxtaposes reason and love. Thus far, they have relied mainly on takr⌅r, but 
now they initiate a series of ◆ve girahs. Each elaborates the contrast between reason 
and learning, on the one hand, and love and intoxication, on the other. All the girah 
verses entice a positive response, and the qawwals repeat some of them twice.

4th verse Rise from the school of reason, come to the wine house of love!

2nd girah (in 
Urdu; re-

peated 

twice)

Whenever Niy⌅z went to the school of love and took a lesson about the station of anni-
hilation
With a sincere heart, he forgot whatever he had learned.747

4th verse Rise from the school of reason, come to the wine house of love!

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

This is not a school, preacher, pick up the book, pick it up!
This is a wine house, here you should enjoy the pleasures of liquor!

4th verse Come to the wine house of love!

4th girah (in 
Urdu; re-

peated 

twice)

Those who are madly in love, act in an absurd manner
They close their eyes in order to see.

4th verse Come to the wine house of love!

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

Who will see him veiled in amorous playfulness?
I see his image in everything!

4th verse Come to the wine house of love!

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

Every vein and nerve burst into a Ylame, the entire body is on 23re
Cupbearer, what is this goblet of 23ery wine that you made me drink?748

4th verse Rise from the school of reason, come to the wine house of love!
I have now drank the goblet of annihilation and unselfconsciousness, come what may.

5th verse As soon as love caught 23re, [all] this burned like cotton:

747 The maqt�a⇧ from a ghazal by NiyFz. See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 6–7.
748 The verse belongs to the same ghazal as the 2nd girah. See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 6.
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The chattels of existence, soul and body – nothing remained, come what may.

6th verse Friends, do not ask me to act as an advisor
My ability of judgement remains no more in its place, come what may.

7th verse In this mirage of existence, the dead of night remains, nothing else
When the morning of eternity broke, I walked oZf, come what may.

8th verse Niy⌅z, I have no use for good and bad of the world
What is it to him who has passed away from himself, come what may.

Khwaja Hasan Sani is visibly touched. He indicates the qawwals to stop for a mo-

ment with a slight movement of his hand and says:

Khwaja 

Hasan Sani 

speaks (in 

Urdu)

Look at the history of Islam from Adam to Karbala. Look at its pervading mood 
(kai◆yyat). Except for what is being said in this poem, you will see nothing else. 
Everything is in this poem, everything is in this poem, everything is in this poem. This is 
the pervading mood of Islam, they say. Ma⇡b%b P⌅k (‘the Pure Beloved’, i.e. Niz�⌅m al-
D�n) says ‘Come what may! and he goes on with his work, loving. Is this a small thing? 
Is this a commonplace thing? By God, I tell you, this is such a qawwali that one could 
go on listening to it for the entire life, drowning in its import. Just repeat some verses 
for a few more times and then we stop.

8th verse Niy�z, I have no use for good and bad of the world
What is it to him, who has passed away from himself, come what may.

Come what may!

1st verse In your love, I took a mountain of grief on my head, come what may
I forwent the luxury and enjoyment of life, come what may.

8th verse Niy⌅z, I have no use for good and bad of the world
What is it to him, who has passed away from himself, come what may.

When the qawwals stop, it is 3.30 AM. Everyone is absolutely silent and there is no 

trace of the muted chatter that usually follows a sam⌅⇧ assembly. It is as if the phrase jo 
ho so ho was still echoing in the air. The microphone is taken to Khwaja Hasan Sani. He 
begins the ◆nal du⇧⌅ by reading the Sura of Opening and dur%d. He then continues in a 
more informal tone, his voice occasionally choking:
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Khwaja 

Hasan 

Sani’s du⇧⌅

God! Today, you were so merciful at the blessed Khanqah,749 you were so merciful that 
the occasion became very special. When Hasni Miyan will arrive tomorrow,750 oZfer him 
this sum on my behalf for the services that the qawwals render in the dargFhs. [He 
gives a note of ◆ve hundred rupees to the qawwals.] What happened in the morning 
is clear to you. And now, tonight, qawwali... there was qawwali for the whole night, but 
I heard nothing of it. It was mock qawwali. And after it, this ghazal of respected Niy⌅z 
was sung and it became apparent that Allah made you see the history from the 23rst 
day of the eternity until the day of resurrection like this. This Khanqah-e-Niyaziya of 
the Nizami lineage is a blessing upon us. God... God, accept our thanks for it and let it 
always remain a source of felicity to us. [He switches from Urdu into Arabic for the 
closing phrases.] May Allah bless the best of his creations, Muhammad, and all his 
family members and companions. By your mercy, o Most Merciful of the Merciful!

After the du⇧⌅ Khwaja Hasan Sani retires to his house and the rest of the audience dis-
perses.

The last item is an excellent, yet relatively rare example of an extremely successful 

qawwali performance. The performers received an ample remuneration for their 

singing, but much more was involved in the process; they were able to deeply touch 

the m�r-i ma⇡23l, who also used the occasion for sharing his personal insights into the 
poetic text with his disciples. His ◆nal comments on everything else being ‘mock 

qawwali’ (23⇧l qavv⌅l�) also guided his disciples to be more conscious on what to expect 
from a qawwali performance. The comment was all the more striking considering that 

the Rampur qawwals had delivered extremely re◆ned performances earlier in the 

night. But, from his point of view, something was lacking in them. Furthermore, the 

constant dialogue between the m�r-i ma⇡23l and the qawwals o#fered an outside observ-
er a rare glimpse into the meanings a qawwali performance could generate in a listen-

er.

When I had the opportunity to attend the ⇧urs of NizPFm al-DDn for the next time in 
March 2011, other qawwals, among them Mohammed Ahmed, had started to sing this 

ghazal in Khwaja Hasan Sani’s sam⌅⇧ assemblies. However, they were never able to cre-
ate a similar atmosphere and elicit similar response from the listeners. When Shaheed 

Barelwi attended the sam⌅⇧ in Khwaja Hall for the next time during the ⇧urs of 
Nizamuddin in March 2012, he again arrived in the very end of the programme. This 

time, he selected another Urdu ghazal of NiyFz, ChoCo mujhe be-khvud mir⌅ ⌅r⌅m yah� 
hai (‘Leave me unselfconscious, this is my rest’),751 again singing for about one hour. 

749 Here he refers to the Chilla and the sam⌅⇧ assembly that took place there in the morning. He and 
his followers call the Chilla Khanqah Shareef.
750 Hasni Miyan, i.e. Shah Muhammad Hasanain Niyazi, the sajj⌅danash�n of the Khanqah-e-
Niyaziya, always arrives from Bareilly to Delhi for baC⌅ qul that will take place the following morning.
751 See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 32.
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This was followed by another ghazal, Y⌅r ko ham ne j⌅ ba-j⌅ dekh⌅ (‘I saw the friend 
everywhere’),752 during which Khwaja Hasan Sani imparted teachings on va⇡dat al-
vuj%d to his disciples. The same happened again in February 2014, this time with a Per-
sian ghazal Raftam andar tah-i kh⌅k uns-i but⌅n-am b⌅q�’st (‘I go under the dust, but 
my intimacy with idols remains’).753 In a situation where other qawwals had appropri-

ated an item made successful by him, he showed acumen by choosing a fresh poetic 

text. Unlike most qawwals who often opt for items that are fairly sure to receive a fa-

vourable response from the audience, Shaheed Barelwi has been taking risks by 

singing less known poems. This has paid o#f and he has been able to capitalize on the 

elements of freshness and surprise in intensifying the experiences of the listeners.
Khwaja Hasan Sani’s reactions to the qawwali performances in his sam⌅⇧ assem-

blies reveal his general attempt to avoid the stagnation of the Su◆ practice. His 

expectations of the qawwalsR performances have always been high, and even during 

the ⇧urs of Nizamuddin in February 2014, when his memory was visibly a#fected by old 
age, his comments on music and poetry were always accurate and to the point. He has 

always kept the qawwals, especially those hailing from the prestigious performing lin-

eages, alert. He has criticized Meraj Ahmed severely for the dissonant singing of his 

family with the result that they did not sing in Khwaja Hall for many years. He has in-

terrupted Mohammed Ahmed several times. This has always happened with a poem 

that had previously been a success in Khwaja Hasan Sani’s assemblies. In 2006, he 

stopped him in the middle of singing a ghazal attributed to REmD, !rz% d⌅ram kih 
mihm⌅n-at kunam (‘I yearn to make you my guest’).754 Mohammed Ahmed never sang 
the poem again in his presence. The same applies to Taskeen’s ghazal discussed above 

(Item 4), which had so much stirred the audience during the previous years. A similar 

pattern would repeat itself with the last item of this occasion. Its immense success in-

spired Mohammed Ahmed to sing it in the assemblies of Khwaja Hasan Sani in the 

coming years. However, when Majid Warsi attempted to sing it in Khwaja Hall in Feb-

ruary 2014, Khwaja Hasan Sani told him that his rendition did not do justice to such 

the beautiful and important poem and it appeared as if he was having a headache. 

This behaviour indicates a desire to keep the musical standard of sam⌅⇧ high and to 
simultaneously protect the practice from becoming a ritualized, predictable series of 

items that acquire their e#fectiveness only because they were once liked by the Su◆ 

guide. Thus, for Khwaja Hasan Sani, the aesthetic quality of the performances, com-

bined with the element of freshness, is an essential means to preserve the dynamism 

of sam⌅⇧. This gives each performed item more potential to induce the sudden e#fect of 
sam⌅⇧ that has been described in the textual sources discussed in Part I of this study.

752 See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 9; Meraj, Sur%d, 321.
753 See NiyFz, D�v⌅n (1929), 18. The text is also included in all the qawwali anthologies discussed in 
this study. See NEr al-̂asan, Naghm⌅t, 65–66; FFrEqD,  Naghm⌅t, 48; Meraj, Sur%d, 108.
754 For a discussion of a performance of this poem, see Anis MiyanRs, Item 7.
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6.5 A sam⌅⇧ assembly at the home of Anis Ashra� in Old Delhi

Sam⌅⇧ assemblies are also arranged in private homes for selected listeners. Although 
many Su⇡⇢ kh⌅nq⌅hs are situated adjacent to the house of the head of the brotherhood 
– like in the case of Khanqah-e-Kamil discussed below – a separate space is usually re-
served for public functions, while the house itself remains closed to non-family mem-
bers. The sam⌅⇧ assembly discussed in this chapter took place in a private home in Old 
Delhi, in the bed-cum-living room of the m↵r-i ma⇣⌘✓l. Although the venue is situated 
outside the Nizamuddin Basti, the Su⇡⇢ tradition followed by the organizer is closely 
linked with the shrine.
The sam⌅⇧ took place on the occasion of the )urs of Su⇡⇢ Mohammed Ayyub 

Chishti Nizami (d. 1994) on 4 Rabi) al-Awwal (8 February) in 2011. Su⇡⇢ Ayyub was a 
main disciple of Maulana Abdussalaam (d. 1966), a notable personage in the twenti-
eth-century Su⇡⇢ scene of Delhi. Their silsilah is traced back to Maul7n7 Fakhr al-D8n’s 
khal↵fah :7jj8 La)l Mu<ammad. The most devoted follower of the late Su⇡⇢ Ayyub was 
his grandson Su⇡⇢ Anis Miyan Ashra⇡⇢, who would organize the )urs festivities at his 
home. Although Su⇡⇢ Ayyub had several sons and grandsons, Anis Miyan was the only 
one to actively continue the Su⇡⇢ tradition of his grandfather alongside the family busi-
ness in jewellery.
In his sam⌅⇧ assemblies, Anis Miyan strives to recreate the atmosphere that pre-

vailed when his grandfather was still alive. He encourages singing the classics of the 
core qawwali repertoire and often prompts the performers to sing in Persian. Overt dis-
play of ecstasy is discouraged. The functions he organizes have a good reputation in 
Old Delhi and they attract the participation of many local Su⇡⇢s. Although Anis Miyan 
does not belong to a p↵rz⌅dah family, he is also well known in the Nizamuddin Basti 
because of the mass feeding of people he arranges during the ⇧urs festivities. No small 
undertaking, the food is cooked in shifts in Langar khana (‘the House of Soup Kitchen’) 
throughout the day. Langar khana also houses the tombs of Anis Miyan’s predecessors, 
Maulana Abdussalaam and Su⇡⇢ Ayyub, and he organizes a sam⌅⇧ assembly there dur-
ing the ⇧urs festivities of NizA7m al-D8n and Am8r Khusrau.1 Through these activities, he 
has been able to carve himself a niche in an environment that is dominated by Su⇡⇢ 
elite belonging to established familial lineages.
The programme of Su⇡⇢ Ayyub’s ⇧urs began with a f⌅ti⇣ah in the reception room of 

the house Anis Miyan shares with his brothers, and a dinner was served in the same 
space. Having ⇡⇢nished their meals, the guests squeezed themselves into Anis Miyan’s 
bed-cum-living room, where the bed served as a podium for the qawwals. First, the 

1 The information on the Su⇡⇢ tradition of Anis Miyan was provided by him during an interview at 
his house in Old Delhi on 2 March 2014.
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father of Anis Miyan acted as the m↵r-i ma⇣⌘✓l, but when he retired to his quarters some 
time later, his son assumed this role.
According to his own words, Anis Miyan has several disciples, both in Delhi and in 

the surrounding cities. However, only a few of them were present during the function. 
Interestingly, they were all middle-class Hindu professionals. The majority of the audi-
ence was comprised of Old Delhi merchants and scholars operating in the traditional 
madrasa framework. The motivations behind their attendance varied from being aB⇡⇢li-
ated with a Su⇡⇢ brotherhood that encourages sam⌅⇧, to being purely interested in at-
tending a cultural program of qawwali music. The presence of a non-local qawwal, 
Iftekhar Ahmed, enhanced the prestige of the occasion. Normally, the qawwali would 
be the responsibility of Meraj Ahmed, but Iftekhar happened to be in Delhi during 
Anis Miyan’s function because he had been singing at the ⇧urs of Inayat Khan the pre-
vious day.
Once the guests had been seated inside the room, in the corridor and the terrace 

outside, the senior members of the audience began discussing the appropriate order 
for the items to be performed. Some suggested that the sal⌅m written by NizA7m al-D8n 
should be the ⇡⇢rst item. Others argued that the qawwals should begin with Qaul and 
Rang, because the sam⌅⇧ was preceded by a f⌅ti⇣ah, even if dinner was served in 
between. Eventually, the latter view prevailed and it was decided that the sal⌅m should 
be sung at the very end of the occasion. The discussion illustrates that the arrange-
ment of items is not ⇡⇢xed in a sam⌅⇧ assembly. Instead, it is often a result of negoti-
ations that take contextual parameters into consideration.
As a special guest-performer, Iftekhar Ahmed was ⇡⇢rst to sing. He adopted a clas-

sical approach and began with naghmah-yi qudd�s↵. This was followed by an elaborate 
Qaul that was prefaced with three rub⌅⇧↵s and altogether fourteen inserted girahs. 
Some of the adjunct items are commonly incorporated to the Qaul (for example, 1st 
and 2nd rub⌅⇧↵s, 2nd, 5th, 7th and 9th girahs), whereas Iftekhar’s idiosyncratic approach be-
comes evident in his employment of the maqt!a⇧ from a ghazal by :7⇡⇢zA as a rub⌅⇧↵ (3rd 
rub⌅⇧↵), as well as in his elaboration of the signi⇡⇢cance of Ali for a person lying in his 
grave. This he does in a sequence of three girahs (7th, 8th and 9th girahs). It is signi⇡⇢cant 
that the qawwals also deem it suitable to praise Ali by evoking the heroic acts of his 
son Husain in Karbala (10th and 12th girahs).
The Hindi verse (2nd girah) is an excellent example of how literary conventions as-

sociated with a particular language are utilized in the search for new ways to praise a 
saintly personage. The verse extols Ali’s bravery and valour much like Persian and Urdu 
poetry do, but he is also described as parm⌅tm⌅ (‘highest soul’) and dharm⌅tm⌅ (‘the 
soul of dharma; the soul of divine order’). The use of the adverb kah↵" softens the 
meaning of these expressions somewhat by indicating that this is an assumption of 
the poetic subject. However, the fact remains that these claims are grandiose and sus-
picious from a strictly theological point of view. When expressed in Hindi, however, 
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they do not sound extreme at all. The habitual combination of languages and poetic 
registers in a qawwali performance facilitates accommodating such expressions into 
the environment of Persian and Urdu verses and poetic images without making them 
seem out of place.

Item 1: Qaul in Arabic

naghmah-yi qudd�s↵
<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

Sometimes the walls shake, sometimes the gate shudders
Hearing the name of Ali, Khaybar shudders even today.

2nd rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Persian)

It is written at the door of the Paradise, in the tribunal of fate:
The Messenger is the prophet, the Attacking Lion the designated successor.

3rd rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Persian)

4⌅⌘✓z!, befriend my enemies from now on
Pursue your own comfort, the battle is with the soul.

Qaul Whose master I am.

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

He became a manifestation of the divine mercy
In penury, he became the hand of God
An entire life was spent in di7⌘✓culty, but
He became the solver of di7⌘✓culties for the entire world.

Qaul Master, master Ali.

2nd girah (in 
Hindi)

Ali-ji, you are a hero, you are a strong man, you are the father of the earth
Remover of obstacles, valiant warrior of the Lord of the universe
Your play is extraordinary, I know not what you are2
Maybe you are the highest soul, maybe you are the soul of the divine order.

Qaul Master, master Ali.

3rd girah (in 
Urdu; re-

When the time gave [me] immedicable grief
The Truth gave [me] a clue about master Ali

2 In this line, Iftekhar renders the more common reading anokh↵ tumr↵ l↵l⌅ hai ko;↵ ky⌅ j⌅ne ky⌅ tum 
ho (‘Your play is extraordinary, does anyone know what you are?’) more akin to contemporary Urdu/ 
Hindi by substituting ko;↵ ky⌅ j⌅ne with the synonymous expression nah↵" ma⇧l�m. It is noteworthy that 
he takes care to retain the poetic meter despite the change.
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peated 
twice)

The troubles themselves began to give up their persecution
But I involved Ali against them!

Qaul Master, master Ali.

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

Whose mind and heart are sincere
Every word of his is an arrow.
How would he be a poor stranger in the world?
He possesses his master’s arrow!

Qaul Master, master Ali.

5th girah (in 
Persian)

Bravo the might and majesty of the Father of Dust, the pride of humanity
Ali with whom God is pleased, remover of obstacles, lion of the Omnipotent.

Friend of the Truth, assignee of Mustafa, ocean overDlowing with bounty
Imam of the two worlds, the direction for the prayers of religion and faith.

Niy⌅z, during the resurrection, you will not be destitute
Since the love and a7fection for Ali will be your possessions.3

Qaul Master, master Ali.

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

I searched in every assembly, lamp of the heart in hand
By God! I was not able to ⌘✓nd Ali’s equal.

Qaul Master, master Ali.

7th girah (in 
Urdu)

I will remember the Father of Dust in the grave
I will silence every question
Angels, desist, do not ask me anything
Just let Ali arrive [and] I will settle the whole bill.

Qaul Master, master Ali.

8th girah (in 
Urdu)

Munkir and Nak↵r,4 why do you torment me in the grave?
I am a slave of the ⌘✓ve holy ones,5 did you not recognize me?

3 Verses from a manqabat by Niy7z. See fn. on Chilla, Item 1 above.
4 Munkir and Nak8r, the angels who interrogate a human being about his faith in the grave and pun-
ish him until the day of resurrection, if he fails to give the correct answers.
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Qaul Master, master Ali.

9th girah (in 
Urdu and 
Persian)

When angels interrogated me in the grave [saying]:
‘Give an explanation about your prophet and your faith!’
Though dead, I managed to sit up
Taking the name of Muhammad after [mentioning] God, I said:
‘Ali is my imam, I am a slave of Ali
Let thousand precious names be sacri⌘✓ced in the name of Ali.’

Qaul Master, master Ali.

10th girah (in 
Urdu; re-
peated 
thrice)

The Prophet is God’s messenger, what can one say about him?
Everyone joined the religion of the Prophet, dumbfounded.
When Ali arrived, the lips of Islam would not keep closed
When Husain arrived, Islam reached the prime of manhood.

Qaul Master, master Ali.

11th girah (in 
Urdu)

The rank of God’s lion is most extraordinary
The Messenger of God brought Ali up.
The precious person of Ali is higher than anyone else
Among all the people, that is the high place of Ali.

Qaul Master, master Ali.

12th girah (in 
Urdu)

Oh how Husain prostrated in front of God!
Husain paid o7f the debt of the community of believers.
There is no prostration now, this just imitation
[Real] prostration was o7fered by Husain in Karbala.

Qaul Master, master Ali.

13th girah (in 
Urdu)

For the sake of the peace of mind, Khvursh↵d
Keep the discourse about the Master on your lips.
He is soon to appear
[So] keep your eyes ritually pure!

5 Panjtan, i.e. Muhammad, Ali, Fatima, Hasan and Husain.
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Qaul Master, master Ali.

14th girah (in 
Urdu)

Every saint is a sacri⌘✓ce for the sake of Ali
Wherever you look, there is Ali, Ali.

Qaul and 
tar⌅na

Master, master Ali.

Master Ali Ali Ali, Master Ali Ali.

ham tum tan⌅ n⌅n⌅ n⌅ tan⌅n⌅n⌅ re
yal⌅l↵ yal⌅l↵ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l↵
yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l↵

The performance is greeted with enthusiasm. Many listeners exclaim that the 
qawwals have given an entirely new colour to the Qaul (qaul ko bi’l-kul nay⌅ rang diy⌅). 
Both Iftekhar’s approach to the song text and the response of the audience establish a 
pattern of interaction between the performers and listeners that would characterize all 
his subsequent numbers during the evening. Iftekhar is known for a wide repertoire of 
adjunct items that he can expertly interweave with the salient text. When he performs, 
he keeps the structure of an item coherent by skilfully balancing between the salient 
text and the adjunct items. In practice this means that despite the plethora of rub⌅⇧↵s 
and girahs, the salient text continues to de⇡⇢ne the performance. 
In the case of the Qaul, the salient text is often lost behind the numerous adjunct 

items. In the present performance, moreover, the qawwals exhibit remarkable non-
chalance towards the Qaul itself. The girahs are indispensable for the Qaul, and the 
qawwals are in general fairly free to modify the song text. However, it is striking that 
Iftekhar omits the second half of the Qaul (fa-⇧aliyyun maul⌅, ‘his master is Ali’) as well 
as the ⇡⇢rst line of the tar⌅nah (dar dil dar dil dar d⌅n↵) and instead focuses on the ad-
junct items. At the Nizamuddin shrine, for example, this would elicit outrage from the 
listeners. At Anis Miyan’s home, the listeners react instead by interjecting Sub⇣⌅n 
All⌅h! (‘Praised be God!’) and V⌅h v⌅h! (‘Bravo!’). In Qureshi’s typology of audience re-
sponses, these belong to the forms of common Indo-Muslim cultural expression.6 Such 
responses are more typical to mush⌅⇧irahs and musical recitals outside the Su⇡⇢ 
context. They are rarely encountered in the formal sam⌅⇧ assemblies like those organ-
ized at the Chilla or Khwaja Hall. The qawwals’ approach to the song texts in Anis 
Miyan’s sam⌅⇧ assembly resembles more a poet’s presentation of his works in a 
mush⌅⇧irah than a qawwal’s conventional approach in a sam⌅⇧ assembly. The textual 
content is extremely elaborate and appreciating verbal artistry occasionally overshad-
ows absorbed listening. Also takr⌅r that aims at unearthing meanings from a relatively 

6 See Qureshi 2006: 120.
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small bulk of text is exiguous. After the assembly, when the guests had departed, Anis 
Miyan himself expressed his exasperation with what he perceived as the lack of 
be⇡⇢tting attitude on the part of some listeners. But since they were not his disciples, he 
could not instruct them on what he thought was suitable adab.
The Qaul is conventionally followed by the Rang. In addition to certain stock ad-

junct items (1st rub⌅⇧↵, 2nd girah), Iftekhar introduces a highly unusual selection of inser-
ted verses into his performance. Especially the ⇡⇢fth girah is innovative. The two verses 
list the qualities of the beloved in a manner that is typical to ghazals. The second verse 
ends surprisingly with a question na j⌅;�" mai" kaise ab kah↵" m⌅" (‘How could I not 
go now, mother?’) that introduces one of the protagonists of Hindi poetry, the mother, 
into the poem. This indicates that the protagonist of a poem is a girl who describes her 
male beloved. Thus the statement upturns the conventional discourse of a male lover 
describing his male or female beloved and introduces a female lover into the poetic 
universe of the ghazal. The phrase links the poetic conventions of Persian and Urdu 
with Hindi and ⇡⇢rmly connects the girah with the Rang.
Iftekhar also reworks the salient text by introducing the passage jo t� m⌅"ge rang 

k↵ rang⌅;↵ / mer⌅ joban girv↵ rakh le rang↵le (‘If you want a fee for dyeing / Keep my 
youth as a pledge, you colourful rake’) from another Hindi poem often sung in con-
junction with the Rang. By addressing both NizA7m al-D8n and U7bir )Al7V al-D8n in the 
⇡⇢llers employed in takr⌅r k⌅ ⇣alqah, he acknowledges the members of both branches 
of the Chishti brotherhood who are present among the audience.

Item 2: Rang in Hindi

1st rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Hindi)

The colour of the Prophet was thrown into the air, and there was colour in the hand of 
the Master7
Whose shirt8 gets dyed, his being dyed is indeed fortunate.

Rang Today there is colour, O mother, there is colour, hey!

7 This doh⌅ is frequently translated incorrectly into English. The expression rain↵ caJh↵ ras�l k↵ is in-
terpreted, for instance, by Saleem Kidwai to mean nocturnal (rain↵) ascension (caJh↵) of the Prophet 
(ras�l k↵). (Jashn-e-Khusrau 2012: 181.) While rain↵ could formally be an adjective derived from rain 
(‘night’), the common meaning of the word is colour. Rang/rain↵ caJhn⌅ is an ordinary enough expres-
sion for dyeing or throwing colours. (Cf. verses by :asrat [Khwaja Hall, Item 8], Bedam [Khwaja Hall, 
Item 3] and Kamil [Khanqah-i Kamil, Item 11].) The reference to hol↵ in the second line indicates that 
the intended meaning of rain↵ caJh↵ ras�l k↵ is, indeed, ‘The colour of the Prophet went up,’ that is ‘The 
colour of the Prophet was thrown into the air.’
8 Jhol⌅ denotes a bag, but also a loose shirt or its hem that has been extended in order to receive 
something in it. See Dasa 1965–1975: 1861 and McGregor 2000: 398. The variant Iftekhar sings is rare, 
since usually a veil (c�ndar) is dyed instead of the hem. Cf. with Item 13 in the following chapter. The 
use of the word jhol⌅ may echo a common theme found in Persian and Urdu poetry, where the hem 
(d⌅man) is often soiled by sins and requires washing. In Hindi poetry, the washing has been substituted 
by dyeing.
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There is colour in the house of my beloved! (Let’s go, friend, let’s go!)
I9 found my master Nij⌅m al-D↵n Auliy⌅;
(Nij⌅m al-D↵n, K⌅bir ⇧Al⌅; al-D↵n Auliy⌅;.)

1st girah (in 
Hindi)

Look at the disciples of B⌅b⌅ Far↵d:
One form that has two shapes!

Rang Khv⌅ja Nij⌅m al-D↵n, K⌅bir ⇧Al⌅; al-D↵n!

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

Except for me, who is a master of destiny like this?
My fate gave this kind of master of mine!

Rang Khv⌅ja Nij⌅m al-D↵n, K⌅bir ⇧Al⌅; al-D↵n!

3rd girah (in 
Hindi)

Colour me so that the colour will not fade
Even if the entire life got drained from my eyes.

I celebrate the good fortune of )8d
Having set my eyes on Kh⌅ja Nij⌅m.

Rang If you want a fee for dyeing (Master K⌅bir! Ganjshakkar’s darling! Khv⌅ja Far↵d’s 
darling!)
Keep my youth as a pledge, you colourful rake. (Divine Beloved!)

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

One is more beautiful than the next
But no one is like you.

Rang Keep my youth as a pledge, you colourful rake. (Divine Beloved! ⇧Al↵ A⇣mad K⌅bir!)

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

Two intoxicated eyes, long tresses; when eyebrows are wrinkled, eyelashes become ar-
rows.
Thousands of amorous glances in every graceful gesture, thousands of calamities hid-
den in the glance.

Eyes are sweet, but the manner is crooked; intoxication in amorous glance, mischief in 
playfulness.
His glances are full of charm. How could I possibly not go now, mother?

9 The archaic Hindi expression mohe (‘to me’) has been substituted with a less archaic Urdu expres-
sion mai" ne (‘I’).
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Rang Keep my youth as a pledge, you colourful rake. (Divine Beloved!)

6th girah (in 
Hindi)

Who touches the body, knows the body
But there is no way to know the matters of the heart
Yet I know, my beloved knows.

Rang Keep my youth as a pledge, you colourful rake. (Divine Beloved!)
I have wandered searching from one country to another
My heart cherishes only your colour. (Divine Beloved!)

After the Rang, Iftekhar sings Ba-kh�b↵, a Persian ghazal attributed to Am8r 
Khusrau and associated with the ritual context. He inserts Urdu translations by the cel-
ebrated Hyderabadi qawwal, Aziz Ahmed Khan Warsi in between the Persian verses. 
When the listeners hear the ⇡⇢rst translation, they are thrilled. Although some listeners 
know Persian intimately and many others are acquainted with the general meaning of 
Persian qawwali standards, they also enjoy the translation. None of the Urdu verses is a 
word to word translation and the slight changes in the angle of vision have a potential 
to add another layer of meaning to the original. When Iftekhar begins the third verse 
in Persian, the listeners look at him inquisitively, unsure if he would sing the transla-
tion or not. When he does, his performance is greeted with verbal praise and 
naNr⌅nah.

Item 3: A ghazal in Persian

1st verse May you shine in beauty like the moon
May you always remain in the kingdom of attraction.

2nd verse 
(Urdu trans-
lation)

You killed me with amorous glances
My prayer is that you would live [long].

2nd verse You killed me, the poor, by an amorous glance
You were merciful,10 my God, may you live [long]!

3rd verse I am released from the captivity of the two worlds
If you just sit together with [your] slave.

3rd verse I remain free from the two worlds

10 This phrase (karam kard↵) is always repeated extensively by the qawwals. Even listeners not ac-
quainted with Persian can understand it, as it resembles the Urdu phrase karam kar diy⌅ (‘were merci-
ful’).
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(Urdu trans-
lation)

If you sit, resplendent,11 next to me.

3rd verse I am released from the captivity of the two worlds
If you just sit together with [your] slave.

4th verse Do not be so cruel, lest tomorrow, in the day of judgement.

4th verse 
(Urdu trans-
lation)

Let it not be so that killing the lovers
Should make you ashamed in the day of judgement.

4th verse Do not be so cruel, lest tomorrow, in the day of judgement
You should feel ashamed in front of the lovers.

5th verse By debauchery and frolic, like Khusrau
May you also tear up thousands of households.

1st verse In beauty like the moon.

Next, it is decided that the qawwals should sing a na⇧t. The Urdu na⇧t Iftekhar se-
lects is one of his signature songs belonging to his varying repertoire, and I have never 
heard anyone else to perform it. The na⇧t, sparingly decorated with well-placed girahs, 
explores the themes of mediation (shaf⌅⇧at) and the light of Muhammad (n�r-i 
mu⇣ammad↵). The ⇡⇢rst girah is a rare example of a polemical verse employed in a 
sam⌅⇧ assembly. It assumes a stance against the non-Su⇡⇢ reformists who claim that the 
Prophet Muhammad is no more alive, but as dead as the rest of the people who have 
died. The performance entices tumultuous response from the listeners, most of whom 
are probably hearing the poem for the ⇡⇢rst time.
In this item, the qawwals rely on takr⌅r, especially in the case of the last quarters 

of the verses. This reWXects the semantic and formal structure of a ghazal, wherein the 
⇡⇢rst line always presents a situation which requires a solution while the second line re-
solves it. Both lines are generally further divided into two equal halves by the cesura, 
and the ⇡⇢nal conclusion often comes only in the last quarter. The qawwals invariably 
sing the ⇡⇢rst line in the higher-pitched antar⌅ section, which, according to Qureshi, 
‘musically suggests an excursion to the new territory.’ The second, rhyming line that in-
cludes the resolving statement is sung in lower-pitched asth⌅y↵, musically suggesting 
‘stability and conclusiveness.’ The transition from the ⇡⇢rst line to the second is one of 
the few occasions where qawwals are able to insert purely musical, improvised pas-

11 Rakhshandah ho tum, lit. ‘you are shining, resplendent.’ This is an extremely polite way to invite 
someone to sit down. Cf. with the Hindi phrase vir⌅jieg⌅ (lit. ‘please, do shine’) used for a similar pur-
pose.
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sages. While singing the pure tune seldom leads to a reward from the audience, it can 
happen, when such passage is inserted between the verse lines so that it leads from the 
⇡⇢rst line to the second.12
Each of the parts of a verse can be repeated the necessary number of times, and 

the qawwals frequently use the combination of inconclusive semantic statements and 
high-pitched singing in order to delay the lower-pitched concluding statement of the 
verse. If the concluding statement is considerably delayed, like in Iftekhar’s perform-
ance at hand, it acquires so much weight that when it is eventually sung, the audience 
response is tumultuous and calls for a prolonged takr⌅r.

Item 4: A na⇧t in Urdu

<al⌅p>
1st rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

If the wealth of the two worlds is lost, so what?
But, God, do not let the hem of Muhammad slip from my hand.

1st verse From whose breath the two worlds gleam, that is you for sure
Mercy of the Truth from head to toe (Lord!) you are the mercy for the two worlds!

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

Both day and night are illuminated by his light
Well, he is a human being, but [in reality] he is such a person.
He who says that his honour is no more, is an in⌘✓del
The Koran says that Muhammad is still alive.

1st verse Mercy of the Truth from head to toe (Lord!) you are the mercy for the two worlds!

2nd verse I am bad, but I do not call myself bad just like that
Because there is a heart in my chest (Lord! The Prophet of God!) and you live in that 
heart.

3rd verse What is the punishment for the sins? I have never thought about that
But I know (Lord! My lord!) that you speak on behalf of the sinners.

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

I do not love you just because you are [in rank next] after God
[But because] in the place of congregation, you will ask after me.

3rd verse But I know (Lord! My lord!) that you speak on behalf of the sinners.

12 Qureshi 2006: 62, 204.
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3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

Where would the glance go after [turning to] the door of the best of men?
Whom would it search after [⌘✓nding] him who ⌘✓lls the needs of the world?
The religion has become perfect and the blessings have become full
No prophet will now arrive after Mustafa.

3rd verse But I know (Lord! My lord!) that you speak on behalf of the sinners.

4th verse The matter is huge and the mouth is small, but why should I lie?
My perception tells me that wherever I am, you are there too.

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

There is no one, who is like him
He has met with God.

I am false, how could I praise him?
Great is my lord, great is his matter.

Beggar is a beggar; what is [the claim] of the beggars?
If the king of kings seats [them], it is [only] his good will.

4th verse My perception tells me that wherever I am, you are there too.

1st verse Mercy of the Truth from head to toe.

The na⇧t is followed by another of Iftekhar’s signature songs, a contemporary 
Urdu ghazal by his teacher. Neither the salient text nor any of the adjunct items belong 
to the widely known classics of the core qawwali repertoire. Instead, they are part of 
the regionally important poetic tradition of western Uttar Pradesh and feature in the 
performances of qawwals hailing from that area. Iftekhar begins the performance with 
a long series of rub⌅⇧↵s. The qawwals sing in a leisurely pace and occasionally insert 
melodic improvisations without departing too far from the text. The rub⌅⇧↵s evoke the 
presence of the beloved or his phantom from various angles. In each rub⌅⇧↵, he appears 
both present and absent simultaneously. This is graphically illustrated by the ⇡⇢fth 
rub⌅⇧↵ where he is so near that the breath of the lover collides with the breath of the 
beloved. However, he is simultaneously so far that the lover is forced to search for him 
even when he meets him face to face.
When Iftekhar is about to sing this delicate verse, some of the listeners start to 

chat with each other. Instead of ignoring them, he stops singing and asks ‘H⌅", miy⌅n?’ 
(‘Yes, sir?’) and continues only after everyone is absolutely still again. At Anis Miyan’s 
home, the qawwal is able to assert his position as an artist, who has the right to ask for 
the undivided attention of the audience. In formal sam⌅⇧ assemblies, which are 
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presided over by Su⇡⇢ masters or p↵rz⌅dahs, the qawwals are pushed to a role of service 
professionals, but here they are in the limelight and, furthermore, very conscious of 
their position.
In the course of the performance, Iftekhar crafts intricate webs of meaning around 

the salient text. Although he sings only three verses out of the total ⇡⇢ve, the recurrent 
returning to the salient text keeps the structure of the performance coherent. On the 
level of meaning, the girahs sung by Iftekhar form an elegant succession that deepens 
the import of the salient text instead of loosing sight of it.
The performance is also an excellent example of striking a balance between the 

profane and sacred notions of love. Each of the verses could refer to love between two 
human beings, but the references to ritual prayer (nam⌅z), prostration (sajdah) and 
⇡⇢nding the beloved in oneself scattered throughout the performance act as gentle 
pointers towards their mystical interpretation. However, the qawwals never assume 
the role of a preacher who would explicitly state the metaphorical references to the 
listeners instead of letting them discover them themselves.
The performance has four distinct sections. The ⇡⇢rst consists of the seven rub⌅⇧↵s 

and paves the way for the mood of sweet sadness. This emotional charge is in stark 
contrast with the vigorous jubilation of the preceding na⇧t, which indicates how radic-
al the changes of mood between two successive items can be. The second section com-
prises the girah verses elaborating on the yearning for union with the beloved that is 
expressed in the ⇡⇢rst verse of the ghazal. As the girahs indicate, the lover has to be 
willing to endure grief and adversities on his way to the ⇡⇢nal ful⇡⇢lment. The third sec-
tion is built around the second verse and consists of girahs that elaborate on the diBfer-
ent types of prostration. The ⇡⇢nal, fourth section comprises the girahs that throw light 
on the state of intoxication mentioned in the third verse of the ghazal.

Item 5: A ghazal in Urdu

<al⌅p>
1st rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

I had not even raised my hands into supplication after the prayer
When I found him after a long period of time.

Thousand times I have looked at him face to face
Sometimes before the prayer, sometimes after the prayer.

I have roamed the land of Dlowers and intermingled with roses
But I did not feel at home there after your banquet of amorous playfulness.

2nd rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

I had not even raised my head from prostration
When I heard the voice:13 ‘I am in front [of you].’
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3rd rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

The soft sound of his footsteps resounded throughout the night
With every beat of heart, I thought he had arrived.

4th rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

As much as I become absorbed in waiting
My whole being turns into a fantasy about the friend.

5th rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

[You are] so close, that a breath collides with a breath
[But] so far, that I keep searching for you in you.

6th rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Urdu)

In search for you, where could I go except into myself?
I found this path after [trying] every other path.

1st verse You occupy every corner of the heart (Beloved, my beloved!) – let there be love like that
I become yours and remain yours (Beloved, my beloved!) – let there be life like that now.

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

I happily accept all the grief over you
So that you may say, smiling: ‘He loves someone.’

1st verse I become yours and remain yours (Beloved, my beloved!) – let there be life like that now.

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

Who longs for a respite from grief over you
Oh God, let not a life like that be my fate.

1st verse I become yours and remain yours – let there be life like that now.

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

Stay sometimes in the mind, sometimes in the heart, sometimes in the eyes
This is all for you, dwell in whichever abode [you like].

1st verse I become yours and remain yours (Life of the souls!) – let there be life like that now.

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

Without you, I ⌘✓nd no peace of mind, what should I do?
I see only you in everything, what should I do?

1st verse I become yours and remain yours – let there be life like that now.

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

Who loves someone, should follow it to the utmost limit
Who then o7fers false riches, should relinquish his life.

13 Ek ⌅v⌅z yih ⌅;↵, lit. ‘this certain voice came’.
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1st verse I become yours and remain yours (Beloved, my beloved!) – let there be life like that now.

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

Your face illuminates my solitude
Where has a lamp been lit, where is the day-light?

1st verse I become yours and remain yours – let there be life like that now.

7th girah (in 
Urdu)

When I assigned my heart to you
I degreed [for myself] whatever consequences intimacy might entail.

Loss of reputation is involved in every act of love
My kith and kin wrote o7f my name as disgraced.

God raised the pen and ink
And assigned all the beauty in the world to you.

1st verse I become yours and remain yours – let there be life like that now.

2nd verse Let my head remain bowed on the feet of the beloved for the entire life.

8th girah (in 
Urdu)

In your eyes, there is a beautiful reDlection
That is why my prostration is prolonged.

2nd verse Let my head remain bowed on the feet of the beloved for the entire life.

9th girah (in 
Urdu)

I feel pity over the worship of the people
Who could not bow down their hearts together with the forehead.

2nd verse Let my head remain bowed on the feet of the beloved for the entire life.

10th girah (in 
Urdu)

Whenever my fate took its revenge on me
Each time the memories of you held [my] hand.

2nd verse Let my head remain bowed on the feet of the beloved for the entire life.

11th girah (in 
Urdu; re-
peated 
twice)

Bowing one’s forehead on the threshold is not worship
Rather look, there is nothing lacking in my love.
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2nd verse Let my head remain bowed on the feet of the beloved for the entire life
When I derive pleasure from worship, let it come from worship like this.

3rd verse Let being in senses never be my lot in life.

12th girah (in 
Urdu)

Sometimes he penetrates [my thoughts] to such an extent
That when I think, he hears it.

3rd verse Let being in senses never be my lot in life. (Never in life!)

13th girah (in 
Urdu)

If you have to give something, give this much capability to the sight:
If I look at the mirror, you appear to me.

What a curious condition there is for seeing:
If the eyes are closed, you manifest yourself.

3rd verse Let being in senses never be my lot in life. (Never in life!)

14th girah (in 
Urdu)

I have drunk from the intoxicated eyes of someone and lost control over myself
The spirit of reason is also there in my wine.

3rd verse Let being in senses never be my lot in life. (Never in life!)

15th girah (in 
Urdu)

I have been given a drink by the eyes
My inebriation will dissipate after a long while.

3rd verse Let being in senses never be my lot in life (Never in life!)
Let [me] drink such wine from the proud, intoxicated eyes. (Intoxicated eyes!) 

16th girah (in 
Urdu)

The eyes made the beauty of the two worlds vanish14 from the sight
God knows which world you showed me.

3rd verse Let [me] drink such wine from the proud, intoxicated eyes. (Intoxicated eyes!)

17th girah (in 
Urdu)

This is the enigma of worshipping God; do you [think you] know something?
It is necessary to remain under his gaze.

I need the stone of the friend’s threshold for my prostrations

14 Gir⌅ d↵, lit. ‘dropped away’.
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Otherwise, how far will the Sanctuary remain from the heart.

Sham↵m, people may call me an in⌘✓del; let them!
The one I love is nothing else but the light of the Truth.

3rd verse Intoxicated eyes. (Intoxicated eyes!)

18th girah (in 
Urdu)

By God, there is such intoxication in those eyes
That, just look, whoever sees them gets drunk.

3rd verse Intoxicated eyes. (Intoxicated eyes!)

19th girah (in 
Urdu)

Your eyes cast a spell on my heart
Your eyes emit the fragrance of love. 

3rd verse Let [me] drink such wine from the proud, intoxicated eyes. (Intoxicated eyes!)

1st verse I become yours and remain yours – let there be life like that now.

Ghulam Hasnain, the son of Meraj Ahmad, has arrived during Iftekhar’s perform-
ance. The latter has noticed him and is preparing to leave. The audience, however, re-
quests him to sing one more song. He complies and sings four verses (verses 1, 4, 3 and 
6) of a six-verse Persian ghazal attributed to RYm8.15 The Persian verses are part of a 
mukhammas written on the ghazal by a poet who uses the pen name A<mad. Unfortu-
nately, I have not been able to ascertain the identity of the author. The text is, however, 
widely known and it is sung by qawwals both in India and Pakistan. Iftekhar again as-
serts his position as the centre of the attention and chastises an elderly gentleman 
who tries to sneak out mid-performance.

Item 6: A macaronic tazm'n in Urdu and Persian

1st verse Lovely sweetheart of mine, be kind
According to what is possible, protect my honour
Beloved, come, just for a moment
I am yearning to make you my guest
Friend, I sacri⌘✓ce my soul and heart [to you]. (Everything I have is a sacri⌘✓ce!)

15 The ghazal is not found in D↵v⌅n-i Shams, but it is included in all the three qawwali anthologies. 
See NYr al-:asan, Naghm⌅t, 279; F7rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 146; Meraj, Sur�d, 117.
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2nd verse When my restlessness grew intolerable
I reiterated this a7Dliction to him
He laughed and said: ‘You keep still repeating (?) [that]?’
If I knew for certain that you love me
I would dazzle you with your own beauty.16

3rd verse Oh, heart is full of pain, soul is restless.
Although you are wailing and emaciated in love
Sacri⌘✓ce your existence to that idol.
If you relinquish your head like a man
I will make you a sacri()ce like Ismael.

4th verse A⇣mad, how long will you stay here and there?
What would the shadow of his favourites (?) do?
I am a sacri⌘✓ce, but accept his secrets [as] a gift:
Shams-i Tabrez↵, say to Maul⌅n⌅:
‘I will make you a record of the secrets of the court.’17

After the performance, Iftekhar and his group collect their instruments and the 
naNr⌅nah while a round of tea is being served to everyone. Most of the outside guests 
leave as well. As the bed-cum-living room becomes less crowded, the women of the 
family as well as a female disciple are invited to sit inside.
After the break, Ghulam Hasnain, who is deputizing for his ailing father, begins. 

Compared to Iftekhar, his numbers are straightforward and succinct. He uses rub⌅⇧↵s 
and girahs sparingly and hardly ever employs takr⌅r. The overall impression is that he 
is merely ful⇡⇢lling his professional duty. For the most part, he fails to enthral the audi-
ence, whose sole reaction to his singing is to oBfer naNr⌅nah whenever a name of a 
saintly personage is mentioned. Most of the items he sings are part of the repertoire 
learned from his father. The qawwals begin with a naghmah, al⌅p and two na⇧ts be-
longing to the core qawwali repertoire. The ⇡⇢rst one, written in Hindi by Kh7liq 
K7npYr8, is prefaced by a common Persian rub⌅⇧↵ whereas the second one, a Persian 
poem attributed to J7m8, is sung without textual embellishments.

16 According to the interpretation prevalent among contemporary Indian Su⇡⇢s, this verse refers to 
the mirror as the only gift a lover can oBfer to the beloved. When presented to him, it will dazzle him 
with his own beauty, not with the beauty of the lover. This is the reason for translating az jam⌅l-i khvesh 
as ‘from your own beauty’ instead of ‘from my own beauty’.
17 The last line reads in the qawwali anthologies vaqif-i asr⌅r-i yazd⌅n-at kunam (‘I will make you fa-
miliar with divine secrets’).
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Item 7: A na⇧t in Hindi

naghmah
<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Persian)

Messenger of God!

Muhammad is the rose, Ali the fragrance of the rose
Fatima is inside that petal of the rose
Husain and Hasan came forth like its perfume
Which scents the earth and the time.

1st verse When Muhammad Mustafa was born, aunt Halima took him to her lap and said:
‘Do light the ghee lamps, Amina’s darling was born!’18

1st girah (in 
Hindi)

Aunt Halima gave lovely Muhammad milk to drink
Lifted him on her arms and
Brought him a small basket of molasses (?).19

1st verse ‘Do light the ghee lamps, Amina’s darling was born!’

2nd verse In the Heaven the cries of joy resounded, the earth sung merrily.20
Gabriel called out: ‘Muhammad was born today!’

3rd verse Today, the huris danced in Abdullah’s courtyard, ankle bells tinkling.
All the prophets from Adam to Jesus came to present their felicitations.

4th verse Angels came reading blessings and stars twinkled
On the lap of his mother, he was just like a jewel in a ring.

Item 8: A na⇧t in Persian

1st verse Zephyr, travel towards Batha [in Mecca]
Tell about my condition to Muhammad.21

18 Meraj, Sur�d, 148.
19 L⌅var, possibly from l⌅gar.
20 Dhart↵ g⌅;e malh⌅r, lit. ‘the earth sung malh⌅r,’ the raga of rainy season. Since the dry earth is 
thought to rejoice from the rain, the expression also means to sing merrily. See, e.g. McGregor 2000: 795.
21 The poem is not found in Kulliy⌅t-i J⌅m↵. In NYr al-:asan’s Naghm⌅t, it lacks the maqt!a⇧ and is 
classi⇡⇢ed as anonymous. See NYr al-:asan, Naghm⌅t, 309–310. The maqt!a⇧ bearing the takhalluS J7m8 
appears in F7rYq8’s Naghm⌅t and in Sur�d. See F7rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 163; Meraj, Sur�d, 53.
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2nd verse Muhammad, you are the king of the world
Kindly, bestow a glance towards me.

3rd verse Take this longing soul of mine there
Sacri⌘✓ce it for the sake of the tomb of the best of the men.

4th verse Although J⌅m↵ was already honoured with his kindness
God, be merciful like that another time too.

Following the prescribed thematic order, the qawwals sing a manqabat after the 
na⇧t. The poem in praise of Mu)8n al-D8n is a favourite of the p↵rz⌅dahs of the 
Nizamuddin shrine.

Item 9: A manqabat in Urdu

1st rub⌅⇧↵ The sweetheart of Khv⌅jah ⇧Usm⌅n, Saintly Master of India
You are the darling of Fatima Zahra, you are the dearest of Ali.

Refrain You are a great nurturer of the poor strangers, (Mu⇧↵n al-D↵n!) saintly master of In-
dia.

1st verse You are explicitly the saint of India, you are called the king of saints
We are also beggars at your door, give us, too, for the sake of Husain.

2nd verse Give me, for the sake of Ali,22 my hem is still empty
My master, be merciful to everyone, I implore you for the sake of Ghaus P⌅k.23

3rd verse He invited to his door whom he wished and made his own whom he wished
These decisions are made with great mercy, glorious fate is in question.

4th verse Restore my damaged fortune, be kind to the sinner
My reputation is in your hands, my life is at stake.

5th verse Due to your blessings they became all saints, Qut!b, Far↵d and beloved K⌅bir

22 The line does not properly ⇡⇢t into the tune and the qawwals have to sing ⇧⌅l↵, lengthening the 
short vowel against the musical conventions of the genre.
23 Ghaus P7k, ‘Pure Helper’. Conspicuously South Asian way to refer to )Abd al-Q7dir J8l7n8 that com-
bines aBfection and reverence. In a similar vein, NizA7m al-D8n is referred to as Ma<bYb P7k and U7bir 
)Al7V al-D8n as U7bir P7k.
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The thing that makes Niz!am and Khusrau saints, my Master, is your blessing.

6th verse If I see you, I celebrate my )8d, if I take your name, my work gets done
I, too, remain always hopeful; he always nurtures the human kind.

7th verse I never told you that your essence is my goal
You made me your own, it is a question about the trust in you.

Refrain You are a great nurturer of the poor strangers, saintly master of India.24

The slow and strenuous performance is followed by a Hindi manqabat in praise of 
U7bir )Al7V al-D8n. Its inclusion in the performance is motivated by the presence of a 
listener who is a disciple in the Chishti Sabiri lineage. For some reason, the qawwals 
decide to begin with a Hindi doh⌅ Am8r Khusrau is said to have composed after he was 
told the news about the death of NizA7m al-D8n. The qawwals have found some inspira-
tion and they execute their performance with considerable skill. They are momentarily 
able to stir the listeners who are already exhausted by a programme that has contin-
ued for over three hours. I have never seen the text of this item in writing, but the way 
it is performed indicates that it formally follows the structure of a mustaz⌅d ghazal.
The topics inspired by everyday life are typical to Hindi poems that simulate folk 

songs. The description in the second verse of a common ritual followed in Su⇡⇢ shrines 
is an excellent example of this poetic convention. As in real life, the pilgrim of the 
poem kindles lights in front of the tomb and presents her request to the saint. If she 
becomes happy and satis⇡⇢ed, that is, the request is granted, she ful⇡⇢ls her part of the 
pledge by oBfering a ceremonial cover (c⌅dar) on the tomb. The use of the diminutive 
ending -iy⌅ appearing throughout the text is a common feature in Hindi poems sung 
by the qawwals.

Item 10: A manqabat in Hindi

1st rub⌅⇧↵ (in 
Hindi)

Fair beauty sleeps on her bed, hair covering her face
Khusrau, go home, twilight has engulfed the four directions.

2nd rub⌅⇧↵ (in In my view, the gate of K⌅bir is envied by RiUv⌅n

24 The version recorded in Sur�d includes verses 1, 3 and 6 as well as a variant of verse 4 from the 
performance of Ghulam Hasnain. See Meraj, Sur�d, 178. Apparently, the popularity of this item has lead 
to inserting new verses to the basic version. Some have perhaps been composed for the purpose while 
others have been adapted from other poems that feature a similar poetic metre. For instance, the last 
verse is adopted from a famous ghazal Mai" zab⌅n se kaise bay⌅n kar�" dil-i sogv⌅r k↵ b⌅t hai (‘How 
would I explain with the tongue, it is about the sorrowful heart?’), written by U7diq Dihlav8.
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Urdu) I am a nightingale of that meadow, Kaliyar is my rose garden.

1st verse Master ⇧Al↵ A⇣mad, your town of Kaliyar 
Has settled into my eyes. (K⌅bir!)
I am in deep distress. Beloved, take notice of my heart (My K⌅bir!)
Which has become yours.

2nd verse When I place25 lamps in front of you and light them
I will swear an oath to you.
If I become happy, I lay a cover on you tomb.
This is the method.

3rd verse Among the girlfriends, lacs are fortunate. I alone am worthless
I have fallen to your door. (K⌅bir!)
Dearest, sometimes ask about the condition of this distressed girl
Who has become yours. (K⌅bir!)

4th verse Life of Ali, darling of the cupbearer of Kausar
Bride of B⌅b⌅ (Of B⌅b⌅ Far↵d! K⌅bir!)
Every day, ⌘✓ll my water pot through their hands
[The water pot of the girl] who has become yours.

1st verse Master ⇧Al↵ A⇣mad, your town of Kaliyar 
Has settled into my eyes.

After the manqabat, Anis Miyan’s father, who has returned downstairs, tells the 
qawwals to sing something written by Niy7z. They begin with ⇧Ishq me" tere koh-i 
gham sar pih liy⌅ jo ho so ho. They attempt to stop after singing ⇡⇢ve of its nine verses 
(verses 1, 3, 4, 5 and 7), while leaving the maqt!a⇧ out. They are, however, told to include 
it as well. The ghazal is relatively long and remembering the exact order of the verses 
can be challenging. Both Shaheed Barelwi in Khwaja Hall and Ghulam Hasnain in Anis 
Miyan’s home rearrange some of the verses and omitted others. However, the only 
omission to elicit comments from the listeners was Ghulam Hasnain’s attempt to omit 
the easily recognizable maqt!a⇧. The performance is brief and lasts barely ten minutes. 
It involves no textual embellishments, unlike the successful performance of the same 
poem in Khwaja Hall.

Item 11: A ghazal in Urdu

25 Here, the present participle dete is used as an absolutive.
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1st verse In your love, I took a mountain of grief on my head, come what may
I forwent the luxury and enjoyment of life, come what may.

2nd verse Do not lay your hand on a patient like me, doctor!
Leave it to God, for God’s sake, come what may.

3rd verse Rise from the school of reason, come to the wine house of love!
I have now drank the goblet of annihilation and unselfconsciousness, come what may.

4th verse As soon as love caught ⌘✓re, [all] this burned like cotton:
The chattels of existence, soul and body – nothing remained, come what may.

5th verse I stated all the a7Dlictions of separation to him face to face
He smiled charmingly, coquettishly and said: ‘Come what may!’

1st verse In your love, a mountain of grief...

6th verse Niy⌅z, I have no use for good and bad of the world
What is it to him, who has passed away from himself, come what may.

1st verse In your love, I took a mountain of grief on my head, come what may.

The qawwals start another ghazal immediately after the previous one. The two 
items are often sung in succession because of the similarity of their rad↵fs jo ho so ho 
(‘come what may’) and ko;↵ ho ho nah ho nah ho (‘it does not matter, if there is someone 
[else] or nor’, lit. ‘if there is someone, let there be; if not, then not’). Although the 
qawwals sing both items as if they were written by Niy7z, the latter is actually found in 
the d↵v⌅n of a nineteenth-century Hyderabadi Su⇡⇢ poet Imd7d )Al8 )Ulv8.26 The same 
version is recorded in Sur�d.27 However, the ostensible maqt!a⇧ of Ghulam Hasnain’s 
performance is found in neither source. The verse is often included in the perform-
ances of the ghazal, but never as the ⇡⇢nal verse. In its present position, the word be-
niy⌅z becomes the pen name of the Su⇡⇢ poet who is popularly known as Sh7h Niy7z 
Beniy7z among his followers. However, he never used this appellation as the pen name 
in his poetry.
In addition to incorporating the incorrect maqt!a⇧ to the poem, the qawwals 

stumble over the accurate combination of lines. As a consequence, they perform the 
third verse in two diBferent variations. The audience seems somewhat baBWXed by the 

26 For the text of the original ghazal, see )Ulv8, Khumkh⌅nah, 89.
27 See Meraj, Sur�d, 184.
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performance, but no one is well-enough acquainted with the poetic oeuvres of Niy7z 
or )Ulv8 so as to be able to correct the qawwals.

Item 12: A ghazal in Urdu

1st verse If the friend is with you, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not
When the beloved is yours, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.

2nd verse If the entire world, all its people were not in hundreds of thousands
When there is your promise, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.28

3rd verse What is self and what is other, if I myself am not, am not?
Your breath is enough, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.29

3rd verse (cor-
rected)

What is self and what is other, if I myself am not, am not?
If you are, I assure you, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.

4th verse Whether there is higher and lower world, I do not give a damn30
O most perfect manifestation, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.

5th verse If someone complains about your Beniy⌅z
This is a new a7Dliction, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.

After the two ghazals, Ghulam Hasnain starts a manqabat written by a Bombay-
based Hyderabadi Su⇡⇢ master :ab8b )Al8 Sh7h in praise of Maul7n7 Fakhr al-D8n.31 
Despite the signi⇡⇢cance of Fakhr al-D8n for the prominent Chishti Nizami lineages of 
contemporary South Asia, this is to my knowledge the only item in qawwali repertoires 
that praises him. The abridged version sung by Ghulam Hasnain is found in Sur�d.32

Item 13: A manqabat in Urdu

28 The qawwals not only simplify the meaning of the verse, but also obscure it. In the literary version, 
this verse reads:
If the world was not and all the hundreds of thousands [of others] were not here
Your breath would be enough, it would not matter, if there was someone [else] or not.

29 Here, the qawwals attach the actual second line of the previous verse to the ⇡⇢rst line of the verse 
at hand. They correct themselves by singing the correct form as well.
30 P⌅posh se mir↵, lit. ‘from my shoe.’ This is a colloquial expression for utmost disregard.
31 For a discussion on :ab8b )Al8 Sh7h’s Su⇡⇢ career in colonial Bombay, see Green 2011: 179–207. 
32 See Meraj, Sur�d, 177. This version includes verses 1, 8, 2 and 9 of the total nine verses. For the full 
text, see :ab8b, D↵v⌅n, 189–190.
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1st verse Manifestation of oneness, direction for the prayers of religion, Maul⌅n⌅ Mu⇣ammad 
Fakhr al-D↵n
Character like that of Uthman, radiance <king> of Mu⇧↵n, Maul⌅n⌅ Mu⇣ammad 
Fakhr al-D↵n.

2nd verse After I was called only yours, whom else should I tell the wish of my heart?
Except for you, I have no one, Maul⌅n⌅ Mu⇣ammad Fakhr al-D↵n.

3rd verse When the spirit leaves my body and it is time to say goodbye to body and soul
Let there be your door and my forehead, Maul⌅n⌅ Mu⇣ammad Fakhr al-D↵n.

4th verse I am a dog at the door of 4⌅⌘✓z!.33 4ab↵b, why be anxious over sins now?
Somehow, quickly take the blessed name: Maul⌅n⌅ Mu⇣ammad Fakhr al-D↵n.

1st verse Manifestation of oneness, direction for the prayers of religion, Maul⌅n⌅ Mu⇣ammad 
Fakhr al-D↵n.

It is already almost four in the morning and Anis Miyan signals the qawwals to 
proceed to the sal⌅m that concludes the assembly. Ghulam Hasnain inserts some Urdu 
verses paraphrasing the Persian sal⌅m that is attributed to Nizamuddin. At the shrine, 
the qawwals sing the poem every day when the curtain of the shrine is lowered and the 
door locked for the night. According to the custom, the listeners stand during the 
sal⌅m, since it is considered possible that the Prophet is present in order to accept the 
greetings conveyed by the text.34

Item 14: A sal⌅m in Persian

1st verse Zephyr, turn towards Medina and recite greetings from someone who prays for him35
Circle around the King of Prophets36 and recite the message with great humility.

2nd verse In a form resembling my burning, pray in that place

33 :7⇡⇢zA )Al8 Sh7h, the Su⇡⇢ guide of :ab8b )Al8 Sh7h.
34 I have once witnessed an occasion when the m↵r-i ma⇣⌘✓l told the audience of a sam⌅⇧ assembly to 
stand up to respect the presence of the Prophet when a Persian na⇧t attributed to J7m8 was being sung 
by the qawwals. This happened in Khwaja Hasan Nizami’s sam⌅⇧ assembly organized in Khwaja Hall 
during the ⇧urs of NizA7m al-D8n on 11 March 2012.
35 For the text of NizA7m al-D8n’s sal⌅m, see NYr al-:asan, Naghm⌅t, 299–300; F7rYq8, Naghm⌅t, 159; 
Meraj, Sur�d, 43.
36 NYr al-:asan’s Naghm⌅t and Sur�d read ba-gird-i sh⌅h-i mad↵na gird o (‘Circle around the King of 
Medina’), but the Nizamuddin qawwals follow the reading found in F7rYq8’s Naghm⌅t, ba-gird-i sh⌅h-i 
rusul bi-gird o.
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Stand inside and recite the entire Sura of Muhammad in a sweet voice.

3rd verse Sometimes, pass through the Gate of Mercy, sometimes rub your forehead [on the 
ground] at the Gate of Gabriel
Sometimes, say ‘Salutations, my Lord, to my beloved!’ 37 at the Gate of Peace.

4th verse Bow your wishful head to the dust of that street, adorning it with all this reverence
Recite abundant blessings to the pure spirit of the honoured, the best of the humankind.

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

Zephyr, tell the greetings of us disconsolate to Mustafa in Medina
If he accepts my greetings, then convey the message of meeting.38

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

Let me have a place in Medina opposite to your tomb
I yearn to live there, call me a slave of that place.

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

I give up my life for you, I sacri⌘✓ce myself for you, I am an o7fering for you, sacri⌘✓ced for 
your sake
Relate to the Prophet all that is happening to me, zephyr.

5th verse Sing together with David’s melody, become acquainted with the lamentation of pain
Recite this ghazal by Niz!⌅m, the dejected slave, in the assembly of the Messenger.

1st verse Zephyr, turn towards Medina and recite greetings from someone who prays for him.

After the sal⌅m, the listeners sit down and Anis Miyan reads a formal Arabic du⇧⌅ 
that includes passages from the Quran (e.g. 2:286) as well as the du⇧⌅-yi far↵d↵, origin-
ally recited by B7b7 Far8d and commonly known among the Chishtis. He concludes by 
asking God to accept all the parts of the celebrations. The last round of tea is served 
and the guests leave while a few disciples sit with their master until six in the morning. 
One of them has promised me a lift to my lodgings, so I stay with them. We left his 
house at the break of dawn and entered the deserted alleyways of Old Delhi.

37 All the three qawwali anthologies read ⇧al⌅ nabiyyin (‘to the Prophet’) instead of ⇧al⌅ ⇣ab↵b↵ (‘to my 
beloved’).
38 Here, Ghulam Hasnain mixes lines from two verses. However, the new version works well despite 
that it skips some steps in the procedure prescribed for the wind. The omission elicits no comments 
from the listeners. In Sur�d (Meraj, Sur�d, 134), the lines read in their original context as follows:
Zephyr, tell the greetings of us disconsolate to Mustafa in Medina
There is no one else but you, just tell this much as our message.

Zephyr, go ⌘✓rst to Medina and tell my greetings to the Messenger of the Truth
If he accepts my greetings, then tell again a message of meeting.
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The less formal setting of a sam⌅⇧ assembly organized in a private home oBfers 
qawwals an opportunity to express their creativity to a greater extent than would be 
possible on more formal occasions. In Anis Miyan’s sam⌅⇧ assembly, Iftekhar Ahmad 
capitalized on this possibility. His performance was a dazzling display of most of the 
textual techniques available for the qawwals. In addition to the numerous rub⌅⇧↵s, 
girahs and takr⌅r, he incorporated an Urdu paraphrase into a Persian poem and per-
formed an Urdu tazm↵n written on a Persian text. He skilfully mixed languages and po-
etic registers and evoked a wide range of moods ranging from the jubilant celebration 
of the Prophet’s mediation, to the sad longing of a tortured lover. Notwithstanding the 
diversity of textual and performative techniques used, each of Iftekhar’s performances 
was a coherent whole, and he managed to keep the audience enthralled throughout 
his turn. The contrast with Ghulam Hasnain could not have been greater. The latter 
manipulated the song texts to the minimum and opted for a simpli⇡⇢ed approach. 
While it can work in suitable circumstances, it failed to impress the listeners after 
Iftekhar, and his turn was soon over.
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6.6 The legacy of a contemporary Su�� poet at Khanqah-e-Kamil, Hyderabad

In order to avoid giving an impression that the sam⌅⇧ assemblies organized in Delhi 

would be representative of India and Pakistan in general, I will also discuss a qawwali 

performance in another important centre of Su��sm, Hyderabad. Hyderabad is located 

in the Deccan plateau, and it served as a capital of an in#$uential Muslim princely state 

that was annexed to India in 1948. In Hyderabad, Muslim religious institutions enjoyed 

generous state patronage under the Nizams and men a-��liated with one or another 

Su�� silsilah – Chishtiyya, Qadiriyya and Abu’l-4Ula6iyya being the most prominent – 

have continued to dominate the religious scene. Nowhere else in India is the conscious 

combining of the roles of a Su�� shaikh and an ⇧⌅lim as conspicuous as in Hyderabad. 

The projection seems to have been successful, since the presence of reformist Muslim 

groups is not as conspicuous as it is, for example, in Delhi. The combined e-fect of the 

state patronage and the prestige of Su�� scholars made Hyderabad also a #$ourishing 

centre of Su�� poetry and qawwali music in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. In 

Hyderabad, Su�� disciples and pilgrims still form the predominantly Muslim audience 

of qawwali, and the impact of the popular interest in Su��sm that has a-fected the 

Nizamuddin shrine in Delhi is barely felt there.

The occasion discussed in this chapter is the centenary ⇧urs of Sayyid Sh8h 

Ghul8m Ghaus :usain; Q8dir; al-Sha<t<t8r; (d. 1913). Ghul8m Ghaus was a religious 

scholar and Su�� guide who headed the branch of Shattari-Qadiri silsilah based in the 

Dabeerpura area of Hyderabad.1 Like many other contemporaries, his predecessors 

had emigrated from northern India towards the south in the wake of imperial forces. 

The commonly remembered history of the silsilah begins with the departure of Sayyid 

AAmad Sh8h Gujar8t; from Gujarat during the latter half of the seventeenth century 

and his arrival in Aurangabad during Aurangzeb’s Deccan campaigns. When the Asif 

Jahi dynasty had established itself in Hyderabad during the 18th century and made the 

city an appealing centre for scholars, poets and Su��s, the great-grandfather of Ghul8m 

Ghaus, Sayyid Sh8h Shaikhan AAmad (d. 1821) moved there during the rule of the 

second Nizam, Niz<8m 4Al; Kh8n (r. 1762-1803).2

According to the biographical sketches published during the ⇧urs festivities, 

Ghul8m Ghaus was a celebrated hadith scholar, whose fatwas were in great demand as 

1 The members of the silsilah usually refer to themselves with the term Shuttari instead of Shattari, 

holding that their lineage is named after the eponymous town Shuttar. They consider the silsilah as a 

branch of Qadiriyya-Taifuriyya. Although they occasionally refer to B8yaz;d Bis<t8m; and 4Abd All8h 

Sha<t<t8r; as key ��gures of their lineage, the most important phase of its history begins with its transfer 

from Gujarat to Aurangabad. Interestingly, I have never heard the most famous Shattari, MuAammad 

Ghaus mentioned by the members of the silsilah. On the early history of the Hyderabadi Shattari 

silsilah, see Q8dir; 2010: 23. For a general discussion on the Shattari brotherhood, see Ahmed 2012 and 

Rizvi 2002: I, 151–173.

2 Q8dir; 2010: 21. For an itinerary of a contemporaneous courtesan and poet Mah Laq8 B86; Cand8 

(1768–1824) to Hyderabad and her successful career there, see Kugle 2010a.
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far a��eld as in al-Azhar in Cairo. He is also credited for making the celebrations of the 

Prophet Muhammad’s birthday the grand-scale occasion it is in contemporary 

Hyderabad. His in#$uence is further attested by the fact that he enlisted the high-rank-

ing aristocrats of the Paigah and Salar Jang families as his followers.3

The most renowned o-fspring of the lineage is no doubt the son of Ghul8m Ghaus, 

Syed Shah Shaikhan Ahmed Quadri al-Shuttari, popularly known by his pen name 

Kamil (d. 1976). He was a renowned scholar of religious sciences, a Su�� guide for nu-

merous disciples, as well as a political and social activist who had a prominent and 

sometimes foundational role in various organizations, such as the Muslim political 

party All India Majlis-e-Ittehadul Muslimeen (AIMIM; ‘All India Council of the Union 

of Muslims’), Muslim Personal Law Board and Majlis-e-Ulema-e-Deccan (‘The Council 

of the Religious Scholars of the Deccan’). However, he is best known as a poet whose 

texts are widely sang by the qawwals. His followers refer to him as :ass8n al-Hind 

(‘:ass8n of India’), because, in their view, his verses pleased the Prophet as much as 

the poetry of :ass8n ibn Th8bit.4 They hold that his poetic excellence was a result of 

the period of one and half years spent in the darg⌅h of Mu4;n al-D;n in Ajmer. It was 

only after this phase in his life that his verses acquired ‘the colour of love and mystical 

knowledge’ (rang-i ⇧⌅shiq⌅nah o ⇧⌅rif⌅nah).5

The poems of Kamil were published as a d◆v⌅n entitled V⌅rid⌅t-i K⌅mil (‘Inrushes 

of Kamil’ or ‘Perfect Inrushes’) in 1963, when the author was still alive. Since then, the 

book has been reissued three times under the auspices of Kamil Academy, the latest 

edition being published in 2011. V⌅rid⌅t is readily available in the bookshops that 

cluster around Charminar in the heart of the old city. Although Kamil’s poems have 

been in print for the past ��fty years, they have reached their broadest audience 

through the popular renditions of qawwals. In his work on Hyderabadi Su�� poets in in-

dependent India, Basheer Ahmed notes that qawwals would heat up the hearts of 

people by singing his verses during sam⌅⇧ assemblies and thus spread the fame of his 

poetry.6 However, performing his poetry has not been limited to live performances. 

Celebrated Hyderabadi qawwals like Aziz Ahmed Khan Warsi have sung them on re-

cords, sometimes in traditional musical setting and sometimes as catchy adaptations 

that were accompanied by clarinet, bulbultarang and strings.7

The poems Kamil wrote during the latter part of his life remain unpublished. The 

loose sheets on which they were written are waiting to be edited and published in a 

small bag with Kamil’s successor, Syed Mohammed Qubool Badshah Hasani Alhussaini 

3 Q8dir; al-Shat<t<8r; 2010: 8; Qubool 2010: 11–12.

4 Q8dir; al-Shat<t<8r; 2010: 38–39. Another poet vying for the title of ⇡ass⌅n-i Hind is AAmad RiQ8 

Kh8n Barelv;.

5 Q8dir; 2010: 23.

6 Ahmad 2007: 55

7 For a popular rendition of Kamil’s poem Hai �⌅⌧il-i �ay⌅t mu�abbat ras�l k◆ (‘The object of life is 

love for the Prophet’), see Warsi, Kab tak Mere Moula, track 10. For the text of the poem, see Kamil, 

V⌅rid⌅t, 173.
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Quadri Shattari (b. 1942). As Kamil had no descendants, he named his devoted disciple 

and nephew as his designated follower before embarking on Hajj in 1965. Like his pre-

decessors, Qubool Badshah has received a traditional education in religious sciences, 

but he also holds an MA in Arabic from a modern educational institute, the Osmania 

University. After his retirement from the government service, he has continued to 

function as the head of the Majlis-e-Ulema-e-Deccan and as a member of the Muslim 

Personal Law Board. He has considerable in#$uence in the a-fairs pertaining to the Su�� 

institutions of Hyderabad as a member of a subdivision of the Andhra Pradesh Waqf 

Board called Anjuman-i sajj⌅dag⌅n o mutavalliy⌅n o khidmatguz⌅r⌅n (‘The assembly of 

the heads, superintendents and servants of shrines’).8 He has earned fame as a reciter 

of the Koran (q⌅r◆) and written poetry using the pen name Ad;b.9

The centre of the silsilah, Aastana-e-Shattaria, stands by the busy Dabeerpura 

road intersecting the northern part of the old city. The Aastana is dominated by a 

mosque and a courtyard where Kamil and his predecessors lie buried. The present 

mosque was built in 1908 to replace the smaller one, in the vicinity of which the heads 

of the silsilah settled in the 18th century.10 The edi��ce is a typical specimen of the Asif 

Jahi mosque architecture with a #$at roof surrounded by a balustrade and #$anked by 

short, decorative minarets on both corners. Today, numerous layers of whitewash have 

all but concealed the stucco ornaments and an angular concrete extension covers the 

original frontispiece. Despite the extension, the space is too small for the crowd that is 

drawn to the mosque by Qubool Badshah’s sermons during the Friday prayers. For the 

time being, the Dabeerpura road is closed by the police for the duration of Friday pray-

ers in order to accommodate all the devotees.

Another centre of the silsilah’s activities is Khanqah-e-Kamil, situated inside the 

residential block behind the Aastana, in the courtyard of Qubool Badshah’s house. A 

roofed platform serves alternately as a dining-hall, venue for seminars, mush⌅⇧irahs, 

communal &ikr and sam⌅⇧. No weekly or monthly sam⌅⇧ assemblies are organized at 

Khanqah-e-Kamil, but communal &ikr takes place every Sunday in a manner typical to 

the Su�� institutions of Hyderabad.

It is noteworthy that although the tombs housed in Aastana-e-Shattaria are clearly 

visible from the busy road and bound to attract the attention of passers-by because of 

the pink clothes that cover them,11 they are not popular sites of pilgrimage among the 

general public. Instead, only the family members and the disciples of Qubool Badshah 

seem to visit them whenever they pray at the mosque. The crowds attending the Friday 

8 The relations between the Waqf Board and the Anjuman, however, have not always been cordial. 

In May 2014, the tensions developed into a full-#$edged crisis when the Waqf Board alleged that the 

sajj⌅danash◆n and mutav⌅ll◆ of the darg⌅h of Sh8h Kh8mosh had sold land that was vaqf property, 

whereas the Anjuman maintained that the land in question was in his personal possession.

9 Q8dir; al-Shat<t<8r; 2010: 34–35.

10 Q8dir; 2010: 21.

11 Pink is the identifying colour used by the Shattaris in Hyderabad.
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prayers generally remain oblivious to the tombs. Signi��cantly, a modern hagiographer, 

Sayyid Mur8d 4Al; T<8li4 does not mention any of the personages buried in Aastana-e-

Shattaria in his Ta&kirah-yi Auliy⌅(-i ⇡aidar⌅b⌅d (‘Biography of the Saints of 

Hyderabad’), a comprehensive work that includes the biographies of all the saints 

whose tombs are sites of pilgrimage. On the other hand, a son of Sh8h Shaikhan 

AAmad, Ghul8m :asan Abban (d. 1795), whose tomb in the same Dabeerpura neigh-

bourhood attracts pilgrims, is included.12

In the course of my ��eld work, I have had a chance to attend di-ferent functions 

organized by this particular silsilah. In February 2009, I attended the ⇧urs of AAmad 

Sh8h Gujar8t; in Aurangabad. In February 2011, I observed the celebrations of the 

Prophet’s birthday that included exhibiting the hair of the Prophet at Aastana-e-

Shattaria. In March of the same year, I witnessed the annual f⌅ti�ah of one of the fam-

ily members of Kamil. However, the centenary ⇧urs of Ghul8m Ghaus in 2010 was by far 

the grandest occasion. It comprised a wide range of programs organized over a period 

of ��ve days from 12 to 16 January (25 to 29 Muharram). On the ��rst day of the ⇧urs, sev-

eral q⌅r◆s recited the Koran in the mosque. On the second day, Jalsah-yi Fai+⌅n-i 

Auliy⌅( (‘An Assembly Discussing the Blessings of the Saints’) was organized nearby, 

where a stage had been erected for the speakers. Unlike the other functions, the Jalsah 

targeted a broad public. Roughly estimated, around ��ve hundred people (exclusively 

men) listened to speeches delivered by the heads of various local shrines and the sta-f 

of the most important religious school of Hyderabad, Jamia Nizamia.13 Many of the 

addresses were openly polemic, challenging the views of the Deobandis and Ahl-i 

Hadis. They were denounced as lacking in the inner dimensions of religion and merely 

advocating outward performance of religious duties. The speakers singled out the 

in#$uence of the Su�� ⇧ulam⌅( as the major factor in preventing the spread of such ideas 

in the Deccan. Throughout the speeches, the special position of the Deccan as a 

bastion of genuine, unpolluted Islam was emphasized.

The actual day of the ⇧urs, 27 Muharram, fell on 14 January. The close family and 

the disciples of Qubool Badshah started to gather at Aastana-e-Shattaria after the af-

ternoon prayer (⇧a⌧r). Following the common custom observed in Hyderabad, the 

f⌅ti�ah was preceded by reading the entire Koran (khatm al-qur(⌅n). In practice this 

meant that everyone picked one of the Koran’s thirty parts and kept reciting it in a low 

voice until the sunset prayer (maghrib). Qubool Badshah then led the participants on a 

ziy⌅rat to the tombs situated in the courtyard. He read a short f⌅ti�ah, and sandalwood 

paste was patted on the head side of each tomb and #$owers were laid on top of them 

while everyone was chanting dur�d. The ritual was more elaborate on the tomb of 

Ghul8m Ghaus which was covered with numerous #$ower sheets made by tying strings 

of roses together. This was accompanied by a Hindi poem evoking wedding imagery. 

12 See T<8li4, Ta&kirah-yi auliy⌅(-i ⇡aidar⌅b⌅d, 22–25.

13 On Jamia Nizamia, see Kozlowski 1995.
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The participants then returned to the mosque to listen to poems in praise of the 

Prophet written by Kamil and recited by local na⇧tkhv⌅ns and Qubool Badshah’s family 

members. The atmosphere was turning emotionally charged, and many older men 

cried openly during the recitation. After leading the night prayer (⇧ish⌅() at the 

mosque, Qubool Badshah led everyone to the kh⌅nq⌅h through a claustrophobic pas-

sage that winds its way between the residential buildings surrounding the mosque.

The sam⌅⇧ assembly in the kh⌅nq⌅h was the major part of the ⇧urs programme. 

Thus far, family members and disciples had taken part in the festivities, but the audi-

ence gathering at the kh⌅nq⌅h was considerably wider and ��lled the courtyard to the 

brim. The function at the kh⌅nq⌅h was ��lmed by a hired camera crew that shoot the 

activities from di-ferent angles, illuminating the tiniest details with a portable spot-

light. Distributing the ��lmed ⇧urs festivities on VCDs or uploading them on YouTube is 

a fairly recent phenomenon. When I visited Hyderabad for the ��rst time in 2009, this 

was done only in the most popular shrine of the city, the Yousufain Dargah located in 

Nampally. In a couple of years, the practice has been adopted by many smaller shrines 

and kh⌅nq⌅hs, as well.

Another indicator suggesting the amount of e-fort (and money) put into the or-

ganization of the centenary ⇧urs celebrations was the publication of two books. The 

��rst one is titled Souvenir (S⌅(uvnir). The eighty-page book contains short essays on the 

life Ghul8m Ghaus, Kamil and Qubool Badshah written by the family members. It also 

includes seven poems by Kamil that are not found in his d◆v⌅n, but are nonetheless in-

cluded in qawwali repertoires. This indicates that they were written and given for 

qawwals to sing after the contents of V⌅rid⌅t were ��xed.14 The ��nal thirty pages are 

��lled by the wishes of the Hyderabadi business community. They also serve as advert-

isements for a range of businesses from restaurants and bakeries, to medical halls and 

providers of electric appliances. The second book, titled Al-qaul al-vas◆t- bain al-ifr⌅t- 

va’l-tafr◆t- (‘A Statement Arbitrating between Excess and Lacking’), was written by 

Ghul8m Ghaus. It is a fatwa that explains the legal premises of reading a f⌅ti�ah and 

o-fering food in someone’s name (niy⌅z). Like the Jalsah of the previous night, the re-

publication of the lithographed edition is a part of the Su�� ⇧ulam⌅(s e-forts to counter-

act the attacks of Deobandis and Ahl-i Hadis against their practices.

Like ��lming, publishing books during the most important ⇧urs celebrations has be-

come an established practice in Hyderabad. When the centenary ⇧urs of Sh8h 

MuAammad QubUl B8dsh8h :asan; al-:usain; Q8dir; Cisht; Goshanash;n 

Zarr;nkul8h, the grandfather of Qubool Badshah, was celebrated in 2009, a similar 

commemorative volume was published by the sajj⌅danash◆n together with a collection 

14 One of these poems is Sarvar-i ⇧⌅lam mur⌅d-i bandah o maul⌅ hai ⌅p (‘Master of the world, both 

the people and the Lord are longing for you;’ or ‘Master of the world, both expressions, a human being 

and the lord designate you’) recorded by Aziz Ahmed Khan Warsi. See Warsi, Akashvani Sangeet: 

Qawwali II , track 4. For the text of the poem, see Souvenir 2010: 46.
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of his letters and other Su�� writings.15 Unlike the popular poetic works like V⌅rid⌅t, 

such books rarely ��nd their way to the bookshops and can be only obtained from re-

spective kh⌅nq⌅hs.

After copies of the books were distributed to the participants, Qubool Badshah 

garlanded the guests of honour and wrapped shawls around their shoulders. The pres-

ence of numerous sajj⌅danash◆ns of the city emphasized the prestige of the occasion. 

After the lengthy ceremony, Qubool Badshah and other members of the Su�� elite took 

their places in the front rows of the audience and the qawwals began their perform-

ance. The ��rst qawwal to perform was Mohammed Mahboob Bandanawazi Qawwal, 

who has the right (and obligation) to perform the ritual items during the ⇧urs festivities 

at Khanqah-e-Kamil. In contrast to the Nizamuddin shrine, Qaul and Rang are in 

Hyderabad performed in the end of a sam⌅⇧ assembly. An alternative beginning during 

⇧urs festivities is a sal⌅m, a poem that greets the Prophet and conveys the prayers of 

the believers to him. The Urdu sal⌅m sung by Mohammed Qawwal is in part a para-

phrase of Niz<8m al-D;n’s Persian sal⌅m that was performed at Anis Miyan’s home. The 

text exists in myriad variations in the repertoires of qawwals and na⇧tkhv⌅ns. It is prob-

ably a composite poem into which verses by di-ferent authors have been incorporated 

in a manner of ⇧4dg⌅h-i m⌅ ghar◆b⌅n k�-yi to (Khwaja Hall, Item 3) and E Khv⌅jah-yi 

Hind al-Val◆ (Anis Miyan’s, Item 9) discussed above.16 Like many other sal⌅ms, this 

poem asks the morning zephyr blowing from the east to deliver a message to the 

Prophet in Medina.

Item 1: A sal⌅m in Urdu

naghmah

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Persian)

Zephyr, convey my a:fectionate greetings to his honour

Relate the story of the poor speck of dust to the sun.

There, in his holy resting place

Kiss the ground and convey the salutations from me, the wretched.

1st verse Zephyr, tell the greetings of us disconsolate to Mustafa in Medina

‘There is no one else (Muhammad, who wears the cloak! My beloved Muhammad!) 
but you.’ Tell this much as our message.

2nd verse I am walking on foot, Muhammad, support me, support me!

Tell me, to whom could your humble slave call out except for you? (Lord!)

15 See Souvenir 2009; Zarr;nkul8h, Tu�fa-yi qub�l f◆ mad⌅rij al-ras�l and V⌅rid⌅t-i b⌅t-in.

16 For the text of another, somewhat similar version, see Meraj, Sur�d, 134.
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3rd verse Let me have a place in Medina opposite to your tomb

I yearn to live there, call me a slave of that place.

4th verse I give up my life for you, I sacriABce myself for you, I am an o:fering for you, sacriABced 

for your sake

Relate to the Prophet all that is happening to me, zephyr.

5th verse If he asks, who is it that wails in separation from me

Bow your head politely to his feet and greet him saying: [it is] the poor V⌅jif.

The phrases that most stirred the audience and lead to takr⌅r are emotional state-

ments that describe the believer’s dependence on the Prophet (1st and 2nd verse) and 

the desire to live close to him in Medina (3rd verse). In the beginning of the occasion, it 

was di-��cult to tell if presenting na&r⌅nah, the most common way of expressing appre-

ciation of the qawwals’ singing, was actually inspired by the performance, since there 

was a continuous commotion among the audience. New guests of honour kept arriv-

ing and making rounds among their peers and presenting them na&r⌅nah as a token of 

social bonding. The ��rst hour and half of the occasion was very much characterized by 

such actions.

After the sal⌅m, the qawwals continued with a mub⌅rak, an item often performed 

during the ⇧urs festivities in Hyderabad. Mub⌅rak is a song that presents felicitations 

on the occasion of the ⇧urs. The Urdu mub⌅raks are responses to and partial para-

phrases of a Persian ghazal attributed to Sarmad Shah;d, the antinomian Su�� executed 

by Aurangzeb in 1661. The most widely sung Urdu mub⌅rak is written by Bedam. The 

version sung by Mohammed Qawwal, however, shares only the maqt-a⇧ with this poem. 

Even if most of the poem has been written by someone else, the qawwals still attribute 

the entire text to the celebrated Su�� poet through the inclusion of the maqt-a⇧.17 The 

following version evokes the presence of the important religious ��gures in a hierarchic 

order, beginning with the Prophet and continuing to Ali, 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;, referred 

to as Ghaus-i A4z<am (‘The Mightiest Helper’) and P;r8n-i P;r (‘The Master of Masters’), 

and to Mu4;n al-D;n, referred to as Ghar;b Nav8z (‘Nurturer of the Poor Strangers’) and 

simply as Khv8jah (‘The Master’). While singing about each personality, Mohammed 

Qawwal inserts girah verses to the salient text. In the case of the two Su�� saints, the 

girah verses (3rd and 4th girahs) are excerpts from manqabats written by Kamil. The ap-

plication of takr⌅r is indicative of the audience’s preferences: praise of the Prophet 

and 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n; stirs the audience, while the mention of Ali and Mu4;n al-D;n 

elicit only mild response. The former two are in the focus of the silsilah and the con-

17 For the Persian poem attributed to Sarmad, see Meraj, Sur�d, 71. For the Urdu poem by Bedam, 

N�r al-⇧ain, 81. For another Urdu version resembling the original, see Meraj, Sur�d, 155.
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temporary interpretations of Islam prevalent among Indian Su��s that emphasize the 

love for the Prophet (⇧ishq-i ras�l).

Item 2: A mub⌅rak in Urdu

1st verse May the shadow of Ahmad, the chosen one, be blessed!

1st girah (in 

Urdu; re-

peated 

twice)

Let my enemies boast on noble deeds

I will take with me the a:ABliation with the Messenger.

1st verse May the shadow of Ahmad, the chosen, be blessed!
May the a:ABliation with the Attacking Lion18 be blessed!

2nd girah (in 

Persian)

I am helpless, I have no friend – Respected Lion, help!

Hand of omnipotence, help! Conqueror of Khaybar, help!

1st verse May the a:ABliation with the Attacking Lion be blessed!

2nd verse ‘Solution of my problems!’ I called out to you in trouble

The Mightiest Helper (Master of Masters!) is helping [you]. Blessings!

3rd girah (in 

Urdu)

The domain of grief is Klourishing in the heart, Master of Masters

Oh, how I relish your memory, Master of Masters.

If your honour is on my side, what do I need to worry about?

If you are there, then come what may,19 Master of Masters.

Whose world of love Klourishes because of you

Will never be ruined, Master of Masters.20

3rd verse The Mightiest Helper (Master of Masters!) is helping [you]. Blessings!

4th verse The mercy of the respected Master of the World manifests itself. (Nurturer of the Poor 

Strangers!)

18 ⇡aidar-i karr⌅r, i.e. Ali.

19 Har cih b⌅d⌅ b⌅d is the Persian equivalent of the phrase jo ho so ho (‘come what may’) en-

countered above as the rad◆f of Niy8z’ ghazal.

20 This girah is a part of a manqabat written by Kamil. See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 65.
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4th girah (in 

Urdu; the 

penultimate 

line re-

peated three 

times)

When no one asks after you, Khv⌅jah is the refuge of the poor strangers

[I am] a sacriABce for the sake of this manner of yours, my beloved Khv⌅jah.

If you are the boatman, why should we be afraid of the storm?

We will reach the shore somehow, Khv⌅jah.

By Khv⌅jah ⇧Usm⌅n, look towards here once!

We have spent years on your threshold, Khv⌅jah.

By the bond of love, by the perfect a:ABliation21

You are ours, you are ours, our Khv⌅jah.22

4th verse The mercy of the respected Master of the World manifests itself

Let those, who have eyes, see it. Blessings!

5th verse May you be safe (Sh⌅h Ghaus!), may your lane Klourish

May the dirt from the beloved’s door be the blessed [lot] of ours.

6th verse Became a mirror house...<⌅k⌅r t⌅n>

The form in the mirror became a mirror house, Bedam

May the enjoyment of sighting the beloved be blessed.23

After the opening items, Mohammed Qawwal gives way to the most celebrated 

qawwals of Hyderabad, the Warsi Brothers. The current leading vocalists, Naseer and 

Nazeer Ahmed Khan Warsi are the grandsons of Aziz Ahmed Khan Warsi, the greatest 

qawwali superstar of the pre-Nusrat era. The family tree of the Warsi Brothers is traced 

to MuAammad Yidd;q Kh8n, a nephew of T8nras Kh8n, who migrated together with 

21 Or ‘by the a-��liation of Kamil.’

22 This girah belongs to another manqabat written by Kamil. See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 155–156. The poem 

is also included in Sur�d. See Meraj, Sur�d, 167–169.

23 The maqt-a⇧ seems to pose di-��culties to the qawwal, since he initially loses his words and takes a 

recourse to a short melodic improvisation. Even then the ��rst line emerges somewhat muddled. The 

verse in the original poem reads:

The world of form became a house of mirrors, Bedam

May the enjoyment of sighting the beloved be blessed.

Bedam’s original verse evokes the poetic image of mirror in referring to the metaphysical concept of the

creation as a re#$ection of the existence of God. If one recognizes that all the forms are mirrors of God’s

existence, the world appears to him like a house full of mirrors that all re#$ect the beloved’s face. The 

variant found in Sur�d (Meraj, Sur�d, 155) reads:

The form of V⌅ris became a house of mirrors, Bedam

May the enjoyment of sighting the master be blessed.

The verse adopts a distinctly less metaphysical and more devotional tone. Instead of the world, the verse 

describes Bedam’s Su�� guide, V8ris 4Al; Sh8h, as a house of mirrors. The devotional #$avour is further em-

phasized by replacing the word beloved (j⌅n⌅nah) with master (sark⌅r) in the second line.
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his uncle from Delhi to Hyderabad after the 1857 uprising. The Warsi Brothers begin 

with a Persian na⇧t attributed to Shams-i Tabrez;. Only some of the listeners have a 

good command over Persian. However, since the vocabulary in the poem is limited and 

familiar to Urdu speakers and the grammatical structures are clear and simple, even 

the listeners with no Persian skills are able to follow the performance.

The Warsi Brothers begin with naghmah-yi qudd�s◆ and a Persian rub⌅⇧◆ that ex-

plores the ontological depths of the Prophet’s existence.

Item 3: A na&t in Persian

naghmah-yi qudd�s◆

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Persian)

Seal of the messengers, you are the Kaaba I seek

You are present in the form of everything that exists

Perfect verses of the Truth are clear to you

You are the essence that was hidden behind the veils.24

1st verse Messenger of God, you are the beloved of the sole Creator

You have been singled out by the one who is Mighty, Pure and Unique.25

2nd verse [You are] the precious one in the presence of the Truth, head of the assembly of the 
universe.26

1st girah (in 

Urdu; the 

last two lines 

repeated 

twice)

From head to toe, you manifest the perfection of the unity of the essence

You are the voice of the Truth, the melody of God.

There is no one like you, there is no one like God

God is unique and so are you.

The somewhat daring girah verse that praises the Prophet by declaring him 

unique and singular like God elicits enthusiastic response from the audience. The suc-

cess of the girah causes the Warsi Brothers to repeat the strong statement of the last 

two lines once more before returning to the main text.

2nd verse [You are] the precious one in the presence of the Truth, head of the assembly of the universe.

Light of the prophets’ eyes (Muhammad!), you are my eyes and my light.

24 NUr al-:asan, Naghm⌅t, 436.

25 NUr al-:asan, Naghm⌅t, 353–354.

26 NUr al-:asan’s Naghm⌅t reads ⌧adr-i badr-i k⌅(in⌅t (‘head of the full moon of the universe’). See 

NUr al-:asan, Naghm⌅t, 354. Here the version of the qawwals makes more sense than the literary ver-

sion.
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3rd verse O Messenger of God, o Messenger of God!

Messenger of God! One glance towards us, the poor strangers! (One glance, one glance!)

Introducing the discussion of the Prophet’s mercy into the performance through 

the poetic motif of the glance strikes a chord among the audience. Interestingly, this 

particular verse of the na⇧t is not included in NUr al-:asan’s Naghm⌅t. It is possible 

that it has been added to the poem in order to adapt it to the religious atmosphere that 

is placing more and more emphasis on the mediation of the Prophet. Not only is the 

phrase ‘One glance towards us, the poor strangers’ repeated several times, but it is also 

expanded by two girahs (2nd and 3rd girahs). The third girah is the mat-la⇧ of an Urdu 

tazm◆n, written on a Persian na⇧t attributed to J8m;.27

2nd girah (in 

Urdu)
Your honour, I long for your kindness, too

I, too, am love-sick for your love-sick narcissus [eyes].

When you were in the world, you were the remedy for everyone who was without remedy

I just want to remind you that I am also without a remedy.

I am more wretched that the worst of the people, but, o Mercy of the World

I, too, am an unfortunate and abject individual who takes your name.

3rd verse One glance towards us, the poor strangers! (One glance, one glance!)

3rd girah (in 

Urdu and 

Persian)

I have no one to console me, no companion, o Messenger of God

You are the protector, o life of the world, Messenger of God

Time for helping me has been ABxed, o Messenger of God.

Be merciful and look at my miserable condition, o Messenger of God

I am a poor stranger, I am unfortunate, I am damned, o Messenger of God.

3rd verse One glance towards us, the poor strangers! (One glance, one glance!)

Messenger of God! One glance towards us, the poor strangers!

You take the hand of the unfortunate, you are both the servant and the lord.

4th verse During the night of the ascension, Gabriel was part of your retinue

But you are the one who set his foot on the throne of the green vault of heaven.

5th verse What does Shams-i Tabrez◆ know about eulogizing you, Messenger?

27 For the text of the Persian na⇧t, see Meraj, Sur�d, 52.
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You are the chosen one, elected one, the noblest lord.

4th girah Among the courts, the court of Medina is the court

The highest superintendent is the superintendent of Medina.

5th verse You are the chosen one, elected one, the noblest lord.

After the maqt-a⇧ agonizing over the inability to praise Muhammad after God has 

named him as the chosen one (mu⌧t-af⌅), elected one (mujtab⌅) as well as the noblest 

lord (sayyid-i a⇧l⌅), the insertion of a simple, almost crude Urdu girah (4th girah) does 

not prove successful. The Urdu verse utilizes the imagery of the court (darb⌅r) of 

Medina, where the Prophet is the best of superintendents (sark⌅r). Collating the words 

sark⌅r and darb⌅r gives the verse connotations associated with government bureau-

cracy. Not surprisingly, the performance comes to an end with the girah.

Thus far the listeners have shaped the performance through their gestures, spon-

taneous sighs and wails as well as by standing up and o-fering na&r⌅nah to the m◆r-i 

ma�ABl. Now, however, Qubool Badshah tells the qawwals what to sing by simply saying: 

‘Ek na⇧rah!’ (‘One cry!’). The qawwals catch the hint immediately and start singing a 

manqabat written by Kamil in praise of Husain. They preface the performance with a 

widely performed Persian rub⌅⇧◆ attributed to Mu4;n al-D;n. In the beginning of the 

performance, the qawwals rely on takr⌅r, as the mere mention of Husain makes 

Qubool Badshah cry, stand up from his seat and walk back and forth in the space 

between the audience and the performers. Other listeners also wail openly. It should 

be kept in mind that only a fortnight has passed since ⇧⌅sh�r⌅ has been observed by 

Indian Sunni, as well as Shia, Muslims, and the events of Karbala are still fresh in the 

memory of the listeners.

Item 4: A manqabat in Urdu

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Persian)

Husain is the king, Husain is the emperor

Husain is religion, Husain is the refuge of religion

He gave his head, but not his hand to the hands of Yazid

By God! Husain is the foundation of ‘No god’.28

1st verse ‘O Husain’ often rises [from my lips] like a cry (Husain!)
Ever since ‘O Husain’ has been carved on the heart’s tablet.29

28 See NUr al-:asan, Naghm⌅t, 435; Mu4;n al-D;n, Kal⌅m, 236.

29 See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 103–104. The qawwals sing verses 1, 2, 5, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9 of the nine-verse 

manqabat.
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Husain! Husain!

2nd verse My claim is that mankind has never again been able to produce

A lion in the battleABeld of treachery (Husain!) comparable to you, Husain.

3rd verse We, too, are a:ABliated with the Attacking Lion

Let us also have some alms from the court of the Lion, Husain.

1st girah (in 

Urdu)

If you obtain peace of mind in the world, you will get comfort and trust

If you obtain intense love, you will grind your teeth in grief.

Carrying the begging bowl of the heart, we are present at the prosperous door

Ali, let us have the alms for the sake of your descendants!

3rd verse We, too, are a:ABliated with the Attacking Lion

Let us also have some alms from the court of the Lion, Husain.

After prolonged takr⌅r, the qawwals start inserting girahs into the performance. 

The ��rst one picks up the theme of alms discussed in the third verse of the manqabat. 

It identi��es these alms as the peace of mind in a world of intense su-fering and rest-

lessness in divine love, and implores Ali to give them something for the sake of his des-

cendants. After ��nishing with the third verse, the qawwals return to the second verse, 

so that a girah describing the heroic su-fering of Husain’s companions in Karbala 

could be inserted into the performance.

2nd verse My claim is that mankind was never again able to produce

A lion in the battleABeld of treachery (Husain!) comparable to you, Husain.

2nd girah (in 

Urdu)

Glory to him, who could not be deceived

Praise to him, who could not be lured by lust

Look how those, who were thirsty for his religion, took their food:

They could eat nothing that came on their way.

2nd verse A lion in the ABeld of treachery (Husain!) comparable to you, Husain.

4th verse Every year begins with remembering you

Your life story is on everyone’s tongue, Husain.

5th verse People endowed with mystical knowledge ABnd illumination only from you.
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3rd girah (in 

Urdu; the 

last two lines 

repeated 

twice)

That light which is called the king of (?)

It is called the light of God, the light of eyes.

When that light was dispersed, it became the universe

When it is drawn together, it is called Husain.

5th verse People endowed with mystical knowledge ABnd illumination only from you

Light of the eyes of Murta+⌅, grandchild of the Messenger, o Husain.

4th girah (in 

Urdu)

Sharia was established in the conduct of Mustafa

The Paradise stood on the door of the Maiden30

The messenger was charmed, when Husain climbed on his back

As Husain remained seated, the divine custom stood alert.

5th verse Grandchild of the Messenger, o Husain.

6th verse It was clearly a miracle of your merciful glance

Or how else could the destiny of Hurr31 have changed, Husain?

7th verse Discord in faith is the discord between a part and the whole

The tongue that utters ‘O Muhammad’ also utters ‘O Husain’.

Muhammad! Husain!

5th girah (in 

Urdu)

Husain is the precious stone that illuminates religion

To tell the truth, Husain is the ladder leading to the divine throne.

Seating him on his shoulders, Mustafa used to say:

‘If Hasan is the Kaaba, Husain is Medina.’

7th verse Discord in faith is the discord between a part and the whole

The tongue that utters ‘O Muhammad’ also utters ‘O Husain’.

Through the girahs, the qawwals are able to introduce divergent discourses on 

Husain into the performance. The third girah portrays him as a condensed form of di-

vine light, whereas the fourth and ��fth girahs turn to domestic imagery where he is 

riding on the shoulders of his grandfather, the Prophet. Despite the seemingly dispar-

ate registers, all the verses are received favourably. This emphasizes the fact that the 

loose thematic connection between the verses of a ghazal can be pushed even further 

30 Bat�l, i.e. Fatima.

31 Hurr, lit. ‘a free man’. A reference to a commander in Yazid’s army, who defected to Husain’s side 

on the battle��eld of Karbala.
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in a qawwali performance, where a single topic can be explored from divergent or con-

tradictory points of view during one song.

When the qawwals reach the maqt-a⇧, almost all the listeners get up and approach 

the m◆r-i ma�ABl with na&r⌅nah. The verse is e-fective, because it mentions the a-��li-

ation of Kamil with Husain. However, the ��rst line can be interpreted as a reference to 

the bond between a disciple and Kamil, as well. Furthermore, the second line intro-

duces the favourite theme of a caring glance, which the qawwals further expand in two 

girahs (6th and 7th girahs).

8th verse Our perfect a:ABliation will bloom one day

If you just bestow your caring glance, Husain.

6th girah (in 

Urdu)

If a human being wants [something], nothing happens.

If you want [something], what would not happen?

8th verse Our perfect a:ABliation will bloom one day

If you just bestow your caring glance, Husain.

7th girah (in 

Urdu)

I devote myself to your door, because

One does not know which o:fering will do the trick.

If you look mercifully, the work gets done

Look alluringly, and the matters will be settled.

8th verse If you just bestow your caring glance, Husain.

1st verse ‘O Husain’ often rises [from my lips] like a cry. (Husain!)

As the Warsi Brothers start packing their instruments, several listeners cry out 

‘One more!’ However, it is Thursday and the qawwals have to leave for the Yousufain 

Dargah, where they are due to appear at midnight. After they have left, Chand Qawwal 

takes the stage. He begins with a naghmah and a brief al⌅p before singing a rub⌅⇧◆. The 

rub⌅⇧◆ is the most widely known verse written by Kamil, and any Hyderabadi profess-

ing an interest in local Urdu poetry is able to quote it.32 Due to a general reference to 

nisbat (‘relation, connection, a-��liation’), the verse can be appended to practically any 

ghazal, whether devotional or romantic. An audience consisting of family members 

and followers of Kamil responds favourably and some listeners present na&r⌅nah 

already during the rub⌅⇧◆.

Item 5: A ghazal in Urdu

32 The verse is a maqt-a⇧ from a ghazal by Kamil. See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 159.
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naghmah

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ Kamil, remember this, nay, write it down!

A relation with someone will never be without an e:fect.33

1st verse He comes close to me but does not call me

Is it to be belittled that he comes to me in memories?34

2nd verse Let his crowded assembly Klourish forever

His, who becomes a candle himself and makes me a moth.

3rd verse When I look at the beauty of the beloved of God35

I witness the spectacles of his might.

4th verse Who knows why people take pleasure

By taking your name and driving me crazy.

5th verse [My] life depends on the morsels of the Helper’s door
Will they, who intimidate me, snatch them from me?

6th verse All my intoxication is due to his beautiful glance

[I am a] sacriABce for the sake of him, who makes me drink from his eyes.

7th verse He knows that I have no one else but him

Feeling empathy for me, he hides me in his hem.

8th verse What is my being? Everything is his existence, his manifestation

How ignorant is he, who makes me step forward.

9th verse I would go headlong [and] if I had wings, I would reach Klying

If someone just said that my master is calling me.

10th verse Tell me, Kamil, who is the king of beauties who approaches?

33 Kh⌅l◆, lit. ‘empty’.

34 Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 191–192. The qawwals sing all the ten verses, rearranging them slightly (verses 1, 2, 

3, 4, 6, 5, 8, 7, 9, 10).

35 As the 5th verse will reveal, here the beloved of God (ma�b�b-i khud⌅) is 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;, not 

Niz<8m al-D;n.
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When I am shown his face, I see the two worlds.

The qawwals do not embellish the text with adjunct items. Except for the state-

ments on living with the morsels begged at the door of 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n; (5th verse) 

and on depending solely on him (7th verse), the performance does not particularly 

move the audience. It is noteworthy that the vuj�d◆ statement of the 8th verse elicits no 

response from the listeners. The second item Chand Qawwal performs is another 

ghazal by Kamil. It is not included in V⌅rid⌅t, but forms a part of qawwali repertoires. 

It is found as a slightly di-ferent version in Sur�d.36

Item 6: A ghazal in Urdu

1st verse I do not ABnd you, when I ABnd you

Either I disappear myself or I am made to disappear.

2nd verse I take pride in being a human, because I am a,-.liated with you
As long as you are safe, I can put everything at stake.

3rd verse Having disavowed the next world, why should I waste time?

[Otherwise] he, whose own I am called, will himself feel ashamed.

4th verse The jinns may have wings, [but] leave me, desire for rising upwards (?)

Holding his hem, I can reach the destination.

5th verse Such ardour may be there in remembering someone

I am awake in my heart while my eyes are asleep.

6th verse When I become a mirror and place myself in front of him

I ABnd a divine sparkle in being a human being. 

9th verse Were squandered, Kamil...

When the qawwals are about to proceed to the maqt-a⇧, Qubool Badshah inter-

rupts them and tells them to sing two more verses. In this assembly, a number of 

listeners are better acquainted with the poetry of Kamil than the qawwals. This be-

comes evident in several instances, when they correct the qawwals or instruct them to 

sing missing verses. At the sam⌅⇧ assemblies of Khanqah-e-Kamil, the listeners often 

react strongly to the verses they have themselves told the qawwals to include in the 

36 See Meraj, Sur�d, 255. The version in Sur�d has seven verses, out of which ��ve are common with 

Chand Qawwal’s version (verses 1, 3, 5, 6 and 9).
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performance. In this case, Qubool Badshah walks to and fro in front of the qawwals, 

wailing, when they sing the 8th verse.

7th verse The most exalted a:ABliation with him Klourished to such an extent

That I can make anyone I want mad for you.

8th verse Nurturer of the people! Bestow me the gift of one prostration
Bowing down my head, I can make the entire world prostrate.

9th verse Kamil, all the valuables of life were squandered there

but – what a spectacle! – I ABnd life in the same place.

The next group to perform is lead by Maqbool Qawwal and Mehmood Qawwal. 

They begin with a short naghmah and an Urdu rub⌅⇧◆ consisting of three verses. Al-

though the last one of them suggests that they are written by Qubool Badshah, the 

metrical irregularity reveals that they constitute in fact a generic adjunct item into 

which the names of any past Su�� master and his present-day follower can be inserted. 

Since the qawwals are not disciples of Qubool Badshah, the verses furthermore illus-

trate how they perform assuming the point of view of the disciples in order to arouse 

the audience. After the rub⌅⇧◆, the qawwals sing a manqabat written by Kamil in praise 

4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;. They follow the order of the verses recorded in V⌅rid⌅t, but omit 

��ve of the fourteen verses that comprise the full poem. Typically to the manqabats of 

Kamil, the name of the saint serves as the rad◆f.37

Item 7: A manqabat in Urdu

naghmah

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ If one sees the beloved, he has everything

If the friend is his, he has everything.

May your overKlowing grace remain until the resurrection

As long as this court remains, everything is there.

Qubool Badshah has nothing

But if he has Kamil, he has everything.

1st verse Seeing you has this e:fect, Eternal Helper

Gaze takes pride in gaze, Eternal Helper.

37 Cf. the 3rd and 4th girahs in Item 1 and the salient text of Item 2 in this chapter.
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2nd verse The wanderers will roam from door to door, Eternal Helper
But my eyes are ABxed on you door, Eternal Helper.

3rd verse I am a slave of your door, I am to take from you

Having become yours, where should I go, Eternal Helper?

4th verse What kind of servanthood is this? What is this spectacle, only God knows!

The eyes of creation are turned towards you, Eternal Helper.

5th verse Saying ‘Do not be afraid, my disciple’ you removed my worries
I sacriABce my life to you, Eternal Helper.

6th verse Whether in trouble or free of adversity, I derive pleasure from the a:ABliation [with you]38

This head remains at your door, Eternal Helper.

Although the sixth verse refers to 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;, the disciples of Qubool 

Badshah interpret it in reference to their Su�� guide. They turn towards him and mo-

tion towards him whenever the qawwals reach the word nisbat (]a-��liation̂).

7th verse For the sake of perfect beauty, protect my honour!

Bestow me, too, one merciful glance, Eternal Helper.

8th verse I have spent my life repeating your name

I will also die in your name, Eternal Helper.

9th verse Do not forget your Kamil, who gives his life for you
He has been crazed for his entire life, Eternal Helper.

After Maqbool and Mehmood Qawwal have ��nished, a rising young qawwal 

called Saghir Ali takes the #$oor. During the past few years, he has been closely associ-

ated with Khanqah-e-Kamil, and Qubool Badshah had invited him to sing in the ⇧urs of 

Ahmad Shah Gujarati in Aurangabad in 2009. His choice is a ghazal of Kamil, the 

verses of which he sings in the order recorded in V⌅rid⌅t, omitting two of the nine.39 

He introduces the text with a rub⌅⇧◆. The second leading vocalist repeats the second 

line of the rub⌅⇧◆ inaccurately, while the third line di-fers from the rest in respect to the 

38 In V⌅rid⌅t, the line reads mu⌧◆bat ho kih r⌅�at ho maze nisbat ke let⌅ h�W. The meaning, however, 

remains the same.

39 See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 272.
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poetic metre. However, the listeners do not interfere with the faltering performance, 

and the qawwals are able to proceed to the salient text uninterrupted.

Item 8: A ghazal in Urdu

naghmah

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

There a is small wish and my happiness depends on it:

May my whole life be squandered in his name!

On my behalf, love for his form is everything 

Only from that [comes] my life, only from that [arises] my worship.

1st verse I act according to his will and only his will applies.

1st girah (in 

Urdu)

Wherever I sat, I sat with God

When did I sit separate from my friend?
Someone may call me foolish or mad

If he sits separate from his friend.

1st verse I act according to his will and only his will applies.

2nd girah (in 

Urdu; re-

peated 

twice)

I live free from anxiety in every respect

What a thing is the a:ABliation with the hem of the friend!40

1st verse I act according to his will and only his will applies

This life is being cast into the mould of his, and only his, contentment.

2nd verse The breath will not fully leave [the body], neither will longing leave [me]

I do not know since when the yearning for you has been nurtured on my lap.

3rd verse Only an eye that drinks wine can perceive him

How could I tell, to what extent the wine is overKlowing from someone’s eyes?

4th verse For the sake of his merciful eyes, for the sake of this existence41 of his
Taking shelter in the a:ABliation with him, every a:fair of mine works out.

40 This verse is the mat-la⇧ of a ghazal by Kamil. See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 270.

41 Damqadam, lit. ‘breath and step’, i.e. ‘the breath of life and ability to move’.
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3rd girah (in 

Urdu)

How fortunate I am, too! Or is it my destiny?

4th verse For the sake of this existence of his!

4th girah (in 

Urdu; re-

peated 

thrice)

Kamil, remember this, nay, write it down!

A relation with someone will never be without an e:fect.

Also Saghir Ali uses Kamil’s celebrated verse as an adjunct item in his perform-

ance (4th girah). Although it has already been heard during the sam⌅⇧ assembly, it is re-

ceived with enthusiasm. The senior members of the silsilah indicate that the qawwals 

should keep repeating the girah, which they do for an exceptional three times before 

continuing with the salient text. Qubool Badshah instructs them to repeat the second 

line of the girah once more.

4th verse For the sake of this existence of his!

4th girah re-

peated

A relation with someone will never be without an e:fect.

4th verse Taking shelter in the a:ABliation with him, every a:fair of mine works out.

5th verse He is higher than the capacity of vision and higher than human thought and understanding

The closer I draw to him, the more he changes from the distance.

In the beginning of the performance, the listeners did not correct the confused 

rub⌅⇧◆, since they probable were not acquainted with its accurate reading themselves. 

However, in the case of Kamil’s words, even a small mistake is not allowed to pass 

without it being recti��ed. In the ��fth verse, the qawwal is confused about the i+⌅fat 

construction in the ��rst line, and instead of singing fahm-i bashar (‘understanding of a 

human being’), he sings feham bashar (the word feham has no meaning in Urdu). 

Qubool Badshah and senior listeners try to correct him three times. However, he does 

not catch the correct reading, and the exasperated listeners ��nally allow him to contin-

ue to the second line of the verse.

6th verse May he who arrives be protected, since the one a:Klicted by grief found relief

Little by little, I am coming back to senses, the health is somewhat improving.

7th verse Kamil, where a wound was inKlicted on the heart, a lamp was lit and a wish ful-.lled
Come to my tomb and see: a candle is burning here!
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1st verse I act according to his will and only his will applies.

The maqt-a⇧ of this ghazal is among the best-known verses of Kamil and it helps to 

redeem the qawwal who earlier had made a blunder with the poet’s words. After a 

fairly long and generally well-received performance, he is asked to give way to Sajid 

Qawwal. By now, most of the guests of honour, as well as outside spectators, have left 

and only disciples and family members remain. Everyone is now able to ��t on the 

raised, covered platform and sit close to the qawwals. This also o-fers Qubool 

Badshah’s disciples a chance to draw closer to their Su�� guide, who has thus far been 

surrounded by the sajj⌅danash◆ns of di-ferent shrines.

The qawwals begin with a naghmah-yi qudd�s◆ and two rub⌅⇧◆s that establish a 

link between the Prophet and 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;. These verses make an easily recog-

nizable reference to vuj�d◆ metaphysics by using its technical vocabulary that covers 

words like vuj�d (‘existence’), ta⇧ayyun (‘individuation’) and jalvah (‘manifestation’, 

corresponding to Arabic maz-har). However, the theme of the verses is not va�dat al-

vuj�d, but glori��cation of 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n; by declaring him a manifestation of 

Muhammad’s existence. The metaphysical rub⌅⇧◆s lead to a manqabat written by 

Kamil. In the d◆v⌅n, the manqabat includes nine verses, but the qawwals sing only ��ve 

of them (verses 1, 2, 7, 4, 9), laying emphasis on the skilful intertwining of girahs into 

the salient text.

Item 9: A manqabat in Urdu

naghmah-yi qudd�s◆

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

He is the foremost among those who hold the rank of being beloved (by God)

Helper of the Mankind42 is a name for the existence of Muhammad.

2nd rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

When is the beauty of Mustafa in the limits of individuation?

That manifestation, indeed, is here, but it belongs to the Helper of the Mankind.

1st verse Since the day I have spent [my life] in the shade of your hem (Greatest Helper!)

Everyone (else) has been proud over his deeds, (but) I take pride in you.43 

The second line, which contrasts the e-forts of an individual with the faith in the 

intercession of 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;, is both an expression of the a-fection for the saint 

42 Ghaus al-Var8, i.e. 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;.

43 Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 107.
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and a criticism directed at the reformist movements that deny the possibility of inter-

cession. The qawwals employ extensive takr⌅r in singing it, since a few senior mem-

bers of the silsilah stand up and start walking to and fro, wailing. Then Qubool 

Badshah instructs the qawwals to insert a girah (1st girah) which states that in spite of 

the lack of virtues in a devotee, his or her work is accomplished due to the mercy of 

4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;. Initially, Sajid Qawwal repeats the girah (written by Kamil) in 

parts after Qubool Badshah, without musical accompaniment. Sensing the potential of 

the poetic message, he returns to the girah out of his own initiative and integrates it 

more closely to the musical structure. He furthermore elaborates the original girah 

with two more verses from the same ghazal. When the elaborated girah leads back to 

the salient text, there is an uproar among the impressed listeners and na&r⌅nah #$ows 

to Qubool Badshah. The second girah continues the same theme by contrasting the 

lack of virtues in a devotee with his a-��liation with good people.

1st girah (in 

Urdu)

(I have) neither knowledge, learning, abstinence, chastity nor grace in (my) actions

Only because of your favour, things are accomplished.

1st verse I take pride in you.

1st girah 

elaborated

(I have) neither knowledge, learning, abstinence, chastity nor grace in (my) actions

Only because of your favour, things are accomplished.

An indigent head is (bowed) on a threshold

Where even the degrees of fate change.

You are the honour of all the beauties of the world

Whose lamp burns in front of you?44

1st verse I take pride in you.

2nd girah (in 

Urdu)

Do not look at my form, do not attack my sins

I am not virtuous [myself], but I am a:ABliated with the virtuous.

1st verse I take pride in you.

2nd verse In the morning and in the evening, in every condition, my litany is ‘Greatest 
Helper!’45

44 These three verses belong to a ghazal of Kamil. See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 259.

45 In V8rid8t, the Arabic y⌅ ghaus al-a⇧z-am is used instead of the Persian y⌅ ghaus-i a⇧z-am.
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The second verse of the salient text is cut by an insertion of a girah (3rd girah) that 

celebrates the Su�� a-��liation with 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;. The simple statement ‘I am a 

Qadiri’ stirs the audience and leads to takr⌅r. Interestingly, the ��rst line of the girah is 

usually read ‘I am a Qadiri thanks to the Mighty Lord’ (maiW q⌅dir◆ h�W shukr hai rabb-i 

qad◆r k⌅). The version at hand is not as poetically solid as the more common version, 

because it lacks the echoing words q⌅dir◆ (‘Qadiri’) and qad◆r (‘mighty’). The pronoun 

yih (‘this’) also is an expletive added metris causa, and it renders the line somewhat 

clumsier. However, the present reading enables the listeners to refer their Su�� a-��li-

ation to a living master instead of the transcendent God. This association is made ex-

plicit by the qawwals’ insertion of the name Qubool Badshah as a ��ller in takr⌅r k⌅ 

�alqah.

3rd girah (in 

Urdu)

I am a Qadiri, thanks to my master. (O Qubool Badshah!)
The hem of the Master of Masters is in my hand.

2nd verse In the morning and in the evening, in every condition, my litany is ‘Greatest Helper!’

I keep calling out to him, who can endure my boldness46 (over himself).

4th girah (in 

Urdu)

From us, this...

When Sajid Qawwal is about to initiate a new girah verse, Qubool Badshah in-

structs him to sing another verse of the manqabat. The leading qawwal repeats it with 

di-��culty, making mistakes. Without realizing that it is another verse of the manqabat, 

he returns to the previous verse and initiates a long girah of four verses. The word n⌅z 

(‘pride, coquetry’) in the second verse of the manqabat inspires a girah that 

concentrates on the theme of love, but culminates with a line stating that the beloved 

is not dead. Instead, he can make even the dead alive. This could be interpreted as a 

reference to the breath of the beloved that is like the breath of Jesus. However, it also 

associates with a miracle of 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;, who is believed to have raised a dead 

person. The need to emphasize that the saints (and the Prophet) are alive is a new 

theme in ghazals and results from the need to address the attacks of Muslim 

reformists. After the girah, the qawwal realizes that the verse he earlier interpreted as a 

girah (5th girah) belongs to the salient text. This time, he reads the verse (3rd verse) 

accurately and also integrates it to the melody of the salient text.

5th girah (in 

Urdu)

The bounties of the love of divine might, something in exchange for support

When no one gives [his] assurance, I keep calling for you.

2nd verse Who can endure my boldness (over himself).

46 In V⌅rid⌅t, the verb is in singular (saht⌅ hai) in congruence with the following pronoun (us ko).
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6th girah (in 

Urdu)

Only he who turns his own heart into a ABrm Kaaba

Will ABnd the full enjoyment of the manifestations of that beauty.

If love is true, then such days will also arrive

When he will himself takes pride in those who take pride in him.

When he plucks the lute of breathing while passing by

All the components of my being start to sing his song.

Whoever dies for him, annihilated, will get thousands of favours from him

Do not think he is dead – he makes the dead alive!

2nd verse I keep calling out to him, who can endure my boldness (over himself).

3rd verse There is some haughtiness in the bond of love, some betrayals of support

When no one gives [his] assurance, I keep calling for you.

4th verse Goblets glitter in the eyes of our cupbearer, they say

Wine drinkers keep drawing away negative inKluences from these eyes by their [own] eyes.47

7th girah (in 

Urdu)

May the eyes of the cupbearer be safe! Let my enemies yearn!

Wine houses have been made twofold in order to ABll up my [cup].

4th verse Wine drinkers keep drawing away negative inKluences from these eyes by their [own] eyes.

5th verse Kamil, what is the connection of the beauties of the world with the Beloved of God?
They are just adorning themselves whereas he keeps beautifying everyone.

In the maqt-a⇧, the phrase ‘what is the connection … with the beloved of God’ stirs 

the audience and once more merits takr⌅r before closing the performance. The qaww-

als are then given the newly published Souvenir and asked to sing a ghazal printed 

therein. Although there is usually no need to sing rub⌅⇧◆s before ful��lling a request 

from the m◆r-i ma�ABl, the qawwals begin by establishing the theme of pain in love and 

the necessity to endure it in order to eventually enjoy the heart-soothing union (1st to 

3rd rub⌅⇧◆s). If the qawwals were unacquainted with the text, singing rub⌅⇧◆s would also 

give them time to select a suitable tune for the text. However, it seems that in this case 

they already know the ghazal, although it was printed for the ��rst time in Souvenir.

47 Literally, the line translates ‘Wine drinkers keep removing propitiatory o-ferings of these eyes with 

eyes’. This refers to the practice of circling an o-fering, such as a coin, over a person’s head in order to 

draw negative in#$uences away from him or her.
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The ghazal itself concentrates on the union rather than on separation. The ��rst 

verse and the mention of the merciful glance therein make Qubool Badshah jump up 

from his seat, overcome by a mystical state. He approaches the qawwals and then 

again turns away while crying uncontrollably.

Item 10: A ghazal in Urdu

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

The beauty of my faith stems from grief

I fulABlled the rights of love.

2nd rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

Where would I ABnd you now? Where should I go searching?

You hid your face; your countenance must be familiar.

3rd rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

The heart that does not remember you is not alive

Who is not ruined in your path, is an inABdel.

He has set to searching for you – you, whom I ABnd not

Who does not even remember the whereabouts of the Truth.

Grief for the friend! The ediABce of life stands from your breath

If you are safe, my dust will not be ruined.

1st verse Because of your glance, the heart gets peace and tranquility

Because of your mercy, there is spring in my garden.48

1st girah (in 

Urdu; re-

peated 

twice)

This grandeur, this majesty were not in my power

This name and fame of mine are bestowed by the a:ABliation with you.

1st verse Because of you glance, the heart gets peace and tranquility

Because of your mercy, there is spring in my garden.

2nd verse Where have I arrived? Whose place is this?

From the side, the heart cried out: ‘This is the street of the friend!’ (See!)

3rd verse I lived, clinging on promises, but the breath left [the body]

Eyes have opened and I am waiting for you.

48 See Souvenir 2010: 51.
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4th verse Ascetic, why would my prayer not be accepted?

The image of the friend remains in front of me every moment.

5th verse In the day of judgement, everyone holds his record of deeds

Look! In my hand, there is the hem of the friend.

6th verse If the world were to turn away from me, so be it

I am contended, the gaze of the friend is directed towards me.

As the ghazal was published for the ��rst time in Souvenir, one would expect the 

qawwals to follow the printed text closely. However, they sing the ��rst line of the sixth 

verse in a manner that di-fers from it. The text reads mujh se zam⌅na mukh⌅lif to gham 

nah◆W (‘Even if the world was opposed to me, there is no grief’). The general idea re-

mains the same, although in the variant found in Souvenir, the world actively opposes 

the lover, whereas in the qawwals’ version, it just turns away. The variation is in any 

case signi��cant, since it indicates that the ghazal has been sung even before its 

publication in print. It also demonstrates that an item may have become established in 

qawwali repertoires before being printed or otherwise published. The seventh verse of 

the qawwals’ performance is also an addition that is not found in the printed text.

After the intensive beginning of the number, the listeners have grown less anim-

ate. The qawwals try to stir them with two girahs (2nd and 3rd girah) that discuss the 

power of a-��liation. However, the audience largely remains una-fected and the 

performance comes to an end.

2nd girah (in 

Urdu)

If the a:ABliation is safe, why cry?

Never despair of his door!

It is my ABrm belief that taking his name

The dust will turn into gold, if I just pick it up.

6th verse I am contended.

3rd girah (in 

Urdu)

Kamil, can someone make me get up from his door?

Now [that] I have arrived when he has called me, I sit [where] he has seated me?49

6th verse I am contended.

7th verse Whose heart has love for his guide, has love for the Prophet

49 This is the maqt-a⇧ of a ghazal by Kamil. See Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 113.
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The mercy of the Sustainer descends upon him.

8th verse Ask about the pleasures of prostration from the heart of Kamil

There is him, the needy head and the feet of the friend.

The next performer is the son of Mohammed Qawwal. He sings with his father, 

but also leads a group of his own. He was present during the ��rst two items and has 

now returned to the venue after singing at the Yousufain Dargah in the meantime. His 

assigned duty is to sing the ritual items in the end of the occasion, but prior to that he 

contributes by singing one more ghazal of Kamil.

After a naghmah, al⌅p and a generic rub⌅⇧◆ (1st rub⌅⇧◆) that evokes the power of af-

��liation, he touches upon the confusion resulting from the search for the beloved (2nd 

rub⌅⇧◆). The second rub⌅⇧◆ leads to Kamil’s ghazal Ap ko p⌅t⌅ nah◆W (‘I do not ��nd you’). 

However, he is pointed out that this ghazal has already been sung (Item 6), and he opts 

for another immensely popular ghazal by Kamil. Like Ap ko p⌅t⌅ nah◆W, Ham⌅r◆ duny⌅ 

badal-ke rakh d◆ (‘He left my world changed’) is not found in V⌅rid⌅t, yet it is a stock 

item in the repertoires of qawwals hailing from the Deccan. It would have a tremend-

ous potential in a sam⌅⇧ assembly like this, but the young age and inexperience of the 

qawwal prevent him from capitalizing on it. The performance stirs the audience and 

elicits a #$ow of na&r⌅nah to Qubool Badshah. The qawwals never dwell on takr⌅r, al-

though the listeners’ response would clearly call for it.

Item 11: A ghazal in Urdu

naghmah

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

Who sees me, takes your name

I am silent, but my a:ABliation will not keep quiet.

2nd rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

Is this someone else, I do not know

[But] the gaze of the friend is never uninformed.

1st verse I do not ABnd you, when...

1st verse He left my world changed, meeting of the eyes became the excuse

There, the glance met with someone, here, the heart became a target.

2nd verse You, who laugh at sinners, do not mock everyone like that

You never know whose part it is to be protected by God’s mercy.50
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3rd verse Life is in loving you. In it, there is some of the joys of worship

I enjoy myself greatly:51 (Praise to God!) there is my head [and] your threshold.

4th verse Only one, your being the master, remains the standard of measuring my worship

The relish of prostration is as high as the threshold.

5th verse When he looked [at me], I came alive. When he turned his gaze away, I died.

Life is a peculiar spectacle: one moment reality, the other a fairytale.

6th verse The youth of the rose garden is sacriABced for your sake, each spring an o:fering to you

[Your] black hair are thick clouds, intoxicated eyes a tavern.

7th verse What sort of heart? What kind of life, sir? Here, the faith has been a:Klicted

Because beauty itself is a constant doomsday and, on top of that, [has] manners of an 

inABdel.

8th verse Only reason for the fame of Kamil’s words is that they are connected to God

The deep colour of passionate love has spread on each verse of the ghazal.

Before the singers proceed to the closing items, Qubool Badshah asks them to ac-

company another qawwal who has arrived from Aurangabad in order to participate in 

the ⇧urs. However, he is alone, without his group, and the son of Mohammed Qawwal is 

asked to sing with him. The qawwals begin with a brief naghmah and a long rub⌅⇧◆ that 

dwells on the contradictions of the human condition. The rub⌅⇧◆ is a part of a longer 

ghazal written by Kamil.

Item 12: A ghazal in Urdu

naghma

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Urdu)

Unidimensional gaze cannot cross a certain border

Even if it ABnds him, it cannot really ABnd him.

50 Lit. ‘one does not know in whose part comes the canopy of God’s mercy.’ Using a commonplace 

word like sh⌅miy⌅nah (‘canopy’) when referring to God’s mercy, instead of the more literary s⌅yab⌅n, 

adds to the colloquial character of the verse.

51 This idiomatic expression baYe maze se gu&ar rah◆ hai. lit. ‘it [i.e. condition, �⌅lat] is passing with 

great enjoyment,’ answers questions like Ky⌅ �⌅lat hai? (‘How are things?’). Qawwals’ insertion al-

�amdu li’ll⌅h (‘Praise to God!’) is apt here, since the phrase is frequently appended to such answers. The 

verse is an excellent example of Kamil’s skilful use of colloquial expressions in his poems.
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The palpitation of the heart cannot match the lightning

The latter makes everyone toss relentlessly, whereas the former cannot achieve it.

Thousands of beliefs are such that the human reason

Can understand them entirely, but not explain.

What else is the hour of death than changing the place?

Who has died for you, annihilated, cannot be annihilated by death.52

1st verse This is the veil of desire, this is the face of mystery.

1st girah (in 

Urdu)

Do not remove my veil, let not the people see

I will start a clamour so that your signs will be removed.

1st verse This is the veil of desire, this is the face of mystery

You are in front of my eyes, this is my prayer.

The theme of the prayers directed to the beloved stirs the audience, and Qubool 

Badshah instructs the qawwals to insert the following girah (1st girah). The leading 

qawwal does not catch it accurately and is told to repeat it after making an attempt to 

return to the salient text.

2nd girah (in 

Urdu; re-

peated 

twice)

He who keeps you in his sight while praying

Has a high position among the worshippers of God.

1st verse You are in front of me, this is my prayer.

3rd girah (in 

Urdu)

For once, o awaited <awaiting> reality, show yourself in the metaphorical garb

Thousands of prostrations are throbbing in my indigent forehead.

When I once bowed my head in prostration,53 a voice started to sound from the ground:

‘Your heart veers towards the idols – what will you get in prayer?’54

1st verse You are in front of me, this is my prayer.

52 For the full ghazal, see Kamil, V⌅rid⌅t, 274–275.

53 The beginning of the second line is grammatically incorrect, although the listeners can probably 

catch the meaning. The correct version reads: jo maiW sar-ba-sajdah hu(⌅ kabh◆.

54 This girah is taken from a ghazal by Iqbal included in B⌅ng-i dar⌅. See Iqbal, B⌅ng-i Dar⌅ ,394–395.
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2nd verse The virtues of your grace were not [to be found] on my side

Life itself calls out: ‘He is the nurturer of  mankind!’

4th girah (in 

Urdu)

Nothing in me was sincere

I found respect from your door.

2nd verse The virtues of your grace were not [to be found] on my side.

After the insertion of the inaccurately read verses written by Iqbal (3rd girah) and 

an unsuccessful popular verse (4th girah), Qubool Badshah’s family member suggests 

another girah (5th girah). The qawwal has di-��culties in catching what he is told to sing 

and, ��nally, Qubool Badshah explains the verse to him. The verse belongs to a man-

qabat written by Kamil in praise of 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;. Although the text was printed 

in Souvenir for the ��rst time,55 this poem had also become a part of the qawwali reper-

toires and it seems that the orally transmitted variant is more prominent: even Qubool 

Badshah recites the variant below instead of the printed one whose second line reads 

magar k⌅mil mu⌧◆bat hai khvud apn◆ tangd⌅m⌅n◆. Although the meaning remains the 

same – ham⌅r◆ (‘our/my’) equals khvud apn◆ (‘my own’) – the variant transmitted by 

the qawwals is more simple and colloquial than the printed one.

5th girah (in 

Urdu)

By God, his favour is perfect, his mercy is perfect

And the narrowness of my hem is a perfect calamity.

2nd verse The virtues of his grace were not [to be found] on my side

Life itself calls out: ‘He is the nurturer of  mankind!’

Khv⌅ja Bandanav⌅z! Khv⌅ja Ges�dar⌅z!

3rd verse What do the people of the world know about who manifests himself in me?

Where am I? (My beloved A�mad! My beloved Kamil! My master A�mad! My beloved 
Helper!) Only you are. Essentially, this is the secret.

The third verse emphasizes the dependance of the lover on the beloved or a de-

votee on a saintly personage. The qawwals insert the names of AAmad Sh8h Gujar8t; 

and Kamil as ��llers, while Qubool Badshah tells them to evoke the name of 4Abd al-

Q8dir J;l8n; (Ghaus) as well. Takr⌅r k⌅ �alqah that uses the names of the masters of the 

silsila as ��llers directs the interpretation of the verse signi��cantly. Without the ��llers, it 

is a vuj�d◆ statement that declares that also the poetic subject is a manifestation of the 

55 See Souvenir 2010: 49.
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beloved. In conjunction with the ��llers, however, the verse negates the existence of the 

Su�� disciple while only the saint remains. The entire interpretive framework of the 

verse changes from va�dat al-vuj�d to the concept of fan⌅ f◆’l-shaikh and the meta-

physical approach is substituted with a devotional one.

After the possibilities of the takr⌅r have been exhausted, Qubool Badshah in-

structs the qawwals to insert a verse from a ghazal that has been performed earlier 

(Item 5). The girah (6th girah) redirects the interpretation of the third verse of the sali-

ent text back towards the vuj�d◆ metaphysics. Thus, takr⌅r k⌅ �alqah and the girah 

provide the listeners two di-ferent ways of conceptualizing the meaning of a single 

verse. The return to the vuj�d◆ framework arouses a mystical state in a few senior 

members of the audience, who stand up and move in a way that resembles the whirl-

ing dance of the Mevlevis. A few listeners hold each others hands and form a circle 

around them in order to protect them from colliding with other people or the pillars 

supporting the roof. When their mystical state abates, they are lead to the m◆r-i ma�ABl. 

He embraces them, and they press the side of their heads against his heart.

6th girah (in 

Urdu)

What is my being? Everything is his existence, his manifestation

How ignorant is he, who makes me step forward.

3rd verse What do the people of the world know about who manifests himself in me?

Where am I? Only you are. Essentially, this is the secret.

4th verse I am a sacriABce to his mercy and thus made independent of everyone

The friend is known to me, this is the secret of a servant.56

5th verse Wherever you stepped, there I bent my head

For someone enslaved in love, this is the perfect prayer.

1st verse This is the veil of desire.

When the ghazal is concluded, it is later than three o’clock in the morning and 

Qubool Badshah decides to close the assembly. The son of Mohammed Qawwal is as-

signed to lead Rang and Qaul. It is noteworthy that neither Rang nor Qaul is as elabor-

ate in Hyderabad as in north India. In the present case, the song text of the Rang is 

abridged and an elaborate list of saints in chronological order is raised into the focus. 

The list begins with 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n; and continues with the early Chishti masters. 

56 This verse is sometimes attributed to MuAammad Taq; 4Az;z, the third successor of Sh8h Niy8z 

AAmad, who used the pen name R8z. The impression that the word r⌅z denotes more than its literal 

meaning ‘secret, mystery’ is further enforced by the presence of the word be-niy⌅z in the ��rst line. It 

echoes Sh8h Niy8z AAmad’s popular appellation Sh8h Niy8z Beniy8z.
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In Hyderabad, the list varies according to the venue of the sam⌅⇧’ assembly. While ref-

erences to the best-known saints of the city, YUsuf al-D;n, Shar;f al-D;n and their mas-

ter Kal;m All8h are common in most Hyderabadi sam⌅⇧ assemblies, the mention of the 

masters of the Shuttari silsilah are speci��c to this context.57

Item 13: Rang

<al⌅p>

1st rub⌅⇧◆ (in 

Hindi)

The colour of the Prophet was thrown into the air, and there was colour in the hand of 

the Master

Whose veil he dyes, that dyeing is his good fortune.

Rang Today there is colour, o mother, there is colour, hey! (Oh, there is colour today!)

I found my master, Mu�y◆ al-D◆n Auliy⌅(.

1st girah Mu�y◆ al-D◆n Auliy⌅( Mu⇧◆n al-D◆n Auliy⌅(

Mu⇧◆n al-D◆n Auliy⌅( Qut-b al-D◆n Auliy⌅(

Qut-b al-D◆n Auliy⌅( Far◆d al-D◆n Auliy⌅(

Far◆d al-D◆n Auliy⌅( Niz-⌅m al-D◆n Auliy⌅(

Niz-⌅m al-D◆n Auliy⌅( Na⌧◆r al-D◆n Auliy⌅(

Na⌧◆r al-D◆n Auliy⌅( Bandanav⌅z Auliy⌅(

Bandanav⌅z Auliy⌅( Sh⌅h-i A�mad Auliy⌅(

Sh⌅h-i A�mad Auliy⌅( Kal◆m All⌅h Auliy⌅(

Kal◆m All⌅h Auliy⌅( Y�suf Shar◆f Auliy⌅(

Y:suf Shar;f Auliy⌅< Ghul⌅m-i Ghaus Auliy⌅<
Ghul⌅m-i Ghaus Auliy⌅< Sh⌅h-i K⌅mil Auliy⌅<

Rang When you look, he is with me, o mother, there is colour, hey!

I have seen no other colour like this, master

I have wandered looking from country to country

My heart cherishes only your colour.

The Qaul is similarly straightforward and includes only two simple girahs in Urdu. 

The tune employed by the qawwals di-fers signi��cantly from the tune used by most 

qawwals.

Item 14: Qaul in Arabic

57 For a Rang that lists the saints from the point of view of Lahore, see Nusrat, Traditional SuAB 

Qawwalis IV, track 3. 
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Qaul and 

tar⌅nah

Whose master I am, his master is Ali.

dar dil dar dil dar d⌅n◆

ham tum tan⌅ n⌅n⌅ n⌅ tan⌅n⌅n⌅ re

yal⌅l◆ yal⌅l◆ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l◆

yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l◆

Master, Master Ali!

1st girah (in 

Urdu)

I will remember the Father of Dust in the grave

Whatever is asked, I will silence [those questions]

Angels! My sins may be grievous,58 but

If Ali is the object of wishes, I will settle the entire bill.

Qaul Master, Master Ali!

2nd girah (in 

Urdu)

Who is garbed in intense passion, becomes a SuAB

Who burns in love, becomes a wandering mendicant

The Prophet is the one who called Ali a friend

Each and everyone who says Ali, is called a friend [of God].

Qaul and 

tar⌅nah

Master, Master Ali!

dar dil dar dil dar d⌅n◆

ham tum tan⌅ n⌅n⌅ n⌅ tan⌅n⌅n⌅ re

yal⌅l◆ yal⌅l◆ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l◆

yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅ yal⌅ l⌅l⌅l◆

After the ritual items, Qubool Badshah closes the occasion with a f⌅ti�ah and a 

short, formal du⇧⌅ in Arabic. Although it was by then 3:30 AM, everyone who was 

present was o-fered something to eat. While many of the guests who had not stayed 

until the end had been fed on the roof of Qubool Badshah’s house, he himself as well 

as his close family and disciples had been waiting until now. When I returned to the 

kh⌅nq⌅h the next day to attend a poets’ gathering (mush⌅⇧irah), I was told that Qubool 

Badshah had remained awake until the daybreak and listened to na⇧tkhv⌅ns in the 

mosque. 

The ⇧urs ended in the morning on the 16th of January with a seminar organized in 

the kh⌅nq⌅h. The speakers, among them scholars and heads of local shrines, gave short 

presentations on the contribution of Su��s to Islam and the culture of the Deccan. Al-

though the themes overlapped with those discussed during Jalsah-yi Fai+⌅n-i Auliy⌅(, 

58 Siy⌅h. lit. ‘black.’
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the approach was less polemical and attuned to an audience that already had a Su�� 

background.

On the whole, the ��ve-day ⇧urs celebrations were organized on a grand scale. 

While the recitation of the Koran and na⇧t poetry, ⌧andalm⌅l◆ of the tombs, sam⌅⇧ and 

the mush⌅⇧irah are regular components of the festivities in Khanqah-e-Kamil, they 

were all especially elaborate and lengthy during the centenary ⇧urs. The two occasions 

for speeches were a special addition. The programmes were also advertised in advance; 

invitations were delivered by hand to the special guests and posters pasted around the 

old city and Nampally, where most of the potential participants reside. 

The sam⌅⇧ held at Khanqah-e-Kamil was in many respects typical to the 

Hyderabadi Su�� scene. Like many other Su�� silsilahs in the city, also the Shattaris of 

Dabeerpura list a poet among their forebears. His fame as a poet, together with the fact 

that his d◆v⌅n o-fers ample material from which the qawwals are able to select, led to a 

situation where the bulk of song texts consisted of his verses. This applied to both the 

main items and adjunct items. In addition to the ritual items in the beginning and the 

end of sam⌅⇧, only one poem, the Persian na⇧t by Shams-i Tabrez; (or RUm;), was writ-

ten by someone other than Kamil. The senior members of the silsilah are jealously 

guarding the poetic tradition of their predecessor. They are closely acquainted with his 

poetic oeuvre and correct the qawwals immediately, if they commit some blunder 

when singing his texts. In contrast to most sam⌅⇧ assemblies I have observed, the 

listeners in Khanqah-e-Kamil assumed a very active role in shaping the performance 

by suggesting even suitable girah verses to the qawwals. In this way they also taught 

the performers how to combine poetic texts in a manner that is successful in this 

particular context.

Another conspicuous characteristic of the song texts employed by the qawwals 

was the proliferation of devotional themes. Many of the items were manqabats and 

other devotional poems. However, even in romantic ghazals, the devotional passages 

most a-fected the audience. Observing the qawwals’ employment of takr⌅r is revealing. 

Most of the copiously repeated passages discussed the a-��liation (nisbat) either with 

one’s Su�� guide or a saint like 4Abd al-Q8dir J;l8n;. The recurring poetic themes that 

aroused the audience were the merciful glance, the door or threshold of a saint, inter-

cession and the absolute dependance on the saintly personage. This resonates with the 

prevalent religious atmosphere that emphasizes the love for the Prophet and the 

saints, as well as their intercessory powers.

It is noteworthy that expressing mystical states either by walking agitatedly, enga-

ging in movements resembling whirling dance, or by crying and wailing aloud was in 

Khanqah-e-Kamil considerably more uninhibited than in any of the sam⌅⇧ assemblies 

discussed earlier. In her study of Su�� healing practices in Hyderabad, Flueckiger notes 

that dancing was a regular phenomenon in sam⌅⇧ assemblies she observed. She con-

trasts this observation with the more restricted behaviour Qureshi had encountered 
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during her ��eldwork. Flueckiger suggests that the variation is a result of the di-ference 

between the socioeconomic backgrounds of her lower- to middle-class audience, on 

the one hand, and Qureshi’s elite participation, on the other. She further suggests that 

the contrast might stem from the di-ference between the domestic context she ob-

served and the more formal context of Qureshi’s ��eldwork.59 However, the above 

chapters suggest that the reason behind di-ferent approaches might lie ��rst and fore-

most in cultural di-ferences between North and South India, the Hindustan and the 

Deccan. The expression of mystical states is much more uninhibited in the Deccan 

even among the elite audiences – at Khanqah-e-Kamil, for instance, the listeners be-

longed to the learned Muslim elite of the city – whereas in the north, even the listeners 

hailing from the lower strata of society keep their behaviour in check. Irrespective of 

the di-ferences in the outward behaviour, the centrality of poetry as the focus of ab-

sorbed listening and the participants’ experiences is a theme that permeates all the 

sam⌅⇧ assemblies discussed in this chapter. The above ��eld observations, together with 

the analysis of the textual sources discussed in Part I of this study now make it possible 

to explore the linkage between poetry, music and the dynamics of sam⌅⇧ as a Su�� prac-

tice.

59 Flueckiger 2006: 214.
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7 CONFLUENCE OF POETRY, MUSIC AND SUFI PRACTICE

After discussing qawwali performances and poetic communication in the ritual con-
text of a Su⇡⇢ shrine as well as in four very di�ferent musical assemblies, it is time to ex-
amine the amalgamation of poetic expression, music and the dynamics of Su⇡⇢ prac-
tice.

Thematic sequencing of poetry

What is notable in the above musical assemblies is that outside the ritual context, 
sam� seems to lack a clearly de⇡⇢ned structure. This is in contrast with the view Regula 
Qureshi presents in her Su⌫⇠ Music of India and Pakistan. She formulates a standard 
performance format that begins with ritual prayers for the dead, Koranic passages, the 
saintly lineage and intercessory prayer. This is then followed by qawwali that begins 
with songs of obligatory ritual use. These are followed by songs of customary ritual use 
and freely chosen songs. The sequencing of the latter proceeds from praising God, the 
Prophet and saints to discussing love and mystical states. She also acknowledges that 
the obligatory ritual songs may be performed in the end of the occasion. In her model, 
another fti�ah concludes the occasion.852 Instead of being a descriptive model of any 
given qawwali performance, Qureshi’s format is essentially based on sam� in the ritual 
context and it attempts to incorporate the variably used components of di�ferent 
sam� assemblies into a single paradigm. In reality, however, an individual sam� as-
sembly rarely includes all of these components.
In the sam� assemblies analysed in the previous chapters, the recitation of 

fti�ah that would include all the elements mentioned above immediately preceded 
qawwali only at the rituals of the Nizamuddin shrine and at the Chilla. At Khwaja Hall, 
sam� began with a short recitation of the Koran (tilvat), at Anis Miyan’s home, 
straight with qawwali and at Khanqah-e-Kamil, with the reception of the guests of 
honour. All the occasions were closed with a du� read by the m!r-i ma�⌫⇠l. In all of the 
cases it included some Koranic passages, but did not necessarily comprise a full 
fti�ah.
When it comes to qawwali itself, there seems to be no explicit logic behind se-

quencing the items. The ritual songs were always sung in their appropriate places, ex-
cept in Khwaja Hall, where they were omitted. Otherwise, the qawwals kept alternat-
ing between devotional poems of praise and ghazals discussing passionate love or 
vuj%d! metaphysics. This is all the more striking, since the thematic sequencing evoked 

852 See Qureshi 2006: 116. Irfan Zuberi has recently presented his own version of a standard qawwali 
occasion based on Qureshi’s model. However, his version is highly inaccurate in, for example, claiming 
that Rang begins the obligatory ritual part. For some reason, he also contests that the songs of praise are 
followed by nisbat! kalm (‘a�⇡⇢liation poetry’), although this term speci⇡⇢cally denotes these very songs 
of praise. He thus seems to ignore the poetry on passionate love and metaphysical themes altogether. 
See Zuberi 2012: 138.
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in Qureshi’s model is, indeed, a commonly recognized characteristic of sam� 
assemblies. Robert Rozehnal’s study of the followers of ?auqi Sh@h in Pakistan and 
Malaysia documents sam�) assemblies that are construed so as to replicate di�ferent 
states and stations in the wayfarer’s path. He speci⇡⇢cally notes the emphasis on 
thematic sequencing in this context.853 Also Majlis-i uns, the essay appended to 
Naghmt-i sam�, strongly advises the qawwals to appropriately sequence the items 
they sing.854

The qawwals should thus, in theory, open the performance with a poem praising 
God (�amd) that is followed by poems in praise of the Prophet Muhammad (na�t) and 
his family and saints (manqabat). Manqabats normally extol the virtues of Ali and the 
saints of the Chishti brotherhood, but especially in Hyderabad and other locations, 
where the Qadiri inBCuence is strong and most Su⇡⇢ sheikhs are at least secondarily 
a�⇡⇢liated with the brotherhood, the praise of DAbd al-Q@dir JFl@nF has a prominent role.
As Qureshi notes in a recent essay, the devotional poems should be followed by 

ghazals and g!ts. They usually deal with various mystical themes without an explicit 
reference to any particular saint. Among the most common themes, according to 
Qureshi, are love (Dishq), ecstatic states (rindnah, lit. ‘proBCigate’; these poems often re-
volve around wine, inebriation and in⇡⇢delity), separation (⌫⇠rq) and union (vi+l).855 

In Sur%d, the non-devotional poetry is further divided into two categories, �ilm (‘know-
ledge’) and va�dat al-vuj%d (‘oneness of existence’). The former includes a wide range 
of texts that deal with the paradoxes of human life in an often pessimistic tone and 
suggest the search of God as an antidote.
The dividing lines between di�ferent categories of poems are by no means clear, 

since the praise of the beloved in ghazals can be interpreted as the praise of God or the 
Su⇡⇢ guide. Mohammed Ahmed’s opening item (Item 1) at Khwaja Hall was a romantic 
ghazal, but recurring references to the threshold of the beloved and his merciful glance 
added a devotional BCavour to it. In the same assembly (Item 5), the disciples of Khwaja 
Hasan Sani interpreted the phrase bdshh-i �usn (‘the king of beauty’), appearing in a 
ghazal of AmFr Khusrau, as a reference to their Su⇡⇢ guide. A number of ghazals by 
Kamil, again, featured passages addressing one’s Su⇡⇢ guide or DAbd al-Q@dir JFl@nF in-
serted in between the romantic and metaphysical verses.
In general, however, the poems of praise stand apart from texts that are not expli-

citly religious. In the light of my observations, the thematic sequencing rarely emerges 
as an important principle in structuring a sam� assembly. When the qawwals are not 
bound by the ritual context, they usually ignore it and select the items they sing de-
pending on what they think might lead to a positive audience response. In practice, 
each poem constitutes an independent whole, whose e�fect does not depend on the 
items preceding or following it. Even in cases where the items seem to follow a ⇡⇢xed, 
853 Rozehnal 2007a: 219–222.
854 NLr al-Masan, Naghmt, 466; F@rLqF, Naghmt, 253.
855 Qureshi 2012: 111.
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ritualized order, it may in reality be a result of negotiation undertaken on that 
particular occasion instead of a universally followed pattern, as was the case at Anis 
Miyan’s home.
This being the situation, the thematic sequencing emerges essentially as a means 

to conceptualize and organize the vast qawwali repertoires either in poetic anthologies 
or in the memory of the qawwals, while it is rarely transported to the actual perform-
ance context. The resulting randomness does not indicate falling short of the ideal 
standards prescribed for the practice. Instead, it o�fers the qawwals a vital means for 
intensifying the experiences of the listeners who might not always respond favourably 
to a predetermined sequence of items. For a Su⇡⇢ master acting as the m!r-i ma�⌫⇠l, such 
liberty of choice allows for a more e�fective pedagogic tool for guiding his disciples. 
Such approach e�fectively works against turning sam� into a purely ritualized occa-
sion and guarantees more space for a variety of experiences.

Power of an individual verse

Shifting the focus of analysis from the thematic sequence to an individual item, how-
ever, necessitates further re⇡⇢nement. By now, it is amply clear that the qawwals’ atti-
tude to poetic texts found in d!vns or transmitted only orally is remarkably liberal 
when it comes to adapting them to the performance. As the discussion in the preced-
ing chapters shows, they regularly omit verses from ghazals or lines from g!ts. In the 
case of the former, the individual verses – apart from the mat-la� and maqt-a� – can be 
furthermore reshu�BCed into new sequences. As a consequence, an individual verse of a 
ghazal or an individual line of a g!t becomes the fundamental unit of a qawwali per-
formance. The qawwals’ e�forts revolve around them and they strive to bring out their 
various meanings. Occasionally, as happened at the Chilla (Item 4), a single verse of a 
ghazal can constitute a full item. In the following, I will concentrate on the poetics of 
ghazal, yet I hope the discussion will also throw some light on the use of g!ts in sam�.
Focusing on individual verses ultimately stems from the literary conventions of 

the ghazal. In ghazals, each verse constitutes an independent semantic unit, perfect in 
itself, and tied to other verses by the metre and rhyme. Frances Pritchett has compel-
lingly argued for concentrating on individual verses in the literary analysis of ghazal 
poetry. The opposite view has been put forward by Paul E. Losensky. Criticizing the 
conceptualization of the so called ‘Indian style’ in his Welcoming Fighn!: Imitation 
and Poetic Individuality in the Safavid-Mughal Ghazal, he questions the use of isolated 
verses as a basis of literary analysis on the grounds that this makes the focus fall solely 
on rhetoric devices in the verses ‘while their communicative and aesthetic ends in the 
context of the work as a whole are given little consideration.’856 However, Losensky’s 
view is essentially applicable in the literary context, where the readers have the entire 
poetic text in front of them and they are able to deeply study the interlinkage between 

856 Losensky 1998: 4.
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the verses. In a performance context, where the original sequence of verses is 
habitually broken, insistence on studying full poems would be of little use. 
Furthermore, even when the verses of a ghazal are interlinked by a common mood or 
theme, the qawwals often break this unity by emphasizing seemingly dissonant 
themes through the use of adjunct items. This happened at Khanqah-e-Kamil, when 
the Warsi Brothers sung KamilPs poem in praise of Husain (Item 4). When they reached 
the verse

People endowed with mystical knowledge ⌫⇠nd illumination only from you

Light of the eyes of Murta4, grandchild of the Messenger, o Husain.

they picked up two themes from the verse and separately elaborated them. First, they 
described HusainPs metaphysical position that enables him to illuminate the people 
endowed with mystical knowledge:

That light which is called the king of (?)

It is called the light of God, the light of eyes.

When that light was dispersed, it became the universe

When it is drawn together, it is called Husain.

Then they evoked domestic images in describing the tender relationship between 
Husain and his grandfather, the Prophet:

Sharia was established in the conduct of Mustafa

The Paradise stood on the door of the Maiden

The Messenger was charmed, when Husain climbed on his back

As Husain remained seated, the divine custom stood alert.

In Kamil's verse, the former, lofty theme overshadows the latter, which appears only in 
HusainPs epithet Rthe grandchild of the MessengerP. However, during the performance, 
the qawwals gave equal prominence to both themes, thus introducing more gentle 
overtones into the encomium.
For these reasons, the following analysis focuses on individual verses. Although 

rhetorical devices are given their due attention, the discussion also reveals communic-
ative, aesthetic and, one might add, religious ends. However, they are not necessarily 
the ones intended by the authors and they often arise from the interaction of the per-
formers and the listeners.
While de-emphasizing the unity of a ghazal, the textual-performative techniques 

employed by the qawwals simultaneously accentuate the emphasis on an individual 
verse. The semantic units repeated during takrr are meaningful in the context of the 
verse of which they form a part, not in relation to the entire poem. Girah verses, again, 
highlight some meaning of a verse or a part of it, as was the case above. The following 
example shows how bowing the head down on the feet of the beloved, mentioned in 
the salient text, is further discussed in four girah verses, each of which addresses the 
topic from a slightly di�ferent angle (Anis Miyan’s, Item 5). 
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Let my head remain bowed to the feet of the beloved for the entire life.

1st girah In your eyes, there is a beautiful re:lection

That is why my prostration is prolonged.

2nd girah I feel pity over the worship of the people

Who could not bow down their hearts together with the forehead.

3rd girah Whenever my fate took its revenge on me

Each time the memories of you held [my] hand.

4th girah Bowing one’s forehead on the threshold is not worship

Rather look, there is nothing lacking in my love.

The ⇡⇢rst girah indicates that the lover sees the eyes of the beloved when he prostrates, 
whereas the second girah expresses pity for those who bow only their foreheads. The 
context makes it clear that such prostration is not what is intended in the salient text. 
The third girah, which emphasizes the consolation derived from the memory of the 
beloved moves away from the central theme of the passage, whereas the fourth one re-
turns to it by echoing the words of the second girah, when it states that one should not 
concentrate on the physical act of bowing down, but see the person’s love instead. 
Each new shade of meaning adds weight to the line they are exploring and shows it in 
a new light.
As an individual verse is the basic unit of ghazal poetry and qawwali performance, 

its cohesion acquires great importance. This internal tautness of a verse is called rabt- 
(‘connection’), and it has been repeatedly highlighted as one the vital qualities of a 
good ghazal in the literary discussions. According to Pritchett it ‘is a protean quality 
and can involve semantic, phonetic, rhythmic, allusive and even visual self-reBCective-
ness.’857 The insistence on a verse’s independence leads to according immense import-
ance on each word and avoiding futile expletives. Especially in Urdu, the profuse use of 
words like to and h! characterizes texts of less accomplished poets, who ⇡⇢nd them con-
venient means to ⇡⇢t their message into the desired metre without radically distorting 
the meaning of the verse. In the more professionally written poems, the expression is 
condensed to the extreme and each word is signi⇡⇢cant for crafting the meaning of the 
verse. As a result, the import of individual words as well as their mutual connections 
acquire immense force. When a verse is performed, the most meaningful individual 
words may in themselves stir the audience to such an extent that the qawwals pick 
them up for takrr. In contemporary sam� assemblies, the phrase repeated in takrr is 
frequently the name of a saintly personage, but it may also be some other cherished 
word like karam (‘mercy’), naz-ar (‘glance’) or nisbat (‘a�⇡⇢liation’).
857 Pritchett 2004: 86.
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Most commonly, the rabt- of a verse arises from the di�fering functions of the two 
lines of a verse. The ⇡⇢rst line makes a claim (da�v), while the second answers it 
(javb-i da�v). The answer may be an illustration (tams>!l), a supporting statement 
(dal!l) or an unexpected cause behind the commonplace statement made in the ⇡⇢rst 
line (�usn-i ta�l!l).858 Below, the second line answers the rhetoric question of the ⇡⇢rst 
line (Anis Miyan’s, Item 4):

The matter is huge and the mouth is small, but why should I lie?

My perception tells me that wherever I am, you are there too.

After hearing the ⇡⇢rst line that promises to reveal a secret or a great truth, the listener 
is left wondering what the verse is about to say. Only the second line reveals that the 
beloved, in this case the Prophet, is wherever the lover is. The second line also makes it 
clear that this is not a theoretical, philosophical statement, but something the lover 
perceives and feels.
In the following verse, the ⇡⇢rst line initiates the rhetoric device called la?f o nashr, 

’folding and unfolding.’859 This signi⇡⇢es presenting a list of objects in the ⇡⇢rst line and 
explaining them in the second. Since such rhetorical devices are a common stock of 
ghazal poetics, audiences instinctively start to anticipate an explanation when hearing 
the following line by Kamil (Khanqah-e-Kamil, Item 9):

(I have) neither knowledge, learning, abstinence, chastity nor grace in (my) actions

In the framework of Kamil’s poems, the dependence of the lover on the beloved is fre-
quently interpreted in reference to the Prophet or Su⇡⇢ saints, and the second line ex-
plains that even though the lover-devotee has none of the religious perfections, his 
acts are still successful because of the beloved’s kindness:

Only because of your favour, things are accomplished.

As was noted above, the qawwals make the most of the rabt- by routinely singing 
the two lines of a verse separately in order to increase their mutual tension. The ⇡⇢rst 
line is sung in the upper register and can be repeated several times or interlaced with 
girah verses before revealing the second line that resolves the tension thus created. At 
the level of music, the relief is realized by moving from the upper pitch towards the 
lower. Thus the e�fect of a verse that on paper lies in perfect balance, immediately vis-
ible to the reader’s eyes and consolidated by its compressed internal structure, is in-
creased in a qawwali performance by breaking it into parts and increasing the tension 
both musically and textually before o�fering the listeners the musical relief that cli-
maxes the semantic meaning. Although the listeners of qawwali are usually familiar 
with the majority of the song texts, holding back the resolving statement while fo-
menting the excitement with music contributes signi⇡⇢cantly towards rendering the 
verses fresh and exiting in each performance occasion.

858 Pritchett 2004: 88.
859 For a discussion of various rhetoric devices used in Persian poetry, see Schimmel 2004: 37–53.
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In addition to the di�ferent roles of the verse’s two halves, each line is in most 
verses characterized by the coincidence of a semantic break with the metrical mid-
point marked by the cesura (taqt-!�). This is especially conspicuous in the ghazals fa-
voured by the qawwals. In their repertoires even the shortest lines regularly divide into 
two semantically meaningful units. Thus, a verse can readily be divided into four parts 
instead of two. Qawwals capitalize on this literary convention, since it increases the 
scope of alternating between the tension and relief when singing, especially if the 
resolving statement is delayed until the last quarter of the verse. In the following verse 
from an anonymous na�t (Anis Miyan’s, Item 4), the ⇡⇢rst line again sets the scene. It is 
signi⇡⇢cant that the ⇡⇢rst line of a verse is frequently sung in one go, since dividing it 
into two does not increase the contrast between tension and relief.

I am bad, but I do not call myself bad just like that

The second line, in contrast, was divided by Iftekhar Ahmed into two halves and he 
furthermore used the ⇡⇢llers q (‘Lord!’) and nab! allh (‘The Prophet of God!’) to delay 
the solution. The passage develops the statement of the ⇡⇢rst verse by saying that there 
is a heart in the lover’s chest:

There is a heart in my chest and (Lord! The Prophet of God!)
Yet the audience is left wondering about the import of the statement. After all, having 
a heart is nothing special. It is only the last line

you live in that heart.

that the gives signi⇡⇢cance to this statement and also tells why the lover does not call 
himself bad although, by implication, he is just that: the beloved Prophet lives in his 
heart and sancti⇡⇢es his being.
At times, the poets employ the self-reBCectiveness of rabt- to create circular verses. 

In the following verse of Kamil, the paradox leaves the mind ricocheting between the 
lines, unable to reach a logical conclusion. How can the lover not ⇡⇢nd the beloved, 
when he ⇡⇢nds him?

I do not ⌫⇠nd you, when I ⌫⇠nd you

Either I disappear myself or I am made to disappear.

The explanation of the second line that he either disappears himself or is made to dis-
appear does not o�fer a logically satisfactory explanation and the audience is left with 
the paradox that keeps changing its form depending on which statement of the verse 
is given precedence over the others.
Such verses are frequently used to address distinctly metaphysical questions. The 

elusive beloved of the ghazals corresponds to God, who is above the human under-
standing. However, the human lover can still draw closer to the divine beloved, yet, as 
Kamil points out (Khanqah-e-Kamil, Item 8), he keeps constantly changing when seen 
over the distance that separates him and the lover. The meaning of the verse keeps 
transforming as it proceeds from declaring the beloved higher (%Bce) than the human 
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abilities, to describing the increasing closeness (qurbat) and then ending with 
distances (d%riyB) again.

He is higher than the capacity of vision and higher than human thought and understanding

The closer I draw to him, the more he changes from the distance.

In addition to the respective functions of the two lines of a verse, rabt- can also 
arise from the soundscape. When a poem is performed, this aspect acquires pro-
nounced signi⇡⇢cance and it is the ⇡⇢rst thing a listener registers even if he or she does 
not know the language. The sound is immediate unlike the cognition of the meaning 
that follows it. Pritchett is one of the few scholars, who has emphasized the import-
ance of the sound in analysing poetry. Among the qualities of a good ghazal, ravn! 
(‘BCowingness’), signi⇡⇢es the euphonious, harmonious soundscape that makes the 
poem pleasant to the ear. According to Pritchett, common means of creating ravn! in-
clude cherishing long vowels instead of short ones and avoiding consonant clusters.860 

In addition, alliteration, assonance and internal rhyme are frequently used by poets. In 
the following verse (Anis Miyan’s, Item 2), the long vowel -! acts as an internal rhyme 
and dominates the end of each quarter of the verse in contrast to the initial, quicker 
sequences of short vowels. The few consonant clusters are softened by the inclusion of 
a nasal sound or a sibilant as the other member (bnk!, ghamzah, mast!).

nig@heY mFZhF ad@[eY b@nkF ba-ghamzah mastF ba-n@z shokhF
naz\@re j@dLbharF hai us kF na j@[LY maiY kaise ab kahFY m@Y

Eyes are sweet, [but] the manner is crooked; intoxication in amorous glance, mis-

chief in playfulness.

His glances are full of charm. How could I possibly not go now, mother?

Occasionally, the verses take recourse to the antithesis of ravn! as a sonic device 
in order to paint an arresting soundscape that accentuates the meaning of the words, 
as in the following verse of Niy@z (Khwaja Hall, Item 9):

rag o pai meY @g bha]ak uZhF phLYke hai pa]@ sabhF tan badan
tL ne s@qiy@ mai-yi @tishFn k@ yih j@m kais@ pil@ diy@

Every vein and nerve burst into a :lame, the entire body is in ⌫⇠re

Cupbearer, what is this goblet of ⌫⇠ery wine that you made me drink?

Here the ⇡⇢rst half of the ⇡⇢rst line sounds jerky because of the presence of the velar 
stops k and g as well as the retroBCex H. The impression is further strengthened through 
the contrast with the rest of the verse, which is a typical example of ravn!. The sound 
of the beginning of the verse is reminiscent of the crackle of ⇡⇢re and thus paints a vivid 
soundscape of the semantic content that describes veins and nerves bursting into 
BCames.

860 Pritchett 2004: 87.
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Ravn! also arises from the poetic metres, which give rhythm to the ghazal and ul-
timately to the musical performance.861 Pritchett has noted that in a good ghazal, the 
metre should be responsive to the words in a way that they seem to grow from it or-
ganically and it does not appear imposed on them.862 The items in qawwali repertoires 
are generally characterized by consummate rhythm that is apparent as soon as one 
hears the poem sung. In order to achieve this e�fect, the qawwals seem to favour poems 
written in a limited selection of metres. However, the ones they select are extremely 
singable. The qawwals avoid the longest and most complex metres that would prove 
challenging when sung, favouring instead metres whose structure is symmetric and 
that often consist of repetitions of a single poetic foot. For example hazaj musamman 
(̂ - - -  ̂ - - -  ̂ - - -  ̂ - - -) features regularly in qawwali performances.863

amFr-F kishvar-F faqr-e shah-F iqlFm-i Dirf@n-e864

khud@gL-e khud@d@n-e khud@bFn-e khud@sh@n-e

Prince of the land of pious poverty, king of the clime mystical knowledge

He speaks about God, knows God, sees God and derives his authority from God.

In the verse written by Niy@z in praise of Ali (Chilla, Item 1; Anis Miyan’s, Item 1), the 
metre is immediately evident, especially in the second line which consists of four sym-
metrical phrases corresponding to the four feet of the poetic metre. The repetition of 
the words only increases the clear articulation of the metre.
The interconnectedness of sound and meaning is occasionally utilized by the 

qawwals to help a transition from one textual passage to the next. In a ghazal that 
serves as a salient text, this happens automatically, since the metre and rhyme facilit-
ate easy transition from one verse to another while maintaining the cohesion of the 
performance. However, in the case of adjunct items, harmonized soundscapes increase 
the impression of coherence. In Khwaja Hall (Item 1), Mohammad Ahmed used the 
rhyme of the rub�! (-z) to preface the salient text, whose rhyme is (-z-i m). The 
sonic continuity supports the continuity in the meaning that revolvs around the lover 
bowing to the threshold of the beloved.

1st rub�! Dumr-e bar @st@n-i to sLdam sar-i niy@z
sh@yad shavam ba-bazm-i vi_@l-i to sarfar@z

For [a whole] lifetime, I have rubbed my indigent head against your threshold
Perhaps I will be honoured by a soirée where I can meet you.

cLn bandah r@ az khv@jah buvad cashm-i nekL-e
m@ bandah Fm o khv@jah tu[F k@r-i m@ bi-s@z

861 On metres in Persian poetry, see, e.g. Thiesen 1982.
862 Pritchett 2004: 87.
863 For instances where this metre features in salient texts, see Chilla, Item 5; Khwaja Hall, Item 8; 
Anis Miyan’s, Item 4 and Khanqah-e-Kamil, Item 7.
864 I have marked the prosodic lengthening of the i4fat construction to the transliteration.
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When a slave is allowed a graceful glance from the master

– I am a slave and you are the master – see that my work gets done.

1st verse ba-kh@k-i dargah-i to jabFn-i niy@z-i m@
qurb@n-i yak nig@h-i to Dumr-i dar@z-i m@

My indigent forehead is in the dust of your threshold

My long life is a sacri⌫⇠ce for one glance of yours.

The cohesion of soundscape is also a factor that contributes to the cohesion of 
long performances that involve abundant textual content. In such occasions, a sonor-
ous and easily recognizable rad!f acquires great importance. In many poems sung by 
the qawwals, the rad!f is long. It allows only minor variation between the lines and fur-
thermore limits the semantic content into a more narrowly de⇡⇢ned range of meanings. 
In the following verse by DUlvF, the rad!f koK! ho ho na ho na ho occupies half of the line 
and the ending -am limits the choice of the q⌫⇠yah to a few nouns and adverbs. While 
the verse in itself is plain, a musical rendition releases its immense potency (Anis 
Miyan’s, Item 12).

gar y@r ho baham ko[F ho ho nah ho nah ho
jab apn@ ho _anam ko[F ho ho nah ho nah ho

If the friend is with one, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not
When the beloved is one’s own, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.

A similar rad!f  jo ho so ho appears in Niy@z’s ghazal (Khwaja Hall, Item 9):
Dishq meY tere koh-i gham sar pih liy@ jo ho so ho
Daish o nish@t\-i zindagF cho] diy@ jo ho so ho

In your love, I took a mountain of grief on my head, come what may

I forwent the luxury and enjoyment of life, come what may.

Although long rad!fs may not demonstrate literary creativity and poetic craft, they are 
well suited to performance. Such distinctive rad!fs serve as punch lines where both the 
tune and di�ferent verses of a ghazal ⇡⇢nd a relief. As a consequence, such rad!fs acquire 
much weight and have the potential of gradually revealing ever new sets of meanings 
to the listeners. This happened with Niy@z’s ghazal in Khwaja Hall, where the m!r-i 
ma�⌫⇠l shared with his disciples unexpected meanings that he had unearthed from the 
proverbial jo ho so ho.
Another type of a long rad!f that does not strike one as particularly creative on pa-

per, is the name of a saintly personage, as in a verse by Kamil extolling DAbd al-Q@dir 
JFl@nF (Khanqah-e-Kamil, Item 2):

dil meY hai duny@-yi gham @b@d y@ pFr@n-i pFr
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ky@ maze kF hai tumh@rF y@d y@ pFr@n-i pFr

The domain of grief is :lourishing in the heart, Master of Masters

Oh, how I relish your memory, Master of Masters.

The repetition of the phrase y p!rn-i p!r (‘O Master of Masters’) throughout the per-
formance is bound to appeal to the religious sentiments of the Qadiri audience. The 
coalescence of musical and semantic relief in a saintly epithet renders it the fulcrum 
of the performance and the focus of the listeners’ attention.
The use of predictable rad!fs also facilitates introducing new poetry belonging to 

the varying repertoire of an individual qawwal to the listeners. While in the literary, 
textually transmitted context the novelty of poetry is a signi⇡⇢cant consideration, in 
performance this quality may impede the appreciation of the text. Although most 
verses are repeated at least a few times in a qawwali performance, grasping the poetic 
meaning is not always easy and the qawwals consequently favour singing texts which 
belong to the core repertoire and are already familiar to the audience. However, if they 
decide to introduce a new poetic text, the rad!f smooths the way for its favourable re-
ception. In the following, rarely heard Urdu verses (Anis Miyan’s, Item 5), the rad!f ke 
ba�d (‘after’) allows the listeners to guess the end of the verse even before it is sung and 
thus it familiarizes them with the text. 

duD@ ko h@th bhF uZhe nah the nam@z ke baDd
vuh mil ga[e mujhe Dar_ah-yi dar@z ke baDd

I had not even raised my hands into supplication after the prayer

When I found him after a long period of time.

haz@r martabah dekh@ hai rL ba-rL un ko
kabhF nam@z se pahle kabhF nam@z ke baDd

Thousand times I have looked at him face to face

Sometimes before the prayer, sometimes after the prayer.

day@r-i gul meY phire haiY aur guloY se haiY phaZke
vahFY bhF jF nah lag@ terF bazm-i n@z ke baDd

I have roamed the land of :lowers and intermingled with roses

But I did not feel at home there after your banquet of amorous playfulness.

The qualities of ravn! and rabt- intertwine the poetic form and meaning together, 
and both are intimately linked with qawwali performances that capitalize on these 
properties by alternating intensi⇡⇢cation and relief. A closer analysis of the meaning of 
the verses will throw further light on the role of poetry in sam�.
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Articulating the meaning of a verse

In addition to the instantly perceivable sonic qualities and metric patterns, the imme-
diate, intuitive e�fect of a ghazal is closely bound with the quality of kai⌫⇠yyat (‘mood’). 
Discussing kai⌫⇠yyat sheds light on the manner in which a ghazal is intended to a�fect 
the audience since, according to Pritchett, it refers speci⇡⇢cally to the quality of the re-
sponse in the hearer or reader and thus turns the attention away from the text itself to 
its reception.865 Kai⌫⇠yyat does not arise essentially from the apparent meaning of a 
verse that can in any case be plain and even contradict some poetic conventions. The 
following verse appears simple, but it conveys a strong feeling of wistful bewilderment 
(Anis Miyan’s, Item 5).

p@s itn@ kih tire s@Ys se Zakr@tF hai s@Ys
dLr itn@ kih tujhe ahLYah rah@ hLY tujhF meY

[You are] so close, that a breath collides with a breath
[But] so far, that I keep searching for you in you.

The beloved is so close that his breathing merges with the breath of the lover. Despite 
this intimacy, the lover is forced to search for the beloved in the beloved himself. Des-
pite its simplicity, the verse manages to convey a strong kai⌫⇠yyat that is increased by 
the succession of languidly dragging long syllables.
The verses that embody the poetic quality of shorish (‘commotion, tumult’) are of-

ten equally simple, but more dynamic. While kai⌫⇠yyat frequently arises from a melan-
choly mood, shorish expresses passion and energy of the lover.866 Shorish is easily com-
bined with emphasized rhythm and vigorous singing that characterize qawwali music, 
and verses embodying this quality form a signi⇡⇢cant portion of the qawwali song texts. 
The boldness of shorish often manifests itself with the rejection of everything for the 
sake of the beloved (Anis Miyan’s, Item 12):

Whether there is higher and lower world, I do not give a damn

O most perfect manifestation, it does not matter, if there is someone [else] or not.

The colloquial expression pposh se mir! (‘I do not give a damn,’ lit. ‘from my shoe’) in-
tensi⇡⇢es shorish in its coarseness, although its use would otherwise be highly unsuit-
able in ghazals.
Often the energy of shorish is associated with drunkenness and in⇡⇢delity. The next 

anonymous verse is a harsh command to the preacher to remove his book and drink li-
quor (Khwaja Hall, Item 9).

This is not a school, preacher, pick up the book, pick it up!

This is a wine house, here you should enjoy the pleasures of liquor!

865 Pritchett 2004: 119.
866 Pritchett 2004: 116.
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The combination of kai⌫⇠yyat and shorish in a single verse can also be exploited in 
increasing the contrast between the tension and relief during a performance. In the 
following verse belonging to a tazm!n written on a ghazal attributed to RLmF (Anis 
MiyanPs, Item 6), the ⇡⇢rst three lines comprise a gentle supplication that illustrates the 
longing typical to kai⌫⇠yyat. The last two lines, on the other hand, embody shorish when 
the lover boldly announces that he is ready to sacri⇡⇢ce his soul and heart for the sake 
of the beloved.

Lovely sweetheart of mine, be kind

According to what is possible, protect my honour

Beloved, come, just for a moment

I am yearning to make you my guest

Friend, I sacri⌫⇠ce my soul and heart [to you].(Everything I have is a sacri⌫⇠ce!)

In the verse, the change of the poetic quality from kai⌫⇠yyat to shorish is accompanied 
with a shift of linguistic medium from Urdu to Persian. Thus, evoking di�ferent lin-
guistic registers available to the qawwals can also be used to accentuate the change of 
the mood in the poem. Urdu lends itself more readily to expressing kai⌫⇠yyat, whereas 
Persian ghazals often feature powerful, ecstatic verses that are saturated with shorish. 
The qawwals further emphasize the shorish of the verse at hand by introducing the 
phrase REverything I have is a sacri⌫⇠ce!N as a ⇡⇢ller of takrr k �alqah after the last line of 
the verse.
The remaining two qualities of a good ghazal are more closely connected to the 

meaning of the verse and together they cover the semantic dimension of poetry, a di-
mension that has conventionally been in the focus of scholarly analysis. The ⇡⇢rst one 
of these is called ma�n! fr!n! (‘meaning-creation’). Ma�n! fr!n! means enriching and 
multiplying the meanings in a verse. A common means to achieve it is using the non-
informative and non-falsi⇡⇢able inshKiyyah mode of speech867 instead of the informat-
ive and falsi⇡⇢able khabariyyah. This endows the situation described in a verse with a 
variety of potential explanations.868 Ma�n! fr!n! also lends the verses versatility that fa-
cilitates their integration into varying performance contexts, where myriad meanings 
can be ascribed to them depending on the occasion and the audience.
In addition to the inshKiyyah, ma�n! fr!n! can arise from the use of kinyah (‘im-

plication’):
I had not even raised my head from prostration

When I heard the voice: ‘I am in front [of you].’

The lover is apparently praying, when the voice belonging to the beloved informs him 
that he is in front of him (Anis Miyan’s, Item 5). Has the beloved appeared in front of 
the lover so that he would see him, if he just raised his head? Or is he a vision in his 
eyes? Is it the lover’s prayer that has summoned the beloved, or has he appeared to 
867 I.e., subjunctive mood, questions, exhortations etc. The option of refraining from explicitly stating 
the subject is also frequently taken.
868 Pritchett 2004: 107–108.
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ruin the former’s prayer by standing between him and God? The ⇡⇢rst line also suggests 
that the appearance of the beloved was anticipated, but he appeared earlier than ex-
pected. In short, such verses incite more questions than o�fer answers. However, in 
sam� this is not a disadvantage. Instead, it makes sam� an extremely versatile Su⇡⇢ 
practice that can simultaneously cater for the needs of di�ferent participants. Even if 
the audience was mixed to the extreme, as it often is, and consisted of individuals with 
re⇡⇢ned literary sensitivities as well as illiterate listeners, they are all likely to ⇡⇢nd some 
relevant message from such verses.
The various meanings arising from a single verse still presuppose instinctive, intu-

itive response. The remaining essential quality, ma4m%n fr!n! (‘theme-creation’), on 
the other hand, can potentially take the ghazal to a more cerebral level. Pritchett ex-
plains ma4m%n fr!n! to denote the metaphor-making process in which new meta-
phorical equations are created from existing ones.869 The ghazal poets’ practice of cre-
ating new themes from stock poetic images has been the driving force of the literary 
development of the genre. Successful ma4m%n fr!n! is realized when the ma4m%n is 
new and fresh but simultaneously based on a recognized antecedent. The process of 
theme-creation is regulated by the i+l� (‘correcting’) of a master and the argumenta-
tion on its validity is carried out in mush�irahs, the poets’ gatherings. It is important to 
emphasize that even if based on the author’s subjective experience, the ghazals still 
need to conform to the poetical conventions pertaining to the established ma4m%ns in 
order to reach the audience.
On the whole, qawwali repertoires are characterized by coherent poetic images 

and the themes of individual verses are easily recognizable to listeners who are ac-
quainted with the language. Although similar consistency characterizes poetic oeuvres 
of most of the established poets, it is in stark contrast with, for example, the poetic 
output of RLmF. His ghazals are generally straightforward, but they cover an inconceiv-
able array of poetic images and themes that seldom have an established antecedent. 
This contributes to his portrayal as a creative genius whose poems feel fresh and un-
restrained by poetic mannerisms. However, the BCip side of constantly inventing novel 
poetic themes runs the risk of making the verses arcane and indecipherable to the 
audiences. This is probably the main reason behind the qawwals’ predilection for texts 
that employ commonly understood and appreciated poetic themes and images. None 
of the poems discussed in the preceding chapters employed ma4m%ns that would have 
escaped the grasp of the listeners.
As was noted earlier, complicated ma4m%n afr!n! was a central characteristic of 

tzag%K! poetry, where verses do refer to earlier poetic conventions, but are simultan-
eously so complex that understanding all their nuances requires considerable intellec-
tual e�fort from the audience. Signi⇡⇢cantly, the texts of tzag%K! poets from Figh@nF to 
Bedil rarely appear in the twentieth-century qawwali anthologies and, as far as I know, 

869 Pritchett 2004: 93.
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they are never sung by the qawwals. The reason behind the apparent avoidance of 
complicated ma4m%ns is probably the urge to eschew excessive intellectualism that 
would impede immediate grasping of the meaning of the verse. The qualities of ravn!, 
rabt-, kai⌫⇠yyat and shorish serve this purpose better.
The occasional simpli⇡⇢cation of poetry by the qawwals suggests that straightfor-

ward ma4m%ns are better suited for musical performances than exceedingly complic-
ated ones. It was noted above while discussing Kamil’s ghazals in performance that in-
dividual verses can transform in the course of a relatively short period of time. In the 
case of Kamil’s poems, the changes have thus far been minor ones that do not neces-
sarily change the semantic meaning, but render the verses more akin to the spoken 
language and thus more accessible. Sometimes entire ma4m%ns are transformed, and 
in cases when two variant readings of a poem exist, the qawwals usually adopt the 
more simple one for the performance. The following verse found in the Naval Kishore 
edition of D!vn-i Niyz describes the love for Niz\@m al-DFn Auliy@[. The verse does not 
name the beloved, but the rest of the ghazal identi⇡⇢es him, and the word ma�b%b (‘be-
loved’) immediately associates with the saint’s popular appellations MabbLb-i Il@hF 
(‘The Divine Beloved’) and MabbLb P@k (‘The Pure Beloved’). The appearance of three 
words derived from the same Arabic root (ta+v!r, mu+avvir, +%rat) in the second line 
constitutes the rhetorical device known as ishtiqq.

zi-shauq-i Dishq-i mabbLb @n cun@n gashtam tihF az khvud
kih ta_vFr-am mu_avvir dar kashad bar _Lrat-i @h-e870

Yearning for the beloved has emptied me from myself

Were an artist to paint my picture, he would make it into the form of a sigh.

The verse revolves around the ma4m%n of the lover’s emaciation. He withers in his love 
to such an extent that ⇡⇢nally only a sigh remains. The sighing, however, empties him 
from himself and, by implication, ⇡⇢lls him with the beloved. This variant is never heard 
in contemporary sam� assemblies, as the qawwals, like Mohammad Ahmed (Chilla, 
Item 5), routinely opt for the more straightforward variant found in the Agra edition of 
D!vn-i Niyz:

zi-shauq-i Dishq-i mabbLb-i il@hF @n cun@n gashtam
kih ta_vFr-am mu_avvir dar kashad bar _Lrat-i @h-e871

The passion for the Divine Beloved has made me like this

Were an artist to paint my picture, he would make it into the form of a sigh.

The verse has been simpli⇡⇢ed and the reference to the beloved has been made explicit. 
The beloved (ma�b%b) that was only hinted at in the ⇡⇢rst version has transformed into 
the Divine Beloved (ma�b%b-i ilh!), leaving no doubt about his identity. The entire 
870 Niy@z, D!vn (1876), 31.
871 Niy@z, D!vn (1929), 71. The verse is not found in the abridged versions of the poem included in the 
Naghmt anthologies, but it features in Sur%d. See NLr al-Masan, Naghmt 356; F@rLqF, Naghmt, 187; 
Meraj, Sur%d, 64–65.
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ma4m%n of becoming empty of oneself by sighing has been edited out and the javb-i 
da�v in the second line now simply demonstrates the state of the lover by an example 
(tams!l). The Agra edition of D!vn-i Niyz was published under the supervision of the 
sajjdanash!n of Khanqah-e-Niyaziya, in 1929 and whenever there is a choice, it gives 
preference to the simpler and explicitly religious reading over more complex ones fa-
voured in the Naval Kishore edition. These are also the readings followed by the con-
temporary qawwals.
Even as qawwals avoid evoking complicated ma4m%ns that have developed ac-

cording to horizontal, historical lines, they capitalize on the vertical interconnected-
ness of poetic themes and images. For example, elaborate series of girah verses fre-
quently pick up a ma4m%n from the salient text and expand it by connecting related 
ma4m%ns with it, as in the case of Iftekhar’s sequence of verses on prostration (sajdah) 
discussed above. In the case of the most common ma4m%ns, the associations with re-
lated ma4m%ns in the minds of the listeners acquainted with qawwali repertoires can 
be taken for granted. Iconic verses expand into nets of meanings even when they are 
not elaborated within girahs. The famous verse attributed to AmFr Khusrau (Chilla, 
Item 3) is a case in point:

I o?fer you a hundred crescent moons of DFd
The arch of your eyebrows is our crescent.

The ma4m%n of a sacri⇡⇢ce on the day of �!d combines two interconnected images 
into a chain of meanings. The curvature of the eyebrows of the beloved is like a cres-
cent moon for whose sake a hundred crescent moons deserve to be sacri⇡⇢ced. In addi-
tion, the curvature of the eyebrows is like a curving blade of a sword that is used to cut 
the throat of the sacri⇡⇢cial animal. The above verse does not explicitly refer to the 
more graphic side of the sacri⇡⇢ce, yet it is present in the background. In contrast, an 
Urdu verse by Bah@dur Sh@h Z\afar omits the explicit reference to the eyebrows and in-
stead emphasizes the curve of the sword:

O coquettish idol! At the moment of being killed, I experienced a joy like [in the day] of DFd
When I saw the curvature of your sword in front of me, it appeared like a crescent moon.872

Although each verse emphasizes a particular facet of the ma4m%n, the web of poetic 
themes and images is so tightly knit that also the unstated aspect is evoked. In sam�, 
the well known ma4m%ns have the advantage of broadening the scope of interpreta-
tions potentially derived from the verses. This is a signi⇡⇢cant performance strategy, as 
well, since it facilitates enticing the maximum e�fect by singing the minimum amount 
of text. Such amalgamation of poetical and musical conventions facilitates a nuanced 
metaphorical discourse on divine realities that lies in the heart of the practice of 
sam�.

872 The ghazal to which this verse belongs is part of Meraj Ahmed’s repertoire, but he omits this verse 
from Sur%d. See Meraj, Sur%d, 222. For the full ghazal, see Z\afar, Kulliyt, 17.
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Metaphorical discourse and imagination

Ultimately, the di�ferent ways of analysing poetry all strive to answer the question: how 
does poetry work and how does it a�fect the audience? The question is not always ex-
plicitly phrased, but it remains in the background of scholarly discussions on poetry. 
The researcher’s decision concerning the portrayal of a poetic text also dictates the 
outcome of the analysis. If the premise is that poetry describes the author’s subjective 
experiences, the biographical approach follows naturally. If, on the other hand, the 
poems are envisioned as a means to display or even promulgate religious ideas, it 
would be natural to analyse them as polemic or missionary addresses. Based on the 
use of poetic texts in sam� assemblies, I suggest that they are, in this particular con-
text, a means to evoke experiences in the listeners and integrate these experiences to 
their religious practice. This is far from being a novel idea, yet there are no studies on 
Su⇡⇢ poetry approaching the topic explicitly from this premise. As the discussion on 
the form and meaning of ghazals in the context of sam� and qawwali music indicates, 
the performers seem to consciously avoid evoking an overtly intellectual response 
through the texts they sing. Instead, their choice of texts calls for immediate, more in-
tuitive perception. How, then, does the meaning of poetry take shape? What makes a 
ghazal such a convenient medium to discuss complicated topics like the relationship 
of God and a human being, or vuj%d! metaphysics? In addition to the evocative sound-
scape and powerful moods, the song texts of qawwali rely on the power of the meta-
phor (majz) and the perception of metaphors through imagination (khayl).
The metaphorical language of poetry has sometimes been seen as the Su⇡⇢s’ way to 

avoid the censorship of their ideas. Dressing radical religious ideas in the garb of con-
voluted poetic images that only the adepts can interpret has been volunteered as the 
reason behind the Su⇡⇢s’ eagerness to utilize and develop the metaphors found in wine 
and love poetry. This may have applied in some speci⇡⇢c circumstances, where Su⇡⇢s 
lived in the outskirts of the society and open expression of their ideas could have 
risked persecution. However, during the period discussed in this study, the Su⇡⇢s have 
been so prominent in their respective societies that they have hardly needed to veil 
their ideas in poetic metaphors. No author writing poetry or Su⇡⇢ master patronizing 
its musical performance has in this study been an anti-establishment rebel objecting 
the religious orthodoxy. On the contrary, they have perceived themselves as represent-
atives of normative Islam. The roles of an �lim and a Su⇡⇢ sheikh have been largely 
overlapping in India since the Sultanate period and their partial separation began only 
during the latter half of the nineteenth century. Although the poetry discussed in the 
above chapters utilizes metaphorical language, its intended meaning in the context of 
sam� is transparent. Erotic verses refer to the relationship between a human being 
and God or between a Su⇡⇢ disciple and his guide. Metaphysical verses on the 
manifestation of God’s self-disclosure in all phenomena unequivocally refer to vuj%d! 
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concepts. The reason for using metaphorical language thus lies somewhere else, than 
in an attempt to curb the voices of critics.
Of course, metaphor is ⇡⇢rst and foremost a poetic convention in ghazals. Wine 

represents love, moth and candle represent the lover and the beloved, and a cypress 
the beloved’s stature. It is simply the way the things are expressed. Athar Na⇡⇢s’s (d. 
1980) contemporary verse, made famous by Farida Khanum, expresses the gist of the 
matter:

Love has turned its back to me. Should I describe its condition now?

No kindness is left, no fury is left. Should I compose a verse that is true?873

When love has grown cold and evokes no feelings, it can no more serve as material for 
poetry. Such love does not refer to anything else but itself and a truthful representation 
is doomed to be dull and devoid of charm. The ghazal is not meant to be realistic or to 
say things directly. Metaphoric language is part of its charm and an important con-
stituent of its aesthetic e�fect. Nevertheless, in order to work as a poetic trope, the 
metaphor cannot be fully abstract, but it has to stem from something to which the 
audience can relate. The experience of the phenomenon used as a metaphor in a 
ghazal does not need to be personal, but a listener has to have a perception of it. For 
example, many Muslims are likely unacquainted with the actual e�fects of wine and 
the feeling of hangover that follows its consumption. Yet the ghazal poets can rely on 
them having some kind of idea of it, so they can continue evoking the ma4m%n in their 
verses.
From the point of view of Su⇡⇢ practice, this is also where the value of a metaphor 

lies. Metaphor that uses the human experiences as the starting point, has the ability to 
sublimate them in a manner captured in the Arabic Su⇡⇢ adage ‘Metaphor is a bridge to 
the reality’ (al-majz qantarah li’l-�aq!qah).874 The saying does not refer solely to the 
metaphor as a poetic device but to the role of perceived, corporeal reality (majz!) as a 
bridge to the invisible, divine reality (�aq!q!). Thus, metaphorical, human love (Dishq-i 
majz!) can lead to real, divine love (�ishq-i �aq!q!). The idea of the metaphor as a 
bridge to the real leads to the conceptualization of these two realities as parts of the 
same continuum, not as opposites. This is also the reason why many Su⇡⇢ masters have 
emphasized the signi⇡⇢cance of experiencing human love as a prerequisite preparation 
for divine love. It should be noted that contrary to what Nile Green suggests, meta-
phorical love does not denote platonic love, but also the physical dimensions of hu-
man love.875 This love is not metaphorical in the sense that the love would be enacted 
solely on a platonic level. Instead, the metaphorical nature of human love arises from 
its role as a reBCection of divine love.
The metaphorical language of poetry is one means of moving from corporeal and 

human experience along the continuum towards spiritual and divine realities. Since 
873 Transcribed from Farida Khanum, In Concert IV, track 1.
874 On a discussion of this concept in the poetry of Ghul@m FarFd, see Shackle 2006.
875 See Green 2010: 307
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the experiences of the audience are a prerequisite for a fully functioning metaphor, the 
universality of experiencing love makes it especially fruitful source of ma4m%ns and 
poetic images. Accordingly, the poetry performed by the qawwals repeatedly evokes 
passionate love. Some of the items, like Iftekhar’s performance at Anir Miyan’s house 
(Item 5) are ambiguous to the core in the sense that they o�fer no clues whatsoever as 
to the interpretation of the verses. Moreover, the metaphorical discourse of passionate 
love is so strong that it also pervades poetry that praises the Prophet and Su⇡⇢ saints. 
The intermingling of devotional and erotic images is especially seamless in the ghazals 
of Kamil, where the saint is often the beloved of the poem. The following verse 
(Khanqah-e-Kamil, Item 7) describes the e�fect of the beloved’s gaze in a conventional 
manner except that the rad!f reveals the identity of the lover’s object of adoration:

Seeing you has this e?fect, Eternal Helper

Gaze takes pride in gaze, Eternal Helper.
The use of ambiguous metaphorical language e�fectively blurs the interpretive frame-
work of the ghazals. Without the mention of DAbd al-Q@dir JFl@nF, for example, the 
verse could just as well be read as love poetry. In his discussion on mystical poetry in 
Persian, de Bruijn has noted that the vagueness of the lines distinguishing secular and 
mystical in poetry has caused ‘serious problems for the interpretation.’876 What is prob-
lematic for the scholars struggling to interpret and categorize poetry, however, is for 
Su⇡⇢s a vital means to render poetic verses a meaningful part of Su⇡⇢ practice. The inter-
mingling of human and divine, profane and sacred in poetry reBCects the broader 
concept of these realities as parts of one continuum. The aim of sam� is to establish a 
movement from the former to the latter and this is exactly what ambiguous poetic ex-
pressions do. The ambivalence of poetic metaphors is further accentuated when they 
are combined with music which also is abstract and lacks clearly de⇡⇢ned interpreta-
tion. 
It is here that the context of a musical performance assumes a crucial role in 

transforming poetic metaphors and music into a potent practice. The discussion in 
Part I revealed the signi⇡⇢cance of adab that governs the organization of the occasion 
and the behaviour of the participants in this process. The ⇡⇢eld observations of contem-
porary sam� corroborate this and further indicate that even the physical environment 
bears relevance to the interpretation of poetic message. For example, during sam� at 
the meditation cell of Niz\@m al-DFn or in front of his tomb, the qawwals frequently re-
ferred to the hallowed environment while performing. Thus, a pronouncedly religious 
context of music and poetry has the potential to direct the listeners’ experiences to-
wards spiritual goals. 
As was noted in Part I of this study, Chishti authors have been aware of the fact 

that a spiritual association is not always established. It is possible that a listener refers 
his or her experiences during the sam� to his or her love life, for example, instead of 

876 De Bruijn 1997: 3
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divine realities. However, the consequences of such a failure from the part of the 
listener are not necessarily dramatic. It does not necessarily lead to moral corruption 
and depravity. Although such toying with ambiguities pertaining to human and divine 
has o�fered a just cause for critics to condemn the practice, numerous Su⇡⇢s, both 
Chishti Nizamis and others, have deemed the potential bene⇡⇢ts of the practice far 
greater than its risks. 
The preference for ambiguous metaphorical language that frequently employs 

paradoxical statements is intimately connected with the emphasis on khayl 
(‘imagination’) among the Su⇡⇢s subscribing to the vuj%d! school. Interestingly, the as-
sociation of the practice with vuj%d! ideas seems to have grown stronger since the sev-
enteenth century, when Abmad SirhindF established the shuh%d! school and strongly 
spoke against sam�. During the eighteenth century, KalFm All@h and his followers 
emerged as the staunchest advocates of both the vuj%d! school and the practice of 
sam� in India.
The signi⇡⇢cance of khayl for understanding God has been elaborated by Ibn 

DArabF and his followers. Khayl is a term that has ontological meaning as the interme-
diate realm between the spiritual and corporeal worlds. It is also the human soul 
(nafs) which connects his body (jism) with the spirit (r%�). In addition, it is a human 
faculty, often associated with the heart instead of the brain, that can combine mutual 
opposites into phenomena where they exist simultaneously. For example, it is the fac-
ulty that can comprehend God’s simultaneous incomparability (tanz!h) and similarity 
(tashb!h). Laying emphasis on the former would totally detach God from the creation 
whereas focusing solely on the latter would, according to Ibn DArabF, lead to associating 
others with him (shirk). Thus, khayl alone can provide a human being with a bal-
anced outlook on the totality of God’s self-disclosure (tajall!).877 It also facilitates the 
understanding that everything is God and not-God simultaneously.878

A metaphysical vuj%d! approach that does not shun away from the divine para-
doxes ⇡⇢nds a fortuitous companion in ghazal poetics that consciously evoke ambigu-
ities. According to Ibn DArabF, in addition to perceiving the existence of contradictory 
phenomena simultaneously, khayl grasps them through an inner perception that res-
ults in a sensory experience without involving the physical sense organs.879 In the case 
of a ghazal, the poetic statements ideally appeal to the audience directly, without de-
touring through the brain, and evoke similar sensory experience. Paradoxical state-
ments in particular force the audience to resort to their khayl rather than reason 
(�aql) or logical thought. This is the approach of the qawwals, as well, who in the per-
formance keep intensifying the e�fects of the text by constantly alternating between 
the contrasting statements of an individual verse and between the salient text and the 

877 Chittick 1994: 72–73.
878 For a detailed discussion on various meanings of khayl, see Chittick 1989: 112–124.
879 Chittick 1994: 70.
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adjunct items. In the words of Amer Latif, the qawwals perform perplexity rather than 
use reason to resolve it.880

Like love poetry employing ambiguous metaphors, the ghazals on vuj%d! themes 
invariably refrain from explaining their metaphysical statements. The following verse 
by Kamil (Khanqah-e-Kamil, Items 5 and 12) questions the individual existence of the 
lover:

What is my being? Everything is his existence, his manifestation

How ignorant is he, who makes me step forward.

The ⇡⇢rst line of the following verse (Khanqah-e-Kamil, Item 6) presents the lover 
as a mirror in front of the beloved, while the second line hints at the metaphysical di-
mension of the situation: instead of himself, the human lover sees a sparkle of the di-
vine.

When I become a mirror and place myself in front of him

I ⌫⇠nd a divine sparkle in being a human.

Such verses are immediately identi⇡⇢able as vuj%d! statements by the listeners. How-
ever, they do not explain or justify their exclamations about the oneness of existence, 
for instance; for someone unacquainted with the teachings of Ibn DArabF and his fol-
lowers, they remain opaque.
Ghazals on va�dat al-vuj%d should always be discussed without losing sight of the 

genre’s characteristic literary conventions and the functions the author has assigned to 
them. Ghazals di�fer, for example, from theoretical prose treatises in which the author 
endeavours to explain the subject matter in an accessible manner and validate his 
claims by referring to discursive sources commonly shared by Muslims, that is, the 
Koran and the Prophetic traditions. This approach characterizes prose treatises even 
when the author claims to have acquired his knowledge as a result of direct witness-
ing. Ibn DArabF, for example, claimed a visionary foundation for his knowledge, yet he 
strove to explain these visions on several thousands of pages using language and ter-
minology that could be understood by his fellow-Muslims.
In the case of a ghazal, on the other hand, a Su⇡⇢ author can dispense with this ar-

gumentative apparatus. Instead of attempting to justify his claims on scriptural basis, 
he can make a statement that merely hints at the metaphysical doctrines through se-
lected technical terms like vuj%d (‘existence’) or ta�ayyun (‘individual existence, 
enti⇡⇢cation’). Like the metaphors that presuppose a prior experience, the audience 
has to be priorly acquainted with the vuj%d! metaphysics in order to be able to catch 
the allusions of the poetic texts and relate them to the broader metaphysical frame-
work. Otherwise, they do not ful⇡⇢l their function in the practice of Su⇡⇢sm and remain 
non-mystical descriptions of phenomenal reality.
Instead of being coherent, theoretical expositions of Su⇡⇢ metaphysics, ghazals 

show sudden glimpses of vuj%d! ideas in powerful, surprising and even shocking im-
880 Latif 2007: 621
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ages. These images have the potential to actualize the priorly learned theoretical 
knowledge and turn it into an experience that is incorporated to the being of the 
listener. An individual verse of a ghazal is like a lightning bolt that throws intensely 
bright light on one facet of a certain topic at a time. It can contain a universe of mean-
ings that are explored in musical assemblies and when they are exhausted, another 
verse is sung in order to illuminate some other aspect of the same topic. This is lucidly 
illustrated in the performance of Niy@z’s ghazal ending with the rad!f jo ho so ho (‘come 
what may’). Each verse of the ghazal together with the rub�! and girah verses repres-
ented a detour to the variegated dimensions of love. However, the conspicuous rad!f 
pulled each of the verses towards the same statement like a magnet: the lover has to be 
prepared to encounter anything he comes across in love.
However, poetry performed in sam� does not merely serve the function of making 

the priorly learned theoretical knowledge alive. It also facilitates a theological and 
metaphysical discourse that would be out of place in expository prose or in the more 
didactic poetic genres. It facilitates an in-depth discussion on the contradictions per-
taining to the nature of God in Islamic theology, in general, and in vuj%d! thought, in 
particular. In ghazals, Su⇡⇢ authors can enquire into these contradictions without being 
bothered by the outcome of their explorations. They are not obliged to reach conclu-
sions, but can capitalize on the feelings of bewilderment and perplexity. The meta-
phorical discourse of passionate love furthermore allows probing the close relation-
ship between a human being and God, or a Su⇡⇢ disciple and his guide, by turning to 
romantic and even erotic images.
Sam� thus emerges as a space of intense Su⇡⇢ practice, where the poetic and mu-

sical ambiguities are channeled for spiritual goals. It is also a space, where the authen-
ticity of the text is not a primary concern, since its use is justi⇡⇢ed by the outcome. If a 
text is attributed to AmFr Khusrau and for this reason evokes stronger experience in 
the listeners than if it was acknowledged as a work of a Hyderabadi nawab, its function 
is ful⇡⇢lled. This is in contrast with, for example, theological and legal discourses where 
decisions a�fecting the life of the larger Muslim community are taken. In such frame-
work, the authenticity of the scripture is essential for reaching a decision that corres-
ponds with the will of God. This also requires exerting logical thinking and reasoning 
in contrast to sam�, where the participants are required to surrender themselves to 
the divine inrushes that may or may not manifest themselves in music and poetry.
The reliance on ambiguous metaphors and vuj%d! thematics characterizes espe-

cially formal sam� assemblies, where a Su⇡⇢ master guides his disciples and where the 
qawwals’ performance is essentially shaped in interaction with the listeners. However, 
the dynamics of the occasion change signi⇡⇢cantly, when the contact between the per-
formers and the audience, on the one hand, and between the m!r-i ma�⌫⇠l and the 
listeners, on the other, diminishes. As I have demonstrated elsewhere, this happens 
also in the Nizamuddin shrine during programmes that cater to a broader audience. 
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The functions organized by Pir Ahmed Nizami at the Urs Mahal are a case in point. 
Here, the venue is organized like in a concert and the physical distance between the 
performers and the listeners is increased. The programmes present Su⇡⇢sm to the 
outside world and address non-Muslims and non-Su⇡⇢ Muslims. They feature speeches 
that argue for the Islamic foundation of Su⇡⇢sm and the signi⇡⇢cance of Su⇡⇢sm as a part 
of Indian heritage. Correspondingly, the qawwals sing unambiguously religious poetry 
and items that are known outside the limited Su⇡⇢ circles, such as Hindavi poems 
attributed to AmFr Khusrau. Although qawwali is at Urs Mahal performed in the shrine 
context, the mixed audience makes the occasions more akin to a concert than a sam� 
assembly.881 
When qawwali is fully detached from the context of sam�, its textual content also 

changes. I have demonstrated in two articles discussing recorded popular qawwali, 
how the poetic discourse becomes increasingly polemical and devotional. The lyricists 
and performers purge the poetic language and rid the poems of their ambivalence by 
explaining the metaphors or omitting them altogether. This e�fectively fetters the ef-
fect of this literary device and deprives the audience of the possibility of ⇡⇢nding myri-
ad connotations in the poetry. In sam� assemblies, the metaphor serves as a bridge 
between the visible and the spiritual realities and the human lover has a chance to 
meet the divine beloved. In popular qawwali poetry, the metaphor is no longer func-
tional and the listeners remain what they are: Muslims aspiring to become better 
Muslims, destitute, lost and sinful, dependent on the transcendent creator or saintly 
intercession. Similarly, the transcendent God remains transcendent and the Prophet 
and saints remain remote ideals. In such situation, there is little scope for the human 
and divine to meet and interact. The poetry looses its mystical potential and becomes 
strictly religious Islamic poetry.882

881 See Viitamäki forthcoming a. It is important to emphasize that in addition to the programmes at 
the Urs Mahal, Pir Ahmed Nizami organizes an intimate sam� assembly at Taq-i Buzurg as well.
882 See Viitamäki 2011 and 2014.
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CONCLUSION

Due to its complexity, sam⌅⇧ is a di✓◆cult subject for a study that aspires for a compre-
hensive approach. Like a paradoxical verse of a ghazal, sam⌅⇧ keeps transforming ac-
cording to the vantage point of a researcher. A sam⌅⇧ assembly is meant to cater for 
spiritual goals, but it is also an occasion to enjoy re◆ned music and poetry. As a Su◆ 

practice, it is associated with experiences of pain and grief, but it is also a source of 

aesthetic enjoyment. Strict adab controls the occasion, but the listener should ideally 
be able to lose the control over him- or herself. While the prescribed object of sam⌅⇧ is 
a mystical state, it is simultaneously an occasion where professional qawwals make 

their living, and visible dealing with money constitutes a key element in the interac-

tion between the listeners and the performers. Although each listener should ideally 

◆nd his or her personal connotations in the experiences instigated by poetry and mu-

sic, sam⌅⇧ is always a collective occasion where social bonds and hierarchies are en-
acted and strengthened. The legal status of the practice remains contested and its the-

oretical framework remains loosely de◆ned. This is perhaps the reason why sam⌅⇧ can-
not be learned from books. While manuals on di✓ferent meditative techniques and 

prayers have proliferated since the days of Kal)m All*h, there is no handbook of sam⌅⇧ 
available. Instead, its proper practice is learned in a live environment, under the guid-

ance of a Su◆ master.

In this study, I have attempted to approach sam⌅⇧ through a broad range of 
sources, both textual and ethnographic. Acknowledging the di✓◆culties involved in dis-

cussing this particular Su◆ practice, I have chosen to focus on poetry and poetic com-

munication between the performers and listeners. This has facilitated analysing the as-

pect of sam⌅⇧ that touches all the participants, whether they be poets, performers or 
listeners.

The texts analysed in Part I of this study cover three very di✓ferent periods of Indi-

an history: the foundational phase of Indo-Persian culture during the Sultanate period; 

the late Mughal period, which followed the most legendary and opulent phase of this 

culture during the heyday of the Mughal dynasty; and, ◆nally, the transition from the 

colonial period to the time of a formally secular nation-state during the twentieth cen-

tury. In discussions pertaining to sam⌅⇧, certain themes have persisted throughout 
these periods and, moreover, the example of the Sultanate and late Mughal Su◆s is still 

being evoked by contemporary practitioners.

When Su◆ brotherhoods were ◆rmly established in the religious landscape of In-

dia during the thirteenth century, Niz1*m al-D)n Auliy*2 emerged as a key ◆gure in the 

development of sam⌅⇧. This is signi◆cant considering that he wrote no books to articu-
late his ideas. Instead, it was his personal example, which was recorded by his disciples 

in malf↵z�⌅t and ta✏kirahs and disseminated throughout the Indian Subcontinent by 
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his k  h  alfahs, that immortalized his approach to sam⌅⇧. In addition to superbly 
ful◆lling the expectations of a medieval Su◆ master, his career brought together a 

number of factors that signi◆cantly shaped the future development of sam⌅⇧ in India. 
He was sensitive to the e✓fects of music and poetry and managed to attract poets and 

musicians to his circle. Some of them, like Am)r Khusrau and Am)r 4asan, became his 

close disciples. Because of this, Niz1*m al-D)n emerged as a patron of poetic and 

musical arts that combined in sam⌅⇧. His patronage was not essentially ◆nancial, but it 
lead to the professionalization of sam⌅⇧ and introduced aesthetics as a key concern of 
this Su◆ practice in the Indian context.

Niz1*m al-D)n also established the model for staunch advocacy of the practice of 

sam⌅⇧. Again, his paradigmatic example is not based on his own writings, but on his 
actions. The only time he attended the court of the sultan during his sixty-year-long 

career as a Su◆ sheikh took place when his practice of sam⌅⇧ was challenged by the 
critics. His triumph became one of the historical key moments retold by the sub-

sequent generations of Chishti Nizamis. The incident also inspired the writing of legal 

treatises in defence of the practice by his khalfah Fakhr al-D)n Zarr*d). His Risalat 
u⌫↵l al-sam⌅⇧ retained its relevance for the brotherhood and was republished in the 
late-nineteenth century when sam⌅⇧ was denounced, perhaps more vehemently than 
ever before, by the Muslim reformists of Deoband.

It was also during the same period that sam⌅⇧ acquired a speci◆c function in the 
broader framework of Su◆ practices. The conceptual distinction between sam⌅⇧ and 
other Su◆ practices begins to emerge in Siyar al-auliy⌅�, where Am)r Khvurd links the 
former with the discourse of passionate love. Instead of discussing sam⌅⇧ together with 
techniques that aim at gradually purifying the heart through determined, quotidian 

practice, he links it with the overall goal of the Su◆ path and portrays it as a space 

where a human lover can enact and realize his or her relationship with the divine be-

loved. The association of sam⌅⇧ with passionate love also led to focusing on love poetry 
during sam⌅⇧. Poetry, especially when sung, was for Niz1*m al-D)n and his followers a 
means to broaden the scope of language beyond its conventional boundaries so that it 

almost touched the reality that could not be expressed in words. In this function, it 

served the purpose of scaling the continuum of love from human to divine during 

sam⌅⇧.
It is signi◆cant that Niz1*m al-D)n was essentially interested in the practical side of 

sam⌅⇧, not in its theory. The few theoretical passages stand in stark contrast with the 
numerous descriptions of sam⌅⇧ assemblies and the discussions on how to organize 
such an occasion so that it would best serve the purpose of being a meditative and ec-

static practice. In the Sultanate texts, the most important means to achieve this goal 

was adab. Niz1*m al-D)n and his followers were of the opinion that the permissibility of 
sam⌅⇧, as well as its e✓fect on the listeners depended essentially on their motivations. 
However, they were di✓◆cult (if not impossible) to monitor, and so the adab that listen-
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ers were expected to rigorously follow emerged as the Su◆ master’s primary tool to 

guide his disciples. On the one hand, adab sought to emphasize the religious character 
of sam⌅⇧ by insisting on ritual purity, refraining from talking, and sitting in rows, 
thereby associating it with ritual prayer. It also sought to limit the physical movements 

of listeners and thus facilitate listening that was undisturbed by outside distractions. 

When behaviours occurring during the mystical states moreover contradicted adab 
and manifested themselves as, for example, howling, leaping, crawling and tearing 

one’s clothes, such restrictive rules also served as a touchstone of the authenticity of 

these states. If a listener strove to adhere to adab before succumbing to a mystical 
state, this state was likely genuine and his behaviour acceptable.

The approach to sam⌅⇧ arising from Niz1*m al-D)n’s paradigmatic example was fur-
ther discussed and rede◆ned by his late-Mughal followers Kal)m All*h 

Sh*hjah*n*b*d), Niz1*m al-D)n Aurang*b*d) and Maul*n* Fakhr al-D)n Dihlav). They 

continued to advocate sam⌅⇧ in an environment in which the Naqshbandi Mujaddidi 
opposition was becoming increasingly vehement. However, they also chose not to in-

tegrate the practice to the detailed, systematic scheme of meditative and contemplat-

ive techniques. This being the case, it would have been easy to de-emphasize the con-

troversial practice in favour of universally accepted meditative techniques like ✏ikr and 
mur⌅qabah. However, the late Mughal Chishtis kept cultivating the practice and they 
conveyed it to the new generations of Su◆ disciples as a valuable element of the 

Chishti Nizami devotional regime.

The conceptual distinction between sam⌅⇧ and the rest of Su◆ practices also crys-
tallized during this period. Especially Kal)m All*h, the most proli◆c author among the 

three masters, was in>?uential in this respect. He explored various methods of ✏ikr and 
mur⌅qabah in Kashk↵l, wherein a mention of sam⌅⇧ appears only in the very end of the 
book. However, it is not a mere afterthought. Instead it links sam⌅⇧ to the overall goal 
of the Su◆ practice, which for Kal)m All*h is the bewilderment (ta�ayyur, �airat) 
arising from the encounter with the immense beauty of the divine beloved. Kal)m 

All*h thus follows Siyar al-auliy⌅�, but further adds a distinctly metaphysical dimen-
sion to sam⌅⇧. The practice is not merely associated with passionate love, but also with 
the metaphysics of va�dat al-vuj↵d according to which the witnessing of the totality of 
God’s self-disclosure inevitably leads to bewilderment.

The late Mughal Chishti Nizamis di✓fered from their Sultanate predecessors in 

their speci◆cation of the most conducive approach to listening to sam⌅⇧. While the lat-
ter had not clearly pronounced whether one should ideally stay in one’s senses or lose 

them, the former tilted the balance in favour of a more sober approach. While they ac-

knowledged the occurrence of states during which consciousness and understanding 

were lost, they frequently ascribed them to >?edgeling Su◆ disciples or to maj✏↵bs, who 
are in the texts seen swooning after exhibiting unconventional and violent behaviours. 

Su◆ masters, on the other hand, are no more shown crying and dancing like their Sul-
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tanate predecessors. Their spiritual capacity manifests itself as a fully internalized 

state, and instead of dwelling in their personal experiences during sam⌅⇧, they concen-
trate their e✓forts on guiding their disciples. Several passages in the late Mughal Su◆ 

texts make retaining one’s consciousness a prerequisite for better integration of di✓fer-

ent experiences arising during a sam⌅⇧ assembly into one’s spiritual wayfaring.
Another facet of sam⌅⇧ that appears in the late Mughal sources is the broadening 

attendance. The Sultanate texts hint at the popular appeal of Niz1*m al-D)n’s musical 

assemblies, but their focus is on Niz1*m al-D)n and his closest disciples. During the late 

Mughal period, the crowds literally forced their way into the Su◆s’ private gatherings. 

The Su◆ masters themselves were reluctant to involve all and sundry, because it forced 

them to circumscribe the listeners’ behaviour that might appear bizarre or frightening 

to the outsiders. Simultaneously, they acknowledged the signi◆cance of broad attend-

ance for spreading their brotherhood and their interpretation of normative Islam. 

Consequently, they also encouraged the participation of everyone, both men and wo-

men, during the ⇧urs festivities.
While one reason behind the popular interest in sam⌅⇧ was no doubt the voyeur-

istic desire to witness the Su◆s’ odd behaviour, re◆ned music and poetry were not in-

signi◆cant. Even though the written works of the three Chishti Nizami masters express 

a remarkably positive attitude towards music in general, they are taciturn when it 

comes to discussing the musical element of sam⌅⇧. On the contrary, Darg*h Qul) 
Kh*n’s travelogue Muraqqa⇧-i Dihl and Khv*jah MuBammad Bul*q’s hagiography 
Shav⌅hid-i niz�⌅m portray the musical soirées organized in darg⌅hs and kh⌅nq⌅hs as 
signi◆cant components of the cultural life of Delhi. Especially the Nizamuddin shrine 

emerges in them as a centre of the celebrated qawwals’ performances. The texts also 

highlight certain developments that characterize contemporary qawwali music. For 

example, the eighteenth-century qawwals performed as groups and were associated 

with song forms like qaul, tar⌅nah and badh⌅vah, which still feature in the qawwali 
repertoires. They were also portrayed as the heirs of Am)r Khusrau’s musical and poet-

ic legacy, and there are indications that their repertoires were growing apart from the 

textually transmitted poetical tradition. While contemporary qawwals are universally 

associated with Am)r Khusrau, the connection does not yet appear in the Sultanate 

texts.

Even though both Sultanate and late Mughal Su◆s had encountered opposition to 

sam⌅⇧, the institution had >?ourished and remained part of the re◆ned, high culture. In 
the late-nineteenth century, the reformist Dulam⌅�s e✓forts to launch virulent attacks 
against the practice and those who participated in it bore fruit; sam⌅⇧ and the music 
associated with it became increasingly perceived as something vulgar and deplorable 

in the eyes of their prominently middle-class followers.

However, the Su◆s, many of whom were themselves reformists in the sense that 

they sought to de◆ne their interpretation of normative Islam by scriptural reasoning, 
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attempted to counter such criticism. In addition to writing numerous legal pamphlets, 

this entailed evoking the example of the past Su◆ masters. This line of argumentation 

was especially relevant in the Indian context, where most reformists were Su◆s and 

thus could not outright ignore their predecessors. Thus, those who denounced sam⌅⇧ 
emphasized the Su◆s’ warnings concerning the dire consequences of engaging in the 

practice with wrong motivations. Others, like Khwaja Hasan Nizami, focused on state-

ments advocating the practice. He not only evoked the court case of Niz1*m al-D)n in 

his hagiographical Niz�⌅m bansur, but also incorporated passages that had thus far cir-
culated only orally into the written tradition. The text also features, possibly for the 

◆rst time in Indian Su◆ literature, a ◆rst-person account of a mystical experience 

caused by sam⌅⇧. It is signi◆cant that it is only in a work that combines hagiography 
and history with the narrative technique of a historical novel that such a description 

appears. Nizami’s elaboration of Niz1*m al-D)n’s paradigmatic example attempts to 

demonstrate how absurd it is to denounce a practice that yields such powerful experi-

ences and valuable results.

While the texts analysed in Part I of this study contain invaluable information 

about the dynamics of sam⌅⇧, they say very little about poetry. The verses recorded in 
the context of sam⌅⇧ reveal that the poetry sung during these occasions discussed pas-
sionate love or vuj↵d themes and was not didactic or devotional. All the quoted verses 
are Persian rub⌅⇧s or verses excerpted from ghazals, but the texts also mention the role 
of Hindi poetry. However, in order to study poetry in depth, one has to focus on twenti-

eth and twenty-◆rst centuries.

Analysing qawwali repertoires is as challenging as analysing the practice of sam⌅⇧. 
The repertoires are extremely >?uid and accommodative. It is only in the ritual context 

that singing certain items is obligatory. Otherwise, the singers are able and even ob-

liged to decide what they sing in each individual gathering. The poems available for 

qawwals to choose from cover texts written by both Su◆s and non-Su◆s in Persian, 

Urdu, Hindi and Punjabi. The oldest texts are from the twelfth century, while new ones 

are constantly introduced. The perpetual transformation of the repertoires is evident 

from the fact that virtually none of the poems mentioned in the texts that are dis-

cussed in Part I of this study is sung by contemporary qawwals.

It is di✓◆cult to classify this vast range of texts in a meaningful way. For this reason, 

I suggested merely dividing them into core and varying parts of the repertoire. This 

makes understanding the role of individual poems in a given sam⌅⇧ assembly possible 
and facilitates an analysis of their reception. In this classi◆cation, the core repertoire 

comprises the classics and obligatory ritual items that any qawwal desiring to perform 

in a prominent shrine or to a connoisseur audience needs to know. The core repertoire 

is well-known among the listeners and songs belonging to it are, generally, well re-

ceived. The varying repertoire covers the items that are sung in a particular shrine or 

kh⌅nq⌅h or in connection with particular rituals or celebrations. In addition, the sig-
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nature songs of respective qawwals often belong to this class, although they can also 

be special versions of widely-known classics.

In order to piece together a more detailed picture about the general characterist-

ics of qawwali repertoires, I analysed three twentieth-century poetic anthologies that 

were published for both the performers and listeners participating in sam⌅⇧. When 
such collections are analysed together with recordings and contemporary perform-

ance practices, they o✓fer interesting information about the developments of the 

repertoires and the reception of the works of any given poet. In this study, I focused on 

the works of two prominent authors, J*m) and Am)r Khusrau.

Analysis of J*m)’s poems reveals that since the publication of NGr al-4asan’s 

Naghm⌅t-i sam⌅⇧ in 1935, the selection of his poetry included in the qawwali reper-
toires has increasingly grown apart from the literary tradition. On the whole, the 

poems appearing in the qawwali anthologies and performances rarely replicate in full 

the literary version. Although, they usually bear a resemblance with it. In the case of 

J*m), however, the link between the qawwali repertoires and literary tradition has be-

come tenuous. This development has gone hand in hand with the newly de◆ned role 

allocated to J*m). He is no more an author of impassioned ghazals on love and vuj↵d 
themes, but a na⇧t poet par excellence who is best known for his praise of the Prophet.
The contrast between the orally transmitted qawwali repertoires and the literary 

tradition is even greater in the case of Am)r Khusrau. His poems are frequently associ-

ated with legendary accounts describing his interaction with his Su◆ guide. Often 

these legendary accounts are associated with poems that are not part of the estab-

lished literary tradition, but appear to have been attributed to him later. Most of 

Khusrau’s Persian poems in the qawwali repertoires are not found in his dv⌅ns, and 
the ◆rst Hindi poems attributed to him appear in textual sources only in the eight-

eenth century. The Hindi repertoire is also being constantly elaborated through the 

qawwals’ reattribution of poems to him. This is at least partly an attempt to answer to 

the increased demand for such texts. Although Persian skills have all but disappeared 

even among the South Asian Su◆s, Khusrau’s legendary fame has remained intact. In 

order to nonetheless provide patrons with texts they can understand, qawwals have 

started to emphasize and embellish his Hindi repertoire. A similar approach character-

izes their attitude to the poems of J*m): the focus on na⇧t poetry re>?ects the increased 
signi◆cance of the Prophet in the devotional life of South Asian Su◆s and is an attempt 

to counteract the reformists’ claim that he was merely a passive channel of God’s 

revelation, who had no intercessory powers or a special ontological position as the ◆rst 

created being.

However, a study of poetry in sam⌅⇧ is bound to remain suggestive if it is solely 
based on literary anthologies, because each poem is distinctly, uniquely shaped during 

a performance through the interaction between the listeners and performers. The eth-

nographic section of this study discussed poetry and poetic communication in the 
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context of the Durs rituals at the Nizamuddin shrine and in four very di✓ferent sam⌅⇧ 
assemblies organized in Delhi and Hyderabad. In the ritual context, the qawwals had 

to follow the prescribed order of songs, and they concentrated their e✓forts on boosting 

the already charged, jubilant atmosphere. However, in the other contexts they needed 

to carefully adapt their performances to the needs of the mr-i ma�'(l and other 
listeners. It was also in these occasions that the listeners took a more active role in 

shaping the qawwals’ performances.

At the Chilla, the historical site of Niz1*m al-D)n’s jam⌅⇧atkh⌅nah, the qawwals 
evoked the sacred history of the Chishti Nizami brotherhood by singing Persian and 

Hindi songs closely connected with the saint. They also emphasized the paradigmatic 

master-disciple relationship between Niz1*m al-D)n and Am)r Khusrau in order to o✓fer 

the contemporary Su◆ disciples a chance to strengthen their bond with their guide, 

Khwaja Hasan Sani. It is also signi◆cant that Khwaja Hasan Sani’s position as a recog-

nized connoisseur of poetry and music encouraged the qawwals to aspire for novelty 

in their performances. They tried to realize this goal either by singing rarely-heard 

poems or by adhering more closely to the conventions of classical music.

In the evening of the same day, the followers of the brotherhood gathered for 

sam⌅⇧ in Khwaja Hall. The occasion was more accommodating, and a greater number 
of qawwali groups performed. Sam⌅⇧ at Khwaja Hall was an excellent example of the 
unevenness that often characterizes long sam⌅⇧ assemblies. Virtuoso performances of 
celebrated qawwals like Mohammed Ahmed Warsi and Majid Warsi were followed by 

singing of amateur performers. However, even the former paled in comparison with 

the appearance of Shaheed Barelwi at the very end of the assembly. He sung a fairly 

well known Urdu ghazal by Niy*z, but his performance met with tremendous success 

and made the occasion uniquely special. Khwaja Hasan Sani, the mr-i ma�'(l, shared 
with his disciples the meanings he had unearthed from the poem and thus trained 

them to deeply listen to the poetic text and place their expectations of the qawwals’ 

performances high. The subsequent history of Niy*z’s ghazal in Khwaja Hasan Sani’s 

sam⌅⇧ assemblies further illustrated the Su◆ guide’s e✓forts to safeguard sam⌅⇧ from os-
si◆cation. Having heard about the success of Shaheed Barelwi’s performance, other 

qawwals begun to sing the poem in his sam⌅⇧ assemblies. However, after a couple of 
years, when the performances had lost their freshness, he stopped the qawwals from 

singing the poem like he had previously done in the case of other, once successful 

items.

At Anis Miyan’s home, sam⌅⇧ was organized outside the darg⌅h or kh⌅nq⌅h envir-
onment. Although the organizers made a conscious e✓fort to replicate the ideal stand-

ard performances of the Nizamuddin shrine, the occasion resembled more a private 

musical concert or mush⌅⇧irah than a sam⌅⇧ assembly. As a consequence, the qawwals 
were also able to emphasize their status as artists. Iftekhar Ahmed demonstrated his 

virtuosity with the song texts by showcasing his amazing ability to forge new combina-
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tions of salient texts and adjunct items. He was so successful in enchanting the audi-

ence that even his abridgement of the iconic Qaul went unnoticed. When it was 
Ghulam Hasnain’s turn to sing after him, he found it very di✓◆cult to a✓fect the listeners 

after Iftekhar’s performance. The latter part of the occasion shows how a sam⌅⇧ as-
sembly can occasionally turn into a mere formality if the qawwals fail to engage the 

listeners’ attention.

Sam⌅⇧ assumed a markedly di✓ferent form at Khanqah-e-Kamil in Hyderabad. Be-
ing in no way attached to the Nizamuddin shrine or the Chishti Nizami brotherhood, 

the occasion featured a distinct selection of poetry. The obligatory ritual items Qaul 
and Rang were sung in their proper places, but otherwise the qawwals concentrated 
on the poetry of Kamil. Kamil has a legendary fame as a poet among his followers. 

Moreover, several senior listeners had a personal recollection of him, which turned the 

occasion into a celebration of his poetic and spiritual legacy. The majority of salient 

texts were written by Kamil, but the qawwals also wooed their listeners by employing 

excerpts from his poems as adjunct items. Furthermore, the listeners suggested to 

them suitable verses and, occasionally, corrected their reading of Kamil’s poems.

Despite the divergent environments and the selection of poetry that varied ac-

cordingly, certain aspects concerning the textual content remained the same through-

out the performances. Concentrating on these aspects facilitates a context-sensitive 

reading of poetry that takes the performance into consideration. A prominent charac-

teristic of all the sam⌅⇧ assemblies studied above is the centrality of the poetic message 
and the richness and variegation of the textual content. The text overshadowed the 

music, and on several occasions, lengthy musical improvisations actually ruined the 

charged atmosphere created by poetry. In the case of Shaheed Barelwi’s performance 

at Khwaja Hall, the mr-i ma�'(l asked the qawwals to refrain from musical elabora-
tions. Whenever the qawwals introduced new verses of the ghazal to the performance, 

he asked them to ◆rst repeat them without the instrumental accompaniment so that 

the listeners could fully grasp their meaning.

The qawwals’ e✓forts to communicate the poetic message to the audience and the 

audience’s e✓forts to understand it are also conspicuous. Regular repetition of poetic 

lines aside, devising re◆ned combinations of verses relies precisely on the listeners’ 

ability to catch the resulting meaning. Prefacing a salient text with a rub⌅⇧ has little 
value if the listeners fail to appreciate the interconnectedness of the two. The same ap-

plies to the use of girah verses. Grasping the nuances introduced by the girah verses 
presumes the ability to re>?ect their meaning against the salient text into which they 

are inserted. Even takr⌅r that can at its simplest resemble ✏ikr-like repetition of a 
saint’s name can at best facilitate delving into the text and lead to unearthing entirely 

new and unpredicted meanings from the poetic images. In addition to these three ba-

sic techniques, the qawwals can take recourse to singing tazmns that frequently pre-
face Persian verses with commonly understood Urdu or Hindi lines, or alternate 
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between singing the Persian text and its Urdu translation. Such alternation between 

the di✓ferent linguistic registers furthermore broadens the qawwals’ scope to introduce 

varying, even contradictory poetic images and metaphors into a single performance.

The understanding of poetry in sam⌅⇧, however, is not meant to be an intellectual 
exercise. When the ways the qawwals sing poetry in sam⌅⇧ assemblies are analysed in 
relation to the qualities of a good ghazal outlined by Frances Pritchett, it becomes 

evident that the performers emphasize the qualities that aim at evoking an immediate 

reaction in the audience. They prefer poetry that has an easily distinguishable sound-

scape by singing texts that feature symmetric metres whose rhythmic structure is 

clearly articulated. They emphasize the euphonic soundscape and capitalize on the 

sonic e✓fects by employing them as a means to enunciate the semantic meaning, add 

cohesion to long performances whose textual content would otherwise remain discon-

nected, and smooth the transitions between di✓ferent textual units.

In sam⌅⇧, the qawwals build up the meaning of the poems step by step. The ◆nal 
fourth of the verse of a ghazal that reveals the full import of the poetic statement is fre-

quently delayed so as to fully engage the listeners with the text. The same applies to 

the last line of quatrains that are employed as rub⌅⇧s or girah verses. The qawwals in-
tertwine this semantic suspense with music by employing the upper tonal register be-

fore returning to the lower register in the concluding statement of the text. The con-

stant alternation between musical and textual suspense and relief aims at intensifying 

the existent feelings of the listeners and inducing the sudden, immediate and poten-

tially overpowering e✓fect that characterizes the practice of sam⌅⇧.
The emphasis on the sudden, immediate e✓fect has also led to favouring accessible 

poetic themes (ma*m↵n) during sam⌅⇧. The cerebral ma*muns cultivated by the 
t⌅zag↵� poets are conspicuously absent. Instead, the qawwals favour straightforward 
verses featuring kai'(yyat and shorish that aim at producing powerful moods of melan-
choly and energetic vigour, respectively. In addition, they employ verses whose mean-

ing is purposely manifold and susceptible to myriads of interpretations that vary from 

one sam⌅⇧ assembly and one listener to another. The emphasis on accessible 
ma*muns, however, does not necessarily entail simplifying the poetic message. The 
qawwals frequently capitalize on the interconnectedness of poetic images. Focusing 

on well-known ma*m↵ns has the advantage of evoking an entire range of associated 
ma*m↵ns without needing to explicitly state them.
The ma*m↵ns evoked in the poems engage the listeners with two themes that 

penetrate both the dynamics of sam⌅⇧ as described in the textual sources and the con-
tent of poems performed by the qawwals: passionate love and bewilderment.

Metaphorical language revolving around the poetic imagery related to passionate 

love characterizes most of the texts performed in sam⌅⇧ assemblies. It also de◆nes the 
majority of devotional poems, in which the Prophet or a Su◆ saint frequently assumes 

the role of the beloved. Bewilderment, on the other hand, arises from the paradoxical 
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use of language. As the verses escape reason and leave the mind ricocheting between 

logically contradictory statements, they provide a tangible >?avour of the bewilderment 

that lies in the heart of the vuj↵d worldview.
The paradoxes and ambiguities that de◆ne sam⌅⇧ and the poetry performed dur-

ing sam⌅⇧ assemblies are a main factor that makes the practice so e✓fective and versat-
ile. Because of this versatility, the Chishti Nizami masters have recognized the useful-

ness of the practice for both newcomers and advanced practitioners. The listeners’ ex-

periences of the poetic metaphors and music initially arise from the metaphorical, 

corporeal level. However, the entire organization of a sam⌅⇧ assembly – the adab, the 
hallowed physical environment, the presence of a Su◆ guide and the background of 

the listeners’ religious observance – aims at creating an environment where these ex-

periences can be incorporated into their spiritual practice.

Even when the poetry performed by qawwals is regulated by the literary conven-

tions and is thus predictable, it becomes alive during sam⌅⇧. The qawwals break the 
balance of the written poetic text and turn it into a dynamic tool for creating powerful 

sensations. In sam⌅⇧, poetry does not teach or preach, but builds on the listeners’ pre-
existing experiences, feelings and knowledge. While these are a prerequisite for poetry 

to function as a tool for religious practice, the qawwals’ performances simultaneously 

aim at breaking the habitual patterns of thinking and introducing a new, immediate 

way of perceiving the subject matter of the poetic statements. Poetry performed in 

sam⌅⇧ facilitates a religious discourse that does not rely on reason, argumentation and 
logical conclusions unlike expository prose or didactic poetry. Instead, it thrives on po-

etic associations that acquire their speci◆c, ideally spiritual meaning only in relation 

to the listener’s worldview.

By focusing on the poetic communication between the performers and audience 

instead of the authors, I have emphasized the role of poetry as a means to create ex-

periences, not just to describe them. Even if a ghazal or gt was based on the author’s 
genuine mystical experience, it is ultimately his ability to creatively use poetic lan-

guage in the limits of literary conventions that turns his texts e✓fective and renders 

them suitable for performance in sam⌅⇧. Because of this, the question of whether a 
poem is mystical or profane, written by a Su◆ or a professional poet, is irrelevant. It is 

more fruitful to focus on the dynamics of the poetic language, performance strategies 

and the characteristics of the performance context in an attempt to de◆ne what it is in 

the poetic text that entices the particular response in the audience.

In this study, I have analysed the use of poetry in sam⌅⇧ by concentrating on its ap-
plication in the actual performance context. However, the results of this analysis can 

potentially be applied to the literary texts as well. Is it possible to see similar use of po-

etic conventions, similar ways to discuss passionate love and metaphysical questions 

in the works of authors who operated in an environment where sam⌅⇧ was the primary 
venue of communicating their texts to the audiences and who possibly wrote their 
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texts keeping the musical performance in mind? While I intend to undertake this 

project in the future, I hope that this study proves useful for scholars who study Su◆ 

practice and poetry in performance, as well as for those who simply profess interest in 

qawwali music and Su◆ poetry.
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APPENDIX: TRANSLITERATED TEXTS OF THE POEMS DISCUSSED IN CHAPTERS 

6.3 TO 6.6

Chapter 6.3 Sacred history and lived present: sam⌅⇧ at the meditation cell of Niz)*m 
al-D,n

Item 1: Qaul (in Arabic)
Qaul and
tar�nah

man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

dar dil dar dil dar d⌦n⌘
ham tum tan⌦ n⌦n⌦ n⌦ tan⌦n⌦n⌦ re
yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘
yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘

man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

1st girah (in 
Persian)

b⌦shad ⌘m⌦n-i musalm⌦n mu⇢�af-i r⌧-yi �al⌘
sajdag⌦h-i m⌦’st mi�r⌦b-i kham-i abr⌧-yi �al⌘

Qaul man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

2nd girah (in 
Persian)

�aidari-y-am qalandar am mast am
bandah-yi murta"⌦ �al⌘ hastam
peshv⌦-yi tam⌦m-i rind⌦n am
kih sag-i k⌧-yi sher-i yazd⌦n am

Qaul man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

3rd girah (in 
Persian)

zahe �izz o jal⌦l-e b⌧ tur⌦b-e fakhr-i ins⌦n-e
�al⌘-yi murta"⌦ mushkilkush⌦-e sher-i yazd⌦n-e

val⌘-yi haqq va⇢⌘-yi mu⇢t(af⌦ dary⌦-yi fai"⌦n-e
im⌦m-i do jah⌦n-e qiblah-yi d⌘n-e o im⌦n-e

am⌘r-i kishvar-i faqr-e shah-i iql⌘m-i �irf⌦n-e
khud⌦g⌧-e khud⌦d⌦n-e khud⌦b⌘n-e khud⌦sh⌦n-e

payambar bar sar-i minbar nishast o khv⌦nad maul⌦-y-ash
kih t⌦ maul⌦)i-y-ash r⌦ b⌦shad andar khalq burh⌦n-e

niy⌦z andar qiy⌦mat be-sar o s⌦m⌦n nah khv⌦h⌘ shud 
kih az �ubb o tavall⌦-yi �al⌘ d⌦r⌘ to s⌦m⌦n-e
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Qaul man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

4th girah (in 
Urdu; the 
last verse 
repeated 
twice)

y⌦ sh⌦h-i najaf sher-i khud⌦ s⌦q⌘-yi kausar
khaibar-shikan o safdar o gh⌦z⌘-yi dil⌦var

sab �⌦l mer⌦ ⌦p pih roshan hai sar⌦sar
m⌦y⌧s h⌧/ majb⌧r h⌧/ ghabr⌦)⌧/ nah kyo/-kar

is vaqt madad k⌘jiye yih vaqt-i madad hai
y⌦ sh⌦h-i najaf tum ko mu�ammad k⌘ qasam hai

Qaul man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

5th girah (in 
Persian; the 
last verse 
repeated 
twice)

t⌦ ⇢⌧rat-i paivand-i jah⌦n b⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d
t⌦ naqsh-i zam⌘n b⌧d zam⌦n b⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d

sh⌦h-e kih va⇢⌘ b⌧d val⌘ b⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d
sult(⌦n-i sakh⌦ o karam o j⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d

⌦n sh⌦h-i sarfar⌦z kih andar shab-i mi�r⌦j
b⌦ a�mad-i mukht⌦r yak-e b⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d

Qaul man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

6th girah (in 
Persian)

to sult(⌦n-i ⇢⌦�ib sar⌘r ⌦mad⌘...

5th girah 
repeated

t⌦ ⇢⌧rat-i paivand-i jah⌦n b⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d
t⌦ naqsh-i zam⌘n b⌧d zam⌦n b⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d

5th girah 
elaborated

yak-e b2d 3al, b2d

3al, hast 3al, b2d

3al, hast 3al, hast 3al, b2d 3al, b2d

3al, hast 3al, b2d 3al, hast 3al, b2d

⌦n sh⌦h-i sarfar⌦z kih andar shab-i mi�r⌦j
b⌦ a�mad-i mukht⌦r yak-e b⌧d �al⌘ b⌧d

Qaul and 
tar�nah

man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

dar dil dar dil dar d⌦n⌘
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ham tum tan⌦ n⌦n⌦ n⌦ tan⌦n⌦n⌦ re
yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘
yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘

man kuntu maul⌦

Item 2: Rang (in Hindi)
Rang ⌦j rang hai (calo r⌘) e m⌦/ rang hai r⌘

mere ma�b⌧b ke ghar rang hai r⌘
sajn⌦ mil⌦var⌦ (mere ma�b⌧b mil⌦var⌦) anad badh⌦var⌦ (more ghar)
is *5gan me5 (dekho)

mohe p,r p*yo

nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) (mere khv⌦jah)
mohe p,r p*yo (⌦he ⌦he ⌦he v⌦h)

1st girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

kaun hai mere siv⌦ ⇢⌦�ib-i taqd⌘r ais⌦
mil gay⌦ mujh ko muqaddar se mer⌦ p⌘r ais⌦

Rang mohe p,r p*yo (⌦he ⌦he ⌦he v⌦h)

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

shaid⌦ 34d⌦ fareftah d⌘v⌦nah sheftah
sab apne apne p⌘r ke mai/ apne p⌘r k⌦

Rang mohe p,r p*yo (⌦he ⌦he ⌦he v⌦h)
nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) (mere khv⌦jah)
nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) jag ujiy⌦ro
jag ujiy⌦ro jagat ujiy⌦ro
nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦)
mai/ to aiso rang aur (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘) nah⌘/ dekh⌘ nij⌦m al-d⌘n

3rd girah (in 
Hindi)

kach jagmag jagmag hovat hai
vuh jo o6h⌘ cunariy⌦ sovat hai
ganj-i shakkar ke bhes me/
ma�b⌧b py⌦r⌦ sovat hai

Rang mai/ to aiso rang aur (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘)

4th girah (in 
Hindi)

khusrau rain suh⌦g k⌘ jo j⌦g⌘ p⌘ ke sang
tan mor⌦ man p⌘h⌧ k⌦ so dono/ ek h⌘ rang
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Rang mai/ to aiso rang aur (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘) nah⌘/ dekh⌘ nij⌦m al-d⌘n
mai/ tor⌦ rang man bh⌦yo

Item 3: A mub⌅rak in Persian
1st verse �⌘d-g⌦h-i m⌦ ghar⌘b⌦n k⌧-yi to

inbis⌦t(-i �⌘d d⌘dan r⌧-yi to

2nd verse ⇢ad hil⌦l-i �⌘d qurb⌦n-at kunam
e hil⌦l-i m⌦ kham-i abr⌧-yi to

3rd verse y* niz)*m al-d,n ma7b2b-i il*h

jumlah ma�b⌧b⌦n 34d⌦ bar r⌧-yi to

4th verse mu78is⌦n ⌘m ⌦madah dar k⌧-yi to
shai)an li’ll⌦h az jam⌦l-i r⌧-yi to

5th verse dast bu-ksh⌦ j⌦nib-i zanb⌘l-i m⌦
⌦fr⌘n bar dast o bar b⌦z⌧-yi to

6th verse man cih d⌦nam ka�bah o butkh⌦nah r⌦
sajdah m⌘ s⌦zam ba-s⌧-yi r⌧-yi to

7th verse cand m⌘ purs⌘ kih khusrau r⌦ kih kusht
ghamzah-yi to cashm-i to abr⌧-yi to

Item 4: An individual shi⇧r

bi-n⌦l pesh-i dar-ash khusrav⌦ kih ⌦n sult(⌦n
shinakhtast kih ⌘n n⌦lah-yi gad⌦-yi man ast

Item 5: A manqabat in Persian
1st verse dil⌦ dast-i t(alab bu-ksh⌦ ba-darg⌦h-i shahansh⌦h-e

niz(⌦m al-d⌘n va’l-millat alaih ra�matu’ll⌦h-e

2nd verse am⌘r-i �⌦lam⌦r⌦-e z(ah⌘r-i d⌘n o duny⌦-e
shahansh⌦h-e �al⌘j⌦h-e nab⌘sh⌦n-e �aqq⌦g⌦h-e

3rd verse durr-i dary⌦-yi tajr⌘d-e gul-i bust⌦n-i tafr⌘d-e
ba-shakl o ;2rat-i ins*n num*y*n <*t-i all*h-e

4th verse zi-shauq-i �ishq-i ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘ ⌦n-cun⌦n gashtam
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kih ta⇢v⌘r-am mu⇢avvir dar kashad bar ⇢⌧rat-i ⌦h-e

5th verse cih gham d⌦r⌘ niy⌦z az raftan-i tanh⌦ az ⌘n �⌦lam
kih sult(⌦n al-masha)ikh y⌦r-i j⌦n-i tu’st o ham-r⌦h-e

Item 6: A ghazal in Persian

<al�p>
1st verse j⌦n zi-tan burd⌘ o dar j⌦n ⌘ han⌧z

dardh⌦ d⌦d⌘ o darm⌦n ⌘ han⌧z

2nd verse mulk-i dil kard⌘ khar⌦b az tegh-i n⌦z
<�k�r t�n>
v’andar ⌘n v⌘r⌦nah sult(⌦n ⌘ han⌧z

3rd verse har do 3*lam q,mat-i khvud guftah ,

nirkh b⌦l⌦ kun ki arz⌦n⌘ han⌧z

4th verse p⌘r⌘ o sh⌦hidparast⌘ n⌦-khvush ast
khusrav⌦ t⌦ kai paresh⌦n ⌘ han⌧z

Item 7: A manqabat in Persian
1st rub�◆ ba-gird⌦b-i bal⌦ uft⌦dah kashti

"a�⌘f⌦n-i shikastah r⌦ dih to pushti
ba-�aqq-i khv⌦jah-yi �usm⌦n-i h⌦r⌧n
madad kun y⌦ mu�⌘n al-d⌘n cisht⌘

1st verse khv⌦jah-yi khv⌦jag⌦n mu�⌘n al-d⌘n
fakhr-i kaun o mak⌦n mu�⌘n al-d⌘n

2nd verse sirr-i �aqq r⌦ bay⌦n mu�⌘n al-d⌘n
be-nish⌦n r⌦ nish⌦n mu�⌘n al-d⌘n

3rd verse maz(har o <-i> jalvag⌦h-i n⌧r-i qidam
⌦ft⌦b-i jah⌦n mu�⌘n al-d⌘n

4th verse khv⌦jah-yi l⌦-mak⌦n o quds maq⌦m
⌦sm⌦n⌦st⌦n mu�⌘n al-d⌘n

5th verse qurb-i 7aqq e niy*z agar khv*h,

s⌦z vird-i zab⌦n mu�in al-d⌘n
<�k�r t�n>
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1st verse khv⌦jah-yi khv⌦jag⌦n mu�⌘n al-d⌘n

Chapter 6.4 Guiding Su@A disciples through music and poetry: sam⌅⇧ at Khwaja Hall

Item 1: A qit⇧ah in Persian
naghmah-yi qudd⇢s
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

�umr-e bar ⌦st⌦n-i to s⌧dam sar-i niy⌦z
sh⌦yad shavam ba-bazm-i vi⇢⌦l-i to sarfar⌦z

c⌧n bandah r⌦ az khv⌦jah buvad cashm-i nek⌧-e
m⌦ bandah ⌘m o khv⌦jah tu)⌘ k⌦r-i m⌦ bi-s⌦z

1st verse ba-kh⌦k-i dargah-i to jab⌘n-i niy⌦z-i m⌦
qurb⌦n-i yak nig⌦h-i to �umr-i dar⌦z-i m⌦

1st girah(in 
Urdu)

ter⌘ ek nig⌦h k⌘ b⌦t hai
mer⌘ zindag⌘ k⌦ sav⌦l hai

1st verse qurb⌦n-i yak nig⌦h-i to �umr-i dar⌦z-i m⌦

2nd girah (in 
Persian)

roshan az �aks-i jam⌦l-ash �⌦lam-i imk⌦n-i m⌦
yak nig⌦h-i n⌦z-i j⌦n⌦n q⌘mat-i ⌘m⌦n-i m⌦

1st verse qurb⌦n-i yak nig⌦h-i to �umr-i dar⌦z-i m⌦

2nd verse m⌦ kih kun⌘m r⌧ ba-shif⌦kh⌦nah-yi mas⌘�
la�l-i shakkarfarosh-i to bas c⌦ras⌦z-i m⌦

3rd verse dar kunj-i z(ulmat-am gu<arad t(al�at-at g⌦h-e
e ⌦ft⌦b-i �⌦lam-i <arranav⌦z-i m⌦

1st verse qurb⌦n-i yak nig⌦h-i to

Item 2: A g�t in Hindi
1st rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

t⌦ zi-maikh⌦nah o mai n⌦m o nish⌦n khv⌦had b⌧d
sar-i m⌦ kh⌦k-i r⌦h-i p⌘r-i mugh⌦n khv⌦had b⌧d

bar zam⌘n-e kih nish⌦n-i kaf-i p⌦-yi to khv⌦had b⌧d
s⌦lh⌦ sajdah-yi ⇢⌦�ib-i naz(ar⌦n khv⌦had b⌧d
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Gt meharv* ras b⌧ndan barse (mor⌘ gu)iyy⌦)
khv⌦jag⌦n ke darb⌦ran me/
⌦j dekho ghan ghan ke hai
meharv* ras b⌧ndan barse (mor⌘ gu)iyy⌦)
khv⌦jah �usm⌦n aur khv⌦jah mu�⌘n al-d⌘n
qut(b al-d⌘n aur ganj-i shakkar ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘
b*b* ganj-i shakkar ma7b2b-i il*h,

<�k�r t�n>
⌦j am⌘r-i shu�ar⌦) nij⌦m al-d⌘n ke l⌦l ke dv⌦re

Item 3: A g�t in Hindi
Gt ganj shakkar ke l⌦l nij⌦m al-d⌘n cisht nagar me/ ph⌦g racayo

khv⌦jah mu�⌘n al-d⌘n aur qut(b al-d⌘n prem ke rang k⌘ rain⌘ ca6h⌦yo
p⌘r nij⌦m al-d⌘n catur khil⌦6⌘ bayy⌦/ paka6 mor⌦ gh⌧/gh=⌦ u=h⌦yo
s⌘s muku= h⌦than pick⌦r⌘ rang >⌦6o aur madhv⌦ pilayo
apne rang⌘le ke bedam v⌦r⌘ jin mohe l⌦l gul⌦l ban⌦yo

Item 4: A ghazal in Urdu

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

ik din vuh mil ga)e the sar-i rahgu<ar kah⌘/
phir dil ne bai=hne nah diy⌦ �umr bhar kah⌘/

2nd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

azal me/ jo ⇢ad⌦ mai/ ne sun⌘ th⌘ kaif o mast⌘ me/
vuh⌘ ⌦v⌦z ab tak sun rah⌦ h⌧/ s⌦z-i hast⌘ me/

tumh⌦re h⌘ karam se mer⌘ hast⌘ ho ga)⌘ hast⌘

1st verse kis se p⌧che/ ham ne kah⌦/ vuh cihrah-yi roshan dekh⌦ hai
ma�34l ma�34l...

1st rub�◆ ik din vuh mil ga)e the sar-i rahgu<ar kah⌘/
phir dil ne bai=hne na diy⌦ �umr bhar kah⌘/

1st verse kis se p⌧che/ ham ne kah⌦/...

Item 5: A ghazal in Persian

naghma
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Persian) 

e sarv-i n⌦zan⌘n…e sarv-i n⌦z raunaq-i bust⌦n-i man tu)⌘
<�k�r t�n>

2nd rub�◆ (in qa⇢r-i jannat cih kunam k⌧cah-yi y⌦r-e d⌦ram
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Persian) tars-i dozakh cih kunam r⌧-yi nig⌦r-e d⌦ram
hamc⌧ majn⌧n ba-tamann⌦-yi vi⇢⌦l-i lail⌦
roz o shab cashm s⌧-yi n⌦qasav⌦r-e d⌦ram

1st verse az �usn-i mal⌘�-i khvud shor-e ba-jah⌦/ kard⌘
har zakhm⌘-yi bismil r⌦ ma⇢r⌧f-i fugh⌦n kard⌘

2nd verse madhosh ba-yak s⌦ghar e p⌘r-i mugh⌦n kard⌘
dil burd⌘ o j⌦n burd⌘ bet⌦b o tav⌦n kard⌘

3rd verse be-jurm o khat(⌦ qatl-am az n⌦z-i but⌦n kard⌘
khvud tegh zad⌘ bar man n⌦m-i digar⌦n kard⌘

4th verse ⌘n j⌦m⌘-yi be-c⌦rah dar �ishq-i to ⌦v⌦rah
⌦v⌦rah-yi qurb-at r⌦ dar kh⌦k nih⌦n kard⌘

Item 6: A ghazal in Persian

1st verse har shab man am fut⌦dah ba-gird-i sar⌦-yi to
har roz ⌦h o n⌦lah kunam az bar⌦-yi to

2nd verse j⌦n⌦ ba-⌘n shikastadil-e be-vaf⌦ ma-shau
�umr-e gu<asht t⌦ shudam ⌦shn⌦-yi to

3rd verse roz-e ki <arrah <arrah shavad ustukhv⌦n-i man
b⌦shad han⌧z dar dil-i rez-am hav⌦-yi to

4th verse bar 7*l-i z*r-i man naz)ar-e kun zi-r*h-i lut)f

to b*dsh*h-i 7usn , o khusrau gad*-yi to

1st girah (in 
Persian; 
repeated 
twice)

bandah j⌦m⌘ p⌘r shud hamc⌧n ghul⌦m⌦n bar dar-at
ra�m kun e sh⌦h-i kh⌧b⌦n bar gad⌦-yi z⌦r-i khvesh

4th verse bar 7*l-i z*r-i man naz)ar-e kun zi-r*h-i lut)f

to b*dsh*h-i 7usn , o khusrau gad*-yi to

<�k�r t�n>

Item 7: A ghazal in Urdu

<al�p>
1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

tir⌦ dast-i j⌧d dar⌦z hai tir⌦ har ghul⌦m ay⌦z hai
mujhe jis ke lut(f pih n⌦z hai vuh t⌧ h⌘ to bandanav⌦z hai
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1st verse kauns⌦ ghar hai kih e j⌦n nah⌘/ k⌦sh⌦nah tir⌦
aur jilaukh⌦nah tir⌦
maikadah ter⌦ hai ka�bah tir⌦ butkh⌦nah tir⌦
sab hai j⌦n⌦n⌦ tir⌦

2nd verse t⌧ kis⌘ shakl me/ ho mai/ tir⌦ shaid⌦)⌘ h⌧/
tir⌦ saud⌦)⌘ h⌧/
t⌧ agar sham� hai e dost to mai/ parv⌦nah tir⌦
ya�n⌘ d⌘v⌦nah tir⌦

3rd verse tere darv*ze pih 7*Eir hai tire dar ke faq,r

e am⌘ro/ ke am⌘r
mujh pih bh, ho kabh, (mere j⌦n⌦, j⌦n-i j⌦n⌦) alt)*f-i kar,m*nah tir*
lut(f-i sh⌦h⌦nah tir⌦

4th verse mujh ko bh⌘ j⌦m ko)⌘ p⌘r-i khar⌦b⌦t mile
ter⌘ khair⌦t mile
t⌦ qay⌦mat (e mere j⌦n⌦, j⌦n-i j⌦n⌦) y⌧/h⌘ j⌦r⌘ rahe maikh⌦nah tir⌦
ya�n⌘ paim⌦nah tir⌦

5th verse ⇢adqah maikh⌦ne k⌦ s⌦q⌘ mujhe be-hosh⌘ de
khvudfar⌦mosh⌘ de
y⌧/ to sab kahte hai bedam tujhe mast⌦nah tir⌦
ya�n⌘ d⌘v⌦nah tir⌦

Item 8: A manqabat in Urdu
naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

kis ko ham apn⌦ kahe/ p⌘r ham⌦r⌦ t⌧ hai
ham ghar⌘bo/ k⌦ agar hai to sah⌦r⌦ t⌧ hai
ham to mar-kar bh⌘ na cho6e/ge tir⌦ d⌦man-i p⌦k
d⌘n o duny⌦ mer⌦ agar hai to sah⌦r⌦ t⌧ hai

2nd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

mere makhd⌧m ⇢⌦bir ke ko)⌘ lut(fe/ ko ky⌦ j⌦ne
�al⌘ j⌦ne khud⌦ j⌦ne mu�ammad mu⇢t(af⌦ j⌦ne

1st verse mai/ d⌘v⌦nah h⌧n shaid⌦ h⌧/ �al⌦) al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir k⌦
vuh maul⌦ hai mai/ bandah h⌧/ �al⌦) al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir k⌦

2nd verse jo c⌦he fai"-i r⌧�⌦n⌘ kare is dar k⌘ darb⌦n⌘
rav⌦n hai fai" k⌦ dary⌦ �al⌦) al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir k⌦

3rd verse mai-yi va�dat ke matv⌦lo shar⌦b-i ⇢⌦bir⌘ p⌘ lo
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khul⌦ hai ⌦j maikh⌦nah �al⌦) al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir k⌦

5th verse ca6hi)e ⇢⌦bir⌘ rain⌘ dar-i �⌦34z( pih e y⌦ro
rang⌦ lo rang sar t⌦ p⌦ �al⌦) al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir k⌦

6th verse yih �asrat bandah-yi �⌦34z( vuh �⌦34z( maz(har-i ⇢⌦bir
kih n⌧r hai yih n⌧r-i yakt⌦ �al⌦) al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir k⌦

1st verse mai/ d⌘v⌦nah h⌧n shaid⌦ h⌧/ �al⌦) al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir k⌦

Item 9: A ghazal in Urdu

<al�p>
1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

apn⌦ gham de-ke mir⌘ r⌧� ko masr⌧r ban⌦
dil ke har zakhm ko rist⌦ hu)⌦ n⌦s⌧r ban⌦
mer⌘ hast⌘ kis⌘ q⌦bil to ban⌦ de e dost
shams tabrez ban⌦ sarmad man⇢⌧r ban⌦

1st verse �ishq me/ tere koh-i gham sar pih liy⌦ jo ho so ho (koh-i gham)
�aish o nish⌦t(-i zindag⌘ cho6 diy⌦ jo ho so ho

2nd verse mujh se mar,E ko t)ab,b h*th mat apn* t2 lag*

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

<�k�r t�n> 
hai dil-nav⌦z...

2nd verse mujh se mar⌘" ko t(ab⌘b h⌦th mat apn⌦ t⌧ lag⌦
is ko khud⌦ pih cho6 de bahr-i khud* jo ho so ho

Elaboration 
of the 2nd 
verse

jo ho so ho

bahr-i khud* jo ho so ho

jo ho so ho

3rd verse hijr k⌘ jab mu⇢⌘bate/ ar" k⌘ us ke r⌧ ba-r⌧
n*z o ad* (ad⌦ ad⌦ se, n⌦z o ad⌦) se muskur* kahne lag* jo ho so ho

jo ho so ho

4th verse �aql ke madrase se u=h 3ishq ke maikade me5 *
j⌦m-i fan⌦ o be-khvud⌘ ab to piy⌦ jo ho so ho
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1st verse �ishq me/ tere koh-i gham sar pih liy* jo ho so ho (koh-i gham)
�aish o nish⌦t(-i zindag⌘ cho6 diy⌦ jo ho so ho

jo ho so ho

1st verse sar pih liy* jo ho so ho (koh-i gham)

1st verse �ishq me/ tere koh-i gham sar pih liy⌦ jo ho so ho
�aish o nish⌦t(-i zindag⌘ cho6 diy⌦ jo ho so ho

2nd verse mujh se mar⌘" ko t(ab⌘b h⌦th mat apn⌦ t⌧ lag⌦
is ko khud⌦ pih cho6 de bahr-i khud* jo ho so ho

jo ho so ho

4th verse �aql ke madrase se u=h �ishq ke maikade me ⌦
j⌦m-i fan⌦ o be-khvud⌘ ab to piy⌦ jo ho so ho

3rd verse hijr k⌘ jab mu⇢⌘bate/ ar" k⌘ us ke r⌧ ba-r⌧
n⌦z o ad⌦ se muskur⌦ kahne lag⌦ jo ho so ho

jo ho so ho

4th verse �aql ke madrase se u=h �ishq ke maikade me/ ⌦

2nd girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

jabh⌘ j⌦-ke maktab-i �ishq me/ sabak-i maq⌦m-i fan⌦ liy⌦
jo likh⌦ pa6h⌦ th⌦ niy⌦z ne use s⌦f dil se bhul⌦ diy⌦

4th verse �aql ke madrase se u=h 3ishq ke maikade me5 *

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

yih madrasah nah⌘/ v⌦)iz( u=h⌦ kit⌦b u=h⌦
yih maikadah hai yah⌦/ la<<at-i shar⌦b u=h⌦

4th verse 3ishq ke maikade me5 *

4th girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

ul=⌘ h⌘ c⌦l calte hai/ d⌘v⌦nag⌦n-i �ishq
⌦/kho/ ko band karte hai/ d⌘d⌦r ke liye

4th verse 3ishq ke maikade me5 *

5th girah (in unhe/ to n⌦z ke parde me/ kaun dekheg⌦
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Urdu) unh⌘/ ke shakl ko har shai me/ dekht⌦ h⌧/ mai/

4th verse �ishq ke maikade me/ ⌦

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

rag o pai me/ ⌦g bha6ak u=h⌘ ph⌧/ke hai pa6⌦ sabh⌘ tan badan
t⌧ ne s⌦qiy⌦ mai-yi ⌦tish⌘n k⌦ yih j⌦m kais⌦ pil⌦ diy⌦

4th verse �aql ke madrase se u=h �ishq ke maikade me/ ⌦
j⌦m-i fan⌦ o be-khvud⌘ ab to piy⌦ jo ho so ho

5th verse l⌦g k⌘ ⌦g lagte h⌘ pu/ba namat( yih jal gay⌦
rakht-i vuj⌧d o j⌦n o tan kuch nah bac⌦ jo ho so ho

6th verse p⌧cho nah mujh khar⌦b se y⌦ro ⇢al⌦�k⌦r tum
apne to ab nah⌘/ rahe hosh ba-j⌦ jo ho so ho

7th verse hast⌘ ke is sar⌦b me/ r⌦t k⌘ r⌦t bas rahe
sub�-i �adam hu)⌘ nam⌧d p⌦n⌧/ u=h⌦ jo ho so ho

8th verse duny* ke nek o bad se k*m ham ko niy*z kuch nah,5

⌦p se jo gu<ar gay⌦ phir use ky⌦ jo ho so ho

jo ho so ho

1st verse �ishq me/ tere koh-i gham sar pih liy⌦ jo ho so ho
�aish o nish⌦t(-i zindag⌘ cho6 diy⌦ jo ho so ho

8th verse duny⌦ ke nek o bad se k⌦m ham ko niy⌦z kuch nah⌘/
⌦p se jo gu<ar gay⌦ phir use ky⌦ jo ho so ho

Chapter 6.5 A sam⌅⇧ assembly at the home of Anis Ashra@A in Old Delhi

Item 1: Qaul in Arabic
naghmah-yi qudd⇢s
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

kabh⌘ d⌘v⌦r hilt⌘ hai kabh⌘ dar k⌦/p j⌦t⌦ hai
�al⌘ k⌦ n⌦m sun-ke ab bh⌘ khaibar k⌦/p j⌦t⌦ hai

2nd rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

nivishtah bar dar-i 34rdaus dar d⌘v⌦n-i qa"⌦
nab⌘ ras⌧l val⌘�ahd �aidar-i karr⌦r
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3rd rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

ba-dushman⌦n-am az ⌘n �⌦34z(⌦ tavall⌦ kun
nish⌦t(-i khvesh t(alab kun b⌦ j⌦n hast jih⌦d

Qaul man kuntu maul⌦

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

maz(har-i ra�mat-i kibriy⌦ ban ga)e
tangdast⌘ me/ dast-i khud⌦ ban ga)e
�umr mushkil me/ s⌦r⌘ gu<⌦r⌘ magar
s⌦r⌘ duny⌦ ke mushkilkush⌦ ban ga)e

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

2nd girah (in 
Hindi)

�al⌘ j⌘ v⌘r ho balv⌦n ho dhart⌘pit⌦ tum ho
ka=hinh⌦re jagat ke ⌘shvar ke s⌧rm⌦ tum ho
anokh⌘ tumr⌘ l⌘l⌦ hai nah⌘/ ma�l⌧m ky⌦ tum ho
kah⌘/ parm⌦tm⌦ tum ho kah⌘/ dharm⌦tm⌦ tum ho

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

3rd girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

dahr ne jab gham-i l⌦dav⌦ de diy⌦
�aqq ne maul⌦ �al⌘ k⌦ pat⌦ de diy⌦
mushkile/ khvud h⌘ p⌘ch⌦ cuk⌦ne lag⌘/
par �al⌘ k⌦ unhe/ v⌦st(a de diy⌦

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

<ahn o dil me/ ho jis ke sacc⌦)⌘
us k⌦ har lafz( t⌘r hot⌦ hai
vuh jah⌦n me/ ghar⌘b kaise ho
us k⌦ maul⌦ k⌦ t⌘r hot⌦ hai

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

5th girah (in 
Persian)

zahe �izz o jal⌦l-e b⌧ tur⌦b-e fakhr-i ins⌦n-e
�al⌘-yi murta"⌦ mushkilkush⌦-e sher-i yazd⌦n-e

val⌘-yi haqq va⇢⌘-yi mu⇢t(af⌦ dary⌦-yi fai"⌦n-e
im⌦m-i do jah⌦n-e qiblah-yi d⌘n-e o ⌘m⌦n-e

niy⌦z andar qiy⌦mat be-sar o s⌦m⌦n nah khv⌦h⌘ shud 
kih az �ubb o tavall⌦-yi �al⌘ d⌦r⌘ to s⌦m⌦n-e

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦
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6th girah (in 
Urdu)

har ek bazm me/ >h⌧/>h⌦ caragh-i dil le-kar
qasam khud⌦ k⌘ �al⌘ k⌦ jav⌦b mil nah sak⌦

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

7th girah (in 
Urdu)

la�d me/ ta<kirah-yi b⌧ tur⌦b kar d⌧/g⌦
har ek sav⌦l ko mai/ l⌦jav⌦b kar d⌧/g⌦
farishto =hahro na mujh se ko)⌘ sav⌦l karo
�al⌘ ko ⌦ne do s⌦r⌦ �is⌦b kar d⌧/g⌦

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

8th girah (in 
Urdu)

kyo/ sat⌦te ho la�d me/ mujh ko e munkir nak⌘r
mai/ ghul⌦m-i panjtan h⌧/ tum ne pahc⌦n⌦ nah⌘/

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

9th girah (in 
Urdu and 
Persian)

la�d me/ mujh se farishto/ ne jab sav⌦l kiy⌦
bat⌦ t⌧ apne nab⌘ aur ⌘m⌦n k⌦ batl⌦
agarcih murdah th⌦ lekin sambhal-ke bai=h gay⌦
khud⌦ ke ba�d mu�ammad k⌦ n⌦m le-ke kah⌦
�al⌘ im⌦m-i man ast o man am ghul⌦m-i �al⌘
haz⌦r n⌦m-i gir⌦m⌘ 34d⌦ ba-n⌦m-i �al⌘

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

10th girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
thrice)

nab⌘ ras⌧l-i khud⌦ hai nab⌘ k⌦ ky⌦ kahn⌦
nab⌘ ke dharm me/ har ek fard l⌦jav⌦b ⌦y⌦
�al⌘ jab ⌦)e to isl⌦m k⌦ nah lab bandht⌦
�usain ⌦)e to isl⌦m ko shab⌦b ⌦y⌦

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

11th girah (in 
Urdu)

khud⌦ ke sher k⌦ rutbah ba6⌦ nir⌦l⌦ hai
mere �al⌘ ko ras⌧l-i khud⌦ ne p⌦l⌦ hai
�al⌘ k⌘ <⌦t-i gir⌦m⌘ to sab se a�l⌦ hai
�al⌘ k⌦ s⌦re zam⌦ne me/ vuh⌘ b⌦l⌦ hai

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

12th girah (in 
Urdu)

sajdah yih kais⌦ pesh-i khud⌦ kar ga)e �usain
ummat k⌦ s⌦r⌦ qar" ad⌦ kar ga)e �usain
sajdah nah⌘/ hai ab to yih sajde k⌘ naql hai
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sajdah to karbal⌦ me/ ad⌦ kar ga)e �usain

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

13th girah (in 
Urdu)

r⌦�at-i dil ke v⌦⇢t(e khvursh⌘d
lab pih maul⌦ k⌘ guftg⌧ rakhn⌦
un k⌦ d⌘d⌦r hone-v⌦l⌦ hai
abh⌘ ⌦/kho/ ko b⌦vu"⌧ rakhn⌦

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

14th girah (in 
Urdu)

�al⌘ ke qurb⌦n har val⌘ hai
jidhar bh⌘ dekho �al⌘ �al⌘ hai

Qaul and 
tar�nah

maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

maul⌦ �al⌘ �al⌘ �al⌘ maul⌦ �al⌘ �al⌘

ham tum tan⌦ n⌦n⌦ n⌦ tan⌦n⌦n⌦ re
yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘
yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘

Item 2: Rang in Hindi
1st rub�◆ (in 
Hindi)

rain⌘ ca6h⌘ ras⌧l k⌘ so rang maul⌦ ke h⌦th
jin k⌦ jhol⌦ rang gayo so v⌦ ke dhan dhan bh⌦g

Rang ⌦j rang hai r⌘ m⌦/ rang hai r⌘
mere ma�b⌧b ke ghar rang hai r⌘ (calo calo r⌘ sakh⌘ r⌘)
mai/ ne p⌘r p⌦yo nij⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦)
(nij⌦m al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir �al⌦) al-d⌘n auliy⌦))

1st girah (in 
Hindi)

b⌦b⌦ far⌘d ke dekho to gh⌦=iy⌦n
ek ⇢⌧rat k⌘ do h⌘ m⌧ratiy⌦n

Rang khv⌦jah nij⌦m al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir �al⌦) al-d⌘n

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

kaun hai mere siv⌦ ⇢⌦�ib-i taqd⌘r ais⌦
mil gay⌦ mere muqaddar se mer⌦ p⌘r ais⌦

Rang khv⌦jah nij⌦m al-d⌘n ⇢⌦bir �al⌦) al-d⌘n

3rd girah (in 
Hindi)

aise rang de rang n⌦ ch⌧=e
>⌧b⌘ ⌦/kho/ se c⌦he s⌦r⌘ �umariy⌦
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�⌘d ke dhan mai/ to macariy⌦n
kh⌦jah nij⌦m se l⌦gan najariy⌦

Rang jo t2 m*5ge rang k, rang*H, (e maul⌦ ⇢⌦bir, ganj shakkar ke l⌦l, khv⌦ja far⌘d ke l⌦l)
mer* joban girv, rakh le rang,le (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘)

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

ek se ba6h-kar ek �as⌘n hai
tum jais⌦ to ko)⌘ nah⌘/ hai

Rang mer* joban girv, rakh le rang,le (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘ �al⌘ a�mad ⇢⌦bir)

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

do mast ⌦/khe/ dar⌦z k⌦kul tan⌦ hai abr⌧ to t⌘r mizhd⌦n
haz⌦r ghamze har-ik ad⌦ me/ haz⌦r 34tne naz(ar me/ pinh⌦n

nig⌦he/ m⌘=h⌘ ad⌦)e/ b⌦nk⌘ ba-ghamzah mast⌘ ba-n⌦z shokh⌘
naz(⌦re/ j⌦d⌧bhar⌘ hai us k⌘ na j⌦)⌧/ mai/ kaise ab kah⌘/ m⌦/

Rang mer* joban girv, rakh le rang,le (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘)

6th girah (in 
Hindi)

jo tan l⌦ge vuh⌘ tan j⌦ne
man k⌘ batiy⌦n kah⌧ nah j⌦ne
mai/ j⌦n⌧/ mor⌦ b⌦lam j⌦ne

Rang mer* joban girv, rakh le rang,le (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘)
des ba-des me/ >h⌧/>h phir⌘ h⌧/
tora rang man bh⌦yo nij⌦m al-d⌘n (ma�b⌧b-i il⌦h⌘)

Item 3: A ghazal in Persian

1st verse ba-kh⌧b⌘ ham c⌧ mah t⌦bandah <t⌦bindah> b⌦sh⌘
ba-mulk-i dilbar⌘ p⌦)indah b⌦sh⌘

2nd verse 
(Urdu 
translation)

mujhe ghamzo5 se tum ne m*r I*l*

du�⌦ mer⌘ yih hai zindah raho tum

2nd verse man-i darvesh r⌦ kusht⌘ ba-ghamzah
karam kard, il⌦h⌘ zindah b⌦sh⌘

3rd verse zi-qaid-i do jah⌦n ⌦z⌦d gashtam
agar to hamnash⌘n-i bandah b⌦sh⌘

3rd verse 
(Urdu 

rah⌧/ ⌦z⌦d mai/ dono/ jah⌦/ se
agar pahl⌧ me/ rakhshandah ho tum
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translation)
3rd verse zi-qaid-i do jah⌦n ⌦z⌦d gashtam

agar to hamnash⌘n-i bandah b⌦sh⌘

4th verse jaf⌦ kam kun ki fard⌦ roz-i ma�shar

4th verse 
(Urdu 
translation)

na ais⌦ ho ki qatl-i �⌦shiq⌦n se
ba-roz-i �ashr sharmindah raho tum

4th verse jaf⌦ kam kun ki fard⌦ roz-i ma�shar
ba-r⌧-yi �⌦shiq⌦n sharmandah <sharmindah> b⌦sh⌘

5th verse ba-rind⌘ o ba-shokh⌘ ham c⌧n khusrau
haz⌦r⌦n kh⌦num⌦n barkandah bash⌘

1st verse ba-kh⌧b⌘ hamc⌧ mah

Item 4: A na⇧t in Urdu
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

ch⌧= j⌦)e agar daulat-i kaunain to ky⌦
y⌦ rabb nah ch⌧=e h⌦th se d⌦m⌦n-i mu�ammad

1st verse do �⌦lam jagmag⌦)e jis ke dam se f⌘’l-yaq⌘n tum ho
sar⌦p⌦ ra�mat-i �aqq (⌦q⌦) ra7matun li’l-3*lam,n tum ho

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

roshan unh⌘ ke n⌧r se din aur r⌦t hai
kahne ko vuh bashar hai magar ais⌘ <⌦t hai
k⌦34r hai vuh jo kahte hai sark⌦r ab nah⌘/
qur)⌦n kah rah⌦ hai mu�ammad �ay⌦t hai

1st verse sar*p* ra7mat-i 7aqq (⌦q⌦) ra7matun li’l-3*lam,n tum ho

2nd verse bur⌦ h⌧n mai/ magar khvud ko bur⌦ mai/ y⌧/ nah⌘/ kaht⌦
mire s⌘ne me/ dil hai (⌦q⌦, nab⌘ all⌦h) aur us dil me5 mak,n tum ho

3rd verse gun⌦ho/ k⌘ saz⌦ ky⌦ hai kabh⌘ soc⌦ nah⌘/ mai/ ne
magar mai/ j⌦nt⌦ h⌧/ (⌦q⌦, mere ⌦q⌦) kih shaf,3 al-mu<nib,n tum ho

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

mai/ to nah tum ko c⌦h⌧/ kih ba�d-i khud⌦ ho tum
ma�shar me/ mere p⌧chne-v⌦le tum h⌘ to ho
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3rd verse magar mai/ j⌦nt⌦ h⌧/ (⌦q⌦, mere ⌦q⌦) ki shaf⌘� al-mu<nib⌘n tum ho

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

j⌦)e naz(ar kah⌦/ dar-i khair al-var⌦ ke ba�d
>h⌧/>he kise jah⌦n ke �⌦jatrav⌦ ke ba�d
takm⌘l-i d⌘n ho cuk⌘ aur ni�mate/ tam⌦m
ko)⌘ nab⌘ nah ⌦)eg⌦ ab mu⇢t(af⌦ ke ba�d

3rd verse magar mai/ j⌦nt⌦ h⌧/ (⌦q⌦, mere ⌦q⌦) kih shaf⌘� al-mu<nib⌘n tum ho

4th verse baK, hai b*t choL* m25h magar mai5 jh2L kyo5 bol25

mer* i7s*s kaht* hai jah*5 mai5 h25 vah,5 tum ho

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

nah⌘/ hai kis⌘ k⌘ jo hai b⌦t un k⌘
khud⌦ se hu)⌘ hai mul⌦q⌦t un k⌘

mai/ jh⌧=h⌦ ky⌦ mujh se ta�r⌘f hog⌘
ba6e mere ⌦q⌦ ba6⌘ b⌦t un k⌘

gad⌦ to gad⌦ hai gad⌦)o/ k⌦ ky⌦ hai
shahansh⌦h bi=h⌦te hai/ khair⌦t un k⌘

4th verse mer⌦ i�s⌦s kaht⌦ hai jah*5 mai5 h25 vah,5 tum ho

1st verse sar⌦p⌦ ra�mat-i �aqq

Item 5: A ghazal in Urdu

<al�p>
1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

du�⌦ ko h⌦th bh⌘ u=he nah the nam⌦z ke ba�d
vuh mil ga)e mujhe �ar⇢ah-yi dar⌦z ke ba�d

haz⌦r martabah dekh⌦ hai r⌧ ba-r⌧ un ko
kabh⌘ nam⌦z se pahle kabh⌘ nam⌦z ke ba�d

day⌦r-i gul me/ phire hai/ aur gulo/ se hai/ pha=ke
vah⌘/ bh⌘ j⌘ nah lag⌦ ter⌘ bazm-i n⌦z ke ba�d

2nd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

sar abh⌘ mai/ ne u=h⌦y⌦ bh⌘ nah th⌦ sajde se
ek ⌦v⌦z yih ⌦)⌘ kih muq⌦bil hai ham

3rd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

un ke h⌘ qadmo/ k⌘ ⌦ha= r⌦t bhar ⌦t⌘ rah⌘
dil k⌘ har dha6kan pih mai/ samjh⌦ kih vuh khvud ⌦ ga)e

4th rub�◆ (in jis qadr ma�v-i intiz(ar h⌧/ mai/
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Urdu) sar se p⌦ tak khay⌦l-i y⌦r h⌧/ mai/

5th rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

p⌦s itn⌦ kih tire s⌦/s se =akr⌦t⌘ hai s⌦/s
d⌧r itn⌦ kih tujhe >h⌧/>h rah⌦ h⌧/ tujh⌘ me/

6th rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

ter⌘ tal⌦sh me/ apne siv⌦ kah⌦/ j⌦)⌧/
yih ek r⌦h mil⌘ har ek r⌦h ke ba�d

1st verse dil ke har (j⌦n⌦ mere j⌦n⌦) goshe me/ tum ho �⌦shiq⌘ ais⌘ to ho
mai5 tir* (j⌦n⌦ mere j⌦n⌦) ho-kar rah25 ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

mujh ko qub⌧l ter⌦ har ik gham khvushi se hai
tu muskur⌦te kah de mu�abbat kis⌘ se hai

1st verse mai/ tir⌦ (j⌦n⌦ mere j⌦n⌦) ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag, ais, to ho

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

tumh⌦re gham se jo fur⇢at k⌘ ⌦rz⌧ rakhe
khud⌦ kare mujhe vuh zindag⌘ na⇢⌘b nah ho

1st verse mai/ tir⌦ ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

kabh⌘ dim⌦gh kabh⌘ dil kabh⌘ naz(ar me/ raho
yih sab tumh⌦re li)e hai kis⌘ bh⌘ ghar me/ raho

1st verse mai/ tir⌦ (j⌦n-i j⌦n⌦n) ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

tere baghair cain nah ⌦)e to ky⌦ kar⌧/
har shai me/ t⌧ h⌘ t⌧ naz(ar ⌦)e to ky⌦ kar⌧/

1st verse mai/ tir⌦ ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

kare jo �ishq kis⌘ se to intih⌦ kar de
jo naql daulat phir de to j⌦n 34d⌦ kar de

1st verse mai/ tir⌦ (j⌦n⌦ mere j⌦n⌦) ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

tumh⌦re cihre se roshan hai mer⌘ tanh⌦)⌘
kah⌦/ caragh jal⌦ hai kah⌦/ uj⌦l⌦ hai

1st verse mai/ tir⌦ ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

7th girah (in jab mai/ ne apne dil ko tire n⌦m likh diy⌦
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Urdu) ulfat( me/ is k⌦ jo bh⌘ ho anj⌦m likh diy⌦

rusv⌦)iy⌦/ to hot⌘ hai har k⌦m-i �ishq me/
apno/ ne mer⌦ n⌦m h⌘ badn⌦m likh diy⌦

all⌦h ne u=h⌦-ke qalam aur dav⌦t ko
s⌦re jah⌦n k⌦ �usn tire n⌦m likh diy⌦

1st verse mai tir⌦ ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

2nd verse zindag⌘ bhar p⌦-yi j⌦n⌦n par h⌘ sar jhukt⌦ rahe

8th girah (in 
Urdu)

naz(ar me/ ⌦p k⌦ �aks-i jam⌘l hot⌦ hai
is⌘ li)e mer⌦ sajdah t(av⌘l hot⌦ hai

2nd verse zindag⌘ bhar p⌦-yi j⌦n⌦n par h⌘ sar jhukt⌦ rahe

9th girah (in 
Urdu)

mujhe to un k⌘ �ib⌦dat pih ra�m ⌦t⌦ hai
jab⌘n ke s⌦th jo sajde me/ dil jhuk⌦ nah sake

2nd verse zindag⌘ bhar p⌦-yi j⌦n⌦n par h⌘ sar jhukt⌦ rahe

10th girah (in 
Urdu)

mire na⇢⌘b ne jab mujh se intiq⌦m liy⌦
tah⌦/ tah⌦/ tir⌘ y⌦do/ ne h⌦th th⌦m liy⌦

2nd verse zindag⌘ bhar p⌦-yi j⌦n⌦n par h⌘ sar jhukt⌦ rahe

11th girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

jab⌘n ko dar pi jhuk⌦n⌦ h⌘ bandag⌘ to nah⌘/
yih dekh mer⌘ mu�abbat me/ kuch kam⌘ to nah⌘/

2nd verse zindag⌘ bhar p⌦-yi j⌦n⌦n par h⌘ sar jhukt⌦ rahe
bandag⌘ k⌦ lut(f jab hai bandag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

3rd verse zindag⌘ bhar hosh k⌦ �⌦lam nah ho mujh ko na⇢⌘b

12th girah (in 
Urdu)

kabh⌘ kabh⌘ to vuh itn⌘ ras⌦)⌘ det⌦ hai
mai/ soct⌦ h⌧/ to us ko sun⌦)⌘ det⌦ hai

3rd verse zindag⌘ bhar (zindag⌘ bhar) hosh k⌦ �⌦lam nah ho mujh ko na⇢⌘b

13th girah (in den⌦ hai to nig⌦h ko itn⌘ ras⌦)⌘ de
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Urdu) mai/ ⌦)⌘nah jo dekh⌧/ mujhe t⌧ dikh⌦)⌘ de

kais⌘ �aj⌘b shart( hai d⌘d⌦r ke li)e
⌦/khe/ jo bandh ho ter⌦ jalvah dikh⌦)⌘ de

3rd verse zindag⌘ bhar (zindag⌘ bhar) hosh k⌦ �⌦lam nah ho mujh ko na⇢⌘b

14th girah (in 
Urdu)

kis⌘ ki mast nig⌦ho/ se p⌘-ke bahk⌦ h⌧/
khirad k⌘ r⌧� bh⌘ sh⌦mil mir⌘ shar⌦b me/ hai

3rd verse zindag⌘ bhar (zindag⌘ bhar) hosh k⌦ �⌦lam nah ho mujh ko na⇢⌘b

15th girah (in 
Urdu)

mujhe shar⌦b pil⌦)⌘ ga)⌘ hai ⌦/kho/ se
mir⌦ nashah to ba6e muddato/ se utreg⌦

3rd verse zindag⌘ bhar (zindag⌘ bhar) hosh k⌦ �⌦lam nah ho mujh ko na⇢⌘b
cashm-i mast-i (cashm-i mast-i) n⌦z se b⌦dakash⌘ ais⌘ to ho

16th girah (in 
Urdu)

naz(ar se �usn-i do �⌦lam gir⌦ d⌘ ⌦/kho/ ne
nah j⌦ne kauns⌦ �⌦lam dikh⌦ diy⌦ tum ne

3rd verse cashm-i mast-i (cashm-i mast-i) n⌦z se b⌦dakash⌘ ais⌘ to ho

17th girah (in 
Urdu)

yih ramz-i bandag⌘ hai tujhe kuch shu�⌧r hai
un ke naz(ar ke s⌦mne hon⌦ "ar⌧r hai

sajdo/ ko mere sang-i dar-i y⌦r c⌦hi)e
varnah jib⌘n-i dil se �aram kitn⌘ d⌧r hai

kahte hai/ log kahne do k⌦34r mujhe sham⌘m
mai/ jis ko c⌦ht⌦ h⌧/ vuh �aqq k⌦ h⌘ n⌧r hai

3rd verse cashm-i mast-i (cashm-i mast-i)

18th girah (in 
Urdu)

qasam khud⌦ k⌘ in ⌦/kho/ me/ ais⌘ mast⌘ hai
kih jo bh⌘ dekh le bas dekhi)e khum⌦rah hai

3rd verse cashm-i mast-i (cashm-i mast-i)

19th girah (in 
Urdu)

hot⌦ hai mere dil par j⌦d⌧ tir⌘ ⌦/kho/ se
⌦t⌘ hai mu�abbat k⌘ khvushb⌧ tir⌘ ⌦/kho/ se

3rd verse cashm-i mast-i (cashm-i mast-i) n⌦z se b⌦dakash⌘ ais⌘ to ho
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1st verse mai/ tir⌦ ho-kar rah⌧/ ab zindag⌘ ais⌘ to ho

Item 6: A macaronic tazm�n in Urdu and Persian
1st verse dilbar-i j⌦n⌦n-i man kar de karam

jaise mumkin ho tu rakh mer⌦ bharam
bas gha6⌘ bhar ke li)e ⌦ j⌦ ⇢anam
*rz2 d*ram kih mihm⌦n-at kunam
j⌦n o dil (mer⌦ sab kuch qurb⌦n) e dost qurb⌦n-at kunam

2nd verse ba6h ga)⌘ jab �add se mer⌘ be-kal⌘
is mu⇢⌘bat ko phir un se �ar" k⌘
ha/s ke farm⌦y⌦ kih hai <khv⌦n⌘?> abh⌘
gar yaq⌘n d⌦nam kih bar man �⌦shiq⌘
az jam*l-i khvesh 7air*n-at kunam

3rd verse e dil hai pur-dard j⌦n hai be-qar⌦r
garcih t⌧ hai �ishq me/ z⌦r o niz⌦r
apn⌘ hast⌘ us ⇢anam par kar nis⌦r
gar to tark-i sar kun⌘ mard⌦nav⌦r
ham c2 ism*3,l qurb*n-at kunam

4th verse a�mad⌦ kab tak raheg⌦ k⌧ ba-k⌧
ky⌦ ban⌦)e s⌦yah-yi <kh⌦⇢⇢⌦n?>-i ⌧
mai/ 34d⌦ par d⌦d le asr⌦r-i ⌧
shams tabrez, ba-maul*n* bi-g2

daftar-i asr⌦r-i d⌘v⌦n-at kunam

Item 7: A na⇧t in Hindi
naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

ya ras⌧l all⌦h

mu�ammad gul ast o �al⌘ b⌧-yi gul
buvad f⌦t(imah andar ⌦n barg-i gul
c⌧ �it(r-ash bar ⌦mad �usain o �asan
mu�at(t(ar shud az vai zam⌘n o zaman

1st verse jab hu)e paid⌦ mu�ammad mu⇢t(af⌦ god me/ le-kar �al⌘mah ne kah⌦
bh⌦6o gh⌘ ke diye n⌦ bha)⌘le ⌦minah ke laln⌦

1st girah (in 
Hindi)

t⌦)⌘ �al⌘mah d⌧dh pil⌦-kar
py⌦re mu�ammad b⌦j⌧ l⌦d l⌦-kar
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le j⌦t⌘ th⌘ dor⌘ <l⌦var?>

1st verse bh*Ko gh, ke diye n* bhaH,le *minah ke laln*

2nd verse �arsh pi ⌦h⌦k⌦r mac⌘ hai dhart⌘ g⌦)e malh⌦r
⌦j mu�ammad paid⌦ bha�⌘le kahe jibr⌘l puk⌦r

3rd verse �⌧re/ n⌦ce/ cham⌦ cham ⌦j �abd all⌦h ke ⌦/ganv⌦
⌦dam se �⌘s⌦ tak ⌦)e dene badh⌦)⌘ s⌦re

4th verse pa6h-ke dur⌧d farishte ⌦)e =im =im karte t⌦re
m⌦/ k⌘ god me/ aisan l⌦ge jaise mudr⌘ me/ n⌦ganv⌦

Item 8: A na⇧t in Persian
1st verse nas⌘m⌦ j⌦nib-i bat(�⌦ gu<ar kun

zi-a�v⌦l-am mu�ammad r⌦ khabar kun

2nd verse tu)⌘ sult(⌦n-i �⌦lam y⌦ mu�ammad
zi-r⌧-yi lut(f s⌧-yi man naz(ar kun

3rd verse bi-bar ⌘n j⌦n-i musht⌦q-am dar ⌦n j⌦
34d⌦-yi rau"ah-yi khair al-bashar kun

4th verse musharraf garcih shud j⌦m⌘ zi-lut(f-ash
khud⌦y⌦ ⌘n karam b⌦r-i digar kun

Item 9: A manqabat in Urdu
1st rub�◆ khv⌦jah �usm⌦n ke py⌦re khv⌦jah-yi hind al-val⌘

f⌦t(imah zahr⌦ ke dilbar ho tumh⌘/ j⌦n-i �al⌘

Refrain tu ba6⌦ ghar⌘bnav⌦z hai (y⌦ mu�⌘n al-d⌘n) y⌦ khv⌦jah-yi hind al-val⌘

1st verse t⌧ val⌘-yi hind hai barmal⌦ tujhe kahte hai/ shah-i auliy⌦)
tire dar ke ham bh⌘ faq⌘r hai de hame/ bh⌘ ⇢adqah �usain k⌦

2nd verse mujhe maul⌦ �al⌘ k⌦ ⇢adqah do ab kh⌦l⌘ hai d⌦man mer⌦
mere khv⌦jah sab pih karam karo tumhe/ ghaus p⌦k k⌦ v⌦st(ah

3rd verse jise c⌦h⌦ dar pih bul⌦ liy⌦ jise c⌦h⌦ apn⌦ ban⌦ liy⌦
yih ba6e karam ke hai fai⇢le yih ba6e na⇢⌘b k⌘ b⌦t hai
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4th verse mir⌦ big6⌦ bh⌦g sa/v⌦r do tum gun⌦hk⌦r nav⌦z do
tere h⌦th hai mer⌘ ⌦br⌧ mir⌘ zindag⌘ k⌦ sav⌦l hai

5th verse hu)e tere fai" se auliy⌦) qut(b o far⌘d ⇢⌦bir piy⌦
jo niz(⌦m khusrau val⌘ bane mire khv⌦jah fai" hai ⌦p k⌦

6th verse ter⌘ d⌘d ho mer⌘ �⌘d ho tir⌦ n⌦m ho mir⌦ k⌦m ho
mai/ bh⌘ ⌦s b⌦ndhe rah⌧/ sad⌦ vuh sad⌦ h⌘ bandanav⌦z hai

7th verse kabh⌘ mai/ ne tujh se kah⌦ nah⌘/ tir⌘ <⌦t hai mir⌦ mudda�⌦
mujhe t⌧ ne apn⌦ ban⌦ liy⌦ tere i�tib⌦r k⌘ b⌦t hai

Refrain tu ba6⌦ ghar⌘bnav⌦z hai y⌦ khv⌦jah-yi hind al-val⌘

Item 10: A manqabat in Hindi
1st rub�◆ (in 
Hindi)

gor⌘ sove sej par so mukh par >⌦ro kes
cal khusrau ghar apne so s⌦/jh bha)⌘ cau/ des

2nd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

dar-i ⇢⌦bir mir⌘ naz(aro/ me/ rashk-i ri"v⌦n hai
mai/ bulbul us caman k⌦ h⌧/ mir⌦ kaliyar gulist⌦n hai

1st verse makhd⌧m �al⌘ a�mad tir⌘ kaliy⌦r k⌘ nagariy⌦
⌦/kho/ me/ bas⌘ hai (⇢⌦bir)
dukhiyan h⌧/ dil se piy⌦ lije khabariy⌦ (mere ⇢⌦bir)
jo ter⌘ ban⌘ hai

2nd verse jo dete tire ⌦ge diye d⌘p jal⌦)⌧/
dibyah to sun⌦)⌧/g⌦ tujhe
khvush ho-ke ca6h⌦)⌧/ tire rau"e pi cadariy⌦
yih band bas⌘ hai

3rd verse sakhiyo/ me/ sukh⌘ l⌦kh hai ik mai/ h⌘ bur⌘ h⌧/
tire dar pih pa6⌘ h⌧/ (y⌦ ⇢⌦bir)
p⌧cho to kabh⌘ �⌦l yih dukhiyan k⌦ sa/variy⌦
jo ter⌘ ban⌘ hai (⇢⌦bir)

4th verse e j⌦n-i �al⌘ s⌦q⌘-yi kausar ke piy⌦re
b⌦b⌦ (b⌦b⌦ far⌘d ke) ke dul⌦re (⇢⌦bir)
din sab un ke h⌦tho/ me/ se bh⌦ro mor⌘ gagariy⌦
jo ter⌘ ban⌘ hai (⇢⌦bir)

1st verse makhd⌧m �al⌘ a�mad tir⌘ kaliy⌦r k⌘ nagariy⌦
⌦/kho/ me/ bas⌘ hai
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Item 11: A ghazal in Urdu

1st verse �ishq me/ tere koh-i gham sar pih liy⌦ jo ho so ho
�aish o nish⌦t(-i zindag⌘ cho6 diy⌦ jo ho so ho

2nd verse mujh se mar⌘" ko t(ab⌘b h⌦th mat apn⌦ t⌧ lag⌦
us ko khud⌦ pih cho6 de bahr-i khud⌦ jo ho so ho

3rd verse �aql ke madrase se u=h �ishq ke maikade me/ ⌦
j⌦m-i fan⌦ o be-khvud⌘ ab to piy⌦ jo ho so ho

4th verse l⌦g k⌘ ⌦g lagte h⌘ pu/ba namat( yih jal gay⌦
rakht-i vuj⌧d o j⌦n o tan kuch nah bac⌦ jo ho so ho

5th verse hijr k⌘ sab mu⇢⌘bate/ �ar" k⌘ us ke r⌧ ba-r⌧
n⌦z o ad⌦ se muskur⌦ kahne lag⌦ jo ho so ho

1st verse �ishq me tere koh-i gham...

6th verse duny⌦ ke nek o bad se k⌦m ham ko niy⌦z kuch nah⌘/
⌦p se jo gu<ar gay⌦ phir use ky⌦ jo ho so ho

1st verse �ishq me/ tere koh-i gham sar pih liy⌦ jo ho so ho

Item 12: A ghazal in Urdu

1st verse gar y⌦r ho baham ko)⌘ ho ho nah ho nah ho
jab apn⌦ ho ⇢anam ko)⌘ ho ho nah ho nah ho

2nd verse �⌦lam tam⌦m s⌦r⌦ jah⌦n l⌦kh gar nah ho
jab ho ter⌘ qasam ko)⌘ ho ho nah ho nah ho

3rd verse khvesh o yag⌦nah ky⌦ hai jo mai/ bh⌘ nah h⌧/ nah h⌧/
k⌦f⌘ hai ter⌦ dam ko)⌘ ho ho nah ho nah ho

3rd verse 
(corrected)

khvesh o yag⌦nah ky⌦ hai jo mai/ bh⌘ nah h⌧/ nah h⌧/
tum ho ter⌘ qasam ko)i ho ho nah ho nah ho

4th verse �ulv⌘ o si78⌘ ho/ nah ho/ p⌦posh se mir⌘
e maz(har-i atam ko)i ho ho nah ho nah ho

5th verse jo tere be-niy⌦z k⌦ shikvah ko)⌘ kare
yih hai nay⌦ sitam ko)⌘ ho ho nah ho nah ho
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Item 13: A manqabat in Urdu
1st verse e maz(har-i va�dat qiblah-yi d⌘n maul⌦n⌦ mu�ammad fakhr al-d⌘n

�usm⌦n⌘-yi s⌘rat sh⌦n <sh⌦h>-i mu�⌘n maul⌦n⌦ mu�ammad fakhr al-d⌘n

2nd verse jab ⌦p k⌦ h⌘ mai/ kahl⌦y⌦ phir kis se kah⌧/ maq⇢ad dil k⌦
juz ⌦p ke mer⌦ ko)⌘ nah⌘/ maul⌦n⌦ mu�ammad fakhr al-d⌘n

3rd verse jab r⌧� ho mer⌘ tan se rav⌦n aur hove vid⌦�-i jism o j⌦n
dar ⌦p k⌦ ho aur mer⌘ jab⌘n maul⌦n⌦ mu�ammad fakhr al-d⌘n

4th verse h⌧/ sag mai/ �⌦34z( ke dar k⌦ �i⇢y⌦n se �ab⌘b ab ky⌦ kha=k⌦
le n⌦m-i mub⌦rak jald kah⌘/ maul⌦n⌦ mu�ammad fakhr al-d⌘n

1st verse e maz(har-i va�dat qiblah-yi d⌘n maul⌦n⌦ mu�ammad fakhr al-d⌘n

Item 14: A sal⌅m in Persian
1st verse ⇢ab⌦ ba-s⌧-yi mad⌘nah r⌧ kun az ⌘n du�⌦go sal⌦m bar khv⌦n

ba-gird-i sh⌦h-i rusul bi-gird o ba-⇢ad ta"arru� pay⌦m bar khv⌦n

2nd verse ba-soz-i man ⇢⌧rat-i mis⌦l⌘ nam⌦z bi-gu<⌦r andar ⌦n j⌦
ba-la�n-i khvush s⌧rah-yi mu�ammad tam⌦m andar qay⌦m bar khv⌦n

3rd verse ba-b⌦b-i ra�mat gah-e gu<ar kun ba-b⌦b-i jibr⌘l gah jib⌘n s⌦
sal⌦m rabb⌘ �al⌦ �ab⌘b⌘ gah-e ba-b⌦b al-sal⌦m bar khv⌦n

4th verse bi-nih ba-cand⌘n adabt(araz⌘ sar-i ir⌦dat ba-kh⌦k-i ⌦n k⌧
⇢al⌦t-i v⌦34r ba-r⌧h-i p⌦k-i jan⌦b khair al-an⌦m bar khv⌦n

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

⇢ab⌦ mad⌘ne me/ mu⇢t(af⌦ se ham be-kaso/ k⌦ sal⌦m kahn⌦
agar vuh mer⌦ sal⌦m le le/ to va⇢l k⌦ phir pay⌦m kahn⌦

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

jagah mad⌘ne me/ vuh �at(⌦ ho tumh⌦re rau"e k⌦ s⌦mn⌦ ho
vah⌘/ pih rahne k⌘ ⌦rz⌧ hai vah⌘/ k⌦ mujh ko ghul⌦m kahn⌦

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

34d⌦ me/ tere nis⌦r tum par tire mai/ ⇢adqe tire mai/ qurb⌦n
jo kuch gu<arti hai ham pih �⌦lat ⇢ab⌦ nab⌘ se tam⌦m kahn⌦

5th verse ba-la�n-i d⌦)⌧d hamnav⌦ shau ba-n⌦lah-yi dard ⌦shn⌦ shau
ba-bazm-i paighambar ⌘n ghazal r⌦ zi-�abd-i �⌦jiz niz(⌦m bar khv⌦n

1st verse ⇢ab⌦ ba-s⌧-yi mad⌘nah r⌧ kun az ⌘n du�⌦go sal⌦m bar khv⌦n
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Chapter 6.6 The legacy of a contemporary Su@A poet at Khanqah-e-Kamil, Hyderabad

Item 1: A sal⌅m in Urdu
naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

⇢ab⌦ ta�iyyat-i shauq-am ba-⌦n jan⌦b ras⌦n
had⌘s-i <arra-yi misk⌘n ba-⌦ft⌦b ras⌦n
dar ⌦n muq⌦m kih ⌦r⌦mg⌦h-i aqdas-i ⌧’st
zam⌘n ba-bos o sal⌦m-i man-i khar⌦b ras⌦n

1st verse ⇢ab⌦ mad⌘ne me/ mu⇢t(af⌦ se ham bekaso/ k⌦ sal⌦m kahn⌦
nah,5 hai koH, (kaml⌘v⌦le mu�ammad, mere py⌦re mu�ammad) ba-juz tumh*re 
ham⌦r⌦ itn⌦ pay⌦m kahn⌦

2nd verse mai/ p⌦piy⌦dah h⌧/ y⌦ mu�ammad sambh⌦l l⌘je sambh⌦l l⌘je
siv* tumh*re (⌦q⌦) kise puk*re tumh⌦r⌦ adn⌦ ghul⌦m kahn⌦

3rd verse jagah mad⌘ne me/ vuh �at(⌦ ho tumh⌦re rau"e k⌦ s⌦mn⌦ ho
vah,5 pih rahne k, *rz2 hai vah⌘/ k⌦ mujh ko ghul⌦m kahn⌦

4th verse nis⌦r tere 34d⌦ mai/ tere mai/ tere ⇢adqe mai/ tere qurb⌦n
gu<ar rah⌘ hai jo ham pih �⌦lat ⇢ab⌦ nab⌘ se tam⌦m kahn⌦

5th verse agar vuh p⌧che/ kih kaun hai vuh ham⌦r⌘ furqat me/ hai jo n⌦l⌦n
adab se qadmo/ pih sar jhuk⌦-kar ghar⌘b v⌦jif sal⌦m kahn⌦

Item 2: A mub⌅rak in Urdu
1st verse s⌦yah-yi a�mad-i mukht⌦r mub⌦rak b⌦shad

1st girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

⌧/ce �amal pih n⌦z mire dushmano/ ko ho
mai/ s⌦th h⌘ le-ke j⌦)⌧/g⌦ nisbat ras⌧l k⌘

1st verse s*yah-yi a7mad-i mukht*r mub*rak b*shad

nisbat-i �aidar-i karr⌦r mub⌦rak b⌦shad

2nd girah (in 
Persian)

be-madad o y⌦r man am �a"rat-i �aidar madad-e
dast-i qudrat madad-e f⌦ti�-i khaibar madad-e

1st verse nisbat-i �aidar-i karr⌦r mub⌦rak b⌦shad

2nd verse mushkilo/ k⌦ �all mer⌘ tujh ko puk⌦r⌦ mushkil me/
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ghaus-i a3z)am hai (p⌘r⌦n-i p⌘r) madadk*r mub*rak b*shad

3rd girah(in 
Urdu)

dil me/ hai duny⌦-yi gham ⌦b⌦d y⌦ p⌘r⌦n-i p⌘r
ky⌦ maze k⌘ hai tumh⌦r⌘ y⌦d y⌦ p⌘r⌦n-i p⌘r

mere palle par agar sark⌦r hai to 34kr ky⌦
⌦p hai to har cih b⌦d⌦ b⌦d y⌦ p⌘r⌦n-i p⌘r

jis k⌘ duny⌦-yi mu�abbat ⌦p se ⌦b⌦d hai
vuh kabh⌘ hot⌦ nah⌘/ barb⌦d y⌦ p⌘r⌦n-i p⌘r

3rd verse ghaus-i a3z)am hai (p⌘r⌦n-i p⌘r) madadk*r mub*rak b*shad

4th verse karam hai �a"rat-i khv⌦jah-yi jah⌦n jalva34gan (y⌦ ghar⌘bnav⌦z)

4th girah (the 
penultimate 
line 
repeated 
three times)

kasmapurs⌘ me/ ghar⌘bo/ ke sah⌦re khv⌦jah
tere is ⌦n ke ⇢adqe mire py⌦re khv⌦jah

n⌦khud⌦ t⌧ hai to ky⌦ >ar hame/ t⌧f⌦n k⌦
lag h⌘ j⌦)enge kis⌘ tara� kan⌦re khv⌦jah

dekh lo ek naz(ar khv⌦jah-yi �usm⌦n k⌘ qasam
ham ne barso/ tir⌘ caugha= pih gu<⌦re khv⌦jah

rabt(-i ulfat( k⌘ qasam nisbat-i k⌦mil k⌘ qasam
t⌧ ham⌦re ho ham⌦re ho ham⌦re khv⌦jah

4th verse karam hai �a"rat-i khv⌦jah-yi jah⌦/ jalva34gan
d⌘d-v⌦lo/ ko ho d⌘d⌦r mub⌦rak b⌦shad

5th verse t⌧ sal⌦mat rahe (o sh⌦h-i ghaus) k⌧cah tir⌦ ⌦b⌦d rahe
ham ko kh⌦k-i dar-i j⌦n⌦nah mub⌦rak b⌦shad

6th verse ⌦)⌘nakh⌦nah ban⌦…<�k�r t�n>
⌦)⌘nakh⌦nah ban⌦ ⌦)⌘ne me/ ⇢⌧rat bedam
lut(f-i naz(z(⌦rah-yi j⌦n⌦nah mub⌦rak b⌦shad

Item 3: A na⇧t in Persian
naghmah-yi qudd⇢s

1st rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

e khatm-i rusul ka�bah-yi maq⇢⌧d tu)⌘
dar ⇢⌧rat-i har cih hast mauj⌧d tu)⌘
⌦y⌦t-i kam⌦l-i �aqq �iy⌦n ast ba-to
⌦n <⌦t ki dar pardah nih⌦n b⌧d tu)⌘
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1st verse y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h �ab⌘b-i kh⌦liq-i yakt⌦ tu)⌘
bar-guz,dah-yi <u’l-jal*l-i p⌦k-i be-hamt⌦ tu)⌘

2nd verse n⌦zan⌘n-i �a"rat-i �aqq ;adr-i bazm-i k*Hin*t

1st girah (in 
Urdu; the 
last two lines 
repeated 
twice)

va�dat-i <⌦t k⌘ kam⌦liyyat ke sar⌦p⌦ tum ho
�aqq k⌘ ⌦v⌦z ho all⌦h k⌦ lahjah tum ho
ko)⌘ s⌦n⌘ hai tumh⌦r⌦ nah khud⌦ k⌦ hai shab⌘h
jaise yakt⌦ hai khud⌦ vaise h⌘ yakt⌦ tum ho

2nd verse n⌦zan⌘n-i �a"rat-i �aqq ⇢adr-i bazm-i k⌦)in⌦t
n⌧r-i cashm-i anbiy⌦) (y⌦ mu�ammad) cashm o car⌦gh-i m⌦ tu)⌘

3rd verse y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h

y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h ba-s2-yi m* ghar,b*n yak naz)ar (yak naz(ar yak naz(ar)

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

tumh⌦re lut(f k⌦ musht⌦q e sark⌦r mai/ bh⌘ h⌧/
tumh⌦r⌘ nargis-i b⌘m⌦r k⌦ b⌘m⌦r mai/ bh⌘ h⌧/

har ik l⌦c⌦rah ke tab c⌦rah jab duniy⌦ me/ tum =hahre
tujhe bh⌘ y⌦d dil⌦ denge kih ik l⌦c⌦r mai/ bh⌘ h⌧/

buro/ se bh⌘ bur⌦ h⌧/ mai/ magar e ra�mat-i �⌦lam
tumh⌦re n⌦mlev⌦ ek >ar⌦k o kh⌦r mai/ bh⌘ h⌧/

3rd verse m* ghar,b*n yak naz)ar (yak naz(ar yak naz(ar)

3rd girah (in 
Urdu and 
Persian)

nah mu)nis hai nah ko)⌘ mer⌦ hai hamdam y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h
tumh⌦r⌦ ⌦sr⌦ hai j⌦n-i �⌦lam y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h
madad k⌦ vaqt hai mere muqarrar y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h
zi-ra�mat kun naz(ar bar �⌦l-i z⌦r-am y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h
ghar⌘b am benav⌦-y-am kh⌦ks⌦r am y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h

3rd verse m* ghar,b*n yak naz)ar (yak naz(ar yak naz(ar)

y⌦ ras⌧l all⌦h ba-s⌧-yi m⌦ ghar⌘b⌦n yak  naz(ar
benav* r* dastg,r o bandah o maul⌦ tu)⌘

4th verse dar shab-i mi)r⌦j b⌧dah jibr⌦)⌘l andar rak⌦b
p⌦nih⌦dah bar sar⌘r-i gunbad-i kha"r⌦ <khi"r⌦> tu)⌘

5th verse shams-i tabrez⌘ cih d⌦nad na�t-i to paighambar⌦
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mu⇢t(af⌦ o mujtab⌦ o sayyid-i a�l⌦ tu)⌘

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

darb⌦ro/ me/ darb⌦r hai/ darb⌦r-i mad⌘nah
sab se ba6e sark⌦r hai sark⌦r-i mad⌘nah

5th verse mu⇢t(af⌦ o mujtab⌦ o sayyid-i a�l⌦ tu)⌘

Item 4: A manqabat in Urdu
1st rub�◆ (in 
Persian)

sh⌦h ast �usain b⌦dsh⌦h hast �usain
d⌘n ast �usain d⌘npan⌦h hast �usain
sar d⌦d nah d⌦d dast dar dast-i yaz⌘d
�aqq⌦ kih bin⌦-yi l⌦ il⌦h hast �usain

1st verse ek na3rah-s* (y* 7usain) nikal j*t* hai aksar y* 7usain

jab se kandah ho gay* hai lau7-i dil par y* 7usain

y* 7usain y* 7usain

2nd verse mer⌦ da�v⌦ hai kih duny⌦ phir nah paid⌦ kar sak⌘
sher-i maid⌦n-i dagh⌦ (y⌦ �usain) tere bar⌦bar y⌦ �usain

3rd verse ham bh⌘ hai/ v⌦bastag⌦n-i �aidar-i karr⌦r se
kuch idhar bh⌘ ⇢adqah-yi darb⌦r-i �aidar y⌦ �usain

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

cain duny⌦ me/ mile r⌦�at i�tim⌦d mil j⌦)e
shiddat-i �ishq mile gham k⌦ sar⌘fah mil j⌦)e
k⌦sah-yi dil liye �⌦"ir hai/ dar-i daulat par
y⌦ �ali ⌦p ke aul⌦d k⌦ ⇢adqah mil j⌦)e

3rd verse ham bh⌘ hai/ v⌦bastag⌦n-i �aidar-i karr⌦r se
kuch idhar bh⌘ ⇢adqah-yi darb⌦r-i �aidar y⌦ �usain

2nd verse mer⌦ da�v⌦ hai kih duniy⌦ phir nah paid⌦ kar sak⌘
sher-i maid⌦n-i dagh⌦ (y⌦ �usain) tere bar⌦bar y⌦ �usain

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

p⌦y⌦ us pih jo ko)⌘ fareb kh⌦ nah sak⌦
dur⌧d us pih jo d⌦m-i havas me/ ⌦ nah sak⌦
tan⌦vul dekhi)e unh⌘ ke d⌘n ke py⌦so/ k⌦
kih jo bh⌘ s⌦mne ⌦y⌦ vuh bas yih kh⌦ nah sak⌦

2nd verse sher-i maid⌦n-i dagh⌦ (y⌦ �usain) tere bar⌦bar y⌦ �usain

4th verse ibtid⌦ har s⌦l k⌘ hai ⌦p k⌘ h⌘ y⌦d se
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⌦p h⌘ k⌦ ta<kirah sab k⌘ zab⌦n par y⌦ �usain

5th verse ahl-i �irf⌦n ⌦p h⌘ se p⌦ rahe hai/ roshn⌘

3rd girah (in 
Urdu; the 
last two lines 
repeated 
twice)

vuh n⌧r jis ko shah-i <vashqatain?> kahte hai/
us⌘ ko n⌧r-i khud⌦ n⌧r-i �ain kahte hai/
bigha6 gay⌦ to vuh⌘ n⌧r k⌦)in⌦t ban⌦
sima= gay⌦ to us⌘ ko �usain kahte hai/

5th verse ahl-i �irf⌦n ⌦p h⌘ se p⌦ rahe hai/ roshn⌘
n⌧r-i cashm-i murta"⌦ ⇢ibt(-i payambar y⌦ �usain

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

⌦d⌦b-i mu⇢t(af⌦ me/ shar⌘�at kha6⌘ rah⌘
darv⌦zah-yi bat⌧l me/ jannat kha6⌘ rah⌘
⇢adqe me/ the ras⌧l ca6he pusht par �usain
bai=he rahe �usain yah⌘/ �⌦dat kha6⌘ rah⌘

5th verse ⇢ibt(-i payambar y⌦ �usain

6th verse ⌦p k⌘ cashm-i �in⌦yat k⌦ khul⌦ i�j⌦z th⌦
varnah hurr k⌦ ky⌦ badal sakt⌦ muqaddar y⌦ �usain

7th verse tafriqah ⌘m⌦n k⌦ hai juzv o kull k⌦ tafriqah
jis zab*n par y* mu7ammad us zab*n par y* 7usain

y⌦ mu�ammad y⌦ �usain

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

roshan hai jis se d⌘n vuh nag⌘nah �usain hai
sac p⌧chi)e to �arsh k⌦ z⌘nah �usain hai
kar ke sav⌦r k⌦/=he pih kahte the mu⇢t(af⌦
ka�bah agar �asan hai mad⌘nah �usain hai

7th verse tafriqah ⌘m⌦n k⌦ hai juzv o kull k⌦ tafriqah
jis zab⌦n par y⌦ mu�ammad us zab⌦n par y⌦ �usain

8th verse nisbat-i k⌦mil ham⌦r⌘ rang l⌦)eg⌘ "ar⌧r
ho agar ter⌘ nig⌦h-i bandaparvar y⌦ �usain

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

ins⌦n c⌦he to kuch nah⌘/ hot⌦
⌦p c⌦he to ky⌦ nah⌘/ hot⌦

8th verse nisbat-i k⌦mil ham⌦r⌘ rang l⌦)eg⌘ "ar⌧r
ho agar ter⌘ nig⌦h-i bandaparvar y⌦ �usain
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7th girah (in 
Urdu)

tumh⌦re dar pih mai/ kart⌦ h⌧n is li)e ⇢adqe
nah j⌦ne kaunse ⇢adqe me/ k⌦m ho j⌦)e
tumh⌦r⌘ cashm-i karam ho to k⌦m ho j⌦)e
ad⌦ se dekh lo qi⇢⇢ah tam⌦m ho j⌦)e

8th verse ho agar ter⌘ nig⌦h-i bandaparvar y⌦ �usain

1st verse ek na�rah-s⌦ nikal j⌦t⌦ hai aks(ar y⌦ �usain

Item 5: A ghazal in Urdu
naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ k⌦mil yih b⌦t y⌦d rakho balkih likh rakho
kh⌦l⌘ kabh⌘ nah j⌦)eg⌘ nisbat kis⌘ ke s⌦th

1st verse p⌦s ⌦te hai/ mire aur nah bul⌦te hai/ mujhe
yih bh⌘ ky⌦ kam hai ki vuh y⌦d to ⌦te hai mujhe

2nd verse d⌦)im ⌦b⌦d rahe y⌧/h⌘ bhar⌘ bazm un k⌘
ban-ke khvud sham� jo parv⌦nah ban⌦te hai/ mujhe

3rd verse �usn-i ma�b⌧b-i khud⌦ par jo naz(ar kart⌦ h⌧n
us k⌘ qudrat ke tam⌦she naz(ar ⌦te hai/ mujhe

4th verse j⌦ne ky⌦ b⌦t hai kyo/ log maze lete hai/
n⌦m le-kar tir⌦ d⌘v⌦nah ban⌦te hai/ mujhe

5th verse zindag⌦n⌘ hai dar-i ghaus ke LukKo5 pih mir⌘
ch⌘n ky⌦ le/ge vuh mujh se jo >ar⌦te hai/ mujhe

6th verse ⇢adqah-yi �usn-i naz(ar hai mir⌘ mast⌘ s⌦r⌘
un ke qurb⌦n jo a/kho/ se pil⌦te hai/ mujhe

7th verse j⌦nte hai kih nah,5 un ke siv* mer* koH,
kuch samajh-kar h⌘ vuh d⌦man me/ chup⌦te hai/ mujhe

8th verse mer⌘ ky⌦ b⌧d hai sab un k⌦ vuj⌧d un k⌦ nam⌧d
kaise n⌦d⌦n hai/ jo samne l⌦te hai/ mujhe

9th verse sar ke bal j⌦)⌧/ agar par ho/ to u6 kar pah⌧/c⌧/
ko)⌘ kah de jo mire p⌘r bul⌦te hai/ mujhe
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10th verse kahi)e kis khusrav-i kh⌧b⌦n k⌘ hai ⌦mad k⌦mil
r⌧num⌦)⌘ me/ do �⌦lam naz(ar ⌦te hai/ mujhe

Item 6: A ghazal in Urdu

1st verse ⌦p ko p⌦t⌦ nah⌘/ jab ⌦p ko p⌦t⌦ h⌧/ mai/
y⌦ to kho j⌦t⌦ h⌧/ y⌦ phir kho diy⌦ j⌦t⌦ h⌧/ mai/

2nd verse yih ghur⌧r-i bandag⌘ hai tum se nisbat ke t)ufail
tum sal*mat ho to har b⌦z⌘ lag⌦ sakt⌦ h⌧/ mai/

3rd verse 34kr-i uqb⌦ kar-ke n⌦-�aqq vaqt kyo/ z⌦)i� kar⌧/
un ko khvud h⌘ l⌦j hog⌘ jin k⌦ kahl⌦t⌦ h⌧/ mai/

4th verse < jinn ko rahe par bh⌘ mujh ko cho6 de <auq-i t(ul⌧�?>
un k⌦ d⌦man th⌦m kar manzil sam⌦ sakt⌦ h⌧/ mai/

5th verse ek dhun ais⌘ bh⌘ hot⌘ hai kis⌘ k⌘ y⌦d me/
j⌦gt⌦ hu/ dil se aur ⌦/kho/ se so j⌦t⌦ h⌧/ mai/

6th verse ⌦)⌘nah ban-kar muq⌦bil us ke jab ⌦t⌦ h⌧/ mai/
bandag⌘ me/ bh⌘ khud⌦)⌘ k⌘ jhalak p⌦t⌦ h⌧/ mai/

9th verse lu= ga)⌘ k⌦mil...

7th verse un se itn⌘ ba6h ga)⌘ hai nisbat-i v⌦l⌦tar⌘n
jis ko c⌦h⌧/ ter⌦ d⌘v⌦nah ban⌦ sakt⌦ h⌧/ mai/

8th verse ek sajde k⌘ �in⌦yat k,jiHe bandanav*z
sar jhuk*-kar s*r, duny* ko jhuk* sakt* h25 mai5

9th verse lu= ga)⌘ k⌦mil jah⌦/ s⌦r⌘ mat(⌦�-i zindag⌘
ky⌦ tamash⌦ hai vah⌘/ se zindag⌘ p⌦t⌦ h⌧/ mai/

Item 7: A manqabat in Urdu
naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ d⌘d-i dild⌦r hai to sab kuch hai
apn⌦ gar y⌦r hai to sab kuch hai

t⌦ qiy⌦mat tumh⌦r⌦ fai" rahe
jab yih darb⌦r hai to sab kuch hai
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p⌦s kuch bh⌘ nah⌘/ qub⌧l badsh⌦h ke
apn⌦ k⌦mil hai to sab kuch hai

1st verse tumh⌦r⌘ d⌘d me/ hai yih asar y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘
naz(ar par n⌦z kart⌘ hai naz(ar y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

2nd verse phirenge phirne-v*le dar ba-dar y* ghaus-i ;amd*n,

tumh*re dar pih hai mer⌘ naz(ar y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

3rd verse tumh⌦re dar k⌦ bandah h⌧/ tumh⌘/ se mujh ko len⌦ hai
tumh⌦r⌦ ho-ke mai/ j⌦)⌧/ kidhar y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

4th verse yih kais⌘ bandag⌘ hai ky⌦ tamash⌦ hai khud⌦ j⌦ne
khud⌦)⌘ k⌘ naz(ar hai ⌦p par y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

5th verse mur,d, l* takhaf kah-kar hame/ be-34kr kar >⌦l⌦
ham⌦r⌘ j⌦n qurb⌦n ⌦p par y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

6th verse mus,bat ho kih hai r*7at maze nisbat se let* h25

tumh⌦re dar pih rahta hai yih sar y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

7th verse kam⌦l-i �usn k⌦ ⇢adqah ham⌦r⌘ l⌦j rakh len⌦
idhar bh⌘ ek �in⌦yat k⌘ naz(ar y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

8th verse tumh⌦r⌦ n⌦m le-kar zindag⌘ ham ne gu<⌦r⌘ hai
mare/ge bh⌘ tumh⌦re n⌦m par y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

9th verse nah bh2lo apne k*mil ko kih tum par j*n det* hai

yih div⌦nah rah⌦ hai �umr bhar y⌦ ghaus-i ⇢amd⌦n⌘

Item 8: A ghazal in Urdu

naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

yah⌘ kuch ⌦rz⌧ hai aur is⌘ me/ khvush⌘ apn⌘
kih un ke n⌦m pih lu= j⌦)e s⌦r⌘ zindag⌘ apn⌘
mu�abbat un k⌘ ⇢⌧rat k⌦ ham⌦re �aqq me/ sab kuch hai
is⌘ se zindag⌘ apn⌘ is⌘ se bandag⌘ apn⌘

1st verse unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ pih cal rahe hai/ unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ to cal rah⌘ hai

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

ham jah⌦/ bai=he b⌦ khud⌦ bai=he
y*r se apne kab jud* baiLhe
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ko)⌘ k⌦n⌦ kahe y⌦ d⌘v⌦nah
y⌦r se apne jo �al⌦hidah bai=he

1st verse unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ pih cal rahe hai/ unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ to cal rah⌘ hai

2nd girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

be-34kr j⌘ rah⌦ h⌧/ har ek i�tib⌦r se
nisbat bh⌘ kais⌘ c⌘z hai d⌦m⌦n-i y⌦r se

1st verse unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ pih cal rahe hai/ unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ to cal rah⌘ hai
yih zindag⌘ to faqat( unh⌘/ k⌘ khvush⌘ ke s⌦/co/ me/ >hal rah⌘ hai

2nd verse nah dam h⌘ p⌧r⌦ nikal rah⌦ hai nah ⌦rz⌧ h⌘ nikal rah⌘ hai
nah j⌦ne kab se tir⌘ tamann⌦ ham⌦r⌘ god⌘ me/ pal rah⌘ hai

3rd verse use to ma�s⌧s kar sakeg⌘ faqat( ko)⌘ cashm-i b⌦dakash h⌘
kis⌘ k⌘ ⌦/kho/ se ky⌦ bat⌦)⌧/ shar⌦b kitn⌘ ubal rah⌘ hai

4th verse unh,5 k, cashm-i karam k* ;adqah unh,5 ke yih damqadam k* ;adqah

unh⌘/ se nisbat k⌘ ⌦6 le-kar ham⌦r⌘ har b⌦t cal rah⌘ hai

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

kitn⌦ khvushqismat h⌧/ mai/ bh⌘ y⌦ muqaddar hai mir⌦

4th verse unh⌘/ ke yih damqadam k⌦ ⇢adqah

4th girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
thrice)

k⌦mil yih b⌦t y⌦d rakho balkih likh rakho
kh⌦l⌘ kabh⌘ nah j⌦)eg⌘ nisbat kis⌘ ke s⌦th

4th verse unh⌘/ ke yih damqadam k⌦ ⇢adqah

4th girah 
repeated

kh⌦l⌘ kabh⌘ nah j⌦)eg⌘ nisbat kis⌘ ke s⌦th

4th verse unh⌘/ se nisbat k⌘ ⌦6 le-kar ham⌦r⌘ har b⌦t cal rah⌘ hai

5th verse vuh i�tib⌦r-i naz(ar se ⌧/ce vuh 34kr o fahm-i bashar se ⌧/ce
mai/ jitn⌘ qurbat ba6h⌦ rah⌦ h⌧/ vuh d⌧riyo/ se badal rah⌘ hai

6th verse rahe sal⌦mat vuh ⌦nev⌦l⌦ mar⌘"-i gham ne liy⌦ sambh⌦l⌦
<ar⌦ <ar⌦ hosh ⌦ rah⌦ hai <ar⌦ t(ab⌘�at sambhal rah⌘ hai
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7th verse lag⌦ jah⌦/ dil pih dagh k⌦mil car*gh roshan mur*d 7*;il
ham*r, marqad pih *-ke dekho yah, to ik sham3 jal rah, hai

1st verse unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ pih cal rahe hai/ unh⌘/ k⌘ mar"⌘ to cal rah⌘ hai

Item 9: A manqabat in Urdu
naghmah-yi qudd⇢s
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

ma�b⌧biyyat ke martabe k⌦ iqtid⌦m hai
ghaus al-var⌦ vuj⌧d-i mu�ammad k⌦ n⌦m hai

2nd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

ta�ayyun k⌘ �ado/ me/ kab jam⌦l-i mu⇢t(af⌦)⌘ hai
vah⌘ jalvah yah⌦/ bh⌘ hai magar ghaus al-var⌦)⌘ hai

1st verse s⌦ye me/ tumh⌦re (ghaus-i a�z(am) d⌦man ke jis din se gu<⌦r⌦ karte hai/
sab apne �amal par n⌦z⌦n hai ham za3m tumh*r* karte hai5

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

nah �ilm o fa"l nah zuhd o var⌦) nah �usn-i �amal
faqat( tumh⌦r⌘ �in⌦yat pih k⌦m calt⌦ hai

1st verse ham za�m tumh⌦r⌦ karte hai/

1st girah 
elaborated

nah �ilm o fa"l nah zuhd o var⌦) nah �usn-i �amal
faqat( tumh⌦r⌘ �in⌦yat pih k⌦m calt⌦ hai

sar-i niy⌦z hai ik aise ⌦st⌦ne par
jah⌦/ navishtah-yi taqd⌘r bh⌘ badalt⌦ hai

jah⌦/ ke s⌦re �as⌘no/ k⌘ ⌦br⌧ tum ho
tumh⌦re s⌦mne kis k⌦ car⌦gh calt⌦ hai

1st verse ham za�m tumh⌦r⌦ karte hai/

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

mer⌘ ⇢⌧rat ko nah dekh mere gun⌦ho/ pih nah j⌦
mai/ to acch⌦ nah⌘/ accho/ se hai nisbat mer⌘

1st verse ham za�m tumh⌦r⌦ karte hai/

2nd verse hai apn⌦ vaz(⌘fah ⇢ub� o mas⌦ har h*l me5 y* ghaus-i a3z)am

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

mai5 q*dir, h25 shukr hai yih mere p⌘r k⌦ (e qub⌧l badsh⌦h)
d⌦man hai mere h⌦th me/ p⌘r⌦n-i p⌘r k⌦
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2nd verse hai apn⌦ vaz(⌘fah ⇢ub� o mas⌦ har h⌦l me/ y⌦ ghaus-i a�z(am
jo n⌦z ham⌦r⌦ sahte hai/ ham us ko puk⌦r⌦ karte hai/

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

ham se yih...

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

qudrat k⌘ mu�abbat ke fa"le/ kuch pushtpan⌦h⌘ ke badle
jab ko)⌘ nah⌘/ bhart⌦ h⌦m⌘ ham tum ko puk⌦r⌦ karte hai/

2nd verse jo n⌦z ham⌦r⌦ sahte hai/

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

vuh⌘ us �usn ke jalvo/ k⌦ p⌧r⌦ lut(f p⌦te hai/
jo apne dil ko khvud ek mustaqil ka�bah ban⌦te hai/

mu�abbat ho agar sacc⌘ to aise din bh⌘ ⌦te hai/
vuh apne n⌦zbard⌦ro/ k⌦ khvud h⌘ n⌦z l⌦te hai/

vuh ⌦te j⌦te jab s⌦z-i nafas ko che6 j⌦te hai/
mere ajz⌦-yi hast⌘ sab unh⌘/ ke g⌘t g⌦te hai/

jo un par mar mi=e un se haz⌦ro/ fai" p⌦te hai/
unhe/ murdah nah samjho vuh to murdo/ ko jil⌦te hai/

2nd verse jo n⌦z ham⌦r⌦ sahte hai/ ham us ko puk⌦r⌦ karte hai/

3rd verse kuch rabt(-i mu�abbat ke gharre kuch pushtpan⌦h⌘ ke bharre
jab ko)⌘ nah⌘/ bhart⌦ h⌦m⌘ ham tum ko puk⌦r⌦ karte hai/

4th verse ⌦nkho/ me/ ham⌦re s⌦q⌘ ke kahte hai/ jhalakte paim⌦ne
maikhor in ⌦/khon k⌦ ⇢adqah ⌦nkho/ se ut⌦r⌦ karte hai/

7th girah (in 
Urdu)

a/khe/ s⌦q⌘ k⌘ sal⌦mat mere dushman tarse/
duhre maikh⌦ne ki)e hai/ mere bharne ke li)e

4th verse maikhor in ⌦/khon k⌦ ⇢adqah ⌦nkho/ se ut⌦r⌦ karte hai/

5th verse duny⌦ ke �as⌘no/ ko k⌦mil ma7b2b-i khud* se ky* nisbat
vuh khvud ko sa/v⌦re rahte hai/ yih sab ko sa/v⌦r⌦ karte hai/

Item 10: A ghazal in Urdu

<al�p>
1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

�usn gham se kih hai mer⌘ qismat k⌦
�aqq ad⌦ kar diy⌦ mu�abbat k⌦
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2nd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

ab tumhe/ kah⌦/ p⌦)⌧/ >h⌧/>hne kidhar j⌦)⌧/
m⌧/h chup⌦ liy⌦ tum ne ⇢⌧rat ⌦shn⌦ hog⌦

3rd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

dil vuh ⌦b⌦d nah⌘n jis me/ tir⌘ y⌦d nah⌘/
hai vuh k⌦34r jo ter⌘ r⌦h me/ barb⌦d nah⌘/

>h⌧/>hne ko tire e mere nah milne-v⌦le
vuh cal⌦ hai jise �aqq k⌦ bh⌘ pat⌦ y⌦d nah⌘/

e gham-i y⌦r tire dam se hai ta�m⌘r-i �ay⌦t
t⌧ sal⌦mat hai to mi==⌘ mir⌘ barb⌦d nah⌘/

1st verse ter, naz)ar se dil ko suk⌧n hai qar⌦r hai
tere karam se mere caman me5 bah*r hai

1st girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

yih sh⌦n yih shauqat mir⌘ auq⌦t nah⌘/ th⌘
yih n⌦m o nish⌦n-am tir⌘ nisbat k⌘ �at(⌦ hai

1st verse ter⌘ naz(ar se dil ko suk⌧n hai qar⌦r hai
tere karam se mere caman me/ bah⌦r hai

2nd verse ham ⌦ ga)e kah⌦/ pih yih kis k⌦ day⌦r hai
pahl⌧ se dil puk⌦r⌦ yah, k2-yi y*r hai (dekho)

3rd verse va�de pih j⌘ rahe the magar dam nikal gay⌦
⌦/khe/ khul⌘ hu)⌘ hai tir⌦ intiz(⌦r hai

4th verse z⌦hid mir⌘ nam⌦z bhal⌦ kyo/ nah ho qub⌧l
har lam�ah mere samne ta⇢v⌘r-i y⌦r hai

5th verse ma�shar me/ sab ke p⌦s to hai n⌦mah-yi �amal
yih dekho mere h⌦th me/ d⌦m⌦n-i y⌦r hai

6th verse mujh se agar zam⌦nah bh⌘ bargashtah ho to ho
mai/ mut(ma)in h⌧/ mer⌘ t(araf cashm-i y⌦r hai

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

hai nisbat sal⌦mat to k⌦he k⌦ ron⌦
kabh⌘ un ke dar se n⌦-m⌦y⌧s hon⌦
yih mer⌦ �aq⌘dah hai ki n⌦m un k⌦ le-kar
u=h⌦ l⌧/ jo mi==⌘ to ban j⌦)e son⌦

6th verse mai/ mut(ma)in h⌧/
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3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

ky⌦ ko)⌘ u=h⌦ sakt⌦ hai hame/ ab in ke dar se e k⌦mil
ham un ke bul⌦)e ⌦)e hai/ ham un ke bi=h⌦)e bai=he hai/

6th verse mai/ mut(ma)in h⌧/

7th verse jis dil me/ �ishq-i p⌘r hai �ishq-i ras⌧l hai
us par nuz⌧l-i ra�mat-i parvardig⌦r hai

8th verse k⌦mil ke dil se p⌧chi)e sajdo/ k⌘ la<<ate/
vuh hai sar-i niy⌦z hai aur p⌦-yi y⌦r hai

Item 11: A ghazal in Urdu

naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

jo mujhe dekht⌦ hai n⌦m ter⌦ let⌦ hai
mai/ to kh⌦mosh h⌧/ nisbat mir⌘ khamosh nah⌘/

2nd rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

yih aur hai ham ko khabar nah⌘/ hot⌘
nig⌦h-i y⌦r kabh⌘ be-khabar nah⌘/ hot⌘

1st verse ⌦p ko p⌦t⌦ nah⌘/ jab...

1st verse ham⌦r⌘ duny⌦ badal-ke rakh d⌘ naz(ar k⌦ miln⌦ hu)⌦ bah⌦nah
udhar nig⌦he/ mil⌘ kis⌘ se idhar yih dil ban gay⌦ nish⌦nah <nash⌦nah>

2nd verse gun⌦hk⌦ro/ pih ha/sne-v⌦lo nah y⌧/ kis⌘ k⌘ ha/s⌘ u6⌦)o
nah j⌦ne �i⇢⇢e me/ jis ke ⌦)e khud⌦ k⌘ ra�mat k⌦ sh⌦miy⌦nah

3rd verse ter⌘ mu�abbat me/ zindag⌘ hai is⌘ me/ kuch lut(f-i bandag⌘ hai
ba6e maze se (al-�amdu li’ll⌦h) gu<ar rah⌘ hai ham⌦r⌦ sar ter⌦ ⌦st⌦nah

4th verse ham⌦re mi�y⌦r-i bandag⌘ me/ bas ik tir⌘ khv⌦jag⌘ =ik⌘ hai
ma<⌦q-i sajdah bh⌘ utn⌦ ⌧/c⌦ buland hai jitn⌦ ⌦st⌦nah

5th verse jab us ne dekh⌦ to j⌘ u=he ham naz(ar phir⌦ l⌘ to mar ga)e ham
�ajab tam⌦she k⌘ zindag⌘ hai abh⌘ �aq⌘qat abh⌘ fas⌦nah

6th verse shab⌦b-i gulshan nis⌦r tum par 34d⌦ hai har ik bah⌦r tum par
siy⌦h ges⌧ ghan⌘ gha=⌦)e/ nashel⌘ a/khe/ shar⌦bkh⌦nah

7th verse kah⌦/ k⌦ dil kais⌘ j⌦n ⇢⌦�ib yah⌦/ to ⌘m⌦n pi ⌦ ban⌘ hai
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kih �usn khvud mustaqil qiy⌦mat phir us pih and⌦z-i k⌦34r⌦nah

8th verse kal⌦m-i k⌦mil k⌘ shuhrato/ k⌦ sabab faqat( un se rabb ko nisbat
ghazal ke har shi�r par hai gahr⌦ ca6h⌦ hu)⌦ rang-i �⌦shiq⌦nah

Item 12: A ghazal in Urdu

naghmah
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Urdu)

nig⌦h-i sat(�b⌘n ek �add se ⌦ge j⌦ nah⌘/ sakt⌘
unhe/ p⌦-kar bh⌘ un ko f⌘’l-�aq⌘qat p⌦ nah⌘/ sakt⌘

ta6ap jo dil k⌘ hai vuh baraq me/ bh⌘ ⌦ nah⌘/ sakt⌘
yih ta6p⌦t⌘ hai sab ko aur vuh ta6p⌦ nah⌘/ sakti

haz⌦ro/ i�tib⌦r aise hai/ jin ko �aql-i ins⌦n⌘
samajh let⌘ to hai sab kuch magar samjh⌦ nah⌘/ sakt⌘

ajal k⌘ b⌦t ek naql-i muq⌦m⌘ ke siv⌦ ky⌦ hai
jo tum pih mar mi=⌦ phir maut us ko mi=⌦ nah⌘/ sakt⌘

1st verse pardah-yi shauq hai yah⌘ ⇢⌧rat-i r⌦z hai yah⌘

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

pardah nah mer⌦ ha=⌦)o zam⌦nah dekh nah le
mai/ shor me/ ⌦)⌧/ tumh⌦r⌘ nish⌦n⌘ ha=e/

1st verse pardah-yi shauq hai yah⌘ ⇢⌧rat-i r⌦z hai yah⌘
tum ho naz)ar ke s*mne mer⌘ nam⌦z hai yah⌘

2nd girah (in 
Urdu; 
repeated 
twice)

ba6⌦ maq⌦m hai us k⌦ khud⌦parasto/ me/
jo tum ko rakh-ke naz(ar me/ ad⌦ nam⌦z kare

1st verse tum ho naz(ar ke s⌦mne mer⌘ nam⌦z hai yah⌘

3rd girah (in 
Urdu)

kabh⌘ e �aq⌘qat e muntaz(ar <muntaz(ir> naz(ar ⌦ lib⌦s-i maj⌦z me/
kih haz⌦ro/ sajde ta6ap rahe hai mer⌘ jab⌘n-i niy⌦z me/

jo mai/ ne sar ko sajdah hu)⌦ kabh⌘ to zam⌘n se ⌦ne lag⌘ ⇢ad⌦
tir⌦ dil to hai ⇢anam⌦shn⌦ tujhe ky⌦ mileg⌦ nam⌦z me/

1st verse tum ho naz(ar ke s⌦mne mer⌘ nam⌦z hai yah⌘

2nd verse ter⌘ ad⌦ k⌘ kh⌧biy⌦n mer⌘ t(araf me/ th⌘ nah⌘/
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zindag⌘ khvud puk⌦rt⌘ bandanav⌦z hai yah⌘

4th girah (in 
Urdu)

ham⌦r⌘ kuch bh⌘ nah th⌘ �aq⌘qat
tumh⌦re dar se mil⌘ hai �izzat

2nd verse ter⌘ ad⌦ k⌘ kh⌧biy⌦n mer⌘ t(araf me/ th⌘ nah⌘/

5th girah (in 
Urdu)

qasam all⌦h k⌘ un k⌘ �at(⌦ k⌦mil karam k⌦mil
magar k⌦mil mu⇢⌘bat hai ham⌦r⌘ tangd⌦m⌦n⌘

2nd verse un k⌘ ad⌦ k⌘ kh⌧biy⌦n mer⌘ t(araf me/ th⌘ nah⌘/
zindag⌘ khvud puk⌦rt⌘ bandanav⌦z hai yah⌘

khv⌦jah bandanav⌦z khv⌦jah gesudar⌦z

3rd verse ahl-i jah⌦n ko ky⌦ khabar kaun hai mujh me/ jalvagar
mai5 h25 kah*5 (mere a�mad piy⌦, mere k⌦mil piy⌦, mere sheikh al-a�mad, mere 
ghaus piy⌦) tum h, to ho a;l me5 r*z hai yah,

6th girah (in 
Urdu)

mer⌘ ky⌦ b⌧d hai sab un k⌦ vuj⌧d un k⌦ nam⌧d
kaise n⌦d⌦n hai/ jo samne l⌦te hai/ mujhe

3rd verse ahl-i jah⌦n ko ky⌦ khabar kaun hai mujh me/ jalvagar
mai5 h25 kah*5 tum h, to ho a;l me5 r*z hai yah,

4th verse us ke karam pih mai/ nis⌦r hai kiy⌦ sab se beniy⌦z
y⌦r hai mujh se ⌦shk⌦r bandah k⌦ r⌦z hai yah⌘

5th verse ⌦)e jah⌦/ tere qadam kar liy⌦ apne sar ko kham
bandah-yi �ishq ke li)e k⌦mil nam⌦z hai yah⌘

1st verse pardah-yi shauq hai yah⌘

Item 13: Rang
<al�p>

1st rub�◆ (in 
Hindi)

rain⌘ ca6h⌘ ras⌧l k⌘ so rang maul⌦ ke h⌦th
jis k⌘ c⌧/dar rang di/ho so rangan v⌦ ke bh⌦g

Rang ⌦j rang hai r⌘ m⌦/ rang hai r⌘ (⌦he ⌦j rang hai)
mohe p⌘r p⌦yo mu�y⌘ al-d⌘n auliy⌦)

1st girah mu�y⌘ al-d⌘n auliy⌦) mu�⌘n al-d⌘n auliy⌦)
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mu�⌘n al-d⌘n auliy⌦) qut(b al-d⌘n auliy⌦)
qut(b al-d⌘n auliy⌦) far⌘d al-d⌘n auliy⌦)
far⌘d al-d⌘n auliy⌦) niz(⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦)
niz(⌦m al-d⌘n auliy⌦) na⇢⌘r al-d⌘n auliy⌦)
na⇢⌘r al-d⌘n auliy⌦) bandanav⌦z auliy⌦)
bandanav⌦z auliy⌦) sh⌦h-i a�mad auliy⌦)
sh⌦h-i a�mad auliy⌦) kal⌘m all⌦h auliy⌦)
kal⌘m all⌦h auliy⌦) y⌧suf shar⌘f auliy⌦)
y2suf shar,f auliy*H ghul*m-i ghaus auliy*H

ghul*m-i ghaus auliy*H sh*h-i k*mil auliy*H

Rang jab dekho more sang hai r⌘ m⌦/ rang hai r⌘
mai/ to aiso rang aur nah⌘/ dekh⌘ khv⌦jah
desh ba-desh me/ >h⌧/>h phir⌘ h⌧/
tor⌦ rang man bh⌦yo

Item 14: Qaul in Arabic
Qaul and 
tar�nah

man kuntu maul⌦ fa-�aliyyun maul⌦

dar dil dar dil dar d⌦n⌘
ham tum tan⌦ n⌦n⌦ n⌦ tan⌦n⌦n⌦ re
yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘
yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘

maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

1st girah (in 
Urdu)

la�ad me/ ta<kirah-yi b⌧ tur⌦b kar d⌧/g⌦
sav⌦l ko)⌘ bh⌘ ho l⌦jav⌦b kar d⌧/g⌦
mere gun⌦h siy⌦h gar hai e farishto magar
�al⌘ mur⌦d hai to s⌦re �is⌦b kar d⌧/g⌦

Qaul maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

2nd girah (in 
Urdu)

bane ⇢⌧f⌘ ja<b⌦t me/ pahne-v⌦le
qalandar bane �ishq me/ jalne-v⌦le
nab⌘ hai �al⌘ ko val⌘ kahne-v⌦le
val⌘ val⌘ kaheg⌦ �al⌘ kahne-v⌦le

Qaul and 
tar�nah

maul⌦ �al⌘ maul⌦

dar dil dar dil dar d⌦n⌘
ham tum tan⌦ n⌦n⌦ n⌦ tan⌦n⌦n⌦ re
yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦l⌘ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘
yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦ yal⌦ l⌦l⌦l⌘
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